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How Did This Book Come About?

O ur knowledge about the education of gifted and
talented students has grown rapidly during the past

several decades, and in recent years there has been a
veritable explosion of new books, journal articles and

scientific papers. This expansion of knowledge has re-
sulted in a rich repository of information about new
theories, ideas, research findings and descriptions of a
broad variety of identification and programmingpractices.

One of the more favorable events of recent years has
been an attempt on the parts of several writers to synthe-
size the growing body of information about the gifted and
talented into systems and models that can be used as the
basis for program organization and development. In spite
of the deepening interest and new wave ofliterature,
however, there is no single source to which students and
practitioners can turn for a survey of the major modelsthat
have been designed to guide special programsfor highly

able youth.

The primary objective of this book is to provide such
a survey and,in the process, to encourage a morecritical
understanding and sounderutilization of the principles and
practical proceduresset forth in each model. Implicit in this
work is my own strong conviction that the consumerof

information about methods for serving the gifted should
have at his or her disposal a fair and representative
description of that whichis available in the “marketplace”
of ideas about how we can organize the delivery of
services to special populations. Such informationis vital
for both researchers who wish to examine the effective-
ness ofparticular approaches to programming,andpracti-
tioners who must make informed decisions about the
adoption of a major plan or pattern of program organiza-
tion. One of my strongest beliefs about the field of
education for the gifted and talented (or any service
orientedfield, for that matter) is that program successis a
direct function of the degree to which a program is based
on a unified and coordinated set of principles. Without
such an organizational pattern, programsarelikely to end
up being random collections of scattered practices that
lack theoretical integrity and internal consistency. In such
an “anything goes” atmosphere,wearelikely to lose sight
of the major goals that give uniquenessto a field whichis
striving to differentiate between general education and
education for a specially designated population. The sys-
tems and models included in this book were selected
because they represent organized and unified approaches
to servinggifted children and youth. As such, they should
be viewedas both practical and theoretical compassesthat
can be used to guide us toward the goals set forth in the
respective models.
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Two Kinds of Models

In a review oftheliterature on programsfor the gifted and talented, Silverman
(1980)' found oversixty provisions currently being used to provide services for gifted
students at the elementary and secondary ievels. Silverman'slist includes mainly
patterns of administrative organization such as full-time classes, summer programs,
apprenticeships, pull-out programs, etc. Although these provisions are sometimes
referred to as “models,” I have attempted to make an importantdistinction between the
kinds of provisions included on Silverman'slist and the general type of modelthat has
beenselected for inclusion in this book. For purposesof discussion I will deal with this
issue byreferring to one category as Administrative Models and the other as Theoretical
Models.

Administrative models consist of patterns of organization and procedures for
dealing with such issues as how weshould group students, develop schedules for the
time spent in special programs, and arrange for the delivery of services. Theoretical
models, on the other hand,consistof principles that guide the instructional process and
give direction to the content, thinking processes, and outcomesof learning experiences
that might take place within any given administrative pattern of organization. Theoreti-
cal models are mainly influential in determining the quality of special program experi-
ences, whereas administrative models are more concerned with the efficiency and
“smoothness” of program operation and the ways that special programs “fit into” the
total school program.

It should be pointed out that certain administrative models sometimes evolve into
de facto theoretical models. Acceleration, for example, hastraditionally been viewed as
an administrative model; however, when it is used mainly to promote more rapid
coverage of traditional subject matter, then it also assumes theoretical purposes.
Theoretical models are based on collections of principles about the nature of learners
and the learning process. As such, they can generally be applied to almostall patterns of
administrative organization. Oneof the criteria for selecting models for this book was
that the materialfall mainly into the category of a theoretical model. This type of material
represents a more analytical treatmentofissuesrelated to identification and program-
ming; andassuch,it has greater potential for giving direction to the substantive (rather
than organizational) nature of our field. And althoughit is undoubtedly valuable to
debate the advantages and disadvantages of various administrative models, I believe
that theoretical models are more provocative and therefore make for more lively
reading and greater opportunity for critical analysis.

WhatIs Different About This Book?

This book differs from existing texts in several important ways. First and foremost.
the book contains descriptions of the major systems and models that were specifically
developed to guide programs for the gifted and talented. In the early years of special
programmingfor the gifted, mostof the literature dealt with administrative models or the
application of models that were developed for other purposes, usually general educa-
tion. Most of these models focused on the development of cognitive and affective
processes(e.g., Bloom's Taxonomy, Kohlberg’s moral development model), or system-
atic proceduresfor the organization and delivery of instructional strategies (e.g., Taba’s
teachingstrategies program, Suchman’sinquiry strategies model). These models served
a useful purpose in the evolution of our field for two basic reasons. First, they
represented an early effort to search for “something different” from that which was

‘Silverman, L. K. (1980). Secondary programsforgifted students. Journal of Education of the Gifted, 4(1),
vi 30-42.
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going on in general education. This search also represented a strong reaction against the

content centered curriculum. A large concern (indeed, even an obsession) with earlier

efforts was to build special programs around the concept of process development. But

these models were never intended to be used only with the gifted. The fact that they

were being givenlittle attention in general education, however, made them fair gamefor

persons and programs that were seeking to develop a differentiated approach to

learning. In a certain sense, we might say that personsin gifted education were thefirst

educators ‘“‘to discover” Bloom’s Taxonomy and other process models; but it was not

too long before general educators recognized the need for process developmentin all

students. Indeed, the “hottest” issue in general education today is the thinking skills

movement. The theories and suggestions being put forth in this movement are not

restricted to high ability students; in many ways, this present day emphasis on thinkingis

a replicationof the efforts that were first developed for the gifted more than two decades

ago.

The early search for something different was also important because it became a
salient characteristic of almostall of the developmentalefforts that were to follow in the
field of education for the gifted andtalented.It is this type of searching that has helped to
give the field a pioneering and dynamic nature.It also hasresulted in the leadership role
that gifted education has provided for education in general. I believe that the models

presentedin this bookare clearreflection of the search for unique solutionsthat face
personsstriving to providea differentiated education for highly able youth.

A second reason that the general educational models were important in the

evolution of our field is that many of these models, or component parts thereof,

subsequently became integrated into models that were specifically designed to serve

high potential youth. Thus, for example, we note that in the Enrichment Triad Model,

one category of service (Type II Enrichment) consists mainly of cognitive and affective

process developmentthat is based on the work of general models such as Bloom's

Taxonomy and Guilford’s Structure of the Intellect.

This book differs from currently available general textbooks in another way. Each
chapter has been preparedby the originator(s) of the model; and this approach offers

certain advantagesfor persons surveying thefield or teaching courses that focus on the

major systems and models in gifted education. Very few, if any, of the textbooks

currently available coverall the models included in this book; andin certain cases, the
general textbooks provided only limited treatment of some of the major models.It also
mustbe said that some of the descriptions of the systems and models written by other
authors are less than accurate representations of the original works. Given these

circumstances, persons seeking information about the models must resort to wading

through several book length descriptions of each model, and/or tracking down numer-

ous and frequently difficult to locate journalarticles. | believe that one of the advantages
of this bookis that it provides compact and yet comprehensive summariesof the major
models written by the persons who originated them. From this book the reader can
secure the authors’ own overviews of several approaches to programming and, from
these overviews, make informed decisions about which models might be pursuedin

moredetailed sources.

Guidelines Without Straightjackets

Although I wantedto maintain a certain amountof uniformity and “quality control”
over the contributions to this volume, I did not wantto place restrictions on any of the
authorsso far as their individual approaches were concerned. Nor did I wantto limit the

creativity and innovation that has caused these authors to make their respective vii
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contributions. Thus, wide laterality was provided so far as length and content of any
given chapter was concerned; the authors were, however, askedto include the following
three dimensionsin their respective chapters.

1. Rationale. Authors were asked to deal with the question of why their model was
developed and whythis particular approachto programmingfor gifted and talented
students is recommended. Authors were asked to include theroetical background
and research studies underlying their respective models, and personal experiences
that might have led to the development of their organizational framework and
specific recommendations.

2. Practical Applications. Authors were asked to give a practical description of the
specific componentsof their models and waysin which the model can be applied ina
schoolsetting. They were asked to describe each component, the objectives relating
thereto, and practical procedures for implementing any andall components. Also
requested were specific examples of the model in action, the responsibilities of
teachers, best-case examplesof students’ work, and anything else that the authors
felt would give a comprehensivepicture of their respective models.

3. Research and Evaluation Studies. The final request related to any andall
research data andfield studies that supported the various models. Both quantitative
and qualitative research data were requested and outstanding case studies from
researchsites were also recommendedforinclusion.Finally, authors were requested
to makethis section “instructional” in the sense that persons using their model could
derive evaluation procedures and materials by using this section of each chapter.

Because of the many different approaches to model development, and the
different styles of the authors in pursuing their own research and writing, variations on
the three topicslisted above can be foundin the chapters that follow. At the same time,
however, there is enough uniformity in approach to guarantee a book that was written
by design rather thanas a collection of already publishedarticles. There is, of course,
material from previous publications included within the various contributions, but each
chapter was written specifically for this volume; andin this sense,it represents new
material so far as organization and synthesis are concerned.

Selecting material for a book such asthis is always a difficult process, and one
whichis boundto recieve somecriticism regarding decisions about the models that were
finally selected for inclusion. Three majorcriteria were usedas quidesforselection.First
and foremost, I wanted the bookto include models that were both theoretically sound
and, at the same time, developed in such a waythat they could be implementedin a
wide variety of school settings. In this regard, my main concern was to produce a
volume that had the advantage of practical application as well as one which was
grounded in contemporary research aboutthe characteristics of highly able youth and
present day knowledge aboutinstructional practices. A secondcriterion had to do with
whatmightbest be described asintegrity and internal consistency. In this regard, one of
my ownbiases enteredinto the selection process. With the exception of cases in which
individual authors recommendthe integration or blending of their work with the
components or subcomponents of other models, I am generally not in favor of an
eclectic approach to program development. If a model represents anythingatall, it
should beanintegrated set of principles and proceduresthat has internal consistency
andintegrity. When program developersstart to borrow alittle bit from one model and a
little bit from another, the end result might be a patchwork approach to programming
that defeats the very purpose of model constructionin thefirst place. In a similar vein, |
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also sought to include models in which there was a logical relation between the
definition or conception of giftedness underlying the work of a particular author, and the
types of programming practices that seemed to belogical derivations of the ways in
which giftedness was viewed. I do not believe that there is a “right” or “wrong”
definition of giftedness; however, I do believe that the ways in which one defines this
population should serve as major guides to the types of programming activities
recommendedwithin any given model. All of our efforts in programmingat the school
level, from identification and curriculum to the evaluation of program effectiveness, are
mucheasier and more defensible when we have maximuminternal consistency and a
clear relationship between our conception of giftedness on one hand, and related
programmingactivities on the other.

The third criteria for selection of material for this book, and one that has already
been mentioned above, was the purposeful development of models to serve the gifted
and talented. Within this criterion, | also considered the longevity of the models and the
extent to which they have been implemented in various schools and districts. Taken
collectively, all three criteria were designed to help avoid the fly-by-night approaches,
practices or provisions that are mistakenly referred to as “models,” and the untested and
unverified approachesthat periodically pop up becauseof either single site recognition
or the salesmanship of a charismatic individual. Although noselection process can be
perfect, an attempt was madeto apply the abovethreecriteria to the selection process as
vigorously as possible. Butit is also important to keep in mind that the very differencesin
the models that give them their relative uniqueness also meansthat they will show
varying degrees of adherence to any oneofthe criteria that were usedfor selection.

Extra Added Attractions

A few other items have been includedin this book to make it more useful to the
teacher and practitioner. First, we have attempted to provide a brief summary of each
model. These summaries can be shared with persons who may not have the time to
read full-length chapters, but who also need some general information about a
particular plan or model. The information can also be used as “bait” for enlisting a
greater in-depth study of models by busy administrators or policy makers who might
need a brief synopsis before delving into a full-length description.

Also included at the end of each chapteris a series of discussion questions that were
formulated by the authors themselves. These questions were designed for class discus-
sions and | hope that they will focus attention on some of the factors that authors
consider to be important or unique features of their respective models.

I would like to express mygratitude to the authors of each chapter who worked so
diligently to prepare material and meet deadlines within their always busy schedules.|
also wouldlike to thank my colleague Gina Schackfor the excellent organizational and
editorial assistance that she lent to this effort. The remarkable and indispensable
editorial review andrevision provided by Linda H. Smith and Patricia Ludwig helped to
bring an elementof uniformity andclarity to the widely diverse writing styles of the many
authors represented here. The book is unquestionably more readable because of the

endless hoursthat they spent with each manuscript. Andfinally, | owe a debtof gratitude
to staff members Ann Marie Fortier and Deanna Kornerfor their valuable services in the
preparation of material for this book.

Joseph S. Renzulli
Storrs, Connecticut

August 1986 ix
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Dr. Camilla Persson Benbow Dr. Camilla Persson Benbow workedat the Study of

Associate Professor Mathematically Precocious Youth (SMPY) at Johns
Departmentof Psychology Hopkins University for nine years. In the end she wasits

lowa State University co-director along with Professor Julian C. Stanley, the
founder of SMPY. In July 1985 Dr. Benbow beganas an
associate professor in the Department of Psychology at
lowa State University (ISU). A new branch of SMPY, called

“SMPYat ISU,” has been created at lowa State University.
SMPYat ISU carries out the SMPY longitudinal studies
and is in the process of starting SMPY programsthere.
WhenDr. Stanley completely retires, SMPY’sactivities will
be based at Iowa State University under Dr. Benbow’s

direction.
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SMPY’s Model for Teaching
Mathematically Precocious
Students

Or practical model for providing sound
programming for most intellectually talented

students can simply be accomplished by schools’ allowing
curricularflexibility. For over a dozen years, the Study of
Mathematically Precocious Youth (SMPY) at Johns
Hopkins has utilized already available educational
programs to meet the needs of its talented students
through educational acceleration. SMPY students are
offered a “smorgasbord” of special educational
Opportunities from which to choose whatever
combination, including nothing, best suits the individual.
Someof the options are entering a course a year or more
early, skipping grades, graduating early from high school,
completing two or more years of a subject in one year,
taking college courses on a part-time basis while still in
secondary school, taking summer courses, and credit
through examination. Clearly, SMPY utilizes already
available educational programs to meet the special needs
of talented students. Because this approach is extremely
flexible, teachers or administrators can choose and adapt
the various options in ways to fit their schools’ unique
circumstances and their students’ individual abilities,
needs, andinterests.

Moreover, this method avoids the commoncriticism
of elitism and costs little for a school system to adopt.
Actually, the various accelerative and enriching options
devised by SMPY maysavethe school system money, Yet
this rather simple adjustment, i.e., advancing a gifted child
in each school subject to the level of his/her intellectual
peers,is rarely made because ofbias against acceleration.
It is important to note, however, that no research study to
date has foundproperly effected educational acceleration
detrimental, but rather the contrary.
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SMPY’s Modelfor Teaching
Mathematically Precocious Students

ince 1971, the Study of Mathematically Precocious Youth (SMPY) at The Johns

Hopkins University has systematically explored various possibilities for identifying
and educating mathematically precocious secondary students. Out of this work several
promising procedures have been developed. Dr. Julian C. Stanley, Professor of Psychol-
ogy at Johns Hopkins and the founder and director of SMPY, deserves mostof the credit
for this SMPY model, which will be described in this chapter. Without his foresight,
creative ideas and dedication, the findings presented could not have been made.

SMPY’s Definition of Mathematical Precocity

It is conventional for new investigators to define or conceptualize giftedness before
they start to work in this area. SMPY, however, has not concerneditself very much with
conceptions of giftedness (Stanley & Benbow, 1986), even though it has been in
existence since 1971. The staff of SMPY has had their reasonsfor this lack of action. The
following quotationillustrates their position well:

Whatis particularly striking here is howlittle that is distinctly psychological seems
involued in SMPY, and yet how fruitful SMPY appears to be.It is as if trying to be
psychological throws us off the course andinto a mire of abstract dispositions that help
little in facilitating students’ demonstrable talents. What seems most successful for
helping students is what stays closest to the competencies onedirectly cares about:in
the case of SMPY, for example, finding students who are very good at math and

arranging the environmentto help them learnit as well as possible. One would expect
analogousprescriptions to be of benefitforfostering talent at writing, music, art, and any
other competencies that can be specified in product or performance terms. Butall this in
fact is not unpsychological; it simply is different psychology”(Wallach, 1978, p. 617).

SMPYhas, of course, an operational definition of giftedness, which is consistent
with the aboveposition. SMPY’s indicator of mathematical talent or precocity is simply a
high score at an early age on the mathematics section of the College Board Scholastic
Aptitude Test (SAT-M). This may appear narrow. The staff of SMPY feel, however, that
its eleganceliesin its simplicity and objectivity. Moreover, few would arque that such an
ability (to be described further below) does not indicate a high level of cognitive
functioning. Although some students may be overlookedbythis criterion, we identified
more youths who reason exceptionally well mathematically than we could handle.

The Talent Search Concept

In order to identify mathematically talented students, SMPY developed the con-
cept of an annualtalent search and conductedsix separate searches, in March 1972,
January 1973, January 1974, December 1976, January 1978 and January 1979.
During those years 9,927intellectually talented junior high school students between 12
and 14 years of age were tested. Students attending schools in the Middle Atlantic
Region of the United States wereeligible to participate in an SMPYtalent search onlyif
they scored in the upper 5 percent (1972), 2 percent (1973 and 1974), or 3 percent
(1976, 1978 and 1979) in mathematical ability (not computation or learned concepts)

I should like to thank Dr. Julian C. Stanley for helpful comments on anearlier version of this chapter.
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on the national normsof a standardized achievement-test battery, such as the lowa Test
of Basic Skills, administered as part of their schools’ regular testing program.

In the talent search, such students took the SAT-M and, exceptin 1972 and 1974,

also the verbal (SAT-V) sections. These tests were designed to measure developed
mathematical and verbal reasoning abilities, respectively, of above-average 12th-
graders (Donlon & Angoff, 1971). Most of the students in the SMPYtalent searches,
however, were in the middle of the seventh grade and less than age 13. Few had
received formal opportunities to develop their abilities in algebra and beyond (Benbow
& Stanley, 1982a, b, 1983c). For example, we have found that among the top 10
percent of our talent search participants (i.e., those eligible for fast-paced summer
programs in mathematics), a majority do not know evenfirst-year algebra well. Thus,
they must begin their studies with AlgebraI.

Therefore, most of these students were demonstrably unfamiliar with mathematics
from algebra onward, yet many of them were able to score highly on a difficult test of
mathematical reasoning ability Presumably, this could occur only by the use of
extraordinary ability at the “analysis” level of Bloom’s (1956) taxonomy. We concluded
that the SAT-M mustfunction far more at an analytical reasoning level for the SMPY
examineesthanit does for high school juniors and seniors, most of whom have already
studied rather abstract mathematics for several years (Benbow & Stanley, 1981, 1983c).

Moreover, because the test was so difficult and many students viewed the talent

searches as a competition, our modeofidentification also selected for high motivation.

Although it is not well known how precocious mathematical reasoning ability
relates to “mathematical reasoning ability” of adults, SMPY has a protocol any re-
searcher can reproduce (many have), that enables the selection of groups of individuals
with high tested ability. Criticisms of whether we are measuring “true” mathematical
reasoning ability are presently not germane.If a test can predict future achievement, it

has value regardless of the exact nature of the aptitude measured.If the test does predict
high achievement, then we may wantto determine whatit measures or what mathemat-
ical reasoning ability may be. SMPY’s purposeis in part to determine the predictive
validity of the SAT-M. Our workto date indicates that it does predict relevantcriteria
(e.g., Benbow & Stanley, 1983a). For example, SAT-M scoresidentified mathematically
highly talented 11th-graders better than their mathematics teachers (Stanley, 1976).

Finally, SMPY has sought already-evident ability, rather than some presumed
underlying potential that has not yet become manifest. Thus, we have not concerned
ourselves with possible late bloomers. We are not even convincedthat there exist many
late bloomers in terms of ability. Althoughit is possible to find a student whose SAT
scores improve greatly in one year, for example over 200 points more than other
studentshis/her age, the chance is remote. We at SMPYfeel that nearly all late bloomers
are moretheresult of early lack of motivation or test sophistication than of suddenly
developed ability.

Talent Search Results

Results from the six SMPY talent searches are shown in Table 1. Most students
scored rather high on both the SAT-M and SAT-V. Their performance was equivalent to
the averagescoresof a national sample of high school students. On the SAT-V, the boys
andgirls performed about equally well. The mean performanceof 7th grade students on
SAT-V wasat the 30th percentile of college-bound 12th graders. On the SAT-M seventh

4 grade boys scored at approximately the 37th percentile of college-bound senior males
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Table 1
Performance of Students in the Study of Mathematically Precocious Youth in Each of the

First Six Talent Searchers (N = 9927)
 

 

 

 

SAT-M Scores? SAT-V Scores?

Number Boys Girls Boys Girls

Test Date Grade Boys Girls Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D.

March 1972 7 90 77 460 104 423 75
8+ 133 96 528 105 458 88

January 1973 7 135 88 495 85 440 66 385 71 374 74
8+ 286 158 551 85 511 63 431 89 442 83

January 1974 7 372 222 473 85 440 68
8+ 556 369 540 82 503 72

December 1976 7 495 356 455 84 421 64 370 73 368 70
8° 12 10 598 126 482 83 487 129 390 61

January 1978 7and8&1549 1249 448 87 413 71 375 80 372 78
January 1979 7and8&2046 1628 436 87 404 77 470 76 370 77

‘Mean score for a random sample of high schooljuniors and seniors was 416 for males and
390 for females.

*Meanscore for a random sample of high school juniors and seniors was 368 for males and
females.

“These rare 8th graders were accelerated at least 1 year in school grade placement.

 

Taken from Stanley & Benbow (1983b).
 

and the seventh gradegirls at approximately the 39th percentile of college-bound senior
females. The eighth graders scoredslightly better than the seventh graders, as would be
expected.

Clearly, SMPYidentified a group of mathematically precocious students whoalso
tendedto be highly able verbally. Cohn (1977, 1980) and Benbow (1978) found that

mathematically talented students are also advanced in their other specific cognitive
abilities and in their knowledgeof science and mathematics (see Figures 1 and 2). SMPY’
students tended to have especially strong spatial, mechanical, and nonverbal reasoning
abilities. Their performance wassimilar to students several years older than ourtalent

search participants. Their verbal abilities were also superior, but less so than their
mathematicalabilities (as is predicted by regression towards the mean).

Renzulli (1978) has argued that giftedness is made up of three separate compo-
nents: above-average ability, task commitment, and creativity. The students identified
by SMPY exhibit two of the three qualities: high mathematical reasoning ability and
motivation. An objective of SMPYis to provide the knowledge necessaryto becreative
and to determineif the SMPYparticipants then becomecreative as adults. As Keating
proposed (1980), in orderto be creative a person needsto have knowledge. Creativity
cannotexist in a vacuum. Moreover,creativity is difficult to measure. For these reasons,
SMPYhaslargely ignored using an explicit creativity measure as part ofits identification
procedure.

In addition, SMPY chose to focus on mathematical reasoningability rather than
generalintelligence or IQ. The IQ is a global composite, perhapsthe best single index of
general learning rate. One can, however, earn certain IQ in a variety of ways, e.g., by
scoring high on vocabulary but much lower on reasoning, or vice versa. Therefore,it
seemedto the staff of SMPYillogical and inefficient to group students for instruction or 5
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special programs in mathematics mainly onthebasis of overall mental age or IQ. Often

this is done and students wholag behind are accused of being underachievers or not
well motivated. The true reason often is that they simply haveless aptitude for learning
mathematics than some in the class who have the same IQ.

Thefirst six talent searches (1972-1979) were conducted to seek young people

whoreason extremely well mathematically. This was, however, primarily a meansto the

end offinding suitable students on whom to develop educational principles, practices,

and techniquesthat schools could then adaptto meet their own needs. As of the seventh
talent search, conducted in January 1980, SMPYrelinquished that important service
function to the newly created agency at Johns Hopkins, the Center for the Advance-

ment of Academically Talented Youth (CTY). CTY adapted and extendedthe talent

search modelto discover verbally and/or generally talented students, also. The effec-

tiveness of this approachforthese three areas has been proven by CTY thusfar in seven

massive talent searchers, 1980-1986,involving about 125,000 students.

SMPY’s Four D’s

The first book on SMPY’s work (Stanley, Keating & Fox, 1974) was entitled

Mathematical Talent: Discovery, Description, and Development. Since then we have

added a fourth D, Dissemination of ourfindings, and abbreviatedthattitle to MT:D*.

Discovery is the identification phase during whichthetalentis found throughthe talent
searches. Description is the phase during which the top students in the talent searches
are tested further, affectively and cognitively. This leads to SMPY’s main goal, develop-
ment. During this phase mathematically talented students are continually helped,

facilitated and encouraged. Each is offered a smorgasbord of special educational

options (see Stanley & Benbow, 1982a) from which to choose whatever combination,

including nothing,that best suits the individual. The staff of SMPY provides as much

guidanceasits resources permit.

Most studies of talent do not provide educational facilitation for those students
identified as part of their investigations. From the start the SMPYstaff was determined to
steer a different course. Intervention on behalf of the able youths found took an

importantrole. Thus, discovery and description were seen asessential only in that they

lead to emphasis on accelerating educational development, particularly in mathematics

and related subjects.

We chose to emphasize educational acceleration rather than enrichment. There
were both logical and empirical reasons for this. Our rationale was that the pacing of
educational programs mustberesponsiveto the capacities and knowledgeof individual

children. As Robinson (1983) eloquently stated, this conclusion is based on three basic

principles derived from developmental psychology. The first is that learning is a
sequential and developmentalprocess(e.g., Hilgard & Bower, 1974). The secondis that
there are large differences in learning status among individuals at any given age.
Althoughthe acquisition of knowledge and the developmentof patterns of organization

follow predictable sequences, children progress through these sequencesat varying

rates (Bayley, 1955, 1970; George, Cohn, & Stanley, 1979; Keating, 1976; Keating &

Schaeffer, 1975; Keating & Stanley, 1972; Robinson & Robinson, 1976).

Thefinal such principle influencing SMPY’s workis that effective teaching involves
assessing the student’s status in the learning process and posing problemsslightly
exceeding the level already mastered. Work that is too easy produces boredom, work

thatis too difficult cannot be understood. This Hunt (1961) referred to as “the problem 7
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of the match,” whichis based on the premisethat “learning occurs only whenthereis
an appropriate match between the circumstances that a child encounters and the
schemata that he/she has already assimilated into his/her repertoire” (p. 268). Hunt
notes that “the principle is only another statementof the educator’s adage that ‘teaching
muststart where the learneris’ ”(p. 268).

These three principles, as delineated by Robinson (1983), form the guiding
premise behind SMPY’s work.Its implication for education, as interpreted by SMPY, is
that the pace of educational programs must be adapted to the capacities and knowledge
of individual children. Clearly, gifted students are not at the samelevels academically as
their average-ability classmates. Moreover, whatis offered in the regularclassroom for
all children cannot possibly meet this requirement.

SMPYhasfound adapting existing curricula rather than writing new curricula to be
most productive in meeting this need. A side benefit of this approachis that it avoids the
commoncriticism of elitism and costslittle for a school system to adopt. Actually, the
various accelerative and enriching options devised by SMPY may save the school
system money.

Educational Options

The various options the staffs of SMPY and CTY have established as being
effective and thus present to their students who express a desire for more rapid
educational growth will be described in more detail in this section. They have been
articulated earlier in such publications as Stanley and Benbow (1982a, 1983) and
Benbow andStanley (1983b). The main attraction of these dozen alternatives is that
they are extremely flexible. Thus, teachers or school administrators can choose and
adapt them in ways to fit their unique circumstances and their students’ individual
abilities, needs andinterests.

1 Theleast unsettling alternative for many students is to have them take as many
stimulating high schoolcourses as possible, but yet enough others to ensure high

school graduation. At the same time, the student takes one or two college courses a
semester from a local institution on released time from school, at night or during
summers. Thereby, the student graduates from high school with the added bonusof
some college credit. Some of the college courses may even be used for high school
credit as well. The individual can, therefore, enjoy the atmosphereof high schoo! while
being challengedintellectually

2 In lieu of the above option, or in addition to it, it may be possible for a bright
studentto receive college credit for high school course-work through examination.

The Advanced Placement Program, which has been sponsored by the College Board
since 1955,offers able and motivated students the opportunity to study one or more
college-level courses and then, depending on their examination results, to receive
advancedstandingin college, credit or both.

The program provides schools AP course descriptions in over 20 disciplines, such
as biology, chemistry, mathematics, physics and computer science. These course
descriptions are prepared by committees of school and college teachers and are revised
biennially. The extensive guidelines for high schoolsto usein setting up and conducting
APclasses can be obtained at a minimalcost by writing to College Board Publications

8 Orders, Box 2815, Princeton, New Jersey 08541.
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The committees responsible for the course descriptions also prepare a three-hour

examination in eachofthe respective subjects except Studio Art, for which a portfolio of
the student’s art is used instead. The Educational Testing Service (ETS) administers
these examinations each May. Readersfrom various schools and colleges then assemble
to grade the examinations ona five-point scale: 5, extremely well qualified (or A+ ina

college course); 4, well qualified (or A); 3, qualified; 2, possibly qualified; or 1, no

recommendation. Each candidate’s grade report, examination booklet and other

materials in support of his application for advanced placementorcredit are sent in July

to the college he/sheplansto enter. It is then upto the college to decide whether and
how it will recognize his/her work. Scores of 4 and 5 onthefive-point scale are usually
accepted for credit by even the mostselective colleges; often, even a 3 is accepted.

The staff of SMPY has encouraged high schools to offer AP courses that prepare

students for these examinations and also provide much neededintellectual stimulation.

For those small high schools where there are not enough studentsto fill AP classes,

independent study arrangements for the few students ready for AP work could be
instituted. Under the supervision of a teacher, students could study at the AP level of a
topic following the guidelines of the AP syllabus. Such independentstudy arrangements

should bein lieu ofa class.

The rewards of conducting an APclassare rich. Gifted students becomeintellectu-
ally stimulated and thereby avoid boredom while they study at the college level.
Successful students may also receive exemption from the first-year course in college so
that they can moveinitially into more appropriately difficult materials there.

Do not, of course, confuse the AP exams with the College Board’s Achievement

tests. The formerare atcollege level, whereasthe latter cover the standard contentof

high school courses. With the occasional exception or foreign languages, students
cannot usually receive any college credit for high scores on the achievementtests.

3 If an appropriate courseis not available for a gifted student, have that student take
correspondence coursesat the high schoolorcollege level from a major university,

such as Wisconsin or California. This approach requires so muchself-discipline from the

student, however, that frequentlyit is less than satisfactory. Nevertheless, this is another
possible option for providing an appropriate education for the gifted, especially if a
suitably motivating and pacing procedure can be set up. The student must not count on
receiving college credit for such studies, however, unless arrangements have been made
in advance with the appropriate departmentin the college or university at which he or

she will matriculate.

The mechanism of choice when programmingfor gifted students may be subject-

matter acceleration. For example, an individual may complete Algebra I and Il ina
single school year or during the summer. This can be accomplished by “doubling up,”

by working with a competent mentor, or through fast-paced classes (Bartkovich &

George, 1980; Bartkovich & Mezynski; 1981; Mezynski & Stanley, 1980). Since 1972

SMPYhaspioneered the conceptoffast-paced classes in several subject matters. These

classes are now offered during the academic year and in the summerby CTY. During the

summer of 1984, for example, CTY offered courses in precalculus, calculus, several

sciences, computerscienceat three levels, Americanhistory at two levels, music theory,

German,Latin,writing skills (four levels), etymologies, micro-economics, and probabil-

ity and statistics. Many school systems have adapted the fast-paced class modelfor their

ownuse (e.g., Lunny, 1983; Van Tassel-Baska, 1983). Instructionsforsetting up a fast- 9
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pacedclass can be foundin Bartkovich and George (1980) and Reynolds, Kopelke and
Durden (1984).

5 A school may attempt to condense grades 9-12 into three years for especially
gifted students. Those students would graduate from high school yearearly and

thereby reach more quickly the intellectually stimulating courses available at college.
Senior-year credits, such as English, may be taken during the junior year or during
summersessions. Anotherpossibility is to take college courses that also specifically fulfill
high school course requirements, such as supplanting high school calculus with a more
advancedcollege course in calculus (see 10 below). The key to this alternative is a
school exercising flexibility in allowing individual programs.

6 In some communities there are insufficient existing educational alternatives to
stimulate a very bright student. In such a circumstance, it may be advisable to

have a student attend an early entrance college or program in lieu of high school. The
three most notable opportunities are Simon’s Rock College of Bard College at Great
Barrington, Massachusetts; the Freshman Program of the New School for Social
Research in New York City; and the program run by Professor Nancy Robinson ofthe
Child DevelopmentResearch Groupat the University of Washington, Seattle, Washing-
ton (Robinson, 1983). Exercising this option would require strong commitment on the
part of the parents.

7 A skilled local mentor (not necessarily a teacher) may work privately with the
student, pacing him or her in areas in which the student is most advanced

(Stanley, 1979).

8 For somestudents it may be desirable to enter college at the end of the tenth or
eleventh grade with or without the high school diploma. This may seem extreme,

but actually it has becomea fairly commonpractice for highly able students. In fact, a
numberofinstitutions have set up specific programs and proceduresfor applicants who
wishto entercollege at the end of the eleventh grade. Moreover, the rules of severalstate
boards of education allow the substitution of one year or even one semesterof college
credit for one year of high school credit. Thus, the high school diploma may be awarded
at the end ofthefirst year of college.

The staff of SMPY usually recommendsthat the student earn somecollegecredits,
especially via AP examinations, before leaving high school. This makesthe transition
smoother when the student goes from high schoolto college early For many bright
students, leaving high school early with advanced standing via AP examination credits
and/or college courses seemsto be the preferable mode.

Many of SMPY’s protegés have entered college early and done well (see Time,
1977, Nevin, 1977; Stanley & Benbow, 1982b; Stanley & Benbow, 1983). They
attend or have attended a considerable percentage of the most selective universities and
colleges. In SMPY’s opinion, highly able, well-motivated, emotionally stable students
can complete college by age 14 to 20, accruing considerable personal and academic
benefit.

9 A quite simple strategy to use in meeting the needs of the gifted for advanced
course-workis to allow students to take courses appropriate to their ability and

achievementlevels, regardless of their age. For example, allow an unusually mathemati-
cally able 7th-grader to study algebra, rather than having to wait until the 8th or 9th
grade.
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1 Encourageintellectually talented students to substitute college courses in
mathematics for high school courses that are either unavailable or too

elementary. It was not rare for SMPY’s ablest, most motivated protegés to complete
mathematics through the third semester of college calculus, differential equations, and/
or linear algebra while still in high school. One intrepid youth finished the entire

undergraduate mathematics curriculum of The Johns Hopkins University’s Evening

College, through complexvariable theory and Fourier analysis, by age 16. Another did

likewise at the University of Maryland.

] Perhaps the most innovative option SMPYhas pioneered for mathematically
talented studentsis its fast-paced mathematics classes, where severalyears of

mathematics are learned in one year(Fox, 1974; George & Denham, 1976; Bartkovich

& George, 1980; Mezynski & Stanley, 1980; Bartkovich & Mezynski, 1981; Mezynski,

Stanley, & McCoart, 1983). This approach has been adapted to the study of college

physics and chemistry (Mezynski, Stanley, & McCoart, 1983), high schoolbiology,

chemistry, physics, and computerscience (Stanley & Stanley, 1986), and the verbal
areas (Durden, 1980; Fox & Durden, 1982).

]2 Most youths who reason exceptionally well mathematically do not need the
basic eighth-grade-level course in science. They normally know the concepts

usually covered or can be taught them in a few weeks of review, using the
DT-PI model (to be discussed in the next section). Thus, most mathematically and/or
scientifically highly gifted eighth graders should begin their studies with biology. Using
the DT-PI modelor by teaching the course content at an accelerated pace,an instructor
could easily cover biology in one semester and then chemistry in the second semester,

or vice versa. Students would then advance to physics and computer science the
following year. Bythe time the gifted student reaches tenth grade, he or she would be
ready and have enoughroomin his/her schedule to study the sciences at the college
level through the Advanced Placement Program (see Option 2).

These are the main options offered to the mathematically talented students
identified by SMPY. In discussions with the students, parents and the SMPYstaff, an
individual program is tailored for the students using a combination of options. This
approachutilizes already available educational opportunities rather than designing new
programsor rewriting curricula. As a result, it is politically viable and inexpensive.
SMPY’s approach maynot be the best approach for educating the gifted child, butit is
certainly the most practicable to help gifted students immediately. Longitudinal teaching
teams, as proposed by Stanley (1980), may be a muchbetter system, but would be
difficult to implement. Furthermore, a different teaching approach than used with
average ability students may be desirable to teach the gifted student basic material.
SMPYhasdesigned one such appropriate teaching method.It will be described in the

next section.

SMPY’s Instructional Approach

The extensive experience SMPYhad in teaching mathematicsat a fast paceto its

students revealed that many of them already knew mathematical concepts not yet
explicitly taught to them (Bartkovich & George, 1980; Bartkovich & Mezynski, 1981,
Stanley, Keating, & Fox, 1974). Actual knowledge seemed somewhat dependent upon
the individual’s ability (Favazza, 1983). Moreover, the rate at which unknown mathe-
matical concepts and principles were acquired wasalso a function of ability. These
results verified the need for developing a teaching approach that could accommodate

both the individual’s idiosyncrasies in knowledge of mathematics andhis/herrate of 11
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learning. The results of experimenting led to the DT-PI(Diagnostic Testing followed by
Prescriptive Instructional) model (Stanley, 1978, 1979).

This individualized instructional approach, which can be usedin both individual
and groupsettings, is a strategy for teaching gifted students only those aspects of a
subject they do not know ata rate dictated by their abilities. It is basically a sequential
methodof (1) determining the student’s current level of knowledge using appropriate
standardized tests; (2) pinpointing areas of weakness by analyzing items missed on a
giventest; (3) devising an instructional program that targets those areas of weakness and
allows the student to achieve mastery of the level on a second form of the test; and (4)
proceedingto the next higher level and repeatingsteps 1-3.

The DT-PI model has been used successfully with students as youngassix years of
age. It can be used to help the student master arithmetic or basic mathematics,
precalculus, calculus, the sciences and other subjects such as the mechanics of standard
written English. Not only teachers but also teachers’ aides, mentors and qualified
volunteers from the community can use this approach. It is an extremely flexible
instructional model.

The diagnostic testing followed by prescriptive instruction (DT-PI) teaching method
is an integral aspect of certain of the above options, especially numbers 7, 11 and 12.
Below will be described step by step how to usethis instructional approachwith gifted
students. The description is an adaption of Stanley (1978, 1979). Dr. Julian C. Stanleyis
the originator of the DT-PI model.

Step I

Before using the DT-PI model, obtain an estimate of the level at which diagnostic
testing should begin. Beginning diagnostic testing at the appropriate levelis extremely
important in order to avoid frustrating the examinees and thereby weakening motiva-
tion. An examinee should scoreat least half-way betweenthe sheer chance score anda
perfect score (which is generally the numberofitems of whichthe test consists) on the
properlevel of the measurementinstrument. Usually, this will be approximately the 50th
percentile of the age or grade groupfor whichthe test is most nearly optimum—that is,
the score below whichthescores of half of the examineeslie.

Three factors should be taken into account whenestimatingthe level with whichto
begin. They are the student’s standardized achievement and/or ability test performance,
educational background and school curriculum. This assessment can be supplemented
by remarks from the student’s parents or the teacher’s knowledge aboutthe student.

With gifted children the level at which assessment commenceswill probably be
considerably abovetheir chronological age. To obtainaninitial estimate of the student’s
ability, the staff of SMPY uses the SAT with 11- to 13-year-olds. Youngerorless able
students can havetheir abilities evaluated by the use of easier aptitude tests than the
SAT, such as the School and College Ability Test (SCAT) or the Differential Aptitude
Test (DAT). (In the appendix to this paper are namesand addresses of the publishersof
the various tests described.) It can also be useful to measure the student's specific
abilities separately. Knowledgeof his or her spatial, nonverbal and mechanical compre-
hensionabilities are especially valuable.

In a mannersimilar to estimating where to begin testing with the Stanford-Binet
Intelligence Scale, the examiner must useall available evidence to estimate the point
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where the student would score at the 85th percentile of the most stringent national

norms of students having had that level of mathematics for one year. Such a level of

performanceindicates that the student already knows well that subject matter On an

Algebra I test, for example, this would be the 85th percentile of students having

completed AlgebraI. Diagnostic testing would beginat the next level up. Thus,ifit is

estimated that a student already knows Algebra I but not AlgebraII, diagnostic testing

would begin with AlgebraIl.

If the estimating procedureis successful, the testee should score around the 50th

percentile of the first test administered. Then the procedure goesonto the nextstep.If,

however, the student scores above the 85th percentile, material not yet known should

be covered fast and well with a tutor (Step 9) before the next higherlevel of the subject-

matter test is administered. Likewise, if the student scores below the 50th percentile of

the first test taken, the examiner must go back andtest at the previouslevel in order to

insure masteryof thatlevel. If the examinee then scores below the 85th percentile on the

easierlevel of the test, instruction should begin with that level. Otherwise, the levelfirst

tested should be pursued.

In SMPY’s and CTY’s fast-paced mathematicsclasses for end of the year seventh

graders who havescored at least 500 on SAT-M,diagnostic testing begins with AlgebraI.

For diagnostic testing in mathematics, the staff of SMPY and CTY hasrelied on the

Cooperative Achievement Tests in Mathematics (Arithmetic, Structure of the Number

System, Algebra I, II, and III; Geometry, Trignometry; Analytic Geometry; and Calcu-

lus) and/or the Sequential Tests of Educational Progress (STEP) in mathematics

(Mathematics Concepts and Mathematics Computation, several levels of each). All

these were prepared by ETSin twoorthree essentially equivalent forms each. But other
tests may be appropriate. For the teaching of science, the College Board achievement

tests in biology, chemistry and physics have been utilized (address of publisheris in

appendix). Other standardized tests may be as appropriateor useful.

Weshall use the general case of mathematicstoillustrate the process of applying
the DT-PI model.

Step 2

After estimating where to begin, assess knowledge of mathematics in orderto find

“holes” in the student’s background. Administer the determinedlevel of the test to the

student, observing carefully the instructions, especially time limits, and providing

sufficient scratch paper and pencils.

a. Encourage the examinee to mark on the answersheet every item that time permits,

but to spendlittle time on those about whichhe/shehaslittle knowledge.

b. Urge him/herto put a question mark next to the numberof each item about whose

answerhe/she is uncertain. The testee should return to these for further scrutiny if

time permits.

c. Notify the examinee whenhalf the testing time has elapsed andalso whenonlyfive

minutes remain.

d. Do not answer any questions about the contentof the items. Just say “Do the best

you can.” Procedural questions, such as how or where to mark an item, may be

answered quickly, but should have been coveredbefore testing began. 13
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Step 3

Whenthetesting time expires, collect the answer sheet and scoreit immediately.
Record the number answeredcorrectly. Determine the percentile rank of the score on
national norms.If this is at least the 50th percentile of students having hadthatlevel of
mathematics for one year, but not beyond the 85th, proceedto the next step.

If the score is below the 50th percentile, repeat Step 2 with the next lowerleveltest.
As long as the student’s score is at or above the 85th percentile on the lower test,
continue with Step 4 for the test originally used (but also do Step 9 for the lowerlevel
test). If the score is between the 50th and the 85th percentile on the secondtest, proceed
to Step 4,but use the lowerleveltest. If the student scores below the 50th percentile on
the second test, an even lower level test should be utilized and the whole process
repeated. Seethe flow chart in Figure 3.

If the score was above the 85th percentile on the originaltest, repeat Step 2 for the
next moredifficult level.
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Step 4

Using the test that the examinee scored in the approximately 50th to 85th
14 percentile range, give the examineea list of the numbers ofthe itemsstill missed on that
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test and have him/hertry them again with unlimited time. Do not show the examinee the
scored answer sheetortell him/her how the missed items were marked. Just give the
examinee the item numbers, the test booklet, and scratch paper on which to do those
problems not answered correctly under the standard conditions.

Step 5

Those items the examineestill misses should be examined carefully by a mentor,
especially to see how the pupil missed them both times; the same way, or a different way.
If available, use an item-profile chart to determine which points the examinee does not
understand. Item-profile charts are usually providedin the test’s manual. If the student
appears to havedifficulties in more than two areas, it is useful to also administer an
instructor-designed test to ensure sufficient knowledge. The purposeof suchtestingis to
pick up those students who scored fairly well on the standardized achievementtest
because of their high mathematical reasoningability, but yet do not know the subject as
well as their score would indicate.

Step 6

By considering the points underlying the twice-missed items, by querying the
examinee about questioned items he/she marked correctly and by further talking with
the examinee, the mentor should be able to “read the examinee’s mind”and devise an
instructional program to perfect the examinee’s knowledgeofthat level of mathematics.
This should deal only with the points not yet understood. Especially, the mentor should
not have his/her pupil work through the entire textbook, but instead do only suitable
problems(especially the mostdifficult ones) concerning those topics not yet well known.

Step 7

This is mentor-pacedinstruction, not self-paced. The mentorstimulates the youth
to move through the materials fast and well, providing help where needed.

Step 8

The goalis for the examinee to score almost perfectly on another form of the same
test and also on other standardizedtests at that samelevel. The staff of SMPY has used
the 85th percentile as the mastery level.

Step 9

Whenthe student achieves an 85th percentile on another form of the same level
test, it is still beneficial to quickly go over the points missed by the studentto clear up any
misunderstandings. Similarly, this should be donefor any test where an 85th percentile
is obtained during diagnostic testing.

Step 10

After prescriptive instruction has been completed for one level of mathematics, the
next higher level should be administered and Steps 2 through 9 be repeated. For
example, after Algebra I has been taught in this way, proceed with AlgebraII, and so on.
See Figure 4.

For the “prescriptive instruction” one needsa skilled mentor. He or she should
be intellectually able, fast-minded, and well versed in the subject area, considerably
beyond that to be learned by the “mentee(s).” This mentor must not function didacti-
cally as an instructor, pre-digesting the course material and “spoon-feeding” the 15
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Figure 4. Evaluation processfor a fast-paced mathematics class
*This material was first published in New Voices in Counseling the Gifted, Colangelo and Zaffron.

Copyright 1979, Kendall Hunt Publishing Company.

mentee. Instead, he or she must be a pacer, stimulator, clarifier and extender The
mentee must take responsibility for his or her own learning, especially via homework
donecarefully, fully and well between the meetings with the mentor. The mentor must
ensurethatall the homeworkis indeed done well.

Notall youths will want to work long under these conditions. The alternative for
themisto find a “tutor,” someone whowill “teach” him or her to a muchgreater extent
than is the proper function of the mentor. Obviously, one can get ahead faster with a
mentorthanif a tutor is required.

The mentor need not be a trained teacher, nor need heor she even be older than
the mentee (but much “smarter,” of course). SMPY hasused brilliant 10-year-old to
serve as the mentorfor a brilliant 6-year-old, and later as the 12-year-old (college-
sophomore!) mentorfor a 15-year-old tenth-grader. Usually, though, the mentorwill be
several years older than the mentee. Eleventh- or twelfth-graders or college students
majoringin the relevant subject area may be excellent. So mayolder persons,if they are
well-grounded in the modern mathematics and science and not slow-minded, pedantic
or excessively didactic.

The length and frequencyof sessions with the mentoris again an individual matter
depending upon the motivation, ability and time available from the student. Weekly
sessions are preferable, but they may be more frequent, especially during summers.

Examples of SMPY’s Instructional Approach

Example 1

Step 1. A father wrote in April about his son, 9/4 years old and in the fourth
grade, including evidenceof extreme mathematicalprecocity (i.e., SAT scores). The boy
wasstudying algebra on his own, with somehelp from his parents.
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Step 2. At age 9°%this boy took the Cooperative AchievementTest, AlgebraI,

Form B, understandard conditions.
Step 3. He marked 30 of the 40 items correctly during the 40 minutes. He

marked Nos. 17, 26, 27 and 37 incorrectly and omitted Nos. 21, 29, 32, 37, 38 and 39

(although having been encouragedtotry all the items). On the moststringent normshis

percentile rank was 43, meaning that he scored better than 43%of suburban eighth

graders doafter studying Algebra | for some 180 45- or 50-minute periods. His score of

30 exceeded the scores of 87%of eighth graders across the country who have studied

AlgebraI for a school year, and 89%of ninth graders.

Step 4. Whengiven plenty of extra time to try again the 10 items he had missed,

the boy worked 6 of them correctly.

Step 5. By studying missed items and consulting an item-profile chart, it seemed

clear that the boy’s main difficulties were with twotopics, “solution of linear equations”

and “factoring and quadratic equations.” Hewasinefficient with the former and largely

ignorant concerningthelatter.

Steps 6—8. Hewasgivenspecific, appropriate instruction before taking the other

form (A) of this algebra test.
Step 9. He scored above the 85th percentile on the other form ofthe test butstill

missed a few items. These were quickly resolved.

Step 10. The process was repeated for AlgebraII.

Example 2

Step 1. A third grade studentwasreferredto us by his school because he seemed

bright, especially so in mathematics. We administered the Revised Stanford-Binet

Intelligence Scale to him and foundthat his IQ was 150. His strengths did appearto be in

the non-verbalareas.
From a discussion with his parents and himself, we estimatedhislevel of knowledge

of mathematics. Taking his ability, achievementlevel and ageinto consideration,wefelt

that the STEP Series II Mathematics Computation Form 4A and Mathematics Basic

Concepts Form 4A would be most appropriate. Level 4 is for upper elementary school

students.

Steps 2—4. Hewastested and his score on computation was 433, which placed

him at the 52nd percentile of 5th graderstested in the spring. Onthe basic conceptstest

he achieved a converted score of 437, which placed him at the 59th percentile of 7th

graders in spring or the 41st percentile of 8th graders. When given back his paper to

work on, he made four more concepts problemscorrect on the 50 item test and six more

computation problemson that 60 item instrument.

Steps 5—7. His weaknesses were determined, and these were workedon.

Step 8. After several months of mentoring, he was given form B of the same

STEPtests. This time he scored in the 90th percentile of eighth graders.

Step 9. The missed items were discussed and explained.

Step 10. We wentback to Step 3 and did diagnostic testing, using the next higher

level of the STEPtest. The instructional process was repeated.

Step 10. We then went back to Step 3 again to begin Algebra I. On the Algebra|

test he scored at the 53rd percentile of suburbaneighth graders having taken algebrafor

one year. The instructional process was repeated.

Example 3

Step 1. A younggirl was broughtto us by her parents. She wasaccelerated one

year in grade placement and had taken Algebra I. Her SAT scores were 590 math and

600 verbal. Since she had completed Algebra I and had high SAT scores, we began

testing with the Coop AlgebraIItest. 17
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Steps 2—3. Her score on the AlgebraII test was at the 95th percentile of students
having already taken AlgebraII for a whole year.

Step 4. We proceeded to Step 4 and cleared up any misunderstandings of the
student. Afterwards we wentbackto Step 3 but nowtesting her with the Coop Algebra
III test. There she scored at the 55th percentile of students having completed that
course.

Steps 5—7. Using the profile chart and by talking to her, we determined which
concepts were notfully understood and thenset up aninstructional program.

Step 8. After instruction, her score on the other form of the AlgebraIll test rose to
the 95th percentile.

Steps 9-10. The missed points were covered, and we began geometry by going
back to Step 3 and repeating the process. In geometry, however, we supplemented
instruction with work on proofs. The ability to do proofs is not tested by the standardized
achievementtest andis not picked up easily. Because learning how to do proofs is so
important in geometry, such additional instruction is necessary.

Although the DT-PI model seems appropriate only in an individual setting, it has
been successfully used in a group approach,too. For example, during the summerof
1978 SMPYhelped 12 of 33 post-seventh-graders of 1-in-1000 math aptitude to learn
Algebra I-III, geometry, trigonometry and analytic geometry excellently in 40-48
hours! As beginning eighth graders they were ready to study college-level calculus
(Bartkovich & Mezynski, 1981).

In the groupsetting students arefirst classified into various subgroups. Students
receiving the same examination are tested together. Upon completion, scoring is
immediately performed, and any further evaluation that is needed is determined and
done. Usingtheresults, an individual program is set up via the mechanisms described in
the model. Students working at the samelevel (but not necessarily on the same topics)
are put in the sameclass with a mentor. Each worksat his or her own rate. Thereis a
mentoravailable for approximately every 5 or 6 students. Sessions can be held every
day, twice a week, or even once a week, butfor several hours at a time.

CTY now conducts all the fast-paced mathematics classes that were pioneered by
SMPY. Every summerthey are offeredin a residential setting or for commuterstudents.
During the academic year Saturday commuterclasses are conducted. Satellite pro-
gramsin different regions of the country have also been set up. Moreover, other
programsacross the country have adopted the model, for example, the Talent Identi-
fication Project (TIP) at Duke University, Center for Academic Precocity (CAP) at
Arizona State University-Tempe, Child Development Research Groupat the University
of Washington, andthestaff of the Center for Talent Development at Northwestern
University. Clearly the DT-PI model has been used successfully in diverse settings. It has
also been usedto teachbiology, chemistry and physics. The staff of SMPYfeelthat the
model hasbeenfield-tested sufficiently for us to recommendits adoption as a meansto
teach mathematics and science to intellectually talented students.

Long-term effects of SMPY participation

While it has been demonstrated that students participating in the various SMPY
programsor options have benefited initially (Stanley, Keating, & Fox, 1974: Keating,
1976; Eisenberg & George, 1979; Fox, 1974; George & Denham, 1976; Bartkovich &
Mezynski, 1981; Mezynski & Stanley, 1980: Mezynski, Stanley, & McCoart, 1983:
Durden, 1980),it is important to determinethe long-lasting effects. From the beginning,
SMPY wasintended to be a longitudinal study to investigate the development of
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intellectually talented students, as Terman did in his classic study, and also to evaluate
the long-term effects of SMPY’s educational interventions. Through SMPY’s longitudi-
nal studies, it has been shownthat short-term benefits are also long-term.

The students in SMPY’sfirst three talent searches have been studied approximately
five years after initial contact. Their development was traced through high school
(Benbow, 1981, 1983). Students who as seventh- or eighth-graders had scoredatleast
370 verbal or 390 math on the SAT (the meanscores of a national random sample of
high school females) were sent an eight-page printed questionnaire. Over 91 percent of
2188 SMPYstudents participated by completing the survey. Thegeneral conclusion of
the study was that SMPYstudents hadfulfilled at least a considerable proportionof their
potential in high school.

Relative to appropriate comparison groups SMPYstudents were superior in both
ability and achievement, expressed strongerinterests in mathematics and the sciences,
were accelerated more frequently in their education, and were more highly motivated
educationally, as indicated by their desire for advanced degreesfrom difficult schools.
Over 90% were attending college, and approximately 60% of those were planning to
major in the sciences. The results suggested strong relationships between mathematical
talent of students in grade seven or eight and subsequent course-taking, achievements,
interests, and attitudes in high school. SMPY’s identification procedure waseffective in
selecting students in the seventh grade whoachieveat a superiorlevel in high school,
especially in science and mathematics (Benbow, 1981, 1983). These students are now
being surveyed one year after expected college graduation and will be followed-up
throughouttheir adultlives.

In addition to studying the development of mathematically talented students, the
longitudinal study provides useful data for evaluating lasting effects of SMPY’s various
methodsin facilitating the education ofits students. It was found, for example, that the
successful participants in SMPY’sfirst fast-paced precalculus classes achieved much
more in high school and college than the equally able students who had notpartici-
pated. They were also much more accelerated in their education than the non-
participants. The former weresatisfied with their acceleration, which they felt did not
detract from their social and emotional development. Furthermore, there appeared to
be no evidenceto justify the fear that accelerating the rate of learning produces gapsin
knowledge or poorretention (Benbow, Stanley, & Perkins, 1983). Similar results were

found for those students who graduated from college before age 19 (Stanley & Benbow,
1983a; Benbow & Stanley, 1983a) and the less accelerated students in the follow-ups
(Benbow, 1981, 1983). Most of the SMPYstudents felt that SMPY had helped them at
least some, while not detracting from their social-emotional development (Benbow,
1981, 1983). This wastrue even for the students with whom thestaff of SMPY had not
had muchcontact.

Solano and George (1976) presentedtheinitial findings from encouraging students
identified by SMPYto take college courses on a part-time basis before entering college.
full-time. During thefirst five years of SMPY’s existence, “131 students took 277 college
courses and earned an overall GPA of 3.59, where 4 = Aand3 = B.... Community
colleges are a great deal easier for these students than either colleges or universities.
These youths experiencelittle social or emotionaldifficulty in the college classroom”
(Solano & George, 1976, p. 274). SMPY’s extensive experience since then does not
alter the above conclusions, except to urge that highly able students attend the most
academically selective college in their locality. 19
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Case Histories

To illustrate how weuse curricularflexibility to provide an appropriate education
for gifted students, some examplesandthree casehistories will be provided. The three
case histories are updated versions of those appearing in Stanley and Benbow (1983b),
while the examples are borrowed from Stanley and Benbow (1986).

A seventh grade boy, who had an SAT-M score of 760, asked permission to enter

the eighth-grade Algebra I class in February. Since he already had missed morethanhalf
the course, his request was denied. To prove his capabilities, he then insisted on being
given a standardized test covering thefirst year of algebra. On this he made a perfect
score, whichis two points above the 99.5th percentile of national normsfor ninth-grade
students who havebeenin that type of class for a complete school year. Upon seeingthis
achievement, the teacher agreed with the boy that he was indeedreadyto join theclass.
The boy realized, however, that even the Algebra | class would be too elementaryfor
him. Thus, instead, he took a college mathematics course that summer, in which he
easily earned a grade of A. Later, as a high-school senior he represented the United
States well in the International Mathematical Olympiad contest.

At the end of the sixth grade a student took second-year algebra in summer school
without having had first-year algebra; his final grade was A. He continued his acceler-
ated pace of learning mathematics. Thus, by the end of the eighth grade he had earned
credit by examination for two semesters of college calculus by correspondence from a
majoruniversity, again receiving an A as his grade. At age 21 he graduated from a top
university with triple majors in mathematics, physics, and humanities.

Another student learned two and one-half years of algebra well by being tutored
while in the fifth and sixth grades. He continued, by means of mentoring, to master
geometry at a high level. His tutor in geometry wasa sixteen-year-old freshman at Johns
Hopkins who was simultaneously taking honors advancedcalculus(final grade, A), as
well as other courses that most nineteen-year-olds would find extremely difficult.

A remarkable six-year-old boy living in California mastered two years of high-
school algebra. At age seven he enrolled in a standard high-school geometry course.
Since he found it too slow-paced, he decided to complete the book on his own before

Christmas, while he also taught himself trigonometry. Before age 71/2 he had scored at
the 99th percentile on standardized tests of Algebra I-III, geometry and trigonometry.
His SAT-M score at age 7 was 670, the 91st percentile of college-bound male high-
school seniors. This boy, however, is truly not a typical example of a gifted child. He may
be the most precocious boy that SMPY has worked with. His main competition is an
eight-year-old boy in Australia, who scored 760 (the 99th percentile) on SAT-M, even
though he was unaccustomedto taking multiple-choicetests.

Several girls have accelerated their progress in mathematics considerably, though
not as muchasthe boys discussed above [see Fox (1976) for a discussion of this point].
One of them graduated from high school a year early while being the best student in
SMPY’s second high-level college calculus class. She went on to earn a bachelor’s
degree in computer engineering from an outstanding university and then a master’s
degree in computerscience and a Master of Business Administration degree.

To furtherillustrate what highly motivated and highly able young students can
accomplish if given the curricular flexibility they need, three case histories will be
delineated below. They are updated versions of those found in Stanley and Benbow
(1983b).
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Case History I

CFarrell Camerer, who was born in December 1959,is the only son in a family
of four children. His father, a college graduate, is a sales manager; his mother, a

high-school graduate, is an executive secretary. Both parents are highly intelligent as
judged from results of standardized testing. As an accelerated eighth-grader in SMPY’s
January—February 1973 Talent Search, Colin scored 750 on SAT-M and almostas
highly on SAT-V. Through SMPY’s first fast-paced mathematics class, which began
when he had just finished the sixth grade, Colin learned 41/2 years of precalculus
mathematics chiefly on Saturdays, in a total of 14 months. SMPY recommendedto him
that he accelerate in school, which he was eagerto do. Thus, he skipped grades 7, 9, 10
and 12 and then entered Johns Hopkins with sophomore standing through advanced
Placement Program (AP) course work and college credits earned while attending the 8th
and 11th grades. Despite his acceleration and emphasis on academics, he participated
in a wide rangeofactivities. In high school he was on the wrestling and TV quiz teams
and participated in student government. At barely 17 years of age, Colin finished his
work for the BA degree in quantitative studies at Johns Hopkinsat the end ofthefirst
semester of the academic year 1976—77after only five semesters (Stanley & Benbow,
1982b). During his undergraduate years, he was on the Hopkinsvarsity golf team and
wasdescribed by a journalist as an “all-rounder” (Nevin, 1977). Colin held a variety of
jobs while in college, including summer work as an associate editor of a weekly
newspaper. In September 1977, while still 17 years old, Colin became a graduate
studentat the University of Chicago. He remained there, earning his MBA degree at 19
and completing all work for the Ph.D. degree in finance before age 22. In the
meanwhile, he resurrected the student newspaper along with a friend. His hobbies
include skiing, tennis, golf, horseracing and writing. Several letters written during
graduate schoolindicated that he was very maturefor his age. The content andstyle was
similar to that expected of a student well into his twenties. While still 21 years old and
with several research publications to his credit, he became an assistant professor of
management at Northwestern University and a consultant to businesses. He is now an
assistant professor at the Wharton Schoolof Business at the University of Pennsylvania.

When Colin is asked about his acceleration, he feels very satisfied with it. He
shudders at the thought of not having been given the curricularflexibility that he so
desired and needed.As for his social and emotional development, he doesnotthink that
acceleration affected it. He views himself as a natural loner. He would not have
socialized more if he had not been accelerated, perhapsless becauseof the frustrations
he surely would have hadto dealwith.

Case History 2

Cre Chien is also amongthe brightest students identified by SMPY. In Decem-
ber 1975, a monthafter his 10th birthday, he took the SAT and scored 600 on

SAT-V and 680 on SAT-M.A yearlater in SMPY’s December 1976 Talent Search, he
raised these scores to 710 and 750, respectively. A variety of intelligence test scores
indicated an IQ of at least 200. A Chinese-American boy whosefatheris a professor of
physics and whose mother has a master’s degree in psychology, Chi-Bin has two

youngersiblings whoare also extremely able and scored above 700 on SAT-M before
age 13. Because of his father’s persistent efforts he was given special educational
opportunities in a private school. It was decided that this was not enough, however.
Thus, Chi-Bin received some individual mentoring in mathematics, using the DT-PI
model. Throughthe diagnostic testing, it was discovered that, even though Chi-Bin had
taken only Algebra I in the fifth grade, by age 11 he knew AlgebraII, Algebra III and
plane geometry. Trigonometry and analytic geometry were taught to him in a few 21
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weeks. Through consultation with SMPY, it was decided that he should skip several
grades while taking college courses on the side and Advanced Placement work. By age
12 Chi-Bin had completed his workfor a diploma from an excellent public schoolin Palo
Alto, California and calculus courses at Stanford. In the fall of 1978, whilestill 12 years

old, Chi-Bin entered Johns Hopkins with sophomore standing. He had been accepted
at Harvard and Cal Techaswell. In May of 1981 he received his baccalaureate at age
15, with a major in physics, general and departmental honors, the award in physics, a
Churchill Scholarship for a year to study at Cambridge University in England, and a 3-
year National Science Foundation Graduate Fellowship to work toward his Ph.D. in
biophysics at the California Institute of Technology after returning from England. Chi-
Bin is presently pursuing his studies at Cal Tech.

Case History 3

Atexample is a remarkable girl who entered Johns Hopkinsone yearearly with
sophomore standing. In May 1980, near the end of her 11th grade, Nina

Morishige, from a small town in Oklahoma,took five AP examinations in one week and
scored four 5’s and a 4. Thereby, she earneda full year of college credit at Johns
Hopkins. Previously, as a tenth-grader she had won thestate high school piano
competition. Not only is Nina an academic and musical prodigy, she also shows
leadership potential. This is evidenced by her having been elected governorof the high
schoolpolitical assembly, Girls’ State, in Oklahoma. In September 1980, with a National
Merit Scholarship and sophomoreclass standing, Nina becamea full-time studentat
Johns Hopkins, choosing the University both for its accelerated mathematics program
and for the opportunity to pursue piano studies at its Peabody Conservatory. At
Hopkins she playedthe flute and violin, was a memberof the women’svarsity fencing
team, completed her BA degree in mathematics with high honors,including election to
Phi Beta Kappa, at age 18. A few monthslater she earned her master’s degree in
mathematics. She is probably the youngest American ever to win a RhodesScholarship,
which provides two years of study at Oxford University. She is studying mathematics
and science there and expects to receive her doctorate in mathematics before she
returns to the U.S. Nina also won a Churchill Scholarship to Cambridge University for a
year. Faced with this choice, she accepted the Rhodes. While studying for her doctorate
degree, Nina hastraveled all over Europe and Africa to further satisfy her thirst for
learning.

These three examples are extreme cases of precocity, achievement and motivation.
They illustrate well, however, what highly motivated and precocious students can
achieve whengiventhe curricularflexibility they so desperately require. Unfortunately,
educators are often biased against acceleration, even thoughresearch has shownit to be
one of the most viable methods for providing an appropriate education for the gifted
(Daurio, 1979; Gallagher, 1975; Pollins, 1983; Robinson, 1983). No study to date has
shownthat acceleration is detrimental to social and emotional development(ibid.).

These extremecasehistoriesalsoillustrate well how the various options devised by
SMPYcan be used together. The less able gifted student would not need as much
acceleration and therefore would use fewer of the options or just one. The elegance of
the SMPY modelis that through its use an individual program can betailored to meet
the needsof eachintellectually talented student.

Conclusions

A major conclusion is that academically advanced students need to be identified
early and, through curricularflexibility, helped educationally in major ways. Rather than
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providing special programswithin regular schools,it is more practical to allow students
to advanceto a level of the curriculum thatis at their intellectual level. Thus, instead of
having teachers of the gifted, we need educational coordinators for the gifted. These
coordinators would plan with each student his or her educational program, using
available opportunities. Stanley (1980) has also proposed longitudinal teaching teams
in each subject area. Thereby, students could advance at their own pace within each

It is apparent that SMPY has encouraged acceleration for gifted students (see
Stanley & Benbow, 1982a). Readers may wonder, “Why hurry?” One part of the
answeris that boredomstifles interest, liking for these subjects and sharpnessof thinking
in them. Moreover, accelerated youths who reason extremely well mathematically will
tend to go muchfurther educationally, in more difficult fields and at more demanding
universities, thanif they were left age-in-grade (see Nevin, 1977; Time, 1977). Theywill
tend to stay more directly in the mathematical, engineering and physical sciences and
earn outstanding doctorates, master’s degrees or baccalaureates before entering the job
marketat an early age. This enables them to befully functioning professionals during
their peak mental and physical years (see Lehman, 1953), when mostof their equally
able agematesarestill students. Instead of receiving the doctorate at around 30 yearsof
age, they will haveit in the early 20’s or even the late teens. Both creative contributions
and otheractivities of the “normal scientist” (Kuhn, 1970) are likely to be enhanced
greatly by the better baselaid earlier and by the in-depth pursuit of important special
fields.

Finally, Zuckerman (1977) found that a common thread among Nobel Laureates
wastheir systematic, long-term accumulation of educational advantage. Accelerating a
student’s education would be one such advantage. Data from SMPY’s longitudinal
study have already shown how acceleration is an advantage that accumulates. Thus,
SMPY’s mostsalient finding from working with 85,000 gifted young students over a 13-
year periodis that school systems need far more curricularflexibility than most of them

yet have. The staff of SMPY has extensively tried out various practicable, cost-effective
ways to gain suchflexibility.
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Discussion Questions
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Compare SMPY’s operational definition of giftedness to Renzulli’s concept of
giftedness. What advantagesor disadvantagesresult from using these types of
definitions to determinegiftedness rather than a high I.Q. score alone?

SMPY bases its educational programs on three principles of learning as
outlined by Robinson. Discuss the effects on education if school systems were
to adopt these principles on an overall scale.

This chapter outlines twelve educational alternatives for gifted students. What
are the advantages or disadvantages of these options for the student? The
student’s family? The school system?

SMPYtailors an individual program for each student. Which of the twelve

alternatives could be implemented by a school system on a regular basis?

SMPY’s teaching method is the DT-PI model. What are the advantages or
disadvantages of this method versus the teaching methods currently imple-
mented in schools?

The DT-PI model has been used successfully for group teaching. How might

school systems use this model for teaching both gifted and non-gifted stu-
dents?
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Summary

The Autonomous Learner Modelfor

the Gifted and Talented

he Autonomous Learner Model for the Gifted and
Talented (K-12) was developed to meet the diver-

sified cognitive, emotional and social needs of gifted and
talented students. As the needsof the gifted are being met,
they will develop into autonomouslearners, with the abili-
ties to be responsible for the development, implementa-
tion and evaluation of their own learning.

The modelis divided into five major dimensions: (1)
Orientation, (2) Individual Development, (3) Enrichment

Activities, (4) Seminars and (5) In-Depth Study. The Ori-
entation Dimension of the model provides students, teach-

ers, administrators and parents the opportunity to develop

a foundation of information concerning the program. Em-
phasis is placed on understanding the concepts of gifted-
ness, creativity and the developmentof potential. Activities
are also included which provide a clear understanding of
the model for the students. The Individual Development

Dimension provides students with the opportunity to de-
velop the cognitive, emotional, and socialskills, concepts
and attitudes necessary for life-long learning; in other
words, to become autonomousin their learning. The
Enrichment Activities Dimension of the model provides
students with the opportunity to explore the appropriate
content which is usually not part of the everyday curricu-

lum. Students are able to begin explorations into their
major areas of emphasis, related areas of interest, and new
and unique areas. The importanttask in this dimensionis
to help the students learn about whatresourcesare avail-
able for explorations and future learning. Seminarsare the
fourth dimension of the model. Students in small groups
are given the task to research a topic, present it as a
seminarto the remainderof the students in the group and
to evaluate it by criteria selected and developed by the
students. These activities are short-termed and give the
students an opportunity to evaluate their own perfor-
mances in a seminarsetting. The fifth dimension of the
modelis In-Depth Study, which is designed to allow the

learners to pursue their own areas of interest through the
development of long-term small group or individual in-
depth study. The learners determine whatwill be learned,
how it will be presented, what will be necessary, what the
final product will be and how the entire learning process
will be evaluated.
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The Autonomous Learner Model
For the Gifted and Talented

| tis generally acceptedthatintellectually gifted, creatively gifted and talented children

are all in need of special help in developing their gifted potential (Feldhusen &
Treffinger, 1980). For many years these ideas have been ignored and programsfor the
gifted and talented have not been developed.

The major goals of gifted programsare to help gifted and talented students realize
their full career potential and to experience a sense of personal fulfillment or self-
actualization in maturity (Feldhusen & Treffinger, 1980). Clark (1983) states that gifted

youngsterslearn very early that their ideas and interests are quite different from their age
mates. Oncethey are able to be together, they will begin to developtheir potentials for
self-actualization. Gallagher (1975) defines giftedness in the following manner: “The
ability to manipulate internally learned symbol systems is perhaps the sine qua nonof
giftedness. It allows the gifted student to learn on his own, to imagine and create new
forms and products, without waiting for a teacher or his environment. Such symbol
systems thus give the learner autonomy”(pp. 10-11).

The Autonomous Learner Model for the Gifted and Talented (K-12) was devel-

oped to meetthe diversified cognitive, emotional and social needsof gifted and talented
students (Betts & Knapp, 1980). As their needs are met, the gifted will develop into
autonomouslearners with the abilities to be responsible for the development, imple-
mentation and evaluation of their own learning.

Whenstudentsare involvedin gifted programs, they should have an opportunity to
pursuetheir owninterests to whatever depth they want (Renzulli, 1977). Becoming an
autonomouslearneris a difficult task, one which requires new orientations to learning
and new developmentfor skills—concepts and attitudes which will be necessary for
continued learning. After developing the appropriate skills, concepts and attitudes,
students participating in the Autonomous Learner Model (Figure 1) becomeinvolved in
their own learning with the idea that, through this involvement, they can become
independent, self-directed learners.

Rogers (1983) writes aboutfacilitative conditions for learning, feeling free to learn,
finding new ways of personal growth, and what needs to be done to humanize the
school. Hestates,

We are, in my view, faced with an entirely new situation in education where the goal
of education,if we are to survive,is the facilitation of change and learning. The only man
whois educatedis the man who haslearned howto learn; the man who has learned how
to adapt and change; the man whohasrealized that no knowledgeis secure, that only
the process ofseeking knowledgegives a basis for security; changingness (a reliance on
process rather than uponstatic knowledge) is the only thing that makes any sense as a
goal for education in the modern world(p. 120).

Treffinger (1978) defines self-directed learning as responsible autonomy. The
problem with this definition is that educators must be concerned with helping students

This chapter is excerpted, with permission, from The Autonomous Learner Model by George T. Betts.

Copyright «) 1985 by Autonomous Learning Publications Specialists, PO. Box 2264, Greeley, Colorado
80632. 29
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Figure 1. The Autonomous Learner Model.

Copyright «) 1983 George Betts & Jolene Knapp.

learn to make their own decisions, plan their own learning units, participate, and
evaluate them at the end of the study. Students do not enter programsfor the gifted and

automatically become autonomouslearners within the first two or three months. The
processis difficult and requires a long period of time and the dedication of involved
adults. The Autonomous Learner Model was developed for high school students;it is
now used at the elementary level as well as the secondarylevel. Emphasis is placed on
meeting the individualized needs of gifted and talented students through the use of
activities in the five major dimensions of the model: Orientation, Individual Develop-
ment, EnrichmentActivities, Seminars and In-Depth Studies.

The Orientation Dimension of the model provides students, teachers, adminis-
trators and parents the opportunity to develop a foundation of information concerning
the program. Emphasis is placed on understanding the concepts of giftedness, creativity
and the developmentof potential. Students learn more about themselves, their abilities
and what the program has to offer. Activities are presented to give students an

opportunity to work together as a group, to learn about group process andinteraction

and to learn more about the other people in the program. During the Orientation
Dimension of the program,a series of inservice programs are presented for teachers,
administrators, parents and involved community resource people. Again, emphasis is
placed on the opportunities possible for students, the responsibilities for students and
involved personnel andthe overall format of the program.

The Individual Development Dimension of the model (Figure 2) provides
students with the opportunity to develop the cognitive, emotional and socialskills,

concepts and attitudes necessary for life-long learning; in other words, to become

autonomousin their learning.
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Figure 2. Individual Development.

Copyright « 1980 George Betts & Jolene Knapp.

The EnrichmentActivities Dimension of the model was developed to provide
students with opportunities to explore content whichis usually not part of the everyday
curriculum. Most content in the schools is prescribed. Someone beyond the studentis
deciding whatis to be learned, whenit is to be learned, and howit is to be learned.
Within the EnrichmentActivities Dimension, students are able to begin explorationsinto
their major area(s) of emphasis, related areas of interest, and new and unique areas.

Students decide what they want to pursue, howit is going to be arranged, and where
and whenthelearningwill take place. Gifted and talented students need responsibility in
selecting what they are going to study and howthey are going to learn.

The Seminar Dimension of the model is designed to give students, in small
groupsofthree to five, the opportunity to research a topic, presentit as a seminarto the
rest of the group and other interested people, and to evaluateit by criteria selected and

developed by the students. A seminar is essential because it allows students the
opportunity to move from therole of a studentto the role of a learner. If students are to
becomelearners, they must have an opportunity for independentindividual and group
learning, which meanshaving a structure which allows and promotes the development
of knowledge by the individuals.

The In-Depth Study Dimension of the model allowslearners to pursue areas of

interest through the development of a long-term small group or individual in-depth
study. The learners determine whatwill be learned, howit will be presented, what help
will be necessary, whatthe final productwill be and howthe entire learning processwill
be evaluated. In-Depth Studies are usually continued for a long period of time. Plans are
developed by learners, in cooperation with the teacher/facilitator, content specialists,
and mentors. The plans are then implemented and completed by the learners, with
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presentations being made at appropriate times until the completion of the project. A
final presentation and evaluation is given to all who are involved andinterested.

In summary, the Autonomous Learner Model for the Gifted and Talented is

developed to give students an opportunity to become autonomous learners. An
autonomouslearner, by definition, is “one whosolves problems or develops new ideas
through a combination of divergent and convergent thinking and functions with minimal
external guidance in selected areas of endeavor” (Betts & Knapp, 1980). Within this
model, the goals for student/learners include (1) developing more positive self-concepts,
(2) comprehending their own giftednessin relationship to self and society, (3) develop-
ing the skills appropriate to interact effectively with peers, siblings, parents and other
adults, (4) increasing their knowledge in a variety of subject areas, (5) developing their
thinking, decision making and problem solving skills, (6) participating in activities
selected to facilitate and integrate the cognitive, emotional and social developmentof
the individual, (7) demonstrating responsibility for their own learning in and out of the
school setting and (8) becoming responsible, creative, independentlearners.

Background and Present Use of the Autonomous Learner Model

Administrators and teachers at Arvada West High School realized by 1973 that the
emotional, social and cognitive needs of their students were not being met. Guidance

groups of students were formed, and counselors, teachers and administrators met in

small groups on an on-goingbasis to look at possible educational alternatives. A school-
within-a-school approach wasintroduced. The importance of the affective and social
domainsof the students was being recognized.

By 1975—76 educators were becoming more aware of a sub-groupof students who
would be called the “gifted and talented.” Students who had not been successful at
Arvada West were being screened and analyzed to find reasonsfor the failures within the
system. Many of these students were bright, but not motivated in school. At the same
time, throughthe central administration of Jefferson County, the National/State Leader-
ship Training Institute for the Gifted and Talented wascontracted to provide a two year
series of workshops for administrators and teachers. An awareness of the gifted and
talented was being developed both within the school through the needsof the students,
and through the district-wide workshops.

Teachers and administrators became committed to excellence in educationforall
different types of students, including the gifted and talented. A group of seven teachers,
led by the principal, formed a task force to study possible prototypes for use with the
gifted. Students were involved in this process which included the development of a
definition, a rationale and philosophical statement, a program design and a ten year
plan for program development. The teachers and administrators received on-going
inservice training which developed a foundation for the program.

By 1978 the program was named the “Autonomous Learner Modelfor the Gifted
and Talented.” The first students selected for the program graduated in the spring of
1979. Follow-up questionnaires, video tapes and personal contacts with many of the
graduates have become a componentof the program.Anarticle entitled “Autonomous
Learning and the Gifted: A Secondary Model,” included in Secondary Programsfor the
Gifted/Talented (Arnold, et al., 1981), describes the modelafter five years of involve-

ment. One important concept of the Autonomous Learner Modelis that students have
direct input in the model. The teachers and students would periodically analyze the
model’s effectiveness. Major changes were made by the students during thefirst five
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years of the program. The concept of student ownership is still one of the most
successful ingredients of the program. The gifted are capable of participating in the
developmentof their own education.

Although the Autonomous Learner Model was developed on the high schoollevel,
it has been modified and is presently used in grades K-12. A scope and sequencelists
the skills, concepts and attitudes necessary for the developmentof studentsaslife-long,

independentlearners. The modelis now being used throughout the United States and
Canada. On the elementary level it is presented through a resource room/pullout
program approach. Many of the schools that have based their gifted and talented
program on the AutonomousLearner Model have students involved two days per week
for two-and-a-half hours per day, minimum. The ideal situation occurs when the
students use the resource room the rest of the week when they havetime for their in-
depth study.

Within the middle school, the junior high school and the high school, the Autono-
mous Learner Modelis usually presented to students as an elective course which is
offered for a minimum of three years. Students who started the program in the
elementaryor junior high school now havethe opportunity to be in the program forfour
more years (see Figure 3). If the model cannot be set up as an elective course, the
second possibility is to use it as a componentof a regular classroom, such as within the
language arts, the social studies or the science areas. The regular curriculum is
compacted into two to three days per week and the material for the Autonomous
Learner Model is covered the remaining days.
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Figure 3. Suggested Timeline for Implementing the Model.
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While the students are involved in the Autonomous Learner Model, they also take
required subjects. By the second year of involvement in the program, students may
develop an “In-Depth Study Expansion.” In this way students begin to combine
student-based content for the Autonomous Learner course with regular class subjects,

such as science, music, social studies or any other area of interest. The students, the
teacher/facilitator of the Autonomous Learner Model, and the content specialist (reqular
classroom teacher) work together and develop an “In-Depth Study Expansion.” This
plan covers one or more regular classroom topics plus what the student is developingin
the Autonomous Learnerclass.

‘Personal Growth Plans” are also developed whenboth the teacher/facilitator and

the students believe the appropriate skills and techniques have been learned. The
personal growth plan is developed by student, parents, teachers/facilitators, a content
specialist (regular classroom teacher/counselor) and community resource people, in-
cluding mentors. The plan provides a roadmapfor possible growth for the next two or
three years. Whenever necessary, it can be modified, but basically it is the students’
plans for the future: Whattheywill be involved in (school-wide and community-based),
how they will be involved and where theywill be involved. The goalof the modelis to
facilitate the growth of the students as independent, self-directed learners, with the
developmentofskills, concepts and positive attitudes within the cognitive, emotional
and social domains.

WhoAre the Gifted and Talented?

Being able to identify the gifted and talented is a monumental task. One widely
used definition for the gifted and talentedis that of the United States Office of Education
(Education of the Gifted, 1972):

Gifted and talented children are those identified by a professionally qualified
person who,byvirtue of outstanding abilities, are capable of high performance. These

are children who require differentiated educational programs and/or services beyond
those normally provided by the regular school program in order to realize their
contribution to self and society.

Children capable of high performance include those with demonstrated achieve-
ment and/or potential ability in any of the following areas, singly or in combination:(1)
Generalintellectual ability, (2) Specific academic aptitude, (3) Creative or productive

thinking, (4) Leadership ability and (5) Visual and performingarts.

The above definition allows for flexibility in deciding who will participate in a
program for the gifted and talented. The Autonomous Learner Modelis designed to
include the following types of gifted and talented students: (1) intellectually gifted, (2)
creatively gifted and (3) talented. The intellectually gifted have intellectual abilities

superior to other children in the school systems. Scores for these children will be high

whenlooking at achievementandintelligence. They are usually successful in schoolbut
are not being totally challenged. The creatively gifted have creative thinking abilities
which are superior to other children in the school system. These children are divergent
in nature and might not score as high astheintellectually gifted on tests of achievement
andintelligence, but will score higher on measurements of creativity than the general

population. The talented have developed onespecific area in which to excel. The ability
is more focused on one area (such as math or music) but they possess a very strong
drive or motivation to devour everything aboutthat one area. Participation in the areais
consistently outstanding andthere is the needfor furtherfacilitation and enrichment.
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Many programs within the public and private schools which are based upon the
Autonomous Learner Modelstrive to identify students from all three of the groups stated
above. Usually though, most districts begin with the intellectually gifted and the
creatively gifted. It is the desire of the author to facilitate the use of the Autonomous
Learner Modelwith the talented as well as with theintellectually and creatively gifted.

Otherschooldistricts which have adopted the modeldefine the gifted according to
Renzulli (1977). He states that the gifted possess three clusters oftraits: creativity, above-
average (but not necessarily superior) intellectual ability and task commitment. The
Renzulli definition of the gifted is compatible with the use of the Autonomous Learner
Model. The Autonomous Learner Model is basically an enrichment model which
provides students with the opportunity to become self-directed, highly motivated
learners.

Dimension One: Orientation

he first dimension of the Autonomous Learner Model is Orientation, which is

designed to provide a foundation of information about the education of the gifted
for students, teachers, administrators, parents and interested community people. All of

the people concerned with the program need,by the end of the Orientation, to be able
to answerthe following questions: (1) What do the terms “gifted and talented” mean?
(2) How doesthe conceptofgifted and talented people relate to the students who have
been selected for the program? (3) How werethe students selected for the program?(4)
Whatis expected of the students? Whatare the program opportunities and responsibili-
ties? (5) How will the community be involved in the program? (6) What are the goals
and objectives of the program? and (7) What is an autonomouslearner?

The Orientation Dimension of the model provides many answers to the above
questions. Students have the opportunity to build a basic understanding of giftedness,
their owninterests and abilities, the Autonomous Learner Model, and the opportunities
theystill have while they are a part of the program. The Orientation Dimension for the
students is divided into four areas: (1) Understanding Giftedness, (2) Group
Building, (3) Self-Understanding and (4) Program Opportunities and Responsi-
bilities.

Understanding Giftedness

Objectives

1. Students will develop an understanding of the term “giftedness.”

2. Studentswill be able to relate the concept of giftedness to their ownlives.
3. Students will understand the current approaches to the education of gifted and
talented students in the United States today,

Activities

Biographical Sketch. The students each select a famous, eminent person in
whom theyare interested. The person to bestudied,either living now orin the past, is
someonethe student believesis gifted, a producer, a change agent, a person who has
made oris making a significant contribution to society. Time is spent researching the
many different aspects of the person, including background about his or her family,
peers,abilities, interests, etc. Multiple resources should be used, ranging from books and
magazinearticles to interviewsandletters of inquiry. Wheneverpossible, an attemptto
contact the person directly should be made by the student. 35
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Upon completion of the research, each student presents the findings to theclass.

Presentations include oral reports, audiovisual presentations and other creative prod-

ucts. The presentations should not be given in one or two days, but should be spread

out over two or three weeks.

Eminent People News Conference. After the Biographical Sketch has been

completed, the students have the opportunity to role play in front of the class. Class

members become membersof different news agencies (newspaperreporters, radio and

television personalities, magazine editors and reporters and ask questions of the

eminent people from the point of view of the different personalities and their news

agencies. Questions directed to the famous person can include (but are not limited to)

the following: (1) What are your most outstanding achievements? (2) What was your

childhood like? (3) What obstacles did you have to overcome? (4) As a result of your

work or accomplishments, howwill the world be different? (5) Whatisit like to be you?

(6) What do you want to do next? and (7) Are you satisfied with your accomplishments?

After the news conference for each famous person (usually only one or two per

day), the students sit together and discuss the assignment, their experience and what

conclusions can be reached aboutgifted people. Different assigned people keep records
of the discussions.

Eminent People Open House(or “‘Night of the Notables”). After completion

of the news conferences, students are assignedroles in the development of an Eminent

People Open House which is presented to other students, teachers, administrators,

parents, school board members and other interested people. This activity becomes a

“celebration” because it gives the students the opportunity to share their knowledge

with an audienceby actually becoming the eminent people, complete with wardrobe.

The students actually becometheir people, dress authentically, and take the roles of the

eminent people during the open house.

It is best to have the Eminent People Open Housein the eveningat the schoolorin

a community building which has several rooms. Basically, three rooms are neededfor

the successful completion of this event. The first room is used to greet guests, which

include the parents, teachers, friends and otherinvited people. Timeis spenttelling the

guests about the open house bygiving them instructions about how they shouldtreat

the eminent people. Open-ended questions are encouraged but the eminent people

should never be asked their names. The guests must seek information to be able to

identify the eminent people. Informaldiscussions take place which help the guests learn

the identity of the eminent people. A list of appropriate questions can be given to the

guests at this time.

The eminent people, complete in costume,are located in the second room. They

are milling around, talking with each other aboutotherissues until the quests are invited

into the room. The interaction between the guests and the eminent people lasts

approximately an hour. An Open Housecannot be complete without refreshments. In

the third room, each student presents a learning center about his or her person. These

centers are displayed around the room whilethe centerof the roomis the location of the

refreshments. The refreshments are the favorite food of the eminent people.It is up to

the guests to discover which food belongs to which eminent person. One or two of the

students complete the evening by giving a brief summary of the activity and thanking

the quests for their attendance.

36 GuestPresentors. Rarely do gifted students have an opportunity to converse with
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gifted adults and oldergifted students. So much can be gainedbytalking to gifted adults
and oldergifted students who share excitement about learning, areas of expertise and
their own experiences. The teacher/facilitator observes closely the students’ personali-
ties, strengths, potentials and areas of interests and then selects adults from the school
and the community who can serve as positive role models. Adults who share the
students’ interests are usually very effective in relating to them. Information about the
guest presentors should begiven to the students before the actual interaction. Appropri-
ate questions are brainstormed by the students and given to the adults before the actual
meeting.

A diversity of people are invited into the classroom. This allows students the
opportunity to compare and contrast different approaches,lifestyles and attitudes

toward the developmentof potential. Guests have included commercial artists, doctors,
lawyers, corporate executives, actors, professors, private business people and profes-

sional athletes. At least five people should be guest presentors during the Orientation
Dimensionso that different approaches andattitudes are presented.

Readings. Besides having students experience gifted people, it is necessary for
them to read about gifted people, different approachesto living, and problems and
triumphs which have occurred for gifted people. Included within this activity are
readings from the books, On Being Gifted (Kruger, 1978), Cradles of Eminence
(Goertzel & Goertzel, 1978) and selected articles which describegifted individuals, their
needs and possible educational approaches.

Discussionsare held on eachof the booksandarticles. Questionsare written by the
students before the discussion and are presentedto the teacher/facilitator. An approach

which focuseson finding out what we know, what we don’t know and what we canlearn
from the readingsis used. Emphasisis placed onthe useofcritical and creative thinking
skills with the material which was read and the questions which were designed for the
discussion.

Out ofSchool Interviews. One of the majorfeatures of the Autonomous Learner
Modelis that it gives students the experience of contacting people out of the school

building. Many times gifted students need more opportunities to develop their inter-
viewingskills. This activity is developed to allow students time to interview gifted and
talented people wholive and work in the community. Within two years, the teacher/
facilitator of the program should contact individuals in the community andaskif they
would be willing to have students interview them abouttheir lives, their jobs and their
giftedness.

A list of names, addresses, phone numbers, and different interests, jobs, hobbies
and areas of expertise are developed and presented to the students. Each studentis
responsible for selecting three of the people (usually there are at least 25 people on the
list) and calling them to set up an appointment for an interview. Class time is spent
talking aboutinterview techniques and having the studentsrole-play interview situations
within the classroom. Whenready, the students then conduct an interview with each of
the people they have selected. A tape recorder can be usedif available, or notes can be
takenif the student feels more comfortable with this approach.

The purposeof the interviewis to find out as much aspossible aboutthe person,his
interests and hobbies, and his ideas and concepts concerning giftedness andcreativity.
Emphasis should be placed on how theindividualfeels he or sheis creative and howthis

helps or hinderslife on a daily basis. 37
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At the end of the interview, a summary is completed. The students are then
responsible for developing a short (five-minute) presentation for other members of the
class on whatthey have learned aboutthe selected people, their approachesto life and
their attitudes toward giftedness and creativity. An informal discussion is held by the
teacher/facilitator and the students. A list of final conclusions concerning giftedness and
creativity are brainstormed by the group and developedinto list of ideas to be written
up and distributed to each of the class members.

Videotapes. Many of the people who speakto classes for the gifted are extremely
busy andwill be unable to makeroutinevisitations for eachclass.It is advisable to begin
making videotapes of guest speakers when they come to class to talk about their
giftedness, abilities and accomplishments. These videotapes can be shared with stu-
dents when needed. Also, the tapes can be stopped and discussions can be held
concerning the major points which were made by the speaker. In addition, the teacher/
facilitator can tape documentaries and biographies of famous people which have been
broadcast, and show them at appropriate times whentheclass discussions are centered

on eminentpeople.

In-Class Press Conference (Self and Giftedness). Each student is given the
chance to find out more about his personality, abilities, and interests in relation to his
giftedness. A press conference is held for any student who wants to volunteerfor this
activity. Oneat a time, students are asked questions by the other membersof the class.

The student being asked the questions can choose to answerthe question or can “pass”

if the question does not seem appropriate or is too personal. Questions could include
(but should not be limited to) the following: (1) What do you see as yourstrengths? (2)
In what areas are you gifted? (3) Whatchallenges do youface in the next year? The next
five years? (4) What areas of interest do you wantto explore at this time? (5) What

obstacle do you face in yourlife at this time? (6) Whathasit beenlike to be interviewed
at this press conference? At the end of each press conference, time should beleft for a

discussion of what happened during the conference. Closure should be completed

before moving on to the next person.

Informal Survey (Definitions, Attitudes and Concepts). What do other
people believe aboutcreativity, intelligence, giftedness, ability and potential? Students,
with the guidance of the teacher/facilitator, develop a questionnaire which will allow
them to learn what other people believe about the terms they have been studying. The

questionnaire can be usedto interview people personally orin writing. Students then
brainstorm a list of people of whom they can give the questionnaire. After the
completion of the informal survey, students discuss the results and determine the
attitude, definitions and concepts that others have about giftedness, creativity and
intelligence. The results can be shared througha variety of productsif the students so
desire: however, some groupswill choose notto share.

Mini-Seminars. A mini-seminar gives students the chance to go into more depth
ona topic of their choice whichis related to the area of understandinggiftedness. A topic
is selected by the entire group underthe direction of the teacher/facilitator Topics have
included brain/mindresearch,intelligence testing, creativity, super-learning andthinking
skills. Small groups of students work on selected components of the seminar. A seminar
consists of the following components: (1) presentation of factual information, (2) group

discussion and/oractivity and (3) closure of the topic.

Three to four days are given for the research, one to two hours for the actual
seminar and approximately 30 minutes for the analysis of the seminar content and
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format. After completing a mini-seminar, students will have gained new organizational
and researchskills which will be helpful later in their work within the Autonomous
Learner Model.

Discussions. Discussions are frequent and informal. New information is being
presentedto the students and time is needed to digestorinternalize the material. Topics
are brainstormed by the students wheneverapplicable. No structured formatis used.
Students are given the freedom to hold discussions in ways that are beneficial to them.

Closure Activity. At the end of each area (in this case, Understanding Giftedness)
the students develop a closure activity which allows them to synthesize all the new
information they have received from the activities in which they participated. The
teacher should notprescribe, but should allow students to develop theactivity. Some
groups choose an informal approach while others become extremely involved, com-
pleting a productand presentation. Severalof the groups develop their own definition of
giftedness while other groups develop provocative questions to pursue in the future.
The purposeof the closureactivity is for students to synthesize the information—notfor
them to demonstrate the learning for the teacher/facilitator or for the administrators.

Group Building Activities

Objectives

1. Students will comprehend the dynamics of the groupprocess.
2. Students will be able to apply the dynamics of group process to their environment.
3. Students will participate in group building activities.

Activities

Personal Interview The students are askedto find anotherstudentto get to know
better through a personalinterview. Students movetheir chairs so that they are able to
communicate directly with their partners. A series of questions are given to the pairs of
students. Studentsare allowed a few minutesto review the questions and mayeliminate
or add any questions which would help them to get to know more abouttheir partners.

Onestudent in each pair begins by asking questions of the second student. The
second student can either answer or choose to pass. After answering questions, the
questioner summarizes whathe haslearned about the respondent. The second student
then respondsto the feedbackin a dialogue withthefirst student. Nowit is time for the
second studentto askthefirst student the same questions, although he can add or delete
to make the interview more meaningful. The above process is then completed for the
secondstudent. After the personalinterview, the two students now prepareto introduce
their partners to the rest of the group. It is essential that the teacher/facilitator also
participate in this activity with the students. Possible questions (start with these, but
develop your own): (1) What things do youlike about yourself? (2) Whatare youtrying
to become moreof? (3) What is something about yourself you wouldlike to improve?
(4) What is a door you wish were open to you now? (5) How do you expresslove for
others? (6) How can you express or show more love? (7) Whatis one time in yourlife
which was extremely exciting and successful? (8) Whatis one thing about yourself you
wouldlike to share with me? (9) Whatis one question you wouldlike me to ask of you?

Retreat. A retreat is held each fall for the students, teacher/facilitators and
community resource people. Although manyofthe activities can be completed in the 39
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regular school, it is advantageousto take the students out of school to a lodge, a camp or
somewheredifferent from their regular environment. There are several purposesfor the
retreat: (1) gifted and talented students benefit from being together as a group. This
experience provides time to interact and to form new friendships, (2) activities are

planned which provide opportunities for self-awareness, understanding and increased
self-esteem and(3) the ability to work as a group memberis essential for students in the

Autonomous Learner Model.

Groupactivities are planned to provide participants with situations which allow
them to work together to complete tasks as a large group and as a small group. Many
differentactivities can be includedatthe retreat. Two examplesofactivities that we have

used are Secret Friends and Pass the Gavel. In Secret Friends,all participants meetat

the beginningoftheretreat to talk abouttheactivities, responsibilities and time schedule.

Each personis given a small piece of paper on whichto write his or her nameand return

it to the leader. The leader puts the nameinto a hat and each person then picks out a
name. This person becomes the other person’s secret friend. For the entire retreat,

students are to be kind to their secret friend. In other words, people should makethe

retreata little better by doing small favors, making things,or just talking and being with

the secret friend. Everything must be donein such a way that people will not guess the
identity of their secret friend. At the end ofthe retreat the group is brought together and
students have a chance to guess the identity of their secret friend. In this way each
personwill know whoit was who madetheretreat little nicer for them.

Pass the Gavelis used at the end of the retreat. The leaderof the group hasa gavel.

To begin the activity, he passes the gavel to the persononhisleft. As long as that person
has a gavel, heis the only person who may speak. The person cantalk abouthis feelings
about the retreat, his perceptions of the other people or feelings about the groupin
general. If the person so chooses, he can “pass.” Whenfinished, the person passes the
gavel to the next person. Ultimately the gavelwill return to the leader who nowhasthe

chanceto sharehis feelings and to bring closureto theretreat.

It is essential to have students be responsible for the developmentand implementa-

tion of the retreat. This requires them to plan the location, meansof transportation and

agenda. Mostretreats begin at a lodge on Friday afternoon and end Saturdayafternoon.
Students must raise the money necessary for the retreat and are responsible for

purchasing the food. Small groups are organized to develop the agenda, to plan menus

and to actually prepare meals for the other people. Additional groups are responsible for

the clean-up after the meals and the necessary housekeepingofthe lodge.All of these

tasks could be done by adults, butit is best to give these responsibilities to the students.

Starve-Your-Vulture Campaign. Based on the bookentitled Vultures (Simon,
1978), this activity helps students to learn aboutpositive self-concepts, positive and

negative behavior andattitudes towards developing a positive environmentfor growth.

According to Simon, when peopleare born, they do not possess a “vulture,” but by the

time they arefive or six yearsold, they begin to develop a vulture. Some people have a

very small vulture while others have a large one.A vulture is describedto the students in
detail, with recognition of their ugly beaks andthe fact that they are not a clean bird—
not exactly the type of bird you would wantas a household pet. But most people do not
realize that many people have a vultureliving in their stomachs. A vulture lives on two

typesof food:“selfput-downs” and “put-downsbyothers.” Whenever you put yourself

down or others put you down, your vulture becomes larger and yourself-esteem is

reduced.In other words, vultures have a negative effect on you and should be starved
so that you can continue to grow and develop.
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Students are presented with the vulture story and then participate in a ‘‘starve-

your-vulture campaign.” Signs are made, stories about the vulture are presented to
others andstatistics are kept on how manytimes they feed or begin to starve their
vultures. The result is that students become more aware of positive and negative
behavior and what they can do to becomehealthier.

Temperature Readings.Virginia Satir uses this technique to help people learn
more about themselves and others. Satir is a world-renowned family therapist who
specializes in teaching people how to communicate moreeffectively with each other
Temperature readings are shared with the group each time they meetat the beginningof
the session. Each person hasa certain emotional temperature which describes how the
personis feeling at a certain time. The scale for the temperaturerating is from 1 to 10. A
rating of “1” indicates that the person does not feel good about the day and whatis
happening;life is difficult, everything seemsto be going wrong. A “5”life is better than a
“1.” Everything is okay, but not exciting. When a personis rated a “10”life is an
adventure, an exciting happening; the person feels good about whatis happening and
wants to tell everyone how excitinglife is at that time.

Each personin the groupis asked to rate his emotional temperature andis given
the opportunity to communicate whythat rating was chosen. Oneafter another, each
person shares until it is time for the teacher/facilitator to share her rating and to
summarize the activity This experience is used to let students know more about
themselves and aboutthe others in the group. We responddifferently to people if they
are a “1” rather than a “10.” This activity helps build rapport, general acceptance and
understanding of the people in the group.

Closure Activity (Group Problem-Solving). Within the Orientation Dimension

of the Autonomous Learner Model, each group works together to use a group process
and creative problem-solvingskills in the developmentof a project. As a group, students
choosethe activity they want to pursue which would benefit their group, the school or
the community. After brainstorming ways of completing the task, the groupis then given
time to becomeinvolved in the task and the completion of the project. Projects have
included setting up a health program within a school; developing a better food system
for the students; organizing a Saturday conference, complete with activities
and speakers; and recommendingstrategies for improving the traffic conditions in a
community.

Self-Understanding

Objectives

1. Students will develop a better understandingof self andtheir interests, aptitudes and
areas of strength.
2. Students will develop a more positive self-concept and self-esteem.

Activities

Review ofIdentification Information. Many students are confused about why
they have beenselected to be in a program for the gifted and talented. This activity
allows them to knowthe definition of gifted and talented whichis used for the program,
the identification procedures which were followed and the information which was
received to select them for the program.It is essential for the gifted and talented to 41
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understand basic information concerning the program, including identification, tests,
questionnaires and final procedures.

Nourishing and Toxic Behavior. A list of behaviors are presented to the students.
They are asked to read each statement and then to evaluate it as either toxic or
nourishing. After each student completes the entire list of behaviors, the group then
evaluates the list of behaviors together, discusses the behaviors which were presented
and the idea of nourishing and toxic behaviors. This activity helps students to become
more aware of their behavior and howit affects other people. Thelist of behaviors can
include but should not be limited to the following: (1) a person becomes defensive
because he doesn’t receive the job for which he applied, (2) a person withdraws from

people becausesheis afraid others will laugh ather, (3) a person cries for another person
because of a problem the other person has faced, (4) a person asks the other person
whatis wrong because she knowsherfriend is upset about something,(5) a studenttells
the teacher that one of the classmates was cheating on test, and (6) a motherscolds her
son whenshe is embarrassed because the son was not behaving at the store. After using
these statements and others you have added,besureto give the students opportunities
to write their own statements and then to discuss them to see if the behavioris either
nourishing ortoxic.

Learning Style Inventories. Teachers must look at the learning styles of gifted
students in the classroom. One of the best ways to understand students and to have
them understand themselvesis to use an appropriate learningstyle inventory. Learning
Styles Inventory: A Measure of Student Preference for Instructional Tech-

niques(Renzulli & Smith, 1978) is used. The results can be veryeffective when helping
a student to develop learningstrategies for the program.

Students and Learners: The Transition. A mini-lecture, given by the teacher/
facilitator, is presented to students about the differences between a student and a
learner, and aboutthe processortransition which will take place for the student in the

Autonomous Learner Model. Students are asked to brainstorm the different roles of a
student and a learner and then to look at themselves to see where they are and what
they can do to becomelearners. The idea of becominga self-directed,life-long learneris
the goal of this model and is again presented to the students.

SelectedJournals. Most assignments in which students are asked to keep a daily
journal usually fail after the third or fourth week because students will only keep journals
whenthey are involved and excited about events, people and feelings about themselves

and their friends. In our model, the teacher/facilitator shares the journal he orsheis

keeping and then explains about different types of journals (descriptive of people,
places, events, feelings, etc.) and the importance of keeping a journal. Students discuss
journals and journal-writing and then decide individually if they want to keep a journal.
Usually the journalis private and is not asked for by the teacher/facilitator. The journal

can be shared bythe studentsif they choose, but journals are written by students, for

themselves.

Closure Activity. At the end of each area (in this case, Self-Understanding),
students develop a closure activity which allows them to synthesize the new information
they have received from the activities in which they participated. Do not prescribe this
activity, but allow students the opportunity to develop theactivity. They may chooseto

have each student develop a project which would help them synthesize the new
information about self with what they already knew andto presentthis project to the rest
of the group. In other words, the students would complete a project entitled, “Where!
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Am Now.” Another option would be to have students write letters to themselves and to
have the letters sent to them bythe teacher/facilitator six monthslater. The letter gives
the students a look at where they have been, whatthey werelike and the growth they
have experienced.

Program Opportunities and Responsibilities

Objectives

1. Students will understand the Autonomous Learner Model for the Gifted and
Talented.
2. Students will develop a “Student/Learner Growth Plan”in relation to the activities
and special events of the school.

Activities

Presentation of the Autonomous Learner Model. The teacher/facilitator de-

velops a presentation on the Autonomous Learner Model whichis given to the students,
other schoolstaff, interested parents and available community resource people. A
packet of material on the modelis also given to them. Students ask questions about the
model and then have the opportunity to developactivities for the different areas within
the five dimensions. In small groups, the students give mini-presentations on the model
and the activities they would like to complete. It is extremely important that students
have input into the curriculum for the Autonomous Learner Model.

Program Search and Self-Integration. The teacher/facilitator is responsible for
developing a “program search”to be used in the school. The entire schoolstaff (in small
groups, such as gradelevels or subject areas) meet together, underthe direction of the
teacher/facilitator, to brainstorm all activities which are now available in their areas for

gifted and talented students. The students and the teacher/facilitator also complete a
“program search” in the community. Community people are sought who can be
speakers, resource people and possible mentors. The results of the school search and
the community search are compiled and presented to the students. Each student then
begins to select appropriate activities based on interest and ability

Life-Long Learning Approaches. Gifted students need to be exposed to the
conceptoflife-long learning. The teacherleads a discussion about this concept and has
the students brainstorm key features to becoming life-long learner. Adults who are
identified as life-long learners are then invited to the class to talk about whatthey are
doing and whatthey did to becomelife-long learners. Students are then askedto outline
the types of activities, skills, concepts and attitudes they will need to becomelife-long
learners.

Guest Speakers. The teacher/facilitator selects teachers within the school (con-
tent specialists) and community resource people (advisors and mentors) to speak to the
students about their work and howthe students can work with them. An effort is made
to bring in people who have the sameinterests as the students.

Investigation of Seminars and In-Depth Studies. Although this isstill the
Orientation Dimension of the model, students (individually or in small groups) must
begin to look at topics which may become Seminars and In-Depth Studies. A short
period of time (2-3 days) should be given for exploration. Thefinal activity is an oral 43
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report to the class regarding which topics they researched for possible Seminars and In-
Depth Studies. Some students might be ready to begin an In-Depth Studyat this time.

Closure Activity (Student/Learner Growth Plan). The moment has arrived
whenstudents are ready for the opportunity to develop a student/learner growth plan to
be used in the Autonomous Learner Model. The “personal growth plan” should contain

the following: (1) Activities (including Individual Development, EnrichmentActivities,

Seminars and In-Depth Studies), (2) Resource People (including Content Specialists,
Advisors, Resource People and Mentors), (3) In-School Participation (including Ad-
vanced Courses, Enriched Courses, Extra-curricular Activities, Special Events and In-
Depth Study Expansions), (4) Out-of-School Participation (including Career Explora-
tions and Participations, Explorations and Investigations, Adventure Trips and In-Depth
Studies) and (5) Skills, concepts and attitudes necessary to becomelife-long learners.

Dimension Two: Individual Development

he second dimension of the Autonomous Learner Modelis Individual Develop-
ment (see Figure 2), which is designed to give students the appropriate skills,

concepts and attitudes for life-long learning—in other words, to help them become

autonomouslearners. At the beginning of involvement in the model, the students are
seen as beingin the role of “students” during Orientation and Individual Development.
During Enrichment Activities, the third dimension, students are seen as “student/
learners,’ and as “learners” in Seminars and In-Depth Study, the fourth and fifth
dimensionsof the model.

Individual Development provides the opportunities to develop the skills, concepts
and attitudes necessary to move from student to student/learner. Theseskills are related
to the cognitive, emotional and social needs of the individual. The activities in this
dimension are determined by the strengths andskills of the teacher/facilitators and are
not prescribed as muchasthey are in other dimensions.A total involvementofall of the
areas andskills in this dimension will take two to three years to complete. Workin this
dimension is never completed, as new anddifferentskills, concepts and attitudes will be
addedasthe teacher/facilitators learn more about this approach from their experiences.
The Enrichment Activities Dimension is divided into four basic areas: (1) Learning

Skills, (2) Personal Understanding, (3) Interpersonal Skills and (4) Career
Involvement.

Learning Skills

Objectives

1. Students will understand the importance of developingskills, concepts andattitudes
for life-long learning.
2. Students will participate in activities developed to provide the skills, concepts and
attitudes for life-long learning.

3. Students will demonstrate the skills, concepts and attitudes which have been
presented in the area.

Activities

Teacher/Facilitator Preparation. At this time in the use of the Autonomous
Learner Model, the teacher/facilitator decides which skills are going to be presentedat
the beginning of this area. Complete units are developed on the areas which are
selected from the following: (1) Problem Solving Skills, (2) Organization Skills, (3)

44 Creativity Skills, (4) Thinking Skills, (5) Writing Skills, (6) Decision-Making Skills, (7)
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Goal-Setting Skills, (8) Photographic Skills, (9) Research Skills, (10) Computer Skills,
(11) Study Skills and (12) Additional Skills designed by the teacher/facilitator and the
students.

A unit is developed for each area stated above. Notall of the areas can be covered
duringthefirst year, so it is the decision of the teacher/facilitators as to which units will be
coveredfirst. This decision is based upon the needs andabilities of the students, the
strengths of the teacher/facilitator and the availability of materials for each unit.
Throughout the entire program, it is recommended that all of the areas will be
introduced to the students. Learning Skills activities which the author believes are
essential at the beginning of this dimension are included below.

Problem Solving Skills. An area whichis essential for the cognitive, emotional
and social developmentof the individual is problem solving skills. The Future Problem
Solving Program, developed by E. Paul Torrance, provides students with the opportuni-
ties to develop problem solvingskills while looking closely at the problemsthat are faced

in our world. Students are formed into groups of four and can compete in state and
national competitions. A seven-step processis introduced to the students and usedto
develop solutions to the problem presented. For materials related to Future Problem
Solving and for information concerning the competition, contact: Dr Anne Crabbe,
Director, Future Problem Solving Program, St. Andrews College, Laurinburg, NC
28352. Telephone (919) 276-8361.

Creativity. Students must learn how to think creatively. They must learn how to
generate new ideas, how to look at something from a different point of view, how to
elaborate and build on a new idea and how to develop ideas that are original and
unique. In other words, it is essential to teach students about fluency, flexibility,
elaboration andoriginality in relation to thinking creatively. Students must know how to
think divergently to solve problems and to develop newideas.

Creative Thinking andProblem Solving in Gifted Educationis a book written
by John F. Feldhusen and DonaldJ. Treffinger. Included in this book are activities and
materials which can be used to enhance the creative thinking and problem solving
abilities of the students. Chapter Four, “Method of Teaching Creativity and Problem
Solving,” is particularly usefulat this time. Activities can be developed and useddirectly.
Chapter Six, “Reviewsof Instructional Materials and Books for Teaching Creativity and
Problem Solving,” will be extremely beneficial to the students and to teacher/facilitators.

Closure Activities. At the end ofthis area(ifit is ever thoroughly completed), the
students are asked to read a book written by Roger von Oech, A Whack on the Side of
the Head: How to Unlock YourMindfor Innovation, whichis essential reading for

the students and the teacher/facilitators. After the reading is completed, group discus-
sions are held andthe following questions are discussed: (1) Whatis creativity? (2) What
is creative problem solving? (3) In what ways am creative? (4) Whatis it that blocks my
creativity? (5) How can | become more creative? and (6) How can we,in this group,
become morecreative?

Personal Understanding

Objectives

1. Students will comprehend the concepts andattitudes necessary forlife-long learning.
2. Students will participate in activities developed to provide the necessary concepts
and attitudes for life-long learning. 45
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3. Students will demonstrate the concepts and attitudes which have been presentedin
the area.

Activities

Teacher/Facilitator Preparation. At this time in the use of the Autonomous

Learner Model, the teacher/facilitator decides which concepts andattitudes in this area
will be presented. Complete units are developedin the areas which are selected from
the following: (1) Acceptance of Self, (2) Positive Self-Concept, (3) Appropriate
Behavior, (4) Personal Responsibility, (5) Creative Lifestyles and (6) Psychology of
Healthy Personality. A unit is developed for each of these areas. Notall of the areas can
be covered duringthefirst year, so it is the decision of the teacher/facilitator as to which

units will be coveredfirst. Throughout the entire program,it is recommendedthatall of
the areas be introduced to the students. Additionalactivities in Personal Understanding
which the authorbelieves are essential at the beginning of this dimension are included
below.

Acceptance ofSelf. An essential componentof personal growth is acceptance of
“self;’ becoming aware of one’s own strengths and weaknesses, joys and sorrows,
students need to develop better self-understanding which can lead to self-acceptance.
Journeys Into Self, a structured exercise in self-exploration, was developed by the
authorspecifically for gifted and talented students. Each studentis given three to four of
the Journeys Into Self booklets each year, approximately two to three monthsapart.
After completion of the open-ended questions contained in the booklet, the teacher/
facilitator collects them and keeps them until the time of a conference whenthe students
and the teacher/facilitator will sit down anddiscusssimilarities and differences between
the responses on the same questions. With adult guidance, this activity can have a
strong impact on the individual’s ability to acceptself.

Appropriate Behavior. “Whatis the right thing to do?” “Will people accept meif I
am honest with them?” “Why wont you let me be myself?” These are all questions
which need to be explored in this area on an ongoing basis. The technique of role-
playing is essential in this exploration. Many times students do not knowthedifference
between appropriate and inappropriate behavior. Role-playing will give them opportu-
nities to discover the difference. For example, students can role-play a group of students
who are unhappy with the school and how it operates, and who wantto talk to the
principal. It is important that they approach him and talk directly with him in an
appropriate manner. Students are then asked to role-play different situations in which
they behavein appropriate and inappropriate ways. The group then discussesthe role-
playing situation and gives suggestions on improvement.

Creative Lifestyles. It is essential that students look toward the future to see what
they want to be and what occupations they want to pursue as adults. Butit is also
extremely important to have them begin to explore the conceptof creative lifestyles.
Students are asked to researchthe differentlifestyles they would like to pursue. They are
asked questions such as: “What kind of a job format would you like?” “What kind of
house do you want?” “What amount of income do you need?” and “What kind of
lifestyle do you want to pursue?”

After the research is completed, discussions are held on the answers. The group
then decides who they know whom they believe lead creative lifestyles similar to a

lifestyle they would like to pursue. These people are invited into class to talk abouttheir

46 lifestyles, how they were developed and whatadvice they would have for the students.
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Closure Activity. Students are asked to develop a closureactivity whichwill allow
them to synthesize all the information they have received from the activities in which
they have participated. This activity will be different for each group.

Interpersonal Skills

Objectives

1. Students will understand the importance of developinginterpersonalskills necessary
for life-long learning.
2. Students will participate in activities developed to provide the interpersonalskills
necessaryforlife-long learning.

3. Students will demonstrate the interpersonal skills which have been presentedin this
area.

Activities

Teacher/Facilitator Preparation. At this time in the use of the Autonomous
Learner Model, the teacher/facilitator determines which interpersonalskills in this area
will be presented. Complete units are developedin areasselected from the following: (1)
Communication Skills, (2) Interviewing Skills, (3) Discussion Skills, (4) Leadership

Skills, (5) Group Process Skills and (6) Coping Skills. A unit is developed for each of
these areas. Notall of the areas can be covered duringthefirst year, so it is the decision
of the teacher/facilitator which units will be covered first. Throughout the entire
program,it is recommendedthat all areas be introduced to the students. Interpersonal
Skills activities which the authorbelieves are essential at the beginning of this dimension
are included below.

Communication Skills. The ability to listen attentively to another individual, the
ability to send your messageclearly and the ability to provide appropriate feedback are
skills which can be learned, developed and enhanced. Each person needsto understand
how to send and receive messages. Studentsare introduced to the concepts ofreflective
listening and congruent sending. Reflective listening is a skill which helps the individual
listen for another person’s message;to listen beyond the words and hear whatis being
said. After hearing whathasbeensaid,thelisteneris able to verbalize and rephrase the
message. Congruentsendinginvolves being able to send messages which are congru-
ent with a person's feelings, values and current emotional state. This involves non-
verbal as well as verbal communication.

After the introduction and discussion of these concepts, students observe two
students role-playing a situation and observe them using reflective listening and
congruent sending. Students are then divided into dyads and given an opportunity to
experimentwith the use oftheseskills. This activity of observing people involved with
reflective listening and congruent sending is ongoing throughout the program.

Interviewing Skills. Interviewingskills are necessary for people who wantto be
independent,self-directed learners. Students are introduced to the importance of these
skills. Discussionsare held to determine whatinterviewingskills are and how they can be
developed. Students use role-playing to interview each other, followed by group
critiques. The following points are covered in reference to interviewing skills: (1) the
development of background information on the person being interviewed, (2) the
developmentof clear and precise questions, (3) the importance of feeding back whatis
being said at appropriate timesto clarify the message and (5) the importanceof“timing”
within the interview. 47
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After the completion of role-playing, students are asked to select a topic area in
which they would like to interview people to learn their ideas and attitudes. After the
topic is selected, appropriate, clear and precise questions are developed. The inter-
vieweris then askedto interview people in the following age groups: under 10, 11-20,
21-30, 31-50, 51-70, and 70 and over.

After the completion of the interview, each person compiles the information
gathered and preparesan oral report to share with the other membersof the program.
The report contains four sections: (1) What was learned aboutthe topic, (2) What was

learned about interviewing, (3) What was learned about people and (4) What was
learned about yourself in the situation. The reports are informally shared with the group

and a discussion follows on the importance ofinterviewingskills for the developmentof
life-long learning.

Coping Skills. “How do | learn to deal with the frustrations of being gifted?”
“Why can’t people accept me as | am?” “Whatif I don’t get straight A's this semester?”
All of these questions and many more will be heard by the teacher/facilitator during the
program. Gifted students need time to discuss those issues and problemswhichareof
great concern to them. A voluntary “Coping Group” should be developedto allow the
students to talk about themselves, their peers, their parents and their world. This group
should meet once every other week at the beginning. Students are invited to attend, but
attendance is not required. In the beginning the group would be informal, but specific
topics could be addressed if the group so desires. A coping groupis essential for
appropriate discussion of problemsaswell as for developingskills to deal with problems
and conflicts in the future.

Closure Activity At the end of this area (although the Coping Group should
continue), students are asked to develop a closure activity which will allow them to
synthesize all of the new skills they have developed from the activities in which they have
participated. This activity will be different for each group.

Career Involvement

Objectives

1. Students will comprehend the importance of careers and career explorations.
2. Students will explore the careers of their choice.
3. Students will complete a Career Participation.

Activities

Career Exploration. The Career Involvement Area of the Individual Develop-
ment Dimension is developed so that students may know about and becomeinvolved
with a diversity of careers while they are still in school. Through the help of school
counselors(if available), a unit is presented concerning the world of careers. This unit
will vary according to the personnel and materials available at each school.

Students are asked to begin thinking about areas they would like to explore.
Studentinterest in specific careers is determined bya brainstorming session.As a result

of the brainstorming, the teacher/facilitator selects the most popular careerfields and
invites representatives from these fields to speak to the students. Questions are

48 brainstormedby the students for guests who come andspeak abouttheir careers. This
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information will continue to develop as students learn more about different careers
available to them.

Career Participation. After several months of involvementin the area of career
exploration, students now become moredirectly involved with careers. Students are
asked to select career areas in which they would actually like to participate. After the
selection of three to four areas, the students and the teacher/facilitator work together to
find locations where the students can spend approximately 20 to 50 hours in actual
participation. Students workdirectly with the people at each location. A final conference
with the career people, the student andthe teacher/facilitator is held to answer questions
and to bring closure to each careerparticipation.

Closure Activity. At the end of this area, the students are asked to develop a
closure activity whichwill allow them to synthesizeall of the new information they have
gained aboutcareers. This activity will be different for each group.

Dimension Three: EnrichmentActivities

he third dimension of the Autonomous Learner Model is EnrichmentActivities.
Emphasis is placed on helping the student/learners to become more aware of what

is “out there” to be learned. Most of whatis taught in schoolcan be labeled “prescribed
content.” Someone,usually somewhat removedfrom the classroom, decides whatis to
be taught, when it is taught and even how it will be taught. The purpose ofthis
dimensionis to introduce the student/learnerto the conceptof “‘student-based content,”
to give them the opportunity to decide what they want to study. Some student/learners
will automatically know what they wantto pursue, while others will need direction and
guidancein learning possible methodsof defining areas of student-based content.

In the Autonomous Learner Model, there are three types of student-based
content. Thefirst is “Passion Area Content,” which is based on those areas the students
love, the areas which are “devoured.” Manystudent/learners already knowtheir passion
areas and now need opportunities to go more in-depthin their learning. Other student/
learners will need to examine manydifferent areas before feeling comfortable with
labeling an area as Passion Area Content. The secondtype of student-based contentis
called “Related Passion Areas.” Manytimes the student/learners have not adequately
explored areas which are related to the passion areas. Through experiencesin this
dimension, the student/learners will become aware and begin to pursue the Related
Passion Areas. The third type of student-based content is the “New and Unrelated
Areas.” While the student/learners are continually involved in Passion Areas and
Related Passion Areas,it is essential for them to continue to explore and discover new
and unrelated areas of content which might possibly lead to the discovery of new
Passion Areas.

After the contentis selected by the student/leamers,it is essential that they have
opportunities to study topics in more depth, although most people are notyet ready for
a formal in-depth study. The areas of Exploration andInvestigation provide experiences
in which the student/learners can apply the skills, concepts and attitudes learned during
the Individual Development Dimension to content areas of their choosing.

The EnrichmentActivities Dimension provides opportunities for student/learners to
define and pursue those content areas which are extremely relevant to them. Thisis
done through the EnrichmentActivities: (1) Explorations, (2) Investigations, (3)
Cultural Activities, (4) Service and (5) Adventure Trips. 49
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Explorations

Objectives

1. Student/learners will demonstrate the ability to select a topic which is meaningful to
them.
2. Student/learners will successfully complete a group and anindividual exploration.
3. Student/learners will report back to other class members what was learned and how
it was learned.

Activities

A Group Exploration. The purpose of this activity is to give students an
experiencein which they mustdefine a topic, explore that topic and report their findings
to the entire group. Conclusions are then brainstormed regarding Explorations and the
benefits of this approach for the student/learners. By now, class members are comfort-
able with each other, understand the goals of this approach to the education of the
gifted, have learned newskills, concepts andattitudes necessary for individual learning
and are now ready to pursue selected student-based content areas. The group decides
upon one content area to be explored by the entire group. The content area should be
broad enoughto give the group membersflexibility in what they will study and how they
will pursue the exploration. Examplesof a content area for a group exploration would
be “Computers and Technology,” “Rock and Roll,’ “The World Today,” and “Careers

for Today and Tomorrow.” Each person,including the teacher/facilitator, is then given
three days to go out andfind different sources of information and to learn as much as
possible aboutthe selected topic. At the end of the three days, in a groupsetting, each
person is given the opportunity to share what has been learned and where the
information has been discovered. The main emphasis of this exploration lies in
discovering where information can be found.A list is made which shows where each
person found his or her information, and discussion is held to demonstrate the

importance of using many different sources to find information.

Individual Explorations. After the successful completion of the group explora-
tion, each student/learner becomes involved in an “Individual Exploration.” The
Individual Exploration is very similar to an In-Depth Study, althoughit is of shorter
duration and does not require the same commitment, dedication, skill or expertise.
Workingclosely with the teacher/facilitator, each student/learner commitsto threetofive
individual explorations which are usually three to five days in length. At this time,
emphasisisstill on the retrieval of information through multiple resources rather than on
the completion of a product or an in-depth study. At the end of each exploration, each
student/learner shares what was learned and how the material was learned. Emphasis of
the discussion is placed on the use of many different materials, including human

resources.

Closure Activity. At the conclusion of this area, the student/learners develop a
closure activity which allows them to synthesize all the new information they have
received from their group and individual explorations. Final conclusions concerning
approaches to becoming an autonomouslearnerare discussed with the entire group.

Investigations

Objectives

1. Student/learners will comprehend the process of an investigation.
2. Student/learners will successfully complete an investigation.
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Activities

Investigation Proposal. A topic will be selected, a proposal format followed and
an Investigation Proposal will be completed by the student/learner and submitted for
approvalto the teacher/facilitator. The Investigation Proposalwill include the following:
(1) Title of Investigation, (2) Brief Description, (3) Objectives, (4) Specific Activities (to

meet the above objectives), (5) Time Line, (6) Resources (material and human), (7)

Mini-Product Description, (8) Presentation and Appropriate Audience and (9) Evalua-
tion (includingcriteria).

Investigations. After the completion and acceptance of the Investigation Pro-
posal, each student/learneris ready to participate in an Investigation. The Investigation
is completed over a specific period of time, which has been pre-arranged with the
teacher/facilitator. Any meaningful changesin the proposal can be madeat any time (up
until a week before it is due). Meetings with the teacher/facilitator are held weekly to
discuss the progress of the Investigation. The final presentation is announced ahead of
time so that the appropriate people can attend. The audience might include other
teachers, administrators, parents, other students and community resource people.

Closure Activity. Student/learners, the teacher/facilitator and other interested

personnel close the investigation activity in the following manner: (1) describe the
process of an Investigation, (2) compare an Exploration, an Investigation and an In-
Depth Study,(3) discuss all of the problemsfacedin the Investigation and what could be
done to eliminate them, and (4) discuss howthis investigation could be improved.

Cultural Activities

Objectives

1. Student/learners will comprehendthe definition of a “culturalactivity.”
2. Student/learnerswill plan, participate in and evaluate a “cultural activity”

Activities

Cultural Activities. Many times students do not have (or take) an opportunity to
learn more aboutthe cultural aspects of their community. Cultural Activities allow them
the chance to find out more about ongoing activities and one-time events. These
activities take place after school, at night or on weekends. Three other students must
attend each eventwith the student/learner. A short proposalis approved bythe teacher/
facilitator before the actual event and a summary paperis turned in at the end of each
event.

Activities can include, but are not limited to, visits to museums, plays, concerts,
debates, historical events and art displays. It is not enoughjust to attend the event; the
student/learners must make arrangements in advance to go behind the scenesto get
moreclarification on how the entire event is set up and developed. The insight which
comes from a thoroughanalysis is invaluable for future involvementin the program.

Closure Activity. After completion of at least three Cultural Activities, the mem-
bers of the program meet and brainstorm one more event which can be attended byall.
This usually happensnearthe end of a grading period andis a wayto provide closure for
the entire program. A luncheonordinneris usually included to make the activity more
festive. It is important that the teacher/facilitator also attend as manyeventsas possible. 51
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Service

Objectives

1. Student/learners will comprehend the conceptof service to the community.
2. Student/learners will participate in “service opportunities.”

Activities

Humanitarianism. An important concept within the Autonomous Learner Model

is to provide experiences which will help students understand themselves and their
relationship to other people. This activity is developed so that students may know more
about the concept of humanitarianism and the humanitarians who have served people,
both directly and indirectly. Each student/learnerselects a person he orshe believesis a
humanitarian and completes research on that person. Students then share their
research with the rest of the group and brainstorm commoncharacteristics of people
whoare able to serve others. This list will be used throughout this area and throughout
the model.

Actual Service. During the school year each student/learner is required to
complete a service unit within the program. After the activity of Humanitarianism is
completed, the group brainstormsdifferent projects in which they could actively serve
people. A total of 20 hours is required on the elementary level while the junior high level
is 30 hours and the high schoollevel is 40 hours per year. Possible projects would
include working with the elderly, raising food and moneyfor shut-ins, working through
an agency such as the Red Cross or the Salvation Army or working one-to-one with a
person with particular needs. The project must be accepted by the teacher/facilitator
before the actual work begins.

Closure Activity. At the conclusion of this area, the student/learners develop a
group closure activity which demonstrates the basic concepts of the area of service.
Manytimes students will develop and serve a dinnerto shut-ins orgive a specific service
to a group or anindividual.

Adventure Trips

Objectives

1. Student/learners will plan an AdventureTrip.
2. Student/learners will develop the pre-trip activities.
3. Student/learners will participate in and evaluate the AdventureTrip.

Activities

Where Do We GoFrom Here?All interested student/learners, interested parents
and the teacher/facilitator meet together during the first month of each school year to
decide if they wantto participate in an AdventureTrip, which is an opportunity for those
involved in the program to plan trip, go on thetrip and then complete activities after

the trip has ended. Duringthefirst meetings, the group answersthe following questions:
(1) Do we want to go on an Adventure Trip? (2) Whatis the purpose? (3) Why do we
wantto go? (4) What do we hopeto gain from this experience? and (5) What do we
wantto learn before and during the Adventure Trip?
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The Adventure Trip is divided into three components. The first is preplanning.
During this stage students decide what they wantto study, where they want to go and
what they will need to do to get there. The teacher/facilitator guides but does notdirect.
The main responsibility for the trip is given to the student/learners. Planning beginsin
the autumn, andthetrip usually takes place duringthe spring.

On the RoadAgain.After all planning has been completed, the group beginsthe
trip. Usually there is a one-to-five ratio between adults and student/learners. Trips last
between three and ten days. Student/learners are responsible for decisions unless there
is a situation which might involve danger, in which case the group leader would take
overthe responsibility. Adventure Trips have included studying geology and archaeol-
ogy at the Grand Canyon, exploring the cultural aspects of San Francisco, becoming
involved with a business in a major city and backpackingtrips to national parks.

Closure Activity. After the group’s return, discussionsare held to debrief thetrip.
Topics would focus on academic as well as group process aspects of the trip. The

information gained from these discussions can be useful to each individual and the
entire group.

Dimension Four: Seminars

y the time the students have reached Seminars, the fourth dimension of the
Autonomous Learner Model, emphasis is placed on production of ideas and

projects. Students have moved from the status of students and are now viewed as
learners. A learner is more independent, more adequately prepared to learn with less
direction from outside sources. A learner understands the process of learning, the
importance of skills, concepts andattitudes for the learning, and the dedication whichis
required to become autonomous.

A Seminaris a short-term project for learners to pursue in small groups of three to

five members. Learners are divided into groups, asked to research andselect a suitable
topic, given time to prepare the Seminar andactually present the Seminar to other
membersof the program as well as to other interested school and community people.
Presentation of the Seminar to other members of the program is divided into three
components: presentation of factual information, discussion and/oractivity, and closure.

Objectives

1. Learners will comprehendthe basic format of a Seminar.
2. Learners will develop and present a Seminar.
3. Learners will evaluate the effectiveness of their Seminar.

Activities

Seminar Preparation. When this dimension of the model is presented to the
learners, they are divided into groupsof three to five members. Students are asked to
develop a seminar using the following format as a guide. Seminars are divided into the
following categories from which learners will select a category and then brainstorm
possible seminars: Futuristic (dealing with topics in the future and techniques necessary

for “future learning’), Controversial (dealing with topics which are controversial in
nature such asthe role of governmentin ourlives, capital punishment and prayerin
schools), Problematic (representing problemsthe learners face in their own communi-
ties as well as national and international problems), GeneralInterest (of general interest
to learners, but not necessarily futuristic, controversial or problematic in nature) and 53
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Advanced Knowledge(investigation of an area which may be ofinterest to only a few
people in the program).

Learners who choose an Advanced Knowledge Seminar should not be penalized
for selecting a topic which is understood by only a few. The audience might include only
those who understand and have a basic knowledge of the area to be presented, or who

are interested in learning more aboutit. After the selection of a topic, learners are givena
specific amountof time (usually five to seven days) to investigate the area. A seminar
worksheet form is used to give structure to the process.

The Actual Seminar. Learners negotiate with the teacher/facilitator to determine
how muchtime is needed and whatfacilities and school resources are needed. Learners

then prepare the appropriate advertisement for the Seminar, which is presented to the
interested audience. The actual Seminaris divided into three components:(1) Presenta-

tion of Factual Information, (2) Discussion and/or Group Activity and (3) Closure.

Thefirst component, Presentation of Factual Information, useslectures,films, quest
speakers or other formats for the learners to present general information to their
audience. This provides a basic understanding of the topic so that new ideas and
information can be developed throughout the remaining components of the Seminar.

The second component, Discussion and/or GroupActivity, involves the audience in the
process of the learning through group discussion of the topic or groupactivity. The last
component, Closure, is accomplished by the learners who have now completed the
Seminar Dimension. The learners bring about closure through a discussion of what has
beenlearned.

Closure Activity. At the end of the presentation, all learners and the teacher/
facilitator discuss the concept of a Seminar, the effectiveness of those presented and the
possible enhancementof future Seminars.

DimensionFive: In-Depth Study

he main goal for each learner whoparticipates in the modelis the attainmentof
autonomouslearning skills. The Orientation Dimension develops the foundation

for the model, while the Individual Development Dimension provides the skills, con-
cepts andattitudesforlife-long learning. The EnrichmentActivities Dimension provides
learners with involvement in student-based content, while the Seminars give them
actual participation in short-term projects based ontheir interests.

All of the above dimensions are usually necessary before learners begin an In-
Depth Study, althoughthere will always be a few learners who havethe skills necessary
to automatically begin an In-Depth Study after the conclusion of the Orientation
Dimension. The In-Depth Study Dimension is developed to allow each learnerto define
a passion area to be studied in depth. Learners are responsible for defining the study,
developing a plan of action, actually participating in the study and evaluatingit after
completion.

Objectives

1. Learners will select a topic of their choice for an In-Depth Study.
2. Learnerswill design a learning plan for the In-Depth Study.
3. Learners will participate in the In-Depth Study.
4. Learners will evaluate the entire learning experience.
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Activities

The MomentofTruth. Learners have beeninvolved in the Autonomous Learner

Modelsince the beginning of the Orientation Dimension.It is now time for them to select
a topic, develop a learning plan, participate in the In-Depth Study and complete an

evaluation of the entire learning process. Using the basic format which was presentedin
the EnrichmentActivities Dimension,learners will develop an In-Depth Study contract.
The proposalincludesthe following: (1) Individual or Group Project, (2) Mentorship,(3)
Presentation and (4) Evaluation.

Learners have the choice of working together or alone on their project. It is

extremely important that this choice be available for the learner, since they know more
about their abilities, learning styles and individual preferences toward an In-Depth
Study.

By this time it is essential for learners to be involved with a mentor. A searchis
begunduring Individual Developmentfor the learners to determine what they want ina
mentorand howtheywill work with a mentor. Training sessionsare held with mentors to
define the roles of both learners and mentors.It is also important that the learners make
progress presentations during the final two weeks of each grading period evenif the In-
Depth Study is going to last two to three years. Presentations are limited to 15 minutes
and are given to other learners, the mentor, the teacher/facilitator and other interested
school and community personnel.

The concept of the autonomous learning experience is based on the learner’s
ability to develop new ideas and projects with minimal guidance. In order to successfully
reachthis goal, proficiency must be developed in learning how to evaluate the progress,
the product and the growth made as a result of the In-Depth Study. Each learner
determinesthecriteria to be used in evaluating the In-Depth Study, includingcriteria for
the product. With the aid of the teacher/facilitator, the learner then designs an evaluation
instrument which will be used by the learner, the mentor and the teacher/facilitator.
These people evaluate the learner separately and then meet together to discuss the
process and the product of the In-Depth Study.
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Describe the basic dimensions of the Autonomous Learner Model. What should
be accomplished by the teacher and the students in each of the dimensions?

What are the overall goals of the Autonomous Learner Model? How do they
comparewith the overall goals of yourdistrict for the gifted and talented?

Whattype of teacher should be a “facilitator” in the Autonomous Learner Model?

How would you develop the Autonomous Learner Model in a schooldistrict from
a K-12 perspective?

Compareand contrast the Autonomous Learner Model and the Enrichment Triad
Model.

If you are currently a classroom teacher, what are you already doingfor the gifted
andtalented that wouldfit into the Autonomous Learner Model? Whatare you not
doing that would need to be added if you adopted the Autonomous Learner
Model for yourdistrict?

Describe whatis needed to help a studentin your program movefrom therole of a
“student” to the role of a “learner.” What changes are needed for you as the
teacher?

Whataspects of your own personallife can be seen in the Autonomous Learner
Model? How can these be enriched for you personally?
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Summary

The Integrative Education Model

he Integrative Education Model, a model for devel-
oping programs, curriculum andstrategies, is based

on the synthesis of the four major functions of the human
brain. By combiningthe thinking function (both thelinear,

rational andthe spatial, gestalt), the physical sensing func-
tion, the feeling or emotional function, and the intuitive
function, learners have powerful access to their potential.
This model has a strong rationale in humanbrain research,
the organization of the brain and its highly associative,
integrative nature. The evolution of the model began with
the workof Plato, Froebel and Dewey, and continues to be

validated in the classroomsof the New Age School (NAS)

and those of the NAS faculty,

Within the structure of the Integrative Education
Model, learners of all levels of ability and interest can be
served. Because of its decentralized and personalized or-
ganization andits concern for total brain function, gifted-
ness—regardless of howit is expressed—can be nurtured

and enhanced. Components of the model include: the
responsive learning environment, relaxation and tension

reduction, movementand physical encoding, empowering
language and behavior, choice and perceived control,
complex and challenging cognitive activity, and intuition
and integration. Research and implementation is ongoing
in classrooms with children of a wide range of ages and
abilities. While the New Age School hasprovidedtheinitial
formative data collection, a variety of classroom settings
are being utilized to continue the development and valida-
tion of the model and currently a project developing a
demonstration school for the model is underway at an
elementary school within the Los Angeles City Unified
School system.
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The Integrative Education Model

Most of the traditional program structures used with gifted learners have focused
on the cognitive area of the intellect and have provided curricular strategies to

enhancethe growth of cognition. However, within the past two decades,findings have

been reported from a variety of disciplines that dramatically affect concepts of teaching
and learning.Intelligence can no longer be defined as only a rational, analytic process.
For overthirty years intelligence has been knownto beinteractive (Hunt, 1961); nowit
is found to be integrative. Intelligence requires not just the use of the rational, analytic
thinking function, but also the more spatial, holistic processes of the brain, and the
integration of the emotional, the physical/sensing, andtheintuitive thinking functions as
well. While these functions can be regarded separately, it is the integration of these
functionsthat creates high levels ofintelligence and the optimal development of human
potential. This is the basis for the Integrative Education Model.

Rationale

Validation for the emphasis on integration of functions can be found in the current
thinking regarding physical reality and in the organization of the brain itself. Many

important thinkers are engaged in a reconceptualization of reality structures, leading us
from notions of fragmentation, separable anddiscreet entities, hierarchies, and dichoto-
mies toward the concepts of connectedness, oneness, and indivisible wholeness. Such
views are being expressed in all areas of the scientific community by physicists,
neurobiologists, physiologists, as well as by philosophers, systems theorists, psycholo-
gists and educators. By examining a few of these ideas, we can see the importanceof

understanding the development ofintelligence and the concepts of learning and
teaching.

Early in the 1900's, Albert Einstein attempted to communicate two very amazing
ideas. In his first paper, published in 1905, he outlined his special theory of relativity,
proposing that time and space were not two separate and absolute realities, but were
joined in a single entity, time-space, which was the creation of the human mind.In his
second paper, published the same year, he discussed electromagnetic radiation and
subatomic particles called “quanta” and in the discussion suggested that we are not
composed of, nor surroundedby, solid matter, but rather are all basically a form of

energy. The universe was no longera fixed entity to understand, but had become a
construct of the human mind and changed accordingto the nature andsituation of the
humanobserver. Mind and matter had becomeone (Einstein & Infield, 1961).

David Bohm (1980), an English physicist and mathematician and a protege of
Einstein, and Karl Pribram (1977), a neurophysiologist and respected researcher from
Stanford University, ask that reality cease to be thought of as being made up of
independent fragments, but instead be viewed as holographic, as one majorattribute
of a hologram is its ability to capture in each segment of the system the complete

information of the entire system. For example,eachcell of the human bodyhaswithinits
chromosomestructure all of the genetic information for the entire body. In a photo-
graphic hologram eacharea of the holographic negative, if given a coherentlight source,
can reproduce the entire image. In the case of the cell, a chemical referent is needed,

Parts of this chapter are based on material appearing in Clark, B., Growing up gifted (second edition)
copyright ©) 1983 and Clark, B., Optimizing learning, copyright ©) 1986, Charles E. Merrill, Columbus,
OH. 99
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and for the image, a coherentlight source is necessary. The notion of a holographic
universe expresses a belief in oneness andin total integration.

The notion that all these fragments are separately existent is evidently anillusion,

andthisillusion cannot do other thanlead to endless conflict and confusion. Indeed, the
attempt to live according to the notion that the fragments are really separate is, in
essence, whathasled to the growing series of extremely urgentcrises that is confronting
us today. (Bohm, 1980, pp. 1,2)

Amongthe crises Bohm mentions is the widespread and pervasive distinctions
made betweenraces, national or family origins, professions, socio-economic statuses,
etc. His ideas require that the view of self and the universe be seen as deeply andtotally
connected.

Fritiof Capra (1982), a physicist at the Lawrence Berkeley Radiation Laboratory,
expandson these ideas andfindsin his pursuit of the atomic and subatomic world that

the universe is interdependent and involved in cyclical change. Seemingly separate
objects thought to exist in the world are in reality patterns in an inseparable cosmic
process, whichareintrinsically dynamic, continually changing into one another, holistic
and ecological. His views focus again on the human being as part of the universal
hologram. Humans, by interpreting what they experience, create their reality. Capra
sees this view of reality affecting all forms of social organizations andinstitutions.

One of the complex systemsaffected by these theories is the human brain. These
researchers concludethat the brain itself operates as a hologram,andthatit interprets in
a holographic way the larger hologram, the universe. This meansthat the brain is far
more complex than now imagined andthat it operates in dimensions as yet unknown.
For educators, acceptance of such theories will lead to teaching methods that create
harmony, coherence and connectedness, and to the recognition that humanlimits are
presently unknown.

While more centered on the brain as the mediating system, the theory proposed by
William Gray (Ferguson, 1982), a Massachusetts psychiatrist, also has important impli-
cations for humanlearning. “Feelings,” he states, ‘““may be the organizers of the mind
and personality. Finely tuned emotions may form the basis of all we know”(p. 1).
According to this new theory, feelings form the underlying structure of thought, with

emotion serving as the key to memory, recognition and the generation of new ideas.
Humans, Gray believes, are moreintelligent than other species because they have a
richer supply of emotional nuances available to them. This results from the larger
humanforebrain and the more extensive connections betweenthefrontal lobe and the
limbic system. Graystates,

I had important confirmation in Einstein’s repeated statement that ideas come to
him first in the form of vague and diffuse bodily sensations that gradually refined
themselves into exact and reproducable feeling-tones. Only when this process was
completed could Einstein mathematically define the new concept.(p. 4)

Paul LaViolette (Ferguson, 1982), a systems theorist, combined many of the
current theories to explain how the brain physically processes new ideas. ‘Mental
events—sensation, perceptions, feelings, emotions—are encoded and processed by
the brain as if they were AM/FM neuroelectric waveforms” (p. 1). The encoded
waveforms are then amplified into thoughts moving between the limbic and cortical
systems. A high degreeofintelligence then meansa higherdegree of caring.
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According to both Gray and LaViolette, the brain uses feelings to structure
information. Even thoughabstract information maybedifficult to recall becauseit is cut
off from feelings, often the rational cognitive learning mode is most highly valued.
lronically, the efficiency of learning is prevented by ignoring feelings. Learning is much
easier and moreefficient, Gray contends,if emotion and cognition are integrated.

Jerre Levy (1980), University of Chicago psychologist, finds that the brain operates
at optimal levels only when emotionalas well as cognitive systems are challenged, thus
allowing physical and intuitive involvement. Motivation is a result of highly integrated
brain action. ©

The physical structure, organization and function of the brain provides further
validation for an emphasis on integrating brain functions. Early in the 1960’s a brain
research team from the University of California at Berkeley, Rosensweig (1966) and
Krech (1969, 1970), found that the environment had a significant affect on the
physiology of the brain. Since then the Berkeley team and other researchers throughout
the world have investigated the extent of that impact. Some physiological changes
resulting from environmental stimulation include an increase in dendritic growth,
indicating higherlevels ofintelligence and more complexpatterns of thought; a change
in the biochemistry of the neural cell, which allows for a more powerful exchange of
neural impulses resulting in accelerated thought processing; and an increase in the
production of neuroglial cells, which provide nutrients and support the functioning of
the brain.

The processof learning can be changedby increasingthe strength and the speedof
transmission within the brain. Changes in teaching and learning procedures can
promote growth of dendritic branching and anincreaseinglialcells, brain activities that
indicate advanced and accelerated development. Enhancing the environment brings
about changesin childrenatthe cellular level, notjust in their behavior. In this way gifted
children becomebiologically different from average learners, notat birth, but as a result
of using and developing the wondrous, complexstructure with which they were born.

The humanbrain is organized into three systemswith radically different structures
and chemistry. This hierarchy of three-brains-in-one may becalled the triune brain
(MacLean, 1978). This organization presents some important considerations: two of the
three brains have no system for verbal communication, since the integration oftotal
brain function results in human intelligence, a test that measures primarily verbal
communicationasits samplingofintelligence may be seen aslimited. The three systems
are:

1. The reptilian brain. The simplest and oldest brain system, this provides autonomic
function, the neural pathway for many higher brain centers, motor control, and
communication links between the rest of the brain and the cerebellum. It houses the
reticular formation that is the physical basis for consciousness andplays a majorrole in
the state of being awake andalert.
2. The old mammalian brain or limbic system. This houses the biochemical centers
activated by the emotionsof the learner and enhancesorinhibits memory;affects many
diverse emotionssuchaspleasure, joy, anxiety, rage and sentimentality; and alters the
attention span.
3. The new mammalian brain. Also knownasthe neocortex, or cerebrum,this is where
sensory data are processed, decisions made and action initiated. The neocortex
includes the functions of language and speech, and providesfor reception, storage and
retrievalof information. The most recently evolved area of the neocortex, the prefrontal 61
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cortex, provides for behaviors associated with planning,insight, empathy, introspection,

and other basesfor intuitive thought (MacLean, 1978). The prefrontal is engaged in
firming up intention, deciding on action, and regulating a human being’s most complex
behaviors (Restak, 1979). It is, in fact, the area that energizes and regulatesall other
parts; it houses purpose.

Thereptilian brain comprises the brain stem; surroundingit is the larger, newer

limbic system; and above and around the mammalian brain is the cerebrum or
neocortex, the largest brain, made up of the newest, most sophisticated structures.
Understress this largest, most complex system begins shutting down, turning over more
and more functions to the limbic system brain. While rote learning can be continued,
higher and more complex learningis inhibited (Hart, 1981). The Integrative Education
Model was created to provide a program model and curricular approach for the

developmentof these total brain processes.

In order to better understand learning and the developmentof intelligence, we
needalso to look at the asymmetry of the brain hemispheres, and examinethe idea that
each hemisphere of the brain specializes in a particular type of function. This specialized
functioning points to the necessity for different types of educational experience if the
potential each person possessesis to be realized. Schools have concentrated on the
cognitive, left brain processes of learning while ignoring, and, in somecases, actually

suppressing any use of the moreholistic right brain function.

Although it seems that the entire brain is capable of performingall the activities
exhibited by any of its divisions, each hemisphere does, under normal conditions,

assume specific duties (Pribram, 1977). The left hemisphere is most responsible for

linear, sequential, analytic, rational thinking; the right for thought of a metaphoric,

spatial, holistic nature. Rather than viewing a personasright-brained orleft-brained, we
would be more accurate to speak of one hemisphere leading the other during certain
tasks. The goal would be to have the appropriate hemispherelead in a givensituation,
as the ability to use the strategies from both hemispheresis ideal.

The separate functions of the hemispheres, therefore, must not be overempha-
sized. The obvious needfor integration is apparent even in the structure of the brain

itself. According to brain research, mammalian sensory systems must be used in
facilitating environments if normal development is to occur (Blakemore, 1974).
Haggard (1957) found that early focus on rational cognitive (left-brain) performance
can give children more competitive, hostile attitudes toward their peers and disdain for
adults. The human requires both hemispheresto function in close integration, allowing
us to understand both the computation and the conceptualization of mathematics, the

structure and the melody of music, the syntax and the poetry of language. “The
existence of so complex a cabling system as the corpus callosum must mean,it is
important to stress again, that the interaction of the hemispheres is a vital human
function” (Sagan, 1977, p. 175). There are more neural connectors between the
hemispheres of the brain through the corpus callosum than between the brain and any
otherpart of the body. The humanbeingis biologically structured to integrate functions.

The Evolution of the Integrative Education Model:
A Personal View

| n the late 1960’s my attention was drawnto the brain research of the Berkeley team

andtheir inquiry into environmental impact on the brain. This research provided me

with an explanation for how giftedness occurs and clues to the appropriate use of
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humanpotential. At this point | began to research early learning and attemptedto turn
laboratory brain study into educational practice. Much of the information I gathered
during that period showed me the importance ofearly, sensitive andcritical periods and
supported the view of a dynamicintelligence (Dunn, 1969).

When, in the early 1970's, the brain/mind research suggested significant differ-
ences betweentheold learning theories and newfindings,I wasintrigued. Asa result of
technological advancesin laboratory equipment, the humanbrain could now bestudied
without disrupting function; lower animals were no longer the only source of data.

The complexity of the humanbrain that the new research found required different
conditions for optimizing learning than was thoughtto be true underolder morelimited
data collection techniques. Thefirst condition that drew myinterest wasthe claim that
the humanbrain functions more effectively and at a higher level whenstress is reduced.
Indeed, anxiety created biochemistry in the limbic area that, in fact, shut down higher
centers of the brain (Krech, 1969; Martindale, 1975; Lozanov, 1977; Restak, 1979).

This finding led me to a new perspective of my teaching and my classroom
environment. | sought to discover what created tension and anxiety in the classroom
and whatI could changeto help my students. I found that the environmentplayed a far
more significant role in supporting the learning process than I had previously imagined.
As Diamond (1976) was experimenting with color in her brain research laboratoryat
Berkeley, | experimented with the environmentof my university classroom. As Lozanov

(1977) used tension reduction techniques to optimize learningin his clinic in Bulgaria,|

taught tension reduction to my graduate students. The results were exciting. Motivation
improved,interaction increased, and the quality and quantity of the products of learning
grew impressively.

The area of brain research that held the most interest for me wasthe investigation
of the controversy between those whobelieved brain function to be in specific areas
which could be mappedandthose whoheld that brain function was referred and non-
specific in nature. It was intriguing because bothsides of the investigation seemed to be
right, paralleling the debate regarding the nature of creativity, where at least four points
of view were amassing data separately.

The answerto these and similar questions, which were producing contradictory

results, seemedtolie in viewing the issues as connected, holistic, somehow broadly
unified. This had beentrue for Carl Jung (1933) as he sought the explanation for the
differing expressions of human function. Now,as the structure of the brain/mind system
wasrevealed, it became apparentthat just as Jung had theorized that human function
wasorganized into thinking, feeling, physical sensing andintuitive processes, there was
a biological basis within the brain andits organization that supported a similar pattern.

Suchfunctions, it became evident, could not reach their optimumlevels separately, but

only as each integrated into the whole. It was the integration of function that
optimized total function. Dichotomiesdid notexist. The humanbrain showeditself to be
both specific and non-specific, the major part of its mass being involved in association
and composedof associative tissue. As the physicists were claiming, reality was not
either/or; it was and/also.

From this insight and with the validation of data from many diverse disciplines,|
found that a model of education, of learning and teaching, could be constructed.I felt a
needto reflect this more holistic view, as thinkers from the past and current researchers
again and again showed evidence of the interactive nature of reality This was the 63
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beginning of Integrative Education, the model which relies on Junq’s four function
theory and is based in the humanbrain’s four function organization.

The Integrative Education Model

I n every subject area the Integrative Education Model combines the experiencesof

cognition with experiencesin feelings or emotions, intuition and physical sensing.
Throughthis Modeleach functionof the brainis allowed to supportthe others, resulting
in a very coherent, powerful learning experience.
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Figure 1. Integrative Education: A Model for Developing HumanPotential.
Reproduced with permission from Charles E. Merrill Publishing Co.

The Four Functions ofIntegrative Education

The Thinking Function (Cognitive)

This function includes the analytic, problem solving, sequential, evaluative speciali-
zationofthe left cortical hemisphere of the brain, as well as the more spatially oriented,
gestalt specialization of the right cortical hemisphere. Gifted learners find this function
enhanced by their accelerated synaptic activity and the increased density of their
dendrites. This allows them to establish complex network of thought more easily. The
biochemical changesthatresult from stimulating environments are also expressedin the
advancedcapacity to generalize, to conceptualize, to reason abstractly, and to problem-
solve that is found in gifted learners.
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The Feeling or Emotional Function (Affective)

This is the function that is expressed in emotions and feelings and, while affecting
every part of the brain/mind system,it is primarily regulated from the limbic area by
biochemical mechanisms housed there. This function more than supports cognitive
processes; it does, in fact, provide the gateway to enhanceorinhibit higher cognitive

function. To provide for optimal learning, a program must include opportunities to
integrate emotional growth.

The Physical Function (Sensing)

This function includes movement, physical encoding, sight, hearing, smell, taste
and touch. Access to the world is through the physical senses, and the level of

intellectual ability, even a person’s view ofreality, will depend on howthe brain organizes

and processesthis information. It is known that gifted learners have a heightenedability
to bring in information from their environmentand processthis information in waysthat
expandtheir view of reality. They may recognize their value through rational cognitive
ability alone, and they may focus more and more energy toward the pursuit of cognitive
excellence. They mayignore their physical growth and development. Althoughthereis

an awareness of the above-average physical development of many gifted children,it
mustalso be noticed that manyof these children value and share physical pursuits far
less than cognitive endeavors.It is commonfor gifted learners to develop a Cartesian
split, which, if unrecognized andleft to intensify, can limit the cognitive growth they so
value. Integration of the body and the mind becomesanessential part of an integrative
program.

The Intuitive Function (Insightful, Creative)

According to Jung,intuition “does not denote something contrary to reason, but
something outside the providence of reason” (Jung, 1933, p. 454). He considered
intuition vital to understanding. This function, which each person has, but uses in
varying degrees, represents a different way of knowing. This ability is in use whenitis felt

that something is known,butit cannot be told how it was known.It is a sense oftotal
understanding, of directly and immediately gaining a concept in its whole, living
existence, andis in part the result of a high level of synthesis ofall of the brain functions.
People often repress and devaluate theintuitive function becauseit does not operatein
the rational manner western minds have beentaughtto expect. Activating intuition gives
a person a sense of completeness, of true integration. This powerful tool can lead to a
better understanding of concepts and people.

Capra (1975) states that rational knowing is useless if not accompanied and
enhancedbyintuitive knowing. He equatesintuition with new creative insights:

These insights tend to come suddenly and, characteristically, not whensitting at a

desk working out the equations, but when relaxing in the bath, during a walk in the

woods, on the beach,etc. During these periods of relaxation which follow concentrated

intellectualactivity, the intuitive mind seems to take over and can produce the sudden
clarifying insights which give so muchjoy and delight to scientific research.(p. 31)

Those working to include the developmentof intuition in the educationalsetting
believe that the ability to concentrate, to work at complex tasks with unusualclarity,
results from the intuitive function. Identified now as a part of the function of the
prefrontal cortex, intuition becomesa part of the planning,future thinking and insight so
necessaryto the intelligent person. 65
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By useof integrative education andstrategies incorporating this construct, students
can expect to make impressive gains in areas of cognition, self-concept and social-

emotional development. Amongthe cognitive gainswill be accelerated learning, higher
levels of retention andrecall, and higherinterest in content. They can also improveself-
esteem, find pleasure in learning, and improve interpersonal relations and teacher-
student rapport (Bordan & Schuster, 1976; Galyean, 1977-80; Galyean, 1978-81;
Galyean 1979; Lozanov, 1977; Prichard & Taylor, 1980; Samples, 1975).

The Integrative Education Model, while employing all of the modifications tradi-
tionally mentionedin gifted programming,including ability grouping, acceleration and
enrichment, does not focus solely on cognitive learning. Rather, the Model combines
previously used structures with the new brain/mind information, resulting in a dynamic
incorporation of learning experiences.

Learners ofall levels of ability and interest can be served within the Integrative

Education Model, because of its decentralized and personalized organization. Its con-
cern for total brain function allows giftedness, regardless of how it is expressed, to be
nurtured and enhanced. The Model has been successfully implemented in a variety of
settings including self-contained elementary and secondary classes, both homogene-
ously and heterogeneously grouped, resource room settings and a special-school
setting.

It is important to include in the curricula such diverse elements as guided imagery,
dreams, mind/bodyintegrative activities and activities nurturing intuitive development.
Diversity in process and individualization of instruction must be offered if the integration
necessary for optimal developmentis to be affected.

There are somedirect implications from the new brain/mind data for change in the
classroom:

Instead of: The New Data Demand:

A focus on logical, rational A focus on an integration of all human functions,
thought as the center of ed- including the logical, rational thought; the important
ucational experiences avenues of sensing; the emoticnal, feeling functions;

and the powerofintuitive knowing. This focus assures

the use of the whole brain and optimizes the learner's
ability to learn. This approach is knownasthe Integra-
tive Education Model.

Using external tension for The use of relaxation and tension-reduction to de-
motivation and control velop higherlevels of learning, i.e. whole brain learn-

ing, as relaxation has been foundto bethefirst step in

thinking and synchronizing brain function.

Using the classroom envi- The use of the environmentas an important learning
ronment as the container tool with color, sound, light, etc., contributing to the
for the learning process learning process. This environmentincludes, notjust

the classroom, but the community and surrounding

areas as well.

A focus on group work A focus on individual learning needs, styles and pro-
cesses in small group orindividual instruction, as each
individual was foundto learn differently for physiolog-
ical, psychological and emotional reasons.
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A focus on set curriculum A focus onresponsivenessto theinterest and ability of
giventoall eachlearner’s choice as a powerful motivatorin devel-

oping the curriculum. This need results from the in-
fluence of the limbic system (the emotionaltrigger of
the brain) on the ability of the brain to function
optimally.

Knowledge of content be- That content be communicated by cooperative pro-
ing the only necessary tool cesses and interactions of the teacher and learner as
of the teacher and learner both hemispheres of the brain must be involved for

optimallearning to occur.

A focus on known facts Encouragementof new waysof viewing facts, eliciting
being transferred from au- new questions and presentations of, as yet, unre-
thorities to learner solved issues which allow the learner to use higher

cortical function.

A focus on controlling the A focus on empoweringthe studentto be responsible
student for self, e.g. use of the inner locus of control which

includes preparing the student for learning through
relaxation and anxiety reduction; discovering and
changing negative attitudes and preconceptionsre-
gardingself and the learning experience; awarenessof
the suggestive impact of teacher words and attitudes:
and teaching students abouttheir learning resources
and howto use them.

The Seven Components ofIntegrative Education
The Integrative Education Modelcan be described through seven major compo-

nents. While parts of the Modelcanbe used effectively withoutall componentsin place,
the most effective use will include all seven. These may be called the seven keys to
optimizing learning.

The Responsive Learning Environment. This component requires educators
and parents to develop supportive attitudes toward learning and gifted education.

Skills of assessing, planning and implementingindividualized programs become impor-
tant. The environment expands in meaning and usefulness. The roots ofthis organiza-
tional plan are buried deeply in the work ofPlato, Socrates, Froebel, Pestalozzi, Dewey,
Montessori, Piaget and other innovative educators, andstrives for a unique learning
experience for each individual. Participation is seen as necessary to learning, and
involvementis encouragedto insure the assimilation of concepts. While the responsive
learning environmenthasa different format for each group of learners, there are some
basic characteristics:

1. There is an open, respectful and cooperative relationship amongteachers, students
and parents that includes planning, implementing and evaluating the learning experi-
ence.
2. The environment is more like a laboratory or workshop, rich in materials, with
simultaneous access to manylearning activities. The emphasis is on experimentation
and involvement.
3. The curriculum is flexible and integrative. The needs andinterests of the student
provide the base from which the curriculum develops. 67
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4. There is a minimumoftotal group lessons, with most instruction occurring in small

groups or betweenindividuals. Groups can be formed by teachers or students andwill

center around needsorinterests.

5. The studentis an active participant in the learning process. Movement, decision-

making,self-directed learning, invention and inquiry are encouraged both inside and

outside the classroom. Students may work alone, with a partner or in groups. Peer

teaching is important.

6. Assessment, contracting and evaluationareall used astools to aid in the growth of

the student. Frequent conferences keep student, teacher and parents informed of

progress and provide guidancefor future planning.

7. Cognitive, affective, physical and intuitive activities are all valued parts of the

classroom experience.

8. The atmosphereis one of trust, acceptance andrespect.

The responsive learning environmentis highly structured and presents a complex

learning organization to the student. This environmenthas the ability to meetall learners

at their presentlevel of cognitive, social-emotional, physical and intuitive development

and to help them to movefrom that point.

In a recent study directed by Bloom (1982), it was found that of those persons

studied who had achieved exceptional accomplishmentofinternationalnote, their early

instruction and

a

largepart of the later instruction in their field of accomplishment was

individualized. This was oneofthe identified differences betweentheinstruction offered

to the exceptionally accomplished and that found in the traditional schooling

experience.

Individualization can be defined as a way of organizing learning experiencesso that

the rate, content, schedule, experiences and depth of exploration available to all

students stem from their assessed achievementandinterests. Different programs have

varying degrees of individualization. Individual teacher diagnosis and prescriptive

instruction individualize the level and paceof instruction. When,in addition, the student

becomesinvolved in the selection of goals, the instruction becomes morepersonalized.

Self-directed or independent study needs to have all of the previously mentioned

provisionsas well as self-selection of learning activities and materials. Total individualiza-

tion allows teacher and studentto assess and select goals, learning materials, activities

and instructional techniques cooperatively. It also allows the studentto self-pace,self-

level and self-evaluate, using the teacher as a consultant and resource. In this way,

students can take advantage of their unique learning styles to enhancetheir learning

process.

In this learning environment, gifted students can pursue interests in depth with a

minimum oftimelimitations. They are nolongersingled out, but they can be grouped

flexibly with other students as their learning needs demand,or they can workindividu-

ally wheneverit is more appropriate. The gifted learner can function as a teacher, a

challenged student, a researcher, an apprentice, a resident expert ora learning manager.

The classroom becomes moreof

a

laboratory for learning andis moreclosely related to

the real world. In fact, students mayoften find projects and inquiries in which they can

be more profitably engaged outside the classroom in the larger community. A large body

of literature is available under any ofits identifiers to aid in the understanding ofthe

format andstructure of this type of organization.

Basically then, the environment must be planned to provide at least three condi-

tionsif it is to take advantage of the new data onlearning.First, the environment must
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providefor differencesin learning style, pace andlevel to be accommodated.Brain data
indicates that such differences are evidentin all learners: when the acceleration and
complexity foundin gifted learners is considered, the differences can be extreme. The
second condition which can be supported by the environmentis that of motivation.
Motivationis, in part, the result of participation, shared responsibility and choice in the
learning process. These factors can be supported by the environment. A third condition
involves challenge andstimulation, both of which are necessary for optimal learning and
both of which can becomea part of an appropriately planned environment.

The physical environment. The learningsetting can facilitate or inhibit the learning
program. The environmenthasfar more impact than wepreviously assumed:it affects
even the energy the student has to expend onlearning goals.

To best use the responsive learning environment, the teacher mustfirst develop a
decentralized setting. The classroom needssufficient “people space.” So many educa-
tional settings are overfilled with desks, tables, chairs and equipment, that Space for
people to move about, to group flexibly, to manipulate materials and to actively
participate in their ownlearningis restricted.

Gifted individuals often have the ability to integrate and synthesize information
from manydisciplines, to develop new concepts or to enhancetheir understanding. In
an open environment, the opportunity for this type of synthesis is available and even
encouraged. Imagine a classroom with manyactivity areas, quiet, comfortable reading
and study areas, and discussionareasavailable to students and teacher/student groups.
It has conference areasas well as large group areas. Space is provided by a greater use
of floor andtable surfaces, with movementfacilitated by a minimum ofdesks and chairs.
The walls display alternative activities and materials forself-directed study. Closets and
cupboard doors provide media centers, and the use of many ways of learningis evident.
At the beginningof the year, teacher-initiated activities and materials dominate: by the
endofthe year, the environmentwill be representative of all the learners within. Gifted
learnerscan structure this type of physical space to meettheir uniqueabilities and levels
of inquiry.

Movementin and outof the classroom to thelibrary or other learning centers is not
inhibited, and special grouping for specific interests is not uncommon. Pursuing any
interest, however unusual, is not seen as oddbythe otherlearners in this individualized
setting. No one is asked to wait for the group to catch up or to do busy work to pass the
time. Individual contracts and projects makeit possible to learn at your own pace. The
needthe gifted learners often feel to pursue a subject in depth, to branch outinto other
related fields or to stay with one inquiry for long periods of time are met without
inhibiting the needsof others. There is adequate opportunity for the gifted to share their
accomplishments by constructing a learning center to instruct others, conducting a
seminar for other interested students or meeting with a mentor for the challenge of
expert advice andcriticism. If the gifted student's needs cannot be met within the
classroom,outside resources can be madeavailable and arrangements madeforfield
trips or apprenticeship programs. While these may also be arranged in a traditional
classroom,the novelty of such arrangements andthe exit from the classroom makere-
entry a social problem for the gifted student. The richness of materials and opportunities
make the responsive learning environmenta place where gifted individuals can meet
their unique needsona full-time basis.

Now that the space in the classroom is being considered, think a moment about
light and color. Ismael (1973) suggeststhat soft lighting makes peopleless self-conscious 69
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and morereceptive, that a new senseofease in teaching and communicating, increased

interaction and cooperation amongstudentsresults from its use. Ott (1973) found that

naturallight or full spectrum light is important to the proper use of human energy.

Fluorescentlight omits the neededultraviolet rays, and pink fluorescentlight increases

irritability, hyper-aggressiveness and negativefeelings.

Color can be used for a variety of purposes. Heline (1969) reports that reds,

oranges andyellowsstimulate, invigorate and energize; while greens, blues and violets

are restful, soothing and calming. By usingcolorin relationship to the activity you are

desirous of implementing, you may enhancethe result.

In summary, the physical environment must accommodate flexible grouping,

spacefora variety of materials and content-based booksandinclude appropriate color,

sound andtexture to supportthe learning process. While Integrative Education can take

place without the support of the responsive learning environment, the use of such an

environmentwill make the job of the teacher and the learner mucheasier, moreefficient

and far moreeffective.

The social-emotional environment. In an environment where each student is

considered a uniqueindividual, the atypical needsof the gifted student cause no oneto

feel out of place. Self-concept can be developedin

a

realistic perspective with every

person valuedfor those qualities he or she possesses. Accomplishments can be shared,

and the value of the contributions of others can be experienced. Gifted students can

gain recognition without seeming to dominate. They learn responsibility through the

many opportunities provided them for accepting responsibility for their personal goals.

Gifted students strengthen their innerlocus of control by continuous encounterswith the

intrinsic values in learning from their owninterest or from real need.

Gifted youngsters have a need to seek out their intellectual peer group. They

accomplish this easily when older and younger children can work together in a

classroom with flexible grouping and freedom of movement. Any problems encoun-

teredin living together as a group can beresolved by the groupto give a naturalsetting

for the developmentofleadershipskills.

Thefirst step in developing an environment that can promote social-emotional

growth is the establishment oftrust. Such an environment doesnotjust happen;it is

deliberately planned. There mustbe time allotted for experiencing and buildingtrust. In

classroomsthat have usedthe Integrative Education Model, the structure has included

use of language and behavior that allows students to feel competent, activities that are

more cooperative than competitive, and time for building positive interpersonalinter-

actions.

While it does take time to plan and carry outactivities that build positive interper-

sonal interactions, the range of positive outcomes ofthese activities is extensive and on-

going. A pattern that seems to work well is to begin and end each day or secondary

schoolperiod with an activity or discussion that attendsto this need. The activity can be

as simple as a shortrelaxation togetherat the beginning and an evaluationcircle at the

end of the period. At the beginning of the year more time may be allotted so that

students are given therationale and consequences ofthese activities and can develop

skills and understandings of their importance to the learning process. Occasionally,

blocks of time can be used to develop communication skills, the group trust circle and

classroom agreements. Theseand otherusefulactivities can be found in the next section

and in resources developed by Stevens, 1971; Ott, 1973; Simon, 1974; Hendricks &
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Wills, 1975; Sisk, 1975; Canfield & Wells, 1976; Hendricks & Roberts, 1977; and Clark,
1983.

2 Relaxation and Tension Reduction. Traditionally, Western culture has not

valued relaxation; as a consequence, tension-related diseases dominate the
illnesses of human bodies.If the integration of mind and bodyis to succeed, relaxation
techniques mustbe learnedto allow the body to cooperate with the mind’s energy. At
least six systems of relaxation are available: Autogenics (Schultz & Luthe, 1959),
hypnotic suggestion, biofeedback, Progressive Relaxation (Jacobson, 1957), Yoga
breathing, and meditation. Students would gain by exposure to several methodsso that
they might choose the onethat worksbest for them.

While Autogenics and Progressive Relaxation both have a particular methodology,
they use the basic concept of tension awarenessfollowedbyrelaxation. For example, a
teacher mightsay, “Close yourright handinto a fist. Hold your arm perpendicularto the
body, and push out as you tighten yourfist. Continue until you feel discomfort, then
suddenly let go completely, relaxing all of the arm and hand muscles. Nowrelax the arm
onelevel further. Again further. Still further” This process can be used throughout the
body.

Physical environment, too, can play an importantpart in facilitating or inhibiting the
reduction of tension. Use of calming music and colors can aid in reducing anxiety and
tension. Also, order in a classroom is meaningful and especially appreciated by many
gifted children who are unusually sensitive to their environments.

In my pursuit of effective ways to reduce tension in myclassroom, | found that
examinations which were given routinely at midterm and during final week were quite
tension-producing and created an interruption in the learning curve. I was aware that
choice reduced anxiety by placing the student more in charge of the learning experi-
ence, so I beganby offering a choice of the type of test the student could take: objective,
subjective, student-written or teacher-written. Giving choice did help reduce the ten-
sion; however, I later discovered that whatI really wanted wasto evaluate the learning.
Examination wasonly one possible way of evaluating; I could also collect data. Once |
began this process the numbers of data collection methods which were valuable in
evaluating student performance made examination less important. The response from
the students was most favorable, and the quantity and quality of their products
increased.

There are many avenuesto creating a learning environmentthat reduces tension to
better learning levels. It only requires that the teacher consider the importance of
relaxation and tension-reduction. While the brain researchverifies its importance to the
learning process,it is the professional educator who can best decide how to interpret
these results in his or her classroom.

Movement and Physical Encoding. One of the most curious observations
madebybrain researchersis that physical movementis important to learning. A

child’s movementis quite natural until entering school, where there is less and less
opportunity to integrate movement and physical sensing into the learning experience.

Amongthe few disciplines that retain this important aspect of learning are the arts and
the physical sciences. Laboratories are used for physics and chemistry, but not in
mathematics or history. Why? Though someefforts have been madeby sociology and
psychology teachers to incorporate reallife involvement, the teaching process hasrelied 71
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on studentssitting at desks listening to a lecture or watching a demonstration in order to
develop knowledge of the area being taught.

If we are to better educate students, then we must acknowledgethe importance of
movement. The purposeful changeof place, position or posture as part of the learning
process, and physical encoding—the learning process which uses the physical body to
transfer information from the abstract or symbolic level to a more concrete level—are
integral to this movement, and can produce more precise learning with a higherrate of
retention. Encoding techniques might consist of the use of rhythms, role-playing,
physically manipulating materials and the creation of simulations of actual events.

Simulation develops cognitive abilities and understanding by using affective in-
volvement and physical movement. Simulation is the process of exploring a problem or
idea by simulating or recreating the events within the classroom. It requires active
participation on the part of the learner. The outcomesare decided bythis participation.It
has the advantagesof bringing out a high degree of motivation; leading the learner to
inquiry and research; using the skills of decision making, communication, persuasion
and resource allocation; integrating curriculum areas; developing a deeperlevel of
understanding; changing attitudes; and enhancing personal growth. Anumberof
companies develop andsell simulation activity programs; however, they can also be
structured and run by teachers and students. The following resources will aid in the

developmentof simulations: Boocock & Schild (1968); Sisk’s Teaching Gifted Chil-
dren; Taylor & Walford (1972); Zuckerman & Horn (1973); and Seidner (1976). Some
of the organizations producing simulations are Project SIMILE, Western Behavioral
Science Institute; Science Research Associates, Inc.; and Wiff ’n Proof.

Movementcan be incorporated to enhance anydiscipline. Here is an example of
movementused in a high school biology class which resulted in physical encoding that
increased the understanding andretention of a rather abstract concept. The following
lesson has been developed andsuccessfully implemented by Tobias Manzanares.

 

Phagocytosis

Purpose:To develop an understanding of the body’s immunesystem through anintegrative activity, and to
reinforce the terminology usedin the unit on the circulatory system.

Time involved: Onefifty-minute class period.
Materials needed: Handoutof a drawing of the process of phagocytosis; classroom or outdoor area

representing the human body.

Procedure:

Step 1. Students should record in their notebooks the diagram showing phagocytosis and should note the

following:
a. Many white blood cells are capable of phagocytizing, or eating, large numbers of invading
microorganisms.

b. Specialized cells in the liquid-filled spaces of your tissues are also capable of phagocytizing invading
organisms, and are mosteffective in the specific region of a skin wound.
c. If the infection moves into the body from the region of entrance, phagocytic cells circulating in the

vascular system will ingest the invaders. Additional phagocytic cells are found in the liver and spleen,
should the infection reach the blood stream.

Step 2. Share with the class, so that everyonewill be able to participate as either a part of a white bloodcell or
as a triad memberrepresenting an invadingcell. Ask for volunteers to make three triads. Members of these
triads can decide whetherto be a virus or a bacterium.

Step 3. The remainder of the class links arms to form a closed circle representing a white blood cell. This
group selects a memberto act as the nucleus.
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Step 4. Instruct the invadingtriads to leave the room momentarily, and when they return to rememberthat
they are invading the body (the room) through a wound,scratch, or any other method they may choose to
describe. (Example: Giardia lambia is a protozoan that enters the body through contaminated drinking
water. )

Step 5. Instruct the remaining group (white blood cell) that they are charged with the responsibility of
protecting the body by ingesting and thus destroying the invading organisms.

Step 6. As the invadingtriads (armslinked) enter the room (body), instruct them to moveat the speed of a
microorganism (very slowly). Instruct the nucleus of the white bloodcell to direct the action of the cell in the
very best style and wisdom of a nucleus.

Step 7. Allow three to five minutes for the phagocyte to phagocytize. As an invadingtriad is ingested,instruct
them to becomepart of the larger phagocyte by linking arms with that group.

Step 8. Stop the activity momentarily (after ingestion) to have the group focus ontheir feelings by asking the
following questions: To the phagocyte, “How did youfeel as you attacked and ingested an invader? Did you
have a sense of power? Did youfeel a sense of responsibility? Success?” To the invadingtriads, “Did you feel
a sense of exclusion relative to the bigger group? Did youfeel differently about becoming part of the larger
cell? What kinds of feelings were experienced upon penetration of the body?”

Step 9. Have the class return to their seats and write a metaphor about their immunesystem.

Step 10. Conduct a guided imagery to raise the students’ awarenessoftheir ability to assist their body’s
immune system. (Clark, 1983, pp. 309 & 310)

 

Empowering Language and Behavior. Empowering language and behavior,
according to Sparling (1984), are verbal, nonverbal and overt physical responses

whichresult in the perception of any one orall of the following: competence, support,
closeness, appreciation and havingreceived helpful feedback. Thereis a sense of having
had a profitable positive interchange.

Empowering language becomesan important part of classroom communication
between teachers, between student and teacher and betweenstudents. It needs to be
discussed and modeled. Students who are given opportunities to work in an environ-

ment where enabling language is valued become more responsible, more motivated
and exhibit a positive self-concept. All of these characteristics can be shownto correlate
positively with academic achievement (Aspy, 1969; Aspy & Bahler, 1975; Brookover,
1969; Purkey, 1970).

Oneof the functionsof the brain is to identify meaningful patterns from the random
input provided by the environment;it doesthis effectively and efficiently (Hart, 1983).
In discussing the concepts of empowering and debilitating language, Sparling (1984)
asks us to consider the implications of this brain function for the learner:

What meaningful patterns may students create for themselves out of a constant,
long-range, random barrage of debilitating verbal and nonverbal classroom input?

Amongthe meaningful patterns these students identify are going to be many negative
ones about school, teachers, themselves, their competence andtheir future expecta-
tions. In contrast, patterns identified out of constant, long-range, random, empowering
inputwill include more positive ones about school, teachers, themselves andtheirfuture
expectations.(p. 19)

Sparling suggests that there are two sourcesof debilitating languagein a classroom:
outside input from teachers, other adults and other students; and internal input—the
dialogue that occurs in the student's thoughts. These patterns of communication can 73
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severely limit the student’s motivation and achievement. To identify examples of
empowering languageit is useful to be aware of the following characteristics. When
empowering lanquageis used a personfeels:

acceptedas a person, even thoughhis or her behavior may be unacceptable;
competent;
cared about;
that the situation is not hopeless;
that improvementis possible.

Conversely, when debilitating lanquageis used a personfeels:

like a bad person;
depressed;
hopeless;
worthless;

wrong and incompetent;
disliked by the teacher.

A more productive alternative pattern can be seenin the following interaction: A
studentwassitting slumpedin a chair staring into space.In front of him was a word sheet
with a matching puzzle developed from his reading words. When the teacher asked
what the problem was, the student responded, “I can’t do these old problems.” “Oh,”
the teacherreplied, “I feel like that sometimes. But look, whatis this?” she asked with a
tone of discovery, pointing to a two-letter-word she wassure the child knew. The child
looked with somecuriosity, “It’s to.” “Exactly,” said the teacher, “What aboutthis one?”
The child began paying moreattention as the teacher commented, “You may bebetter
at this than you thought.” The teacherleft the child working, occasionally returning to
reestablish a positive attitude. The teacher was practicing empowering language and
allowing the studentto replace his debilitating dialogue with more empowering inner

speech. Whatthis teacher did wasto catch the student doing somethingright and make
him awareofit (Sparling, 1984).

Sparling provided other guides for changing debilitating inner speech which
include the following: use of “I” centered messages; avoidance of wordslike should,
shouldn't, must, must not, always and never, phrasing things positively; providing
personal examplesof learningerrors; avoiding praise for easy work; avoiding the giving
of excessive help; allowing self-evaluation; and teaching strategies to increase empower-
ing language and decreasedebilitating language.

Other types of empowering language and behaviorinclude: use of physical and
verbal affirmation, humor, reflective questions and constructive, specific, task-related
feedback. Errors are used and valued as learning experiences. Students are helped to

identify personal goals and find waysto link them to school goals. Learning strategies
are taughtto help students achieve their goals.

Empowering language and behavior becomea part of the entire learning experi-
ence. Attitudes toward school and self become morepositive. The risk taking thatis
required in creativity and the highest levels of cognitive production is made possible.

Theresults of attention to this componentof the Integrative Education Modelcarry over
into all phases of the students’ world and enrichtheirlife experiences.

5 Choice and Perceived Control. Values provide the purpose for a person’life.
Research showsthat withouta clear set of values, students can become unmoti-
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vated, lacking in direction, and the results may be unprincipled, confused and even
delinquent behavior (Raths, Harmin & Simon, 1966). Often young people have no
useful process or guidancein establishing the values by which they can live. They may
be expected to accept the values of others as their own without examination or personal
affirmation. The result is, too often, rebellion against the values of others or the rejection
of all values. Far better would be the guided examination of values; the evolution of a
personal value system. As individual guidesto living, values evolve and mature as
experiences evolve and people mature through them. The concern is not with the
particular value outcomes of any person’s experience, but rather with the process used
to develop values. It is important that our values work effectively and lead us to a
satisfying, actualizinglife.

Valuing begins with the awareness of what values are nowheld. Helping students to
clarify their own values and to be aware of the values of othersis the first step. In the
learning process teachers must encourage discussion of open-ended problems and
positions on controversial issues. Students are encouragedto listen carefully to each
position or solution expressed by others with the mind set that allows them to become
aware of the value differences and defer evaluation of these differences. By setting up
these kinds of discussion groupsin a trust environment the teacher can help students
become aware of other values and notice the wide range possible. With this awareness
students can begin to clarify more precisely the values they feel are most appropriate for
them in theirlives and develop an understandingof the values of others. Resources such
as Simon, Howe and Kirschenbaum (1972) will give the teacher activities to use in
guidingthis clarification.

Often students need guidance in determining which values they can support. The
skills of decision-making now become most useful. In her work, Sparling (1984) has
developed a techniqueshe calls “The Valuing Experience”whichallows a studentto
experience appropriate and inappropriate values so that they can choose and person-
ally commit to the action that they believe is most meaningful to them. The outcomeof
the experienceis to allow the teacher to reduce the amountof time spent as a controlling
agent andincrease the amountof time spentas an influencing agent, a guide.It further
allows the student to be guided while remaining independent, in charge, retaining the
perception of control. This is important to the maintenanceof an innerlocusof control, a
term used to identify the successful attribute of self-initiation found in many gifted
youngsters.

The Valuing Experience makes students awareof their current behaviorin relation
to their personal goals and the feelings that result from that behavior. It then allows the
student to experience alternative behaviors and the accompanying feelings. Through
this process, it is expected that the studentwill place more value on the behavior that is

accompanied bythe mostsatisfaction. Inappropriate behaviors can then be understood
in relation to the dissatisfaction they cause.

As an example, assume that the interfering behavioris interrupting. Using The
Valuing Experience, the following steps are used:

1. The teacher engagesthe class in dyads in which they are instructed to share with
another person a meaningful event while the other person is instructed to interrupt
frequently.
2. The teacher changesroles so that each memberof the dyad shares the experience of
being interrupted.
3. Through discussion, the teacher focuses the students on the feelings they experi-
enced whenthey wereinterrupted. 75
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The secondpart of the experience again uses the dyad with the teacher requesting that
the alternative behavior be used, and the students are directed to repeat the process, this
time becomingactive listeners. Again, at the conclusion of the experience, the total
groupis focused ontheir feelings. After engaging in both behaviors, a discussion is held
evaluating the experience andeliciting a personal commitment to the behavior the
student found mostsatisfying. Having used this modelin classroomsat a variety of age
levels I can verify the positive results experienced by both the teachers and the students
involved.

During the past decade an impressive numberof researchersin projects through-
out the country have found that choice and the resulting perception of control are
motivational variables that significantly affect children’s academic achievementas well
as their self-concept (Arlin & Whitley, 1978; Barnett & Kaiser, 1978: Calsyn, 1973;
Matheny & Edwards, 1974; Thomas, 1980; Stipek & Weisz, 1981: Wang & Stiles,
1976). Interestingly it is not just the choice or control that is allowed children that makes
the difference, but their perception of that choice. The possibilities for choice may bein
the program,but unless childrenclearly see those alternatives andbelieve that they can
really make a choicethatwill be acceptable, the positive effect will be missing.

One of the attributes of gifted learners is their early development of an internal
locus of control. This meansthat they often do things for the pure pleasure ofit. They
can get very excited about learning newinformation, and they derive muchsatisfaction
from discovering the solution to a problem. The term “locus of control” is used to
express the idea that the perceived control can be located either within the child (as
whena choice is madefrom the child’s interest) or externally (as when a reward is given
for making the choice). This is where gifted children show themselvesto be characteristi-
cally different from the average learner. Gifted children are found to have more inner
locus of control at a younger age than do average learners. It is one of the notable
differences that needs to be considered when educational experiences are planned for
the gifted. It is important to note that successin laterlife is in direct correlation to how
muchinnerlocusof controlthe individual has developed. This perception of responsibil-
ity for and control over one’slife is the single most important condition for success,
achievement, and a senseof well-being (Allen, Giat & Cherney, 1974; Bar-Tal, Kfir, Bar-
Zohar & Chen, 1980; Dweck & Goetz, 1978; Lao, 1970; Morrison & McIntyre, 1971;
Phares, 1975).

Schools use external rewards—suchasgrades, prizes, gold stars, specialprivileges,
threats and punishments—without considering whetherthechild is intrinsically moti-
vated or not. It has been established that the more the environment, either home or
school, provides external controls, the greater will be the loss of the inner locus (Deci,
1975). Source of motivation is just what those who workwith the gifted must notice.
Lepper, Greene, and Nisbett (1973), and Greene (1974), have found that, for children
whohaveintrinsic motivation, an external reward system can be devastating. Thechild
will no longer workfor the joyof it or notice the satisfaction of accomplishment, butwill
focus on the learning task as a meansto a different goal, the reward. Once the reward
stops being offered, the task ceases to be worthwhile. For gifted learners this is most
important. Not only do they have moreinner control available earlier, they are more
sensitive to the demands of the environment. They can, in fact, lose more of their
perceived powerfasterthan will the average learner. It, therefore, becomes importantto
plan an environmentthat builds inner locus and heightens the perceptionof choice. For
gifted students, developmentof intrinsic motivation and internal locus of control are
important goals to help them function positively in society and find personalsatisfaction
in whateverthey chooseto do.
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Successful experiences are not enough.If children succeed, but believe that they
were given that success,it does not add to the perceived power. Likewise, failure can be
viewed aspositive if children believe that by their own effort success would be possible.

The world must be seen as able to be acted upon;it must not be viewed as a place where
the child is helpless and everything just happens to him or her. This perception is
established very early, within the first two monthsoflife. It is this perceptionthatis one of
the triggering mechanisms for developing higher levels of intelligence (Andrews &
Debus, 1978; De Charms, 1976; Gordon, 1977).

How then can an environment be planned that works for the gifted child and
increases a sense of perceived control? Here are some suggestions:

1. Onecritical factor is the structure of the program.It must be a complexstructure that
attempts to give every child alternatives at an appropriate level of choice. A flexible,
responsive structure is important at homeaswell.
2. Incorporate lessons in how to make good choices and develop responsible choices.
Children need a lot of practice in choosing.
3. The choices mustbe real; any that are presented must be equally acceptable to the
teacher, and there must not be a hiddenpreference.
4. Thesituations for choice must come with a procedure for child-developedalterna-
tives to be considered wheneverpossible.
5. Teachers must believe that children can and should make the major part of the

decisions about their learning experience. Teachers may provide the organizers, the
resources, andthestructure to help the child be effective.
6. Children need specific skills to make good choices: development of alternative
thinking patterns, ability to build personal power through relaxation and tension-
reduction, imagery, intuitive strategies, and the ability to see and evaluate conse-

quences.
7. Teachers must believe that each child has inherent dignity and can be helped to see
that in self and others. Such experiences need to be built into a school day.
8. Oneof the primary responsibilities of a faculty is to modeleffective interpersonal
relationships and personal power.

Schools need to be organized with flexibility and a structure that provides alterna-
tives. Teachers need to see themselvesas the resources for ever widening,child-initiated
choice. Comfort with ambiguity and novel, open-endedsituations is tremendously
important. The behavior of all children is significantly influenced by their perceived
locus of control. Success, achievement, and well-being come with personal power and
the perception of inner control. Helping children develop their poweris up to parent and
teacheralike. For gifted children it is a matter of survival.

Gifted students will often function in society as change agents, innovators and
reconstructionists. It is believed that societal problem solvers will come from this group.
By being exposed to many ways cf viewing problems, students may find better
solutions. Give students experiences that allow them to become aware ofbias in
thinking—to recognize the difference betweenbelief and fact; to see that each conflict-
ing viewpoint may be valid; to see the importance of sources of information; to
experience the importance of cooperation and consensusin group action; and to seek

manyalternatives before deciding on solutions.

If teachers want to help students make decisions on their own, they must present
them with only the alternatives for which they can understand the consequences.If they
cannot, they are notreally making a choice. By beginning there and gradually increasing 77
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the number and complexity of the alternatives, students will gain confidence in their
abilities and becomebetter decision-makers (Jellison & Harvey, 1976).

Complex and Challenging Cognitive Activity. One of the components of the
Integrative Education Model that has been given the most attention by program

planners for gifted learners is the concern for the development of complex and
challenging cognitive activities. There have been many models developed to aid in
meeting this concern.

The following models and the models foundin this book have presentedthe field
with a variety of clues and a numberof conceptualizations of the learning processthat
have influenced the developmentof curriculum in gifted education.

The Taxonomy of Educational Objectives: Cognitive Domain (Bloom, 1956).
Bloom presents andclarifies a taxonomy of learning that allows educators to see the
importance of presenting learning at manylevels if they are to meet the needs of a
variety of learners. While both the average andthe gifted learner need to have learning
presented at the levels of knowledge and comprehension, gifted learners are well
equippedto pursuelearning at the upperlevels of application, analysis, synthesis and
evaluation. Thoughall learners could profit from opportunities to work at the more
advancedlevels, the gifted must have such opportunities to use the very ability they
have developed. Brain researchers remind usthat there is no choice: the brain must
continue to bestimulated orit will lose its capability. The fact that the majority of
classroomshave beenfoundto present learning experiencesonly at the lowerlevelsis of
concern for averagelearners, but a far more serioussituation for the gifted learner. The
awareness of and the useofall the levels of learning that Bloom and his committee
identified are important in every classroom.

Structure of Intellect (SOI, Guilford, 1967). Another major organizer in gifted
education is the SOI Model. The model provided psychology with a multifactor view of
intelligence to replace the single factor view previously used. The division ofintellectual
abilities into three dimensions—contents, operations and products—andtheir subdivi-
sion gives this model the meansto showinterrelationships between humanabilities.
Someeducators, especially Meeker (1969), extend the use of the SOI Model to serve as
a basis for a diagnostic-prescriptive tool in the teaching of thinking skills. By using the
model for curriculum development, Meeker believes that educators can meet the
educational needs of each child more adequately.

Inquiry (Bruner, 1960; Suchman, 1961, 1962). That any discipline could be
taught at any ageif the basic structure of the discipline were communicated in ways the
child could understand wasstrongly believed by Bruner. He urged educators to address
themselvesto the process of learning, e.g. to present science as the scientist would learn
it. One educator who developed a strategy for doing just that was Suchman, who
developed an inquiry model from his understandingofthe scientific model of thinking.
While it may oversimplify human thought by leaving out importantareas,it is quite
useful in teaching many important processes. Suchman’s program gives students
practice in solving problems by establishing the properties of all objects or systems
involvedin the problem,finding which objects or systemsare relevant to the problem,
and discovering how they function in the solution. Sessions are designed to help
students learn to formulate andtest their own theories and to become aware of their own
learning processes. The outcomeslead not so muchto new answers, and neverto right
or wrong answers, but to new and more productive questions.
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Instrumental Enrichment (Feuerstein, 1978). A somewhat different view of the
learning process is embodiedin the work of psychologist Reuven Feuerstein. The theory
includes the following theoretical aspects:

1. Structural Cognitive Modifiability. Feuerstein (1978) describes this conceptas, “.. .
the unique capacity of human beings to change or modify the structureof their cognitive
functioning in order to adapt to changing demandsoflife situations” (p. 1.1). Cognitive
changes can be considered structural when they are self-perpetuating, of an autono-
mous andself-regulatory nature and when they show permanence. The basic assump-
tion is that human beings are open systems, accessible to change throughouttheirlife

span.
2. Mediated Learning Experience (MLE). Although muchlearning is through direct
experience, the belief is expressed that most of the structural changes that occurin
human cognition are the result of MLE. Characteristically these experiences are
intentional, have the quality of transcendence, have meaning for the learner, mediate
behavior, and mediate a feeling of competence.
3. Learning Potential. It is believed that almost all persons have a great deal more
capacity for thoughtandintelligent behavior thanis often manifest through their current
behavior Assessmentof this potential requires a dynamic assessmentof the processof
learning rather than a sampling of the effects of previously learned material, e.g. instead
of asking “How much does a person know?” the question becomes, “How can the
person learn?”

The learning process devised by Feuerstein moves the student from passive
dependence to autonomous, independent learning. This outcome, along with the
underlying assumptionsreflected in the theoretical aspects of Instrumental Enrichment,
make this model a valuable one for introducing complexity and cognitive challenge to
gifted learners.

While the above mentioned models and all of those explored in this book have
provided guides for developmentof curricula for gifted learners, there remains a most
important concern. Current brain data indicate that the use of cognition can no longer
include only the rational, linear aspects—the specialization of only half of our cortical
function. To use even this specialization optimally, the integration of the other cortical
specialization, the spatial, gestalt, is needed. Of even more concernis the theoretic
construct which encourages only one of four brain functions to be developed. Cogni-
tion, evenin its expanded definition, only involves the function of the cortex, leaving the
supporting functions of the brain stem (physical sensing) and the midbrain,limbic area
function (feelings), as well as the highest level function of the prefrontal cortex
(intuition), completely out of the learning process. Integration ofall functions will most
effectively allow the developmentof the humanpotential. Challenging gifted learnersis
best accomplished in the integrative mode.

By including all the models now available, the planning for education of gifted
learners has an excellent starting point, a cadre of valuable tools from whichto proceed.
By expanding the conceptof learning to include all humanfunctions, we canbetter plan
for effective and meaningful learning experiences.

A limit to be noted in providing quality education exists within the present
educational system. To present complexity, to truly challenge gifted learners who may
be two to eight years aheadof their age-mates in content and conceptual development,
is mostdifficult within a system that presents and values age-grouped learning experi-
ences. The cross-grading, flexible and complex structure and integrated curriculum 79
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suggested by the Integrative Education Model is one wayofrestructuring to better
challenge the gifted learner.

q Intuition and Integration. This last component of the Integrative Education
Model contains both an area of brain function and a total brain process. It is

discussed as a separate component because of the importanceofintuition and integra-
tion in the learning process and becauseit is the least knownarea of humanfunction. As
mentionedat the beginningof the chapter, the brain is organized in a highly integrated
way. Mostofits area is composed of associative tissue and the overriding mode of
functioning is integrative. Biologically the brain system is designed for high levels of
synthesis. As educators learn more about these processes andinclude them in educa-
tional experiences,learning will become moreeffective, more efficient and the students
more motivated and successful.

Intuition. The intuitive function has been the least recognized by educators. While
the use of intuition can be shown to enhance the developmentof our other functions,
until recently there had been no concernfor its development. Attitudes towardintuition
seem to be changing. With the biological validation of differing brain functions, a new
effort is being madeto bring the right brain with its more holistic, integrative, inventive
ways of knowing into the learning process to provide a more balanced education.
Breakthroughsin brain research and physics have caused reconsiderations of the very
natureofreality. New information onthe uses and nurture of humanenergy, meditation,
personalspace, fantasy, imagery and dreams has much tooffer educational programs
for humanlearning. If, as Barbara Brown (1974)insists, all learning is subconscious,
intuitive abilities need to be developed.

Nervousness, fear and tension block even learned knowledge; thefirst step to
releasing intuitive ability is to reduce tension (Assagioli, 1973; Roberts & Clark, 1976).
Huxley (1962) also believes that intuitive ability can be developed. He views our
cognitive ability as a conscious, active powerand ourintuitive ability as a complemen-
tary, receptive power. Hestates, “Both kindsof training are absolutely indispensable.If
you neglect either you'll never grow into a fully humanbeing” (p. 255).

Intuition is always available to us. There seem to be manyreasonsto developthis
function. Clark (1977) gives us these three basic steps to developing ourintuitive
abilities: quiet the mind, focusattention, use a receptive attitude. These steps are very
simple, but unless teachers allow time for them regularly, practice them and value the
outcomes, they will not be developed. Anattitude or a belief system is what is most
needed, notjust a one-time exercise orstrategy.

Important components in developing intuitive ability are fantasy and imagery.
Singer (1975)believes that fantasy may be the foundation for serenity and purposein
ourlives. It plays a basic role in healthy development. He found that those who had
trouble using fantasy to enrich their lives, or as a substitute for aggression, had serious
problems. Children whose gamesarelacking in fantasy have trouble recalling facts and
integrating events. In adolescence, these children are dependent on the external
environment and may engagein antisocial, delinquent and aggressive acts as a result of
their inability to internalize humanistic attitudes. As adults their problems increase and
“their inner experiences seemlessinsistent than even the mostirrelevantphysicalfact of
their immediate environment” (Singer, 1976, p. 34). Alcoholism, obesity and drug
abuse may be the consequences of such an impoverishedinnerlife.

It is easy to nurture the growth of fantasy. Reading to children with soundeffects
and voice changes, makingupplays, finishing open-endedstories and playing pretend-
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ing gamesall provide opportunities for such development. Children needa climate that
encouragesthe sharing of fantasies and allows them to becomethe basis for books,
reports, poemsandjournals.

Fantasy journeys canalso be helpful. When guided, these can provide understand-

ings in subject areas not available from factual reading. A high school teacher reported
using fantasy asa toolfor teaching history. After relaxing, the students were asked to go
back in their imagination to the 1860's. They were told to see, taste, smell and hearall
that they could. After a time, the students were returned to the present and asked to
write down everything they could remember. After compiling all the experiencesinto a
class journal, the students were instructed to validate as much as they could by using
library resources, texts, journals and diaries written in that period. The results were an

exciting learning experiencethat will long be remembered bythe students.

Electronics teachers can send their students as electrons through an entire circuit.
Science teachers can guide their students, who imagine themselves to be red blood
cells, through the circulatory system. To read more aboutfantasy journeys and imagery,
refer to Samples (1976, 1977); Hendricks & Roberts (1977); Galyean (1983); and

Bagley & Hess (1982).

Integration. Theintegration of the intellectual process of the brain/mind system is
supported by a numberofactivities, strategies and tools that can be taught. While some
of these tools have been discussedearlier in the chapter they will be mentioned again to
emphasize their importance to the learning process.

1. Relaxation. Teaching techniques which can be usedto reduce tension allows more
interaction between the cortical hemispheres andbetter integration of their specializa-
tions. Becomingrelaxed allows a student to gain access to higher centers of the brain/
mind system and to produce biochemical support within the brain for the learning
process. The brain does not function well under conditions of high anxiety. The
processing of data is sloweduntil the pressure is removed (Hart, 1978; Restak, 1979).

2. Centering. The gifted can use another approachcalled centering. Useful not only for
physical endeavors, but equally effective for intellectual and emotional balance, center-
ing is the ability to relax, focus energy and movewith a person's natural rhythm. Nearly
all human activity improves when movementoraction is from a centered position, as
opposed to a fragmented or tense stance. Centering allowsthe integration of mind and
body that results in synergistic thinking. It is exciting to have the feeling of being fully

available, of discovering that solutions exist for problems not consciously being pro-
cessed. The conceptof centering can be defined as the balanced interaction of the mind
and the body that allows access to total human function. Resources for centering
activities can be found in Hendricks & Wills (1975); Hendricks & Roberts (1977): and
Galyean (1983).
3. Imagery. This strategy, as mentioned earlier in the chapter, is a very valuable tool that
triggers one of the highest intellectual processes: that of intuition, a process considered
to be unique to the humanbrain/mind system. Imageryis an activity of the pre-frontal
cortex and involves the integrative use of the total brain/mind system.
4. Verbal and physical affirmation. Affirmation is the process of positively focusing on
capability, one’s own or another’s. This can be done verbally by comments suchas,“I
can do that,” to one’s self or “I really appreciate the patience you showedjust now,” to
another. Physical action can create anotherkind of affirmation, such as centering and
consciously balancing oneself before a difficult task is begun or a smile and appreciative
pat for another. Such affirmations have been shown to be important to the earliest
physical andintellectual growth of humansandareclearly involved in emotional well- 81
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being throughoutlife. Such actions seem tocreate their effect by stimulating the limbic
area of the brain.
9. Positive energy. This tool refers to the effect on the human brain/mind system
created by the environment. It can be shown that negative feelings and conditions
weakenthe system, whereas,positive feelings and conditions can strengthenit. Again,
the effect is created from the actionofthe limbic system and its biochemical output to the
higher centers of the brain.
6. Complex and challenging cognitive experiences. Students are encouragedto take
responsibility for seeking appropriate challenges in view of the axiom from brain
researchers that says of the brain, “Useit orloseit.” Such experiences can be shownto
lead to an expansion of the neural structure resulting in accelerated and complex
thought processing and moreeffective use of the entire brain/mind system.
7. Intuitive ability. Awareness of and involvementwith techniques that can enhancethis
ability are important to optimizing learning.

In summary, there are seven components of the Integrative Education Model: the
responsive learning environment; relaxation and tension-reduction; movement and
physical encoding; empowering language and behavior; choice and perceived control:
complex and challenging cognitive activities; and intuition and integration. These seven
allow a view of the Model from several vantage points. Included are the physical and
emotional setting, the attitudes and communicationskills of teachers and learners, brain
compatible strategies and techniques, and an overriding demandfor integration of
function. From these components cometools that can be taught to students to enhance
their effectiveness in the learning setting.

This presentation has discussed the reasons for and data supporting the Integrative
Education Model, and the components necessary for its implementation. The next
section of this chapterwill include classroom experiences with the Model and howuseof
the Model affects the learning process.

Research and Implementation

I n the Spring of 1979, a new class convened at California State University, Los
Angeles, which brought together current Master’s candidates and former graduates

from the areaof gifted education.In this advanced studies course the students explored
the implications of current brain research and the new theoretic constructs ofreality for
education ofthe gifted. At the end of the quarter the group was notwilling to bring
closure to their inquiry and continued meeting informally throughout the following
summerandinto the next academic year. Bylatefall it had been decided that it would be
important to try out the teaching strategies being proposed with gifted children in an
environment which would allow both teachers and students total support in a setting
which could be organized without the limits found in more traditional educational
structures. In June, 1980,the first session of the New Age School (NAS), a six week
summerprojectfor gifted and highly able learners, sponsored by Cal State Los Angeles
and staffed by the group of Master degree graduates, washeld.

During the past years, the experience has been repeated each summer, resulting in
the evolvementof the Integrative Education Model andits components. Structures and
strategies were modified to more closely meet the goals of the Model and the needs of
the children. This processis continuing, with each summer adding a new dimension of
examination and discovery. The evaluation of the Model is ongoing, as membersof the
New Agefaculty take the ideas developed during the summerbackinto their classrooms
to use during their regular academic year assignment.
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The faculty has been joined by over sixty other M.A. program graduates who
comprise an umbrella organization, the Center for Educational Excellence for Gifted
and Highly Able Learners (CEEGHAL). This group arranges in-service programsfor
their own enrichment and conducts in-service programs for interested educators
throughout the country. They have given sessions on the New Age program at many

national conferences. The group also conductsa brain research conferencein the spring
to update educators on the latest information on learning, and to raise money for
scholarships for the summer NAS Project. The Project remains tuition supported, with
research on the Model a joint venture ofall participating faculty.

In conjunction with the six week summer NASProject, a training institute is held on

site where graduate students in gifted education can take classes toward their degree
and participate in the excitementof the New Age School Project.It is in this setting and in
the regular classroomsofthis faculty that the Integrative Education Model has evolved
andin whichits merits are being assessed.In addition, throughvisits to the summer NAS
Project by interested educators from around the world, the structure andstrategies are
being implemented in diverse classroomsin this country and abroad. Many exciting
_reports have comefrom this informal dissemination process. Becauseof this genesis, the
formative data collection of the Modelwill be described in three subsections: Integrative
Education in the New Age School, Integrative Education in a Variety of SchoolSettings,
and Future Considerations. It is hoped that with this background, implementation of
integrative concepts may beclarified and encouraged.

Integrative Education at the New Age School

With the freedom to structure a learning environmentas effectively as the group
could imagine, the task became oneofclarifying and operationalizing long held dreams.
Whatever wasbelieved to be important to optimizing learning and could be shown to
have a reasonable theoretic basis could be included. Thelimits were only the limits of
the creators. There were, of course, funding constraints; however, the most difficult
limitations to overcomewerethe old familiar patterns of teaching and leamingthat held
all these creators subtly in their bounds. To devise methodology tofit educationalbeliefs
that had not previously been experienced was not an easy task. The goal was to
implementall of the conditions and systems described in the components of the
Integrative Education Model. Thefirst place to start was with the environmentand the
structure of the school, the administration and the curriculum.

To give more flexibility and choice to the students, a cross-age grouping was
devised. After several alternative patterns were explored, the current pattern of group-
ing was adopted: Toddlers, ages 2 to 3 years; Early Age, ages 3 to 6 years; Cross Age,
ages 6 to 16. Each unit is organized in parallel structures with a decentralized plan
appropriate to the age group involved.All units have faculty teaching teams. The NAS
faculty is committed to the concept of team teaching whereverpossible as it provides

maximum opportunities for choice and enriched experiences for teachers and students
alike.

The Administration

The administration of the school has evolvedinto a participatory, shared manage-
ment model whichis very like one suggested by Capra (1982). It was interesting to find

this suggested system of organization just a few months after the NAS management
system was in place. Capra provided excellent validation. He states that throughout
nature the tendencyis for living systems to form multileveled structures with levels that
differ in complexity. At each level the systems are integrated, self-organizing wholes 83
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which consist of smaller parts and, at the sametime, are actually parts of larger wholes.
Every subsystem can beidentified as an autonomous independent system while also
being a component or dependent part of a whole. Capra showsthat such multileveled
systems have been found to evolve more rapidly and have a much better chance of
survival than hierarchies or non-stratified systems. “At each level there is a dynamic
balance betweenself-assertive and integrative tendencies and all holons (author’s note:
a holon can be defined as an autonomoussystem thatis at the same time a component
of a larger system) act as interfaces andrelay stations betweensystem levels” (pp. 281,
282). This suggests a far more workable model of organization for schools using
integrative learning than the more usualhierarchical model, whichis defined asa fairly
rigid system of domination and control in which orders are transmitted from the top
down. In contrast, a multileveled organization allows transactions betweenall levels,
ascending as well as descending. The important aspect of such a system is not the
transfer of control, but rather the organization of complexity. In the New Age School the
levels are represented by the students, the classes, the teachers, the teams, the director
and the trustees. Each level operates independently as well as with support and
interaction with all other levels. There is consensus decision-making and shared
responsibility at each level. Management is shared by the groups at each level and
operates by consensus. The result is an educational structure that enhances the worth of
each individualandcan easily utilize the uniquetalents of all who are a part of the system
at every level.

The Toddler Program

This program includesparentsas a daily part of the teaching team. The classroomis
developed into centers with activities that address each area of brain function. Spaces
and activities are designed for small group, large group and individual instruction.
Processskills are of major concern and contentis far ranging, including studentinterests
as well as experiencesthat will prepare theselittle ones for schoolskills. The curriculum
ranges from singing to pre-reading, from communication skills to animal care. While
there are manyteacher-designed materials and learning experiences,flexibility is built in
to assure that studentinterests are also included. This program meets one and half
hours daily with a half hour of instruction for parents provided.

The Early Age Program

This program continues the format of decentralization with a more complex
structure and wider range of experiences. This classroom is arranged into learning
stations with time given to directed learning andalso to free exploration. The environ-
mentis colorful and presents a variety of areas of learning. Again, spaces andactivities
are presented to accommodate large groups, small groups and individual instruction.
The focus is the developmentof student independenceandresponsibility. The curricu-
lum offerings include math, science, reading, art, music and other subjects in which the

teacher or the children have aninterest, e.g. calligraphy, Japanese language lessons,
archeology and wood construction. The lessons offered focus each week on different
theme. Themesthat have been used are careers, animals, rainbows, likeness/difference,
the human body,etc.

Children in the Early Age classroom developtheir independenceskills, responsibil-
ity and self-esteem by learning to operate successfully in an environment that allows
choice, variety and challenge. Each child receives a “choice ticket” which gives the child
a procedure for choosing the offering of most interest. Each teacher signs the child’s
ticket for the amountof time the child is with that learning experience. By reviewing the
tickets each day the teachercantell the activities in which the child is most involved and
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what ones need to be included to balance the child’s experience. All of the brain
functions are built into each lesson at each learning station. Gradually, as the children
grow in their skills, they are supported to take more responsibility and to have more
control of their own learning. This program meets mornings from 8:30 a.m. to 12:30
p.m.

The Cross Age Program

This program parallels the structure of the other two programs. However, the
choices are now wider and are amongseveral laboratory settings, each staffed by
different faculty teams. Following is a sample of the choices:

® a science lab, such as biology, neurophysiology or physics;

® a writing lab, which could include writing and producing plays, novels and
poetry, learning theart ofillustrating and calligraphy, making paper and develop-
ing the skills of thecritic;

@ wilderness classes where the children learn to live in nature and understand the
role of humansin the natural ecology. This study culminatesin a four daytrip to
the High Sierras or to a nearbyisland in the Pacific Ocean.

® a mathlab that allows students to pursue a wide variety of uses of math at their
ownlevel and pace.

All offerings include experiencesthat integrate the four brain functions and each lab
is decentralized with a variety of levels of activity available. Youngsters between the ages
of 6 and 16 are free to choose any offering they wish to pursue. This wide age range
allows the teachers to groupflexibly, depending on learning needs, and allows students
to move at their own pace. The faculty has found that the students enjoy the mixing of
ages, and there seem to be manybenefits to such a cross-age structure.

The Cross Age Program meets from 8:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. each day with the
following daily structure: 8:30 to 9:00 Community and Families—First Community, a
meetingof all the children 6 to 16 years in the auditorium where announcements are

made, a thoughtfor the day is discussed, a brain teaser is presented (and the solution to
the one given the day before is presented by the children) and a grouprelaxation activity
is conducted. From this cohesive beginning, the group then separates into Families,i.e.
age alike groups. These groups spendfifteen minutes to a half hour building social-
emotional and communication skills, discussing personal experiences, and learning
skills to develop strong,positive self-concepts.

From 9:00 to 10:00, Session I provides the students with theirfirst academic class
which they choose from the manylabs offered. At 10:00 the students reconvenein
families until 10:20 for sharing. After a break, SessionII, from 10:45 to 11:45,allowsthe
students another academic choice. From 11:45 to 12:00 the students again meet
together with an opportunity for scheduled students to share their expertise with the
family group. Lunch is from 12:00 to 12:40. From 12:40 to 1:00 the students are
involved in thinking skill-building games and experiments. SessionIII is from 1:00 to
2:15 and includes art, music, drama, and wilderness classes. The students end their day
in their family grouping, talk about events of the day and join together for a closing
activity. The plan for the weekis as follows:

Monday—the two morningsessionsprovide “one shot” experiences. Students are
presented with a wide rangeofactivities which will be available only one time, such as a
workshopwith a visiting novelist, an open science lab with a visiting heart surgeon, a 85
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craft class in soap carving, a music composition class with a professional composer, a
class in creating computer games,etc.

Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday—academic choices that follow a six week
format.

Friday—trip day. All students who wish mayattendfield trips designed to involve
the community in the learning experience. The botany class may go ona trip to a nature
reserve, the drama class might attend a dress rehearsal of the Music Center Repertory
Company, or the math class mightvisit a session of the Stock Exchangein the financial
district. Many special events involve the entire populationof the school, including many
parents. There are overnights at a beach or mountain campsite, four daytrips into the
High Sierras for the wilderness class, parent night, and a play day. By the last day, the
students, faculty and parents are a cohesive, caring community of learners. In six short
weeks much change and muchlearning has occurred. Most important, however, is how
much the students have grown. The philosophy and structure of this learning experi-
ence supports growth.

As the faculty focuses onintegration of function andtheintuitive, affective, physical
and cognitive growth of the students, there is an unusual amountof positive change.
The New Age School Project provides a supportive environment that allows this
integrative philosophy to becomea part of every activity and every experience. Several

years ago a research team from a nearby University of California campus concluded that
one of the strengths of the program wasthe loving environmentthat resulted from this
focus. All who have attended or visited NAS consistently and have compared the
experience to other group experiences, makethe following observations:

@ the students are more relaxed; more at ease with themselves and others.
@ they are more caring and respectful of each other and ofthe faculty.
@ they are more creative, try more unusual solutions, and engage in more

alternative and higherlevel cognitive activities.
@ they initiate more learning activities and are more enthusiastic about their

learning.
@ they are more highly motivated toward learning.
@ they are more independentand responsible.

Individual students have shown dramatic change. Several years ago, a 12-year-old
boy whorefused to talk came to the program for the summer. His mother assured the
faculty that Larry was highly gifted, but had for the past two years refused to talk at
school. As a result he had beenplacedin the learning handicapped program where he
continuedto remain speechless and uncooperative. She was most concerned and asked
if NAS would help. The faculty agreedto try.

About the third day of the program,the students and faculty were together in the
Community meeting discussing a quotation regarding the difference between an
educated person and a learned person. Larry raised his hand to share his ideas. He
stood and begantotell the group that an educated person waslike a person whowasin
a box, and whoknewthefloor, the walls and the ceiling of the box very well. A learned
person also knew all about the box, and, in addition, could go outside the box. This

person knew about the whole universe and understood about how people were
connected to the universe and werea part ofit. Larry suddenly stopped and looked
around him. There wasa lookof real fear on his face. As he lookedat the other students,
he saw faces turned toward him in interest, listening. He relaxed, smiled and continued
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his thought. After the Community was over, as the students moved off to their first
session, Larry stopped directly in front of me. He took hold of my shoulders, looked me
in the eyes andsaid, “This school is going to bealright.”

From that time on, Larry shared freely and enthusiastically with the faculty and
other students alike. Later, it was revealed that years before, when Larry had been
“expounding” onhis ideasin a class, the teacher had informed him that he was again
beingirrelevant, and if he could not stay on the topic, he was to “shut up.” For the next
few years similar events happened over and over; different words, different teachers,
but the same message, “Sit down and shut up. What you haveto say isn’t important.”
So he did; he stoppedtalking at school. At NAS he foundstudentslike himself, who also
had questions and unusualideas, and he foundthe opportunity to share with them. He
discovered a safe place and he grew. There are others, many others, who have cometo
the NAS Program whowere, as one studentsaid, “not flourishing” in their regular
school setting. Over and over this environment, this structure, this model, has allowed
growth and a renewal of the excitementof learning.

In the years to follow, more emphasis will be placed on the collection of summative
and evaluative data. To this time, formative data collection has been the major focus. As
more evaluation is made to determine which of the components are more powerful for
the students and which of the faculty behaviors are most essential, more will be learned
about whatis necessary to create optimallearning. For now, all that has been developed

is used. The student’s experience includesall seven components of the modelin the
proportion each faculty memberfinds appropriate to each learning experience. Whatis
now observedis exciting; future investigation seems most promising.

Integrative Education in a Variety ofSchool Settings

Faculty members at the NAS Project teach during the academic yearin classrooms
from pre-school to senior high school andin a variety of cultural and socio-economic
settings. All are using the Integrative Education Model adapted to their individual
circumstances. The variety of implementations has been necessarily extensive. It has
becomeincreasingly evident that the attitude and belief system of the teacher is most
critical to the implementation. While limits imposed by the administration, the commu-
nity or a variety of circumstances do exist, the attitudes and beliefs of the teacher
continue to make opportunities for optimizing learning possible.

In one senior high school, in a barrio community of Los Angeles, a biology teacher
whohad taught at NAS foundhis students havingdifficulty passing tests even though
they seemedto understand the concepts being tested. He had gradually been introduc-
ing integrative techniques throughoutthe year, and the students were familiar with all
seven of the components. He had originated the lesson on Phagocytosis mentioned
earlier in the chapter. He decidedto use integrative techniquesin the testing experience.

As he passed the examination papers to the students, he placed them face down on
the desks. He then asked the students to close their eyes and relax. They were to
imagine themsleves turning the exam paper over and reading the questions. He
suggested that they notice that there were many questionsaskingfor just the information
that they had studied and to be aware of how pleased they felt. He asked them to
imagine writing the answers to each question, knowing that these were the correct
answers. As he led them through the imagery of test taking, he continuously reminded
them oftheir ability to be successful and repeatedly drewtheir attention to the positive
feelings they were experiencing. He then asked them to opentheir eyes, turn their paper 87
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over and begin. At the mid-point of the exam, he had them stand and massage the

shoulders of the students near to them andthenreturn to the test, refreshed andless
tense. The results were very rewarding. Many students raised their exam results one
grade level, some as much as two grade levels. As he continued providing these
experiences during exam periods, he found the students’ success rate increasing. He
had found a very useful way to incorporate integrative education.

Again, evaluation of the Modelin these schoolsettings on a more formalbasis has
now begun. From informalreports, the results should prove mostinteresting.

Future Considerations

From the current basic research data on human learning, a model has been
developed. The directions seem quite positive and the changesindicated quite impor-
tant. The experience of implementing these ideas and the Integrative Education Model
components in the supportive environment of the New Age School Project has been
exciting and productive. As the data collection continues to reveal how and why these
changesallow the results now being observed, more will be learned to aid in optimizing
learningforall students, especially those with special needs that are not now being met
in regular classroom settings. There are many variables, many questions as yet unan-

swered. Research into brain development and humanlearning has just begun.It is
obvious that the vast potential of human beings, with their amazing complexity, will
reveal presently unknownvistas of possibility, and unknown quantities of ability and
quality of thought. What is known can be used to begin a quest for more optimal
learning experiences for students ofall levels of ability. For the gifted and highly able
student, such a quest is essential, and it must begin now. This is the purpose of the

Integrative Education Model: a beginning point for all concerned with the future of
education; a synthesis of all we have known, reaching toward whatwe haveyet to learn;
a move toward the creation of more individuals whom we maycall learned.
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Discussion Questions

 

TheIntegrative Education Model (IEM) was developed to provide an educational
responseto several important paradigm shifts occurring in other disciplines. What
are those shifts and how dothey serve as a basis for IEM?

From the view of the new data, discuss the relationship of the following:
a. The emotionsto intelligence and optimal learning.
b. The availability of sufficient challenge and complexity to the entire brain system
and optimallevels of brain operation.
c. Motivation to integrated brain function.
d. Stimulation from the environment to physical structural changesin the brain
andlevels ofintelligence.
e. The three brain systemsto the four areas of brain function.
f. Hemisphericity to integration of cortical function.
g. Anxiety and tension to quality of brain function and retention.
h. Specific areas of function to associative areas of the cortex.

The IEM is based on the integration of the cognitive, affective, physical and
intuitive functions of the brain. Define each function including its relationship to
learning andto the area of function within the human brain.

Canit be said that IEM is an inclusive model appropriate for all learners? Why or
why not?

There are seven components of IEM. Outline them andgive the major characteris-
tics, assumptions and provisions of each.

In what ways does the IEM usethe findings from physiology, psychology and
neurobiology to support learning and teaching?

Although IEM canbeusedin a regular classroom,what features makeit important
for gifted learners?
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Summary

The Learning Enrichment Service
(LES): A Participatory Modelfor
Gifted Adolescents

he Learning Enrichment Service (LES) provides a
schoolwide support system for better meeting the

enrichmentneedsofgifted adolescents, the school and the
community. With its theoretical base in The Enrichment
Triad Model(Renzulli, 1977) and The Revolving Door
Identification Model (Renzulli, Reis & Smith, 1981),

LES provides secondary educators and administrators
with a comprehensive meansof coordinating andfacilitat-
ing enrichment programming in and beyond the regular
classroom.

LESis administered by a resource team thatfacilitates
the coordination of and communication between enrich-
ment programs within the schools—for teachers of spe-
cialized enrichment programming, parents, students and
community enrichment contacts. The resource team per-
formsfive key services: (1) Using a broad-baseddefinition
of giftedness, the team helpsthe staff identify and screen
the 15-20% of the school population that forms the enrich-
ment talent pool (ETP); (2) The team acts as a training
service, facilitating enrichmentactivities for teachers and
students in and beyond the regular classroom;(3) It en-
courages networking, linking students to school and com-
munity resources and enabling them to explore in-depth
career and academic interests through these resources;(4)

The team provides counseling, aiding students andstaff in
planning, developing, implementing, monitoring and eval-
uating special programs and (5) The team creates an
information exchangeasit identifies its people and print
resources and designates them aspart of the information
bank—a computerized data bankaccessible to all learners.

LES offers teachers and their gifted students the
opportunity to make every classroom an enrichmentclass-
room wherestudents can pursue specific learning options
beyond the regular program. It lets gifted adolescents
experience the benefits of both regular classroom-based
enrichmentactivities and specialized withdrawal enrich-
ment programs.
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The Learning Enrichment Service (LES):
A Participatory Model for Gifted
Adolescents

he Learning Enrichment Service (LES) is a multi-service, research-based model
designed to more effectively meet the developmental needs of gifted adolescents

andtheir teachers (Clifford, Runions & Smyth, 1984, 1985; Runions & Smyth, 1985).
By creating a systematic framework for the support and monitoring of independent
learning through enrichmentacross the curriculum, LES acts as a resource network for
gifted adolescents and their teachers in both regular classrooms and specialized pro-
grams. LES employs the Triad/RDIM approachto identification of giftedness (Renzulli,
1978, Renzulli, Reis & Smith, 1981) and creates participant ownership through greater
student, staff, parent and community involvement in enrichment programming. As a
participatory model, LES describes and prescribes the involvementofall its participants
in the taking of responsibility for the initiation, implementation and evaluation of their
participation.

LES provides secondary educators and administrators with a management system
for coordinating and facilitating enrichment programming (Figure 1). LES is adminis-

tered by a Resource Team which provides five services: Screening, Training, Net-
working, Counseling and Information Exchangingto four learning environments:
Enrichment Talent Pool, Regular Classrooms, Community Resource Pool and
Specialized Programs. Throush the provision of these five services, LES presents a
systematic approachto enrichment: Screening the students in an introductory process
to determine interests, strengths and needs; Training teachers, students and community

contacts to identify and utilize enrichment opportunities and independentlearning
strategies; Networking community and school resources, Counseling in response to
needs, interests and learning styles; facilitating Information Exchange to encourage
interaction and interdependencein the learning experienceby creating opportunities for
ability and interest groups and learning partners. Throughthesefive services, a holistic
support system is created which can be usedbyall participants, in part or as a whole.

LES offers teachers and their gifted students the opportunity to make every
classroom an enrichmentclassroom where students can pursuespecific learning options
within and beyond the regular program.It enables gifted adolescents to experience the
benefits of regular classroom-based enrichment, specialized withdrawal enrichment and

community-based enrichment programming. As a communitywide support system,
LES recognizes and builds on existing community resources and encouragesparents,
community members andpracticing professionals to become more involved in school
programsand to becomeeffective resources in the education of gifted adolescents.

Acting as a schoolwide and communitywide support system for enrichment
programming, LES recognizes and does not replace the pre-existing opportunities for
enrichmentfound in the regular classroom,specialized programs and community-based

programs.

Thethree sections of this chapterwill describe and analyze the LES model. Thefirst
section will detail the modelitself, its theoretical and practical foundations and its
components. The second section will outline the three step implementation process.
The third section will set out evaluation strategies and suggest directions for further
research. 95
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Figure 1. Learning Enrichment Service Model

Foundations of LES

F or a model to be meaningful, it must address both the needsofits participants and
the realities of the social and political context of education. It must have a solid

theoretical research base to show from where it developed and clear, practical
implementation process to show whatit can achieve. LES identifies and addresses the
needs of gifted adolescents, teachers, administrators, parents and members of the

community whoare the participants in the secondary school learning process. LES
comesat a time in Ontario’s history when secondary educationis being transformed by
the special educationlegislation (Bill 82, 1980) and by the restructuring of the second-
ary school diploma (OSIS, 1984). LES recognizes andfacilitates this change. The
creators of LES—three secondary school teachers—have beeninfluenced by develop-
ments in the field of gifted and talented, the ongoingresearchat the Ontario Institute for
Studies in Education (O.1.S.E.) and their own experience as classroom teachers.

Throughresearch,interviews andfield tests, they have developed a model whichis well-
groundedin theory and supported by a practice which encouragesviable and variable
implementation.
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The authors’ primary aim in designing LESis to better meet the needs of gifted
adolescents. Current researchin the fields of gifted education and adolescent psychol-
ogy emphasize that gifted adolescents are first and foremost adolescents, searching for
personal identity and social acceptance (Erikson, 1968; Elkind, 1984). The critical

questioning by the gifted often intensifies their search and their need for social
acceptance and underlinesthe fact that “gifted”is the adjective and “adolescent”is the
noun.

In their research, the authors found that many gifted adolescents have come to
view secondary school as a rite of passage to be endured rather than enjoyed. The

students commentedthat, to become meaningful to them, schools must offer options
that recognize and supporttheirabilities and efforts to take more responsibility for their
own learning. Students stated that they wanted more options within the regular
classroom and a broaderparticipation in specialized programs. They were particularly
interested in enrichmentoptions within the regular classroom wherethey could interact
with their social peers while pursuing options that are meaningful, realistic and available

for credit (Runions, 1984). In short, the gifted adolescents (identified or unidentified)

and the underachiever, need to have options madeavailable which will give them the
opportunity, when ready, to develop the skills for independent and interdependent
learning.

Interviews with teachers of both regular and specialized programs identified
significant needs. The teachers in the regular program notonly wantto learn more about

and do more for gifted students, but also want recognition for what they already do.
They expressed a need for a support system to minimize additional workload and time
commitment. Teachers of specialized programs needed moreeffective screening of the
students admitted to these programs. They neededto ensurethatskills acquired in these
programs were transferred to the reqular classroom. All teachers commented that
changes in educationallegislation and fiscal cutbacks have seriously eroded the growth
of innovative, specialized programs and have undermined teacher motivation to further
develop enrichment programming in and beyondthe regular classroom.

Administrators interviewed expressed the need for programsthat yield responsible
and legitimate results. The more effective monitoring of independent learning projects,
the closerliaison with the elementary school enrichment students as they move from
grade eight to nine, the protection of existing enrichment programming threatened by
declining enrollment and the more effective anticipation of and responseto the future
needs of the gifted students emerged as key administrative issues and concerns.

Administrators are often the first to respond to the concernsof the parents. Parents
expect, because of mandated enrichment, differentiated programs for their gifted
children that will change their children’s attitude and performance in school. Some
parents also want the opportunity to sharetheir skills and talents as resources, not only
with their own children, but also with other children. As members of the community of
which the school is a part, parents and their business, professional and personal
associates wantto ensure that the educational system is effective and efficient in its use
of both fiscal and human resources. Becauseof the critical prevailing attitude toward
secondary schools, the community wants to doits best to ensure that it has, in fact, the

best schoolsforits children and that it has a part in their excellence.

While the participant needs are important, the political and social realities often
prescribe the course of a model’s development. Ontario's political climate is creating
higher expectations for differentiating programming for gifted adolescents (Smyth,

1984). 97
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Bill 82, the 1980 Amendmentof the Education Act, required that each Ontario
school board provide, by September 1, 1985, differentiated learning experiences for
the gifted through the development and implementation of programs extending from
kindergarten through grade 12. This new legislation presents a significant challenge to
Ontario secondary schools. Many secondary school communities are neither supportive
of nor responsive to this mandated change becausetheyfeelit will create more work for
teachersfor a few students. Thetaskis further complicated bythe fact that few program
models exist to effectively serve the needsof the gifted adolescents and their teachers.

The advent of OSIS (Ontario Schools/Intermediate-Senior 1984) and the revised
graduation diploma requirements also presentsignificant challenges and changes for
educators. OSIS reduces the numberof years of secondary school from 5 to 4 while
increasing the numberof credits required for a diploma.A credit is defined as 120 hours
of work; students take 8 credits per academic year. OSIS presents many options to
acquire modular (or partial) credits through independent learning and community-
based programmingwhich offer new opportunities for gifted learners.

The support document, The Gifted Learner, charts a systematic approach to the
differentiation of program by content, process, product and evaluation in depth,
breadth, pace and kind through co-learning (Figure 2). In such a learning partnership,
the gifted adolescent is recognized as an equal partnerin the initiation, planning,
implementation and evaluation of the learning experience. Unfortunately, the higher
expectations created by these two majorrevisions in educational law have come at a
time of lower budgets andstaff cutbacks, requiring teachers and school boards to make
morecreative use of their fiscal and personnel resources.

Responding to these needs andrealities, the authors draw uponresearch in the
field of gifted and talented education; the research and studies at the University of
Toronto’s Ontario Institute for Studies in Education (O.1.S.E.) and their practical
experiences as teachers of regular classrooms, specialized programs and community-
based coursesto develop a participatory model.

In thefield of gifted and talented, the authors draw from the research of Renzulli
(1978) and Clark (1983). Renzulli’s behavioral definition of giftedness is most significant
to the adolescentyears. In this period of high cognitive growth, gifted behavior may
emerge whereit may not havebeenvisible before. Clark’s studies of integrative learning
address the important issue of adolescents’ affective growth around independence and
interdependence duringthis sensitive and creative developmentalstage.

A numberof research studies at O.1.S.E. have introduced useful theories and
techniquesto aid the authors in the developmentof the model: organizational develop-
ment (Greenfield, 1973, 1979); innovative change (Fullan, et al. 1972, 1977; Easta-
brook & Fullan, 1977); evaluation (Ryan & Greenfield, 1975, 1976: Davie et al., 1979).
independentlearning (Tough, 1979, 1982; Griffin, 1978, 1983); experientially based
alternatives (Levin & Simon 1973, 1974, 1977): needs based research (Abbey-
Livingston & Abbey, 1982); qualitative techniques (West, 1976, 1977) and adult
learning principles (Brundage & MacKeracher, 1980; Herman, 1982).

The authors have a variety of experiences teaching at the elementary, secondary
and post-secondary levels. They have worked with gifted adolescents in regular
classrooms, specialized enrichment programs, specialized schools andalternative expe-
rientially-based programs (Runions, 1980, 1983)in both the private and public school
system. Their shared experienceswith gifted adolescents, and their interaction with their
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Figure 2. Giftedness
The Gifted Leamer(Draft, July, 1984). Ontario: Ministry of Education.
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fellow teachersonstaff, in university courses and in-service training workshops, have led
them to focus on two majorissues:

@ how to support gifted adolescents who are taking more responsibility for their
ownlearning and the learning of others

@ how to support the personnel in the learning environments of gifted adoles-
cents—regular classrooms, specialized programs and the community—in recog-
nizing and respondingtothisinitiative.

To address these issues, the authors conductedan investigation of current programming
for gifted adolescents.

Current programmingfor gifted adolescents falls into two categories: enrichment
options within the regular classroom, and withdrawal enrichment programs. In-class
enrichmentis the response of an individual teacher to the needs of gifted students in
heterogeneousclasses. Although it provides some differences in program and the
opportunity to interact with social peers of all degreesof ability and with their teachersin
a unique way, current in-class enrichmentis sporadic.It giveslittle recognition to the
teacher’s extra commitment of time and energy, and for the student’s pursuit of
excellence,little recognition is given other than marks.

The demandfor a more consistent, administratively simple and identifiable gifted
program hasledto specialized withdrawal programming. These specialized withdrawal
enrichment options such as resource room pull-out programs, independent study,
advanced placementclasses, cognitive development courses and community career
exploration programs create opportunities for gifted students to interact with their
intellectual peers. However, current withdrawal programs limit the participation of
students, staff and community and often label the chosen few. Moresignificantly,

interaction between gifted adolescents andtheir social peersis limited, and the promise
of “something better” too frequently becomesjust “more of the same.”

In-class enrichment and specialized withdrawal enrichment programsoften coexist
but have limited interaction. Consequently, there is little cooperation; more often, there
is competition for people and print resources, for administrative support, for budget, for
staff allocation and for students.

In short, there is a need for a comprehensive meansofintegrating, throughout the
school, the mutually supportive enrichmentactivities found in both the regularclass-
room andspecialized withdrawal enrichment programs. Throughthe creation of a multi-
service support system, administered by a Resource Team, LES meetsthis need.

The Resource Team is the key to the operation of LES.It facilitates the coordina-
tion of and communication between enrichment programs within the schools for
teachers of specialized enrichment programming, parents, students and community
enrichmentcontacts. The resource team performsfive key services:

1. Using a broadbaseddefinition of giftedness, the team helps the staff identify and

screen the 15-20% of the school population that forms the enrichment talent pool

(ETP). All staff members can recommend students to the ETP according to their

individual performance andlearning strengths with subjects. |
2. The team acts as training service,facilitating enrichmentactivities for teachers and
students in and beyond the regular classroom.
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3. It encourages networking,linking students to school and community resources and
enabling them to explore in depth career and academicinterests through the coopera-
tive use of these resources.
4. The team provides counseling, aiding students and staff in planning, developing,
implementing, monitoring and evaluating special programs.
5. The team creates an information exchange asit identifies its people and print
resources and designates them as part of an information data bank accessible toall
learners.

Becauseit originates in a broad research base, addresses the needsofits partici-
pants and responds to the sociopolitical realities of education, LESis a participatory
model. Ownership is the key to its success. Ownership is a philosophical and practical
acceptance of and support for any concept or program. To create ownership for a
schoolwide and communitywide resource network for gifted adolescents is a difficult
task (Reis, 1983). While the promise of ownership raises the expectations for meaning-

ful involvement of those whowishto participate, the realization of these expectationsis
complicated by the differing expectationsof the participants (Greenfield, 1973). Conse-
quently, for LES to meaningfully involve all its participants and create broad-based
ownership, it must be cognizant of and responsive to these expectations during
implementation and operations.

Implementing LES

he true test of a theoryis in its practice (Argyris & Schon, 1974). For a theory to
becomea practice, there must be a perceived need for the change suggested by

the theory (Fullan, 1982); a willingness to effect change and a supportive framework to
facilitate this change (Sarason, 1982). By involvingall the participants in the three steps
of the implementation—Invitation, Endorsement and Operations—LES transforms

change theory into practice and creates opportunities for participant ownership
(Figure 3).

 

 

 

  

Ill. OPERATIONS

StudentProfile
ll. ENDORSEMENT

Independent Learning
Resource Team Contract

l. INVITATION

Administration Teacher’s Conference

Coordinator Schedule
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Interested Staff Y Student Weekly
Individual Departments Learning Log

Orientation Meeting
Full Staff Meeting Progress Report

Resource Team

Enrichment Talent Pool Student Self-

Evaluation

Meeting of Parents,
Students, Community 
 

Figure 3. Steps in the Implementation of LES 101
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Step 1: Invitation—Developing the Resource Team

Ownership begins with the creation of the Resource Team whichis the key to the
operation of the model. The Resource Team is created by the coordinator—the
individual who has the administrative support and responsibility for managingthegifted
program within the school. The coordinator should be familiar with current research and
theory in gifted education, the concepts of Triad/Revolving Door (Renzulli, Reis &
Smith, 1981), the principles of networking (Ferguson, 1980; Lipnack & Stamps, 1982:
Sarason & Lorentz, 1979; Smith & Wagner, 1980) and adult learning (Brundage &
MacKeracher, 1980; Tough, 1979). The coordinator creates the Resource Team by
screening the staff, both formally and informally, and identifying those individuals
currently working with or interested in working with gifted adolescents. Success begins
with supporters (Levin & Simon, 1974). These teachers are personally invited to attend
an orientation meeting. To ensure that all interested staff have been contacted,
invitations are placed in the weekly bulletin, in individual mailboxes and on the
staffroom notice board. The environment for this meeting should be conducive to
networking, with comfortable surroundings, refreshments and a timed agenda—strictly
adhered to. The orientation meeting has three purposes:

@ to familiarize the teachers with current research in gifted education relevantto
their own teachingsituation

@ to recognize and share the expertise which eachteacherhas gained throughtheir
involvementwith gifted adolescents

® to invite interested teachers to join the Resource Team.

It should be stressedatthis time that membership on the Resource Teamis optional and
that the time commitment and responsibilities involved are realistic. The duties and
functions of the Resource Team are then described.

The Resource Team is a network of interested and involved people whose
responsibilities include a commitment

@ to attend short meetings as required
® to act asliaisons with their departments, when needed
@ to be available, when necessary, to support and advise teachers and studentsin

the operations of the model

@ to assist in the training of other membersof their departments in the process of
enrichment

@ to encourage the development of an enrichment resource poolin their depart-
ments

® to stimulate and give support to suggestions for enrichmentresearch topicsin
subject andskill areas.

As a network, the Resource Team doesnot function as yet another chaired committee.
Membership on the Resource Team is an opportunity to share expertise and resources
within a setting that is a personally enriching experience rather than an onerous

additional responsibility. The coordinator’s role is characterized by shared responsibility
rather than sole responsibility; it is the role of facilitator, not chairperson (Runions &
Smyth, 1986). The orientation meeting should end with the nucleus of the Resource
Team beingcreated.

The subsequent meetings of the Resource Team focus onthetraining activities:
outlining the model,its theoretical basis, components and operations; examining step-
by-step case study to aid in the understanding of the various phasesin the student’s
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contact with LES; creating a realistic timeline for the implementation of the model:
deciding upon evaluation strategies; considering the possibility of documenting the
implementation process for research purposes. All research referred to in the course of
these meetings should be available to members of the Resource Team and any
interested staff members and should form the basis of a collection of professional
resources.

The inservicing of the various departments by members of the Resource Team
begins the networking phase of the model. This phase of implementation is most
effective whenall departments are represented on the Resource Team. It may be
necessaryto recruit members from departments not representedat the initial meetings.
However, it is equally important to rememberthat LESis a service—an optionthatstaff
and students use when ready. The Resource Team mustrealize that notall staff or
studentswill wholeheartedly support or need the service. Teachers who donotinitially
respond mayrespondto later reminders or personalinvitations. Oncethe serviceis in
operation, specific examples may persuade those whoareinitially hesitant to become
involved. As the model expands, the Resource Team should become a Resource
Network, enlarging its membership through the inclusion of students, parents and

members of the community. Initially, though, the key to the Resource Teamis thestaff.

It is crucial that during implementation, communication among team members and
with the staff be continuous. The questions, criticisms and concernsarising from the
initial contacts with the staff should befreely discussed at open meetings of the Resource
Team. Early planning should focus on strategies to seek endorsementfor the model
from the decision-making groups within the school community. Because this is a
networking model, informal communication is as important as formal communication.
LES mustnot be perceived as the “gifted club” with select membership andactivities.
Participant ownership helps to minimize the apathy or antagonism that is sometimes the
response to independent, segregated gifted programs.

Step 2: Endorsement

In each schoolthereis a hierarchy of responsibility for decision-making which must
be addressed and from which must come support. But for ownership to develop,
support must come from thestaff. Staff members should recognize their potential to
becomeanintegral part of the service. Consequently, those ready to participate should
be encouragedto do so and beprovided with opportunities to take active roles.

The EnrichmentTalent Pool (ETP) acts as a springboardforstaff participation.
Initially, the ETP is created whenall teachers in the school recognize andidentify the
students whodisplay gifted behaviors in their subject areas. At a staff meeting chaired by
the Resource Team,thestaff is introduced to the model andinstructed on the broad-
based identification of giftedness (Renzulli, 1978). Using a checklist of characteristics of
gifted behaviors, the staff then nominates students to the ETP. This process recognizes
the importantrole of the teacher in LES. Since teachersare also asked to identify both
achieving and underachieving students, the opennessof LESto all types of giftednessis
underlined.

With the support and cooperation of the staff from all subject areas, the ETP is

created. A memolisting the ETP members and subject area(s) in which the student was
recommended should becirculated amongthestaff. This annotatedlist encourages a
better understandingof giftedness and may dispel assumptionsthatthe gifted are gifted
in all subjects andatall times. 103
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Networking—the process of identifying and developing resources in and beyond
the school community—takes place when departments are encouragedto identify skill
development units, instructional sheets and learning activity packages which may be
useful to the Resource Team in training students to become independentlearners.

Small group department meetings, facilitated by members of the Resource Team,
determine potential learning activities and topics for possible independentinvestigation
within the courses offered (Figure 4). Teachers may need further training in the
operationsof the model so they can see what happenswhena studentdecides to pursue
independent learning. The technical procedures—compacting, time management,
monitoring and evaluation—becomeclearerif concrete examplestoillustrate each step
of the process are given. Live role-playing or videotaped scenarios have beenhelpful
here. Networking recognizes the efforts of individual teachers and departments to
identify existing enrichment opportunities and resources and to use LESas a focusfor
enrichment within their respective departments.

 

1. Identify students for SCREENING/EXPLORATION,to determineinterests,abilities, needs
for independentstudy.

2. Identify students as potential RESOURCE CONTACTSbecauseof achievements,inter-
ests, expertise (skills, knowledge).

3. Identify SKILLS (“How to . .”) needed for particular subject areas or courses(references,
information, instruction).

4. Identify TYPE I/TYPE 1! ACTIVITIES for small group/entire class,facilitated by LES.

5. Identify TEACHERS in particular subject areas as RESOURCE CONTACTS(skills;
expertise; knowledge; experience; interest).

6. Identify COMMUNITY RESOURCE CONTACTSforparticular subject areas.

7. Identify TYPES OF ACTIVITIES/TOPICS which students may pursue as either BONUS
marks or PARTIAL CREDIT componentsin particular courses,or at the JUNIOR/SENIOR
levels.

8. Identify other ways in which LES can support teachers/students.

 

Figure 4. How May A Department Use LES?

Throughoutthe implementation,the flexibility of LES is an asset. Suggestions for

strategies and refinements may be madebystaff and membersof the Resource Team to
respondto the specific needs of a school and community. It is essential that communica-
tion takes place between the departments and the Resource Team through the
respective team representatives who are the active links in the network. Problems,
issues, concerns and suggestions should be immediately addressed and, if required,
acted upon.

After the Resource Team has been established, support has been given by the
administration and staff, and the staff has been trained, the ETP members andtheir
parents are introduced to the philosophy, components and operations of the model.
This initiative acknowledgesthe researchthat the gifted adolescent wants to take more
responsibility for determining what is to be learned, with whom and under what
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conditions, and to becomea catalyst for his or her own learning andthe learning of
others (Runions, 1982). LES can create that opportunity.

After the formation of the ETP a meetingis held with identified students andtheir
parents. At this meeting, the screening process is explained and the ways in which the
modelcan be used in both the regular classroom and specialized program are demon-
strated. The message that LESis a service to respond to andgive structure to learning

initiatives is emphasized. LESis presented as a way to achievecredits within and beyond
the school setting and to win recognitionforinitiative and excellence.

The response from these parent meetings is enthusiastic! Parents commentthat
their daughter’s or son’s real learning strengths and interests are being recognized and
supportedforthe first time. Parents see for themselves a newrole in the education, not
only of their own children, but also in the education of themselves and others. This
meeting provides an excellent opportunity for community networking. By developing
anddistributing a community resources questionnaire, the Resource Team canfacilitate
unique and personal channels of communication between the school and home. By
also inviting members of community service organizations andthe localpress, a broader
community awarenessof LESis created and the Community ResourcesPoolis initiated.

All participants have now beentrained and given the opportunity to participate.
LESis ready to begin full operation.

Step 3: Operations

Because LESis facilitating framework, its operation is integral to its implementa-
tion. Throughits use, participants begin to understandits practice and potential. LES
needsto be identified with a physical space in the school building to becomea concrete
reality. With the open andvaried use of this space as a small conferencing room—easily
accessible to students andstaff, individually or in small groups—andnotas a classroom
or resource room, LES communicatesits differences. The space contains the openfiles
which document students’ progress on independent learning projects and a message
board for notices of events, seminars, workshops and daily changes around conferenc-
ing times. The paper management system associated with this space is kept to a
minimum and consists of the following forms:

@ Student Profile (Form 1)
@ Independent Learning Contract (Form 2)
@ Teacher's Conference Schedule (Form 3)
@ Student Weekly Learning Log (Form 4)
@ Progress Report (Form 5)
@ Student Self-Evaluation (Form 6).

Initial student interest in LES is sparked from a variety of initiatives: recommenda-
tion by self, peers, parents, teachers, community; advertisements about the services
offered; invitations to attend special seminars and activities. Whatevertheinitiative, the
subsequentcontactresults from a high motivation to pursue an area of interest through
independentlearning.

A student approaching LESisfirst interviewed by the coordinator or memberof the
Resource Team, and together they complete a StudentProfile (Form 1). In addition to
demographic andcareerinterest information, the studentis asked to identify friends or
family members whoshare similar interests or skills. In this way, peer nomination of 105
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LEARNING ENRICHMENT SERVICE
 

STUDENT PROFILE
   

Name: Year:

Address: Level:

Phone:

Timetable

 

 

 

       

Referral: Teacher Peer Parent Self

Major Academic Strength(s)

Minor Academic Strength(s)

Learning Strengths: Writing

Learning Style Assessment:

Extra Curricular Activity(s)

Non-School Activity(s): Part-time Job Hours/week

Recommendedin:

CareerInterest(s)

Areasof Interest (Specialized skills)

Community     

 

 

Reading Thinking Speaking    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Students with similar Interests/Skills

Family Interests/Skills

 

 

ENRICHMENT SERVICES RECORD
 

Date Request Referred by Result/Recommendations
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

       
 

Form 1. Student Profile

other students to the ETPis facilitated and the Community Resources Pool can be
enlarged. Duringthis interview, options are detailed; the student can use the services of
LESto pursue independentlearningas follows (Figure 5):

For Non-Credit
@ For the personal pleasure of learning: pursuing an area of academic or non-

106 academic interest apart from the school curriculum
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@ For screening: entering into a specialized program which requires demonstrated
independentlearningskills.

For Credit
@ For bonus marks: taking on an additional responsibility to improve marks ina

course
@ Forindividual curriculum differentiation: compacting outof a class and pursuing

an independentalternative assignment
@ For partial credit: pursuing studies related to a guideline, to accumulate one-

quarter credit for each thirty hours studied (OSIS, 1984)
@ For full credit: studying existing courses independently with special arrange-

ments with subject teachers and LES
@ For upgrading: completing units to improve knowledge and skills necessary for a

particular subject, and moving from general to advanced level credits (OSIS,

 

 

  
 

 

 

  
 

   
  

 

   
     

 

  
 

  
 

 

1984).

BONUS MARKS |

INDIVIDUAL
DIFFERENTIATION

DLEASURE

OF
LEARNING

PARTIAL CREDIT
ACCUMULATION CREDIT NON-CREDIT

SCREENING FOR
SPECIALIZED

FULL CREDIT
dares

ACCUMULATION

UPGRADING |
  
 

 

Figure 5. Student Options Through LES

Regardless of the option chosen, an Independent Learning Contract (Form 2)is
drawn up. The Independent Learning Contract has many and varied uses. It helps
students become awareof their independentlearning style and to develop the strengths
of that style (Butler, 1984). It continuously evaluates their capabilities in the areas of
decision-making (Can the student overcometheinitial and ongoing hurdlesin structur-
ing the project?), organization (Can the student organize time, energies and efforts to
complete the task?), communication (Can the student effectively share ideas and
insights with the teacher and otherinterested individuals?) and responsibility (Can the
student meet weekly deadlines andself-defined objectives?). The Independent Learn-
ing Contract process teachesthe student howto learn independently (Maudsley, 1979). 107
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LEARNING ENRICHMENT SERVICE

 

 

INDEPENDENT LEARNING CONTRACT
   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

STUDENT BEGINNING DATE

TEACHER ESTIMATED ENDING DATE
COURSE/GUIDELINE DATE

LES CONTACT Credit... Non-Credit

Area/Topic of RESEARCH

CONTRACT

Intended Purpose(s) Intended Audiences Intended
Products/Outcomes

STUDENT TEACHER LES

Responsibilities Responsibilities Responsibilities

Signature Signature Signature

GETTING STARTED

People Contacts Place Contacts Print Contacts     
108 Form 2. Independent Learning Contract
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The chosen option determines the conditions of the Independent Learning Con-
tract. If used as a screening option for admission into a program requiring demonstrated
independentlearningskills,it is an agreement between the LES contact and the student.
This contract should last for no more than ten hours (Figure 6). Experience has shown
that ten hours is sufficient to assess the student’s independent learning readiness. A
longer contract may result in a significant drop in student motivation. If the contract
indicates that the student needs further training in a skill area, help is given. If the
contractis used as credit option, it is an agreement among the LEScontact, the student
and the classroom teacher whogrants the credit.

 

LEARNING ENRICHMENT SERVICE

 

INDEPENDENT LEARNING ASSESSMENT
   

Hours Required: 10
Time Limit: One Month

Required Activities

1. Choose a topic to explore.

2. Complete an Independent Learning Contract indicating what resources you will use and
how youwill use them.

3. Keep a Student Weekly Learning Log on which you record what new information was
learned and what you have learned about yourself as an independent learner on each
activity pursued during the independent study.

4. Share the results of your study with at least two others and record their reactions.

5. Meet with Learning Enrichment Service once a week while working on the study.

 

Figure 6. Independent Learning Assessment

The Independent Learning Contract consists of (1) the participant’s written agree-
ment of mutual responsibilities and details of an end product, (2) the Teacher Con-

ferencing Schedule (Form 3) which outlines on a weekly basis the progress of the
student and (3) a Student Weekly Learning Log (Form 4) which records the hours spent,
resources used and problems encountered. This contract forms the weekly basis for
conference discussions. In addition to meeting with the classroom teacher who grants
credit, the student meets with the LES contact on a weekly basis. These conferences
generally last ten minutes. Because the student who uses LEShas been screened andis
learning how to manage independentlearning, additional time is usually unnecessary.

Whenthe student completes the Independent Learning Contract, the product (or
outcome)is evaluated by the LES contact, the student and the classroom teacher. If the
contract is for credit, the classroom teacher assigns the grade and grants the student 109
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LEARNING ENRICHMENT SERVICE

 

  
TEACHER'S CONFERENCE SCHEDULE
 

Student’s Name 

 

DATE PROGRESS PROBLEMS PLAN(S)
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

10.
 

11.
 

12.
     

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER INDEPENDENT LEARNING
 

   
110 Form 3. Teacher’s Conference Schedule
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LEARNING ENRICHMENT SERVICE

 

STUDENT WEEKLY LEARNING LOG
  

Student Week 

 Topic Total Hours

  
DIFFICULTIES/

DATE |ACTIVITY |TIME |WHAT WAS LEARNED/RESOURCES USED FUTURE PLANS
 

 

 

 

 

 

        
Form 4. Student Weekly Learning Log

credit or bonus marks. The LEScontact evaluates how well the student managed the
learning on a weekly basis (Form 5). The student evaluates the independentlearning
experiencein termsof resulting personal growth (Form 6). The LES contact mayfurther
conduct an evaluative interview, helping the student to better understand the matching
of expectations with results and assessing personal growth. The product (or outcome)
generated by the contract is shared with the student’s class or with interested individuals
in a symposium setting, giving the gifted adolescent an opportunity to discuss the
Independent Learning Contract, its product and a personal assessment of the experi-
ence.

In anysetting, facilitating change is not easy. The perceived inflexibility of the
secondary school makes change even moredifficult (Sarason, 1982). In theory and in 111
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LEARNING ENRICHMENT SERVICE

 

   

  

 

 

 

 

 

PROGRESS REPORT

Student Date

Topic

Teacher SCALE

LES Contact 4 Outstanding

Product (Title and/or Brief Description) 3 Above Average
2 Average
1 Below Average

    
Numberof hours student(s) worked on Product

Factors Assessed

. Early Statement of Purpose

. Problem Focusing

. Level of Resources

. Diversity of Resources

. Appropriateness of Resources

. Logic, Sequence, and Transition

. Action Orientation

. Audience

. Overall Assessment

Originality of the idea

Achieved Objectives Stated in Plan

. Advanced Familiarity with Subject

. Quality Beyond Age/Grade Level

Care, Attention to Detail, etc.

Time, Effort, Energy

. Original Contribution

O
O
N
O
N
A
W
N

—

O
a
m
n
m
m
o
a
m
>
y
r

 

Other Comments:

Credit |_|  Non-Credit [{_] 

Person completing this form 

 

Form 5. Progress Report
Adaptedfrom: Renzulli & Reis (1982) “Student Product Assessment Form (SPAF)”in Renzulli (Ed.).

112 Technical Report of Research Related to the Revolving Door.
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LEARNING ENRICHMENT SERVICE

 

STUDENT SELF-EVALUATION
   

Name: Date:

TOPIC(S):

1. What do youlike best about independentlearning?

Why?

 

 

 

2. What were the mostdifficult steps? How did you overcomethedifficulties?

 

3. What newskills have you learned in working independently?

 

 

4. In what ways wasyourplan of action reasonable and creative? In what ways might you

have improved your plan?

Ways it was reasonable: Possible improvements:

 
 

  

Waysit wascreative:

 

5. Who else was interested in your independent learning? What did they find most

interesting?
 

 

6. In what ways have other people been helpful?
 

 

7. What other ideas do you havefor independentlearning?
 

 

8. In what ways were you an independentlearner before this program? 

 

9. In what ways have you become a more independentlearner?
 

 

10. In what ways has your family been supportive for independent learning?

 

 

Form 6. Student Self-Evaluation
Adaptedfrom:D. Treffinger (1981). Fostering Independent Creative Learning.

Williamsville. NY: CCL Press.

practice, LES creates a facilitative framework for effecting change. By encouraging
gifted adolescents, their parents, teachers, administrators and members of the commu-
nity to play a more active role through the implementation of LES, participant
ownership is actualized. Evaluation further facilitates this process by becoming an
integral part of the implementation, through the description and documentation of the
change and the measureof its impact. (See Figure 7 for an overview of the system). 113
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Figure 7. LES Operations Flow Chart

Evaluation and Further Research

In a recent interview, Dr. Joseph Renzulli commented, “J think that evaluation of
gifted programsis the single most creative endeavourin the evaluation technology
today. In a numberof ways,it stands as last frontier for evaluation methodology and
research.” (Buescher, 1984,p. 7) A participatory approachto evaluation is an example
of such a creative endeavour. Throughits use, the participant ownership central to LES
can be documented,analyzed and understood. Building on the theory of participatory
evaluation,this section will detail and describe a variety of exemplary and exploratory
techniquesandstrategies drawn from thefields of qualitative and quantitative research
to use in the evaluation of LES.

Participatory evaluation is part of the evolving “naturalistic responsive” approach
in qualitative evaluation (Eisner, 1975, 1979; Guba, 1978; Guba & Lincoln, 1981:
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Parlett & Hamilton, 1972; Patton, 1978, 1980, 1981, 1982; Stake, 1975). The
approachto evaluation is “naturalistic” in thatit

@ has a phenomenologicalbasis
@ focuses on description and understanding
® supports the discovery andverification of propositions
@ takes a holistic view of what is being evaluated and how that evaluation is

structured
® works from an emergent design mode
® is conductedin a selective, rather than intervention mode
@ deals with multiple realities and the importance of values (Guba, 1981).

The commitmentof qualitative evaluation is to be factual, descriptive and to express the
experiences of participants in their own words and through their own perceptions
(Lofland, 1971). The evaluation is “responsive” whenit is oriented more directly to
program activities, rather than to program; whenit reports differing value perspectives
on successesand failures of the program (Stake, 1975). “Responsive” evaluation is a
systematic, continuous and interactive process of involvement,

. . .a cycle of activities which include in general order: talking with program staff
and audiences to identify the program scope; developing an overview of program
activities; discerning program concerns; conceptualizing program issues and problems;
identifying data needs relative to issues previously generated; selecting observers,
judges, instruments; observing contacts, activities and outcomes; preparing portrayals,

scenarios andcasestudies; validating, confirming or disconfirming of prepared evalua-
tion propositions; formatting of reports for audience use; and assembling of formal
reports. (Barnette, 1984, p. 32)

Key to understanding the nature of naturalistic responsive evaluation is an appreciation
of the role of the evaluator.

The nature of the evaluator’s role has been described by a numberof researchers
and is important to the comprehensionof participatory evaluation. Guba and Lincoln
(1981) describe the evaluator as a “human instrument” having the capacity to be
responsive, to be flexible, to see organizations as holistic entities rather than as
components,to rely on both propositional and tacit knowledge and to search for that
which is both expert and atypical. Patton (1982) describes the “consultative style”in
which evaluators and information users are partners. The effect of this style is to aid
decision-makers and information-users in sharing in the responsibility for evaluation,
ensuring that they understand the evaluation, thereby increasing ownership and com-
mitment. The participants as well as the decision-makers are “stakeholders” and must
learn howto evaluate.

When working with a group ofpeople in an evaluation process, the situation can be
defined as partly a training exercise aimed at empowering the participants to assert
greater control over program implementation and outcomes through their increased
knowledge about understanding both program and evaluation processes. When a
program evaluation is defined as a learning opportunity for participants learning about
program evaluation as well as learning about the program being evaluated, the

evaluator is helping build an increasingly sophisticated group of consumers able to
better use information for program improvement.(Patton 1982, p. 303)

In this way, evaluation becomes morethanfindingsin a finished report. 115
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Although it is part of the “naturalistic responsive” approach insofar as it is
collaborative, the participatory evaluation of LES goes beyond this approach, with
participants becoming the key evaluators rather than relying on an external profes-
sional. It is the role of the LES coordinatorto facilitate, as a participant, this shared
process of evaluation. The coordinator’s role as evaluator is as an equal partnerin the
evaluation process. Adapting the techniques of SHAPES (Shared Process Evaluation
System) (Davie et al., 1979) to LES, the participants are made responsible for the
generation of evaluation criteria, the gathering of data whichreflects these criteria and
the judgmentof what was worthwhile, based on thesecriteria. The participants prepare
and presenttheir findings to decision-makers, plan strategies to involve future partici-
pants andto increase participation. Their shared participation creates advocacy, not just
reflective judgment and critical documentation (Marino, 1981). This process not only
helps people to better understand themselvesand increase their awareness of problems
and issues, but also raises their commitment and organizes them as change agentsin
and beyond the program.

The evaluation of LES necessitates the use of a variety of evaluative techniquesto
create a more purposeful and composite picture of the quality of participant involve-
ment. Many techniques common to quantitative and qualitative research are used:
interviews, questionnaires, case studies, life histories (Bogdan & Biklen, 1982); and

some future methodologies: delphi, trend analysis, scenario, conceptual mapping
(Carney, 1976; Hencley & Yates, 1974). Specific tools used in the evaluation of gifted
programs are adapted to LES: Student Product Assessment Form (SPAF, Reis &
Renzulli, 1981); guides to student self-evaluation (Treffinger, 1981) and the Style
Differentiated Instruction (SDI, Butler, 1984). Most of these approachesareutilized to
documentthe use of the LES managementsystem, assessing the operations of the five
services: screening, training, networking, counseling, and information exchanging in the
four learning environments: enrichment talent pool, regular classroom, community
resources pool andspecialized programs.

Formal and informal evaluation is continuous throughout the operations of LES.
Students receive weekly comments during conference times and give comments
through the Student Weekly Learning Log and Student Self-Evaluation forms. Parents,
community members and mentors offer their responses through written comments,
spontaneous telephone conversations and scheduled school/community meetings.
Teachers offer evaluation to students when they see them in class or individually
through conferencing. Administrators give and receive evaluation information through
progress reports by students and teachers, through formal and informal observation and
through discussion with visitors to the program whose objective insight often provides
valuable data. All participants are invited to give feedback at scheduled evaluation
events—symposiums, presentations and meetings. At the end of each semester, written
formative and summative evaluation reports are prepared throughthe analysis of the

data gathered from the use of the five services by the four learning environments
(Figures 8 and 9).

The most creative endeavors for evaluating LES are foundin the varied uses of
visual tools to document, analyze, monitor and present the participatory processin part
or as a whole. Suchvisualtools are important to the participatory process because they
picture the process in its complexity and subtleties, present its dynamism and spark
action leadingto further participation (Marino, 1981; Patton, 1982).

Visual documentation is becoming a very important and useful evaluative research
116 tool. Although rooted in a long social science tradition (Bateson & Mead, 1984, Becker,
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How do students feel about ETP?

How doteachers feel about ETP?

How do parents feel about ETP?

ENRICHMENT
TALENT
POOL

 

SCREENING
How do students value screening assignment?

   
  

     
   

   

    

How well was

monitoring done? —LEARNING
SPECIALIZED COUNSELLING ENRICHMENT
PROGRAMS How independent did\Z,

students become?

       
  

    

  

REGULAR
TRAINING CLASSROOMS

How do students
value training?

      

How useful to

others?

  NETWORKING

  

    

 

COMMUNITY
RESOURCES

POOL

How were community resources

useful? What?    
Figure 8. Structuring a Qualitative Evaluation of LES

1979, Collier, 1967; Hockings, 1975; Wagner, 19779), it has only recently received wide
attention. More evaluators and researchers are using visual documentationas a research
tool because

In the collection of data
@ it is more descriptive than words

it aids the participants with their memory andstudy of detail

it is a popular medium andacts as a stimulus for gathering data
it creates a visual framework for understandingandclassifying events of daily life
it often takes less time than detailed note-taking of the experience
it gives a continuous and detailed record of the change process in which the
participants are sharing.

In the analysis of data
® it presents the many dimensionsofreality and creates a new understanding of

the subjective 117
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How many?

Male-Female?

Grade Level?

Underachievers?

Subject Areas?

How manytimes?

How manyscreening projects?

 

SCREENING

     
  

How many?

How much time?

URCE p

e >

LEARNING

How muchscreening?

  
      

  

SPECIALIZED REGULAR    

 

PROGRAMS COUNSELLIN CG ENRICHMENT TRAINING CLASSROOMS

How muchtime on What kind?

independentcredit? How often?

How long? Who?

  

 

Types of problems?

How many products?

hat?

How much compacting?

What subject areas?
How muchtime outside

NETWORKING of classroom?

  

  

How manyused resources?

What resources?

How often?

How manyparents involved?

  COMMUNITY
RESOURCES

POOL

 

  

 

   
Figure 9. Structuring a Quantitative Evaluation of LES

@ it helps the participants see patterns, relationships and aspects oflife from a
different perspective

@ it can often give clues about hidden values and perceptions
@ it can act as factual evidence for keeping inventories and organizing the data
@ visual recall of the documentation increases reflective analysis and increases

participant analysis with its immediate feedback.

In the presentation of data
® it often creates a more persuasivetotal picture

® it presents the reality of the experience (“seeing is believing’) which is an
effective tool for decision-making

@ it is compact, easily transported and accessible at any time
® it presents a meansofvicariouslyliving the experiences of the participants.

Onevisual tool that is the focus of ongoing research and developmentis the
Participatory Matrix (Figure 10). The Participatory Matrix can be usedbyindividuals or

118 groups to documentanddetail participation in LES.It is a means of visually communi-
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cating the interaction amongspecific services, their products and key participants. It can
be used on a daily, weekly or monthly basis in a numberof ways:

® asa planner—generating and organizing activities around the five services which
can eventually become a database for computer programming;

® as an analyzer—quantifying and qualifying (a) the degree of participation, (b) the
roles of the participants, (c) the level of satisfaction of the participants, (d) the
patterns of the evolving network;

® as acommunicator—(a)facilitating group processto identify patterns of use and
non-use, strengths and weaknesses of student/parent/teacher/administrator/
community networks, (b) presenting the total picture of participation in the
model to interested others.

 

Directions
1. Select by circling the service, e.g. Networking.
2. Detail activities of that service to date, e.g. Some of LES Activities for Networking.
3. Select by circling the type of information required on participation or to be

recorded, e.g. Number.
 

 

 

Services Screening Training(Networking)Counselling Information Exchange

Activities Participants (Number) Role Level of Satisfaction Network (Names)
 

Mentorships

Career

Academic

Creative

Seniors

Juniors

Service Leadership

Burlington Cultural Centre

Senior Citizens Home

Centre for Inland Waters

YMCA

Cablenet (Cable 10)

Vandalism

Drugs

Careers

Learning Circles

Science

Computer

Nuclear Disarmament 

Administration

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Student(s) Teacher(s) Coordinator(s) Parent(s) Community

Total 40 Total 17 Total 9 Total 20 Total 46

10 2 2 4 12

20 5 3 8 10

5 1 1 4 5

1 2 3 25

7 8 1 1 4

Total 17 Total 8 Total 8 Total 6 Total 50

2 1 3 2 6

5 1 2 1 40

5 4 2 3 0

6 2 1 0 4

Total 16 Total 4 Total 7 Total 14 Total 54

7 1 3 2 16

6 2 2 6 30

3 1 2 6 8

Total 43 Total 5 Total 1 Total 15 Total 8

11 1 0 2 5

20 | 0 8 1

12 3 1 5 2
        

NOTE: This visual tool can becomea record of participation, a menu for a computer program,a way of
monitoring and can be detailed further, e.g., career — which ones?

 

Figure 10. Participatory Matrix 119
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The Participatory Matrix representsa significant step in the developmentof LES. As any
model, LES is necessarily about generalities, but as Alfred North Whitehead has
commented, “We think in generalities; we live in details” (Patton, 1982, p. 41). The

Participatory Matrix details and generates details of LES in practice.

A second visualtoolthat is also the subject of research and developmentis the
video camera. The potential of this tool of visual documentation hasincreased rapidly
with the advent of video-portapacks as a simple, compact and affordable tool for
immediate feedback. A video recording can be one of the most effective visual tools
available to program evaluators today. It expands the impact of photography and other
visual tools by capturing the dynamicsof life—its interaction and changingreflection. As

a prism,it focuses through a greater numberof senses; as an instrument of consensus.it
allows for greater involvement of the participants. Video recording expandsfilm by
facilitating accessibility and quick inexpensive results for the non-expert, allowing more
flexibility and participant control and development.

A numberof video documentary evaluations (videodocs) are used through LES as
participatory evaluative research tools for the collection, analysis and presentation of
data. Two different approaches are followed: (1) combining video recording with
techniquesof investigative journalism to conduct key interviews and report follow-ups
(Guba, 1981) and (2) utilizing a cinema verité approach to documentary to express and
capture the perspective of the participants’ experiences (Mamber, 1974, Rosenthal.
1971, Gwyn, 1972).

Videodoc interviews have been conducted with a numberofparticipants in the
learning process. With students, they were used for the following: (a) screening of
readiness for independentlearning: attitudinal and skill assessment on entry to the
program,(b) identifying individual learning styles (how students like to learn indepen-
dently), (c) group evaluation: taping presentations, symposiumsand events and(d)self-

evaluation at the end of the program.

With teachers, the interviews were usedto lookatfacilitation skills individually and
in group process. Videodocs of community meetings, learning circles, parent and
mentorinterviews have been produced.In eachofthese situations, the same formatis
followed: the taping, the playback and a follow-up discussion.

In using a cinema verité approach, students, teachers, parents and community are

given opportunities to videotape their perceptions of LES and learning. These vi-
deodocsare useful in discussion of specific and shared issues. This collective investiga-
tion, analysis and action is a method of self- and community-discovery allowing
individuals and groups to see themselves as others see them, to see what wasrevealed
and not revealed by them andto vicariously share different times and spaces (Gwyn,
1972). These visions are offered at small group or community meetings to sensitize the
group or community tocritical incidents and can become videofiles for a participant
documentary of the program.

Videodocs have also become an important part of the data bank for training
students, teachers, parents, mentors and administrators on independentlearning skills,
group process and the creation and presentation of video products. They are not
commercial documents,but are catalysts for change andare creating a sense of purpose
and direction by becoming the ongoing andliving history of the LES experience.

A third visual tool whose potential as an evaluation and information facilitatoris

being developed, is the micronet, Mentor (Runions, 1982). Micronets are small,
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microcomputer-assisted information networksthat link individuals andinstitutions in
order to generate and share information resources. The management of one’s own
learning andthelearning of others challenges the cooperative managementof informa-
tion resources. The effectiveness of a micronet to meet this challengeis related to its
ability to anticipate and allow for increasedutilization of available resources andto give
constant and constructive feedback to the greatest number of users at the lowest

possible cost. The potential of microcomputers for human resources managementis

quickly gaining recognition.

Mentoris a microcomputer program that allows the individual learner continuous
management of developing information networks more effectively. It is a human
resourcesfile used by students engaged in mentorships. The students identify key topics
around types of mentors (academic, career, creative, senior, junior, micro) from whom

they will be learning. Each key topic is further specified by subtopics. Each subtopicis
further refined, based on access to different types of available resources: (1) docu-

mented information (book, video, tapes, etc.), (2) people contacts, (3) organizational
contacts and (4) associated ideas. The access to these resources is organized by careful

identification of types of resources, their locations, their main contact andtheir best time
for contact. Once compiled anddetailed, this human resourcesfile is then entered into

the microcomputer and updated weekly by the student. Mentor frees the learner to
pursueinterests in different ways supportingself-directed and codirected growth which
challenges the learner to be a more competent, responsible, independent, creative
person.

As a participatory model, LES is characterized by participant ownership. The
evaluation of such a model requires the participants to take an active and meaningful
role in the communication of their shared expectations and experiences. Significant
research needs to be undertaken to further develop and documentthe process of
participant evaluation through the study of

the role of coordinator as evaluation facilitator
the use of unobtrusive methods for evaluating participation
the impact of video-technology on the evaluation process

the perceptions of non-participants of participant evaluation
the long term impact of participant evaluation on the gifted adolescent's self-
concept

the role of the evaluative interview as a technique for self-evaluation
the impactof participant evaluation on the development of homelearning and
community learning systems

@ the use of participatory evaluation techniques on non-participatory program

®@ administrative decision-making before and after participant evaluation.

Because of participant ownership, the evaluation of LES is uniquein everysituation:

There is no one way to conduct evaluations routinely . . . a successful evaluation,
i.e. one that is useful, practical, ethical and accurate, emergesfrom the special character-
istics and conditions of a particular situation—a mixture of people, politics, history,
context, resources, constraints, values, needs, interest and chance.(Patton, 1981. p. 300)

Conclusion

} he Learning Enrichment Service Model is a management system to facilitate
enrichment programming for gifted adolescents across the secondary school

curriculum.Its operative definition of giftedness is broad-based,its identification system 121
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is broad-based and its program delivery system is inclusive rather than exclusive. It
providesfive services: Screening, Training, Networking, Counseling and Information
Exchanging to four learning environments: Enrichment Talent Pool, Regular Class-
rooms, Community Resources Pool and Specialized Programs through the develop-
mentof participant ownership.

LES is a model for change that presents a variety of opportunities for future
research. Keyto the further development of LESis an investigation of the following:

®@ the effectiveness of LES in meeting the needs of the unidentified and the
underachieving gifted adolescent in the regular classroom

® the impact of LES on the quality and quantity of enrichment opportunities
presented in the regular classroom
the extension of LES to becomea facilitator of enrichmentfor gifted adults in the
secondary school and university settings

the role of LES in developing students and teachers as qualitative researchers
the use of learning styles research in the operations of LES

the application of adult learning principles to gifted adolescents’ learning
the development of a networking model for managementof the LES Resource
Team

@ the relationship between independentlearning inside and outside of school.

In theory and practice, LES displays both descriptive and normative characteristics
as it both documents and prescribes its development (Nash & Culbertson, 1977). Its
nameis a simplification of a complex process which is evolving and responsive to the
constant and changing needsof its participants. Few relationships in the model are
simple, linear forces with predictable results. LES builds on the notion of process and
perceptions, demonstrating how schooling is affected by complex interacting forces
competing for equal attention.

LES hasits owntotality, a coherent and logical process, given focus within its

managementsystem. Adaptability andflexibility, not fundamentalist rigidity and regular-
ity, are the keys to its successful development. LES is based on the assumption that

Learning is a humanactivity based in experience. It is an event which happens to
people and between people. As such, it must be described in human terms, in terms

meaningful to particular people in particular times and places. While non-human
resources are involved in building a school and environment for learning, these
resources do not produce learning directly without the mediation of human action (Ryan
& Greenfield, 1975, p. 248).

The aim of the modelis active participation, andits

Success is not determined by whether we fully accomplish the aim, but by what
happensto us during thejourney towardfulfillment. If on this journey we can learn what
we value and whatothers value; if we can makeourinstitutions work on ourbehalf: if we
can forestall the alienation of parents, teachers, students and if we can learn to resolve
conflict in order to work for mutually held goals, then much success will have been
achieved. The majorinjustice of this era may be that we have convinced ourselvesthat
there can be nosatisfaction until the goal is reached and thus we make no claimsforit
until the journey ends. Butit never does. (Fenstermacher, 1975, p. 238)

LESis such a journey.
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Whatare the characteristics of a participatory model? Explain the significance of
these characteristics in meeting the needsofgifted adolescents andgifted under-
achievers.

Using thecriteria set out in the introductory chapterof this book, compare the LES
modelwith another model.

Assess the impact of the minimal emphasis on identification associated with the
LES model.

Describe the role of the following individuals in the implementation of the LES
model:

administrator
guidance counselor

classroom teacher
teacher-librarian
department head
parent

student
community resource personT

A
O
O

O
f

Create a timeline for the implementation and evaluation of the LES model.

Develop a sequenceof inservice workshopsto prepare a schoolfor implementing
the LES Model.

Prepare a budgetfor the implementation and operation of the model as a two year
pilot program.

How does the Enrichment Resource Team operate as a network? Explain howthis
differs from other managementteams.

Developstrategies for networking enrichmentresources within the community.

Suggeststrategies for creating ownership for the LES modelby parents, teachers.
community and students.

Explain howthe affective developmentofthe gifted adolescent can be encouraged
through LES.

Whatare the characteristics of “teacher as facilitator” ? How can these characteris-

tics be developed?
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Summary

The Purdue Three-Stage Enrichment
Model for Gifted Education at the
Elementary Level

he Purdue Three-Stage Model was developedfor the
purposeof providing a foundation for the enrichment

of gifted elementary students. Goals of the model include
the development and maintenance of goodself-concepts,
the stimulation of abilities of bright students by providing
opportunities for interaction, and independent work in
challenging areas.

Stage I of the Model, The Developmentof Divergent
and Convergent Thinking Skills, focuses on fluency, flex-
ibility, originality and elaboration, decision-making, fore-
casting, and related skills. Activities are selected which
prepare a student to deal with questions for which there
may be a numberof possible answers or questions which
require reaching the correct or best solution. Stage II, The
Development of Creative Problem Solving Skills, provides
opportunities for students to learn a variety of techniques
and strategies which maybe applied in a creative problem
solving process. Students experience solving real prob-
lems which they have selected and refined. Implementa-
tion of solutions is a part of this stage. Stage III, The

Development of Independent Study Skills, allows each
student to select a topic or question for individual investi-
gation. By applying a variety of research skills, each stu-
dent develops the study and prepares a product through
whichthe results of the investigation may be shared with
an audience.

The Purdue Three-Stage Model has been imple-
mented in a numberof pull-out enrichment programsin
Indiana and other states. One such program, PACE,is a
state-validated program in Indiana. Research has sup-
ported the effectiveness of this model in developing crea-

tive thinking skills in elementary gifted students in a pull-
out program and maintaining positive self-concepts in
students participating in the program.
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The Purdue Three-Stage Enrichment
Model for Gifted Education at the
Elementary Level

G ifted and talented youth have characteristics which are uniqueordifferent from
average orless able students. For example, Renzulli et al. (1976) list the following

as characteristic of students who are very able learners:

1. Has unusually advanced vocabulary for age or grade level: uses terms in a
meaningful way: has verbal behavior characterized by “richness” of expression, elabo-
ration andfluency.

2. Possesses a large storehouse of information abouta variety of topics.
3. Has quick mastery andrecall of factual information.
4. Hasrapid insightinto cause-effect relationships: tries to discover the how and why

of things: asks many provocative questions: wants to know what makesthings (or
people) “tick.”
9. Has a ready grasp of underlying principles and can quickly make valid generaliza-

tions about events, people or things.

6. Isa keen and alert observer: usually “sees more” or “gets more” out of a story, film.
etc. than others.
7. Reads a great deal on his own, usually prefers adult level books: may show a

preference for biography, autobiography, encyclopedias, andatlases.
8. Tries to understand complicated material by separating it into its respective parts:

reasonsthings out for himself: sees logical and commonsense answers.

They alsolist the following as characteristics of highly creative students:

1. Displays a great deal of curiosity about manythings: is constantly asking questions.
2. Generates a large numberof ideas or solutions to problems and questions: often

offers unusual, unique, clever responses.
3. Is uninhibited in expressions of opinion.
4. Isa high risk taker: is adventurous and speculative.
9. Displays a good dealofintellectual playfulness: fantasizes: is often concerned with

adapting, improving and modifying institutions. objects and systems.
6. Displays a keen sense of humorand sees humorin situations that may not appear

to be humorousto others.
7. Is unusually aware of his impulses and more opento theirrational in himself; shows

emotional sensitivity.

8. Is sensitive to beauty: attends to aesthetic characteristics of things.

9. Nonconforming; accepts disorder: is not interested in details: is individualistic: does
not fear being different.
10. Criticizes constructively: is unwilling to accept authoritarian pronouncements with-
out critical examination.

These characteristics give rise to special instructional needs. Feldhusen & Wyman-
Robinson (1980) proposedthe following as special needsof gifted and talented youth:

1. Maximum achievementof basic skills and concepts.
2. Learning activities at appropriate level and pace.
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3. Experience in creative thinking and problem solving.
4. Development of convergent abilities, especially in logical deduction and conver-

gent problem solving.
5. Stimulation of imagery, imagination, spatial abilities.
6. Developmentof self-awareness and acceptance of own capacities, interests and

needs.
7. Stimulation to pursue higher level goals and aspirations (models, pressure.

standards).
8. Exposure to a variety of fields of study, art. professions and occupations.
9. Developmentof independence,self-direction and discipline in learning.
10. Experience in relating intellectually, artistically and affectively with other gifted.
creative and talented students.
11. A large fund of information aboutdiverse topics.
12. Stimulation to read and access to materials.

A majorgoalin the education of gifted and talented youth is to help them develop
their potential talents to the highest levels of accomplishment. A good education for the
gifted cannot be imposed or forced on them. Thus, a second goalis to stimulate or
motivate them to strive independently for high level achievement. In essence.this goalis
self-actualization or the developmentof each gifted person to a maximum levelof self-
fulfillment.

Rationale

he combination of characteristics, needs and goals was used as a guide in
developing the Purdue Three-Stage Modelfor gifted education at the elementary

level. The model begins with the assertion that gifted and talented children mustfirst be
assessed or identified—a process which determines the presence andlevels of special
talents and/orabilities. The critical decision to be madeis not really whether the child is
gifted or not but whetherthe talents and/orabilities are so high that special educational
provisions are necessary. A preeminent need of gifted and talented youth is for
instruction in basic subject matter at an appropriate level and pace. A third grader who

can read or do mathatthe sixth-grade level needs readinginstruction at or above the
sixth-grade level and at a brisk pace. In our Three-Stage Model. we leave this
accommodationto be carried out by the regular classroom teacherif the program takes
the form of a pullout program. However, an IEP (Individual Education Program) should

be used to plan and guide the instruction in the regular classroom.

All of the other needslisted earlier can be dealt with in a pullout/resource room
program whichinvolves the child onefull day or two half days per week. A second major
need is for the developmentof thinking skills such as those represented in Needs 3, 4
and 5. The Purdue Three-Stage Model uses Stage | as the base for teaching simpler
thinking skills such as fluency, flexibility. originality, elaboration, imagination and ques-
tion-asking and Stage II to teach more complex thinking strategies such as logical
deduction.critical thinking and creative problem solving. StageIII of the model involves
gifted children in independent. self-directed learning andproject activities to begin their
early development toward creative production in adulthood. Correlated activities in the
Purdue Three-Stage Model provide experiencesfor the developmentof self-awareness.

the stimulation of interest in higher level occupations, and enthusiasm for reading.
Through readings. discussion and other exploratory activities. gifted youth should
develop a large knowledge base. They should also experience andprofit from interac-
tion with other gifted youth in this model program. 129
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The specific characteristics can also be used to guide developmentofinstructional
activities in the Purdue Three-Stage Model. For example, we advocate the development

of exploratory reading activities as an outgrowth of the seventh learning characteristic,
“Reads a great deal on his own.” Similarly, the second creativity characteristic—
“Generates a large numberofideas or solutions to problems and questions’—leads toa
great emphasis oncreative thinking (brainstormingin particular)in all three stages of the
modelactivities. All of the other characteristics and needs have been used as guidesin
designing activities for the Purdue Three-Stage Model.

In the broadest sense, the goals of full utilization and developmentof talents and
abilities andself-actualization are over-arching guidesfor the model. Teachers are urged
to use various affective, self-concept, goal analysis and goal-setting activities in work
with gifted and talented youth. Such affective activities must, of course, be continued as
the students progress into middle school and through high schoolif a long range impact
is expected.

The Purdue Three-Stage Model is a comprehensive program when coupled with
appropriate identification techniques, the use of IEPs to specify and direct the teaching
of basic subject matter at appropriate levels and pace, and the teaching of higherlevel
thinking skills. The model is most often implemented as a pullout/resource room
program, but applications in full-time, self-contained classes for the gifted have also

been successful, as have been applications in cluster-grouped classrooms(three to five
gifted children clustered in a regular heterogeneousclassroom). It has also been used

effectively in organizing special enrichmentclasses in Saturday, summer, after-school
and before-school programs.

Genesis of the Purdue Three-Stage Model

he concept of a three-stage model wasfirst presented in 1973 by Feldhusen.
Linden and Amesas an approach to course design for university students. The

modelstressed learning ofbasic subject matterat stage one, groupactivities in problem
solving and project work at stage two andindividual projects at stage three. Feldhusen
(1980a) later elaborated on the model in the book The Three-Stage Model for
Course Design.

In 1977 Feldhusen and Kolloff began tryouts of the model with gifted and talented
youth at the elementarylevel. Thosetrials showed the model to be quite useful but in
need of some substantial revisions. With Kolloff as the first experimental instructor.
followedlater by a numberof others, the model took shape and was coded as a system
in 1979in anarticle in G/C/T. In this article Feldhusen and Kolloff (1979a) argued that

programs should begin by considering the special needs of each gifted and talented
youth. For some,the first and preeminent needis for acceleration or radical acceleration
such as early admission, grade advancement, taking reading or math with a higher
grade, condensing a three-year junior high school program into two years, taking
college courses in high schoolor early high school graduation. For others, the primary
needis for extending enrichment experiences. The Three-Stage Model, as described,is
primarily an enrichment model.

Stage I of the Purdue Three-Stage Model begins with instructional activities to
teach processthinking skills, especially fluency, flexibility, originality, elaboration, logic,
critical thinking, analysis, synthesis and evaluation. Appropriate content andbasic skills
in science, mathematics and language arts can also be taught in Stage I in conjunction

130 with the teaching of processskills in thinking.
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StageII of the modelstresses the learning of more complex andpractical strategies
and systemswhichgifted youth can use in advancedstudies and projectactivities. These
include convergent and divergent problem solving, inquiry, brainstorming, synectics,
morphological analysis and attribute listing. These are typically taught in the context of
activities presented and directed by the teacher.

Stage III provides opportunities for gifted youth to experienceself-initiated and
self-directed study projects using the thinking skills acquired in Stage I and thestrategies
learnedin StageII. These StageIII studies give gifted youth a chanceto learn therole of
adult creative achievementandto progress towardself-direction. StageIII activities grow
out of the students’ owninterests and knowledge base andserve to stimulate a deep
intrinsic interest in an area of investigation. An overview of the model is presented in
Figure 1; Figure 2 contains the goals and objectives of the model.

 

Stage|

Divergent & Convergent Thinking
Abilities

Teacher-Led Short Span Activities

Emphasis on Fluency, Flexibility,

Originality, Elaboration
Application of Skills in Various Content

Areas

Balance Between Verbal and Non Verbal

Activities

StageIl

Developmentof Creative Problem
Solving Abilities

Teacher-Led & Student-Initiated

Techniquesof Inquiry, SCAMPER

Morphological Analysis, Attribute
Listing, Synectics

Application of a Creative Problem Solving

Model

StageIll

Developmentof Independent
Learning Abilities

Student-Led, Teacher-Guided
Individual or Small Group Work on

Selected Topics |
Application of Research Methods
Preparation of Culminating Productfor an

Audience

Examples of Resources
Basic Thinking Skills (Harnadek, 1976)

NewDirections in Creativity (Renzulli &

Callahan, 1973)

Purdue Creative Thinking Program
(Feldhusen 1983)

Sunflowering (Stanish, 1977)

Examples of Resources
CPS For Kids (Stanish & Eberle, 1980)
Problems! Problems! Problems! (Gourley &

Micklus, 1982)

Design Yourself! (Hanks, Belliston, &
Edwards, 1977)

Hippogriff Feathers (Stanish, 1981)

Examples of Resources
Big Book of Independent Study (Kaplan,

Madsen, & Gould, 1976)

Self Starter Kit for Independent Study

(Doherty & Evans, 1980)

Up Periscope! (Dallas Independent
Schools, 1977)

Interest-A-Lyzer (Renzulli, 1977)

 

Figure 1. Three-Stage Model for Gifted Education 131
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Goals
1. Develop gifted students’ basic thinking abilities.

2. Help gifted students develop more adequate self-concepts by providing small group

interaction with other gifted students.

3. Help gifted students develop their intellectual and creative abilities through challenging

instructional activities.
4. Help gifted students become more independentand effective as learners.

Cognitive Objectives
Gifted students will:

. Produce multiple ideas for various cognitive tasks (Fluency) (Stage |).

. Think of a wide rangeofideasfor differing tasks (Flexibility) (Stage 1).

. Be original and create relatively unique or innovative ideas (Originality) (Stage1).

Develop basic ideas andfill in interesting and relevant details (Elaboration) (Stage|).

Ask questions whichclarify puzzling and ambiguoussituations (Clarification) (StageIl).

Use effective techniques in solving closed (single solution) and open (multiple solutions)

problems (Problem analysis) (StageII).
Evaluate alternative ideas or solutions in problem situations (Evaluation) (StageIl).

. Sense and clarify problemsin a variety of situations (Variation) (StageIl).
9. Evidence self-motivation, direction, and independencein learning and project activities

(Independence) (StageIll).

10. Synthesize ideas in independent and small group creative project activities (Synthesis)

A
A
R
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(Stage Ill).
11. Carry out an independent program of free reading at a challenging level appropriate to

the level of reading skill (Implementation) (Stages|, Il, Ill).
12. Use language effectively in speaking and writing (Effectiveness) (Stages|, Il, Ill).

 

Figure 2. Goals and Objectives of the Three-Stage Model

Feldhusen and Kolloff (1979b) and OrRico and Feldhusen (1979) elaborated on
the use of the Three-Stage Model as a vehicle for career education for gifted and
talented students. Both articles reported the results of field experiences and special
career education instructional units. Kolloff had developed a special unit on the study of
famous inventors and OrRico had developeda simulation whichcalled for analysis of
several occupations. Both werefield-tested and reported in these articles.

In 1981, Kolloff and Feldhusen presented a comprehensive report on the applica-
tion of their modelin all of the elementary schools of a county in Indiana. The school
system had adopted the model andgivenit the name PACE (Program for Academic and
Creative Enrichment). Kolloff served as the original director of the project in the county
schools. The program was evaluated extensively and selected to be a Demonstration
Project for Indiana by the Indiana Department of Public Instruction’s Division of

Innovative Education.

Gregory (1982) used the Purdue Three-Stage Modelin designing art courses for
talented students in the Purdue Super Saturday Program (Feldhusen & Sokol, 1982).

She reportedthat the modelwashighlyeffective in providing guidanceto teachers in the
art courses. Flack and Feldhusen (1983) reported on the use of the modelin teaching

132 future studies in an enrichment program for gifted youth. They described manyactivities
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which Flack hadtried out in the PACE program and which weretied to each of the three
stages.

Teachers need assistance in developing curricula for the Three-Stage Model. Both

Feldhusen and Kolloff teach courses on curriculum developmentin gifted education.
Proceduresfor developing units are presented by Feldhusen (1980b)in a chaptertitled,
“Using the Purdue Three-Stage Model for Curriculum Developmentin Gifted Educa-
tion” and in the book Reach Each You Teach by Treffinger, Hohn and Feldhusen
(1979).

Identification for the Three-Stage Model

he processof identification begins by securing nominations of students who may
be in the gifted programs. This step can be combinedwith inservice training during

the first iteration of the identification process. Since identification is a continuous
process, repeated eachyear, later iterations may involvelittle further need for inservice
training as teachers become moreskilled in identifying the gifted.

Thefirst step may be viewed as the process of securing nomineesfor a program.
Figure 3 provides a framework of tests and measurements which will all be involved at
one time or anotherin the identification process. For the purposesof this first step,
several instruments and proceduresare used.

 

Standardized Tests Nominations and Recommendations

Intelligence school Personnel

Creativity Parents
Achievement Peers

Aptitude Self

Checklists, Rating Scales, Questionnaires Biographical Information

School Personnel School Records

Parents Biographical Inventories

Peers Interviews

Self Parental Questionnaires

 

Figure 3. Types of Tests for Identifying Gifted, Creative and Talented

First, for the intellectually gifted, we searchintelligence test records and nominate
all children with IQ’s of 120 and over. There is no magic numberhere, but if we must rely

on grouptests with low score ceilings, 120 seems a reasonable cutting point. Teachers
may also nominate those whom they believe to be gifted and,if resources are adequate,
they can betested individually for intelligence.

Next, we search the most recent achievement test scores and nominate children
who have scored at or above the 95th percentile in one or more of the broad

achievementareas such as mathematics, languagearts, reading, science, social studies
or study skills. The culmination of thefirst step is to assemble a list of nominees and to
begin a summarysheet for each nominee. Figure illustrates a sample summary data
sheet. It can be adapted to include the information gathered in any school. 133
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Teacher Grade _ School

Name (Or Identification Number)

Address

Parent Name Phone

Grades:

Language Arts

Mathematics

Social Studies

Science

 

 

 

 

Standardized Achievement Test Scores

Language Arts

Reading

Mathematics

Social Studies

Science

 

 

 

 

 

Torrance Checklist of Creative Positives 

Renzulli Scale Scores

Learning Characteristics

Creativity Characteristics

Motivation Characteristics

 

 

 

IQ Nameof Test 

Other Supporting Information

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4. Worksheet for Identifying Gifted Children

The second step calls for the gathering of further information on nominees.In
someschools, aptitude or cognitive abilities testing may be possible and.if so, should be
secured for all nominees. Alternatively, these test results, if in the files. can be usedin
step three to identify nominees. The majoractivity in the secondstepis to secure teacher

ratings of nominees. The Scales for Rating the Behavioral Characteristics of

Superior Students (Renzulli et al. 1976) are recommended. Minimally, the scales for
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learning, motivation andcreativity should be used.Ideally the scales for leadership,art,
music and drama should also be secured from teachers who know the nomineesin
those areas. Teachers must, of course, have inservice training in the use of these scales
to assure adequatereliability in their ratings.

Several excellent new rating scales for use in identifying gifted, creative, and
talented students have been developed by Male and Perrone (1979a, 1979b). Their
scales cover the following areas of ability: creativity, learning, leadership, convergent
thinking, goal-related thinking, social skills, divergent/creative thinking, affective think-
ing and physical skills. These areall rating scales which can be used by teachers or other
professional school personnel to evaluate perceivedabilities of the gifted. The authors of
these scales have done a goodjobin all aspects of scale development.

In schools enrolling large numbers of students from minority and economically
disadvantaged homes, we recommenduse of Torrance’s Checklist of Creative Positives
(1969). The scale is useful in identifying youngsters with creative, expressive potentials.
Further information for this second step can be secured from schoolrecords, biographi-
cal inventories or interviews. The interview can be especially useful in assessing
children’s motivation to participate in a special program.

The third step calls for synthesis of the data or information and the tentative
identification of students to be in the program. Figure 4 is a model which can be used to
assemble all the information which has been gathered.It is best to prepare one such
form for each nominee.

The fourth step is to select gifted, creative and talented youngsters for the
programs. We advocate that a committee of teachers, a principal and the program
coordinator be organized to makethe final professional judgment of which students
have special need to be in the program. The criterion scores for nominationin thefirst
step can be used as guides in makingfinal selections. It is expected that the program
coordinatorwill guide the committee to avoid potential biases.

In the final selection, it is most productive if the use of rigid cut-off scores can be
avoided. The ideal program wouldincludeall students who need enrichment opportu-
nities as a part of their educational program. This recommendation suggestsflexibility in
the numberof students selected for program activities. Many programsestablish a fixed

numberof participants for each class, but this may result in the exclusion of qualified
students or the acceptance of individuals who do not meetthecriteria.

Following the selection process, an IEP or Growth Plan should be developed for
each student selected. The IEP can specify not only the Three-Stage program as one
experience but also other in-schoolactivities such as Future Problem Solving, Olympics
of the Mind, or Junior Great Books and out-of-school activities in the arts, museum

programs, mentoring, etc. Figure 5 presents a simplified IEP which can be used at any
gradelevel to plan programsfor gifted and talented youth.

At the end of the identification process we urge that special attention be paid to
borderline cases of children who were not selected but who may nevertheless be viewed
by one or more teachers as having special talent orability. Full discussion of such cases
mayleadto their inclusion in the program,atleast on a trial basis. 135
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In most schoolsystemsit will take several years to achieve efficiency and accuracy
in the identification process. It is important that there be re-examination and improve-
mentof the process each year. Children who have beenidentified in previous years and
who have performed well in programs should not have to undergo the process each

year. After the first year, the major effort turns to the assessmentof newarrivals, to the
re-examination of borderline cases who werenot selected in previous years, and to the
evaluation of children who have beenin the program.

 

Nameof Student

Grade Level Period Covered

 

 

Special Talents, Strengths

 

 

 

Weaknesses, Remedial Needs

 

 

 

RecommendedProgram Services or Options

School-Related

 

 

 

Extra-School

 

 

 

Specific Learning Objectives

 

 

 

RecommendedEvaluation Checkpoint
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The Three-Stage Model for Gifted Education

he Three-Stage Model has achieved its widest acceptance as a frameworkfor
pullout classes. The organization of the modellendsitself to implementation in the

elementary grades and the three distinct stages can be integrated effectively into a
schoolyear.

Once the identification and selection process has been completed, the students are

grouped for instruction. The groups are flexible in terms of size and composition;
however, the typical group consists of eight to twelve students at the same gradelevel.
This size permits individual attention to the needs of the students and allows close
interaction in the independent study stage. Whenstudents at the same gradelevels are
groupedtogether, scheduling of pullout classes may be facilitated.

Thefirst few weeks of the program focus on Stage I where the emphasis is on basic

thinking skills, particularly the major componentsof creative thinking.Initial activities
are selected by the teacher to develop fluency,flexibility, originality, and elaboration.

Theactivities can be based in science, mathematics, language arts, social studies andart
and draw uponspatial, verbal or oral modes of expression. Amongthe specific skills
taught is brainstorming: guidelines are presented in Figure 6. Students who have not

 

Rules:

Quantity of ideasisinitially the goal.

Criticism and evaluation are deferred.

. Wild, imaginative ideas are acceptable.

. Hitchhiking on others’ ideas is encouraged.

. All ideas are written down or recorded for future evaluation.

. After all ideas are generated, evaluation against appropriate criteria takes place.

. Students learn to contribute ideas succinctly.

. Students learn to give each participant a chanceto present ideas.O
N
O
n
A
W
D
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Figure 6. Brainstorming

been encouraged to think divergently—to think of many ideas, to produce original
responses—often begin the project unawarethat there can be many “correct” answers
to a question or that the unusual responseis to be valued. The processes incorporated in
Stage I are designed to make students comfortable with divergence. Stage I should also
include some work on logical and critical thinking as illustrated in Mind Benders
(Harnadek, 1981) and Critical Thinking (Harnadek, 1976). Thereis value in teaching
the skills of good questioning, imagery, and the higherlevels of the Bloom Taxonomy

(1956) in Stage I. Students in the program should also be taught to understand the

psychological meaningofall these processesso that they can better master and control
use of the different modesof thinking. Throughoutthe school year, Stage I activities are
introduced as warm-up andreinforcements of these thinking skills. Activities such as
boundary breakers (Sisk, 1975) are excellent warm-upsofthis type. A brief summaryof
divergentthinkingabilities is presented in Figure 7. 137
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1. Fluency How many ideas can you come up with? Fluency is the numberof

responseswhich are relevant and not repeated within thelist.

2. Flexibility Can youthink of another category or another wayof looking at the idea?

Flexibility is the numberof shifts to other ways of looking at the question.

3. Originality Can youthink of an idea that no one else has come up with? Originality is
the uniquenessof a response.

4. Elaboration Can you add to your ideas? Elaboration is the developmentof an idea by

adding descriptive details or relating it to other ideas.

 

Figure 7. Basic Abilities Involving Divergent Thinking

Using Stage I as a foundation, the second phase of the model begins with the
introduction of techniques and strategies employed in creative problem solving. Al-
thoughinitial practice of brainstorming andlistmakingis incorporatedinto Stage I. Stage
Il begins with the exploration of a variety of approachesto creative problem solving.
Eachis introducedin the context of a problem to besolved.A specific techniqueis then
applied to the problem,giving students an opportunity to practice the particular strategy
in an isolated problem situation while receiving guidance and feedback. Morphological
analysis, synectics, attribute listing and inquiry are amongthe creative problem solving
techniquesintroduced in this manner.

The culmination of StageII is the application of a creative problem solving model to
a real problem. A model for creative problem solving (CPS) is introduced and the
students are guided through the steps on a practice problem identified or selected by
them. Often the problem is one commonly found in school. such as fighting on the
playgroundorlitter in the lunchroom.A creative problem solving modelis presentedin
Figure 8. The model showsthe cognitive operations required at eachstagein theleft
margin.

Small groups of five to seven are most effective for using the creative problem
solving process. This encourages each individual to participate. After grouping the
students, the resource teacher explains each of the six steps of the CPS model and
guides the students as they practice. Problem sensing allows students to brainstorm
responses to a question representing general problems. After listing many of these
problems, students narrow downandselect the mostcritical ones. Fluency. deferred
judgment and evaluation—important brainstorming processes—are applied in this
step.

Stage II, problem analysis, encourages discussion and elaboration of the selected
problem. By sharingillustrations of the problem. the group achieves a clearer under-
standing of the situation: members of the group reach a common understandingofthe
problem. At this point, it is appropriate to formulate the problem as a question—the
next step in the CPS process—prefaced by the phrase “How can we... ?” This
enables the students to focus on a clearly defined. personalized problem.

Oftenit is necessary to do research onthetopic in orderto gain factual information
which mayfurther clarify aspects of the problem or contribute to a solution. This may
meana trip to thelibrary, an interview with an expert. a survey of recent newspaper
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Processes

Fluency

Flexibility

Originality

Deferred Judgment

Analysis
Evaluation

Synthesis

Fluency

Flexibility

Analysis
Originality

Synthesis
Elaboration

Evaluation

Synthesis

Evaluation

Originality
Flexibility
Evaluation

IV.

Vi.

Problem Generation

A. Whatare the problems our community will be facing during the

next few years? Brainstorm problem identification

. Problem Analysis and Clarification
Whatareillustrations of the problem?

Whatare things that cause the problem?

. Whatare further problems caused by the problem?

. What are attributes, characteristics or dimensions of the

problem?

C
O
D
>

Problem Identification
A. Restate the problem after Step II discussion.

B. State the problem as a question: “How canwe... ?”

Idea Finding

A. What do we know?

B. What information sources can we use?

C. What could we do?

D. Whatcreative thinking techniques are appropriate?
1. Synectics

2. Attribute Listing

3. Forced Association

Synthesizing A Solution

A. Pick out the best elements from StageIV.
B. Put together a solution.

C. Doesit fit the problem?

Planning The Impiementation
Whowill do what?

How? When? Where?

Whatare the steps?
Whatobstaclesarelikely to arise?

How can we convince others?

How can weevaluate the effectiveness of the solution?T
™
M
O
O
W
P
>

 

Figure 8. Creative Problem Solving Model

articles or a phonecall to a local agency. This expanded view of the problem question

prepares the students to embark ontheideafinding step.It is at this point that a search
for solutions begins. Brainstorming ideas for solving the problemis first step in idea
finding followed by the identification of a variety of possible techniques, such as
morphological analysis (Feldhusen & Treffinger. 1980), synectics (Gordon & Poze.
1979) and SCAMPER(Eberle. 1977).

After the application of appropriate problem solvingstrategies, students look over

the suggested solutions andselect the best one or synthesize the elements which make
the best solution. The solution is then compared to the problem statementto seeifit fits.
Additionally, it is often a good idea to have a “reality check” to determine whether the
identified solution could actually be implemented. 139
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Thefinal step is planning the implementation of the solution and determining the
necessary steps in the process. Criteria must also be established to evaluate the
effectiveness of the solution. Attention is given to the progression through the steps so
that sufficient timeis allocatedto critical steps such as solution finding and so that no step
receives a disproportionate amount of time. Early in the process, small groups of
students are guided through each step with the resource teacherdirecting their efforts
and monitoring the amount of time spent on each aspect of the process. Once the
groupsare experienced problem solvers, they can undertake the processwithlittle or no
supervision.

Inexperienced or younger students in grades K-3 may benefit from having the
problem statementpresented to them in simplified form. Feldhusen and Moore( 1979)
developed this format for creative problem solving, tested it in overfifty primary
classrooms, and foundit to be highly successful in teaching this process. Older, more
experienced problem solvers can use the more complex model presentedin Figure8,
but youngerstudents should begin with the simplified model presentedin Figure 9.

 

1. Problem Generation: Children brainstorm problems which face students in their school.

2. The group evaluatesthe list, discusses the problems, selects the three most serious or
important andthen selects the one most important. Thenit clarifies the problem andstates
the problem as a question.

3. The group brainstorms solutions to the problem, following the same rules as above.
Solutions can befull or partial ways of solving the problem.

4. The grouptakesthe ideas presented in phase three and creates a synthesis for a solution.
The solution might be eclectic, but it should hang together. They select out the best
elements from phasethree.

S. The group develops a plan for implementing the solution. Who, where, how, when? They
then write the plan and turnit in for teacher evaluation.

 

Figure 9. A Simplified CPS Model

StageIII beginsafter twelve to sixteen sessions oncreative problem solving. Topics
raised and discussed during Stage II may lead to ideas for independent study. The
purposefor this componentof the modelis to allow gifted students to pursue an area of
interest and study it independently. A suggested sequence of steps in the processis
presented in Figure 10.

 

Selection and narrowing of topic

Identification of possible resources

Formulation of questions to be answered

Information gathering

Synthesis of findings

Developmentof final product
Presentation of study to an audience

EvaluationO
N
O

W
N
D
M
=

 

Figure 10. Steps in StageIII
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Selection and narrowing of a topic are amongthe mostdifficult aspects of the study

as gifted students struggle in their search for generalareas of interest and appropriate

specificity in their final selection. One method ofassisting students in defining their

interests is the use of the Interest-A-Lyzer (Renzulli, 1977). Once the areais defined,

questionsare formulated. These questions becomethe basesfor the independent study.

Anotherearly consideration is the availability of sufficient resources to begin the study.

The next step, then, is to identify possible sources of information and to make a

determination as to their appropriateness for answering the core questions of the

independent study. Figure 11 is a list of information sources which will encourage

students to consider a wide variety of resources. Information gathering and background

reading consumea greatdealof time during the next phase of the independent study.It

is at this point where guidance is needed to assist the young gifted child in locating,

acquiring and organizing the information.

 

Libraries Senior Citizen Organizations Industries
Museums Travel Agencies Hospitals
Government Offices Nature Centers Artists

Historical Associations Bookstores Laboratories

Radio & TV Stations Universities & Colleges NewspaperOffices

Greenhouses Local Agencies Art Galleries

Courts Yellow Pages Graphic/Print Shops

Architectural Firms Local Businesses
 

Figure 11. Sources of Informationfor Stage ITI

Various resource skills become necessary and importantearly in this phase ofstudy.

Using the library is often the first step in gathering background information. The

assistance of the librarian-media specialist may be enlisted during this stage to instruct

small groups or individuals in the use of library resources. The elementary age gifted

student will need skills that are usually taught to older students. The encyclopedia is

often the first (and perhapsthe only) sourceof information identified by students. While

this reference may serve as aninitial resource for some areas of study, students must be

guided to go beyondthe encyclopedia and discoveratlases, almanacs, biographies and

the many other reference materials available in the library. One technique which has

proved successfulin acquainting students with the wide variety oflibrary resourcesis the

scavenger hunt. The resource teacher andthelibrarian may cooperatively design list

of questions which can be answered by using the materials located in the library.

A problem which frequently occurs with gifted students, particularly in the upper

elementary grades.is the limitations of an elementary schoollibrary. The topics selected

by these students may bescientifically or futuristically oriented or may be narrowedto

the degree that information is not available in the schoollibrary. If junior high or high

schools are located near the elementary school. asis often the case, students may seek

information there. College or university libraries and public libraries are also possible

sources of information on the topics.

Anotherskill needed by these students is the use of the card catalog. Before

attempting to locate the topic orarea ofstudy in the catalog,it is best that studentslist all

the possible keywords which may point them to the information.At this point, students

should also be instructed in the cataloging system ofthe library. Younggifted students 141
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maylocate a bookin the card catalog but mayfail to find it on the shelf because they are
not familiar with the Dewey Decimal System orthe Library of Congress System.

The Reader's Guide to Periodical Literature is an aid to many students
researching current topics. The librarian and resource teacher should instruct the
students in the use of this reference. Again, having key words prepared aheadoftime
will help students use the Reader’s Guide moreefficiently. Libraries now contain much
more than books andfilmstrips. The availability of multi-media kits, microfiche, self-
instructional programs for the computer and other materials is widespread. In many
schools, students are using computerdata basesto gather information from libraries and
clearinghousesall over the country.

Once information is located, other skills become important. Students must be
helped to sort through the available information to locate that whichwill contribute to
their studies. The use of the table of contents and the index should be reviewed with the
students. Skills of skimming books andarticles to locate information thatwill contribute
to the topic, rather than reading the entire source, will usually have to be taught.
Methodsof recording information are important. Note-taking, paraphrasing and sum-
marizing will be necessary skills as students collect information.It is most helpfulif they
are taught to use notecards on which they record both the information in paraphrased
language and the source ofthat information.

A problem sometimes encounteredatthis time is student reluctance to engagein
backgroundreading.A fifth grade student, even thoughgifted, may feel overwhelmed
whenfaced with five books relating to the chosen topic, some of which may be at
difficult reading levels. This seems an insurmountable task, and students sometimes
wantto circumvent this step. The resource teacher should assist by helping students
identify important sections or chapters which relate mostclearly to the topic of the study.

Another approach to independentstudy is the experimental research study. This
mayinvolve designing an experiment, developing a survey instrument, gathering and
analyzing the results and communicating the findings. The basic research design models
andthe researchskills which gifted students need to learn are presented in Figure 12. As
a prelude to conducting research, gifted students mustalso learn good questioningskills.
A list of questioningskills used in the design of a research study are presented in Figure
13. These skills have usually been presented andpracticed in StageIl as a part of inquiry
methodsandcreative problem solving. A review and application to the StageIII topic
maybeall that is needed to get the studentstarted.

 

Designs: Experimental Skills: Observing
Correlational Formulating and Testing Hypotheses
Historical Interviewing
Descriptive Constructing Questionnaires
Case Study Surveying

Action Sampling

Developmental Tabulating and Analyzing Data
Storing and Retrieving Data
Communicating
Constructing Charts and Graphs
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. Analyzing an ambiguoussituation

. Asking questions whichyield useful information

. Clarifying the problem

. Testing hypotheses

. Evaluating possible solutions

Drawing conclusions

. Using information elicited by other studentsN
O
O
R
W
N
D

=

 

Figure 13. Questioning Skills

Otherskills which may be used during StageIll are letter writing, telephoning and
interviewing. Teachers often assumeincorrectly that gifted students know howto carry
out these communicationtasks. It is helpful to provide an example of a businessletter for
students to use as a model. Students making telephonecalls for information orto set up
an appointmentfor an interview may need suggestions for telephone procedures. In
preparing for an interview, a student may need guidance in preparing questions and
proceduresfor an interview. A form to assist students in preparation for these activitiesis
presented in Figure 14. Tape recording an interview maybe helpful to the student later

in reviewinginterviewingskills. Of course, the student should have permission from the
individual being interviewedto record the interview.

 

Topic

Person Interviewed

Title

Date

Time

Place

 

 

 

 

 

 

Telephone

In Person

Taped

Questions To Ask:

1.

2

3.

4

9D

Other Possible Sources:

 

Figure 14. Interview Form forStageIll 143
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Therole of the resource teacher then becomesthatofa facilitator while students are
conducting their Stage Ill research activities. Ideally, the resource teachers and the
library-media specialist will work closely in a partnership for the benefit of students
engaged in StageIII. Two excellent resources for Stage Ill are The Big Book of
Independent Study (Kaplan, Madsen, & Gould, 1976) and the Self-Starter Kit for
Independent Study (Doherty & Evans, 1980).

Throughout the course of the study, plans are considered for the appropriate
synthesis of knowledge and presentation to an audience. Thelist in Figure 15 can be
used to remind students of the different forms of product. Other significant learnings
may occur during this aspect of the independent study. Media production, art and
graphic techniques may be employedasfinal products are developed and students have
opportunities to explore a variety of ways to share their findings. It is important that
students carefully plan their products and presentationsso that they are well organized.
With the assistance of the art teacher or media coordinator, students can learn about
techniquesfor layout of displays, lettering, cover design and related graphics methods.

 

Model Filmstrip Blueprints

Diorama Puzzle Book

Poster Newspaper short Story
Computer program Legislation Invention

Simulation Multi-media production Sculpture

Video-tape Diagram Dance
Audio-tape Demonstration Puppet show
Slides Mobile Game

Photographs Poem Display

Play Painting Collage
Letter Musical composition Cartoon

Diary Commercial Comicstrip

Chart Skit Journalarticle
Film Graph Map

 

Figure 15. Products for StageIII

Oral presentations should be rehearsed before being shared with an audience.
Specifically, introductory statements should be written out and note cards prepared so
that the presentation is fluent and complete. Upper elementary students should be

encouraged to memorize their note cards. There are many other ways of sharing the
findings of a study. A gifted student may create a slide-tape production, an artistic
rendering, a film or a newspaper article. Each student must determine the most
appropriate vehicle for presenting the results of the study.

Selection of an appropriate audience for the presentation may be done coopera-
tively by the student and the resource teacher Outside of school. there may be
organizations in the community which can serve as potential audiences such aslocal
cable channels, newspapers, galleries, historical societies and governmental groups.
Publishers,state legislatures and professional associations are examples of higher level
audiences appropriate for somegifted youth’s presentations.
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Stage Ill is the difficult yet rewarding culmination of a series of hierarchically
designed activities. For most gifted students it represents a new venture, and while they
are excited at the prospects, there may be some problem areas along the way. Some
youngor inexperienced students are reluctantto select a topic or problem whichis new
to them,preferring to study an area or question about which they already know great
deal. Guiding the student to a related but unexplored topic is the role of the resource
teacher. Occasionally a studentwill try to skip over the investigation and information
gathering steps and begin immediately on the developmentof a final product. This may
be an indication that the student is overwhelmed by the amountof information available
or uncertain about how to obtain the information. Therole of the teacherin this situation
is to assess the readinessof the studentto use the information gathering methodsand to
plan with the studentthe specific steps which must be taken. Sometimes there may also
be a student whois unwilling to bring a project to culmination. Such a student may be
fearful of submitting the final product to an audience for evaluation or of acknowledging
the study as a finished work. The teachercan assist by establishing deadlines with the
student and by encouraging the student to complete the study.

Some Examples ofProgram Activities

An example of a StageIII independent study topic will be presented next. A sixth
grade student, Jon, sought to answer questions about how a hospice program
functioned in his community and to explain the roles of the various people involved ina

hospice. Thefinal goal of his study was to prepare a product which could be shared with

several audiences. Thefirst step was to locate and assimilate general background
material on the hospice movement. Armed with this information, Jon contacted the
hospice program associated with the local hospital. He arranged an interview with the
hospice staff and prepared a series of questions which he would ask. Realizing the
potential impact of the responses, he arranged to videotape the interview. Since one of
the most critical aspects of the hospice program is the volunteer component, Jon

contacted two volunteers and set up an informal conversation between them which was
also videotaped. In this discussion, Jon intended that feelings and emotions of the
volunteers would emerge to complementthe factual information from the professional
hospice staff.

Videotaping the interviewsallowedthis sixth grade student to combinehis interest
in hospice with a longstanding desire to learn about video productions. Working with a
high school junior in the role of a mentor, Jon learned about the equipment used for
videotaping as well as the importance of preplanning the interview so that the technical
aspects could be coordinated. Following the taping, Jon workedin the studio participat-
ing in the editing process and preparing histitles. The finished product, which was
shown to school and community groups and potential hospice volunteers, reflected

Jon’s involvement and growth in many cognitiveskills.

Let us nowvisit three typical classes during the implementation of the Three-Stage
Model in an elementary pullout program. Thefirst visit occurred about two weeksinto
the program and began with a warm-upactivity. The resource teacher instructed the
students to make list of yellow foods. She told the students that they should befluent
andtry to list as many responsesas possible. After five minutes, students stopped and
counted the total numberof responses they produced. Totals ranged from 14 to 32.
Each student marked an individual graph which charted progress in the creative
thinking componentsoffluency,flexibility and originality. The students were then asked
to categorize their lists of yellow foods, determining as many possible conceptual
classifications as possible. Categories such as fruits. vegetables, drinks, desserts and 145
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dairy products were proposed. Thenthe teacher introduced the term flexibility. Some-
one had listed only yellow fruits. The teacher pointed out that that reflected less
flexibility than listing fruits, drinks, vegetables and desserts. The teacher also asked
students to see if anyone had a foodlisted which did not appear on any otherlist. A
pineapple popsicle and saffron rice were the two original responses given by two
students.

For the next activity, the teacherdistributed a series of 8 x 10 pictures of which
only a small area was revealed. The remainder of each picture was masked with
construction paper. Theteacher selected several Norman Rockwell printsforthis activity
and distributed them amongthe students. Each student wrote one or two paragraphs
based on the small portion of the picture which could be seen. After sharing the
paragraphsorally, the students looked at the whole picture and comparedtheirearlier
perceptions to what wasultimately revealed.

The remaining portion of the class session focused on a lesson from the Purdue
Creative Thinking Program (Feldhusen, 1983). A taped dramatization from the life of
Amelia Earhart was played. The tape includeda brief discussion of a principle of creative
thinking, and follow-up activities provided an opportunity for the application of this
principle.

These andsimilar Stage I activities occur early in the implementation of the Three-
Stage Model. They have in commonthe fact that they focus on the developmentof
creative thinking abilities using a variety of contexts and content areas. The activities are
relatively short span and are selected and directed by the teacher. Over a period of
several weeks, gifted students become comfortable as they use both convergent and
divergentthinking skills and become ready to build on this foundation.

A class working in Stage II a month later was engagedin activities which focus on
problem solvingskills. The students were spending muchoftheir time working in groups
to practice strategies which apply to the process of problem solving. Previous sessions
had introduced inquiry and SCAMPERtechniques (Eberle, 1977). Morphological
analysis (Feldhusen & Treffinger, 1980) was the topic for the next twoclass sessions.
After a brief warm-upactivity from Stage I, the resource teacher introduced morphologi-
cal analysis as a techniquefor creative problem solving. The students were challenged to
create a new fast food sandwich. After determining the necessary components of a
sandwich, the students madelengthylists of possible sandwich outsides, insides and
condiments. Each student then developed a new combination ofingredients to make an
original sandwich. Elaborating on these solutions, students gave each sandwich a name.
As a group,the class proposedcriteria against which their products could be evaluated.
In preparation for the next class session, students began to create advertisements for
their sandwiches. Songs, jingles, slogans and postersfilled the classroom. For the next
meeting, the students actually made their sandwiches and presented them for evalua-
tion by the class. Each sandwich was accompanied by the advertisement, and a ‘Fast
Food of the Future” award was presented. Morphological analysis or putting together
elements in new combinations, had beenintroduced to these gifted students. They had
also had an opportunity to apply the strategy in a motivating activity. Later in StageII,
they would have other opportunities to use the technique, and whenthecreative
problem solving model wasintroduced, morphological analysis would be a part of the
idea finding step.

Stage II emphasizes the developmentof strategies for creative problem solving.
Studentsgain familiarity with a variety of problem solving processes which they practice
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using sample problems. Small groups work togetherin Stage II. The activities in Stage Il
are of longer duration and have more continuity than those of Stage I. In preparation for
StageIII, students explore creative problem solving topics leading to individualinterests
which may be pursuedin the independent study phase of the model.

Stage III begins between three and four monthsinto the implementation of the
model. In a class engaged in StageIll activities, students were working individually on
the various aspects of their studies. The group had moved from the classroom to the
library for this meeting. One boy had been reading aboutthelife of the composer,
Beethoven. Charlie was looking for clues to the inspiration for Beethoven’s music
because he wasplanning to composea piece of music as a part of his study. Next to him
at the table, Rachel was using several magazines and newspaperarticles to write
questions for a survey on drunkdriving. She surveyedstudents at several grade levels to

determinetheir attitudes and knowledge about alcoholandits effects.

At the word processor, Erin waswriting letters to several agencies requesting up-to-
date figures on endangered species. Nearby, Beth previeweda filmstrip that shows some
future predictions madein the late 1940’s. She examinedthese predictions to see which
of them had occurred. Heranalysis also included an assessmentof the accuracy of the
predictions. The final step for Beth was to formulate somepredictions of her own based
on trends that she has observed and read about.

Pete was preparing for an interview with a geneticist. His questions were based on
the background reading he had completed. His tasks were to make the phonecall to set
up the appointment and to showhis interview questions to the resource teacher.

American architecture was the subject of David’s independent study. He had
obtained several booksfrom a university library and was using a copy stand and camera
to make a setofslidesto illustrate a talk he had prepared.

Two students from this group had gone to use the high schoollibrary. The
elementary library had limited information on their topics: the hospice movement and
careers in the medical sciences.

The resource teacher was instructing two students in the use of the Reader’s
Guide. Another student, Sara, was reviewing her contract prior to meeting with the
resource teacher. Sara was having difficulty making progress with her study. She had
selected solar homesashertopic and had located materials which were too difficult for
her. She wasalso frustrated by herinability to decide on a formatfor a final project. The
resource teachertalked with her, suggesting other sources of information which might
not require as much reading. Together they went over an extensivelist of possible
products to help Sara get some ideas of ways in which shecould share herproject.

During StageIII, students primarily work independently on the subject of their
choice. The study involves application of many information gathering skills and meth-

odsof investigation. The culmination of StageIII is a product which communicatesto an
audience what the student has learned. The resource teacher monitors the progress of
eachindividual student through the use of contracts and conferences. StageIll takes the
majority of time for the rest of the school year. Some studies are more involved and
complex and maytake longer than others. and students may beat different phases of
project development.

Young or inexperienced students may be introduced to StageIII by having small
groups of students work together on an area of study. Often the resource teacherwill 147
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propose a broadtopic allowing students to select an aspect of the larger topic to pursue
individually or in small groups. A single topic allows the teacher to guide the study and
focus on the skills needed by the students.

Thereis a great dealofflexibility in the implementations of the Three-Stage Model.
During the first year of the program, more time will be spent on the processes
comprising Stage I than in subsequentyears. The application of the creative problem
solving process may beallotted more time after the first year Finally, Stage III may
involve much more time and more complex research after the students have been ina
program for several years and are familiar with the skills and processes of independent
study.

Inservice Trainingfor Teachers

Proper implementation of the Purdue Three-Stage Model calls for substantial
inservice training for teachers. Such training can take the form of both college credit
courses and non-credit workshops. In states such as Indiana where teacherlicensing in
gifted education has been enacted, muchofthe training of teachers can be incorporated
in the courses required for the endorsement.

During the early phases of program implementations, awareness workshops are
neededforall teachers to acquaint them with the nature and needsof gifted students
and to teach them about the forms and applications of program models in the United
States. Itis also anticipated that such workshopswill foster favorable attitudes toward the

emerging program among the teachers. In many schools such inservice training is
carried out at the same time that a formal needs-assessment is being conducted to
determine the attitudes and perceptions of teachers, parents, administrators, students
and community members toward the potential program.

Anotherearly needis to prepare teachersfortheir role in the identification process.
They need to learn about the nature and characteristics of gifted and talented students
and how to complete rating scales such as GIFTS (Male & Perrone, 1979a), Scalesfor
Rating the Behavioral Characteristics ofSuperiorStudents (Renzulli et al. 1976)
or the Checklist of Creative Positives (Torrance, 1969). This inservice training
should include opportunities to try out the scales on real cases and to discuss differences
among ratings. Teachers may also be expected to provideinitial nominations of students
for the gifted program, andfor this role they need special inservice training to become
awareof the behavioral signs which indicate that a student has superiortalent orability
In this nomination process, teachers have a special need to learn how to distinguish
betweenchildren who showsignsof superiortalent or ability and those who exhibit the
“good student” social behaviors. The latter behave in ways that please teachers. They
are neat and courteous, doall assignments on time, and show enthusiasm for school.
Teachers often mistake these behaviors for signs of giftedness.

Inservice education must also focus on curriculum developmentfor all teachers
who workwith gifted students. Whatwill be taught? When? How? How fast? Much time
must be spent learning how to develop a curriculum. The broad sequence for several
years andthe specific activities for tomorrowareall a part of curriculum. Planning a unit
on volcanoes, second degree equations, the American judicial system, the life of
Margaret Meador magnetism involveslearning howto write objectives, how to organize

and sequenceactivities, how to test and/or evaluate and howto find the appropriate
published instructional material. Teachers who are developing curricula need to know
how to incorporate training in such process skills as the Bloom Taxonomy (1956),
Talents Unlimited (Taylor, 1974) or Williams’ Cognitive and Affective Dimensions
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(1970). Excellent guidelines are available for the curriculum development process

(Kaplan, 1979; Maker, 1982; Treffinger, Hohn, & Feldhusen, 1979), but teachers need

much guidance and timein inservice training to learn how to develop a properly
differentiated curriculum for gifted students.

Inservice education of an advanced nature is also needed in the areas of tests,
assessments and evaluation. Teachers need to learn howtheprinciples of measurement
relate to teaching the gifted, what tests are available, and how to use them, how to

evaluate tests, and how to carry out individual assessments in preparation for writing
growthplansandfor planningclassactivities. Training in this area most often requires a
college credit course and an instructor trained in measurement theory. The course
should cover both individual student evaluation and program evaluation.

Inservice training for teachers is a continuous process which must deal with new
and emerging topics such as Future Problem Solving, Olympics of the Mind, Imagery,
Left Brain/Right Brain Dominance, Metacognitive Skills and Counseling the Gifted.
Thus, a comprehensive program must deal with not only the basic topics but also the
new concepts emergingin thefield. Inservice training has been a continuous processin
relation to the Three-Stage Model. Teachers haveparticipated regularly and annually.
Their inservice work in curriculum has resulted in a large teaching manualof tried and
tested activities (PACE, 1981). This curriculum inservice training has also focused on the
published materials in gifted education, their selection and evaluation.

Inservice training of both a noncredit workshopnature andascollege credit courses
is fundamentalto the success of the Purdue Three-Stage Model. We believe thatit is also
ideal to have a state licensing endorsement program in gifted education to stimulate
teachers to acquire higherlevel training. Some secondary programs have also adopted
our Three-Stage Model. Secondary teachers also needintensive training in how to
teach math,science, social studies or English to the gifted. It should be recognized that
inservice training is a continuous, long-range process through which weseekdifferenti-
ated approachesto teaching gifted and talented youth.

Coordination With Regular Classroom

A commoncriticism of resource room/pullout programs is that the student’s
giftedness andtalent is attended to briefly in the program time andtotally neglected in
the mainstream classroom experience. There is a special need to identify the achieve-
mentlevels and basic skills of gifted youth and to speed up the pace ofinstruction for
them in all their studies. Thus, we have advocated from the beginning of the develop-
ment of the Three Stage Model that resource teachers take theinitiative in establishing
liaison with regular classroom teachers and seek ways to provide continuity of experi-
ence between the resource room andthe regular classroom. To that end, we begin by

urging that the resource teacherbeitinerant and that a resource room beestablishedin
each elementary building. If the children are bussed to a central resource room,
coordination with regular teachersis difficult. We also advocate that there be substantial
inservice training for regular classroom teachers so they can learn their role in serving
gifted students in the regular classroom and understandbetter the goals andactivities of

the resource room.

Resource room teachers should try to coordinate the arrangement of time when
gifted students are pulled out so that there is minimal disruption for regular teachers.
Ideally, an optimal schedule can be arranged through cooperative discussion at the
beginning of the school year. The resource teacher can also help the regular teacher
compact (Renzulli et al. 1981) instruction in the regular classroom sothatgifted students 149
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can have moretimefor their special studies. Resource teachers can often assist regular
teachers in locating special published materials which can best be used to meet the
needsof gifted students.

Onedesirable approachto bridging this gap betweenthe resource and the regular

classroom is to use cluster grouping in whichall gifted students at a grade level are
assigned to one classroom and notdispersed to several rooms. The teacher who has the
cluster can then serve as the single liaison with the resource teacher, and the two can
plan effectively for each child’s total experience. The cluster teacher should receive
special training in gifted education and should be selected because of a positive
motivation to work with gifted students.

There is a great need in resource room/pullout programsto attend to each gifted
student’s total school experience. The resource teacher and the regular teacher must
plan together to meet the needs of each gifted student.

Research on the Three-Stage Model

An extensive evaluation of the Three-Stage Modelas the foundation for PACE was
conducted by Kolloff (1983). The program was implemented in eight elementary
schools in grades three through six. Approximately 400 students were identified as
gifted and randomly assignedto either the PACE program ora control group.

The PACEstudents participated in the pullout program which was taught by

trained resource teachers in each of the eight schools. The program activities were
designed to address the goals of the Three-Stage Model. After six months, tests were

administered to assess differences between the program and control groups on mea-
sures of creative thinking and self-concept. A multivariate analysis of variance yielded a
significant difference between the two groups. Subsequent univariate analyses sup-
ported the effectiveness of the program in developing both verbalandfigural originality
in participating students. Fifth grade boys in the program werealsosignificantly higherin
verbal fluency than the controls. Measures of self-concept yielded no significant
differences between PACEstudents and the control group. This finding contradicted the
outcomesof several other studies which found declines in self-concept among gifted
students who participated in a special program.

This research study supported the effectiveness of the Purdue Three-Stage Model
in developing creative thinking abilities in gifted elementary students who participated in

a pullout program based on this model. Further study is needed to determine the
effectiveness of the modelin developing problem solving andresearchskills (Kolloff &
Feldhusen, 1984).
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Whichof the characteristics of gifted students relate most directly to capacity for
thinking and the learning of thinking skills? How could a teacherusethislist of
characteristics of gifted students to design instructional activities?

2 Whatare major advantages of pullout/resource room programs? Disadvantages?

3 Whatare majorstrategies or skills which should be taught in Stage II?

Whatdo you see as majordifficulties in implementing StageIII with a group of
16 children? How would you overcomethesedifficulties?

Considerthe identification system proposed for this model. What do you see as
major strengths or advantagesin usingthe final selection committee?

6 Whatare all the thinking skills which you think should be taught in Stage I?

How would you schedule and evaluate the presentations by students as a
culmination of their StageIII projects?

How would you design the inservice program? How muchtime? When? By
whom?

How would you develop the specific curriculum for a three-stage program?
Where would you get help?

Whatshould the role of the regular classroom teacher be in this model? How
could the regular classroom teacherhelp with StageIII projects?

] 1 How importantis it for gifted youth to learn creative program solving? Why?

12 How could this model be implementedin a regular classroom with no pullout?
How could this model be implementedin a full-time self-contained class for the
gifted?
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Summary

 

The Purdue Secondary Model for Gifted
and Talented Youth

he major purpose of the Purdue Secondary Modelis
to meet the diverse cognitive and affective needs of

gifted, talented and highability students at the secondary
level. The model recognizes that students’ needs become
increasingly differentiated as they progress through educa-
tional experiences. The model also recognizes that no
single educational experience or program will meet their
needs. While some students may need and will benefit
from enrichmentactivities, others need specific accelera-
tive experiences. Still others—and perhaps most—will
profit most from an appropriate combination of enrich-
ment and acceleration. Furthermore, the Purdue Second-
ary Model recognizes that students can display their
unique talents and abilities in a wide range of topics and
areas.

The model, therefore, is comprehensive in that it

attempts to accommodate not only the more common
areas of math, science, English and social studies but also
areas such as industrial arts, home economics and busi-
ness. Provisions are also made, within the model, for the
visual and performing arts. Therefore, as can be seen, the
modelis in essence an eclectic approach to gifted educa-

tion which applies the best features of acceleration and
enrichment to the diverse needs of gifted, talented and
high ability students at the secondarylevel.
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The Purdue Secondary Modelfor Gifted
and Talented Youth

Fourteen-year-old Jennyis enrolled in a comprehensive high school in a midwestern
college community of moderate size. Jenny is a highly gifted adolescent. Her SAT

Scores place her at the 90th percentile in a comparison group of students at least one
yearolder than she. She absorbs mathematics at a pace faster than her high school math
courses provide it. She has a talent for and an interest in languages andin the past two
years has dabbled with Latin and Russian by securing and paying for her owntutors.
She wants to graduate early from high schoolin order to get into a college program in
premed.

Identifying Jennyasgifted is not the problem, programmingfor her is! The school
has made some modifications: She has been moved from FrenchIll to French IV.
However, there is a debate in the counseling office as to how to give Jenny credits for her
accomplishments. She didn’treally “test out” of FrenchIll, so does she getcredit forit? If
she doesn’t, how does the school explain her presence in French IV? Will she receive
credit for that course if she has not met the prerequisities?

In math, Jenny has certainly become a programming problem. She can do the
course workin one-third the time period required. She has taken Algebra I, Geometry,
andis currently enrolled in Algebra II. There is no trigonometry course. She wants to
take calculus, so her parents and the school personnel have discussed enrolling herin

the appropriate course at the university. No action has been takenat this point.

The high school has some honors sections. However, the differentiation of the
curriculum is not made explicit by written course outlines, nor by a systematic effort to
prepare students for Advanced Placement examinations. Next year, the math teacher
mostlikely to be teaching the precalculus courseis not interested in teaching the course
as an honorssection.

Jennyis in a school district whose students average one year abovegradelevel on
end-of-year achievementtest batteries. The district is not faced with extreme financial
difficulties or with the need to program extensively for culturally different students. The
local university contributes many hoursof service to the school and muchtalent to the
school resources. Yet there is no comprehensive programmingplan for gifted adoles-
cents in the secondary school.

When Should the Model Be In Place? A Rationale for the Purdue
Secondary Model for Academically Able Adolescents

he Purdue Secondary Model for Gifted and Talented Youth could provide the
structure needed by school personnel in planning for Jenny’s needs (Feldhusen &

Reilly, 1983). To be defensible, a secondary school program must be based on the
identifiable characteristics and special needs of the gifted adolescent. The lists of
characteristics of the gifted in the literature are legion. Someare generalized constructs
(creative, motivated, verbal); many more are behavioral (demonstrates intense curios-
ity). Some have been pragmatically operationalized into cut-off scores (on a measure of
intelligence or aptitude) or as an accelerated accumulation of subject matter (completed
one year of precalculus math in 70 hoursofinstruction). The common thread which
runs through these listings of characteristics and which surfaces in the discussions of 155
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those whohavestudied gifted adolescentsis their capacity to absorb great amounts of
information readily and to transform that information in complex and creative ways.
Further, there has beengreat interest on the part of researchers to recognize giftedness
in persons who produce newinformation or make new connectionsin contrast to those
who consume knowledgealready produced (Gallagher, 1975; Sternberg & Davidson,
1983). Feldhusen (1984) conceptualizes giftedness as a composite of (1) general
intellectual ability, (2) positive self concept, (3) achievement motivation and (4)talent.

These and othercharacteristics of the gifted have,in turn, led to statements of need
in educational programming. One suchlist generated by Feldhusen and Robinson-
Wyman (1980) provides the basis for many of the recommendations made in the
Purdue Secondary Model (see Figure 1). Specifically, needs are the foundation on
which the Purdue Secondary Modelis built. Each need will be emphasized as appropri-
ate in the discussion of the various components of the model.

 

1. Maximum achievementof basic skills and concepts.

2. Learning activities at appropriate level and pace.

3. Experience in creative thinking and problem solving.

4. Development of convergent abilities, especially in logical deduction and convergent
problem solving.

5. Stimulation of imagery, imagination, spatial abilities.

6. Developmentof self-awareness and acceptance of own capacities, interests, and needs.

7. Stimulation to pursue higher level goals and aspirations (models, pressure, standards).

8. Exposureto a variety of fields of study, art, professions, and occupations.

9. Developmentof independence,self-direction and discipline in learning.

10. Experiencein relating intellectually, artistically and affectively with other gifted, creative
and talented students.

11. A large fund of information aboutdiverse topics.

12. Access and stimulation to reading.

 

Figure 1. Basic Needs of Gifted, Creative and Talented Students

In addition to the particular needsof gifted adolescents, the rationale for the Purdue
Secondary Program Modelis based upon Feldhusen’seclectic or integrative approach

to the education of the gifted (Feldhusen, 1982). This approach incorporates concepts
from enrichment, acceleration and extended learning opportunities in order to formu-
late a suitably comprehensive model. It has been argued that the enrichment/accelera-
tion conflict is an unfortunate and possibly meaningless polarity (Feldhusen, 1984).
Narrow conceptualizations of either provision lead to programs whichfall short of
meeting the diverse needsofthe gifted. The single experimental study which compared

enrichment and acceleration found that a combination of the two approaches best
served the gifted (Goldberg et al., 1966). Studies which have supported acceleration
have appeared frequently in the literature (George, Cohn & Stanley, 1979). Evaluations
of enrichment programswhichindicate positive effects are beginning to appearas well
(Kolloff & Feldhusen, 1984). Our present knowledge of best practice should lead
educators to be eclectic in providing programsfor the gifted. Comprehensive program
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models should enrich and accelerate; they should use an integrative or eclectic ap-
proach. Keyterms describing eclecticism are faster pace, higherlevel, greater depth and
cognitive complexity. In summary, the Purdue Secondary Modelis derived from (1) the
special needs of the gifted and (2) the philosophical perspective that comprehensive
programsfor the gifted must include both accelerative and enriching options.

Whatis the Structure of the Model?

A: stated in the rationale, a premise of the Purdue Secondary Modelis that a

comprehensive structure is necessary for adequate programming. The compre-

hensive plan is a program rather than a collection of “provisions” for gifted adolescents
(Gold, 1980; Tannenbaum, 1983). Whether or not a schooldistrict can or chooses to
implementall aspects of the elaborated modelwill be determined by resources—both
financial and talent resources. However, the comprehensive nature of the modelis

deliberate. It should be taken as a recommendation of what “ought”to be done.It is left

to the specific needs of a school’s gifted adolescents and the availability of staff and
school resources to select which parts or how comprehensively the model is adopted.

The modelin brief is presented in Figure 2. The components of the model include those
which are functional(i.e., counseling, vocational programs, cultural experiences) and
those which are basically modes of delivery (i.e., extra-school instruction and the

seminar format.)

Counseling Services

The Counseling component of the Purdue Secondary Model for Gifted Educa-
tion is of primary importance and overgirds the rest of the structure for two reasons:

First, the counselor often has the initial responsibility for identification in secondary
programs. Because talents and abilities become differentiated at the junior high or
middle schoollevel, there is a need to identify the specialabilities of gifted adolescents as

opposedto identifying the “all-purpose”gifted child, as is often doneat the elementary
level. Second, according to Gowan and Demos (1964), “poor guidance policies
probably lose more able students in junior high school than anyotherfactor” (pp. 128).

Thus,it is important to involve counselors early in the secondary program in order to

sensitize them to the needsof gifted adolescents.

For students at the secondarylevel, there is ordinarily a great dealof identification
evidence in the cumulative record including test scores, teacher evaluations, grades, and

awardsandrecognition. Prior performance evaluations in an elementarygifted program

mayalso be available. For students who havetransferred into the schoolfairly recently,it

may be necessary to secure someof this information anew, and there may be a needto
secure new auditionsorratingsforartistically talented students.All of this informationis
used to arrive at a decision concerning the student’s need for special services and for
formulating an individual growth plan to specify the services which should be provided.

Counselors also have someresponsibility to assist gifted and talented students who

are experiencing adjustment problems. Somegifted youngsters are rejected by peers
because of their intellectual intensity, some become behavior problems because of
boredom in school, and someare disliked by teachers because they are intellectually
threatening.In all these cases, counselors can and should provide individual counseling
to the students. Counselors in one school in which this model is being implemented 157
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1. Counseling Services 6. Foreign Languages

1. Talent Identification 1. Latin or Greek
2. Education Counseling 2. French or Spanish
3. Career Counseling 3. Germanor Oriental
4. Personal Counseling 4. Russian

2. Seminar 7. The Arts

1. In-Depth Study 1. Art
2. Self selected topics 2. Drama
3. Career education 3. Music
4. Affective Activities 4. Dance
5. Thinking, Research & Library Skills
6. Presentations

8. Cultural Experience

3. Advanced PlacementClasses '. Concepts, plays, exhibits: 2. Field trips
Opento students in grades 9-12 3. Tours abroad
All subject matter areas 4. Museum program

4. Honors Classes 9. Career Education

1. English 1. Mentors
2. Social Studies 2. Seminar experience
3. Biology a. study of careers
4. Language b. study of self
5. Humanities c. educational planning

5. Math-Science Acceleration 10. Vocational Programs

1. Begin algebra in 7th grade. 1. Home economics
2. Continue acceleration and fast 2. Agriculture

paced math. 3. Business
3. Open science coursesto earlier 4. Industrial arts

admission.

 

 

 

 

 

 

11. Extra-school Instruction
 

1. Saturday school
2. Summerclasses
3. Correspondence study
4. College classes   

158 Figure 2. The Purdue Secondary Program Model
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meet weekly with small groups of gifted students to discuss problems which are unique

to gifted and talented youth. They have used the Learning Tree Filmstrips, Feeling

Good About Yourself (1983), very successfully as stimulus material.

Counselors shouldalso plan for special career counseling for students in the special
program forgifted and talented youth. Gifted adolescents need exposureto higherlevel
occupationsin the arts, business and professions. Such career counseling can be a part
of the activities in the special seminarfor gifted and talented youth whichis a part ofthis
Secondary model. Moore, Feldhusen and Owings (1978) presented a descriptionof
such a career education seminar for junior high students and reported evaluation

evidence which demonstrated the program was successful in developing knowledge
about andfavorable attitudes toward higher level occupations. It should be noted that
the importantrole of the counseling program in the Purdue Secondary Model addresses
several of the needs of the gifted as outlined by Feldhusen and Robinson-Wyman
(1980). In particular, counselors can be instrumental in helping gifted adolescents
develop self-awareness and acceptance of their capacities, interests and needs. They
can stimulate talented young people to pursue higherlevel goals and aspirations, to
develop independenceandtorelate effectively to others. Finally, counselors have the
responsibility to expose the gifted adolescent to a variety of fields of study, art,
professions and occupations (Needs 6, 7, 8, 9 and 11).

In smaller schools, a counselor can serve as the overall program coordinator for a
secondary program forgifted and talented youth, but in a medium orlarge-sized school
it is preferable to have another person, broadly trained in gifted education, to serve as
the overall program coordinator. The overall coordinator should bea full-time staff
member who devotes major time to program development, coordination and adminis-
tration and part-time to teaching in the program, especially in the seminar whichis
described in detail in the next section.

Seminar

In addition to the functional counseling component, the Seminaris central to the
Purdue Secondary Model. The seminar combines several crucial learning activities,
notably the opportunity for in-depth research and the correlated activities of writing,
discussion andpresentation. The seminar should be led by an excellent teacher-mentor
who can organize and lead topical discussions and who can provide guidance in
investigative procedures.It is important that the seminarretainits identity and not simply
become anotherclass to attend. Examples of successful seminar approaches include
thoselisted in the Career Education componentin whichgifted youth are introduced to
higherlevel occupations and careers, to the study ofself in relation to those careers, and
to the educational routes to those careers (Feldhusen & Kolloff, 1979). A second type of
seminar, more purely academic in nature,is the library or empirical research investiga-

tion of a topic, question, or hypothesis. For example, in one gifted program, an
American history course was developed around nine broad statements which students
systematically investigated (Hawke, 1975). One of the statements read as follows: “The
majority of the Presidents of the United States have been elected on the basis of
personal appeal rather than political philosophy.” Gifted youth were given somebasic
information by the teacher, provided with “fact” sheets to guide their inquiry, and
encouraged to share information in buzz groups. Each investigation lasted approxi-
mately one month and culminatedin the oral or written presentation of research results
which supported or did not support the broad statement. The seminar can provide
continuity and a central focusfor gifted adolescents along with the opportunity to pursue
highly individualized programsof study. Thus, the seminar, like the counseling compo-
nent, takes on great importance in the model. 159
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Advancedand Enriched Curriculum Opportunities

Severalof the blocks specified by the Purdue Secondary Modelfor the Gifted are
recommendations for advanced and enriched curriculum opportunities. Specifically,
Advanced Placement(Block 3), Honors Classes (Block 4), Math-Science Acceleration
(Block 5), Foreign Languages(Block 6), the Arts (Block 7), Cultural Experiences (Block
8) and Vocational Programs (Block 10)fulfill several of the needs listed in Figure 1,
notably learning activities at an appropriate level and pace, and exposureto a variety of
fields of study, art, professions and occupations (Needs 2 and 11).

Advanced Placementhaslong been a reliable option for providing gifted youth
with accelerated learning experiences in a numberof traditional content areas. The
College Board now offers 28 college course examinations and course outlines in the
following areas:

history art biology chemistry
English languages music mathematics

After completing courses, students take examinations which are submitted to a panelof
expert graders whorate performance ona 1-5 scale. Passing an examinationata levelof
3, 4, or 5 establishes transferable credit at many colleges and universities throughoutthe
United States (College Board, 1983). Advanced Placement has the advantage of
flexibility which removes barriers for gifted youth. For example, students may take
Advanced Placement examinations andreceive credit even if they have not attended
the courses. Secondly, students need not be in high school to take advantage of the
Advanced Placement option. If younger adolescents wish to take courses and/or
examinations, Advanced Placement graders will score and report results for those
students as well. Finally, Advanced Placement has developed and promotedthe use of
independent study and small group tutorials in schools where insufficient enrollment
does not permit a regularly scheduledclass.

Block 4, the Honors Classes component, is also an option for advanced and

enriched curriculum opportunities for gifted youth. Honors classes have a long and

distinguished history in secondary and post secondary education (Fenton, 1966). In the
strictest definition, Fenton states that acceleration, enrichmentfor a single gifted adoles-
centin class, or ability grouping are not in and of themselves sufficient for an honors

class. Ideally, honors programs should be a carefully articulated set of courses offered

overseveral years and characterized by aiming “for a firmer grasp of the method of a

discipline” than regular academic courses (Cohen, 1966). Special honors classes can be

offered in most academic areas. However, mathematics and physicalsciences are not
included because they require special consideration andwill be addressed separately in
the following component of the model. Typically, honors classes enroll the top 10-20

percent of students as determined by grade averages andtest scores. Although not

limited to the gifted and talented, honors classes can offer stimulating learning experi-

ences, particularly if class time is spent in examining the implications and interrelated-

ness of the material (Fenton, 1966).

Unfortunately, honors classes have occasionally been misusedin the service of the

gifted adolescent. Honorsclasses do not constitute a gifted program. Often such courses

offer only more work and more severe grading standards. Further complications are

possible if the honorsclassis assigned as a “plum”to a teacherwith notraining ortalent

for working with highly able youth. When well conceptualized and ably implemented,
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honorsclasses can stimulate students’ higherlevel thinking skills. They are an excellent
starting point for a district considering the comprehensive Purdue Secondary Model.

Math-Science Accelerationis a part of the Purdue Model. The positive effects of

mathematics acceleration have been extensively studied and documented by Stanley’s
Study of Mathematically Precocious Youth (Stanley, Keating & Fox, 1974). The talent

search locates adolescents with high mathematical reasoningability through the use of
off-level SAT testing. Talent searches are carried outin all regions of the continental
United States. These mathematically talented youth should begin the math sequence
with algebra in the seventh grade and proceed through pre-calculus courses and

calculus, if possible, in high school. Similarly, chemistry and physics courses should be

available to gifted students earlier in their high school years. Students who demonstrate

an aptitude for or an interest in such courses should be permitted to take them.

Mathematics and science courses for the gifted should be fast paced and taught
generatively or inductively as muchas possible. Wittrock (1974) and Wheatley (1984)
have both described a methodof instruction which they characterize as “generative.”
Thatis, learners are actively engaged in creating their own concepts through problem

solving, discovery, inquiry, decision making and other formsof active cognitive interac-
tions with the content. While these generative methodsare too time consuming to be
used exclusively in standard mathematics classes, students whoare excellent mathe-
matical reasoners are able to generalize from few examples (Krutetskii, 1976). There-

fore, the generative approachis appropriate for these gifted adolescents.

In incorporating a strongly accelerative component in the Purdue Secondary
Model, it is important to address a common misconception about such content
provisions. VanTassel-Baska, Landau and Olszewski (1984) point out that acceleration
does not mean simply moving through the same material faster. Indeed, it scarcely

seems appropriate to have gifted adolescents doing the same types and numbers of

problems even though they plow through them in fewer class hours. Mathematics and

science curricula structured around a conceptualrather than a skills framework permit
the gifted to master the content in half the time ordinarily required. Such curricula
provide depth; important concepts are treated with greater complexity and given wider
applicability. The consideration of complexity and broader coverage of key ideas are

important elements of math-science acceleration.

Block 6 presents the recommendation of Foreign Languagesforthe gifted.It

seemslikely that there are special valuesfor the gifted in studying a foreign language.In
addition to the intellectual discipline which language study develops, the study of
another language and culture broadensthe gifted students’ world view. The awareness

and understanding of other cultures that comes from the study of another people’s

language may break downrigidity and narrowness.

While foreign language study has beenpart of the secondary school curriculum for
manyyears, it is an area of study which suffered greatly in the recent cycle of school
retrenchment. Many secondary students with a talent for languages do not have the

opportunity to pursue a language in depth. If foreign languagesare offered, they are

generally not available until 9th grade and mayinclude only a choice of two modern

languages. Thisis toolittle, too late. 161
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Ideally, the secondary school should make a commitment to lanquage offerings
during the middle, junior and senior high school years. However, if this is not possible,
opportunities for foreign language study for the gifted should be pursued in otherareas.
Languages have been offered in the Saturday or summer enrichment format. In
addition, foreign language courses have been a staple of the talent search model. The
Johns Hopkins program includes Latin and German. The Midwest Talent Search has
offered Latin on a regular basis. These fast paced talent search offerings have provided
information about the effectiveness of language study for gifted adolescents. For
example, VanTassel (1981) studied various approachesto teaching Latin coursesfor the
gifted and found that direct study of Latin, as opposed to study of English-Latin
derivations, was mosteffective in increasing gifted students’ knowledgeof the structure
of the English language—a primary goal of Latin study.

In summary, the advanced placement, honors classes and math-science accelera-
tion components of the Purdue Secondary Modelare particularly relevant to severalof
the needs of gifted adolescents. In particular, these components encourage maximum
achievementofbasic skills and concepts, learning activities at an appropriate level and

pace, experiencein creative thinking and problem solving, the developmentof conver-
gent thinking—particularly logic, the acquisition of a large fund of knowledge and access
and stimulation to reading (Needs 1, 2, 3, 4, 10, and 12).

Arts and Cultural Experience

The Arts (Block 7) presents a vital component of the modelartistic experiences.
Art, music, dance, drama andsculpture representrich worlds of accumulated aesthetics

which can be experiencedby gifted youth. In both Cradles ofEminence (Goertzel &
Goertzel, 1962) and Three Hundred Eminent Personalities (Goertzelet al. 1978),
the Goertzels documentthe dynamicrole of artistic experience in the lives of many of
their gifted subjects. The arts particularly stimulate imagery, imagination andspatial
ability (Need 5).

For students who show exceptional talent in the visual and performing arts,

opportunities for immersion, such as summer camps or competitions, are recom-

mended. Suchprovisions bring talented young people together with one another. The
stimulation students find in the company of others whohavesimilar interests should be
encouragedbyincludingthe arts in the Purdue Secondary Model.

The Cultural component(Block 8) suggests that the need for cultural experiences
can be addressed in a number of ways in the secondary program. They can be
incorporatedinto the seminar with teacher-leaders arrangingart and cultural opportuni-
ties as out-of-school experiences that take place evenings, weekends and summers.
Alternatively, some schools have offered a combination of cultural and art experiences
with coursework in the humanities: notably in honors classes in English, history or
foreign languages. Art and music appreciation courses can also provide the framework

for art and cultural experiences. The art and cultural experiences components of the
Purdue Secondary Model are avenues for exposure to the arts and for relating
affectively with other talented adolescents (Needs 9 and 11).

Career and Vocational Education

Career Education (Block 9) is a special problem for gifted and talented youth

because of their unique need to becomeinterested in and to learn about higher level
occupationsin the arts, business and professions. Hoyt and Hebeler (1974) presented a
comprehensive overview of the special needs of the gifted in career education. They
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also presented several model program descriptions and curriculum guidelines for career
education for gifted and talented students. More recently Kerr (1981) in Career
Education for the Gifted and Talented discussed the career development needsof
gifted and talented youth and described a numberof program models.

Our Purdue Secondary Model follows guidelines developed by Moore, Feldhusen
and Owings (1978)in projects with gifted and talented youth at Columbus and Elkhart,
Indiana. This model stresses career exploration and self study in a seminarsetting and
mentorshipsin art, business, professional and legal settings. The seminar can be multi-
purpose, as in programsin these two Indianacities. There the seminar combines career
education, college planning, cultural studies and group counseling.

Vocational Programs (Block 10) for youth with special talents in homearts,
business, agriculture and trade-industrial areas is rarely an identified aspect of gifted
programs. Often it seems that the vocational areas are viewedas being at the opposite
end of the ability spectrum from giftedness and talent. Nevertheless, teachers in the
vocational subjects are well aware that some youth show unusualtalent or capacity to
learn in their classes, and they are makingindividual provisions through special projects

and youth organizations to serve these youth. In his book Vocational Education for
Gifted and Talented Students, Milne (1982) discusses the problems of getting
schools to attend to this area and proposesguidelines for developing programs.

We propose in the Purdue Secondary Model that the comprehensive secondary
program provide for the identification of youth with vocationaltalents, that there be a
special seminar program for these youth, that growth plansbe written for these students,
and that this entire effort be viewed as a part of the total gifted program. The
commitment to career and vocational programsis an attempt to address the need of
gifted adolescents to accept their own capacities and interests, to pursue higherlevel
goals and to learn about a variety of professions and occupations (Needs 6, 7, and 11).

Extra-School Instruction

Notall of the needsof gifted and talented youth can be metin school. Feldhusen &
Robinson-Wyman (1980) and Feldhusen & Sokol (1982) have described Saturday
programswhich provide enriched and acceleratedclasses for gifted and talented youth
from the preschoollevel through grade 12. Feldhusen and Clinkenbeard (1982) also
described three types of summer programs for gifted and talented youth. These
programshaveall been evaluated extensively and foundto beeffective in meeting the
needsofintellectually andartistically gifted youth (see Block 11).

Schools are inevitably limited in their capacity to provide services for the full range
of needs of gifted and talented youth in the regular school program. Saturday and
summerprogramsafford opportunities to teach special topics, to utilize various commu-
nity specialists, to offer course work in the arts and vocational areas and to offer
accelerated or college level classes for precocious youth. A comprehensive program
should involve both Saturday and summerprograms. Parents and volunteers can often
provide invaluable assistance in both organizing and conducting such programs.

How DoesA Student Move Through The Program?

Glenn wasfirst identified for a gifted program in the fourth grade. The multiple
criteria used by the district included reading, math and composite scores on an

achievementbattery and the learning, motivation, and creativity sections of the Scales
for Rating the Behavioral Characteristics of Superior Students (Renzulli et al.. 1976). 163
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The district had a policy of usingintelligence tests only for problem cases, and no group
or individual IQ scores on Glenn wereavailable. Teachers consistently described him as
“creative.” He showed cartooning talent and was an excellent writer. They also felt
Glenn was immature and given to laughing and becomingupsetin the classroom at
inappropriate times. He was successful in the elementary pull-out program. Given the
opportunity to do independentprojects, Glenn selected.and completed them carefully.
He was good at making presentationsto the class, although he confided that doing a
presentation worried him. Oneof his most elaborate and revealing projects was a series
of cartoonsfeaturing “Marvin, the Lonely Genius.” The cartoons were donein pencil,
ink and finally on acetate in order to project them on an overhead for the class
presentation. The collection included both single frame and multiple framestrips. In the
narration, Glenn discussed his choice of Marvin's character, explained how hegotideas
for his cartoons and why cartooning was important for people. He said he wanted to
develop a character who had “somethings right and some things wrongwithhislife.”
Glenn remainedin the pull-out program for two years. While he wasin sixth grade, the
resource teacherleft and a replacement washired. Glenn opted notto continue in the
program. His sixth grade teacher believed he should have been removed from the
program anyway because his math achievement had dropped precipitously. Glenn
finished elementary school without special programming.

In seventh grade, screening for the Purdue Secondary Program wasinitiated by the
junior high counselors. A review of test data uncovered an individual intellectual
assessment done in sixth grade when Glenn’s math achievement was not what his
parents felt is should be. During the assessment,a slight vision problem was found and
Glenn wasfitted for glasses. The assessmentindicated that Glenn’s score was in the
upper 10% of children his age. When the counselor reviewed teacher recommenda-
tions, she found that Glenn’s seventh grade English teacher identified him as the best
writer she had workedwith in several years. She felt he needed extra adult attention and
inquired aboutthe possibility of finding a practicing writer to be Glenn’s mentor

During seventh grade Glenn worked with a mentor one afternoon per week as a
part of the seventh grade seminarfor gifted students on career education. His mentor
was a journalist, and Glenn becameinterested in newspaper lay-out and design.
Glenn’s participation in the seminar and mentorship were so successful that he
requested more involvementin otheractivities. He was referred to a special Saturday
program for gifted students which was organized by a parent advocacy group in
cooperation with the school. He enrolled in a series of art and art appreciation mini-
courses.

WhenGlenn reached high school, he was placedin an English honors section, and
also enrolled in a French course. He took the standard math sequence. He continued to
excel in art, and by the time he graduated from high school had earnedcredit in art
history andfolio art courses through Advanced Placement. The counselor continued to
coordinate Glenn’s progress through the program. She wasinstrumentalin locating
information aboutuniversities with excellent art programsandin persuading him to take
coursesin industrial arts to develophis interest in wood-working. Glenn graduated from
high school in four years with nine hours of college credit—six in art and three in
Advanced PlacementEnglish.

Because the district's secondary schools had implemented most of the Purdue
Secondary Program, Glenn had the opportunity to select those components of the
gifted program best suited to his needs. The selection according to strengthis similar to
Stanley's smorgasbord (1980). However, in the Purdue Secondary model whichoffers
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a comprehensive program in the public school setting, the gifted adolescent not only
chooses components whichreflect strength (in Glenn’s case, English and art related
experiences) but also selects standard high schoolfare in areas of relative weakness (in

Glenn’s case, a regular college preparatory math sequence met his needs). Rather than
a smorgasbord, the Purdue Secondary Program is similar to ordering from a Chinese
menu. One orders from both ColumnA (selections which represent an area of strength
for the student) and ColumnB (selections which representan areaofrelative weakness
for the student).

What Curricular Modifications Are Necessary?

Beyond the program structure looms the need to develop curriculum for these
various offerings. The question of an appropriate curriculum for the gifted has received
the attention of many scholars andpractitioners.In the sixties, when the Goldberg study
(1965) concluded that administrative arrangementsalone(in this case grouping) did not

significantly affect the achievementof gifted adolescents, some educators began to see
that instruction neededto differ in kind. In response to the national concern over Soviet
ascendancyin the space race, huge curriculum projects were undertaken. One notable
exercise in curriculum concern was the Woods Hole Conference organized by Jerome
Bruner. Bruner brought together many of the educators and academicians who worked
on secondary school projects like the highly respected and massive BSCS(Biological
Sciences Curriculum Study) and Physical Sciences Study Committee (Bruner, 1960). In
any serious discussion of appropriate curriculum for the gifted, Bruner’s work deserves
recognition becausehis interest in the structure of academic disciplines has influenced
ourfield greatly. It is not by chancethathis controversial social studies curriculum, Man:
A Course ofStudy (MACOS,19770),is still used successfully in gifted programs today.
MACOSis characterized by contentthat is conceptual and broadbasedin nature,andit
emphasizes an understanding of the method of anthropological research (Bruner,
1970). MACOSis an elementary curriculum,but the interest in leading adolescents to a
genuine understandingofa field of study by presenting the key ideas of that discipline
and the methodfor investigating them was an important part of the biological and
physical sciences curricula. Basically, Bruner (1960) believed that each discipline was
characterized by certain concepts, the relationships between those concepts, and a
meansof learning about that content (methodology). Taken together the content and
the methodology formed the structure of the discipline. There were similarities and
differences between disciplines, of course, but Bruner’s idea was to formulate school
curricula based upon the key concepts and distinctive methodology.

An example mayserveto illustrate Bruner’s conceptualization of structure. In the
field of developmental psychology, one keyideais that a child’s thinking is qualitatively
different from an adult’s. The author of that key “idea,” Piaget (1959), stated that
children differed in kind from adults, not simply in degree. As they matured,children’s
thinking changed;it did not merely add a few moretricks to a miniature adult repertoire.
Because this key idea (or theory) is embeddedin a social science, the appropriate
methodology is the scientific method. The researcher proceeds by generating a research
question, deriving hypothesesfrom it, collecting evidence which supports or contradicts
the hypotheses, and in most instances attaching a probablistic estimate to the conclu-
sions. The essence of the scientific method is that one submits one’s ideas to the test
again andagain to determineif and under what circumstances they will survive.

In contrast, the structure of anotherdiscipline,literature, is somewhat different. A

key idea inliterature is that man is a microcosm ora “little” world reflecting the events
taking place in the broadersocial and political world. This fundamentalliterary concept 165
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has its most elegant expression in Elizabethan and Jacobean drama. For example, in
Hamlet, when the viperous uncle murders Hamlet’s father, seduces his mother and
improperly ascendsthe throne, he serves as a metaphorfor a society which has gone
bad. There is something “rotten in Denmark” alright and in the whole world of the
playwright’s making. The methodology is not logic of science, but the powerful use of
metaphor. The author’s work is a mirror held up for us to recognize the similarity
betweenthe characters and eventsin literature and the people and events in ourlives.
Manis the microcosm of the world.In literature, one learns by identification rather than
deduction.

These two examples, one from the social sciences and one from the humanities,
illustrate the different structures of the disciplines. The two pose different questions,
involve different fundamental ideas and proceedto create knowledgein different ways.
What is particularly intriguing, however, is that both disciplines—psychology and
literature—take as their commonarenathe investigation and understanding of human
beings.

The theoretical power of Bruner’s structure of the disciplines and his eloquent
essays on the issue have appealed to educatorssince his writings appeared two decades
ago. Now, recent empirical research into the structure of academic disciplines supports
Bruner’s theory. In a study whichinvestigated the key concepts andstructure of various
fields, Donald (1983, 1984) found that the structure of the physical sciences is best

characterized asa hierachicaltree diagram with branches from more important concepts
to smaller ones. The structure emphasized a key relationship in the physical sciences:
cause andeffect. In contrast, the humanities disciplines were loosely structured and
linear. Many concepts were related but of equal importance. The humanities structure
was characterized by similarity among concepts rather than inclusive concepts “swal-
lowing up” the smaller ideas in a hierarchy. Falling in between, the social sciences were
spoke-like structures: certain key concepts were pivots or central organizers for other
related ideas. As Brunerasserted, different disciplines identified concepts and the
relationship among them differently. For Bruner, the important issue for curriculum
developersis to capitalize on the key ideas and the methodologies which make their
discovery possible.

Evidence that curricula which afford such depth are appropriate for the gifted can
be found in the work of Renzulli et al. (1981), Gallagher (1975) and Tannenbaum
(1983). In The Enrichment Triad Model (Renzulli et al. 1981), TypeIll activities
require that gifted students behave asprofessionals in order to complete an independent
and original piece of work. Maker (1982) believesthis curricular adaptationforthe gifted
to be essentially Brunerian. Gallagher (1975) suggests that the gifted should be
knowledge producers rather than consumers. To engage in knowledge production the
gifted student must have an understanding of the fundamental ideas and the meansto
investigate them. Finally, another transformation of curriculum influenced by the
structure of the disciplines approachis the use of mentorships and shadowingprograms.
The gifted literature is replete with examples of mentorship and internship programs
with practicing professionals serving as guides to gifted adolescents. Indeed, the
successful completion of many independentprojects and career experiences requires an
understanding of the methodology of the discipline in which those experiences take
place.

Thus, the structure-of-the-disciplines approach to curriculum development has
influenced many educators interested in the gifted and has manifesteditself in a number
of programmatic recommendationsfor gifted youth.It has, for example, beentranslated
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into practice in East Moline,Illinois. The United Critical Thinking Model developed in
United Township High School has incorporated Bruner’s theory into the World Studies,
American Studies and Western Civilization courses for 10th, 11th and 12th grade

students (Poulter & Erickson, 1983). Students enrolled in the project are introduced to

the methods used by historians andliterary critics to investigate their disciplines. Key
concepts in the humanities and social sciences are identified and used as the basis for
curriculum development.

Bruner’s approachis particularly well suited to the Purdue Secondary Modelfor
several reasons.First, Bruner’s approachis essentially academic as is the Purdue Model.
Second,there is mutual focus on key content, and a rich webofideasin the disciplines
which provide the gifted adolescent with the much desired large fund of information
aboutdiverse areas of study. Andfinally, Bruner’s approach,whichis solidly philosophi-
cal and refreshingly complex, affords educators of the gifted with the intellectual
challenge they need to provide differentiated experiences.

Indeed, much has been madeof differentiating curriculum for the gifted. These
suggestions range from Passow’s extremely comprehensive framework (Passow, 1979),
the total learning environment, to considerably more pedestrianlists. Passow suggests
that our current view of differentiated curriculum for the gifted as those experiences
whichtake place in gifted programsis far too limited. He recommendsthat the broadest
possible conceptualization of curriculum be considered. Passowis interested not only in
the academic curricula of general and specialized knowledgebutalso in the learning of
attitudes and values which he labels the subliminal/covert curriculum, and in nonschool
curricula which acknowledges experience-based learning opportunities. While Passow’s
argumentfor these four curricula serves to stress the importance of attendingto all the
needs of the gifted, it is left to others to translate his recommendations into specific
guidelines.

Maker (1982) has identified four dimensions of the curriculum which should be
differentiated for the gifted: content, method, product and learning environment. An
example of a content modification would beto offer content to the gifted which is more
abstract. Emphasis is on generalizations (e.g., population growth will continue to reduce
the numberof persons engaged in farming) as opposedto data (e.g., in 1940, thirty

percent of the people in the U.S.lived on farms; in 1985, three percent of the peoplein
the U.S.live on farms). A well-known example of a process or method modification in
developing curriculum for the gifted is the emphasis given to higherlevel thinkingskills.
According to Maker(1982), product modifications generally refer to professional quality
projects which address real world problems and audiences. Andfinally, an example of a
modification in the learning environmentis the move from a low mobility to a high
mobility classroom.

Oneof Maker’s very worthwhile contributionsto differentiating experiencesfor the
gifted is her chart (see Figure 3 for excerpts) which presents the characteristics of gifted
students as they have beenidentified in the literature and the curriculum modifications
which address each of these special characteristics. The “X” axis of the chart lists
characteristics of the gifted under four groupings: learning, motivation, creativity and
leadership. The “Y” axis of the chartlists twenty-five curricular modifications grouped
by content, method, product and learning environment. By locating a specific character-
istic, for example, “has a ready grasp of underlying principles...” one can note the
curricular modifications which are necessary to accommodate that aspect of the gifted
student, in this case, the level of abstractness of the content. Maker’s summaryis useful
as a ready referencefor the general kinds of modifications recommendedforthe gifted. 167
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But more importantly, the chart providesa rationale for the curriculum decisions to be
made. One must have valid reasons for making recommendations and modifications,
and the best foundation upon which to base those recommendationsare the special
characteristics of the learner. Maker’s chart emphasizes that point in a concise manner.

Although Maker’s summary for curricular modifications is more detailed and
specific than Passow’s expansive call for four curricula and Bruner’s philosophical

discussion of the disciplines, school personnel charged with the task of selecting goals,
objectives, instructional activities and evaluation proceduresstill need further informa-

tion to differentiate the curriculum for the gifted. Kaplan (1979) presented set of
thirteen principles which have served hundredsof schools in developing experiencesfor
the gifted student (see Figure 4). With the accompanying exercises in the handbook,
much can be doneat the activity, lesson and unit levels. However, additional help is
necessary for scope and sequencedecisions.

 

¢ Present content that is related to broad-based issues, themesor programs.

Integrate multiple disciplines into the area of study.

¢ Present comprehensive, related, and mutually reinforcing experiences within an area of

study.

Allow for the in-depth learning of a self-selected topic within the area of study.

Develop independentorself-directed study skills.

Develop productive, complex, abstract and/or higherlevel thinking skills.

¢ Focus on open-endedtasks.

¢ Develop research skills and methods.

Integrate basic skills and higher level thinking skills into the curriculum.

Encourage the development of products that challenge existing ideas and produce “new”
ideas.

¢ Encourage the developmentof products that use new techniques, materials and forms.

¢ Encourage the developmentof self-understanding, i.e., recognizing and using one’s abili-
ties, becomingself-directed, appreciating likenesses and differences between oneself and

others.

Evaluate student outcomesby using appropriate and specific criteria through self-appraisal,
criterion referenced and/or standardized instruments.

 

Figure 4. Principles of a Differentiated Curriculum for the Gifted/Talented

An example of a particular approach to addressing curricular scope has been
developed using Adler and Hutchin’s Syntopicon (1952). The Syntopicon is an
extensive reference work specifying a set of concepts derived from the writings of the
world’s great thinkers. In an attempt to distill important content, 102 “great ideas,”

(intended to represent the best ideas of western culture.) were generated by Robert
Hutchinsat the University of Chicago anda core of academicians. Figure lists the great
ideas which constitute the Syntopicon. Hutchins was considered by curriculum scholars
a classical humanist (Taba, 1962). He viewed the school curriculum as a means of

passing along the accumulated wisdom ofthese thinkers on important topics. It should
170 be noted that using the topics as a framework for developing academic curricula does
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not imply the authors’ acceptance of Hutchins’ approachto the learners.* His philoso-
phy, which tendedto view the learneras a vessel into which information is poured, was
at odds with Dewey and with subsequent educators, notably Hilda Taba, who saw the
student as proactive. However, we believe the topics themselves can give rise to
appropriate curricula for the gifted. The cooperative efforts of academicians from the
various disciplines in selecting important content provides a rationale for developing

differentiated curricula for the gifted. It addresses the concern Gallagheret al. (1983)

expressed concerning ourlack of attention in determining whatis significant contentfor

 

the gifted.

1. Angel 35. Honor 69. Poetry
2. Animal 36. Hypothesis 70. Principle
3. Aristocracy 37. Idea 71. Progress
4. Art 38. Immortality 72. Prophecy
5. Astronomy 39. Induction 73. Prudence
6. Beauty 40. Infinity 74. Punishment
7. Being 41. Judgement 75. Quality
8. Cause 42. Justice 76. Quantity
9. Chance 43. Knowledge 77. Reasoning

10. Change 44. Labor 78. Relation
11. Citizen 45. Language 79. Religion
12. Constitution 46. Law 80. Revolution
13. Courage 47. Liberty 81. Rhetoric
14. Custom and Convention 48. Life and Death 82. Same and other
15. Definition 49. Logic 83. Science

16. Democracy 50. Love 84. Sense
17. Desire 51. Man 85. Sign and Symbol
18. Dialectic 52. Mathematics 86. Sin
19. Duty 53. Matter 87. Slavery
20. Education 54. Mechanics 88. Soul
21. Element 55. Medicine 89. Space
22. Emotion 56. Memory & Imagination 90. State
23. Eternity 57. Metaphysics 91. Temperance

24. Evolution 58. Mind 92. Theology
25. Experience 59. Monarchy 93. Time
26. Family 60. Nature 94. Truth
27. Fate 61. Necessity & Contingency 95. Tyranny
28. Form 62. Oligarchy 96. Universal & Particular

29. God 63. One and Many 97. Virtue and Vice
30. Good and Evil 64. Opinion 98. War and Peace
31. Government 65. Opposition 99. Wealth
32. Habit 66. Philosophy 100. Will
33. Happiness 67. Physics 101. Wisdom
34. History 68. Pleasure & Pain 102. World

 

Figure 5. The Syntopicon: Great Ideas

The Syntopicon has been recommended as a general reference for instruction
(Corbett, 1971), but using it specifically as a framework to develop curricula for the
gifted wasfirst suggested by Ward (1961) and later implemented by VanTassel-Baskain

“Note: See Harvard Educational Review, 1983 Vol. 59 (4) pp. 377-411 for an excellent criticism of Adler's
controversial Paideia Proposal, a document whichsets forth his plan for curriculum reform in the schools. 171
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a project carried out by a team of content specialists from Purdue University represent-
ing mathematics, science, social studies and language arts (VanTassel-Baska, 1979).
They used the Syntopicon great ideas of change, sign and symbol, and reason to
develop differentiated units.

Thefeasibility of using the structure for generating thematic content units has also
been demonstrated in a course in secondary curriculum developedfor the gifted taught
at Purdue by the authors. The decision to use the Syntopicon as the structure for
thematic units which are a part of the course requirements was based on two aspects.
First, gifted adolescents are at the cognitive level of formal operations and capable of
dealing with the abstract and inclusive topicslisted in the Syntopicon. Secondly, the
organization of the secondary school does not encourageteachers in onediscipline to
coordinate with teachers in another. At the secondary level, developing broad-based
thematic units in the content areas is best accomplished by selecting those “big ideas”
which appear in more than onediscipline. The idea will manifest itself differently in
different disciplines; examining those ideas in the context of a numberofdisciplines
allows the gifted adolescent to determinethe similarities and differences in the concept
as it appears in various areas of human endeavor

To promote dialogue amongteachers representing different disciplines, the class
members were groupedinto teamsof three to four people. The teams included teachers
from the humanities, fine arts and the sciences. Attempts were madeto place atleast
one person from each area on a team. Interesting combinations are possible. For
example, one team combined a chemist, a musician and two English teachers. Another
included biologist, a psychologist and a literature specialist. The teams were given the
list of the 102 great ideas and askedto select one which they identified as a key concept
in their disciplines. Most teams foundtopic selection to be a difficult task, although a few
topics like “prudence” were immediately discarded as not likely to win the adolescent
audience. In order to makea final decision, team members found they needed to read
the summary essays which accompanied each of the Syntopicon ideas. The summary

elaborated the concept andtracedit historically in the writings of Western thinkers.

Once the teamshad selected their topics, they were asked to write a descriptive
introduction to the proposed thematic units. The introduction included a definition of
the big idea, at least three concepts which derived from the big idea and a brief rationale
of the importance of the concepts to gifted adolescents.

The concepts served as the foundation for the thematic content units produced by
each team member. Notsurprisingly, the biologist’s unit was an investigation of
ecosystems. The psychologist’s unit examined the ethical ramifications of experiments
using human subjects. The literature teacher selected science fiction to explore the
nature of cause and effect. The units were “detachable,” that is, each team member
could use the unit at any time during the school year. Although the content of each unit

wasrelated, each was complete on its own. This design permitted departmentalized

teachers the freedom to use the unit as their schedule permitted. However, most
membersagreed that introducing them at the sametime would have the most impactfor
the students. For example, as theinitial activity for the units on Cause,all students were
to read the Ray Bradbury short story, “A Sound of Thunder” in their English class.
Subsequently, other team members planned to coordinate introduction of the units in
science and social studies classes.

The process of conceptualizing and producing these broad based content units was
an exercise in examiningthe structure of the disciplines. Each team memberwasforced
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to identify key concepts in his or her discipline andto articulate to other team members
how onelearnsin the discipline. In summary, the use of the Syntopicon as the basis for
curriculum developmentin the Purdue Secondary Program Modelreflects the model’s
emphasis on academic talent and inquiry. The use of the Syntopicon framework proved
to be highly successful in promoting understanding across disciplines and between

teachers.

Finally, the Syntopicon, whateverits limitations, is a product of many fine minds
attempting to specify important concepts. Such an attempt addresses Maker’s (1982)
premise that one of the difficulties in using Bruner’s ideas to formulate curriculum is that
neither scholars nor teachers can agree on which ideas are important. Further, the
Syntopicon frameworkalso addresses Gallagher’s concern that we have not determined
whatis significant contentfor the gifted. Experience with the Syntopicon and curriculum

developmentindicates that teachers can agree on key concepts and write appropriate
units of instruction.

Implementation of a Comprehensive Secondary Model

The most comprehensive implementation of the Purdue Secondary Model has
taken place in the Gary (Indiana) Community Schools. Purdue University has had a
formal workingrelationship with the Gary Schools for ten years. The program at Gary,
articulated across grades K-12,is directed by Dorothy Lawshe. (See Figure 6.) Many of
the concepts presented in the Purdue model derive from our observations of her workin
Gary. The secondary program in Gary is preceded bya rich set of opportunities for
gifted students in the elementary grades. K-6 students have access to full-time, self
contained classes or pullout/resource room classes, special classes in the arts and

Saturday enrichmentclasses. At the middle schoollevel, gifted adolescents begin to
move through a set of academic experiences designedto challenge them.

The program at Garyis truly a multi-service approach (Feldhusen, 1982). Figure 6
presents information about the complete model. Key features at the secondarylevel are
the Advanced Placement course, mentoring, seminars, special classes in languagearts,

social studies, mathematics, science, languages, a Saturday program; and two programs
in Washington, D.C. Parts of the model are also being implemented at two othersitesin
Indiana where evaluation data will be secured.

Whatare the Strengths and Limitations of the Model?

The major strengths of the Purdue model are its comprehensive nature, its
attention to developing curriculum guided by a well established rationale, the use of
growthplans andits attention to giftedness andtalent in the arts and vocational areas in
addition to the intellectual forms of giftedness. The needs of gifted and talented youth
are diverse (Feldhusen & Sokol, 1982) and a virtual smorgasbord of special services are
needed to meet those needs (Feldhusen, 1982). The Purdue Secondary Model
comprises services to meet mostof the special needsof gifted and talented youth.

The growth plansalso representa strength in that they provide a systematic way of
linking the special needs of youth with the appropriate program services. The growth
plan system also reminds program leaders that it might be necessary to seek services
outside of school and in the community to meet a student's unique needs. Butterfield et

al. (1979), in Developing IEPs for the the Gifted/Talented, provide detailed
proceduresfor planningindividualized programsfor gifted and talented youth. 173
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Grade Program/Opportunity Eligibility Criteria
 

Elementary School Opportunities

 

K-6 The Banneker Academically Able Students must:
Program—ldentified students are bused to @ Have scoreswithin the
the Banneker Achievement Center each stanine band of 8-9 on
day for a total academic program which reading and mathematics
includes: subtests of a standardized
@ Development of Higher-Level achievementtest.

Thinking Skills @ Have a recommendation
@ Curriculum Concepts for the Gifted in: from a parent, teacheror

The Humanities administrator.
The Junior Great Books @ Have demonstrated above
The Sciences average intellectual ability.
Mathematics and Computers

Foreign Languages (Spanish/Latin)
Debate
The Arts: Class Piano,

String Instruments, Ballet

4-6 The Tolleston Elementary Academic Students must:
Center—ldentified students spend one e
day per weekin an academic program
designedto provide challenging and
appropriate instruction in four laboratory
classrooms.Instructional focus will be on
the developmentof higherlevel thinking
skills through:
@ Mathematics and Problem Solving
@ Creative Writing and Reasoning

e@ Literature and Reasoning
@ Science Explorations and Inquiry

Have scores within the

stanine band of 7-9 on

reading and mathematics
subtests of the lowa Test
of Basic Skills.
Have a recommendation
from parent, teacheror
administrator.

Have demonstrated above
averageintellectual ability.

 

Middle School Opportunities

 

6-8 University Workshops and Seminars are Students must:
provided for students participating in the @ Have scored at the 95th

Midwest Talent Search for highly gifted Percentile or better on the

students. lowa Test of Basic Skills.
e@ Take the Scholastic

Aptitude Test (SAT) and
have a verbal or
mathematics score of 350
or better.

7-8 The Academically Able Program—Atotal Students must:
academic program including instruction in: e

LanguageArts
Social Studies
Mathematics e
Science
French or Spanish

Have a recommendation

from a teacher, principal or
parent.
Have reading and
mathematics subtest

scores on the lowa Testof

Basic Skills within the

stanine band of 7-9.
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Grade Program/Opportunity Eligibility Criteria
 

High School Opportunities

 

 

 

 

The Collegiate Level Advancementin Studentsidentified for the
Secondary School (CLASS) Program Middle School Academically

Able Program usually qualify for

participation.

9-10 Options Students must:
@ People to People Career @ Enroll in a strong academic

Developmentfor the College-Bound program.
Student @ Take four college

@ St. Mary Medical Center Mentorship preparatory courses each
Program year.

@ Methodist Hospital Mentorship e@ Maintain a “B” average
Program each marking period.

®@ Be willing to take
Advanced Placement
coursesthat are offered in
the high school.

Students should have plansto
attend college.

10-12 Options
Professional Resource Education Program
(PREP):
@ Medical Component (1983)
@ Law Component (1984)
@ Engineering Component(1984)
@ Business Component(1985)

11-12 Options
Advanced Placement Coursesin:
@ French Language

@ Spanish Language
@ U.S. History
@ Biology

Indiana University Northwest Seminarsin
Science, The Humanities, Health

Occupations

Participation in Two Washington,D.C.
Based Programs
@ The Presidential Classroom for Young

Americans
@ The Washington Workshops

Congressional Seminars

12 College Level Courses Taughtin the High
Schools:
@ Purdue University’s Mathematics 214
@ Indiana University Northwest's Writing

131
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Saturday School Opportunities

Academics Arts
Grades 2-6 French — Beginning Grades 4-8 Little People’s

French — Intermediate Theatre
Spanish — Beginning
Spanish — Intermediate Grades 4—12 Visual Arts
Creative Computers

Grades 7—12 Musical Theatre:
Grades 4-6 Probability & Statistics e Dance

Energy Systems e Drama
Future Problem Solving @ Orchestra
Introduction to Latin @ Vocal Music

@ Stabe Production
Grades 7-8 Orientation for the SAT @ Set Design

Future Problem Solving

Grades Creative Computers
7-12 Seminar in Opera

Seminar in Latin/Greek Studies

Grades Professional Resource Education Program
10-12 (PREP):

@ Medical Component
@ Law Component
@ Engineering Component

 

Figure 6. Gary Community School Corporation Gifted and Talented Programs

Youth whoare talented in the arts or vocational areas are often left out of special
programsforthe gifted and talented. Nevertheless, they have special needs which must
be metif they are to realize the full developmentof their talents. A comprehensive
program should address their needs and provide appropriate services. In some areas of
the arts, such as dance,it might be necessary to provide services in Saturday and/or
summerprogramsor to seek them outside of school. Someschools avoid venturing into
programming in the arts or vocational areas because they fear that the identification
process will present insurmountable problems. In truth, there are now well established
identification procedures consisting of rating scales, auditions, product evaluations and
interviews which can be used (Tuttle & Becker, 1983).

The majorlimitations of the Purdue Secondary Modelare its complexity, the need
for trained staff and the problemsof small and rural schools. The model is comprehen-
sive and therefore relatively complex. This condition interacts with the need fortrained
staff. It seems unlikely that the model can be implemented by personnel who are not
well trained and experienced in work with the gifted. The coordinator must be
competentin gifted education and skilled administrator. Teachers of special classes
and seminars must be highly knowledgeablein their subject matter and proficientin
teaching processskills. Counselors must be adeptat working with the gifted and talented
and their special problems. All staff must know howto contribute to the identification
process.

The Purdue Secondary Modelis also difficult to implement in small schools and
rural settings where there maybetoo few students for seminars and specialclasses and
little possibility of assigning special staff to the gifted program. There mayalso belittle
hopeof organizing Saturday, summerprogramsorfinding a variety of special mentors in
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a rural area. The solution often is to create a cooperative arrangementin whichservices
might be shared amongseveral schools.

Conclusion

The Purdue Secondary Program Model is a comprehensive system designed to
meet the special needs of gifted and talented youth. It assumes that a good program

must provide both accelerated and enriching learning experiences. It is based on the
characteristics and needs of the gifted learner andis translated into practice though
program and curriculum structure. The Purdue Secondary Modelis attentive to the
individual student through the use of individual growth plans;yetit is also intended to
address the broaderissues of curriculum developmentin providing a challenging and
diverse set of opportunities for the many gifted youths in our secondary schools.
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Discussion Questions

 

What would be an ideal approach to meeting all the needs of Jenny in a high
school program?

Whatare the strengths or advantages of an eclectic or integrative model such as
the one described in this chapter? What weaknesses?

3 Whatareall the ways counselors could be involved in programmingforthe gifted.

When and whyshould weaccelerate instruction for the gifted? How can wedoit?
Whatare somepossible dangersin ourfailing to accelerate gifted youth?

5 Whyare curriculum modifications necessary for the gifted?

6 Examine Figure 3. How would you modify the content in a discipline of your
choice to meet the needsof gifted students who are “keen and alert observers”?

7] Examine Figure 4. Whichfive of those principles would you personally find most
useful in guiding your own curriculum developmentefforts? Why?

8 Whatdisciplines would youtry to incorporate into a unit if you were developing a
multi-discipline unit? Why?

9 Whatdifficulties would you anticipate in trying to implement a secondary program
like the one at Gary? How could you overcomethesedifficulties?

] (~ What approachescould oneuseto train staff for work in the Purdue secondary
model program?

1 1 How could gifted students themselves be involved in implementing this model?

]2 See Figure 1. Whichare the five mostcritical needs of gifted youth? Why?
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Summary

The Grid: A Model to Construct
Differentiated Curriculum
for the Gifted

he definition of differentiated curriculum, translated
into a set of learning experiences related to a given

theme, provides for comprehensive and integrated educa-
tional opportunities for gifted students. Most importantly,
the definition of curriculum referenced against accepted
elements of differentiated curricula is an assurance that
gifted students are provided with substantive rather than
superficial learning opportunities. The grid is one model
whichfacilitates the curriculum developer’s task of deter-

mining whatconstitutes differentiated curriculum and how
such a curriculum can be constructed.

The purposes of this model are therefore as follows:
(1) to translate the principles that govern an appropriately
differentiated curriculum for the gifted into practice, (2) to

define the process for constructing differentiated curricula
for the gifted and (3) to develop a comprehensive,articu-
lated and integrated curricular framework to guide the
teaching/learning of the gifted. The elements of learning
experiences—content, processes and product—aredelin-

eated in this chapter. Sample activities based on this model
are also included.
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The Grid: A Model to Construct
Differentiated Curriculum for the Gifted

 

Curriculum — POWER

@ Prove or disprove the constructive or abusive relationship between economic,social,
personal and environmental displays of power and the needs and interests of
individuals, groups and societies. Gather evidence from multiple and varied historic

and contemporaryprinted resources such as newspapers,journals and magazines;
Classify and organize the data. Use this data to prepare an oral presentation to
influence a selected audience with your viewpoint.

@ Establish criteria to judge the significance of person-made and natural sources of
powerto changesin beliefs, life style and communication. Gather data by using a
retrieval system. Identify main ideasin fiction and non-fiction references. Develop a
graphic representation (chart, diagram,etc.) to illustrate your findings.   
These learning experiences are part of a differentiated curriculum designed for

gifted students. They are differentiated because they are considered to be an appropri-
ate match between the recognized needs,abilities and interests of gifted students and

the educational purposes and expectation held for these learners. The ultimate goal of a
differentiated curriculum is that it recognizes the characteristics of the gifted, provides
reinforcementor practice for the developmentof these characteristics, and extends the
recognized characteristics to further levels of development.

These learning experiences were defined with reference to a set of understandings
aboutdifferentiated curriculum for gifted students:

Differentiated curriculum for the gifted should be integrated and comprehensive.
An analysis of each of the learning experiences evidencesthe integration of these

components to form a total curricular opportunity:

¢ PROCESS: Productive thinking—proveordisprove skills (critical thinking)
¢ CONTENT: Relationship between economic, social, personal and environmen-

tal displays of power and the needs andinterests of individuals,
groups andsocieties (interdisciplinary)

¢ PROCESS: Research Skill—use of multiple and varied printed sources
¢ PROCESS: Basic Skill—classification and organization of data
¢ PRODUCT: Developmentof oral presentation.

It is the integration of all the elements (content, process, product) rather than the isolated

or disjointed teaching/learning of each aspect of the curriculum as separate anddistinct
entities that distinguishes these learning experiences of a differentiated curriculum.

2 Differentiated curriculum for gifted students should be defined by design rather
than happenstance. Under the guise of differentiated curriculum, a variety of

curricular options are madeavailable to gifted students. Different, difficult, esoteric and

popularare terms applied to the selection of curricula for the gifted students. In many
cases, lack of knowledge aboutdifferentiation and/or poorabilities to discriminate from
the plethora of curricula stamped “for the gifted” has resulted in definitions of differenti-

182 ated curricula by whim or fancy. The use of the Principles of Differentiation set forth in
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1982 by the National/State Leadership Training Institute on the Gifted and the Tal-
ented’s Curriculum Council provides a framework for curriculum developers to deter-
mine the elements that differentiate curriculum for the gifted. The elements proposed
for inclusion in a differentiated curriculum are founded upon and modified from this set
of principles. (See Figure 1.)

 

PRINCIPLES OF A DIFFERENTIATED CURRICULUM FORTHE GIFTED/TALENTED
 

Present content that is related to broad-based issues, themesor problems.

Integrate multiple disciplines into the area of study.

Present comprehensive, related and mutually reinforcing experiences within an area of
study.

Allow for the in-depth learning of a self-selected topic within the area of study.

Develop independentorself-directed study skills.

Develop productive, complex, abstract and/or higherlevel thinking skills.

Focus on open-endedtasks.

Develop researchskills and methods.

Integrate basic skills and higherlevel thinking skills into the curriculum.

Encourage the developmentof products that challenge existing ideas and produce “new”
ideas.

Encourage the developmentof products that use techniques, materials and forms.

¢ Encourage the developmentof self-understanding, i.e., recognizing and using one’s abili-
ties, becomingself-directed, appreciating likenesses and differences between oneself and
others.

Evaluate student outcomesbyusing appropriate and specific criteria through self-appraisal,
criterion referenced and/or standardized instruments.
 

Figure 1. Principles of Differentiation

Defining curriculum for the gifted is not synonymouswith presribing curriculum.
Defining curriculum relates to planning the teaching/learning process;it is analo-

gous to charting or mapping. The definition of curriculum does not imply that all
students are expected to cover the same curriculum. Defining the curriculum outlines
what might be taught or learned by one student or many students. Definition of the
curriculum is separate from the implementation of the curriculum. It is during the
implementation of the curriculum that decisions about prescribing the curriculum are
made. Such decisions are not inherentin the definition of curriculum; they are part of
the interpretation by teachers of how the curriculum is to be used.

The learning experiences which are used as examples, were derived from the use
of a grid representing one of many models that can be used to construct curriculum. The
grid functions as a decision-making matrix to guide the curriculum developer through a
sequential set of procedures leading to the definition of a differentiated curriculum for
the gifted. Basically, the grid is a model to determine the essential elements for a
differentiated curriculum andto structure its format. The grid, as a model, provides the
categorical referents for the selection of the elements to be consideredin a differentiated

curriculum.It also describes a procedure for connecting these elements to create a set of

learning experiences. A curriculum is formed from the set of learning experiences
obtained throughthe use of grid. 183
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Figure 2 provides an outline of step-by-step procedures which direct the readerin
the use of the grid to define andstructure a differentiated curriculum forthe gifted.

 

 

 

 

 

 

Theme—POWER

PRODUCTIVE
CONTENT THINKING RESEAREH Bale PRODUCTS

SKILLS

relationship between differentiate use a identify the develop an
economic,social, betweenfact retrieval mainidea_ oral
personal displaysof and opinion system presentation
power, needs and
interests of individuals,
groups and societies

significance of prove or take notes write a make a
personmade and disprove paragraph graphic
natural sources representation
of power to changesin
beliefs,life style and
communication

conditions which establish use sequence write an

promote the criteria to fiction and editorial
exercise of judge non-fiction
powerbyindividuals,
organizations and
countries

value of social substantiate use classify debate
forms of power to with newspapers
human rights and evidence and
environmental usage journals       

Figure 2. The Grid: An Example

Selecting the Organizing Element or Theme

The element that provides cohesivenessto the curriculum typically is termed the
topic of study or the coursetitle. Regardless of the labelattributedto it, an elementthat
organizes and unifies a collection of learning experiences is needed. This elementaidsin
specifying the focus of the curriculum and determining whatis considered for inclusion
or exclusion in the curriculum. Without this element to provide an organizational thread
for the curriculum, there would be a randomlisting of learning activities which would not
be mutually reinforcing. These learnings would be unableto relate collectively to the
attainment of the anticipated goals and objectives for which the curriculum waswritten.

Most organizers have beentopical in nature. The rationale for this type of organizer
is that it circumscribes the learnings into smaller units which make the curriculum more
teachable and learnable. While there is support for this concept, the use of topics as
organizers hasresultedinstifling learning possibilities for students who are characterized

as rapid learners, who are curious andpossess a widevariety of interests and the ability
to generalize and makerelationships. The use of themesas the basis of organizing the
curriculum represents a better match betweenthe learning characteristics of the gifted

184 and the learning possibilities that a curriculum could provide for them.
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Using themesas organizersallows for a broaderandlarger scope of learning to be
included within the curriculum. The theme provides the overarching construct under
which a variety of topical areas of study can be subsumed. Whereas the topic of
“dinosaurs” might include subtopics related to types of dinosaurs, environmental
relationships between the dinosaur and their habitats, etc., the theme of “extinction”
includes, not only a study of dinosaurs and other animals of the past and present that
have becomeextinct, but it could also include topical areas of study pertaining to the
extinction of natural resources, the extinction of technology andbeliefs, the extinction of
various words, phrases and language patterns and the extinction of fashion in furnish-
ings, architecture, etc. The use of the theme widens the options for teaching and
learning.

The selection of a theme should be based on a numberoffactors:

¢ The theme should berelated to and/or rootedin a discipline.
¢ The theme shouldbesignificant to study.
¢ The theme should not be age or time dependent.

¢ The theme should allow for a variety of teacher-directed and student-selected
optionsfor study.

There are multiple sources of organizers, as shownin Figure 3.

 

 

 

 

 

 

SOURCE EXAMPLE ORGANIZER

Studentinterest Weather, animals Change Adaptation

Regular curricula Simple machines, explorers Power Explorers

Scholars Futurism, reading, classics Survival Conflict

Diagnostic data Phonetic skills Communication Expression

Teacher perceptions Holidays Traditions     
Figure 3. Sources of Organizers.

Determining the Content

Content refers to the knowledge and information defined as useful, important,
timely andinteresting for gifted students to acquire as a consequenceoftheir matricula-
tion through an educational program. The body of understandingsidentified as relevant
to the gifted learner circumscribes the content. Within this body of understandings are
the facts, ideas, concepts, generalizations, principles, theories and systems which
comprise historical, contemporaryandfuturistic contributions of persons to the general

and specific meaningof the disciplines. Thus, the nature of the content dimension of a
differentiated curriculum for the gifted is defined in response to the following questions:
Whatare the intended outcomesfrom a particular experience or set of experiences in a
subject area ordiscipline? What should the gifted student knowasa result of studying a
given subject area or discipline(s)?

The emphasis on thinkingskills often causes us to relegate knowledge or informa-
tion to a less important position in a curriculum for the gifted. Whenstress is placed on
processes, contentis perceived as a tooltofacilitate the acquisition of these skills, and
subsequently, content is designated as a meansto an end rather than an endinitself. In 185
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actuality, the developmentof skills cannot be separated from the assimilation of content.

No learning can take place without the interaction between content and process.
Intellectual inquiry or skill mastery is activated by content; how students think is
contingent upon whatstudents are to know.

The selection of content is surrounded by concerns and controversy. First, the
determination of the content is subject to the perceptions of the curriculum developers.
Ultimately, they are the key decision-makers who define the content to be included
within the parameters of the organizing theme. Second, the specification of content to
be presented to a student is not necessarily synonymous with what this student
eventually learns. In other words, the exposure to a defined area of study cannot be
interpreted as comprehension andretention of the material. Third, the broad scope of
possibilities available within a given content area demandsthatselection, not coverage,
govern the decisions about the content to be included or excluded from a curriculum.

Consideration of what should be emphasized for gifted students in the content dimen-
sion of a curriculum is a matter that always can be challenged by educators, parents,
community members and the students themselves. Fourth, the constantly changing
nature of content dueto such factors as technological advances and societal events will
demandreevaluation of the relevance of the information identified for students to learn.
While there is a body of knowledge that remainsstatic and is important to acquire over
time, agreement of curriculum developers about what this material is and whenthis
material should be included in a curriculum is not consistent.

The selection of the content is the most difficult facet of the curriculum develop-
mentprocess. Most often, the teacheris the consumerratherthan the authorof curricula
and therefore finds the task of selecting the contentalien. In addition, the determination
of the content might require the support of subject matter specialists to share both their
familiarity and expertise with curriculum developers. Needlessto say, there are curricula

frameworks and guides which can facilitate the decision-making necessary to identify
the content for the curriculum. Listed below are some basic rules to consider in
specifying the content.

1. The specific selection of content should be referenced to the organizing element or
theme.
2. The topical areas to be studied within the theme should be multidisciplinary. The
selection of disciplines to include within the theme are dependenton the purpose of the
curriculum andits relationship to a subject area ordiscipline understudy. In other words,
if the curriculum is developedfor a social studies class, the nature of the disciplines to be
included within the curriculum might be rooted in the social sciences. Each curriculum
should have a root discipline and allow for extensions to other disciplines as such
extensionsare responsive to the abilities and interests of the students and the intent of

the curriculum.
3. The topics selected for the theme should represent those that are mandatory or
expectedforall students to learn, those that are introduced because they are consonant
with the needs, interests and abilities of the gifted student, and those that are of
particular importanceorof interest to individual students or groupsof gifted students.
4. Thetopics selected for the theme should allow for the integration of subject areas.
For example,the basic subject areas of reading, mathematics, etc. should be included as

integral rather than adjunct areas of study.
5. The topics of study should allow for a time perspective wherein the knowledge of the
past, present and future are related. Studies of content referenced to the past or the
future without emphasis on the relationship between these time periods does not
provide the meaning necessaryto understand either time period.
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The designation of the knowledge to emphasize within the topics of the various
disciplines can befacilitated by the use of key words. These wordshighlight significant
areas of information. Some of the key words are categorized as demanding concrete
understanding of the knowledge while other key words require more abstract under-

standingsof the information. Followingis a listing of key words:

¢ kinds ¢ relationship ¢ characteristics
¢ types ¢ evolution * purpose
* conditions * importance ¢ function

¢ significant * value ¢ style

 

THEME: POWER

CONTENT PROCESSES PRODUCTS

(Key word + disciplines + theme)

 

 

 

relationship between economic,social,

personal and environmentaldisplays of
power and the needsandinterests of
individuals, groups andsocieties
 

significance of person-madeandnatural
sources of powerto changesin beliefs,life
style and communication
 

conditions which promote the exerciseof
powerby individuals, organizations and
activities
 

value of social forms of power to human
rights and environmental usage     

Figure 4. An Example of Specifying Content

Selecting the Processes

Processesare theskills defined for inclusion in a curriculum. They represent the
competencies studentswill be expected to learn as a consequenceoftheir participation
in the curriculum. The identification and subsequent selection of processes for the

curriculum is not done randomly. Reference should be madeto the scope and sequence
of both the regular or basic and gifted programs. Such a documentprovidesthe data to
make decisions regarding which processes could be includedin the curriculum because
of the students’ developmental readiness to have theseskills introduced. Otherskills will
be included because of the evidence describing the students’ need to have additional
practice opportunities to attain mastery of theseskills.

While differentiated curriculum for the gifted is associated traditionally with the
introduction and masteryof productive thinking skills or what has become knownas the
more abstract and complex mental operations, theseskills represent only one of several
categories of skills that ultimately should be considered for gifted students. Other
categories of processesare basic researchskills of the disciplines, learning-to-learn skills,
life skills, and the skills of technology. Perhaps the greatest misunderstanding in the

definition of processesfor gifted students has been the perception that delineating the
skills of productive thinking automatically designates the curriculum as differentiated.
Theseskills often have been regarded as the unique property of the gifted and have
been used by somecurriculum developersto justify the relevance of the curriculum for 187
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the gifted. There has also been a disregard for otherskills needed by the gifted in favor of
the teaching and learning of productive thinkingskills.

This curriculum development modelfacilitates the integration of various categories
of processes into a curriculum without ignoring the manyskills pertinent to the
education of gifted students: The inclusion of productive thinkingskills to the exclusion
of other types of skills is artificial since each type of skill provides the reinforcement

necessary for the mastery of the other typesofskills. For example,the ability to develop
the skill of verification in problem solving (productive thinking) is contingent upon both
the developmentof the skills of gathering data (researchskill) and sequencing informa-
tion (basic skill).

There are a multitude of sources whichserve to define the productive thinkingskills
or processesofcritical and creative thinking, problem solving and logic. Among these

sources is the variety of taxonomies and models. These are means by which the
curriculum developerascertains whichskills lead to the students’ abilities to think more
productively and how these skills can be taught. These taxonomies and models are
meansto endsrather than ends in themselves. The ability to name the features or steps
of a taxonomy or model is not sufficient to ensure the students comprehension or
mastery of productive thinking skills. There is often a misunderstanding concerning the
use of these taxonomies and models as guides for the definition and instruction of

thinking skills for a differentiated curriculum oras the curriculumitself. Another concern
is that the use of taxonomies and models as the curriculum results in the robotic nature
of the learner to perform thinking as a set of operations without understanding of these
operations as they impact one’sability to perform critically, creatively and to function as
a problem solveror logistician. Many students canrecite steps or activities of a modelfor
thinking without beingable to relate these steps to specific content.

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

THEME: POWER

CONTENT PROCESSES PRODUCTS

Productive Research Basic
thinking skills skills skills

Focusoncritical
thinking

Differentiate Useretrieval Identify the
betweenfact system main idea
and opinion

Prove or Take notes Write a

disprove paragraph

Establish Usefiction and Sequence

criteria to judge non-fiction

Substantiate Use news- Classify
with papers and
evidence journals       
Figure 5. Example of Specifying Processes

Selecting the Product

The synthesis and transmission of the knowledge (content) assimilated and the
188 skills (processes) mastered by the studentinto a form of communication represents the
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product dimension of the curriculum. A question relative to the product element of a
differentiated curriculum is whether the product is valued as a tool to learn or as the
verification of learning. Basically, the product serves both purposes.It is a means by
whichlearning takes place andit is a culmination of the learning that has taken place. A
prevalent argument concerning product development centers is on where emphasis
should be placed: (1) the product as an expression of the student’s achievementor (2)
the product as an exemplarof the processes the student has learned to apply in orderto
achieve. The focus on the overt qualities of a product without regard for the covert
factors that lead to the construction of that product also places a disproportionate
emphasis on the product for a single purpose rather than the multiple outcomesit
serves. Thus, product developmentis a curricular opportunity which allowsthe follow-
ing learning experiences to occur:

1. Exposure to a wide variety of communication forms: illustrative, oral, written,
models, etc. Experiences within a particular category also are necessary. For example,
written products include writing s story, editorial, daily, abstract, slogans, proposal,etc.
2. Comprehension of and exercises in production skills which include the following:

¢ Applying the appropriate technology and materials
¢ Organizing time, energy, resources and decision-makingstrategies

¢ Determiningcriteria for success such as accuracy, display of knowledge,creativity,
etc.

¢ Establishing a bond with the productas evidenceof its worth to a target audience
and as a reflection or extension of the producer

¢ Recognizing and appreciating famous andsignificant artisans and their works
¢ Identifying formal and informaloutlets to share products.

 

THEME — Power

CONTENT PROCESSES PRODUCTS

 

 

Develop anoral presentation
 

Makea graphic representation
 

Write an editorial
 

Debate     
Figure 6. An Example of Specifying Products

Forming Learning Experience

Learning experiences are formedbyintersecting cells from each of the categories
labeled on the grid. A learning experience is comprised of the meaningful relationship
between the elements:

 

 

 

    

T/S + C + R/S + B/S + P

Thinking + Content + Research + Basic + Product
Skill Skill Skill

Prove or + Relationship + Magazines, + Classify + Oral
disprove between journals presentation

economic,social
and personal
power,etc.    189
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Implementing the Curriculum

The formation of a set of learning experiences constitutes the curricular framework.
The definition of a learning experienceis that it answers the question of what should be
taught or learned in a differentiated curriculum.It describes the ends or outcomesof
instruction. The next step in the curriculum development process is to describe the
means by which the endsare attained. Traditionally, the means are determined by the
articulation of lesson plans (motivation, practice, transfer, feedback or knowledge of
results, etc.), the selection of instructional strategies (discovery, simulation, inquiry
training), and the organization and managementof the classroom (independentstudy,
peer-to-peerteaching,etc.).

In Figure 7 is an example of how meanswere developedfor a learning experience.
A series of activities were designed to facilitate the students’ ability to successfully
achieve the learning experience. Amongthe factors to be considered in deciding the
most effective and efficient activities are the following:

¢ developmental readiness and prerequisite training
¢ interest of students
¢ characteristics of giftedness
* availability of resources and time
¢ type of gifted program.

The learning activities formed from the grid are not limited to large group or
teacher-directed lessons. They can be used as independentstudies or to form task cards
and learning centers. The definition of learning experiences is not bound by any one

type of programmatic modelor delivery system.

Planning the Lesson

1. Objective or Learning Experience. Prove or disprove constructive or abusive
relationship between economic, social, personal and environmental displays of
power. Gather evidence from historic and contemporary magazines and journals;
classify and organize data into an oral presentation.

2. Prerequisites/Sequence.
¢ Definition of power
¢ Analysis of disciplines economics, social sciences,etc.
¢ Introduction of contemporary journals: Time, Newsweek,etc.

3. Motivation. Watch video of Ten Angry Men. Readeditorials describing different
points of view regarding anissue of social power: strikes.

4. Practice-Time-Continua.
¢ Present students with a problem to solve. Havestudents provetheir solution to be
the most accurate.

¢ Invite a librarian to introduce the Reader's Guide.

¢ Attend a lecture to determine appropriate elements of an oral presentation.

¢ Read and discuss chapters 12—14 in Power: A Source of Conflict.
Independent Study Opportunities. Select an area of study.
Transfer Opportunities. Relate the use of power in words and color to other

powerforms.
Evaluation Feedback.Evaluate students using the criteria for an oral presentation

developedbytheclass.
EnvironmentInterest Study Learning. Create an independentstudy area with

190 resource material and materials for the production of an oral report.
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ARTICULATING ACTIVITIES
 

LEARNING EXPERIENCE: Proveor disprove the constructive or abusive relationship
between economic,social, personal and environmental displays of power and the needs
and interests of individuals, groups and societies. Gather evidence from multiple and
varied historic and contemporary printed resources such as newspaper, journals and
magazines.Classify and organize the data. Usethis data to prepare an oral presentation
to influence a selected audience with you viewpoint.
 

ELEMENTS OF THE LEARNING EXPERIENCE
 

 

 

 

and inductive
reasoning to
prove a point    

Productive
thinking skill Content Researchskill Basic skills Product

prove or relationship use of magazine| classify oral

disprove between and journal presentation

economic,social,
personal and
environmental
displaysof
powers to needs

andinterests of
individuals,
groups and
societies

ACTIVITIES

¢ Solve riddles |* Locate ¢ Identify the ¢ Present ¢ Watcha T.V.

and prove the examples of parts of a students with “talk show”to

answerto be the magazine an aggregate determine the
correct constructive and journal: of facts on criteria for an

Tn; and abusive table of power; have Oral
bywhich use of power contents, them classify presentation
proofis in current feature the | - Translate a

; ; events articles, information
determined in a: written report

; editorials,
science intoa5

: etc.
mathematics, minute oral
logic presentation.

¢ Compare the Shretiee the

application of errectiveness

deductive of each
medium  
 

9. Resources: People, References, Media. Librarian Reader's Guide, text and

magazines.

Figure 7. An Example of a Learning Experience

10. Organization: Teacher, Student. Large grouplecture, small group discussions,

independentstudy. 191
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Conclusion

As wasstated earlier, it is not assumed that because a set of learning experiences
have beendefinedthatall students are expected to engagein, benefit from, or be ready
for those training experiences. Differentiation of curriculum and individualization of the

curriculum are not similar Once the curriculum is differentiated, it needs to be
individualized for students. Any orall of the componentsof a learning experience can be
individualized. Modifications in the learning experience are a consequenceof the needs,
interests and abilities of individual gifted students.

CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT MODEL— THE GRID

Sandra N. Kaplan

PURPOSES OF MODEL:
1. To translate the principles that govern appropriately differentiated curriculum for the

gifted into practice;
2. To define the processfor constructing differentiated curricula for the gifted;
3. To develop a comprehensive,articulated and integrated curricula framework to guide

the teaching/learning of the gifted.

UNITY: A curricular framework is organized around either a teacher-directed or student-
selected issue, problem, theme, question or skill. The organizer provides focus and
continuity to the curriculum.

 

 

CONTENT PROCESSES PRODUCT AFFECTIVE

The subject matter |The skills or The formsof Theattitudes,
selected for the competencies the communication or appreciation and
curriculum reflects gifted are expected |the products by values introduced to
knowledgethatis to masterinclude, whichthegifted the gifted are an
mandatoryforall but are not limited to, |Summarize and integral feature of,
students to learn, fundamental, transmit the rather than an

knowledgethatis rudimentary or basic knowledge they have| adjunctto, the
commensurate with |skills, productive assimilated and the curriculum. An
the levelof (logic, creative skills they have understanding of the
conceptualization problem-solving and |mastered should self as a gifted
responsive to the Critical-) thinking include experiences |individual and
gifted and knowledge skills, research skills |in a variety of media, contributor, a value
particular to the or the skills of learning the for learning and
individuals needs accessing, technology and productivity, an
and interests of the interpreting, materials for awarenessof the
gifted. summarizing and appropriate and roles and

reporting accurate production, responsibility for
information, and and developing leadership are some
personalized skills or outlets for sharing of the affective
those particular to and gaining learnings to be

the individual feedbackrelative to [included in the
aptitude of the gifted. |the developed work. |curriculum.      

LEARNING EXPERIENCE:Theintersection of the elements (content, processes, product
and affect) constitutes the objective or learning experience that guides the
teaching/learning process. Learning experiences are essentially fixed ends or

the perceived anticipated outcomeof teaching and/or learning. They provide the
frameworkfor units or courses of study, lesson plans and independence study.
The teacher and/or students use the learning experience to develop and plan the

192 activities necessary to attain this end.
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EXAMPLE LEARNING EXPERIENCE

STYLE

 

Organizer

Productive _-------- Gather supportive data to prove or disprove
thinking skill

Research

that perceptions of the self, the environment————~Content
and the world affect the style oflife, art, music

and literature. Select resources from the

 skill +

Basic skill
product

card catalogue to gatherdata. Outline the data

collected and use the outline to write an

——essay to substantiate yourfindings.

Discussion Questions
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Define the concept of differentiated curriculum for the gifted with reference to the
dimensions of content, process and product.

Describe the major concerns or problemsrelative to specifying the curricular
dimensions of content, process and product for a curriculum appropriate for gifted

students.

Discuss the roles of taxonomies and process models in a differentiated curriculum
for the gifted.

Discuss the concept of defined versus prescribed curriculum.

Differentiate between a set of learning experiences andsetof learning activities.

Develop a learning experience usingthe grid illustrated in the chapter. Develop a

lesson plan using this learning experienceas a reference.

Compare the grid as a curriculum development model to another model for
developing curriculum.

Discuss the use of the grid as a curriculum development modelfor a specific type
of program.

Discussthe relationship of student interests and needsto the definition of learning
experiences derived from the use ofthe grid.
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Dr. Mary Meeker beganhercareerin gifted education Dr. Mary Meeker

as a psychologist in 1962 when,in an effort to understand SOI Institute
kinds of giftedness, she analyzed IQ tests for Structure of Vida, Oregon
Intellect factors. In 1969 she developedthefirst Source- El Segundo, California
books for teachers so that gifted programs could go

beyond academics into the developmentofintelligence.
She edited the 32 Frameworksfor Gifted for the State of
California (1970-1972) covering seven disciplines over
four grade ievels and is co-author of the SOI tests for
identifying intellectual abilities. Her tests and materials
have been published in Spanish, French, Japanese and

Taiwanese. She is dedicated to understandingintellectual
giftedness and to helping educators broadentheir perspec-
tives on teachingall children.

Robert Meeker

 

Dr. Meeker has an academic backgroundin philoso-
phy, systems science and education. He beganhis profes-
sional career as a human factors scientist at System
Development Corporation, studying decision making be-
havior He designed and managed a computer-based
laboratory for social science studies at UCLA,contributed
to the earliest work with computer-based survey research
programs and managed the evaluation for a national
research program in school health sponsored by the
Robert Wood Johnson Foundation. His principal work in
education has been with the development of computer
programsandtraining materials for the SOIInstitute. Prior

to his full time involvement with the SOI Institute he
designed A New School for the Cities (Education and
Urban Society, February 1971, entire issue) which applied
system-level solutions to the then identified problems of
the innercity schools.

 
Dr. Robert Meeker

SOIInstitute
Vida, Oregon
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Summary

The SOI System for Gifted Education

he Structure of Intellect Model (Guilford’s SI theory)
offers us the most comprehensive and valid model

for identifying kinds of giftedness. This model, in its full
complexity, describes ninety different kindsofintelligence.
These “intelligences” are organized into contentabilities,
operation abilities and productabilities. The Meeker and
Meekerapplications of the SI model to classroom situa-
tions form the basis for this chapter.

The SOI system applies Guilford’s model to educa-
tion in two ways: assessment and training. This essential

link between assessmentandtraining offers the advantage
of a built-in evaluation procedurefor gifted programs. The
use of the SI model in assessment, training and reassess-
ment highlights the integrated nature of the SOI system.
Through extensive field-testing and research, the SOI

system has shownthat, contrary to past belief, the intellect
can betrained.
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The SOI System for Gifted Education

On Children

The nasturtium lies stifled Effort pulses red in spots
underthe boardsignorantfall to capture gain,
And photosynthetic needs, in vain.

starved, The stem remains the same.
force stem growthtotriple

in its white search for natural properties. Distortions run the course.
The leaves grow

Remove the weight to allow the sun. green but small.

Flowers?

Notat all.

Mary Meeker

he SOI system for gifted educationis distinguished by the fact that it is based ona
theory of humanintelligence. The underlying theoretical model is called the

Structure of Intellect. To understand the SOI system you must first understand the
Structure ofIntellect (SI) model. In this chapter we will (1) outline the SI model, (2) show

how the SOI system applies the SI modelto gifted education, (3) report, at a program
level, how schools have used the SOI system and(4) report, at a personallevel. how the
SOI system has helped individual gifted students.

The Structure of Intellect (SI) Model

The Structure of Intellect (SI) model is the result of more than twenty years of
research by J. P Guilford and his colleagues in the Aptitudes Project at the University of
Southern California (Guilford, 1966, 1967). The SI model is a comprehensive descrip-
tion of humanintelligence; it describes the variousintellectual factors involved in human
cognitive performance.In its full complexity the model describes ninety different kinds
of intelligence. Fortunately, the full complexity of the model is subsumed by an
underlying structure which is easily understood. This, in fact, is the power of the SI
model — the basic structure of intellect is simple and easily understood while the
resulting modelis sufficiently complex to describe humanintelligence comprehensively.

The structureofintelligence is composedof fourteen facts about cognitive function-
ing that are already familiar to you as an educator. In other words, the SI modelis a

common sense model — a formal, scientific. psychometric model, butstill, basically, a
model expressed as commonsense concepts.

Content Abilities

First let us consider the ability to handle different types of intellectual content. We
recognize the fact that people differ in their ability to deal with different kinds of content.
Architects, graphic designers, layout specialists, pattern makers, taxi drivers, assembly

workers, choreographers, builders, dentists, engineers and windowdressers, to name a
few, all have one thing in common — they have goodfigural-spatialintelligence:if they
did not, they could not function well in these jobs. On the other hand, computer
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programmers, (sight-reading) musicians, stenographers, cryptologists, word-proces-
sors, mathematicians, proofreaders, bookkeepers, computer operators, and cashiers, to
namea few, all have one thing in common — they have good symbolic intelligence.
Finally, writers, receptionists, political scientists, guidance counselors, social workers,

copy readers, teachers, and actors all have one thing in common — they have good
semantic intelligence.

There are, then, three different kinds of contentintelligence: figural, symbolic and
semantic. People have different profiles of content abilities: some people, for instance,
are strong in all the content abilities — e.g., the architect who designs the building
(figural), does the engineering calculations (symbolic), and makesthe presentation to

the client (semantic). Some people are muchstrongerin one contentability than in the
other two — e.g., the printer who canset up the jobs and run thepress(figural), but has
difficulties calculating job prices (symbolic) and has problems communicating with
customers (semantic). In fact, the differences in the profiles of content abilities is one of
the principal determining factors in the careers that we choose and the avocations and
hobbiesthat we follow.

It is also apparent to you that your students show different profiles of content
abilities and this has implications for both their opportunities and their successes in
education. Traditional gifted programs, for example. have focused primarily on seman-
tic, secondarily on symbolic, and almostnotat all on figural. The recognition of different
contentabilities will expand the procedures of identification (especially for those who
are not gifted semantically) and also help to expand gifted programs to be more

comprehensive in their definition. We will illustrate how these Structure of Intellect
concepts have been used to expandthe definition of gifted programs; in particular we
will describe a program that expandedto include Canadian Indiansbyvirtue of the fact
that it recognizedtheir gifted figural intelligence (see Hengenstudy, 1983,in the section
on SOI-based programs).

Operations Abilities

In addition to different kinds of contentabilities we also recognize differences in the
waysthat people function intellectually. The SI modelidentifies five different intellectual
functions or operations: cognition, memory, evaluation, convergent production and
divergent production. Let's look at each of these in everyday terms.

Cognition. This is the ability to assimilate new material or to recognize and
understand material that has been presented before. People whoare high in cognition
are “bright” — fast learners, quick learners — the sort of people who can track almost
any presentation whetherit is in their field or not. They understand quickly and can
follow instructionseasily.

Politicians are typically high in cognition; they receive manybriefings in the course
of a day and they must be able to assimilate the material very quickly. In fact, anyone
whois in a rapidly changing informational environment must be high in cognition to
survive. Thus, whether oneis an advertising account executive or a taxi fleet dispatcher,
a movie producer or an emergency triage nurse. a public relations specialist or
construction foreman — the ability to comprehend quickly is an essential ability.

Goodteachers instinctively recognize differences in degree of cognitive ability
among their students because they must “manage” these differences. Most of class-
room management,in fact, is keeping the high cognizers interested while bringing the 197
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low cognizers along. Whenthe differences are too great we often use “grouping” to
make the differences more manageable; but whatever techniques we use, we are
managingdifferences in cognition ability.

Memory. This ability can be easily contrasted with cognition. Cognition, as we
havesaid,is the ability to get information in. Memory, on the other hand,is the ability to
get stored information out.

We (unconsciously) assumethat there is a direct relationship between cognition
and memory— theability to takeit in is usually matched bytheability to bring it back—
so weare perplexed by students with contrasting abilities in cognition and memory.It
seems incongruous that the student who nods affirmatively on Monday through
Thursday lectures, cannot rememberonthe Friday test: or, on the other side, that the

student who must labor to understand the material could have almost nodifficulty
rememberingit. These are the students who most dramatically illustrate the differences
between cognition and memory.

We might note in passing that we dolittle in school to train memory specifically
even though werely on our students’ ability to remember to demonstrate to us what
they have comprehended. (We find, incidentally, that the great majority of gifted
students have gifted memory.)

Evaluation. Thisis an interesting ability because we use it everyday andyetit is so
little recognized by our educational practices. Whatis evaluation?It is the ability to make
decisions or judgments. Whenever weact in the face of uncertainty, we are using
evaluation; wheneverweact in the face of ambiguity, we are using evaluation; yet in the

curriculum of the classroom thereis verylittle opportunity for students to use, muchless
for teachers to train, their ability to do evaluation.

Whetherweare dealing with uncertainty or with ambiguity we are dealing with
incomplete information; typically, in such situations there is no “answer”; there are
alternatives or choices that need to be evaluated. The prospect of having curricular
experiences in whichthere is no “answer” is an anathema in most educationalcircles, so
evaluation is usually ignored; yet, its practical importance is obvious.

If people do not develop evaluation abilities (or if they develop them to a minimal
degree) what do they do? Theyeitherfind substitutes for their lack of judgment — rules
to follow slavishly or highly structured situations that preempt decisions or, they
becomehighly anxious, sometimes to the degree that they “leave the field’’, i.e. they
take themselves out of any situation that presents uncertainty or ambiguity to them.

 

Our students, of course, do the same; when they encounter ambiguity (e.g. five
answersthatall look correct) and they do not havethe (evaluation) ability to dealwithit,
they either look for somerule to follow, or stab at an answer, any answer, to get out of the
situation. If this happens often enough they soon develop (math, reading, or general
learning) anxiety, sometimes to the degree that they will “leave the field” by avoiding
certain courses or dropping out altogether.

It is worth noting that students who cannot handle ambiguity, can be, andoftenare,
“bright” students who canrecall their facts — in SI terms, they are high in cognition and
memory, but low in evaluation. This, at once, serves to differentiate these abilities and
should direct our efforts to help the student, namely, by directly developing his or her

198 ability to handle ambiguity.
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Convergent Production. While this sounds imposing,it is actually the everyday
staple of the classroom, problem-solving. “Convergent”signifies that one converges on
the answer from the facts given, and “production” signifies that one must rearrange,
reassociate, or otherwise manipulate the “given” facts in order to find the answer.
Problem-solving, in contrast to evaluation, always has an answer. This lendsitself to
didactic instruction, thus it is one of the abilities that we exercise constantly in the
classroom.

Convergent production is, of course, the backbone of science, mathematics,
trouble shooting, debugging, invention, repair work of almost every kind, system
design, engineering, and mechanics. Theability to solve problemsis prized as muchin
the world of workasit is in the world of school.

Divergent Production.If convergent production is the ability to converge on an
answer from given facts or conditions, divergent production is the ability to find
innovative solutions within defined limits. This is the Structure of Intellect ability most
identified with creativity. It is one of the most applied parts of the modelbecauseit offers
a definition of creativity, a means of measuring creativity and, through the SOI system,a
meansoftraining creativity; thus, for programs that focus on creativity it provides an
attractive conceptual framework.

To summarize to this point, the SI model identifies five different intellectual
functions: cognition (taking it in), memory (bringing it back), evaluation (making
judgments or decisions), convergent production (solving problems) and divergent
production (creating). The SI model also identifies three different intellectual contents:
figural, symbolic and semantic.

As you mayhavealready anticipated, these two dimensionsof the modelintersect
one another. Since each of the functions can take place in any of the content areas, the
complexity of the model begins to emerge; one can cognize figural, symbolic or
semantic content; one canrecall figural, symbolic or semantic content; one can evaluate
figural, symbolic or semantic content; one can do figural problem solving, symbolic
problem solving or semantic problem solving; and,finally, one can be creativefigurally,
symbolically or semantically.

Products Abilities

The final dimension of the model describes the six different levels of informational
complexity at which one performs: units, classes, relations, systems, transformations
and implications.

Units. The ability to deal with units is the ability to deal with one thing at a time.
People whoarestrongin this ability are good with details; they make sure that the t’s are
crossed andthei’s are dotted.

Oneshould not assumethatit is easier to operate at the units level than at a level of

greater informational complexity; it may or may not be, and it may be different for
different people (because they have differing abilities when it comes to dealing with
things one at a time). Some people have phenomenal memoriesfor telephone numbers
(units), but cannot remember multiplication tables (relations); for most of us, however,
the reverse is true; wefind it easier to rememberrelated information than isolated bits.
Units, then, are primary in terms of complexity but not necessarily the easiest to work
with in terms of cognitive function. 199
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Classes. The ability to deal with classes or groups is the ability to see critical
similarities and differences. People whoare strong in this ability are organized cogni-
tively; they have a conceptual place for everything and everything in its conceptual
place.

Whena young child movesfrom units to classes it is a quantum leap developmen-
tally because it represents the cognitive economies of being able to deal with groups,
sets and collections rather than separate individual entities. Some children do not
developclassification abilities beyond the most primitive level and as a consequence
they are severely penalized in termsof learning.

Relations. The ability to deal with relations is the ability to see associations and
connections between things. People whoarestrongin this ability are sensitive to the
interrelatedness of things; they see the warp and woofas well as the pattern of the fabric;
they see the connections everywhere.

The ability to understand relations develops after the ability to classify; young
children learn relational concepts (above/below, over/under, inside/outside, etc.) long
after they learn to classify and they master the complications of relations (inverse,
transitivity, etc.) long after they learn the simple relational concepts. The ability to
understand complexrelations is the door into so-called higher-orderthinking skills.

Systems. The ability to deal with systemsis the ability to see the relations of
relations. People whoarestrongin this ability see not only the big picture, but the ever
biggerpicture as well.

The ability to understand systemsis the threshold into the higher-order(orcritical)

thinking skills. “Higher-order” thinking skills are considered to be “higher” than the
basic thinkingskills which deal primarily with units, classes and simple relations. Systems
level thinking is, of course, essential to science, mathematics, historical analysis, plot
development, urban planning, inter-agency budgeting, and for its namesake, systems
engineering.

Transformations. The ability to deal with transformations is the ability to see
things in a different perspective orin a differentlight. People whoarestrongin this ability
are very open-minded — able to see situations (problems, tasks, etc.) anew without

imposing preconceptions that would obscure the solution. Inventors are masters at
transformational thinking. Inventionis rarely scientific discovery;it is almost always the
application of well knownprinciples and techniquesin a way that produces new results.

Transformational thinking is, in fact, another aspect of creativity (in addition to

divergent production). When wespeak of creative problem solving it always involves
transformation; that is the creative aspect of the problem solving — being able to
converge on the answerby virtue of redefining the problem in a new way. The most
dramatic examples of innovation whetherin science, the arts, mathematics or invention
involves transformational thinking.

Implications. The ability to deal with implicationsis the ability to see outcomesor
consequences. People whohavethis ability are far-sighted in their outlook by anticipat-
ing outcomesandprofit from their mistakes by avoiding the negative (or undesired)
consequencesof past actions. As Piaget has shown,in formalthinking, implicationsis
one of the last abilities to be fully developed andyetit is an ability that we can measure
very early with tests like maze tests (the ability to see ahead is an implications ability).
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Implications thinking is an essential componentin analysis whetherit is in editor
writing, numerical theory or jurisprudence. “Logical” thinking and deductive reasoning
are practically synonymouswith the ability to see implications and outcomes.

This completes the outline of the SI model. From these fourteen concepts the
whole of the SI model can be derived — ninety different types ofintellectual function
described in terms the operation involved (cognition, memory, evaluation, convergent

production, or divergent production), the content area involved (figural, symbolic, or
semantic), and the degree of informational complexity (units, classes, relations, systems,
transformations, or implications). The interactions delineated in this model is dia-
grammedin Figure 1.
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Figure 1. SI Model: Intersection of General Abilities Producing Ninety

Different Specific Abilities

The value of such a modelis that it provides a map of humanintellectual function.
As practitioners in education, we may not be concerned with the total domain thatis
mapped;in fact, we will only be concerned with those parts of the domain thatrelate to
our educationalobjectives; that, indeed,is the application of the SI model to education
and thatis the subject of the next section.

The SOI System: Applying the SI Model to Education

The SOI System applies the Structure of Intellect model to education in two ways:
assessmentandtraining.

Assessment

The assessment componentis a direct outgrowth of the research that produced the
SI model. The SOI tests are based on SI concepts; in many cases the SOItests are
modifications of the original tests that were used to identify the different abilities in the
model. The SOI tests have been designedfor levels appropriate to school age children.
(While some of the SOI tests range to post-secondary populations, the primary
emphasis has been on school age children.) The SOI tests have been designedfor group
administration by a psychologist, psychometrist, coordinator or classroom teacher.

Since these tests have been designedfor practical use in educational programming,
we could not, of course,test all of the ninety different intellectual abilities. Different

subsets have beenselected for different age groups and educational purposes, but the 201
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basic concepts behindall the tests are the Sl-identified abilities. Thetitles of the various
tests will illustrate the different foci in terms of age and educational purpose: SO] Test of
Learning Abilities (grades two through twelve); SOI Process and Diagnostic Test
(kindergarten through grade three); Reasoning ReadinessTest (kindergarten and grade
one); Gifted Screening Test (grades two throughtwelve); Atypical Gifted Screening Test
(grades two through twelve); Personal Productivity Assessment(high school and above
for career counseling).

SOItests have been usedin gifted programs in two ways; as a meansofidentifying
gifted students andas a basis for designing individual coursesoftraining within the gifted
program.

Identification of Giftedness. SOI tests have been used as a meansofidentifica-
tion — most often, of course, in conjunction with other criteria — of gifted intellectual
abilities. The broad spectrum of the SOI tests means that one is opening the lens of
identification to more possibilities than the focusof traditional IQ tests. Furthermore, the
differentiation of abilities — as drawn from the ninety different SI abilities — yields an
individual profile of intelligence rather than a single aggregated score (e.g. 129); this
profile of intelligence shows the teacher, student and parents how the candidate
qualified as gifted. Or, and this is important to any process of gifted identification, how
the candidate did not qualify. There is, for instance, not much information or much basis
for improving oneself for future qualification, in a score of 129 whenthecut-off is 132:

there is not muchsolace or hope in having missed the cut-off by three points.

The situation is quite different with a differentiated test such as the SOI. A
candidate maystill miss the cut-off, to be sure, but the information as to why he or she

missed is available, first, as a basis of explanation and, second,as a basis of improve-

mentfor future qualification.If the criterion for qualification using the SOI-LA were,say,

twelve out of the twenty-six tests in the gifted range, and the candidate only made
eleven, then the post-test conference can be usedfirst, to acknowledge the gifted
abilities that the student has already developed and second,to focus on thoseabilities at
the near-gifted level that could be improved before the next qualification testing occurs.
This positive approachto near-miss identification is not possible without a differentiated
test like the SOI.

Identification for Special Gifted Programs. Many schoolsdistricts (and some
states) have seen the need to expandtheir gifted programsto include groups that have
been systematically excluded (or severely underrepresented) by the identification
criteria that have been used. The SOI system has been used as a meansof drawing in
these atypical groups without simply lowering standards of admission.

The first thing we need to do in expanding the criteria for identification is to
understand whythe traditional methods have systematically penalized certain groups.
Traditional methods are semantically oriented; as a consequence any student(or group
of students) who is weak in semantic abilities, will not qualify. Once this fact is evident
there are three alternatives: (1) continue with the traditional identification procedures
and continue to exclude non-semantic students, (2) modify the selection procedures to

compensate those students who, by reason of socio-economic circumstance, have not

had the opportunity to develop semantic abilities (this is usually done by giving
“compensation” points for socio-economic circumstance), or (3) expand the assess-
mentofabilities so that non-semantic candidates have the opportunity to showtheirgifts
in other areas.
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SOIlendsitself to the third of these alternatives sinceit offers a full range of non-
semantic (figural and symbolic) abilities to test. This, in fact, is the focus of the SOI
Atypical Gifted Screening Test, but other SOItests can be used in the same manner, that
is, by focusing on the non-semantic abilities.

The value of expanding the scope of assessment to encompassthe atypical gifted is
that it makes the conceptual frameworkof the atypical program explicit soit is lesslikely
that a student will be specially qualified and then putinto a traditional, semantically-
oriented program. This, of course, will lead to very undesirable consequencesdespite
the goodintentionsof the program.In other words, an atypical gifted program that only
opens the doors to qualification and then puts the student into a typical program —
atypical as to qualification but typical as to program — will be detrimental to the very
groupit is trying to help. To be successful the program must take the students where
they are and lead them from there to the goals of the program. The SOItest makesit
clear where the studentis becauseit gives a profile of abilities; in that senseit defines the
starting point for each studentin an atypical programsoitis lesslikely that the program
will be grossly mismatchedto the students’ entry abilities.

This, in fact, brings us to the other use of the SOI System in gifted programs,
namely, using Structure of Intellect concepts and SOI materials for trainingintellectual
abilities.

Training

Guilford’s original research was a process of finding the different intellectual
abilities — mapping the structure of the intellect. The original researchers did not
considerthe possibility of training abilities; the SOI system has extended the original
researchin this direction — training and developing structure of the intellect abilities.

The concept of training intelligence (thinking skills, cognitive abilities, etc.) is not
nearly as contentious today as it was twenty-four years ago (Meeker, 1962) when SOI
wasfirst proposed forintelligence training. In the intervening years a wide range of
materials have been developed for abilities training, and many studies have docu-
mented the fact that abilities can be trained. SOI has contributed to the current
conventional wisdom thatthinking abilities, more fundamental than curricularskills, can
be trained and developed.

The SOI approachtotraining intellectual abilities is very direct: the abilities had

already been defined by the SI model; the SOI system, then, produced materials for
training each of the ninety abilities. Materials have been produced for each of the
abilities but some have received moreattention than others; not surprisingly, perhaps,
the abilities that have received mostattention are those that most closely associated with
schoollearning.

Thetraining materials comein two forms: mini lesson plans for group teaching, and
self-help modules for individualized instruction. The mini lesson plans are groupedinto

books called Sourcebooks; each Sourcebook offers more than one hundredlesson

plans; each Sourcebookcoversall of the abilities related to each of the operations(i.e. a
book each for cognition, memory, evaluation, convergent production and divergent
production). The modules, on the other hand,are very singular in focus; each module is
designedto train one and only one Slability. Typically, a module contains twelve pages
of exercises all concentrating on oneability with ever-increasing degreesofdifficulty.
The modules require no teacher preparation. 203
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With the availability of these training materials it is possible to devise an SOI
program for the gifted that is integrally related to the assessment criterion used for
admission into the program.In other words, from theprofile of abilities revealed in the
qualification assessment, a program of training can be specially designed for the
individual student.

The step between assessment and program is test analysis. This can be done
manually or by computerprocess; in either case a student's test scores are analyzedin
terms of percentile norms which show the student’s individual pattern of intellectual
strengths and weaknesses. From these patternsor profiles one can prescribeindividual
programsoftrainingthat will optimize the gifted program’s goals. Thusif the program’s
goalis to intensify the student’s ability for academic achievement, then an individual
program can beprescribed that will develop and/or enhance academically-related
abilities. On the other hand,if the program’s goalis to make students more intellectually
versatile, then an individual program can beprescribed thatwill seek to bring all of the
student's abilities in line with the already gifted abilities. In general, whatever the
program goal, it can be translated into a prescribed program oftraining for each
individual.

With this essential link between assessmentandtraining the SOI System offers the
possibility of testing to seeif the goals of the gifted program are being met. A program
that begins with SOI assessment, and prescribestraining on the basis of that assessment,
can then be reassessed to see whether or notthe training has been successful. This
possibility of reassessment simply highlights the integrated nature of the SOI System;
since identification and training are both rooted in the same SI modelthere is a direct
translation of program goals into operations and an opportunity to test to see whether
the goals are being met.

Finally, the SI model provides a vehicle of communication amongall parties
involved in the gifted program. For instance, in a pull-out program, the regular
classroom teacher can be apprised of the student’s program and progress in very
specific terms andthese, in turn, can be related to regular classroom performance and
reinforcement. The model thus becomes a meansof coordination that is otherwise
difficult to achieve.In another regard, the model can be used to communicate goals and
progress to parents; SOI has developed parent report forms to translate the student's
profile into commonsensetermsandthenrelates the student’s progress in the same
terms. In general, whereverthere is need for communication the mode provesto be an
effective common denominator.

In concludingthis section we offer the observation that the SOI System’s approach
to gifted education is not disjunct with the SOI approach to special education, the
learning disabled or, for that matter, to education in general. We believe that gifted
individuals have special needsthat are defined by wherethey arerelative to the general
population; but “where they are” cognitively can be defined in Structure of Intellect
terms and the educational programmingfor them can be defined in the same terms. The
samecan besaid for the learning disabled — they have special needs defined by where
they are relative to the general population and “where they are” can be defined in
Structure ofIntellect terms and the educational programmingfor them can bedefinedin
the same terms, andlikewise for other specially identified populations. This is not to
discountthe differences in social-emotional needs amongsuch populations, butit does,
as it should, help to eliminate the mystery of boundaries that tend to grow between
specially defined groups.
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How Schools Have Used the SOI System

In the previous section we described the basic components of the SOI System.In
this section we describe how schools have chosento use variousparts of the SOI system
to implementtheir programsfor gifted education. In selecting the example programs we
wantto provide both an historical perspective and a senseof the diversity of use.

Increasing Intellectual Giftedness

Underthe leadership of Margaret Hibbits, the Lompoc SchoolDistrict was oneof
the first districts (1963) to design an SOI program for gifted elementary students. To
qualify, students were identified by the Binet (IQ score 130 plus); with scores at the
ninety eighth percentile in reading and arithmetic on the California AchievementTest.
They were motivated, high achieving learners who needed more than an enriched or
advancedstandard course of study to keep them busyandinterested. Hibbits and her
teachers used SOIto identify the intellectual strengths and any weaknesses for each
student. Since this process occurred long before computeruse in school, these teachers
developed flow charts in order to group students for their experiences in SOI. We
learned how different were the intellectual profiles (Meeker, 1963, 1969), even among
same-aged students whohadthe same IQ scores. Wealso learned whichgifted students
had average andevenlow specific abilities.

Method. Students were grouped according to their SOI strengths for one hour a
weekand for their SOI weaknesses another hour a week. Hibbits, a school psychologist,
re-tested the students at the end of the first year and found surprisingly that all of the
students had increased their IQ scores from 16 to 30 points. In 1963 the general

assumption was that IQ’s were fixed, beyond the standard error (6-7 points). The

following year students were regrouped according to their new SOIprofiles and SOI
exercises were continued.

Hibbits compared pre- and post-Binet scores of gifted students in a neighboring
district, where the program consisted of enriched academics, i.e., higher grade level
texts. Their scores did not increase and, in fact, some went down due to the maturation

factors built into the IQ tables.

Conclusions. At a time historically when IQ scores were considered immutable,
this study showed that even for identified gifted students,intelligence, as measured on
IQ tests, could be increased throughthe use of SOI training materials. Furthermore,this
was accomplished with a program of only two hourstraining each week. Theefficacy of

the program wasattributedto the fact that weaknessescould beidentified from the SOI
profiles and addressed through SOItraining. Without the differentiation of intelligence
that SOI offers, this would not be possible.

The information gained throughthis first two-year study led other educators to
design programsto replicate the findings reached in Lompoc.In the intervening period

since 1963, this study has been repeated, with minorvariations, manytimes. Thisis so,

despite the fact that it is a rather expensive study for a district to undertake becauseit
requires individual pre- and post-IQ testing. In almost every instance in which this study
design has been implemented the result has been the same: a focused program of SOI
training will increase intelligence as measured bystandardIQtests.

Developing Creativity Responses and Creative Thinking

By 1965 schooldistricts throughout California were engagedin identifying their
gifted. Under Stuart Mandel’s leadership in the East Whittier Schools, Eleanor Manning 205
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coordinated a gifted program for several elementary schools. Students werestill
identified by IQ scores, and the only information available to the teachers for use in
program design was the IQ and achievementtest scores.

Method. Manningwasparticularly interested in creativity for the gifted. Dr Upton,
a prominent semanticist at Whittier College had authored Creative Analysis in which he
adopted the Guilford Divergent Production concepts as operational definitions of
creativity. He and someof his students modeled the exercises after Divergent concepts
in an effort systematically to lead the user into thinking beyond “knowledge.” Manning
felt strongly that gifted children should experiencesimilar thinking experiences.

In concert with Guilford and Meeker she designeda Title III, ESEA proposalin
whichgifted students from four elementary schools were matched by IQ score, sex and
grade. Thefirst school had the traditional enriched curriculum. The second program
consisted of a special science laboratory in which interests would lead to advanced
science teaching. The third program had a Divergent Production program using SOI
sourcebook exercises (Meeker, 1963) as a basic model from which to design more
divergent exercises. The fourth program wasindividualized by addressingthe strengths
and weaknesses of each student based onhis or her SOI-Binet profile (Meeker, 1969).
The study was funded for 490 students over a three year period. The TorranceTests of
Creativity (1974) and the Meeker SOI Creativity Rating Scales (1970) were used as pre-
and post-measuresonall of the groups.

Special teachers were not employedforthis project. The district had a waitinglist of
teachers who hadappliedforjobsin the district, and were obligatedto take the nextfive
teachers in line. None of the teachers had special course work for teaching gifted
children, so staff development wasplanned to cover the psychology of giftednessas well
as inservice training on the SOI. These teachers worked underthe direction of Marilyn
Brown and Eleanor Manning. Resulting post-test scores from each group were to be

compared for the Stanford Achievement Tests, Binet, Torrance and SOI Creativity
Scale. The program considered most successful would be the one which produced the
highest achievementtest scores.

Findings. Each of the four groups had two measures of improvement, creativity
and achievement. Only one group showeda significant increasein creativity and that, of
course, was the groupthat received creativity training. On the achievement measures
two groups showedsignificant increase:the first was the SOI-abilities trained group and
the second,surprisingly, was the group thatreceived creativity training. The traditional
enrichment group and the advancedscience group showed nosignificant increase in
either creativity or achievement.

Conclusions. This study showed,first, thatit is possible to teach creativity; those
whoreceivedthecreativity training gained significantly in creativity measures; none of
the other groups gained in creativity. This study showed, second, that training SOI-
abilities will lead to greater increases in achievement than programsthat are achieve-
ment-oriented. This study showed, third, that creativity and achievement are not
antithetical: one need notsacrifice achievementfor creativity training. On the contrary,
well-focused creativity training can produce achievementgains.

Identifying Gifted Among the Culturally Diverse and Designing
a Gifted Program for Their Needs

Tom Hengen, a coordinator for gifted in Regina, Canada, wanted to design a
206 program that would include — not systematically exclude — native Indians. His
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program is notable notonlyforits identification of gifted amongthe Indians, but more so
for its sensitivity to needs once they were in the program.

Method. Hengen used the SOI-LAtest to identify gifted students; the same test was
used for those students who were mainstream culture and those who were culturally
diverse. In other words, the criteria for admission into the program were the samefor
both groups. The Indians were able to qualify for the program because the SOI-LA test
is not semantically biased; or, put another way, the Indians were able to qualify for the
program because the SOI-LA test recognized the area in which they were as a group
most gifted, namely, the figural-spatial area.

Having qualified many of the Indians for his gifted program, Hengen knewthat
they would flounder in the semantically-oriented program that was appropriate for the
mainstream gifted. He knew that he would needto devise a figurally-oriented program
to match their strengths, but he also knew that the program would have to be as
demanding as a semantically-oriented program. The program that he devised was
based in large measure on the tasks presented in the SOI Sourcebooks. Hetrained
critical (higher-order) thinking skills; the only difference was that he did so almost
exclusively in the figural domain.

Findings. The program wassuccessful on three different levels. First, the Indians
madegreatergainsin their abilities training than the mainstream students did. (It was
possible to make this evaluation because eachparticipant had an entering profile of
abilities, a program oftraining, and a resulting profile of abilities; the Indian group made
moregainsrelative to their training than the mainstream group did.) Thefirst result
produced a second result, namely, the Indians were experiencing success with very
demanding exercises. This was a novel experience for most of them and it provided
convincing proof to them that they were “smart.” With this realization cameall of the
attendantbenefits: higher motivation, longer time on task and improvedself-concept.
This second result produced a third, namely, the Indians began to improve in the
semantically-oriented curriculum outside the gifted program.

Hengenhas subsequently worked on a “transition” program thatwill bridge from
the figurally-oriented to a semantically-oriented program. The ultimate goal of his
programis to bring the culturally diverse gifted throughtheir strengths to the mainstream
(Hengen, 1983).

Conclusions. Programs for the atypical gifted, whether culturally diverse or
economically disadvantaged, must not only broadenthe criteria for admission into the
program, but mustalso follow this with programming that matchesthe gifts that gained
them admission. Programs that are diverse but otherwise no less demanding are
available through the SOI System becauseit provides a framework for redirecting the
program to the participants’ areas of strength.

Counseling Gifted High School Studentsfor Careers

Programsfor gifted students at the high schoollevel often pose problems: by the
time that manyof the students have beeninvolvedin gifted programsat the elementary
and intermediate levels they have already been exposed to manytypes of enrichment
and even muchof the secondary curriculum.

Bob Swain faced this sort of problem in the San Juan Carmichael district in
California; advanced placementin the State University of California at Sacramento 207
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offered some opportunities, but not as focused a program as desired. Most educatorsof
gifted have observed that frequently somegifted students decide on careers at an early
age; others, however, are so capable in so many curriculum areas, and theirinterests
range so far and wide, that interest-based measurements offer minimum help.

Method.In conjunction with SOI, a career exploration program wasdesignedfor
gifted students. Upon entry to high school, SOI test scores were submitted for career
analysesrather than for educational analyses. Studentsreceived a listing of occupations
whichbestfit their unique patternofintellectualabilities. This list answered the question
of whatcareers their abilities suggested for consideration and study. They received a
print-outlisting 20 to 30 possible occupations from whichto select. Counselors helped
them with additional information from the Dictionary of Occupational Titles (DOT),
suggesting various college programsthatfit their career interests. Students learned how
their profiles of abilities fit the requirements of careers that they were considering.
Through this program they were given the opportunity to improve thoseabilities that
would otherwise be inhibiting to their career goals.

Conclusions. The program proved to be an effective methodofrevitalizing a high
school program for the gifted. Career prospects were a highly motivating factor for
abilities training.

Other schools, colleges and districts have designed similar abilities-based career
options programsfortheir gifted. Marlborough High School, a private schoolforgirls in
Los Angeles, has used the SOI-LAtests and computeranalyses since 1980 for career
counselingas well as for educational planning. Under the leadership of Head Counselor,

Tony Hall Hayes, their program consists offirst, testing incoming seventh graders in
order to identify any intellectual abilities which may not be well developed, so that
students can work on SOI modules in study hall; and second, post-testing eleventh
graders to help them in selecting several careers to investigate from their personal
computer analyses. Using SOItesting for both educational planning and career counsel-
ing has had mutually reinforcing effects.

Screening Preschool and Kindergarten Aged Children for
Potential Giftedness

Dr. Arthur Pober (1984) designed the EAGLE programfor primary and elementary
gifted in the Brooklyn SchoolDistrict 22, but he also wanted to identify entering four
year-olds with potential giftedness. The population is culturally diverse ethnically and
linguistically, encompassing 28 different cultures. Using the SOI Reasoning Readiness
Test as a screen, they were able to nominate 400 out of 4,000 children tested. [Renee
Bonne (1985), in a Bronxdistrict, was able to screen and identify 200 out of 2,000
kindergarten students. These studies were independentof each other; each identified
ten percentof the children tested as potentially gifted.]

Method. Entering four year-olds were tested with a shortened version of the SOI
Reasoning ReadinessTest. The children were tested by kindergarten teachers in groups
of two or three. This short version of the test was used for screening students.
Performancecriteria were established for each of the tests and those children whotested
at criteria were then given the remainder of the Reasoning ReadinessTest as a meansof
evaluating the effectiveness of the screening procedure. The procedure selected about
ten percent of the population for further testing, and the further testing produced a
ninety percent confirmationrate.
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Conclusions. The screening procedure proved to be an efficient and effective
way of screening an entire preschool population. This answers a need for (especially
large city) programs where preschool has become mandatoryandall special education
programs, including the gifted, are being applied to the preschoollevel.

Summary

In this section we have presented a sampling of gifted programs that use the SOI
System;it can only be a sampling because there have been numerous programs and
studies since 1962. The SOI Institute serves as a clearinghouse for SOI-based studies,
and it produces a numberof publications that describe and documentthe use of the SOI
System in thefield.

Howthe SOI System Has Helped Gifted Students

It is important for teachers of gifted to understand the psychology of giftedness.
Gifted children are children first and gifted second. They share, in common withall
children, normal expectancies of growth in emotional, physical and social aspects. The
exceptions to this are the physically talented in music, arts, athletics, dance and/or
extraordinary leadership characteristics (who may or may not be intellectually,
academically or linguistically gifted). Nevertheless, teachers who understand the
broader functioning of gifted children can better adapt curriculum for their gifted. The
paradigm below offers teachers and psychologists a description of the many facets and
functions whichaffect gifted performance.

The Meeker paradigm (Meeker, 1975) is used at the SOI Testing Centerin El
Segundo, California as a base for each case study. Depending upon the presenting
problem (which may be as simple as “Is my child gifted?” to “Why doesn’t my child
perform?”) specific tests, observations or screening procedures are used for the
dimensions which may beinvolved in the presenting problem. After these procedures
are completed we develop a program for at-hometutoring or in-school experiences
whichwill meet the specific gifted needs whetherin AreaI, II orIII.

The teacher who organizes information about each gifted child in the manner
indicated in Figure 2 will be able to teach much more effectively, will be able to
understand what and wherethe gifts are and will be able to plan group and individual
programs for their students’ needs. The teacher who has this broad, in-depth
information in the cumulative folder is also able to counsel with parents about an
individual child and make recommendations which go beyond the teaching of
accelerated curriculum.In the following section we present three case studiestoillustrate
how the SOI System can be used to meetindividual student needs.

Case I: Math Anxiety

M ark is a ninth grader whois gifted, scoring at the 99th percentile on language
assessments and at the 75th percentile in quantitative tests. He is a high divergent

producer, andhis giftedness is shownin the writing of poetry, stories and plays. He works
on the school paper and performs in the drama club. He has just been placed in an
advanced mathclass for geometry and hatesit. He gets stomach achesbefore geometry
and is so loaded with math homework that he can’t find time to write or do his other
homework. His parents, at the request of the geometry teacher, got a tutor for him.
Mark, who has always been popular and a leader, mature and responsible is found
crying frequently, something he has not done for years. He has announcedto his
parents that he wants to change schools. 209
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The paradigm below puts the SOI-LA test assessments in the broader context of total
human functioning. The paradigm presents three different areas:

Each column can be assessed.

MEEKER PARADIGM*

Three Major AREASfor Assessing Functioning
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Curriculum can be based onfindings within each of the columns above.

@ Area | — encompasses language, structure of intellect learning abilities, and
academic performance.Scholarship and creativity show up here with high
functioning.

@ Area |l— encompassessocial and emotional functioning; sometimescalled affective
functioning by educators. Leadership shows up here.

@ Area III— encompasses physiological and neurological functioning. Talent shows up
here.

The academically gifted are, of course, performing at a gifted level in Area |. Typically
they are excellent convergent producers whosegifted memoryabilities bring them to the
attention of their teachers. Individual Educational Plans (IEP’s) can be madeforall students in
each one of the Area | columns using the SOI Sourcebooks, Task Cards, and standard
Curriculum.

 

Figure 2. Meeker Paradigm
*Taken from The State of the Art, BEH, Office of Education, Washington, D.C., 1975 and The

210 Teachers’ Guide for Interpreting SOI Test Results, SO! Institute, 1980 Meeker, M.
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His counselor administered the SOI Test. Mark scored at the 16th percentile in the

two math intellectual prerequisite abilities (CFS and CFT). But more than that, now,
besides having two cognitive disabilities, he has developed classical math anxiety.
Assessmentin AreaIl (see Figure 2) shows Mark to be a sensitive boy who has good
social adjustment. Area II shows no problems. AreaIII screening indicates he is a slow
maturing boy. Screening tests in vision and hearing indicate excellent integration. He
has noallergies.

Investigation showed that he had a devastating arithmetic experiencein the third
grade. The teacher was absenta lot; he was severely criticised when his arithmetic
papers were neither as neat noras correct as his reading performances. His sensitivity
and pride led him to be persistent and his gifted comprehension enabled him to keep
up, until he faced the spatial figural aspects of mathematics. Mark seldom participated in
sports beyond recess games. Both his motherandfather workedin intellectual jobs and
neither was sports oriented.

The first recommendation was to reduce the stress from math by removing him
from the advancedclass to a regular math class. His counselor delayed scheduling him
for college-bound requirements of geometry and trigonometry until his junior and
senior years. While he wasgiventhis respite, he was tutored, notin arithmetic, but in the

math-related SOIabilities that he did not have. He wasplaced in Kung-fuclasses so that
he could internalize spatial systems and learn the geometry of his own body in space. He
dealt with his math anxiety in other ways, too. At the beginning of his sophomore year,
he wasretested to see whetherthe mathabilities improved. They had, but notyet to the
gifted level. His SOI program was continued at school during his homeroom period.
Math anxiety is not easily eradicated, but by letting Mark understand the role of his
intellectual abilities and by giving him a rest while he gained control of his own
development, he overcamehis fears and the pain offailure. He does notseehis future in
math oriented careers anyway, because he wants to be a playwrightorin the field of
writing wherehis talent andinterestlie.

Thesensitivity of gifted children andtheir desire to be excellent in every subject can
sometime lead to maladaptive coping strategies. Educators who group gifted students
accordingto their strengths offer them success experiences for which they can receive
praise while protecting them during the difficult adolescence years. Had the counselors
received an SOIprofile on Mark at his entrance to high school, the profile would have
allowed teachers to place Mark more efficiently and would have prepared him, before
high school, for any abilities not yet well developed. (See Figure 3.)

We often assumethat boys are math oriented because so many do seem to be.
(See the Benbow chapterin this book for difficulty in matching boysto girls for gifted
math problems). Roughly 50% of gifted girls have profiles like Mark’s andit is very
typical of the profile of gifted children whodo well in arithmetic but have greatdifficulty
in mathematics. Early SOI intervention programs would thwart this situation. We
recommendthatby third grade teachers know the SOIprofiles of their gifted girls and
boys so that undevelopedabilities can becomepart of the curriculum. Our research here
and that of the LSIE schools in Japan showsthat unlike American and Canadianairls,
oriental girls have high figural abilities. The Stanley-Benbow research has shownthat
until oriental girls were sought, math oriented girls were few and far between. We know
that figural intelligence can be increased with early SOI intervention. 211
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HOW TO USE:For within the grade evaluation; using band of grade scores, place students score by

reading from top down,to nearest matching score; look to left column for evaluation. Then, using the

following system of symbols:

‘+ +' for Gifted ‘+’ for Superior ‘o' for Average ‘-’ for Limiting ‘--' for Disabling

transfer the appropriate symbols to the form below;this will relate the performancelevel of the student to

reading, arithmetic, writing, and creativity areas of school learning.

LEGEND:Gifted—94%tile Superior—84%tile High Average—66%tile

GRADE—50%tile Low Average—34%tile Limiting—16%tile Disabling—6%tile

| READING (Foundationabilities): ARITHMETIC:

_+_CFU—Visual closure _-——_CFS—Constancy of objects in space (Piaget)*
_++CFC—Visual conceptualization _——_CFT—Spatial conservation (Piaget)*

_**_EFU—Visual discrimination _+__CSR—Comprehensionofabstractrelations*

eeeSimilarities and matching of _+_CSS—Comprehension of numerical progressions

++ MSU(visual)—Visual attending _0_Msu (auditory)—Auditory attending

_++MSS (visual)—Visual concentration for ___MSS(auditory)—Auditory sequencing
sequencing _O_MSI—Inferential memory*

+ |_ESC—Judgmentofarithmetic similarities
READING(Enablingskills):

++ CMU—Vocabulary of math and verbal concepts

++ CMR—Comprehension ofverbal relations

++ CMS—Ability to comprehend extended verbal _0__NSI—Form reasoning(logic)* a
—__ information pre-math abilities

+ |©MFU—Visual memory for details CREATIVITY:

_++_NST—Speed of word recognition ++ DFU—Creativity with things (figural-spatial)
+ |DSR—Creativity with math facts (symbolic)

WRITING: ++ DMU—Creativity with words and ideas
+ NFU—Psycho-motor readiness (semantic—verbal)

+ |_ESS—Judgmentof correctness of numerical facts

0 _NSS—Application of math facts

      
Figure 3. Mark’s Ninth grade SOIprofile

Case II: Non-Performing Gifted

Leanne wasa highly gifted ten year old. She wasalso oneof the most sociablelittle

girls who everenteredfifth grade. She liked everyone and everyoneliked her. She
waseasy to get along with, had a marvelous sense of humor and a readywit. As early as
first grade she madeupstories whichchildren loved to hear and she organized them as
plays for everyoneto act in. She played the piano, guitar and banjoall by ear, and she
sang harmonyfaultlessly without ever having had lessons. She wastalented in art; she
copied well, designed well. She was responsible and a delightto all of her teachers, but
she would not study. Learning came too easily to her for her to spend time studying.

Leanne wasthe third of six children. Neither parent had a high school education,
and they were not nearly so concerned about her achievement as were herteachers.
She was one of the students screened for the gifted program and was admitted on the
basis of her SOItest results, scoring at gifted levels in 12 of the sub-tests and superior on
10. None of her scoresfell below average and the three divergent tests wereall at the

ceiling — she was a rare gifted child — creative, talented with scholastic potential for
academics, and she wasa leader.
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Like many elementary schools, the program in Leanne’s school had limited
offering for creativity and talent. This was not surprising becausegifted creative potential
and talent are much more rare than are intellectual and academic giftedness. The
admission committee decided that Leanne needed motivation in order to develop her
academic knowledge and to use herintellectual potential. Two steps were taken for an
individualized program. She wasplaced on contractsfirst to cover the basic curriculum,

then to maintain her gifted SOI abilities. Once those contracts were met, a contract
would be madefor horizontal enrichmentin academics. Basic curriculum contracts were
taken care of in her regular classroom. When she completed her week’s assignments,
her SOI and enrichmenttookplacein the library for one hour weekly. One afternoon a
week she was sent to the high school art department to be with a teacher who
volunteered to include her in her classes. Leanne’s parents were encouragedto enroll
her in a community parks and recreation program for drama and musicals. It is
important to clarify that parents are often in need of special enlightenment about the
meaningof giftedness.

As Leanne waschallenged her attitude changed. She enjoyed the freedom to
explore advanced reading material in new areasof interest. She really had been bored
and later quipped “I guess I discovered the slow-downstrike!” She maintainedhergifted
SOI functions and made even morefriends at the high school where oneof her older

siblings attended. Her grades improved and she maintainedhersocial involvement.

We frequently see gifted children whoreally are people oriented, socially gifted and
service oriented. Leanneintendsto bethefirst college graduate in her family and plans
to becomea preschool teacher. Her academic career has been so successful that as of
this writing at the age of sixteen she sees scholarships on the horizon. Many gifted
students become bored with a slowly paced curriculum, lose motivation and do a “slow
down”strike.

CaseIII: Figural Gifted

y far the most unusualgifted child is the figural-creative one whois also a loner.
David was such a child. He camefrom an affluent background, the youngest of

three children. David was tested for the gifted program when he wasfive. His Binet

score was 153. Unlike manygifted children, he had notlearnedto read. This system was
strictly academic and their procedure was “succeed, compete or dropout.” He was
placed in a combined kindergarten-first grade and was put into a semantic reading
program,a basal reader knownforits difficulty. Within two months David wasfailing. His
parents were called in for a conference by the teacher whoinformed them that she was
placing David on probation in the gifted room, and if by Christmas there was no
progress he would beplacedin the regular kindergarten for the spring semester.

The parents brought David to the SOI Testing Center for an evaluation. The SOI
testing confirmed the high Binet score and the parents weretold thatat the early levels of
the Binet, the responses were appropriately those offigural intelligence and that on the
SOI he did indeed score at and abovegifted onall but two of the figural sub-tests. But, at
the sametime, he scored only average and below average on the semantictests. In

particular, his performance on thetests for verbal sequencing (CMS)indicated that he
should not have been placed in a semantic reading program suchasa basalreader. His
learning style wasthatof a figural-symbolic learner; this was a classic case of mismatch
between learning style and teaching method.

David also made below-average scores on two of the tests which are visual
indicators (that is, sub-tests which are cognitive representations of visual-physiological 213
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processes), indicating that there was a possibility that David had some visual
dysfunctions which needed to be examined by an optometrist or ophthamologist who
respected the difference between sight (20/20) and learned vision functions or a
developmental or visual therapist. David did have twenty-twenty sight. These visual
indicators include visual closure and visual discrimination, and fall under the sub-set of
abilities required for beginning reading processes (see Figure 2). So we wereable to
understand why hewasnotprogressing in reading at a time when he should have been
making spectacular gains.

Vision functions interact heavily with reading processing and if any of these
functions are not well developed, then, when combined with low semantic abilities, this

dictates that the student should be taught reading with a method other than semantic
basal readers or the symbolic-notational-auditory phonetics systems. We developed an
at-home program for David with an SOI “traveling tutor” and recommendedthe vision
examination of ten knownvision functions. We learned subsequently that David’s eyes
saw two objects separately and that each eye focused at a different point and tracked
independently of each other. These problems were taken care of through professional
training while we concentrated on the SOI materials and bookslisted in Figure 2 under
Reading (Foundationalabilities).

It is unfortunate that in this particulardistrict, gifted programsarestill offered only to
high academic achievers and there was no acceptance of a child who doesnotfit that
mold no matter howgifted in other dimensionsofintelligence. David is now in a private
highschool which appreciates his extraordinary creative design ability and challenges
him conceptually. His reading speed is average, but he has developed verbal
sequencingto a gifted level. He frequentlycalls his tutor at SOI to find out what new SOI
modules are available so he can “exercise his mind.” David has maintained his gifted
figural intelligence and spendshis spare time inventing, designing models and exploring
photographic media to make movies. Hefully intends to go into TV production in order
to makeit a “science.”

There are three boys in this particular family, each highly gifted and each with a
different pattern of SOI strengths. One is gifted symbolically; the other is gifted
semantically. Though it may be of academic interest to speculate and wonder how
children in the same family can have such different profiles, yet score within three IQ
points of each other, the teacher’s role as practitioner is enhanced when heorshe is
“armed”with a profile of each student's intellectual abilities.

Conclusion

The understanding of the kinds of giftedness allows teachers to plan enhancing
programsfor the students but it allows them also to conference with parents to accept
and act upon their child’s uniquenessin a nurturing fashion. There is no better way to

help a student than to be able to understand him or her. The SOI system offers you a
means of understanding students by showing you profiles of their intelligence and
methodsfor using them to greatest advantage or changing them to greatest need.
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Discussion Questions

 

1 Relate the dimensions of the Structure of Intellect to Bloom’s Taxonomy or to

Piaget's schema and compare the two in terms of their application to gifted
programs.

Usingself-rating procedures, construct your own personal SOIprofile. Determine
your best and worst abilities on each of the major dimensions of Operations,
Contents and Products. Then rankthe otherabilities in between. Discuss the pros
and cons of your own perception of yourintellectual strengths,i.e., a self-report

instrument and the assessmentof a standardized instrument, such as an SOItest.

In SOIabilities terms, which do you think are the most representative characteris-
tics of the gifted and which are the least representative? How could intellectual
characteristics which are rewarding in scholastic pursuits possibly be less appropri-
ate in a career? Contrast a convergent occupation(s) with a divergent one(s).

Relate the SOI contentabilities (Figural, Symbolic, Semantic) to current discus-

sions of right-brain/left-brain functions. (Select either popular educationaltreat-
ments or neurological reports of findings.) Relate and contrast the one youselect
to selection of reading programs, and/or methods of reading, in cultures using
alphabetic languages (such as ours) and in cultures that use cuneiform or glyph
type languages(such as Japan or Arabic countries).

i
m

O
O

NO

5 In order to teach divergent thinking, teachers must relinquish the comfort of
known responses. Why do you think it is easy for educators to appreciate
divergent thinking but so hard for them to deal with creative responses in the
classroom?

Using rulers and colored pens, diagram a classroom in which students can flow
from one learning center to another. Each learning center must be a station for one
dimension of SOIabilities.
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Summary

The Enrichment Triad/RKevolving
Door Model: A Schoolwide Plan for
the Developmentof Creative
Productivity

he Enrichment Triad/Revolving Door Modelis a com-

prehensive plan for schoolwide enrichmentthat is
designed to overcome many of the problems that have
hindered special programsfor highly able students in the
past. The modelis based on research aboutthe character-
istics of creative and productive individuals. This research,
which has been summarized underthetitle, The Three-
Ring Conception of Giftedness, has resulted in placing
emphasis on the developmentof gifted behaviors and the
labeling of programs andservices rather than students.

Two types of identification are used in this model.
Status informationis used to form a Talent Poolthat varies
in size according to local school populations, resources

and the involvement of both specialists and general fac-
ulty. The second type of identification is based on the
concept of action information and involves having stu-
dents “revolve into” advanced level enrichmentand accel-
eration services as a result of their response to opportuni-
ties provided through the general enrichment components

of the model.

In addition to a numberof organizational and admin-
istrative components, the Enrichment Triad/Revolving
Door Modelis based onthe following five service delivery
components: (1) the Assessment of Student Strengths,
includingabilities, interests and learning styles; (2) Curric-

ulum Compacting, which involves modifications of the
regular curriculum for students with advancedabilities, (3)
Type I Enrichment—General Exploratory Activities—that
introduces students to a wide variety of topics or areas of
study not ordinarily covered in the regular curriculum, (4)
Type II Enrichment—GroupTraining Activities—that de-
velops students’ cognitive and affective skills, learning-
how-to-learn skills, research and reference skills and com-

munication skills and (5) Type II] Enrichment—Individual
and Small Group Investigations of Real Problems—which
entails having students pursue areas of study using the
modusoperandioffirst-hand inquirers.
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The Enrichment Triad/Revolving Door
Model: A Schoolwide Plan for the
Development of Creative Productivity

he plan for a schoolwide enrichment program describedin this chapteris based on
a model that was specifically developed to serve high potential students. The

model, entitled The Enrichment Triad/Revolving Door Model (Renzulli, 1977c; Renzulli,
Reis & Smith, 1981), was developed andfield tested over a ten year period in schools

that varied widely in size, socioeconomic status and student population. Although it may
initially appear unusual to offer a schoolwide enrichment program asa plan for serving
high potential students, we hope that the information presented below will point out the
reasonsandthe logic underlying this approach. These reasonsare based on two major
issues that will be discussed in the sections that follow. Thefirst issue deals with the
conception of giftedness that guides our work, and the second is concerned with the
ideal and thereality of models for educational change.

A Non-Elitist Meaning of the Term “Gifted”

Research on creative/productive people has consistently shown that although no
single criterion can be used to determine giftedness, persons who have achieved
recognition because of their unique accomplishments and creative contributions pos-
sess a relatively well defined set of three interlocking clusters of traits. These clusters
consist of above-average, though not necessarily superiorability, task commitment, and

creativity (see Figure 1). It is important to point out that no single cluster “makes
giftedness.” Ratherit is the interaction amongthe three clusters that research has shown
to be the necessary ingredient for creative/productive accomplishment (Renzulli, 1978).
This interaction is represented by the shaded portion of Figure 1. It is also important to
point out that each cluster plays an importantrole in contributing to the display ofgifted
behaviors. This point is emphasized because oneof the majorerrors that continues to be
madein identification procedures is the over-emphasis of superior cognitive abilities at
the expense of the other twoclustersoftraits.

Space does not permit a thorough description of the research that supports this
conception of giftedness; however, the readeris referred to a chapter in Conceptions
ofGiftedness (Sternberg & Davidson, 1986), entitled “The Three-Ring Conception of
Giftedness: A Developmental Modelfor Creative Productivity.” At this point we can only
summarize by saying that although nosingle statementcaneffectively integrate the large
numberof studies reviewed in the above mentioned chapter, the following definition of
gifted behavior reflects the major conclusions and generalizations resulting from our
review research:

Gifted behaviorreflects an interaction amongthree basic clusters of humantraits—
these clusters being above average general and/or specific abilities, high levels of task
commitment, and high levels of creativity. Individuals capable of developing gifted
behavior are those possessing or capable of developing this composite set of traits and
applying them to any potentially valuable area of human performance. Persons who
manifest or are capable of developing an interaction amongthethree clusters require a
wide variety of educational opportunities and services that are not ordinarily provided

through regular instructional programs(p. 73).

This conception of giftedness suggests that gifted behaviors can be developedin a
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far broader spectrum of the school population than the small percentage of students
whoare usually identified by high scores onintelligence or achievementtests.It clearly
and unquestionably recognizes such obviousabilities as those displayed onintelligence
and aptitude tests, but it also recognizes several other factors that contribute to the

developmentof gifted behaviors. These factors include many types of abilities and
potentials that cannot be measuredasprecisely as IQ and scholastic achievement. The

fact that these abilities can be developed to varying degreesin larger segments of the
population than is usually included in special programs makesit imperative that we
reconsider the entire concept of “giftedness” and the ways in which we go about
developing a service delivery system for the best possible education for students with
various and multiple potentials. The Triad/Revolving Door Model does not “forget
about” those students who earn high scoresontraditional measures. Butit also does not

assume that high scores automatically “make” a person gifted, nor does it assume that
gifted behaviors can only be displayed by persons with extremely high scores.

Thereis a threefold rationale underlying the Triad/Revolving Door system. Thefirst
part of the rationale we have already referred to; that is, the vast amountof research that
supports a moreflexible definition and related programmingpractices. This research
represents nothing short of the classic studies that have been conducted aboutgifted
andtalented individuals over the past hundred years. Taken collectively, these research
studies are the most powerful argumentthat can be put forth to policy makers who must
render important decisions about the regulations and guidelines that will dictate
identification practices in their state or local school districts. An examination of this
research clearly and unequivocally tells us that gifted behaviors can be developedin

persons whoare not necessarily those individuals who earn the highest scores on
standardized tests. The two major implications of this researchforidentification practices
are equally clear. First, an effective identification system must take into consideration
other factors in addition to test scores and these factors must be given equal weight in
the selection process. Respect for this consideration meansthat we can no longergivelip
service to non-test criteria nor believe that because tests yield “numbers” they are
inherently more valid and objective than other procedures. As Sternberg (1982) has
pointed out, quantitative does not necessarily mean valid. Whenit comesto identifica-
tion,it is far better to have imprecise answers to the right questions than precise answers
to the wrong questions.

The second research-based implication will undoubtedly be a major controversy in
the field for many years, but it needs to be dealt with if we are ever going to defuse a
majority of the criticism that has beenjustifiably directed at ourfield. Simply stated, we
must reexamineidentification proceduresthat result in the total pre-selection of certain
students and the concomitant implication that these youngsters are and alwayswill be
“gifted.” This absolute approach(i.e., you-have-it or you-don’t-have-it) coupled with
the almost total reliance on various test scores is not only inconsistent with what the
researchtells us, but almost arrogant in the assumption that we can use a one or two
hour segment of a young person’stotal existence to determineif he or sheis “gifted.”

The alternative to such an absolutist view is that we may haveto forego the “tidy”
and comfortable tradition of “knowing” on thefirst day of school whois gifted and not
gifted. Rather, our orientation must be redirected toward developing “gifted behaviors”
in certain students (notall students), at certain times (notall the time) and undercertain
circumstances. The trade-off for tidiness and administrative expediencywill result in a
much moreflexible approach to both identification and programming and a system that
not only showsa greater respect for the research on gifted and talented people, but one
that is both fairer and more acceptable to other educators and the general public.
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The second part of the rationale is concerned with the practical aspects of
identification. Extensive research studies andfield tests have shown that the modelis
easy and inexpensive to implementandthatit is highly effective in achieving the four
major goals described earlier. It is very easy for gifted programs to become “victims”of
complicated and indefensible identification procedures that sometimes become so
complex that they actually overshadow the major purpose of providing high quality
services to students. Through careful field testing and modifications based upon
feedback, we have streamlined ouridentification procedures with a careful eye toward
whatis reasonably practical within the context of any schoolsetting.

The third part of the rationale is common sense! Teachers, students, parents and
administrators can easily understand andrelate to all major components of this model.

Indeed, one personhasreferred to this approach as “elegant commonsense.” This part
of the rationale is considered to be important because,if professionals and lay persons
do not understand the whyand howofany particular approachto identification, they
are likely to view it with caution and perhaps even suspicion. Although common sense
alone will not suffice as an appropriate rationale for any educationalpractice, it becomes
a very powerful ingredient for obtaining program support when combined with the
research and practical aspects of the rationale discussed above.

The Ideal and the Reality of Models for Educational Change

The second major issue underlying our work is concerned with the process of
educational change and the ways in which a model for change can be used to promote
schoolwide excellence in both students and teachers. One of the most important
features of this model is that it has been purposely designed to create a variety of
important roles and responsibilities for classroom teachers and other school personnel.
This pattern of organization was developedfor three major reasons.First, in the popular
pull-out or resource room approachtoservinghigh ability youth, these students spend
the vast proportion of their time in regular classrooms, under the direction of classroom
teachers. The advancedabilities that brought these students to ourattention in thefirst

place certainly justify making some modifications in the regular curriculum and in
activities that go on in regular classrooms.Itis illogical to assume that targeted students
are only capable of displaying gifted behaviors during the few hours per week whenthey
are participating in a special program. A youngster with extremely high mathematical
reasoningability, for example, is most likely to display this strength during his or her
regularly scheduled math class. Although some math enrichment might be warranted as
part of a special program,it is nothing short of foolish to ignore the advancedability in
regular mathclass.

Second, manyof the enrichment experiences emphasized in special programs can
benefit other students. Process oriented activities such as thinking skills based on
Bloom's (1956) Taxonomy ofEducational Objectives and other models are clearly
appropriate for most students.* Such activities should, therefore, be integrated with
regular curricular activities whenever possible. The fact that these processes have not
been included in regular curricular experiencesis not a sufficient rationale for assuming
that they are only good for “the gifted.” Such integration is indeed one of the goals for
general educational change that we are attempting to achieve in the Triad/Revolving
Door Model.

*For a detailed discussion of this issue, see Renzulli, 1977c, pp. 1-13. 221
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The third reason that we have sought to develop an integrated rather than
exclusory model is to help eliminate the “condition of separateness” that is almost
universal in schools that provide special programsfor the gifted. Distrust, competitive-

ness, suspicion and even outright hostility often exist between special program person-
nel and members of the general faculty. These negative attitudes often lead to subver-
sion, a loss of public confidence and, in many cases, the ultimate elimination or
reduction of special services. A good dealof this condition of separatenessis a direct
result of the ways in which programs have been organized. The unintentional but
neverthelessself-defeating steps that have been taken to exclude classroom teachers

from what might best be called “enrichment teaching” have limited opportunities for
both student growth and the general improvementof teachingskills. There are many
ways in which classroom teachers and special program personnel can share and
exchangeindividual interests and talents, teaching strengths, special training, enrich-

ment materials, community resources and time. Such an exchange will benefit all
students who are potentially able to display gifted behaviors. This model has been

designed to provide an organizational plan for achieving these goals through the
maximum utilization of both specialists and the generalfaculty

The Triad/Revolving Door Model was purposefully designed to overcome manyof
the problemsandpitfalls that have hindered previous national efforts to serve our most
able youth. One of the major reasons whythe gifted student movementhasfailed to
gain acceptance on the part of general educators and the public at large is that every

time the movement becomespopular, wefall prey to the sameineffective identification

methodsthat have beenthe target of so muchcriticism in the past. If the history ofgifted
educationtells us anything it should be that repeatedfailures to gain acceptance require
us to explore new waysof both identification and programming.

The Triad/Revolving Door Model grew out of a concern for history and an effort to
make enrichment programsan integral componentof the total educational enterprise.

To this end, we have formulated the following four general goals to guide the implemen-
tation of this model:

1. To provide various types and levels of enrichment to a broader spectrum of the
school population than the 3 to 5 percent usually servedin traditional programsfor the
gifted.
2. To integrate the special program with the regular classroom and to develop a

cooperative, rather than competitive, relationship between classroom teachers and
personnel who have beenassignedto the gifted programs.
3. To minimize concerns about elitism and the negative attitudes that are often
expressed toward students participating in special programsfor the gifted.
4. To improve the extent and quality of enrichmentforall students and to promote a
“radiation of excellence” (Ward, 1962) throughout all aspects of the school en-
vironment.

We would also like to emphasize that there is no such thing as a “pure” Triad/
Revolving Door program. Each school district must examine its own philosophy,
resources and administrative structure and then adoptor adapt those parts of the model
that take into account the unique aspects of each local school and district. A flexible
approach to both identification and programming is necessary for two important

reasons.First, local conditions and resources must be considered in order to prevent a
model from becominga straightjacket. Second, unless a certain amountofflexibility is
encouraged, a model caneasily inhibit local innovations that ultimately might result in
better ways of identifying and serving high ability youngsters.
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Structure of the Triad/Revolving Door Model

Our experience has shownthat successful programsare always based on plansthat
clearly delineate two major dimensions of a programming model. In the Triad/Revolving
Door Model werefer to these dimensions as Organizational Components and

Service Delivery Components. By organizational components we mean those non-

instructionalactivities that lead to putting the program “in place.” Examples of organiza-
tional components include the guided activities of planning teams, conducting needs
assessments, staff development, materials selection and program evaluation. Service
delivery components refer to direct instructional activities and the many and varied
“things” that teachers do with students in order to fulfill the major objectives of the
overall programming model. Included in this domain are lessons designed to promote
the developmentof thinking processes, procedures for modifying the regular curricu-
lum, and the specific steps involved in guiding students through independent study
activities.

Althoughthe real payoff of any special program is the extent and quality of services
that have a direct impact on students, there are a numberof other components that are
necessary for organizing and implementing service delivery activities. These planning

and organizing components notonly help us to respect the best theory and research
underlying special programs, but they also help to provide a commonvocabulary, a
frame of reference, and clarification of the roles and responsibilities of all persons
involved in the special program. As such, the organizational components have the
potential for introducing a remarkable element of efficiency into the overall process of
program planning and implementation.

Because of spacelimitations, this chapterwill focus primarily on the major service

delivery components of our model. A detailed description of the organizational compo-
nents and the procedures for implementing them can be found in the book-length
implementation manual entitled The Schoolwide Enrichment Model: A Compre-
hensive Plan for Educational Excellence (Kenzulli & Reis, 1985). At this point,
however, we would like to present a brief description of one of the organizational
components that deals primarily with the involvement of classroom teachers, parents

and administrators.

The Schoolwide Enrichment Team

One of the best ways to expand the full range of services that might be made
available to advanced level students is through the development of a schoolwide
Enrichment Team. An Enrichment Team is not a policy-making body nor an advisory
committee, but rather a working group of faculty members and parents who have
specific responsibilities for organizing the overall enrichmenteffort for an entire school.

There are two important reasons for establishing an Enrichment Team,thefirst of
which addresses the question, “Is enrichment only goodfor the gifted?” (An affirmative
answerto this question would certainly relegate the regular school program to a meager
diet of basic skills and routine learning experiences.) There are few, if any, educators of

bright students who would notinsist that all youngsters should have opportunities for
various typesand levels of enrichment.It can further be argued that manyof the general
enrichmentactivities used in programsfor the gifted can also be used with a broader
segmentof the school population.

The second reason deals with the essential role of faculty involvement in a
schoolwide enrichment program. Too often, a sad but not uncommonby-product of 223
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traditional gifted programs, whether they are accelerated mathematics classes or
resource roomsas we have advocated,is that classroom teachers falsely assumethatall
of the needs ofidentified students are being met by the special program. In many
districts where a program for advanced level students is started, classroom teachers
continue routinely assigning regular curriculum workto their brightest students. Quite
often, resource teachers havelittle or no interaction with classroom teachers or with the
regular curriculum, and thus the two programs frequently exist side-by-side but as
essentially separate entities. One way to avoid this often unfortunate by-productof
establishing resource programsis to organize a schoolwide Enrichment Team whichwill
immediately begin to develop a sense of faculty and community “ownership” in the
enrichmentprogram. We have found that when classroom teachers are encouraged to
actively becomeinvolvedin the program, they eventually cometo regard efforts to meet
the needs of bright students as a joint venture to be shared byall faculty members.

Over the last several years many schooldistricts have implemented outstanding
enrichmentprograms. In almost every case, the first step after the model wasselected
and administrative support sought, was the organization of an inservice program to
orientstaff with the definition, identification and programming modelandthe establish-
mentof an Enrichment Team. This Team is then able to work cooperatively to achieve
the major objectives of Type I and Type II Enrichment,including enrichingthelives ofall
students by expanding the scope of experiences provided by the school. This gives
teachers direction in making meaningful decisions aboutthe kinds of process oriented
enrichmentactivities that should be organized for particular groups of students and
stimulating newinterests that might lead to more intensive follow-up (TypeIII) activity by
individuals or small groups of students.

The most effective way to begin organizing an Enrichment Team is to recruit
members from various segments of the school and community. The Enrichment Team

should include parents, community resource persons, administrators, classroom teach-
ers (who represent primary, middle and uppergradesat the elementarylevel), art/music
or physical education instructors and thelibrarian or media specialist (if one exists). At
the secondary level, the Enrichment Team can include representatives from each
department(if the high school or middle school is small) or separate enrichment teams
can be organized for each department. Representatives from each departmental team
can then meet on a periodic basis with the schoolwide Enrichment Team.It can also be
effective to include students on the Enrichment Team. One reluctant community
resource person, for example, indicated that he could have easily refused an adult’s
invitation to present a 45 minute workshoponhis specialty area, but it was impossible
for him to refuse the request when it was madeby anexcited fifth grader.

The key to successful functioning of the Enrichment Teamis specificity of tasks and
a division of labor among Team members. In the nextsection, we will describe how the

Action Form concept can help provide task specific direction to Enrichment Team

activities. Since Team memberscan only devoterelatively small portionsof their time to
this endeavor, it is essential that tasks be broken downintotargeted activities that can be
carried out with minimal expenditures of time. If a resource teacher or enrichment
specialist is not present in the school, we recommendthe appointment of someone who
will serve as chairperson whois organized,efficient and gets along with other faculty

members. Westrongly advocate that this person have somereleasetimein addition to
his or her regularly scheduled planningtime to spend organizingthis effort. One hour a
weekthat an administrator can arrangefor the chairperson of the Enrichment Team to
use as planning time communicates a very important message to the chairperson and
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the entire faculty. Simply, that message is: We value what you are doing and we support
your efforts to complete this task.

Finally, no one should ever be forced to serve on the Enrichment Team. We
strongly advocate the inclusion of a building principal even if he or she only attends
meetings on a periodic basis. But no one should serve on the Team whotruly does not
want to be involved. We have found that once the benefits of the various types of
enrichment experiences become obvious, more faculty members becomeinterested in
joining the Team in subsequent years.

Other Organizational Features

Throughout several years of experience and research in Triad/Revolving Door
Programs, we have attemptedto identify certain majoractivities that are necessary for
the planning and implementation of this model. Each of these activities relates to one or
more of the specific objectives that will be described in the sections that follow. In each
case, we have developed a planning guide (Action Form) and/or a Teacher Training
Activity (SIMSIT). We have also developedstrategies for evaluating each componentof

our model.

Action Forms

The purpose of Action Formsis to break down programmingactivities into their
component parts in order to achieve a division of labor and time management
objectives. In some ways, the Action Forms might be thought of as “gentle enforcers.”

Thatis, the forms themselves concentrate and focus energy andactivities to enforce the
objectives set forth for various components of the model. This approach helps to
maximize the impact devoted to any program activity, while at the sametime, minimizes
the amountof time that might be wasted in organizing the effort that is necessary for the
accomplishmentof any given objective.

Each form is designed to accomplish one or a combination of three important
objectives of overall program development. First and foremost, the forms are intended
to be guides or roadmapsin the accomplishmentof particular tasks. Second, the forms
will help to give direction to the decision-making process by providing a list of the
alternative resources oractivities from which specific selections might be made. This
visual display of alternatives simply allowsusto reviewall possible courses of action at a
single glance, and thus helps us to avoid possible omissions, duplications or conflicting
activities. Third, the forms will serve as vehicles for the documentation of program
activities, and in this regard, information included on the formswill provide a ready-
made set of data for program evaluation. In addition to helping us enforce the
implementation and maintenance of key program components, the forms themselves
serve as a repository of vast amounts of information that can easily be drawn uponin the
preparation of evaluation reports and for use in subsequent year program planning.

TeacherTraining Activities (SIMSITS)

Each componentof our model also includes one or more teachertraining activities
called SIMSITS (Simulation Situations). The SIMSITS were designed to fulfill an
important function in the training of teachers whoare providing enrichmentservices to
various groups of youngsters. Although a comprehensive knowledge about the content
of any field is considered to be a majorpart of the overall training of professionals, the
ability to apply one’s knowledgein practical situations represents the real payoff so far as
effective training is concerned. 225
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Simulated learning experiences represent an intermediary level of involvement
thatlies somewhere between textbooklearning andtheactualapplication of knowledge
in on-the-job situations. Simulations are abstractions from reallife that are designed to
approximate the types of experiencesthat oneis likely to encounterin reallife situations.
Simulation is an especially effective teacher training technique because it provides
opportunities to practice on-your-feet thinking skills for situations that will always vary
whenthey are encounteredin the real world. No two encounters between a teacher and
a pupil, for example, are exactly alike; and therefore, we cannot program ourselves to
respond in a mechanicalor precise fashion to the manytypesofinteractionsthat will be
encountered as we go about working with a wide variety of personalities, learning
environments, available resources, and the many things that make teaching anartistic
endeavoras well as a scientific and technicalskill.

For these reasons, numerous SIMSITSwere developedas a result of several years
experience in the use of this programming model. As Triad and Revolving Door
programsgrew in popularity, we had the opportunity to study teacher training needs
and the “critical incidents” in which certain kinds of highly specific implementationskills
were involved. These actual experiences in programming helped us to learn the
important skills necessary for teachers planning to effectively implement particular
components of the model. Someof the skills relate to direct work with students, while
others are more concerned with program organization and developmentactivities,
public relations concerns, and the overall managementskills required by coordinators.

Program Evaluation

In addition to Action forms and SIMSITS, our model also contains information
about procedures for evaluating the objectives set forth for each service delivery
component. All evaluation instruments and procedures have been developed asa direct
reflection of the objectives set forth on the summary sheetof each chapter. After policy
decisions have been madewith regard to the adoption of the overall model and the
objectives of the respective delivery components,the correlated evaluation instruments
provide “a neatlittle package” of ready-madeinstruments and procedures.

The evaluation forms should be thought of as a “supermarket” of software from
which you can makeselections according to the degrees of emphasis within your own
program. Once your administrators, board members and other decision makers have
accepted the objectives for a particular service delivery component, it then becomes
contingent upon you to show evidenceofthe fact that we have provided the intended
service. The evaluation instruments have been purposely developed to analyze the
stated objectives on the summary pages. As such they provide a ready-made and built-
in evaluation system that can be presented whenever persons request information
aboutthe effectiveness of your respective service delivery components.

Procedures for Implementing a Triad/Revolving Door Program

First level Identification—Formingthe Talent Pool

The first step in implementing a Triad/Revolving Door program is to identify a
groupof studentsthatwill be designated as the “Talent Pool” (see Figure 2). This group
consists of the top 15 to 20 percentof the school population in general ability or any and
all specific performanceareasthat might be considered high priorities in a given school’s
overall programming efforts. Procedures for forming the Talent Pool are not unlike
traditional screening procedures used in moretraditional identification systems; how-
ever, the majordifference is we do not throw away the majority of this groupin favorof a
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finally selected 2 or 3 percent that is ultimately selected for inclusion in the program.
There are three reasons why a Talent Pool of 15 to 20 percent is recommended.First
and foremost, the researchtells us thatit is from this group that we can expect to identify
those persons whowill ultimately engagein highlevels of creative productivity. Research
on the “threshold effect” (MacKinnon, 1961; Barron, 1963; McNemar, 1964; Torrance,
1962; Wallach, 1976) has consistently shown that students who possess well above-
average (but not necessarily superior) ability and who also have the potential for
developing task commitment and creativity are the persons who have the highest
probability of displaying gifted behaviors. This group unquestionably includes those
personswith the highest IQ’s, but it also is open to others who show equal potential for
creative production.

A second reason for the recommendedsize of the Talent Pool is that most of the
activities typically used in gifted programs that serve the top 2 or 3 percent have

generally been found to workeffectively with this larger group of youngsters. There is no
defensible reason why accelerated curriculum or enrichment experiences based on
thinking process models such as Bloom’s Taxonomy of Educational Objectives
(1956) and Guilford’s Structure ofIntellect (1967) cannot or should not be used with
larger groups of students. Indeed, most of the students in the nation’s major universities
and four year colleges come from the top 15 to 20 percent of the general population.
Are we making any sense when we exclude them from a high school honors courseor

an enrichmentactivity based on Bloom’s or Guilford’s models? A third rationale for
Talent Poolsize is that, by definition, students working at the 80th or 85th percentile are
clearly capable of showing high degrees of mastery of the regular curriculum and
therefore both regular curricular modifications and enrichment experiencesare clearly
warranted.

There are several factors that serve as guides in determining the final size of the
Talent Pool. The availability and experience of resource teachers and the ways in which
they allocate their timeis the first consideration. A second considerationis the extent of
involvement on the parts of classroom teachers and the degree of administrative
support andtraining that will facilitate such involvement. Finally, the ability levels of
general populations differ from district to district and oftentimes within districts. It is
therefore necessary to make adjustments that will accommodate these differences,
especially if we ever hopeto identify the most potentially able students in our disadvan-
taged and minority group populations. This final factor might result in somevariationsin
programmingthatare reflections of the general level at which the regular curriculum is
geared in any schoolordistrict. The top 20 percentin an innercity school may consist of
a different ability level (as measured by tests) than the top 20 percent in an affluent
suburb; however, both groupsare clearly in need of some differentiation from those

educational experiences provided to the school population atlarge.

Four families of information are used to identify the Talent Pool. Psychometric
Informationis derived from traditional tests of intelligence, aptitude, achievement and
creativity. Developmental Information is obtained through the use of teacher, parent,
and self-nomination and rating scales. Sociometric Information is derived from peer
nominations and ratings and Performance Information is based on actual examples of

previous accomplishments in school and non-schoolsettings. The modelallows a great
dealofflexibility with regard to the numberofcriteria used and the exact instruments
that might be selected by a given school or program. A step-by-step decision-making
format describedin detail in the RevolvingDoorIdentification Model(Renzulli, Reis
& Smith, 1981) is used to processall information and makefinal Talent Poolselections.
A “safety valve” entitled Special Nominations is also used as a final check to help
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minimize the chancesof excluding potential Talent Pool members who might have been
overlooked in the final steps of the process. A procedure for resolving discrepancies
between and among any of the four families of information is recommended,as are
follow-up reviews and opportunities for youngsters to enter the Talent Pool after the
initial selection process.

Experiences with districts using Revolving Door have shownthat the Talent Pool
can be formed quickly and easily and without the agonizing decisionsthat are associated
with identification proceduresthat are trying to weed outall but the top 3 or 5 percent.
Individual testing is only used in cases where discrepancy information is present and
complicated formulas and additional testing are avoided. All Talent Pool students are
considered to be membersof the program and theyreceive certain types of services ona
regularly scheduled basis. They do not revolve in and out of the program, but rather

revolve into and out of different types and levels of enrichment based on the waysin
which they respond to general enrichment services. We do not subdivide them into
absurd categories such as the “truly gifted” and the “moderately gifted” because we
really don’t know at any giventime which students will revolve into the most advanced
levels of experience that can be offered by a particular program.

Atthisfirst level of identification we are cautious aboutthe use of the term “gifted”
and we avoid treating giftedness as an annointmentor act of nature. As a result of
participating in an orientation session, students know they are well above average in
ability, that they are membersof the Talent Pool, and they know whatthese things mean
so far as services and opportunities are concerned. They also know that the programis
attempting to develop gifted behaviors and that in a certain sense, students earn a
designation of giftedness rather than having it bestowed upon them. Students are
provided with a detailed orientation to all aspects of the model and especially the
conceptthat the special program is a place where oneearns the opportunity for higher
and higher levels of involvement and the display of gifted behaviors. This approach
helps to avoid the snobbishnessandelitism that often are found by youngpeople (and
their parents) when they are led to believe that giftedness is bestowed rather than
earned.

Services to Talent Pool Students

Before describing the four types of services that are regularly provided to Talent
Pool studentsit is important to point out a major function of these services beyondtheir
obvious enrichment and/or acceleration purposes. The actual involvementof students

in both regular and special program activities and their reactions to such involvement
form the basis for the second level of identification in the Revolving Door Model. In
other words,the services in and of themselves are considered to be valuable activities for
advanced students. At the same time, these services provide the performance-based
learning situations that wil help us identify which individuals and small groups should
revolve into advanced level experiences based on interests in particular topics or
problem areas.

Two types of General Enrichment are provided for Talent Pool students on a
regularly scheduled basis. Wheneverpossible, these enrichment experiences or ones of
similar design and purpose are also madeavailable to students in the general popula-
tion. Decisions regarding which students (in addition to Talent Pool members) will
participate in General Enrichmentare based uponfactors suchasthe difficulty level of
the material, its relation to the regular curriculum, the size of the group that can be
accommodated,andtheinterests of students in the general population. In manycases, 229
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General Enrichmentis offered on an invitational basis and it is frequently planned in
conjunction with regular curriculum topics. This approach helps to minimize concerns
aboutelitism, integrate special program services with the regular curriculum, and

achieve the radiation of excellence effect that is one of the overall goals of Triad/
Revolving Door programs.

In addition to participating in general enrichment experiences, all Talent Pool
students receive two additional services within a Triad/Revolving Door program: (1)
Interest and Learning Style Assessment and (2) Curriculum Compacting. In the
following sections, we will describe each of these services, beginning with interest and

learning style assessment and working our way through the two types of general
enrichmentthat we briefly discussed above.

Service No. 1: Interest and Learning Style Assessment

Interest Assessment

Building educational experiences aroundstudentinterests is probably one of the
most recognizable ways in which schoolwide enrichment programsdiffer from the
regular curriculum. In numerous evaluation studies when bright students were asked
whatthey like best about being in a special program,the first response almost always

dealt with the greater freedom allowed for selecting topics of study. Conversely, when
asked about their greatest objection to the regular curriculum, students’ comments

frequently referred to the limited opportunities to pursue topics of their own choosing.
Indeed, high ability students’ views of the regular curriculum sofar as freedom of choice
is concerned are extremely negative. As one youngsterso ably putit, “They tell us what
book we haveto use, what page, paragraph, and problem we should be on, and how
long we should spend onthat problem.”

Althoughspecial resource programsare generally characterized byless rigidity than

this statement implies, there is nevertheless much evidence of similar types of teacher-
imposedstructure in programsfor highly able students. While many groupactivities in
special programs doin fact require whole class teaching and similar types of involve-
mentonthe parts of students, we must raise some serious questions about freedom-of-
choice when every youngsterin a given groupis preparing a ritualized report on Houses

of the Future, Life in a Colonial Village or The Rocks and Minerals of Colorado. This is
not to say that every independentstudy situation should be “wide open.” The teacher’s
ownstrengths andinterests may lead him orherto place certain restrictions on general
areas of study (e.g., Futuristics, Colonial History, Geology) but within these broad areas
a great deal of freedom should beallowedin the selection of specific topics or problems.
In other words, there is nothing wrong with focusing on a general theme such as
Futuristics, but there are numeroustopics, issues and methodologies within Futuristics
that should be explored by individuals or small groups.

A secondconsideration in assessing studentinterests is related to the intensity of an
interest and the wayin which a child is interested in a particular topic. One of the major
responsibilities of teachers in interest identification is to make certain that they do not
push a child into an independent study or other educationalactivity at the first sign of an
interest in a certain topic, person or subject. Regardless of how much enthusiasm a

youngster displays about a particular interest, the possibility of following up suchinitial
interest with more intensive study should be handled with great delicacy. Students
should be encouraged to do further independent exploratory work about various ways
that an area of interest can be investigated, the amountof time, materials and resource
personnel that might be required for such an investigation, and, most importantly,
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whetheror not the early expression of interest was more than a superficial or romanti-
cized notion about what actual in-depth involvement with a particular problem area
involves.

A plannedstrategy for helping students to examine their present and potential
interests is based on an instrument called the Interest-A-Lyzer (Renzulli, 1977a). This
instrumentis a thirteen item questionnaire that is designedto assist students in exploring
their individual areas of interest. The Interest-A-Lyzer has been used with students in
grades 4-9 and it has also been adapted for use with youngerchildren (McGreevey,
1982) and adults (Renzulli, 1977b). The items consist of a variety of real and hypotheti-
cal situations to which students are asked to respond in termsof the choices they would
make (or have made) were they involvedin thesesituations.

_ The Interest-A-Lyzer serves to open up communication both within the student
and betweenthe student andhis or her teacher. It also is designedto facilitate discussion
between groupsof children with similar interests who are attemptingto identify areasin
whichthey mightlike to pursue advancedlevel studies. The majorinterest area patterns
that might emerge from the instrument are as follows: (1) Fine Arts and Crafts, (2)
Scientific and Technical, (3) Creative Writing and Journalism, (4) Legal, Political and
Judicial, (5) Mathematical, (6) Managerial, (7) Historical, (8) Athletic and Outdoor

Related Activities, (9) Performing Arts, (10) Business and (11) Consumer Action and

Ecology Related Activities.

It is important to keep in mind that (1) the above items represent generalfields or
families of interest and (2) there are numerous ways in which an individual might be
interested in any particular field. Thus, identifying generalpatternsis only the first step in
interest analysis. General interests must be refined and focused so that eventually
studentswill arrive at relatively specific problemswithin a generalfield or a combination
of fields.

Learning Styles Evaluation

Although numerousdefinitions of learning style can be found in the educational
and psychologicalliterature (Smith, 1976), the definition we recommendfor use in
designing individualized educational programs is one which focuses on specific and
identifiable learning activities. Our definition considers learning styles to be one or more
of the following nine instructional strategies most preferred by individual students as
they interact with particular bodies of curricular materials: (1) Projects, (2) Drill and

Recitation, (3) Peer Teaching, (4) Discussion, (5) Teaching Games, (6) Independent
Study, (7) ProgrammedInstruction, (8) Lecture and (9) Simulation.

The Learning Styles Inventory (LSI, Renzulli & Smith, 1978b) is a research-
based instrument which was developed to guide teachers in planning learning experi-
ences that take into account the learning style preferences of students within their
classrooms. The instrument requires approximately thirty minutes to complete and

provides descriptive information about studentattitude toward the abovelisted nine
general modesofinstruction. The Inventory consists of a series of items which describe
various classroom learning experiences, and students are asked to respondin terms of
how pleasant they find participation in each one. The directions emphasize that the LSI
is not a test in the traditional sense of the term, but rather seeksto identify the ways in
whichindividual children would like to pursue various types of educational experiences.
Studentsare told that there are no “right” or “wrong” answers and thatthe information
gained from the Inventory will be used to help plan future classroom activities. 231
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One of the innovative components of this instrument is the teacher form which
accompanieseachsetof student materials. This form is designed as a tool for teachers to
look at the range of instructional strategies used in their own classrooms. The items
included on this form parallel those on the student form but in this case, teachers

respondin terms of how frequently eachactivity occurs in the classroom.Theprofile of
instructionalstyles resulting from this procedure can be comparedto individual student
preferences and canserveto facilitate a closer match between howteachersinstruct and
the styles to which students respond most favorably. Research has shownthat this
matching of styles not only enhances student learning but promotes a more positive
attitude toward school.

This is not to say that instruction should be guided solely by learning style
preferences. Rather, it indicates that teachers should bein the position to make informed
decisions aboutthe areas or units within which style differences can be incorporated.
Indeed, unless at somepoint in the school day or week teachers are organizingactivities
that accommodatethe varyinglearning style preferencesoftheir students,it is notlikely
that a comprehensive individualization program is actually taking place.

Service No. 2: Curriculum Compacting

Curriculum compacting is a system designed to adapt the regular curriculum to
meet the needs of above-average students by either eliminating work that has been
previously mastered or streamlining work that may be mastered at a pace commensu-
rate with the student's ability. The time that is gained through this system may then be
used to provide students with appropriate enrichment and/or acceleration activities.
Curriculum compacting has three major objectives: (1) to create a more challenging
learning environment, (2) to guarantee proficiency in the basic curriculum and (3) to
“buy time” for more appropriate enrichment and/oracceleration activities (see Figure
3).

Rationale for Curriculum Compacting

One need only enter any classroom in the country and observe the above-average
students to realize that the work being assignedis oftentimes too easy. A recent research
study conducted by the Educational Products Information Exchange Institute (1980—
81), a nonprofit educational consumer agency, revealed that 60% of the fourth graders

in some of the schooldistricts studied were able to achieve a score of 80% or higher ona
test of the contentof their math texts before they had openedtheir books in September.
Similar findings were reported in content tests with fourth and tenth-grade science texts
and in tenth-grade social studies texts.

A major problem facing educators with high ability students in their classroomsis
that textbooks have dropped twogradelevelsin difficulty over the past 10 to 15 years.
Kirst (1982) reports: “According to the Los Angeles Times, when Californianstried to

reserve two slots on the statewide adoptionlist for textbooks that would challenge the
top one-third of students, no publisher had a bookto present. They could only suggest
reissuing textbooks from the late sixties (now unacceptable because of their inaccurate
portrayals of women and minorities) or writing new ones, a three to five year project.”

Asa result of this change on basic textbooks and because repetition is built into all
curriculum programsto reinforce learning, many bright students spend most of their
time in school doing things they already know. Byinitiating the curriculum compacting
process, we can remedythis situation by increasing the challenge level of the work that
students are expected to complete while also providing enrichment experiences and
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DEFINITION: Modifying or “streamlining” the regular curriculum in orderto eliminate
repetition of previously mastered material, upgrade the challenge level
of the regular curriculum, and provide time for appropriate enrichment
and/or acceleration activities while ensuring mastery of basic skills.

TARGET 1. All Talent Pool students (according to Individual Strength Areas),
AUDIENCES: especially wheninvolvedin a TypeIII activity.

2. Any non-Talent Pool student who haspreviously mastered portions
of the regular curriculum or who is capable of mastering such
material at an accelerated pace.

OBJECTIVES: 1. To create a challenging learning environmentwithin the context of
the regular curriculum.

2. To guaranteeproficiency in basic curriculum.

3. To “buy” time for enrichment and acceleration.

KEY CONCEPTS: Modification of the regular curriculum through an assessment of
student strengths.

Elimination or acceleration of skills activities in strength areas follow-
ing assessment.

Systematic planning of enrichment and/or acceleration activities to
replace skills students have already mastered or can masterat a faster
pace.

ACTION FORMS: The Compactor

 

Figure 3. Curriculum Compacting Summary Sheet

opportunities for independent and small group work that is commensurate with their
abilities.

We say this while recognizing the fact that we live in a “credentialing” society, a
society that measures progress by achievement tests, entrance examinations and
measures of competency in basic skills. Mastery of such skills is considered by many
personsto be the majorindicator of progressin traditional areas of the curriculum. The
“‘back-to-basics” movement and the recent interest in competency-based testing are
deterrents to educators who are attempting to broaden the school experiences of our
most able youngsters. However, if we can clearly demonstrate that a bright student has
mastereda greatdeal of the regular curriculum thatis to be taught to his or her peers,it is
simply unfair for us not to acknowledgethatthis student has masteredthese basics andis
therefore eligible for a different curricular experience. Most of the elementary mathe-
matics and language arts systems include a wide assortmentof pretests, unit tests, level
tests and final yearly assessments. These and other teacher-designed assessments
(especially at the secondary level) can be used to documentthe proficiency that will
allow us to prove mastery of the basic skills for our brightest students. This will enable
them tobecomeinvolved in more challenging work while their peers are mastering the
same regular curriculum work that they mastered days, monthsor years ago.

If curriculum compactingis utilized and explained to students, they will realize that
demonstrating proficiency in the basic curriculum can earn them the opportunity to
becomeinvolved in work in which they may have aninterest. This process may also
eliminate one of the major problems faced by students participating in resource

programs: makingupall of the work that their peers have completed during timethat 233
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they have been involvedin the resource program. Curriculum compacting can provide
a vehicle which allows them to participate in the resource program duringtheir curricular
strength times and therefore eliminate the problem of students being greeted by their
classroom teacherat the door and handedthefifteen worksheets that were completed
by other students in their absence.

How to Use the Compacting System

Curriculum compacting is designed around an Action Form called The Com-
pactor (Action Form 2, Renzulli & Smith, 1978a). This form should be completed

cooperatively by classroom teachers and resource teachers and should be maintained
as part of the student’s individual record. Every effort should be made to revise and
update the form on a regular basis, and it should serve as a meansfor joint planning by
the regular classroom teacher and the resource teacher.

The Compactoris divided into three columns: Curriculum Areas To Be Considered
For Compacting, Procedures For Compacting Basic Material, and Acceleration and/or
EnrichmentActivities. It can be completed when a classroom teacher identifies the
strength areas of an above-average student, details how the child has proventhat the
skills within the strength area have been mastered, and then suggests the appropriate
enrichment and possible acceleration activities which will provide advanced learning
experiences.

Many good classroom teachers already use a form of curriculum compacting as
part oftheir daily tasks. If a teacher knowsthat a certain student has mastered skill that
other students require one or more review worksheets to understand, that classroom
teacher in manyinstanceswill substitute more challenging work for the student who has
mastered the skill. This procedure is “compacting”in its simplest form.

The twoessential requirements for successful compacting are (1) careful diagnosis
and (2) a thorough knowledgeof the content and objectives of a unit of instruction.
Once these requirements have been met, the actual procedures for carrying out the
process are quite simple.

Teachers mustfirst identify the curricular strength areas of students whoare eligible
for curriculum compacting because they are in the Talent Pool and any other student
who has demonstrated mastery of the basic curriculum. Column One of The Com-
pactor (Curriculum Areas To Be Considered for Compacting)is used to record general
and specific indications of student strengths. Information included should answer the
questions:

@ Whatare the generalindications of student strength in this area?

@ Whatcontent and/or objectives of the specific unit to be taught have already
been mastered?

General indications of strength can be found in student records, standardizedtests,
classworkor teacher observations. They are used to identify the subject area(s) in which
a student might be considered for compacting. One of the best ways to determinein

whatareasa studenthasstrengthsis to ask the teacher who hadthe studentin his or her
class the previous year. Additionally, by careful observation classroom teacherscantrain
themselves to spot curricular strength areas and students in need of curriculum
compacting. Teachers should watch students whofinish tasks quickly and well, and also
students whofinish reading assignments first. Teachers should also try to watch for



concepts presentedin a designated unit of instruction. Such tests are usually keyed to

(reading, language skills and mathematics) are usually readily available in the form of
pretests, end-of-unit tests or summary exercises that contain a sampling of the major

Once the general strength area(s) have been selected, a specific diagnosis of the
skills to be taught must be provided. Diagnostic instruments in the basic skill areas
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specific pages and/orskills activities, allowing appropriate prescription ofactivities for
neededskills. In subject areas without these tools, teachers must ask themselves:

@ Why am teachingthis?
@ What are my goals?
@ Do any of mystudents already knowthis material?
® Howwill | evaluate whether my students have mastered this material?

In most cases, the evaluation planned for the end of an instructional unit can also be
used as a pre-assessmentto identify previously mastered contentandskills.

Column Two (Procedures for Compacting Basic Material) is used to describe
instructionalactivities that will be used to quaranteeproficiencyin basic curricular areas.
In Column Two,the classroom teachershould indicate anylearningactivities thatwill be
eliminated becauseof the proficiencies documented in Column One.This step provides
the proof that many teachers need in order to make decisions about work to be
eliminated or workthat studentswill be able to masterin a fraction of the time that other
students need. Someteachers simply make a photocopyof the pre- or posttest used to
documentproficiency and attach it to the Compactor or even attach the Scope and
Sequence Chart with check marksindicating the areas of proficiency. Other teachers use
Column Twoto indicate for a specific time period, the manner in which previously
mastered workwill be eliminated. There are many different ways to document pro-
ficiency, butit is important to remember that Column Twoshould be used to document
whatstudents already knoworare capable of learning at their own pace.

Thefinal step in curriculum compactingis to explore a widevariety of acceleration
and/or enrichmentalternatives. If teachers have been successful in helping gifted
youngsters master the regular curriculum in a more economical and efficient manner.
then they will have provided some time for these students to pursue advancedlevel
studies. Teachers will also have concrete evidence (test scores) that basic material has
been mastered.

The third column of The Compactorcan be used to expandthe written record of
individualization. Thefirst step in completing this column is to make some basic
decisions about the subject matter boundaries within which enrichmentactivities will
fall. For example, if several mathematics curriculum units have been compacted, a
teacher must decide whether or not the extra time available will be devoted to
enrichmentoracceleration. The philosophyof a program,the availability of resources,
or practical considerations such as scheduling restrictions may influencethis decision.

Although practical and organizational concerns mayplace certain restrictions or
limits on enrichmentalternatives, the crucial consideration in making decisions about
advanced level opportunities is the interest of the student. In the situation described
above, there should be no question whatsoever about an advanced mathematics
experienceif the student is genuinely interested in math. However, a problem mayarise
if a student is taught advanced math when he or she would rather pursue some other
topic or area of study.

Oneof the best waystofacilitate the completion of the Compactor’s third columnis
to developa list of all available enrichment and acceleration activities within a given
schooldistrict. This list may be modestto begin with; however, as resources and special
services to advancedlevel students expand,thelist can serve as an importantpart of the

236 planning and program developmentprocess.
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Students should be provided with an orientation to the compacting process to
enable them to realize that doing their best work in school may earn them time to work
on something in which they have an interest. For example, if a youngster can demon-
strate proficiency in grammar, he or she may then earn the opportunity to select a novel

to read, view filmstrips about famous authors, write original short stories, compose
poetryorselect an areaofinterest in languagearts. This self-selectivity of what may be
done during time in which students demonstrate curriculum mastery often encourages
underachieving students to demonstrate mastery.

Service No. 3: Type I Enrichment (General Exploratory Experiences)

An overview of Type I Enrichmentis presented in Figure 4. This category of general
enrichmentconsists of exploratory experiences that are designed to expose students to
new andexciting topics, ideas and fields of knowledgethat are not ordinarily coveredin
the regular curriculum. Type | Enrichmentis carried out througha variety of procedures
such asvisiting speakers,field trips, demonstrations, interest development centers and
the use of many different kinds of audiovisual materials (including assigned programs on
public and commercial television).

 

DEFINITION: Experiences and activities that are purposefully designed to expose
students to a wide variety of disciplines (fields of study), visual and
performing arts, topics, issues, occupations, hobbies, persons, places
and events that are not ordinarily covered in the regular curriculum.

TARGET 1. All students (general and periodic).

AUDIENCES: 2. Talent Pool students (general and specific—regularly scheduled).

OBJECTIVES: 1. To enrich the lives of all students by expanding the scope of
experiences provided by the school.

2. To stimulate new interests that might lead to moreintensive follow-

up (TypeIII) activity on the parts of individuals or small groups of
students.

3. To give teachers direction in making meaningful decisions about
the kinds of Type II Enrichmentactivities that should be selectedfor
particular groups of students.

KEY CONCEPTS: Exposure to New Topics Different From Regular Curriculum.

Dynamic Activities That Will Stimulate New Interests in Certain Stu-
dents.

“Event” Oriented

ACTION FORMS: Type | Planning Guide
Community Resource Record
Resource Directory Cards
Type | Resources by Subject Area
Form for Recording Sources for Type | Resources
Type | Enrichment Documentation Form

 

Figure 4. Type I Enrichment Summary Sheet

An Enrichment Team consisting of teachers, parents and the building principal
has the main responsibility for planning a wide variety of Type | activities. The teacher

coordinator of the enrichment program works with the Team as a resource person and 237
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helps to arrange for andcarry outactivities planned by the Team. This approachhelps
to accomplish a numberof important objectives. First and foremost, all students are
given at least some opportunity to participate in certain enrichment experiences as
interest dictates, and the school, therefore, becomes a more exciting and stimulating
environment for everyone. Second, this approach avoids the always-difficult task of
defending certain General Enrichmentactivities as being appropriate for gifted students
only. Third, the Enrichment Team becomesa vehicle for more effective coordination
between the regular curriculum and experiences that are offered as part of the
enrichment program. Finally, expanding the scope of the General Enrichment program
to the total school population helps to minimize concerns about elitism by making at
least some of the enrichment experiences available to larger numbers of students.

Type I Enrichmentserves a very special purpose for students in the Talent Pool.
Because of their familiarity with the overall programming model, these students are
aware that Type | Enrichmentrepresents an invitation to more advanced levels of
involvementin topics or areas of study that are especially fascinating to an individualor a
small group of students with a commoninterest. Thus, Talent Pool students self-select
those areas in which they may wantto pursue a highlyintensive research study, creative
endeavor or investigative activity. In Triad/Revolving Door programs, we call this
process “revolving” from a Type I experienceinto a TypeIII activity.

Planning and Implementing Type I Enrichment

We havebuilt the Type I planning and implementation process around a series of
Action Forms, only one of whichwill be presented here. The Type | Planning Guide (See
Action Form 3) can be completed for a given subject area, grade level or combination of
the two(i.e., fourth grade/Social Studies).

The vertical columnonthe left hand side of Action Form 3 includes several waysin
which Type I experiences can be providedfor students in the Talent Pool as well as other
groups of students who mightparticipate in various Type | activities. You may wantto
add additional Methods of Delivery or combine and reorganize the items that are
already listed on the form. In many ways the Methodof Delivery represents different
teaching/learning styles. One of the goals of this approach to planningis to help us
introduce somevariety into the ways in which we bring Type I experiences to the
attention of students. Because of differences in students’ learning style preferences,
wheneverwe vary the Method of Delivery of a particular topic we also enhance the
possibility of promoting an interest and positive reaction in certain students who may
prefer one approach over another. Variations in Methodsof Delivery are therefore the
teaching/learning style counterpart to variationsin topics. Both typesof variations(ie.,
topics plus Methodsof Delivery) are directed toward the same generalgoal whichis to
enhancethe possibilities of reaching as wide a variety of youngsters as possible and
expandingthe potential numberoffollow-up (TypeIII) activities on the part of the target
population.

The blank spacesacrossthe top of the Type I Planning guide should be completed
by various groups and subgroups of teachers (and sometimes students). Standard
brainstorming sessions should be organized around a topic or subtopic, and suggestions
should be directed toward the major feature of TypeI (topics, issues, etc., not ordinarily
coveredin the regular curriculum).

There are two major considerations that need to be dealt with in completing the
238 Type I Planning Guides. Thefirst is who should be responsible for working on these
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Action Form 3

TYPE | PLANNING GUIDE

Checkall that apply:

_____ General Matrix

__ Grade Level

____.. Subject Area

Methodsof Delivery
 

|. Resource Persons
 

 

Speakers
 

Mini-Courses
 

Demonstrations
 

Artistic Performances
 

Panel Discussion/Debate

Other

ll. Media

 

 
 

 

 

Films
 

Filmstrips

Slides

Audio Tapes/Records

 

 

 

Videotapes
 

Television Programs
 

Newspaper/Magazine Articles

Other
 

 
 

ll. Other Resources
 

 

Interest Development Centers
 

Displays

Field Trips

 

 

Museum Programs
 

Learning Centers

Other
 

                     
 

forms and the second deals with locating sources for Type I topics and activities.
Guidelines for identifying sources for Type | are described in the schoolwide book,asis
the general nature of the planning process in schools that do and do not have special
resource teachers for advancedlevel students.

The major responsibility for organizing the overall Type I effort in a school should
be that of the Enrichment Team andthe sub-group ofthis team that wewill simply refer
to as the Type | Committee. Although this committee should plan and organize
meetings, the success of this endeavor rests with the specificity of topic/grade level 239
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planning andthe extent of involvementby teachers whowill be affected through such
planning.

The focus of a Type I Committee meeting can beeither general or specific. We
might begin, for example, by simply listing any andall topics and available resources
that participants feel would enhancetheir fourth grade social studies curriculum. Or, we
might decide to focus on a specific topic such as the Civil War, Latin American
Geography orcurrent events. Using standard brainstormingpractices,all topics, ideas
and suggestions should be recorded in the initial stages of planning regardless of
whetheror not they happentofit into a certain cell on the Type I Matrix. Indeed, it may
very well be thelist of topics itself that ultimately gives somedirection to the final form
that the Matrix will take. Certain topics may notbeardirect relevance to the focus of any
given planning meeting but might be useful for subsequent meetings or even for
planning efforts that are directed toward other subject matter areas. For example, a
suggestion abouta film or television dramatization of a particular aspect of the Civil War
might subsequently end up being included as a suggested Type I experience for
planning a session dealing with the Arts or with the Language Arts curriculum. Since
members of the Type I Committee will have an overview ofall of the planning going on
in a particular building, they can help to share and coordinate ideas that may emerge at
any given meeting. This approachwill help to avoid duplication of topics and providefor
a well integrated schoolwide Type I planningeffort.

The second major consideration that needsto be dealt with in completing the Type
| Guiderelates to the quantity of resources one shouldstrive to identify. A majorfactorin
determining the success of the Type I dimension of your program will be the extentto
which you can locate a large numberandvariety of resources that are specifically
designed to expose the students to topics and areas of study that are not ordinarily
coveredin the regular curriculum.Fortunately, there areliterally thousandsof sources to
draw uponand our major task in pursuing the Type | objectives of any program is to
identify and organize the sourcesso that they can beeffectively utilized in your program.

An important factor to keep in mind as you begin work on identifying Type |
sourcesis that this is a developmental approach that should be accomplished over a
long period of time. In other words, you will want to begin your work on a modest scale
and attempt to add continuously to the list of beginning sources over a long period of
time.

As the numberof TypeI sourcesincreases over the years, proceduresfor dissemi-
nating information about this dimension of your program should be formalized so that
eventually a “Type I Source Guide” can be published and distributed on a regular
updatedbasis throughoutall schools in yourdistrict. The Type I dimension can be a very
exciting aspect of your program becauseit will bring into the schools an almost unlimited
number and variety of experiences that are not ordinarily covered in the regular
curriculum. This approach holds promise of increasing the numberof supporters and
advocates of enrichment programming andtherefore its payoff can be bothin terms of
public relations and support as well as the many educational experiencesthatwill be
provided for your students.

Note: In The Schoolwide Enrichment Model (Renzulli & Reis, 1985) we have
listed numerous specific sources for Type I Enrichment, procedures for organizing,
recording andevaluating theseactivities, and guidelines for the establishmentofinterest
developmentcenters. Also included are sample forms, dissemination vehicles, recruit-
mentletters, evaluation instruments, and teachertraining activities.
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Procedures for Evaluating Type I Enrichment

At the conclusion of the school year, the columns androwsof any Type I Matrix can
be summedandthefigures in all cells can be converted to percentages. This approach
enables you to gain a broad perspective about your overall planning effort and provide
decision makers with some data about the scope and diversity of Type I experiences.
This overview of your Type I effort will be extremely valuable in subsequent year
planning. It will also be helpful in documenting and reporting the systematic ways in
which you have attempted to provide enrichment experiences for the general school
population and for Talent pool students.

A good method for developing your end-of-year evaluation report is to gather
appropriate data on a regular basis throughout the year A few minutes invested to
documenteach Type| at the time it takes place will save many hourslater on andwill
provide a very impressive picture of your overall planning andservice delivery system.It
is also very worthwhile to capture TypeI’s on film for use in presentations to parent
groups, boards of education and for subsequentinservice training sessions.

Service No. 4: Type II Enrichment (Group Training Activities)

The second category of general enrichment in the Triad/Revolving Door Model
consists ofactivities that are designed to develop cognitive and affective processes. The
definition, objectives and related information about TypeII Enrichmentare presentedin
Figure 5. Within each objective, the targeted skills exist along a continuum ranging from
very basic manifestations of a given skill or ability to higher and more complex
applications of any given process.It is for this reason that we have developed a planfor
TypeII Enrichmentthat is designed to promote the developmentofall four objectivesin

both the general population andin those students that have beenselected for participa-
tion in the Talent Pool. This approach to a schoolwide enrichmentprogram offers many
advantages. First and foremost, it avoids the totally unsupportable assertion that only
“the gifted” should have an opportunity to develop their thinking and feeling processes.
Second, we donothaveto spend ourtime and energytrying to defend whichactivities
are, and whichare not, good for high ability students. Since most processactivities are

open-endedin nature and exist along a continuum ofdifficulty, these activities provide
opportunities for a range of response options and therefore they can be used with
groupsof varying ability levels. A third advantage of this approachis that it represents a
systematic and organized procedure for expanding the scope of the regular curriculum
and enriching the learning experiencesofall students served by the schools.

Before describing the Action Forms developed to organize TypeII training, we
should point out that there are three different dimensions of Type II Enrichmentthat are
used within the Triad/Revolving Door Model. Thefirst dimension might best be
described as the type of planned, systematic enrichment that can be organized in
advance for any given gradelevel, group or regularly scheduled part of your special
program. Although this section will concentrate on this dimension, we would like to
discuss briefly the other two dimensions and point out how someof the “technology”
for Type II Enrichment can be usedin all three dimensions.

The second dimension of Type II Enrichment consists of the types of process
training skills that cannot be planned in advance. Processtraining experiencesin this
category usually result from student interests arising out of regular curricular experi-
ences, purposefully planned Type I and TypeII experiences, or special interests that
might arise out of non-schoolinterests on the parts of individuals or small groups of
students. In manycasesthese types of process training experiences may bethe result of 241
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DEFINITION: Instructional methods and materials that are purposefully designed to
promote the developmentof thinking and feeling processes.

TARGET 1. All students (basic training).
AUDIENCES:

2. Talent Pool students (basic training plus advanced level experi-
ences according to individualabilities and interests).

OBJECTIVES: 1. To develop generalskills in creative thinking and problem solving,
critical thinking, and affective processes such as sensing, appreci-
ating and valuing.

2. To develop a wide variety of specific learning how-to-learn skills
such as notetaking, interviewing, classifying and analyzing data,
drawing conclusions,etc.

3. To develop skills in the appropriate use of advancedlevel reference
materials such as readers guides,directories, abstracts,etc.

4. To develop written, oral and visual communication skills that are

primarily directed toward maximizing the impact of students’ prod-
ucts upon appropriate audiences.

KEY CONCEPTS: A Taxonomyof Processand Thinking Skills Development.
GroupInteraction.
A “Scope and Sequence” Approach to Process Development.
Methods and Materials Oriented.

ACTION FORMS: Planning Matrices for Organizing and Teaching TypeII Skills.
Materials and Activities Selection Worksheets.
Enrichment Material Specification Forms.

 

Figure 5. Type II Enrichment Summary Sheet

previous training and therefore we must remain flexible in making decisions about
providing Type II Enrichment that may not have been included in ouroriginal formula-
tion for any given year or group of students.

The third dimension of Type II Enrichmenttraining consists of processes that
should be taught in connection with a TypeIII activity that has been selected by one or
more students. A major focus of teacher guidance in TypeIII situations is to provide
advancedleveltraining in the methodological and processskills that are necessary for
carrying out advancedlevel investigative and creative production activities. As students
begin work on a Type III project, materials should be reviewed for purposes of
identifying appropriate process training skills. For example, if one or more students
should decide to pursue a TypeIII experience related to Oral History, you can quickly
identify process training activities related to interviewing and other Oral History tech-
niques by examiningthetitles of enrichment materials related to this skill.

Planning and Implementing Type II Enrichment

A majorpart of our efforts to prepare a comprehensive plan for process develop-
ment has been to organize a Taxonomyof Type II Enrichment Processes. The Taxon-
omy is organized around the four major objectives set forth in Figure 5 and 14
subcategoriesof processtraining. The general structure of the Taxonomyis indicated in

242 the chart whichfollows.
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Type Il Taxonomy

|. Cognitive and Affective Training
A. Creative Thinking Skills
B. Creative Problem Solving and Decision Making
C. Critical and Logical Thinking
D. Affective Skills

Il. How-To-Learn Skills
A. Listening, Observing and Perceiving
B. Reading, Notetaking and Outlining
C. Interviewing and Surveying
D. Analyzing and Organizing Data

lll. Advanced Research Skills and Reference Materials
A. Preparation for Type Ill Investigations
B. Library Skills
C. Community Resources

IV. Written, Oral and Visual Communication Skills
A. Visual Communication
B. Oral Communication
C. Written Communication

 

Each of the 14 subcategories is further divided into specific skills that can serve as
the basis for planning, and materials review andselection. It can also be used for the
construction of a process-oriented Scope and Sequence Chart for any given group,
gradelevel, subject area or total program. The items in the Taxonomyhave also been
used to construct needs assessment questionnaires and evaluation instruments. The

total Taxonomy contains more than 250 specific skills. Space does not permit a
complete listing; however, one of the 14 subsections is presented as an example.

 

Specific Skills
From Objective |: Cognitive and Affective Training

C. Critical and Logical Thinking.

Conditional Reasoning Analogies
Ambiguity Inferences
Fallacies Inductive Reasoning
Emotive Words Deductive Reasoning
Definition of Terms Syllogisms
Categorical Propositions Probability
Classification Dilemmas
Validity Testing Paradoxes
Reliability Testing Analysis of:
Translation Content
Interpretation Elements

Extrapolation Trends and Patterns
Patterning Relationships
Sequencing Organizing Principles
Flow Charting Propogandaand Bias
Computer Programming

 243
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The major purpose of the Taxonomyis to serve as a guide in the review and
selection of enrichment materials. Over the years we have usedthis organizational plan
to analyze and classify more than seven hundred sets of enrichmentactivities. This
procedure includes general grade-levelclassifications (primary, middle, secondary) as
well as thinking process categories. New materials are reviewed andclassified as they
becomeavailable. The result of this overall effort has been the developmentof a
materials laboratory that is organized by thinking skills objectives and grade levels.
Resource teachers and Enrichment Team members use the laboratory to review
materials (they may not check the materials out), and then order from publishers those
materials that will becomea part of their own locally developed scope and sequence
plan for process development. Manysets of the materials are accompanied by evalua-
tion information provided by teachers, and brief descriptions of many sets of the
materials are provided on EnrichmentMaterial Specification Forms (see Action Form II).

These formsare especially useful for persons who maynotbe abletovisit the laboratory,
and they also have been used by schooldistricts, regional service centers and individual
schools as they go aboutthe process of setting up their own materials laboratories.

Another key Action Form for Type II Enrichment is entitled the “Materials and
Activities Selection Worksheet” (see Action Form 10a). These worksheets are designed
to assist program planners in making decisions about TypeII activities that will be used in
the resource room and/or the regular classroom. The forms are coordinated with the
four major objectives of TypeII Enrichmentandthespecific subcategories of enrichment
objectives related to each of the four majorareas.

The forms are divided (along the horizontal axis) into two major areas. Thefirst
area deals with enrichmentactivities that ordinarily will be selected by resource teachers
for use with Talent Pool students in the resource room. The second category deals with
two types of enrichmentactivities that will be selected for use in the regular classroom.

These forms are designed to be completed over a long period of time and teachers
should therefore not be overly concerned about comprehensive coverage of any given
cell in the matrix at the beginning of their planning effort. The specific enrichment
activities that will be recordedin the cells will grow in numberanddiversity during the
first few years of the program. Theresult of your overall planningin this regard will be to
develop a comprehensive “Scope and Sequence Guide” for the Type II Enrichment
activities that will be made available to both Talent Pool students and other students at
any given grade level and within any given subject matter area. These forms are
designedto help facilitate cooperative planning on the parts of resource teachers and
classroom teachers. They also provide an opportunity for input and suggestions on the

parts of subject matter area coordinators or general curriculum coordinators in the

schooldistrict. Althoughinitial efforts to complete the forms might begin on grade level
and building-by-building basis, the forms may also serve the purpose of developing a
districtwide plan for Type II Enrichment that will be recommended for use at various
gradelevels and in particular subject matter areas.

Administrative Support and Type II Enrichment

We want to emphasize the key role that administrators play in the overall Type II
planning effort. First and foremost, administrators must make provisions for faculty
release time for the examination of materials and completion of worksheets. Staff
developmentdays, compensatorytime after school or during summersessions, or any
other time that avoids making this work an extra assignment should be explored.
Becausethis is a team effort,it is important to arrange time blocks whenseveral persons
can worktogether.
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Administrative support is also necessaryin the form of financial provisions for the
purchaseof material and specialtraining or consultant services that might be necessary
for the effective use of certain materials. Wheneverpossible, teachers should be given
financial support to attend conferences and workshops where enrichment methods and
materials will be presented.

Another major area of administrative support is the developmentof an attitude that
encouragesthe use of TypeII activities. The activities should be considered an important
part of “the basics” rather than a supplementary “frill.” The need to expand the broad
range of thinking skills embraced by Type II Enrichment was a major area of emphasisin 245
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Action Form 14

ENRICHMENT MATERIAL SPECIFICATION FORM

Major Process Area(s)
 

Major Content Area(s)
 

Planning Matrix Classification
 

 

 

Title: Cost:

Order No.:

Grade/AgeLevel(s):

 
 

 
 

  Author:
 

 

Publisher (Address):
 

 

 

Brief Description:

For a more complete description see:

Format (Workbook, Flash Cards, Audio Cassette,etc.):
 

 

Topics or Units of Study in the Regular Curriculum Related to These Materials:

 

Thinking and/or Feeling Processes Developed:

 

Local Resource Person(s) Familiar with Materials (Please check the names of persons whoarewilling to

conduct workshops or demonstration lessons):

 

Comments:   
 

the reports on educational excellence that have recently been issued by a numberof
national commissions. These reports pointed out that the “back-to-basics” movement

should not be interpreted to mean moredrill or simply excess coverage oftraditional
material. If administrators view enrichment as something that regularly competesfor
time with the regular curriculum, we will never overcomethecriticism that is continu-
ously directed toward special programs for advanced level students. Our goal in the
developmentof a TypeII scope and sequenceis to bring these essential problem solving
and other processtraining skills into the regular classroom as well as the resource
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program. If TypeII activities are used in the regular classroom, students who are not
ordinarily involved in the enrichment program will have an opportunity to participate in
process training and the classroom teacher can encourage the application of these
process skills to other classroom work. This effort will be considerably enhancedif
administrative enthusiasm and support is obvious.

Administrators must also be aware of the developmental nature of this Type II
planning process. Teachers should not be expected to produce a comprehensive scope
and sequence plan overnight! Rather, specific subject matter areas within grade levels
should be attacked one worksheet at a time. And within any given worksheet, one or

two entries percell will suffice at the early stages of development. Overa long period of
time, additional cell entries will be added and the total number of worksheets will be
expanded. By setting modest but regular and periodic goals, a comprehensive plan will
emerge that avoids making this process an overburdening assignmentfor teachers.

Proceduresfor Evaluating Type II Enrichment

Although space doesnotallow full discussion of methods for evaluating TypeII
Enrichment, we would like to briefly describe one instrument that was specifically
designedto assess process skills. The Class Activities Questionnaire (Steele, 1982) was
originally developed in connection with the statewide evaluation of theIllinois Gifted
and Talented Program.In our opinion, it is one of the best instruments that has ever
been developedto evaluate thinkingskills and factors related to the instructional climate
that should characterize Type II Enrichment. The instrument, which is based on Bloom’s
Taxonomy ofEducational Objectives (1956), obtains feedback from both teachers
andstudents. It can be used in a comparative fashion to assess various dimensions and
factors related to thinking processes and classroom climate. The five major dimensions
of instructional climate are indicated in the left-hand column. Each of these dimensions
is composed of a numberoffactors (or scales) which in turn are usually represented by
several items in the questionnaire.

This instrument is prepared on optical scanning sheets for computer scoring and
analysis. A manual includesreliability and validity data as well as directions for
administration and interpretation. Information about the CAQ can be obtained by
writing to Creative Learning Press, PO. Box 320, Mansfield Center, CT 06250.

Additional instruments for evaluating Type II Enrichment, as well as numerous
other proceduresfor implementing a total program for the developmentof thinkingskills
can be found in The Schoolwide Enrichment Model(Renzulli & Reis, 1985).

Second Level Identification—Revolving Into Advanced Level
Enrichment and Acceleration Experiences

The question that is raised most frequently about Triad/Kevolving Door programs
is, “What are the specific procedures for ‘revolving’ a student into advanced level
enrichment experiences?” In other words, how doesa student progress from participa-
tion in general Talent Pool activities to individual and small group investigations of a
more advanced nature? The answerto this important question is based almostentirely
on the conceptof action information. Action information can best be defined as the type
of dynamic interactions that take place when a child becomesextremely interested in or
excited abouta particular topic, area of study, issue, idea or event that takes placein his
schoolor non-school environment. The best way to understand this conceptis to begin
with the second term—interaction. An interaction (in learning) takes place when a 247
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student comesinto contact with andis influenced by a particular person, concept or
piece of knowledge. The influence of the interaction mayberelatively limited or it may
have a highly positive and extremely motivating influence on the individual. If the
influence is strong enough and positive enough to promote further exploration and
involvement(in the topic) on the part of the student, then we maysay that a dynamic
interaction has taken place. For example, if a student is exposed to the topic of solar

energy and this exposure provokesan interest in doing more reading onthe topic or
perhaps conducting some experiments relating to harnessing power from the sun, we
may say that a dynamic interaction has taken place.

An underlying factor in spotting action information and subsequently referring
youngsters for possible follow-up activities is that we would attempt to determineif the
action information is productivity oriented. By this we meanthat it should relate to a

child’s desire to pursue a topic further and moreintensively. One of our majorgoals in
providing enrichment for high ability youngsters is to encourage them to engage in
investigative activities that will result in the developmentof a creative product. Thus, a
productivity oriented follow-up experience should focus on a child’s desire to act upon
an interest rather than merely to react to the interest. Action information has four key
characteristics:

Action information cannot be gathered at the beginning of a school year by
questionnaires, rating scales or checklists. If we attempt to reduce action informa-

tion to a checklist or rating scale it will automatically becomestatus information. Certain
types of prerecordedstatus information can certainly give us hints about which children
tend to becomehighly involved in advanced level projects, research studies or other
creative endeavors. But one of the main goals in this modelis to make judgments about
revolving children into advanced level enrichmentat the time when they express high
levels of interest. These types of decisions cannot be made beforehand; and therefore

we must keep ouridentification systems flexible enough to allow students to enter
advanced experiences when action information becomes evident. Action information,
therefore, always consists of expressions of interests and creativity that are observedin
addition to prerecorded(i.e., status) information abouta child’s strengths, interests and

creative ability.

Action information is always something that grows out of the interests of children.

This characteristic of action information is the single most important concept
underlying the Triad/Revolving Door Model. Thesincere interests of children should
always serve as the point-of-entry into the special program andthe focal point around
which we build advanced level experiences. After a general or specific area of interest
has been identified, procedures for determining the strength of the interest and the

child’s willingness to follow up can be pursued. At this point teachers can begin to assist
youngsters with strategies for problem focusing and the development of a plan for
investigative activity (see Renzulli, 1983).

Action information is more subjective than status information and is highly
dependent uponthe intuitive thoughts, reactions and observationsof the teacher.

A great deal of sensitivity and “the art of teaching” are involved in making judgments
about action information. This type of information is almost totally dependent upon
sensitive andinsightful teachers who knowtheir students,trust their own judgments, and
are willing to act on such judgments. Althoughtests have certain obvious value in the
status information of the Revolving Door Model, there are many types of expressions on
the parts of children that cannot always be determined orverified by testing instruments.
It is precisely these types of expressions that we are seeking to spot in the action
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information dimension of the model; and therefore, we should place high value on the
intuition, subjectivity and our own personal reactions and judgments.

4G There is no one “best” situation in which the need for action information can be
observed. Action information usually results from one (or a combination) of three

types of learning situations. In some cases unusuallevels of interest, excitement or
creativity will be expressed in response to topics covered in the regular curriculum.
Anothersituation where the needfor action information may be observedis during the
presentation of specially prepared enrichmentactivities that are purposefully designed
to provoke highlevels of interest or creativity (i.e., Type I and TypeII Enrichment). The
third general category of learning situations where unusual responsesonthe parts of
students might be observedis extracurricularactivities and the environmentin general.
In this situation a sustained interest might be sparked bya particular television program,
a newseventof local or national interest, a hobby or extracurricular activity, or by an
interaction that the student may have with personsin his or her environment.

The main procedure for gathering action information is observation of the reactions
of children to the types of situations described above. The vehicle for documenting and
communicating our observationsis a form entitled the Action Information Message
(Renzulli, 1981). This form is a record-keeping devicethatwill facilitate communication
amongclassroom teachers, resource persons, students and parents. It may be com-
pleted by classroom teachers, parents, students or resource teachers and forwardedto
the person responsible for facilitating advancedlevelstudies. It has been prepared in the
form of a light bulb in order to highlight its role in the Triad/Revolving Door Model.
Although this instrument does not yield scores or percentiles, we believe it is the most
valid procedure for recording high levels of interest, task commitmentandcreativity on
the part of a student or small group.

Action information is a key feature about this model that makesit different from
most other approachesto identification and programming. This use of a secondlevel of
identification helps to avoid all of the problems associated with total preselection

decisions and, at the same time, helps to respect the concept of differentiated abilities
(i.e., high ability youngsters are as different from one anotheras they are from the
population in general).

Type II Enrichment: Individual and Small Group Investigations
ofReal Problems

TypeIII Enrichmentis the highest level of experience that can be offered in special
programsutilizing the Triad Model. An overview of this dimension of the modelis
presented in Figure 6. In this section we will describe the responsibilities of teachers in
initiating, planning and implementing TypeIII Enrichment experiences. The outline that
wewill use is based on the rings in Figure 7, and wewill work our way through this

outline, beginning with the center of the figure and moving toward the outerrings.

Action Information and Follow-Up Procedures

The center of the diagram represents an Action Information Message (AIM), which
is an anecdotal commentabouta highlevel interest on the part of an individual or small

group. The AIM canoriginate from a variety of sources (regular curriculum, Types I and
II Enrichment, non-schoolactivities, extracurricular involvements), and it can be trans-

mitted on a special elementary or secondary form (see Renzulli & Reis, 1985, pp. 398—
399), a verbal exchange, or an informal note. The AIM should be directed toward the 249
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DEFINITION: Investigative activities and artistic productions in which the learner
assumestherole of a first hand inquirer; the student thinking, feeling
andacting like a practicing professional.

TARGET Individuals and small groups of students who demonstrate sincere
AUDIENCES: interests in particular topics or problems and who show willingness

to pursue these topics at advanced levels of involvement.

OBJECTIVES: 1. To provide opportunities in which students can apply their interests,
knowledge,creative ideas and task commitmentto a self-selected
problem or area of study.

2. To acquire advanced level understanding of the knowledge (con-
tent) and methodology (process) that are used within particular

disciplines, artistic areas of expression and interdisciplinary stud-
ies.

3. To develop authentic products that are primarily directed toward
bringing about a desired impact upon a specified audience.

4. To develop self-directed learning skills in the areas of planning,
organization, resource utilization, time management, decision
making andself-evaluation.

5. To develop task commitment, self-confidence, feelings of creative
accomplishment, and the ability to interact effectively with other
students, teachers and persons with advanced levels of interest
and expertise in a commonarea of involvement.

KEY CONCEPTS: Personalized Learning by Doing.
Real Purpose Applied to the Production of a Real Product for a Real
Audience.
Student’s Role is Transformed From Lesson Learner to First Hand
Inquirer.

A Synthesis and Application of Content, Process and Personal In-
volvement.

ACTION FORMS: Action Information Message
ManagementPlan for Individual and Small GroupInvestigations
Specification Form for Methodological Resource Books
Type Ill Mentor Matrix

 

Figure 6. Type III Enrichment Summary Sheet

resource teacher. In cases where there are no special program personnel, the AIM
should be directed to the chairperson of the Enrichment Team or persons who have
beenpreselected to receive AIM’sin particular categories (e.g., primary science, middle
gradecreative writing, etc.). In the discussion that follows, we will assume the presence

of a resource teacher, but recognize that these dutieswill be shared byothersif resource
teachersare nota part of the program in a particular school.

Whenan Action Information Messageis sent or delivered to the resource teacher,

certain steps should be immediately followed if vacant slots or spaces exist in the
resource room. First, the resource teacher either contacts or is contacted by the
classroom teacher. The resource teacher should gather as much information as possible
about the individual student or group of students. The student’s interest in the topic,
commitment to completing tasks and curricular strength areas should be analyzed by
both teachers.If the individual student or group of students show particular strengthsin
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certain subject areas, the resource teacher may also want to begin discussing possible
strategies for curriculum compacting atthis time.

The next step involves the actual interview with the student or group of students.
The resource teacher may want to invite the classroom teacher to a very brief and
informal pre-interview meeting in order to gain background information about the
student(s). At this time, the two teachers can decideif the classroom teacher should be 251
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involved in the student interview. Wheneverpossible such involvement should be
encouraged becausethis participationwill result in a greater interest and understanding
in both students’ projects and the overall nature of whatis actually happening in the
resource room.

Several important topics should be dealt with at the time of the studentinterview.
Theresource teacher shouldtry to assess how muchinterestis really presentfor further
pursuit of the topics. Several questions may be asked that will lead the teacher to
determine whetherornota trueinterest is being pursued.If the investigation orinterest
involved journalism, for example, and the student wanted to produce a monthly
elementary school newspaper, the following questions might be asked at the initial
student interview: (1) How long have you beeninterested in journalism? (2) What
sources have you contactedto learn more aboutthis subject? (3) Have youevertried to
publish a class or neighborhood newspaper? If not, why? (4) Have youevertried to visit
our local newspaper? (5) Do you know anyotherstudents or adults that are interested in
this topic? (6) Have you lookedatany booksortalked with anyone who might help you
get started on a monthly newspaper? If I can help you find a couple of books or
someoneto talk to aboutthis project, do you thinkthis might give you some ideas? and
(7) How did you becomeinterestedin this topic?

Questionssuchasthesewill help to assess interest and commitmentto the topic in
mind. The last question is especially important because we wantto be certain that the
interest is in fact the student's. In one case at ourfield test sites, the resource teacher
askedthis question andlistened in surprise as the student honestly respondedthat she
really wasn’t interested in the subject, but her mother was!

To further analyze the student’s desire to complete the task, questions about
procedures should also be askedatthis time. If the idea for the monthly newspaperis
being discussed, the resource teacher should,at this point, ask questionsthatwill reveal
whetheror notthe student has thought aboutthe task commitmentthatwill be required
to complete the project or product. These questions might include: (1) How do you
think you should get started? (2) How many hours do youthinkit will take you to
organize completely a monthly school newspaper? (3) How manyotherstudents do you
think youwill need to involve? (4) How will you recruit reporters? (5) How can you
reproduce your newspaper? and (6) Do you have anyideas that might help you to
develop a newspaperthat is somewhatdifferent from others you have seen?

The point of this interview is not to “frighten” away individuals or small groups of
students from beginning an investigation or product-oriented study in the resource
room.It is, rather, to reserve the time and energies of resource teachers for students who
have a genuineinterestin their subject and a sincere desire to work.

If the resource teacher decides not to accept an Action Information Message and
not to admit the studentto the resource room for one of the reasonsalreadylisted, that
decision must be diplomatically explained to the classroom teacher who hassent the
Message. We found that in most cases in ourfield test sites, the classroom teachers
reacted well to the decision, particularly when they had beeninvolvedin the interview
Someteachers indicated that they had been unsure about even sending the Message,
but they had noticed aninterest and thought that the resource room teacher should be
notified. This is exactly how the procedure should work. The classroom teacher should
feel a part of the decision and should not consider an Action Information Message which
wasnot acceptedasa failure.

If a successful interview results in the resource teacher and the classroom teacher
agreeing that the student or group of students should begin working in the resource
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room, certain scheduling details must be followed. If a resource room does notexist in
the school, the classroom teacher must makehis or her own decision aboutthe student's
productor work and should try to revolve the studentinto a particular place in the room
or school where the student can begin work. If a space exists in the resource room,
schedules should be devised that will allow the student or group of students, whenever
possible, to be out of the classroom during a time whenthe teacheris covering workthat
the student has already mastered. At this time, procedures should be implementedto
streamline or compact the student’s regular curriculum so that time may be made
available to begin the investigation or TypeIII project. In addition, a contract or planning

guide should be completed which documents the nature and scope of the student's

proposed investigation. The ManagementPlan (Action Form 13, Renzulli & Smith,
1977), is one such device that has served to help students formulate their objectives,
locate and organize appropriate resources andidentify relevant outlets and audiences
for their creative work.

Problem Finding and Focusing

Once a student has been revolved into a Type III experience, the first major
responsibility of the teacher is to help the studentidentify the specific question(s) or
idea(s) he or she is going to pursue. The process of problem finding and focusing should
begin by first determining the students’ general area(s) of interest. This determination
can be made through the formal submission of an Action Information Messageorit

might result by simply observing the wayin which a youngster responds to experiences
in the regular curriculum, planned Type I and/or Type II Enrichment activities, or
informalinterests that may result from out-of-school experiences. If we are going to
promote maximum amountsof TypeIII involvement on the parts of students, teachers
must have a thorough understanding of the model in general and specific training and
orientation about how to spot advancedlevel interests in particular topics or areas of
study. It is also absolutely essential for students to view the special program asa place
wherethey canbringtheir interests and ideas and gain someassistance in determining
whether or not an idea might subsequently result in the development of a TypeIl
project. We recommendproviding students and teachers with numerous examplesof
Action Information Messages that have been received in previous years [or you may
chooseto use someof the examples included in The Schoolwide EnrichmentModel
(Renzulli, et al, 1985)] and to describe the types of follow-up that took place as a result of

these forms being submitted. This dimension of training related to the Triad Model
cannot be overemphasized; and it is suggested that during the early years of your
program you consider doing somewhatof an “overkill” in this area of orientation and
training.

Mostteachers havelittle difficulty recognizing general families of interest—scien-
tific, historical, literary, mathematical, musical, athletic. However, problems arise when

they attempt to capitalize upon these general interests and use them asthe starting point
for (1) focusing in on a specific manifestation of general interests, and (2) structuring
specific interests into researchable problems. How teachers deal with interests, both
general andspecific, is crucial and if handled improperly will undoubtedly get students
off on the wrongtrack.

We know of one youngster, for example, who expressed an unusualinterest in
sharks. The teacher appreciated the child’s enthusiasm andreacted in what he thought
wasan appropriate fashion: “I’m glad that you have such greatinterest in sharks—why
don’t you do a report about sharks?” Those awful words, “do a report...” lead to an
inevitable end result—yet another summary of facts and drawings based entirely on
information copied from encyclopedias and “all-about-books.” While the student 253
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Sometraining in reporting is a necessary part of good education forall students. Indeed,
the pursuit of new knowledge should always begin with a review of whatis already
knownabout given topic. The endresult of a TypeIl investigation, however, should be

a creative contribution that goes beyondthe already existing information thatis typically
found in encyclopedias and all-about-books.

How canteachers help students learn to focus problems and becomeinvolvedin
more advancedtypes of creative and productive involvement? Thefirst step is to help
students ask the right kinds of questions routinely raised by persons whodoinvestigative
research within particularfields of knowledge. At this point, however, we are faced witha
practical problem. Because most teachers are not themselves well-versed in asking the
right questions aboutspecific fields of study, we must assist students in obtaining the
methodological books (or resource persons,if available) that routinely list these impor-
tant questions. In other words, if we want to ask the right questions about problem

focusing in anthropology, then we must begin by looking at techniques used by
anthropologists. Every field of organized knowledge can be defined, in part, byits
methodology. In every case this methodology can be found in certain kinds of
guidebooks or manuals. These “How-To” books are the key to escalating studies
beyondthetraditional report writing approach. Unfortunately, many of these booksare
not ordinarily included in elementary or high schoollibraries, but the fact that they are
noteasily available does not meanthat able students cannot make appropriate useofat
least selected parts of advanced materials. *

Wecan avoid the error of confusing traditional reporting with TypeIII investigations
by keeping the concept of raw data in mind. Raw data can be thoughtofasrelatively
unorganized bits and pieces of information that can be gathered and analyzed in order
to reach a conclusion, discover a principle, support an argument or create a unique

product or presentation. (In a certain sense, even a poet uses new combinations of
words,ideas, and feelings as “raw data” to create an original poem.) The ways in which
researchers use data and the purposes toward which data are directed are important
considerations in defining a TypeIII experience. In the following example wewill try to
highlight important steps and key concepts in problem focusing by noting these
concernsin brackets.

Steps in Problem Focusing: An Example

Jason's teacher was aware of his special interest in anything and everything having to do with science.
[Keep in mindthat scienceis an area rather than a problem. ] She provided him with several copies of Popular
Science and asked him to review and pick out the articles he liked best. [This is a good example of an
exploratory activity (Type I) because these magazines include manytopics that are not ordinarily covered in

the regular science curriculum.]

Whenthe teacheraskedJasonifthere was any article he would like to follow-up by doing some research
of his own, he selected the area of hydroponic gardening. [The general area of science has now been

narrowed down somewhat but hydroponic gardeningis a topic rather than a problem. ] The teacher obtained
Hydroponic Gardening (Birdwell, 1974) from the county library and Jasonpractically “devoured”it in one

night:

Through discussion with his teacher Jason arrived upon the idea of growing corn under varying
conditions. [Now we have an “‘investigatable” problem.] He constructed several growing trays using paper
milk cartons and obtained the necessary nutrients from his chemistry set, a high school chemistry teacher and
a university extension agent with whom he madecontact throughassistance from his teacher. By varying the

 

*Creative Learning Press now markets a wide range of how-to books in the following broad areas: social
sciences, sciences, modes of communication and research methodology. You can write to their Mansfield
Centeroffice to obtain listing of these books. 259
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amounts of certain macronutrients (nitrogen, phosphorus, potassium) and keeping other conditions constant
[good research procedures] he wasable to observe different rates of growth. Meticulous records were kept
and weekly measurements [data] of growth rates and plant “health” [more data] were recorded. He also
photographed plants grown under varying conditions by placing a standard growth-grid chart behind each
plant[visual data]. Graphics andstatistical summaries were prepared [data summary and analysis] and a
written report was developed [communicationof results]. Jason also organized an audio-visual presentation
of his work [another mode of communication].

Oneof the most important points that we wantto conveyat this timeis thatit is not
necessary for teachers to becomeexpertsin all of the methodological techniques of the
manyfields of study in which their students might develop aninterest. This is indeed an
impossible task, but it does not mean that we will be unable to provide very sophisti-
cated levels of methodological technique to students who developinterests in special-
ized fields of knowledge. Our major responsibility in problem focusing and the other
activities for facilitating Type III Enrichment described below is (1) to know about the
existence of methodological resource booksin the various fields of knowledge; (2) to
know where such books are located and how wecan obtain them for students: (3) to
take the time and effort necessary to help them obtain these materials which will
frequently be located in other places than our schools and (4) to provide or obtain the
assistance that mightbe necessaryfor interpreting advanced-level material that might be
difficult for younger students to understand.

Focusing On Methodology

The second major responsibility of teachersin facilitating Type III Enrichmentis to
give students methodological and managerial assistance. Methodological assistance
means helping students to acquire and make appropriate use of the specific data-
gathering tools and investigative techniques that are the standard and necessary
methodsfor authentic research in particularfields of study. If a problem is well-defined
and focused, the correct guidance by teachers during this phase of a study can almost
guaranteethat studentswill be first-hand investigators rather than reporters. This step of
the process involvesshifting our emphasis from learning abouttopics to learning how
one gathers, categorizes, analyzes and evaluates informationin particularfields.

Everyfield of knowledgeis characterized,in part, by certain kinds of raw data. New
contributions are madein a field when investigators apply well-defined methodsto the
process of “making sense” out of previously random bits and pieces of information.
Although someinvestigations require levels of sophistication and equipmentthatarefar
beyond the reach of younger students, almost every field of knowledge hasentry level
andjunior level data gathering opportunities.

At this stage of TypeIII activity the teacher’srole is to help studentsidentify, locate
and obtain resource materials and/or persons that can provide assistance in the
appropriate use of investigative techniques. In some cases, we may have to consult with
librarians or professionals within fields for advice about where and how to find resource
materials. We may also need professional assistance in translating complex concepts
into levels students can understand. Although methodologicalassistance is a major part
of the teacher’s responsibility, it is not necessary norrealistic to expect teachers to have
mastered a large numberofinvestigative techniques. A good general background and
orientation toward the overall nature of research is necessary, but the most important
skill is the ability to know where and how to help a student obtain the right kind of
material and the willingness to reach out beyond the usual school resources for
specialized kinds of materials and resource persons.

Managerial assistance consists of helping students to make arrangementsfor
obtaining the types of data and resources necessary for TypeIII investigations. Setting
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up an interview with a public official, arranging for the distribution of a questionnaire to
students or parents, and providing transportation to a place where data will be gathered
are all examples of managerial functionsfulfilled by teachers in TypeIll situations.
Additional activities might include gaining access to laboratories or computercenters,
arrangingfor the use of a collegelibrary, helping students to gain access to a telephone
or photocopying machine and driving downtown to pick up some photographic
materials or electronic parts. The teacher's responsibilities in this regard are similar to the
combinedroles of research assistant, advocate, ombudsman, campaignstrategist and
enthusiastic friend. At this stage of product development the student should be the
leader and emerging expert, while the teacher assumes a supportive rather than
authoritative posture. The teacher’s typical comments should be: “What can! do to help
you? Are you having any problems? Do you need to get a book from the university
library? Would youlike to bounce a few ideas off of me? Are there some ways that we
might explore raising the money you needforsolarcells?”’

The major purpose of the managerial role is to help the student stay on track and
move toward each intermediate goal and accomplishment. A planned strategy for
bringing the teacher up to date on progress between meetingswill create a vehicle for
fulfilling the managerial role. A log, notebookor annotated time line are good examples
of such vehicles. And of course, this procedure should involve a review and analysis of
The ManagementPlan and the notation of appropriate information on the respective
sections of the Plan.

The Editorial and Feedback Process

Even the most experienced researchers, writers and creative producers need
feedback from persons whocanreflect objectively upon a given piece of work. For
young scholars whoare havinginitial experiences in the often frustrating task of first-
hand inquiry, this feedback must be given in a firm but sensitive manner. The major
theme or idea underlying the feedback process is that almost everything can be
improved uponin varying degrees throughrevisions, rewriting, and attention to details,
both large and small. This message must be conveyed to students without harsh
criticism or discouraging comments. Each student must be made to feel that the
teacher's most important concern is to help the aspiring artist or scholar reach the
highest possible level of excellence. Just as a champion athlete or dancer knowsthat a
rigorous coachhas the performer’s best interests at heart, so also must students learn
that critical feedback is a major service that good teachers mustoffer.

There are several ways students can learn aboutthe relationship between high
quality and the feedback process. Authors such as Gottschalk (1969) describe the
functions of succeeding drafts of historical manuscripts. The text provides examples of

first-draft and edited copies of the same manuscript. A similar strategy is to locate well-
written journal articles in the student’s area of research and other products that
profoundlyillustrate how a particular method wasdescribed orresults were reported.
Outstanding examples of work completed by other students of the same age will also
provide prototypes as well as motivation to pursuerevisions that might be necessary

Finding Outlets and Audiences for Student Products

If the Type III dimension of our model is to have maximum valuein the overall
developmentof youngscholars and creative producers, major attention must be given
to helping them find appropriate outlets and audiences for their most creative efforts.
This concern is once again modeledafter the modus operandi of creative and produc-
tive individuals. If we could sum upin as few wordsas possible the raison d’etre of highly 257
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creative artists and scholars it would certainly be impact upon audience. Creativity is a
source of personalsatisfaction and self-expression, but a good deal of the rewards come
from bringing about desired changes in the human condition. The writer hopes to
influence thoughts and emotions,the scientist carries out research to find better ways to
contribute to the knowledgeofhis or herfield, and artists create products to enrich the

lives of those who view their works. Teachers can help young people to acquire this
orientation by encouraging them to develop a senseof audience from theearliest stages
of a TypeIII investigation.

The teacher’s role regarding outlets and audiences requires helping students take
one small but often neglected step in the overall process of product development. The

first step is to consider how people typically communicate results or products within
given fields of the arts and sciences. Once again, we can look to the activities of
practicing professionals and the How-To books for guidance. In most cases, young
artists and scholars will be restricted to local outlets and audiences, but there will be
occasions when products of unusualexcellence can be shared with larger audiences.

Although schoolandlocal audiencesare an obviousstarting point in the search for
outlet vehicles, teachers should always help students gain a perspective for more
comprehensive outlet vehicles and audiences beyond local opportunities. Many organi-
zations, for example, prepare newsletters and journals at the state and national levels
and they are usually receptive to high quality contributions by young people. Similarly,
state and national magazines oftentimes carry outstanding work by young people.
Wheneverstudent products achieve unusually high levels of excellence, encourage
them to contact one of the publishing companies and magazinesthat specialize in or are
receptive to the contributions of young writers, artists and researchers. Just as gifted
athletes extend their involvementinto larger andlarger fields of competition, so also
should our most able youngscholars andartists be encouraged to reach out beyond the
local levels of success they have achieved. This process involves an element ofrisk-
taking and the chances of not having one’s work accepted in the wider arenas of
publications and dissemination. But at the same time, we havebuilt in an element of
success by beginningthe processat the local or schoollevel. At the same time, we have
also built in the opportunity for a “real world” experience by helping young people to
learn aboutthe rigors and challengesof the creative produceras he or she attempts to
reach out to wider audiences.

Proceduresfor Evaluating Type III Enrichment

The Student Product Assessment Form

The Student Product Assessment Form (SPAF) wastheresult of a comprehensive
instrument developmentresearch project (Reis, 1981) that was directed toward estab-
lishing the reliability and validity of this instrument and assessing the quality of products
that were produced by various groups of students participating in programs for

advancedability students. Thevalidity and reliability of SPAF were established through
a year longseries of studies, using a technique developed by Ebel (1951). Levels of

agreement amongraters on individual items of the scale ranged from 86.4 percent to
100 percent. By having a group of raters assess the same set of products on two
occasions, with a period of time betweenratings, we established a reliability coefficient
of .96 for the instrument. Information aboutthereliability of this instrument should be
brought to the attention of decision makersin order to establish the credibility of your
approachto the evaluation of student products. In other words, when questions about
“hard data” and objectivity are raised, the fact that you are using a research-based
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instrumentof provenvaluewill help to overcome manyof the concernsthattraditionally
are raised about the merits of various approachesto evaluation.

The instrument is composed offifteen items designed to assess both individual
aspectsas well as overall excellence of products. Each item reports a single characteristic
on which raters should focus their attention. Items 1 through 8 are divided into three
related parts:

1. The Key Concept. This conceptis always presentedfirst and is printedin large type.
It should serve to focus the rater’s attention on the main idea or characteristic being
evaluated.

2. The Item Description. Following the Key Concept are one or more descriptive

statements about how the characteristic might be reflected in the student’s product.
3. Examples. In order to help clarify the meaning of the items, an actual example of
students’ work is provided. These examples are intended to elaborate upon the
meaning of both the Key Concept and the Item Description. The examples are
presented after each item description.

Item 9 contains seven different components whichdetails an overall assessment of
the product. When completing the ratings for this assessment of a student’s product,
raters attempt to evaluate the product in terms of their own values and certain
characteristics that indicated the quality, esthetics, utility and function of the overall
contribution. In other words, raters are encouraged to consider the product as a whole
(globally) in Item 9; to use their own judgment and rely upon their own guided
subjective opinions when completing this component.

The results of product assessment should be summarized in the main body of an
evaluation report. Whenthis approachis usedit is important to make the readers aware
that the individual Assessment Forms, Management Plans and actual products are
available for their review. It is not necessary to submit every product for a formal
evaluation. A stratified random sample (by grade level and various areas of student
interest) can be usedto providea fair picture of the types of work that are being pursued
in the special program. Whenever random samplesare usedit is important to secure
agreement(from boards, or funding agencies) about sample sizes prior to deciding the
actual numberof products to berated.It is also important to describe in detail exactly
how a truly random and unbiased approachwill be usedto select products for rating.

“Data” From the ManagementPlan

There are several important types of evaluation information that can be derived
directly from an analysis of several ManagementPlans. Each of these types of informa-
tion is consistent with the objectives for Type IIIf Enrichmentset forth on the summary
sheet of this chapter. For example, Objective No.2 calls attention to student involvement
in variousinterdisciplinary studies. By simply tallying the numbers of check marksin the

General Areas of Study box from several Management Plans you can provide some
factual (and evenstatistical) information about the variety of disciplines that can be

found in TypeIII Enrichmentprojects. Similarly, the same objective refers to advanced
levels of knowledge and methodology used within particular disciplines. Information
relating to this objective may be obtained by analyzing several ManagementPlans for
books and/or resource persons that students ordinarily would not come into contact
with in regular curricular activities or through the use of ordinary school textbooks or
library materials. Categoricaltallies of intended audiences, products and outlets will help
to highlight the ways in which students are achieving the objectives set forth for TypeIll 259
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Enrichment. Even the objective related to task commitment can be documented by
simply presenting data about the average length of time that students spend on their
Type III projects. This information coupled with Management Plans, Student Product
Assessment Forms, the products themselves, and perhaps examples of sophisticated
resourcessuchascollege level books, esoteric scientific equipment, computersoftware,
etc. will provide for both a comprehensive and highly impressive array of evaluation
information.

Research on the Triad/Revolving Door Model

Ithough the Triad/Revolving Door Modelis a relatively new system foridentifica-
tion and programming, its effectiveness has been documented by series of

research studies andfield tests in schools with widely varying socioeconomiclevels and
program organizational patterns. Using a population of 1,162 students in grades one
through six in eleven school districts, Reis and Renzulli (1982) examined several
variables related to the effectiveness of Triad/Revolving Door. The Talent Pools in each
district and at each grade level were divided into two groups. Group A consisted of
students whoscored in the top 5 percent on standardized tests of intelligence and
achievement. Group B consisted of students who scored between 10 to 15 percentile
points below the top 5 percent. Both groups participated equally in all program
activities.

The Student Product Assessment Form (SPAF, Renzulli, Reis & Smith, 1981) was

used to compare the quality of products from each group. A “double blind” method of
product coding wasusedsothat judges did not know group membership(i.e., A or B)
whenevaluating individual products. An analysis of variance indicated there were no
significant differences between Group A and Group B with respect to the quality of
students’ products. These findings verify the three-ring conception of giftedness under-
lying the Triad/Revolving Door Model and clearly support the effectiveness of the model
in serving a groupthat is somewhatlarger than the traditional top 5 percent.

Questionnaires and interviews were used to examine several otherfactors related
to overall program effectiveness. The data indicated that feelings about the Revolving
Door program—gathered from classroom teachers, administrators, students in the
Talent Pools, and their parents—were generally positive. Many classroom teachers
reported that their high level of involvement in the program had favorably influenced

their teaching practices. Parents whose children had been placed previouslyin tradi-
tional programsfor the gifted did not differ in their opinions about the Revolving Door
program from parents whosechildren had beenidentified as gifted under the expanded
Revolving Doorcriteria. And resource teachers—many of whom had beeninvolved
previously in traditional programsfor the gifted—overwhelmingly preferred the Revolv-
ing Dooridentification procedure to the traditional reliance on test scores alone.

Additional research (Delisle & Renzulli, 1982) examined academic self-concept
and locusof control. This study established the importance of non-intellective factors in
creative production andverified earlier research related to the three-ring conception of
giftedness. Using a step-wise multiple regression technique to study the correlates of
creative production, Gubbins (1982) found that above-averageability is a necessary but
not sufficient condition for high level productivity. The roles of task and time commit-
ment and the importance of student interests were verified. Several factors related to

improved productivity were identified. A study of student, parent and classroom
teachers’ attitudes toward the Revolving Door Model (Delisle, Reis & Gubbins, 1981)
revealed support for this approach and a high degree of cooperation amongall persons
involvedin the implementation of a Revolving Door program. A comprehensive study
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of administrators’ attitudes toward programsbased onthe Triad/Revolving Door Model
was conducted by Cooper (1983). The findings indicated that although the programs
had not been integrated into the school curriculum as thoroughly as had been
anticipated, the model was effective in serving Talent Pool students, it helped to
minimize attitudes of elitism, and it promoted a “radiation of excellence” (Ward, 1962)

throughout the schools in which the model was implemented. A detailed technical
report (Renzulli, 1984) describing studies dealing with all aspects of the Triad/Revolving
Doorsystem is available from the Bureau of Educational Research at the University of
Connecticut.

The research summarized above and experiences growing out of widespread use
of the Triad/Revolving Door model lead to a numberof conclusions.First, although the
model provides special services to larger numbers of students than do traditional
programsfor the gifted, the greater involvementof classroom teachers andtherotation
of students in and out of TypeIII Enrichmentactivities actually increase, rather than

decrease, services to gifted children. Second, special programsthat havetraditionally
been restricted to students who score in the top 5 percent on standardized tests can
effectively serve otherhigh ability students, if we take such factors as action information
into account when weidentify participants and establish program activities. By doing so,
we also minimize concerns aboutelitism and help to do away with the you-have-it or
you-don’t-have-it approachto giftedness.

Third, programsfor the gifted that rely on traditional identification procedures may
not be serving the wrongstudents, but they are certainly excluding large numbersofwell

above-average pupils who, given the opportunity, are capable of producing an equally
high level of work. High levels of productivity can only occur when above-average
ability interacts with such other factors as task commitment and creativity. It is these
other factors that enable students to create products of exceptional quality.

Finally, the flexibility that characterizes the Revolving Door Model can help to
insure more appropriate identification of high ability students and more appropriate
programs to meet their individual needs. In a larger context, it also provides an
alternative to the traditional approaches that have made programsfor the gifted the
veritable ping pong balls of educationalpriorities.

Four Key Questions About the Model

Before we concludethis chapter, we believeit is important to respondto fourof the
most frequently asked questions about the Triad/Revolving Door Model. These ques-
tions are frequently raised by coordinators, teachers of the gifted, administrators orstate
department consultants. We have noticed that many of the persons raising these
questions have notfamiliarized themselves with any of our longer publications; instead,
they generally raise these questions after reading the briefest descriptions of the model.
Becausethis chapter is a condensed version of our model, we believeit is important to
respond to these questions in order to avoid any confusion regarding the rationale or
recommended programmingpractices that have been presented.

Doesthe Triad/RevolvingDoorModel“discriminate” against underachiev-
ing gifted students? Since the very beginning of the development of our model, we

have consistently emphasized that task commitment andcreativity are objectives that
we would like to develop in high ability students. In a Triad program students gain
entrance to the Talent Pool through any one or a combination of multiple criteria that are
decided uponatthe local level. Indeed,thefirst pathway of entrance into the Talent Pool 261
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is through high scoresontraditional tests of intelligence, achievementor aptitude. Thus,
underachievers whoare identified through traditional measures, as well as those who
enter the Talent Pool through alternate pathways, are served on a regularly scheduled
basis each week. These students participate in Type I and TypeII Enrichmentin both
resource room situations and regular classrooms. They also are involved in mini-
courses, special counseling sessions andactivities that are specifically designed to help
them learn how to makebetter use of their potential. These carefully planned educa-
tional experiences are designed to generate task commitmentandcreativity, and to

bring theseclusters of potential together with one another in our above-average ability
population.

We also believe that this model is especially advantageous for bright under-
achievers becauseof the individual guidance and counseling that are part and parcel of
the facilitation of Type III Enrichment. The research on highly creative/productive

individuals has very clearly indicated that a close personalrelationship in a one-to-one
situation around a commonareaofinterest has been an extremelyinfluential factorin
their personal and professional development. The commonareaofinterest between the
student and the person filling a mentorship role is the secret of developing this
relationship.

Wedo not believe that every bright underachiever can be “saved” throughthis or

any other model. At the same time, however, the research clearly tells us that personal
adjustment and happinessare a function of a positive self-concept and feelings of worth
about oneself; and therefore, one very important avenue of pursuing overall personal
and social adjustmentis by creating an environmentin which young people can develop
feelings of accomplishment. In one of the few studies that has been conducted with high
ability persons who eventually ended up in therapy (Keiser, 1969), a good dealof their
inappropriate adjustmentcould be traced backto limited opportunities for the challenge
and enhancementof superiorabilities.

We are by no meansclaiming that this or any other educational approach can
overcomesevere problems that may give rise to underachievement. In such cases we
recommend that the assistance of qualified counselors and therapists be sought.
Teachers who work with bright underachievers can serve a very important function in

helping to create the right linkages for appropriate service when they estimate that such
service is beyond their ownareasof expertise.

Are student products the majorgoal ofTriad Programs?In the original book
on the Triad Model (Renzulli, 1977c, p. 65) three major outcomes of this particular
approach to programming were pointed out: (1) Attitude change and developmentof
value systems (2) Improved cognitive structures and (3) Improved problem solving
(inquiry) strategies

The product dimension of Triad is considered to be a vehicle through which both
cognitive and affective dimensionsof overall development can be pursued. Perhaps an

analogy will help to illustrate the point. In dozens of manufacturing plants across the
country and around the world, numerous componentsfor the construction of automo-
biles are produced. Engines, wheels, fenders, speedometers, etc. are each produced
separately. But at a certain point in time andlocation,all of the separate parts come
togetherat a place called an assembly plant. In many ways, TypeIII products are viewed
as the assembly plant of mind. All of the abilities that we attempt to develop in young
people, both cognitive and affective, as well as self-directed learning skills in the areas of
planning, organization, resourceutilization, and time managementneed place within a
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total educational program where they can come together and be applied in a more
naturalistic manner than the separate ways in which they are ordinarily taught.

This synthesis of content, process and learning-how-to-learn skills is modeled after
the modus operandioffirst-hand inquirers, and is considered to be an importantpart of
our model becauseit is the application of content and process that has caused certain

persons to be recognized as gifted contributors to the knowledge and culture of
mankind. In other words, history does not remember those persons who merely
mastered the componentparts of content or process. Rather, it has been the products of
mind (concertos, essays, films, scientific discoveries, etc.) that allow us to see and to

guide the mind at work. We believe that any program attempting to develop gifted
behaviors in highly able young people must have a product-as-vehicle componentjust
as the automobile industry must have assembly plants.

A related question in connection with the product dimension of our modelis this: Is
it realistic to expect totally original products from students, especially very young
students? We have always answeredthis question with a favorite expression. We do not
necessarily expect small children to do great things; but we do expect them to do small
things in a great way!

We believe that student products are the vehicles through which well trained and
sensitive teachers can usetheir skills to help bright youngstersescalate their thinking and
feeling processes to higher and higher levels of understanding. Everything from the
improveduseof basic skills to the application of higher processes can be nurtured when
young people willingly and zestfully pursue a self-selected problem or area ofartistic
expression. Although we may not expect a third grader conducting a controlled

experiment on optimal conditions for sunflower growth to make the same kind of
breakthroughs as a plant physiologist at Harvard, we nevertheless expect the young
inquirer to use authentic methods andas sophisticated a research design as possible for
his or her presentlevel of understanding. These kinds of product developmentsituations
allow teachers the opportunity to bring advanced knowledge and methodology to the
learning process; and they also allow us opportunities to pursue two very important

goals of the Triad Model—the developmentof task commitmentandcreativity. It is these
traits, not the productitself, that we want our most able learners to gain from special
programsandto carry forward in higher educational andlaterlife situations.

Is the Triad Model based on research? We and our colleagues have spent
several years conducting a variety of research studies on various components of the
Triad/Revolving Door Model. Five dissertation-length studies have been completed to
date, and follow-up research currently underway is examining the longer term effects
growing out of participation in Triad-based programs. These studies have been summa-
rized in a two volume Technical Report (Renzulli, 1984) as well as numerous research
articles that have appearedin a variety of professional journals.

Because the Triad Model focuses on the development of more complex kinds of

creative productivity in young people, the effectiveness of our efforts must be examined
through a combination of both quantitative and qualitative research designs. Since we
are attempting to promote more complex and applied types of growth in young people,
ourresearch, by necessity, could not routinely employ the types of designstraditionally
used to examine growthin basic skills. Similarly, since one of the major goals of a Triad-
based program is to achieve various kinds of integration and an impact uponthetotal
school program, we have sought to examine various research questions related to the

attitudes of general faculty, parents and administrators. These avenuesof research are 263
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considered to be important for both the purposes stated above and the need to help
services for bright youngsters become accepted as an important component of a
school’s overall programmingefforts.

If there is one thing about our model in which wetake the mostpride it is that we
have taken the time to examine implementation in a variety of schoolsettings and to
introduce modifications growing out of the research data. We hopethat in the years
ahead additional research studies by both supporters andcritics of the modelwill be
conducted, and that additional refinements in the model will be introduced whenever

there is solid evidence that such modifications may be warranted. Althoughservices to
bright youngsters are obviously the major goal of this or any other programming model,
we also believe that the goals of good science must be a primary concern of persons
offering suggested practices to the education public. All consumers of information on
identification, programming and counseling practices should have the right and the
obligation to make somerigorous requests from anyone who presumesto give advice

on thesetopics:

@ Show me yourresearchfindings;
® Provide mewith articles, technical reports and evaluation data about what you are
recommending;
@ Give me a directory of places where I can see this program in action.

Does the Revolving Door concept result in a “watering down”ofservices
to bright youngsters? An obvious conclusion that one might draw wheneverefforts
are made to extend services to a somewhatlarger population is that the quantity and/or
quality of services may becomediluted. We have attempted to avoid this potential
shortcoming by introducing various safeguards through a subsystem in the model called
Curriculum Compacting. This subsystem is designed to bring direct services to highly

able youngsters during that portion oftime that is spent in regularclassrooms.

This approachis especially important because in most programs, bright youngsters
spend the vast proportion of their time in regular classrooms under the direction of
classroom teachers. The advancedabilities that brought these students to our attention
in thefirst place certainly justifies making some modifications in the general curriculum
andin activities that take place in the regular classroom. This approach also helps to
create a legitimate role for classroom teachers and, in manycases, it also serves as a
point-of-entry for involving non-program teachers in mentorship roles and other types
of involvement may represent advancedlevels of expertise and interest on the parts of
general faculty members. Indeed, curriculum compacting procedurescanhelp to create
a cadre ofallies amongthe generalfaculty. Both betterrelations and an actual increase in

the amountofdirect services that are provided to bright youngsters often results.

In a similar fashion, the Triad Model has attempted to extend services by enlisting
the aid of various community memberswith special areas of interest and expertise. This
approach not only helps to avoid the condition of separateness that exists in many
special programs,butit also helps to overcome a problemthatis present in any program
that attempts to provide services for a wide range andlevelof abilities. This problem is
the plain fact that special program teachers cannot beall things to all students. A
tremendous multiplier effect and therefore an increase in services is the result of our
efforts to maximize the involvement of as many faculty members and community

personsas possible.
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Discussion Questions

 

Whatare the advantages and disadvantagesof viewing giftedness as temporal and
situational rather than fixed?

Should the activities of gifted programs be based to a large degree ontheinterests,
learning styles and curricular strengths of individual students? Why or why not?

Whatservices are autornatically guaranteed to Talent Pool members?

Whattype ofinservice training is necessary for the successful implementation of a
Triad/Revolving Door program?

In what ways should administrative support be sought and whyis it important in
this model?

Whatis the role of Action Information in the Triad/Revolving Door model?

Whatis the difference between a TypeIII investigation and a “report”?

Whatteacherstrategies can be used to help a student in completing a TypeIll
investigation?

Under what circumstances should a student be eliminated from or added to the

Talent Pool?

Whatcharacteristics would you suggest teachers or parents look for in children
whoare not necessarily successful at school learning but might be successful at
creative productivity?

Whatare the advantages and disadvantages of a model for gifted education that
depends rather heavily on ownership by classroom teachers and other school
personnel?
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Summary

The Secondary Triad Model

he Secondary Triad Model evolved: after several
years of experience with field test sites in which the

Enrichment Triad Model had been implemented at the
elementary level. In early attempts to provide similar ser-
vices to high ability students at the junior and senior high
school levels, several problems emerged that were not
easily resolved throughthe use of the elementary adminis-
trative design. These problemsincluded scheduling, find-
ing time for creative/productive work in ‘content
crowded”classes, and developing administrative and staff
support. Blending the gifted program into already existing
options such as advanced placement, honorsclasses and
extra-curricularactivities was an additional concern.

The Secondary Triad Model pursues the same goals
as the elementary Triad Model while addressing someof
the problemsdiscussed above.It begins with the formation
of an Interdisciplinary Planning Team (IPT) that includes
faculty members whovolunteerto participate from each of

the major academic areas. This team plans and organizes
program goals and activities, and meets on a regularbasis
to discuss curriculum compacting options for students and
to plan schoolwide enrichment opportunities.

The Secondary Model also includes the formation of
Talent Pool classes which are based on the Enrichment

Triad Model. Theseclasses actually becomeself-contained
Triad programs within each discipline and allow regular
curriculum to be compacted so that students maypartici-
pate in Type I and TypeII activities within the subject. and
“revolve into” Type III experiencesif interests develop.All
Talent Pool students receive an orientation to the program
and are interviewed abouttheir interest in enrolling in one
or more Talent Pool classes. Evenif eligible students do not
enroll in any Talent Pool classes, they can participate in
various enrichmentactivities and meet on a regular basis
with a resource teacher or an IPT memberfor discussion,
counseling and any other appropriate interventionactivity.
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The Secondary Triad Model

D uring the last several years we have witnessed a resurgence of interest in
programmingfor gifted and talented students at the secondarylevel. This interest

has grown outof the sincere concerns of many secondaryteachers and administrators
who wouldlike to find ways and meansof providing a challenging learning environment
for their more able students. Interest has also grown out of pressure from parent groups
who have witnessed successful services for their children at the elementary level and
therefore wouldlike to see a continuation of these services in the junior and senior high
schools. Administrators have also expressed concerns about the need for challenging
programsthat would help to stem thetide of high ability secondary students seeking
alternatives in private schools. Perhaps the most prevalent reason for heightened
interest in secondary programming, however, is the growing awarenessonthepartof
educators that manyof the current provisions such as honors and advanced placement
classes and acceleration procedures are simply not meeting the needs of many of our
most able students.

Concerns about Programming for Gifted and Talented Students
at the Secondary Level

One only needs to examine current research to confirm the basis for these
concerns. A recent study (Gold, 1980) showed that many of our most academically
talented students are not even registering for more advanced-level courses and the
Advanced Placement Program serves far fewer students than could benefit from these
types of experiences (Marland, 1975).

In a study completed for the National Institute of Education, Cuban (1982)
examinedhigh schools at the turn of the century, in the two decades between the world
wars, and from the mid 1960's to the present day. His conclusions confirm what many
secondary teachers readily admit. “The overall picture of high school teaching since
1900isstriking in its uniformity: persistence of whole-groupinstruction, teachertalk out-
distancing student talk, question/answer format drawn largely from textbooks... .”
Cuban’s researchis consistent with other studies, most notably Goodlad’s “A Study of
Schooling” (1983) in which observers of high school classroomsnotedthatin the typical
secondary classroom,the teacherlectured to the whole class mostof the time. In a study
conducted by the National Science Foundation (1978) which randomly sampled over
5,000 U.S. high school teachers on their methods of instruction, similar results were
found. Roughly one-half to two-thirds of the responding teachers said that they taught
their classes as an entire group. Since this preponderance of whole-groupinstruction in
secondary schools seemsto be a prevalent characteristic of many classrooms, the next
logical question becomes: Whatis being done to meet the individual needs of students
whoselearning characteristics differ from those of the groupat large? Or the question
may indeed be: Are individual differences in superior students being recognized and
provided for in most secondary classroomsin the United States today?

Recent research studies also raise questions about the appropriateness of the
curriculum used in manyschools. Indeed, the well-publicized National Commission on
Excellence Report (1983) states: “Secondary school curricula have been homogenized,

This chapter is based on sections of the authors’ book, The Secondary Triad Model: A Practical
Plan for Implementing Gifted Programs at the Junior and Senior High School Levels (Creative
Learning Press, 1985). 269
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diluted, and defused to the point that they no longer have a central purpose.” Many
sensitive secondary teachers have described to us their guilt and frustration as they
watch bright students complete assignment after assignment of previously mastered
work—work that could easily be eliminated and replaced with more challenging
experiencesif a more flexible approach to secondary programming wereavailable. At
the sametime, teachersrelate their frustration about havingfive orsix classes a day with
20 or 30 students perclass and their inability to find the time to substitute appropriate
and challenging work for students who already understand the material and therefore
need no further drill or review These questions are especially relevant to persons
interested in the gifted and talented because “individualization” has become a major
emphasis in special programs designed for our more able students. The research,
however, tells us that such individualization is virtually non-existent at the secondary
level.

The Educational Products Information Exchange (1980-81), a non-profit educa-
tional consumeragency, revealed that 60% of the fourth graders in someof the school
districts studied were able to achieve a score of 80% or higher on a test of the content of
their math text before they had openedtheir books in September! Similar findings were
reported with tenth grade science and social studies texts. Even whenefforts to locate
more challenging texts are made by individual districts, difficulties arise. According to
Kirst:

Meanwhile, with regard to content and materials, a sample of U.S. publishers

agreedthat their textbooks had dropped two gradelevels in difficulty over the last ten to
fifteen years. According to the Los Angeles Times, when Californians tried to reserve
two slots on the statewide adoptionlist for textbooks that would challenge the top one-
third of students, no publisher had a textbook to present. They could only suggest
reissuing textbooks from the late sixties (now unacceptable because of their inaccurate
portrayals of women and minorities) or writing new ones, a three to five-year project.
(1982).

Varieties of Programming Alternatives

In a review of the literature on secondary alternatives, Silverman (1980) found
oversixty provisions currently being used to provide services for gifted students at the
elementary and secondary levels. Although each of these administrative patterns of
organization has certain distinct features, for purposes of analysis we have grouped

them into three broad categories. Before describing the categories, it is important to
emphasize that any analysis of programsfor the gifted must recognize the difference
between administrative and theoretical models. Administrative models consist of pat-
terns of organization and procedures for dealing with such issues as how we should
group students, develop schedules for the time spent in special programs and arrange
for the delivery of services. Theoretical models, on the other hand, consist of principles
that guide the instructional process and give direction to the content,
thinking processes, and outcomesof learning experiences that might take place within
any given administrative pattern of organization. Theoretical models are mainly influen-
tial in determining the quality of special program experiences, whereas administrative
models are more concernedwith the efficiency and “smoothness” of special program
operation and the way that programs“fit into” the total school program.

It should be pointed out that certain administrative models sometimes evolve into
defacto theoretical models. Acceleration, for example, hastraditionally been viewedas
an administrative model; however, when it is used mainly to promote more rapid

270 coverage of traditional subject matter, then it also assumes theoretical purposes. This
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analysis will use administrative models as an outline but a major concern will be the
theoretical implications of each organizational pattern. It is important to keep in mind
that we are not presenting these categories as a practical guide from which persons can
select options, but rather as a method for analyzing the advantages and disadvantages
of each broad category.

Category I: Special “Editions” ofRegular Courses

This category describes any course that students take in place of a regular course. A
distinguishing factor of Category | is that the course is awarded academic credit and is a
part of the student’s regular schedule. These courses may require special admission
procedures andthey are ordinarily selected by students on a voluntary basis. Aneligible
student might elect, for example, Honors English Ill in place of a regular junior year
English course; but he or she would not have to take both courses. Similarly, college or
university courses and any type of summeror evening course that substitutes for a high
school requirement and is awarded replacement credit would fall into this category.
Inclusive in this category would also be the Advanced Placement Program, courses
offered within the school under the auspices of the International Baccalaureate Pro-
gram, honors courses, or any other course that serves as a substitution for a regular
graduation requirement. For purposes of convenience, we will also include in this
category special schools for the gifted, the rationale being that in addition to the other
advantages such schools mightoffer, they generally consistof “collections” of advanced
level courses.

Category II: “Extra’’ Courses, Seminars, or Special Electives

This category consists of any andall school-based experiencesthateligible students
may elect to take in addition to those courses that constitute their regular school
program. Included within this category are scheduled time blocks in which students
participate in a resource room or enrichmentcenters or activities. Students generally

give up study halls to participate in these classes. These extra courses or enrichment
experiences may or may notbe takenfor credit; but a distingushing feature is that even
whencredit is awarded, the courses may not be substituted for a graduation require-
ment. These options are sometimes offered during an “extra period” attached to the
school day. They can be scheduled within the day, on Saturdays, during evening hours
and before the school day begins.

Category III: Off-Campus Experiences

This category includes school and out-of-school apprenticeships, internships,
mentorships and work experience programs. Included within this category are orga-
nized programssuch as the Executive High School Internship Program,Junior Achieve-
ment, and participation in special programs offered by science centers, centers for the
arts or other places that offer special opportunities for students with advancedinterests
or abilities. As is the case of CategoryII, credit may or may not be awarded for these Off-
Campus Experiences, and they are not ordinarily accepted in substitution for regular
graduation requirements.

Problem Areas at the Secondary Level

hree major types of problems are encountered when attempting to develop
programsto serve gifted and talented students at the secondary level. In some

cases, the problemsare practical and in other cases they relate to certain theoretical
issues that form the underlying rationale for providing special educational services to
gifted and talented students. 271
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“Time” and Scheduling Problems

Most secondary teachers and administrators are adamantly opposed to any plan
which would in any way changeorinterrupt the existing schedule. The schedule seems
to dominate muchof whatis or can be successful in a secondary schoolsetting andit
became apparentin our review of secondary programsfor the gifted that a plan for a
successful program must be able to be implemented within the existing boundaries of
the present school schedule. Many “pull-out” programs simply do not work well at the
secondary schoollevel and we have witnessed cases in which students were actually
marked absent and penalized in the grading process because they participated in a
special “pull-out” program experience that was scheduled during the time of a regular
class meeting. Time and scheduling problemsexerttheir greatest influence in Categories

Il andIll. Highly exciting special program opportunities are often placed in competition
with regular required classes and assignments. This arrangement forces students to
makedifficult choices between non-credit experiencesthat they mightlike to pursue and
required courses that, after all is said and done, figure into a student’s grade point
average, attendance record and sometimes even personal relations with teachers.
Offering non-credit experiences during studyhalls, before or after school, or during an
extra period added to the school day avoids certain scheduling problems but, at the
sametime, requires students to makedifficult choices about the allocation of their time.
Competition with sports and other extra curricular activities, part-time jobs and social
activities frequently results when programsfall into CategoriesII or III, and even such
practical matters as school bus schedulesenter into programsthat are “add-ons” to the
regular program.

One of the biggest problemsassociated with programsthatfall into CategoriesII
andIII is competition for students’ work and study time. A student may, for example, be
engaged in a very exciting activity that is part of a special seminar or off-campus
experience; however, the realities of a term paper, examination or heavy reading
assignmentfor a regular class may cause the student to have to make somedifficult
choices.If the choice and time allotment favor the non-credit activity, the result may be
lower grades and even antagonistic teachers whohavesaid things to students such as,
“And you are supposed to begifted!’ We have even witnessed teachers who have
attempted to remove students from participation in special programs because regular
class work was not considered to be up to par.

By way of summary, although extra courses and off-campus activities present
opportunities for highly exciting enrichment experiences for gifted and talented stu-
dents, they do noteasily overcomethe time and scheduling problems described above.
These problemsare “practical” in nature; however, they frequently prevent the amount
of participation that students mightlike to devote to such experiences. They also have
an effect on the amountof “quality time” that students are able to devote to either their
regular courses and/or their supplementary enrichment opportunities.

The More-For-Less Problem

One of the biggest problems that secondary students face is making decisions
about the level of courses in which they will enroll. The previously cited research by
Gold (1980) showeda decline in the numberof students enrolling in the more difficult
advanced placement and honors courses. We found a similar pattern in the secondary
schools in which we conducted our research. Through an extensive interview process, a
general pattern of reasons for this decline became clear. Students explained quite
frankly that they believed it was foolish for them to enroll in an honors or advanced
placementclass in which they would have to do two orthree times the amount of work
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that would be required in a regular class and, at the same time, take the chance of
earning a lowergrade. In most cases, the work in honors and advanced courses did not
seem to be very different from what was happeningin regular level courses; however,
the quantity of work was greater and students were almost always placed in competition
with other bright students. This situation frequently results in a highly competitive
“scramble”for the limited numberof top grades and unduepressure being placed upon
students in order to maintain a high grade point average.

Unfortunately, many of our brightest secondary students have learned to under-
achieve through their earlier experiences in school. If an able student is continuously
given workthat is extremely easy to master, the student may become bored,indifferent
or lazy. Eventually, he or she may learn that the “way” to go to schoolis to exert
minimumeffort while simultaneously achieving top grades. While this system may work
in the elementary grades,it often does not in secondarysettings, especially if the bright
underachieveris taking more challenging classes. We have interviewed many secondary
students who attained top grades in elementary school without ever having to work!
Someof those students went into a secondary setting without having learned to exert
anything other than minimum effort. In the new setting, they often started out in more
challenging classes and ended upin easier sections where they could continue to simply
“get by” We must ask ourselves if we are doing our best for students whofit this
description.

Problems Related to the Nature of the Learning Environment

Problemsthat might be considered more theoretical in nature relate to the waysin
which many advanced placement and honors courses are conducted. Although detailed
development of this argument is beyond the scope of the present chapter, a brief
description will attempt to highlight the basic dimensionsof the problem.In manycases,
“advanced courses” end up being a more-of-the-same approach to serving gifted
students, and the differences between these courses and a regular courseare in termsof
the quantity of material covered, the occasional selection of a different text and the
speed at which the material is pursued. Quantity and speed are obviously appropriate
procedures for providing a more challenging learning environment but, at the same
time, the role of the student remains essentially that of a learner of lessons and a doerof
exercises. The instructional model is highly didactic in nature and most of the materialis
dealt with in a prescribed and presented fashion. Predetermined assignments and
methodsfor solving problems are frequently used in a mannerthatis identical to the
regular curriculum and emphasis is placed upon the acquisition, storage and retrievalof
information.

Althoughthere are obvious advantagesto this type of instructional model,it often
doesnot provide the opportunities for individual selection of topics within disciplines or
interdisciplinary topics. Most honors and advanced placement classes do not place
major emphasis upon the development and application of investigative methodology,
opportunities for creative productivity, development of independentand self-directed
learning skills, time management or the use of advanced level and non-traditional
reference and resource materials. In our research, we found that many students in
advancedclasses (and especially those who participated in elementary gifted programs)
said that there was nevertime within their classes for independentor small group study
or opportunities to pursue avenuesofinterest that were frequently sparked by reading
assignments or teacher-led discussions. Inquiries about why students did not pursue
areas of special fascination always resulted in the same response—there was never time
for in-depth excursionsinto self-selected topics because there was always more content
to cover. What happensin many secondaryschoolsis that the processes of independent 273
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study andself-directed learning are caught in a tidal wave of content and eventually
drowned.Instead, the student is cast as a perpetual “consumer of information” day-
after-day and year-after-year.

We believe that a major goal of a secondary gifted program is the encouragement
of productivity in our students; yet before this can happen, students must learn the
processes of creative productivity. This is rarely accomplished by a teacher-assigned
term paper on a semesteror yearly basis or in an accelerated class where the emphasisis
placed upon covering more and more content. The development of persons who may
become producers of and contributors to existing knowledge must begin with at least

some experience in an instructional model that provides young people with an
opportunity to experience the modus operandi of the first hand inquirer A more
detailed description of this model and the application of the model to instructional
programsfor gifted and talented students can be found in Renzulli (1982), Renzulli
(1983), Reis and Cellerino (1983) and Reis and Hébert (1985).

By way of summary, this section has attempted to point out some of the major
problems facing secondary program models for gifted and talented students and the
ways in which these problems interact with the three major categories of secondary
programs described in the previous section. It is important to emphasize that each
administrative pattern of organization presents its own practical and theoretical advan-
tages and disadvantages. Butit is also important to point out that a careful analysis of the

models and the positive and negative features of each can enable us to approach the
overall task of secondary programming with an eye toward overcoming as manyof the
problemsaspossible.

Initial Steps for Implementing the Secondary Triad Model

n the Secondary Triad Model, we have attempted to develop a plan that overcomes
both practical and theoreticaldifficulties in providing services to gifted and talented

students at the secondary level. The model, which has beenfield tested in a variety of

schooldistricts for the past seven years, is an outgrowth of two earlier models that have
been used to guide the development of programs for the gifted and talented at the
elementary level. The Enrichment Triad Model (Renzulli, 1977) was originally
developed to provide a defensible rationale for organizing qualitatively different learning

experiences for gifted and talented students (see Figure 1). According to surveys by
Mitchell (1982) and Speed (1984), it is the most widely used programming modelfor
the education of gifted and talented students in the United States and Canada. The
Revolving Door Identification Model (Kenzulli, Reis & Smith, 1981) is a more
recent plan that focuses on a flexible approachfor identifying students who can benefit
from severaltypes of enrichment services commonly offered in special programs. Both
of these models are based on a large body of accumulated research (Renzulli, 1986)

which clearly indicates that persons who have been designated as “gifted” because of
their unique accomplishments and creative contributions possess a relatively well
defined set of three interlocking clusters of abilities. This research wasreferred to in the
previous chapter andserves as the conceptual framework that underlies the Secondary
Triad Model as well.

Based on ourdefinition of giftedness, the first step in developing a Triad/Revolving
Door program is to identify a group of students that is referred to as the Talent Pool.
Although a wide variety of criteria are used to identify this group, for purposesof
discussion, it is easiest to think of them as the top 15 to 20 percent of the general
populationin either general ability or in one or morespecific areas of ability in the major
categories of school achievement (i.e., mathematics, science, lanquage arts, etc.).
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OVERVIEW OF THE ENRICHMENT TRIAD MODEL

TYPE | ENRICHMENT

Type | Enrichment consists of experiences and activities that are designedto bring the learner
in touch with the kinds of topics or areas of study in which he or she may develop a sincere

interest. Through involvement in Type | experiences, students will be in a better position to

decideif they would like to do further research on a particular problem or area of interest.

TYPE I! ENRICHMENT

Type Il Enrichment consists of materials, methods and instructional techniques that are
concerned with the development of higher-level thinking and feeling processes. These
processes include critical thinking, problem solving, inquiry training, divergent thinking,
awareness development and creative or productive thinking. TypeII activities are open-ended

and allow students to escalate their thinking processesto the highestlevels possible. TypeII
activities are also designed to introduce students to more advanced kindsof studies.

TYPE tll ENRICHMENT

Type Ill Enrichment consists of activities in which the student becomesan actual investigator
of a real problem or topic by using appropriate methods of inquiry. The successof a TypeIII
activity depends onthe interest and task commitmentof the individual student. Examplesof
intensive, long-range TypeIll activities include: the creation of a walking robot; the production
of a dramatic marionette show which outlines the developmentof clownsfrom the thirteenth
century to the present; a continuation of Tolkien’s Lord of the Rings in the form of a novel; the
writing andillustration of a Children’s Christmas Book;etc.

 

Figure 1. The Enrichment Triad Model 275
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Proceduresfor forming the Talent Pool are not unlike traditional “screening” procedures
used in moretraditional identification systems; however, the major difference is that we
do not “throw away”the majority of this group in favor of a finally selected two or three
percentthatis ultimately included in the gifted program.

There are three reasons why a Talent Pool of 15 to 20 percent is recommended.
First and foremost, the researchtells us thatit is from this group that we can expect to
identify those persons whowill ultimately engagein high levels of creative productivity
Research on the “threshold effect” (MacKinnon, 1962; Barron, 1963; McNemar, 1964;
Torrance, 1969; Wallach, 1976) has consistently shown that students who possess well
above average (but not necessarily superior) ability and who also have the potential for
developing task commitment and creativity are the persons who have the highest
probability of displaying gifted behaviors. This group unquestionably includes those
personswith the highest IQ’s, but it is also open to others who show equalpotential for
creative performance. A second reason for the recommendedsize of the Talent Poolis
that mostof the activities typically used in gifted programsthat serve the top twoor three
percent have generally been found to beeffective with this larger group of youngsters.
Mostof the students in the nation’s major universities or four-year colleges come from
the top 15 to 20% of the general population.A third rationale for Talent Poolsize is that,
by definition, students working at the 85th and above percentile are clearly capable of
showing high degrees of mastery of the regular curriculum and therefore both regular
curricular modification and enrichment experiencesare clearly warranted.

Four families of information are used to identify Talent Pool students. This proce-
dure has been explained in detail elsewhere (Renzulli, Reis & Smith, 1981) and consists

of deriving psychometric information from traditional tests of intelligence, aptitude,
achievementandcreativity. Developmental information is obtained throughthe use of
teacher, parent, and self-nomination and rating scales (see Program DocumentA).
Sociometric information is derived from peer nominations and ratings. And finally,
performanceinformation is based on actual examples of previous accomplishments in
school and non-schoolsettings. The modelallowsa great dealof flexibility with regard to

the numberofcriteria used and the exact instruments that might be selected by a given
school or program. A step-by-step decision-making format is used to processall
information and make final Talent Pool selections. A “safety valve” entitled Special
Nominationsis also used as a final check to help minimize the chances of excluding
potential Talent Pool members who might have been overlookedin the earlier stages of
the identification process. A procedure for resolving discrepancies between and among

the four families of information is recommended,as are follow-up reviews and opportu-
nities for youngsters to enter the Talent Poolafter the initial selection process has taken
place.

Experiences with districts using this model have shown that Talent Pools can be
formed quickly andeasily without the “agonizing” decisions that are frequently associ-
ated with identification proceduresthat are trying to weedoutall but the top threeto five
percent. Individual testing is only used in places where discrepancy information is
present, and complicated formulas and additional testing are avoided. All Talent Pool
students are considered to be membersof the program andtheyreceive certain services
(described below) on a regular basis. Students do not revolve in and out of the program,
but rather revolve into and outof different types and levels of enrichment based on ways
in which they respond to regular curricular experiences and specifically planned

enrichmentactivities.

Entrance into the most advanced level of enrichment (TypeIII) is based almost
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NOMINATION FORM FOR A SECONDARYGIFTED

 

  

  

AND TALENTED PROGRAM

Student

Grade Homeroom

Teacher Making Referral Date of Referral

Why do you think this student should be included in the secondary gifted and talented
program? (You maywishto list examplesof ideas, projects, creative endeavors,etc.)

INTERESTS

Pleaseindicate the areasof interest that the student has displayed in yourclassthis yearorin
the past. If you’ve noticed other specific topics (interest in computers, e.g.), please note this in
the column entitled “Other.”

EXAMPLES

Fine Arts

Science

 

 

Creative Writing
 

Social Studies
 

Literature 

Music 

Drama
 

Mathematics

Other

Other

 

 

 

 

Program Document A

entirely on the concept of action information. Action information can best be defined
as the type of dynamic interactions that take place when a student becomes extremely
interested in or excited about a particular topic, area of study, issue, idea or eventthat

takes place in his school or non-school environment. The best way to understand this
conceptis to begin with the second term,interaction. An interaction (in learning) takes
place whena student comesinto contact with andis influenced by a particular person,
concept or piece of knowledge.

In the Secondary Triad Model, students may complete an Action Information
Messageif they becomeinterested in pursuing a topic, or finding out more aboutan idea
or even following up on class lecture that has excited them. Action Information
Messages(Figure 2) may be completed by the student, any of the student’s subject area
teachers, an administrator, a parent or a community resource person. Action Informa-

tion Messages do not always result in a student completing a TypeIII investigation. 277
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Rather, they should be regarded asthe starting point for developing the interest and a
potential indication that the student may decide to pursue the interest. Students may be
interviewed uponthe receipt of an Action Information Message and appropriate teacher
actions (described in the previous chapter) takentofacilitate the TypeIII investigation.

 

TO: ___- Talent Pool Class Teacher
ACTION

______ Program Coordinator INFORMATION

MESSAGE
______. Other

FROM: Student (print name) 

 Teacher(print name)  
Other    

 

General Curriculum Area: 

Idea for Investigation or Study: 

 

 

In the space below,providea brief description of evidenceof high levels of task commitmentor
creativity on the part of a student or small group of students. Indicate any ideas you may have
for advancedlevel follow-upactivities, suggested resourcesor waysto focusthe interest into
a first-hand investigative experience.

Date Received 

Date of Interview 

Mentor Located _____——s— Yes ____-—S—(@s«<SNNZo

Nameof person whowill be responsible for facilitating this TypeIII

 

Figure 2. Action Information Message

In the sections that follow, we will present an overview of the services provided to
Talent Pool students. These servicesare listed in Figure 3. It should be noted that we are
not necessarily limiting services to those which are mentionedin this figure; nor are we
advocating that every service should be implemented at once. We believe that this
model allows individual differences to emerge in schools and hastheflexibility to be able
to be modified as necessary.
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Student orientation

Talent Pool classes in one or more major subject areas

Interest/learning styles assessment and curriculum
 

  

compacting

en Type | and Type II enrichment

of Eligible for Opportunity to revolve into Type III independent or small
Secondary group studies
Students ,; .
15-20% Counseling for underachievers

Career and college counseling 

Mentorships/internships

Etc...etc...etc...  
 

Figure 3. Services Available to Talent Pool Students

Student Orientation to Services

A key ingredient in getting the Secondary Triad Program started is to provideall
eligible Talent Pool members with a thorough orientation to the Triad Model. This
orientation can be arranged as a one-on-oneinterview (see Program DocumentB)or as
an invitational assembly program for identified Talent Pool members. Keep in mind that
orientation sessions should be widely “advertised” so that students who might subse-
quently nominate themselveswill feel free to attend. This activity is especially important
for students who have notparticipated in a Triad-based program at the elementary level.
The orientation session should be conducted in the spring of each school year and
should presentall of the various services and opportunities available to Talent Pool
students. Lists of available options (including interest assessment, curriculum compact-
ing, Types I and II Enrichment, opportunity to complete TypeIII studies, counseling,
mentorships and internships) should be distributed, and the services should be ex-
plained. A description of Talent Pool classes in each subject area should be provided.
Brief presentations by Talent Pool teachers and descriptions of completed Type Ill

projects by students who havealready participated in the classes will help to make
students aware of what a Talent Poolis all about. Emphasis should be given to each
major aspect of the Triad Model(i.e., compacting and the three types of enrichment)
and special emphasis should be placed on howa Talent Poolclass differs from courses
that simply cover increased amounts of subject matter.

Interest, Learning Styles Assessment and Curriculum
Compacting

Since eachof these services was explainedin the previous chapter, a brief summary
of these opportunities for Talent Pool students will be included here.

Thefirst of these services to Talent Pool students consists of a careful assessment of
studentinterests, learning styles and strengths in specific subject matter areas or thinking
processes. This assessment attempts to provide one additional layer of information that
may not have beenrevealed if general assessmentinstruments were used for Talent Pool 279
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INITIAL INTERVIEW NOTICE

Name Homeroom  

You have been chosento beinterviewed asa potential candidate for a new program that
is being developed at our high school.

How have you been chosen? You are in a group of students whofall into one or more of

the following categories:

A. Students with above-averagetest scores.
B. Students who are recommendedto this program by teachers.

Whatwill this program involve?

Based on students’ interests and needs, individual or group programs will be
developed. These programswill be conducted during the homeroom andstudy periods.

Somepossibilities are:

Opportunities to develop specialtalents.
Career information.
Scholarship and college information.
Speakers on various topics.
Discussions.
Problem solving.

. Opportunities for individual research.
Contests.I

O
N
M
I
O
D
>

In some cases, enrichmentor acceleration in particular areas may be encouraged.

Please plan to attend a meeting with mein
 

on at
 

This notice should be used to obtain a permit from your homeroom teacherfor this
meeting.

Attendance at this initial meeting will not obligate you in any way to continue in the
program. Butif you cannot attend, please see your program advisor before the day you are
scheduled.

Freshman Program Advisor

Sophomore Program Advisor

Junior Program Advisor

Senior Program Advisor

 

Program Document B

identification. Although webelieve that the identification of interests and learning styles
is an appropriate procedureforal! students,it is especially important in programs using
this model because many decisions about group andindividualized programmingwill
emanate from having a maximum knowledge aboutthese characteristics of Talent Pool
members. It should be emphasized that information about students’ interests and

learning styles is used for programmingrather than admission purposes.It also should
be pointed out that some of the students entering the Talent Pool might have limited
interests and learning style ranges. One of the goals of Triad/Revolving Dooris to
expand both interests and learning styles and therefore we should not be overly
concemedif youngsters have limited rangesof interest at the time of entrance into the
Talent Pool.
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Another area of service to Talent Pool students consists of making appropriate
modifications of the regular curriculum.It is safe to assume that many of these pupils, by
virtue of their designation as Talent Pool members, are capable of covering one or more
subjects in the regular curriculum at a faster pace than students of average or below
average ability. A procedure called “Curriculum Compacting” (Renzulli, Smith & Reis,

1982) is used to help these students progress through standard curricular materialin a
moreefficient manner. This procedure makesuse of formal and informal diagnostic/
assessment techniques and the careful documentation of already mastered areas of
proficiency in the basic skill subjects. At the secondary level, one of the advantagesof
grouping Talent Pool students together in specially designated classes is that they can
ordinarily cover the regular curriculum at a more rapid pace than students whoare not
in such classes. Faster and moreefficient coverage of the regular curriculum meansthat

Talent Pool students will spend less time on basic material than other students and
thereby makeavailable various amountsof time that can be used more appropriately for
a wide variety of enrichmentor acceleration options.

Curriculum compacting at the secondarylevelis often a challenging task for many
subject area teachers because of the numberof students they see each weekas well as
the short time spanallotted to each class. Before compacting is accepted by the general
faculty, we have found it most helpful to generate the support of the school administra-
tion and, wheneverpossible, the districtwide administration as well as the Board of
Education.If the Board of Education adopts the procedure of curriculum compacting,it
will make the enforcementof this necessary strategy for bright students mucheasier. The
other necessary step to plan in order to make compacting occurin the schools is the
provision of teacher training in how to compact curriculum in various subject areas
(Starko, 1986). This training may be completed bythe Interdisciplinary Planning Team
(IPT)* or by the newly hired resource teacher or by someonefrom anotherdistrict, butit
must occurif this service is to be guaranteed to bright students.

Curriculum compactingis easier to achieve in homogeneously groupedclassesfor
bright students,but it can occurin any kindofclass.It is important to have a coordinator,
teacher or IPT member explain the process to students who maytheninitiate the
procedure themselves by making an appointment with the appropriate subject area
teacher. In some schools using the Secondary Triad Model, a memois sent by the TAG
(Talented and Gifted) resource teacher or a memberof the IPT to each subject-area
teacher asking them to consider curriculum compactingeitherafter a TypeIII investiga-
tion has begunorafter a student has indicated a need for this service (see Program
DocumentC).

General (Type I and Type II) Enrichment

Two types of general enrichmentare provided for Talent Pool students and, at the
secondary level, these types of enrichment are almost always directly related to the
subject matter covered in the Talent Pool class. Type I Enrichment(general exploratory
experiences) consists of experiences and activities that are purposefully designed to
bring the learner into touch with the types of topics or areas of study that are not

ordinarily covered in the regular curriculum. Since the regular curricular content of any
given subject matter area deals with a relatively limited range of the full scope of
knowledge within that area, oneofthe first purposes of an enrichment model should be
to expand the range of exposure to the numerous topics, concepts, issues and other
areas in the overall scope of knowledge that are by necessity eliminated from regular
curricular coverage.

*For a comprehensive description of the IPT andits functions, see pages 297 through 303. 281
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REQUEST FOR CURRICULUM COMPACTING

FROM:

RE:

TO:

Please commentonthe possibility of compacting occurring in your class so
that the above named student may work on the following TypeIII project:

General Curriculum Area:

Brief Description of Investigation of Study:

 

 

 

 

 

 

Name: Date:

Name: Date:

Name: Date:

Name: Date:

Name: Date:

Program Document C
Prepared by Margaret Bialoglowy, Torrington Schools

There are two major objectives to the Type I Enrichment segmentof this model.
First, introduction and exposure to a broadened range of knowledge within any given
field is considered to be worthwhile in and ofitself. Second, and more importantso far
as the targeted nature of this population is concerned, is the opportunity that such

exposure presents for those youngsters who mightlike to go further and pursue more
intensive andindividualized studies of any of the material that was originally presented
in an exploratory experience. In the diagram of the Triad Model presented in Figure 1,
this activity can be noted in the arrow connecting Type I with TypeIII Enrichment.

Type II Enrichmentconsists of process-oriented teaching activities that are designed
to develop specific skills in areas such as creative thinking, problem solving,self-directed
and independentstudy skills, research and reference skills, and other thinking and
affective skills that generally fall into the process rather than content family of educa-
tional objectives. In the Secondary Triad Model, an effort is made to identify those kinds
of skills that are most intimately related to the subject matter area. For example, a
research skill emphasizing oral history techniques might be used in a Talent Pool history
class as an example of Type II training. Once again, a related objective is to provide
opportunities for follow-up that might result from any of the specialized processtraining
provided within the Talent Pool class. Thus, for example, the mere exposure of

youngstersto oral history techniques mightresult in one or more youngsters engagingin
a study using this methodological procedure. In the diagram of the Triad Model, this
example is represented by the arrow going downfrom TypeII to TypeIII Enrichment.
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Advanced Level (TypeIII) Enrichment

Anotherarea of service for students in Talent Pool classes consists of enrichment
experiences in which the student becomes an actual investigator of a real problem or
topic by using appropriate methodsof inquiry within a given field. An example of sucha
study in the area of history is described in Figure 7.

In general, TypeIII topics are self-selected by individuals or small groups of students
and are basedoninterest, task commitment and a willingness to pursue an area of study
in a highly professional fashion. In Type III Enrichment, the role of the studentis
changed fromthat of learner-of-lessons and doer-of-exercises to that of being first-
hand investigator using advancedlevel knowledge and methodologyin the pursuit of
original research questions or creative endeavors. TypeIII Enrichment ordinarily is

carried out overrelatively long periods of time. The role of the teacheris transformed
from that of an administrator of lessons and a disseminator of information to one of
being a managerial and methodological assistant to the student. At the secondarylevel,
this often involves the recruitment of other resource personsfrom within the faculty or
outside the school who have specialized knowledge in a particular area of student
interest.

TypeIII Enrichmentalso places a great deal of emphasis on the utility of student
products and creations. Submission to professional journals, presentations at historical
societies, artistic productions and a widevariety of other outlets are often built into Type
Ill endeavors in order to help create higher levels of task commitment and to provide
youngsters with opportunities for pursuing ever-increasing levels of excellence in their
final products. This approachalso helps to develop a refined sense of audience and the
importance of effective communication that will lead to having a desired impact upon
such audiences. In oursociety it is important to rememberthat we “know” mostgifted
individuals for one reason. This reasonis that through their own medium of presenta-
tion, whetherit be in the arts or sciences or in leadership areas, they have had some kind
of an impact upona particular audience. We have found that this audience dimension of
type III helps to provide an internal source of motivation and addsan elementofreality
and relevanceto the self-selected student endeavors.

Talent Pool Classes

he Secondary Triad Model involves the formation of Talent Pool classes which
differ greatly from the traditional honors or accelerated classes and can therefore

be offered in addition to honors or accelerated classes in large secondary schools. These
classes are actually established as individual Triad programs within any given discipline
or subject matter area. Because Talent Pool students elect to take these classes, they
generally possess both well-above average ability as weil as an intenseinterest in the
area. Talent Pool classes are established as a separate section or class within each
department (see Figure 4). These classes enable students to complete the regular
curriculum in a compactedfashion as well as to have enrichment opportunities within
their class. These opportunities may involve Type I and TypeII experiences as well as
the time to revolve into a more advancedlevel TypeIll investigation (see Figures5,6, 7).
If students do becomeinvolved in an advancedlevel study, they also have the benefit of
having a Talent Pool class teacher whois a subject area specialist and is committed to
helping students pursuetheir interests and develop investigative methodology opportu-
nities for creative productivity, independent and self-directed learning skills, time
management, and the use of advancedlevel and nontraditional reference and resource
materials. This can be accomplished because of the regularity of the schedule; Talent

Poolclasses meet every day and students take these classes instead of a regularclass.
Timeis built into the schedule for these other types of experiences. 283
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COMPACTED
ENGLISH}

( )Regular Curriculum

 
 

  

  

 
  

TYPE| TYPE Il
GENERAL GROUP

EXPLORATORY TRAINING
ACTIVITIES ACTIVITIES

TYPEIll
INDIVIDUAL & SMALL GROUP
INVESTIGATIONS OF REAL

PROBLEMS

 

   
THE ENRICHMENT TRIAD MODEL

Figure 4. Talent Pool Classes

Students whoare involved in these subject area Talent Pool classes are actually
involved in Triad-based gifted programs within a subject area. As has been described
earlier, Talent Pool students are eligible for certain services within their Talent Pool
classes. These services include:an analvsis of interests, academic strengths and learning
styles; a modification of the regular curriculum to determine how muchofit has been
previously mastered and how muchcan be compacted; an exposure to Type I and Type
II Enrichment experiences within the subject area, as well as an opportunity to “revolve
into” TypeIII investigations of real problems should the interest and desire to do so
emerge.It is essential for students to understand beforehand exactly what will be done
within these Talent Pool classes and equally important to understand that a Talent Pool
class does not simply mean morerapid coverage nor a “more of the same” approach.
Students who haveparticipated in elementary Triad programswill havelittle difficulty
understanding the nature and expectations of Talent Pool classes. In those cases where
there has been no previous experience with the Triad Model, students might be given a
description of what will be involved in the Talent Pool class as well as the orientation
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TYPE| TYPEIl
 

Teacher-led discussions

Exciting speakers

Locating information sources

Interviewing skills

Simulation Affective training in dealing with
controversial historical issues

Field trips

Presentation of old pictures and historical Advanced research and reference skills

memorabilla Photography and media skills

Presentation of old newspapers Organization, cataloguing and preparation
o, of materials

Panel discussions
Films Advancedwriting and editing

Evaluation of primary vs. secondary
sources

Textbook stereotyping and biasin
portraying history 
 

TYPEIll
 

Chronicle of an historical walking tour of a city

Oral history interviews with past city mayors

Development of a simulation war game

A media presentation of the music of the 1940s

Oral history interviews recording a factory's influ-
ence on a community

A book summarizing local folklore

A family tree: A study of genealogy

 

Figure 5. Possible Ideasfor Activities in a Talent Pool History Class
Preparedby Sally M. Reis, Thomas Hébert

described earlier. This description of the class may be accomplished bythe distribution
of departmental memosdescribing the content of the Talent Pool class or through a
description provided at the orientation meeting.

These Talent Pool classes provide a unique opportunity for programmingfor well-

above-average students within the regular schoolsetting without disrupting the sched-
ule. The benefits of grouping Talent Pool students into special subject area “Triad
programs” are many andvaried.First, we are no longer requiring students involved in a
gifted program to display gifted behavior (Renzulli, Reis & Smith, 1981) in every subject
areaall of the time, as is the case in sometracking systems. Students whoexcelin one or
two areas can participate in a program in their particular strength area. By scheduling

students into Talent Pool classes in which they show a strength andinterest, we are
providing an atmosphere in which they can excel and produce and not one where they
may becomefrustrated, bored or disinterested. Because of the organizational system,
Talent Pool class teachers who are familiar with the Triad Model can provide Type I
General Exploratory Experiences within their own subject areas basedontheir expertise 285
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. What was herebefore thecity?

. Whowasthefirst settler of our town? Is there a written biography of him/her?

. Were there any natural disasters that changed our town? In what way?

. Which wasthefirst church in our city? Who built it and when?

. Is there any folklore associated with ourcity, our region or our county?

O
n

f
®
W

Y
O
—

. How did certain historical events affect the people of our area? (for example,the Civil War,
World Wars | and Il).

7. Did anyone famous comefrom our area? Is there a written biography of that person? Has
that person's contributions had an impact on ourcity?

8. Whowasthe town’sfirst elected official?

9. Whatwaslife like for employees of our town’s early factories?

10. How did the clothing styles change over the years?

11. Whatis the oldest building in this area?

12. Whatis the history of that building?

13. Are there any historically significant sites in this city?

14. What would it have been like to be (investigating student's age) in our town in the
sixteenth, seventeenth, eighteenth or nineteenth century?

15. When were written documents or records of our townfirst kept?

16. Is there a written history of ourcity, region, county or state?

 

Figure 6. Questions for a Talent Pool History Class
Preparedby Sally M. Reis, Thomas Hébert

and studentinterests. They can also provide Type II process training activities within

their respective subject areas. This can be accomplished within the time allotted to the

subject matter class because the high ability and interests of the Talent Pool students
allows for the faster coverage of curriculum.It is important to note that these students
volunteered to take Talent Pool classes and participated in an orientation meeting in
which the goals and objectives of these classes were explained either verbally or in
writing (see, for example, Program DocumentD).

Scheduling Talent Pool Classes

Onereasonit is so important to seek the support and understanding of administra-
tors in implementing the Secondary Triad Modelis to securetheir help in the scheduling
of Talent Pool classes. The adaptation of the Secondary Triad Model that we are
recommending worksbest in large secondary schools, although Talent Poolclasses can
be created even if only two or three sections exist for each class in a grade level.
Scheduling Talent Pool classes should be completed in the spring of the year before
implementation. We strongly recommendthat Talent Pool classes be scheduledat times
whenotherclasses in which Talent Pool students traditionally enroll are not offered(i.e.
band,orchestra, student council). Some high schools using this model use a scheduling
plan that allows one large block to be madeavailable for seminars, Type III work,
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Lisa, Mark, Beth and David, four high school freshmen whoseinterestin history was very
strong, decided to investigate the Collins Company of Collinsville, Connecticut, a manufac-
turer of tools and machetesthat had played aninfluential role in the developmentof their town.
The decision to study the history of the companyled to a discussion on the significance of
primary sourcesin historical research. The oral history approach and howinterviews could
serve aS a primary source was discussed. The four teenagers agreed that first-hand
interviews would provide a better understanding of their topic. They were excited about
learning more about the companybytalking to the people associated with its operation over

the years.

The four students were familiar with a ninety-six year old gentleman who had been
employed as an executive by the Collins Companyduring its heyday. They agreed he would
be a fascinating personto interview. To prepare for the interview, the students weretrained in
interviewing skills such as how to make the respondent feel at ease, establishing rapport,
dealing with an elderly person and concluding aninterview. Theyfelt they needed “hands-on”
training with the process. To provide this, their teacher arranged for them to simulate an
interview with the history department chairman, a teacherwell-informed onthe history of the
company.

With their initial research completed and backgroundinformation providedbythe history
department chairman,the four students had a foundation of knowledge upon which they could
develop their questions for the interview. Several sessions of brainstorming questions
enabled the youngsters to produce an extensivelist of questions centered on the themeof
their investigation of the factory’s history.

On the day of the scheduledinterview, the elderly gentleman arrived to find four young
people very well prepared and eagerto talk with him. An hour passed and he continued to
enrapture the four youngsters with his stories about his work with the company. The interview
was a great success and the students used excerpts to narrate a slide presentation of the
company’s history.

A copy of the slide presentation was donated to the Collins Company so that the
historical role of the companyas related by the elderly executive could be preserved. The
presentation wasalso entered in History Day. The students placedin the state level and went
on to national competition.

 

Figure 7. An Example of an Historical TypeIII at the Secondary Level
Preparedby Sally M. Reis, Thomas Hébert

interdisciplinary studies, etc. This is accomplished by scheduling the Talent Pool English
class, a Talent Pool Study Hall and the Talent Pool History class in three consecutive
periods.

 

Talent

Period 1 Pool 8:00—8:50 A.M.

English
 

Talent

Period 2 Pool 8:55-9:45 A.M.

Study Hall

Talent

Period 3 Pool 9:50—-10:40 A.M.

History 987
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TALENT POOL CLASSIN ENGLISH

In order to decide whether you could benefit from a Talent Pool class in English, you
should carefully consider the following:

1. Are there sometimesareas of the English course, for example, mythology or
the language of advertising, that you would enjoy pursuing in greater depth
than the regular class permits?

2. Do you do any reading other than required reading? (This might be the
newspaper, magazines,history or biography—not necessarily fiction.)

3. Do you enjoy the challenge of expressing yourself effectively with words, in
speech andin writing?

4. Do you haveinterests and/or talents related to English studies that are not
recognized to any great extent in the regular school curriculum—for example,
journalism, creative writing, drama, sciencefiction, film?

9S. Do you have a keen interest and/or talent in a subject other than English—
such as music, art or history—which you would like to have a chance to
connect with your studies in English?

6. Do you frequently feel that more time than you need is spent on drill and
review?

7. Do you frequently find that classroom discussion lags?

7. Do you havea fairly high degree of self-discipline?

9. Do you have a minimum markof B in your present English course?

If you have answered yesto most of the above questions, you would probably find the
Talent Pool class in English suited to your needs and interests. This course of study will be
compacted to provide time for you to develop specific interests: individually, in small groups
and as a class. Such a class is usually characterized by lively discussion and debate.In the
Talent Pool setting, you will play a greaterrole in determining the course of study.

Should you have any questions about the Grade 10 Talent Pool class, speak to your
English teacher, to the Department Heador to your guidance counselor. In orderfor you to be
consideredfor the class, your name should be submitted to your English teachernolater than
Tuesday, April 10. Interviews will be held during the week of April 16.

 

Program Document D
Jane Enticknap, English Department Head, Brantford Collegiate Institute

This schedule enables some Talent Pool students to have a block of almost three
hours for the types of activities that are mentioned in this book. Not all Talent Pool
students will take both English and History class, but we have found that a high
percentage of students taking the English Talent Poolclass also sign up for the History
class. Thosethat do not,still have the opportunity of having a Talent Pool Study Hall that
is right before or after their Talent Pool class. This allows the luxury of time for extended
discussions, independentstudy, quest lecturers and even some counseling. The persons
in charge of the Talent Pool Study Hall are, of course, the Talent Pool History and
English teacher. If both can be assigned to the study halls, all types of enrichment
opportunities, mentorship and independentstudy help canbefacilitated.

The sameplan canbe putinto place for the Talent Pool Math and Scienceclasses.
288 The Talent Pool Study Hall in between those classes can allow lab time in science,
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computertime in math and a wide range of other possibilities. It is, of course, important
to note thatall Talent Pool classes per grade level should be scheduled during different
periods, allowing the Talent Pool sutdent who qualifies for more than oneclassto enroll
in any orall of them.

ManagementWithin a Talent Pool Class

Talent Pool classes can be organized in one of several ways. Our experience has
demonstrated that individual teachers’ styles and managementsystemsinfluence the
mannerin whichthe class is conducted. In someclasses, for example, the teacher may
decide to complete a unit in six weeks instead of nine and workon the particular topic or
unit five days a weekfor that six week period. This is possible because of the advanced
ability level of the students in this Talent Pool class. If a teacher decides to complete a
topic or unit in six weeks instead of nine, he or she can then use the remaining three
weeksfor TypesI, II and III Enrichment. This is one organizational pattern that has been
used successfully by Talent Pool teachers. Others choose to complete the regular
curriculum workin three days of the week, and use the remaining two daysforeither
advancedcurriculum work which allows the teacher to expandthe regular curriculum or
provide students with the time to pursue independent or small group investigations
(Type III) of a self-selected topic. They may also be used by teachers for Type |
Enrichment experiences such as guest speakers, films or panel discussions. TypeII
processtraining (which may include oral history techniques in a social studies class or
bibliotherapy in an English class) mayalso take place within this time period.

Students who understand curriculum compacting should also be given the oppor-
tunity to initiate a more intensive compacting process within a given class. For example,

if students are told that the talent Pool English class will be spending a six week time
period reading and analyzing a play or novel, a student should have the option of
approachinghis or her Talent Pool teacher and negotiating an arrangementin which he
or she can complete the bookorplay in two or three weeks,attendclass periodically for
discussions, take the same exam or complete the same assignments as the other Talent
Pool students but earn this time to pursue independentstudy or read another bookor
play. Too often in this country, bright students mustsit and waitfor the rest of the class to
catch up on a reading assignmentfor Chapter 2 or 3 whenthey have already completed
the entire book! Self-selected compacting options can overcomethis problem in a Talent
Poolclass.

Whenindividual students are ready to pursue TypeIII projects, a form such as the
one presented in Program Document C maybecirculated. This form was designed to

identify subject area or Talent Pool classes where additional time for projects can be
found through curriculum compacting procedures. This form is particularly useful when
the time set aside for Type III work within Talent Pool classes is not sufficient for
individual student’s needs.

In some of ourfield sites, Talent Pool teachers expressed aninterest in completing
the regular curriculum in thefirst six months of the year and leaving the remaining three
months for independent study or other enrichment experiences. We believe that this
arrangement completely negates the concept of Action Information, the interactions
that take place between a student and particular learning situation. What would
happen if in September a student gets tremendously excited about a lecture on the
Nixon/Kennedy debates of 1960 and hasto wait until April to have the time in school to
researchthe topic with the help of a mentor whoalso hasaninterest in this area? By the
time students are able to begin their study six monthslater, the excitement of the idea 289
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has diminishedor, in many cases, been completely forgotten. Too often, students do get
excited or involvedin a topic, lecture or particular problem and haveneitherthe time,
the necessary resources nor the knowledge of the appropriate research methodology to
carry out an independent or small group study. The organization of a good gifted

program should provide a systematic wayfor this time to be provided, for mentors to be
located andfor students to learn the methodology thatwill allow them to research their
idea. Talent Pool classes provide the mechanism for students to becomeinvolvedin an
advancedlevel study whenthe idea occurs.

Teachers of Talent Pool classes often send parents brief summaries of what has
occurredin their classes during a given year. This communication enables parents to see
the types of enrichmentthat can be provided whenstudentsareeligible for curriculum
compacting. They canalso see that the regular curriculum has been covered andtheir
child not “shortchanged”on the basics.

Our experience has demonstratedthatit is highly effective for Talent Pool teachers
to have the opportunity to teach the same groupof students for a two year period. For
example, in one of ourjuniorhighfield sites, Talent Pool students remain with the same
languagearts and social studies teacher for seventh and eighth grade. This enables the
teacher to provide curriculum compacting opportunities over a two year period and to
oversee research projects that may extend for more than a one year period. The
relationships that develop between these Talent Pool teachers and their students are
closer than is possible in a single year time block. This two year block also makesit
possible for very small schools to provide Talent Pool classes to their students. The class
can serve both seventh andeighth grade students, covering the basics of both grades’
curriculum in alternate years.

We have found that almost all Talent Pool students take at least one Talent Pool
class. Many students take two of these classes and sometakethree. In those cases where
bright students are displaying signs of underachievementandare apt notto registerfor
any Talent Pool classes, regular sessions are arranged by the Program Coordinator
These regular sessions are held in the resource room andstudents are scheduled in
either during a study hall or when they can be “freed” by a classroom teacher. They may
be involved in a mini-course, in some type of appropriate TypeII training (like Future
Problem Solving) or they may becomeinvolvedin an independentor small group (Type
III) study. This regularly scheduled time spent with the Program Coordinator and the
time spent with an Interdisciplinary Planning Team member to whom they have been
assigned can achieve several goals. By providing encouragement and developing a
warm andtrusting relationship between student and teacher, the IPT member can work
with bright underachieving students and often encourage them to enroll in a Talent Pool
class in the future or to become involved in enrichment seminars or independentor
small group studies. Because of the identification system used,all high ability and high
IQ students are automatically included in the Talent Pool in a Triad/Revolving Door
Program and therefore receive regular services of the type described in this book. We
have found that many potential underachieving students can be effectively “turned
around”bythe services provided to them as Talent Pool members.

Selecting Studentsfor Talent Pool Classes

Following the general orientation session, students whoarestill uncertain about
enrollmentin particular Talent Pool classes should have an opportunity to arrange for
individualinterviews with appropriate teachers. For example, a student whodisplays a
demonstrated or potential high ability in English may decide to register for the Talent
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Pool freshman English class (see Figure 4) after an interview with the teacher, counselor
or IPT member. During the interview, which ideally is completed the spring before
students enter the secondary school, students should be asked abouttheir interest in
participating in one or more Talent Poolclasses. Questions abouttheir past productivity
(if they have participated in an elementary gifted program) and future plans should be
discussed during the interview. Input should also be sought from previous classroom
teachers and elementary TAG resource teachers. At the conclusionof the interviews and
after carefully assessing any recorded information compiled in the student’sfile (scores,
grades, anecdotal records, etc.), a decision should be made about which Talent Pool
classes a student will take. These decisions should be made by the student after
advisementfrom the elementary resource teacher (when available) and those persons
with whom the student has interviewed. Students are then scheduled into classes
composedof other Talent Pool students who share the samestrengths andinterests in
the subject. Our experience has indicated that most students should register for one or
two but no more than three Talent Poolclasses.

At this point, information about the selection of Talent Pool classes should be
shared with parents. We recommendthatthe criteria for placementin Talent Pool classes
be reviewedand listing of each student’s specific subject area selection be included.

Integrating Talent Pool Classes With Existing Optionsfor
Above-Average Students

One benefit in implementing the Secondary Triad Modelis the way it may be
adapted to the existing school schedule which already includes both honors and/or
Advanced PlacementClasses. If these classes are already scheduled, the implementa-
tion of this model will not cause scheduling problems norwill it involve major staff
changes.

The majordifferences in a Talent Pool class and an Honors or Advanced Placement
Class may evenresult in both options being kept available to students.If that is the case,
students will have a choice of selecting a class that involves moreor different content or
opting to take a Talent Poolclass which will provide them the opportunity for enrichment
andself-selected independent or small group study. If a decision is made to eliminate
Honorsclasses and adoptthis model, one thing that must be avoidedis simply calling a
pre-existing Honorsclass a Talent Pool class without implementingall of the services and
options to students that have been described.

The success of the Secondary Triad Model requires that faculty members have
direct input into a decision to adopt this model. Since these advancedclasses are usually
taught by subject area specialists who feel a great deal of ownership abouttheir special
class, they must be involved in the decision to make any modificationsin theseclasses.
We have found that a need for a gifted program is often not realized by secondary
teachers. In fact, many excellent teachers with whom wehaveinteracted in the last
several years believe that Honors and Advanced Placement Classes and/or extra-
curricular activities fulfill the needs of bright students and that a “gifted program”is
simply unnecessary in junior high or high school. This is not whatis indicated from our
research. Aswestatedearlier, in addition to recentstatistics showing a decline in these
classes, our interviews indicate considerable frustration on the parts of bright students
who never have a chance to pursue their own research within the current structure of
manyhigh schools.

If many faculty members do not see the need for a gifted program, inservice 291
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training about the needs, characteristics and possible program options for high ability
students should be provided.If faculty support can be gained, evenifit is only in one
department, a Talent Pool class may be organized. Quite often, faculty members who
have taught Honorsclassesfor several years firmly believe that their method of teaching
is an excellent one andthat the introduction of more (and in some cases, advanced)
contentis the way in whichthe class should be taught.If this is the case, those teachers
should not be encouraged to volunteer or be recruited to teach a Talent Poolclass.
Unless the teacher understands andclearly sees the need for opportunities for the types
of enrichment and services we describe in this chapter, he or she will not be effective in
teaching a Talent Poolclass.

It is wise to create Talent Pool classes where departmental support has been gained
and wheresufficient enrollment has resulted in a class being able to be formed. Based
on the population of the school, the willingness of a teacher and a department to
conducta class, and the numberof students interested in being in the class, a decision
can be made about how manyregular (or Honorsif it is being replaced by Talent Pool)
classes will become Talent Pool classes. We have found that in small to middle sized
secondary schools, one Talent Pool class per subject area is usually created for each
grade level. In somesituations, it may not be possible or plausible to institute a Talent

Poolclass. For example, the mathematics departmentrepresentative on the IPT who isa
physics teacher, does notthink a Talent Pool class can be organized in physics becauseit
usually takesall of the allotted time to cover the physics curriculum with the generally
above-average students whoelect to take the course. Therefore, a Talent Pool physics
class should notbe organized. Wefirmly believe thatit is better to start with Talent Pool
classes only in departments wherefaculty support has been gained and a willing teacher
is ready to undertake sometraining and make some changesin the existing Honors and/
or Advanced Placement Class. Unless the faculty memberinvolved in teaching these
classesis willing to make these changes, what may happenisthatthetitle of the class
may be the only change that occurs within the class.

A majorfocusin the organization of a Talent Poolclassis the planning of what types
of enrichment and/or acceleration techniqueswill be used in the Talent Pool class that
are different than what is normally used in other classes. To be able to assure that the
new Talent Poolclass is different than the existing honors or even heterogeneousclass,
several options may be explored:

All teachers interested in becoming Talent Pool teachers can be asked to submit a
very brief outline with the goals of the class as well as the possible Type I and Type

II activities that will be introduced within the class. Additionally, teachers may be asked
to detail how they would differentiate the instruction and content within the class
(besides the introduction of Type I and TypeII activities) so that students will be able to
workat a pace that is commensurate with their abilities and pursue their owninterests
within the subject area.

Talent Pool teachers can be asked to submit a brief monthly report form (see
Program DocumentE) that would detail the types of enrichment being offered

within the class and whetheror not curriculum compacting was successfully accom-
plishedforall (or some) Talent Pool students. This report would be sent to the Program
Coordinator and the schoolprincipal.

A monthly meeting may be organized for members of the IPT (which includes
Talent Pool class teachers), the Program Coordinator and the principal. During this
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meeting, compacting procedures, monthly goals, enrichment experiences and the kinds
of TypeIII investigations students are pursuing should be discussed.

Talent Pool teachers can be asked to work during the summer(if funds can be
allocated) to determine the ways in which differentiation and specific enrichment

activities (TypesI, II andIII) could be developed. TypeII mini-courses can be arranged
during this time period. Mentors and community resources can be contacted and TypeI
experiences can also be organized. By having sometime to work together, interdiscipli-
nary topics and a blend of TypeIl activities between departments can befacilitated.

5 Talent Pool teachers can be given examples of TypesI, II andIll activities and
suggestions that will serve as “jumping off points” for the development of

individual enrichmentactivities by Talent Pool class teachers.

 

TALENT POOL TEACHERS

Monthly Talent Pool Class Report

Teacher’s Name:

Month of Report:

Date Submitted:

Pleaselist the Type | Experiences provided in your talent pool class this month, or mention
any Type I's that you would like the Resource Teacher to schedule in your classroom for the
coming month.

What experiences have you provided for the talent pool students in your class that were
different than what is normally provided in a regular class in your subject area? (example:
acceleration, differentiated thinking skills, opportunity for independent or small group study,
etc.) Please be specific.

Have any of your talent pool students expressed aninterest in or started a TypeIl inves-
tigation?

If so, have you provided time for these Type Ill investigations in your classroom or the
Resource Room?

Do you have any comments or concerns you'd like to make about our TAG Program?

 

Program Document E 293
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Selecting Talent Pool Class Teachers

Westrongly recommendthat eachteacherin the schoolreceive a brief memo with
a description of the gifted program or a copy ofthe district proposal for the Secondary
Triad Model. The memoshould ask teachers to review the description or proposal. If
they becomeinterested in teaching a Talent Pool class, they should be asked to contact
the principalin writing to let him or her know that an interest exists in teaching a Talent
Poolclass.

We further believe that once a teacher has expressed aninterest in teaching this
type of class, the expected responsibilities of the position should be explained. These
responsibilities begin with the necessary background reading and perhapseven course-
work (where available) that a teacher should begin before attempting to teach a Talent
Pool class. For example, teachers need to have somefamiliarity with the characteristics
and needsof gifted students and an understanding of the Three-Ring Conception of
Giftedness and The EnrichmentTriad Model. After receiving inservice training in these
areas, potential Talent Pool class teachers may be asked to submit an outline of what
might be coveredin their class (as explained earlier) or work during the summerto
establish options for the class.

Once teachers have contacted the principal about becoming a Talent Poolclass
teacher, a committee should be formedconsisting of the Program Coordinator(if one
has been appointed) and any IPT members whoare not applying to becomeTalent Poo!
class teachers. Decisions about how to select the teacher andcriteria for selection can
then beleft up to this committee but one important consideration should always be kept
in mind.It is important to select Talent Pool class teachers who can get along well with
each other and the Coordinator and showflexibility and resourcefulness.

Grading Policy in Talent Pool Classes

Many questions have been raised about how students are gradedin a Talent Pool
class. These questions usually focus on whether or not students are graded on regular
curricular work or whetherstudents are graded on the basis of their own performance or
comparedto other students in their class. Also, we are constantly asked about the way a
TypeIII is evaluated and whetheror not students should receive high gradesin a Talent
Poolclass if they spend only a day a week completing their regular curriculum work and
the rest of the time engagingin a self-selected independentstudy.

Whatare the purposes of a grade? Does a grade represent varying degreesof
masteryof basic skill material? Or doesit constitute “time spent” in a given class and a
numberof attendantfactors such as neatness,interest and effort, punctuality, personal
agreeableness and “getting along” with the instructor? If we answer yes to both
questions, we are immediately faced with somewhatof a dilemma.

Suppose that a very able student can demonstrate high degrees of mastery or
competence onall of the material in a given course onthefirst day of school! Doesthis
student deserve an “A” or “A+” and should the student be requiredto sit throughout
the semester or year even though the material has been mastered? This philosophy can
be applied to students who have mastered regular curriculum work in a Talent Pool
class. If mastery can be demonstrated, we believe students should receive an “A” for
that segmentof the Talent Pool class. In fact, one of the reasonsfor the establishmentof
Talent Poolclasses is to avoid the problem of bright students becoming boredin regular
classes and therefore, psychologically “dropping out” or becoming a behavior problem
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in class. In regular classes, students like this are often “graded down” even though
mastery has beenclearly verified and documented.

We believe that formal grades should be awarded for mastery of the regular or
required curriculum.If highly able students can demonstrate mastery through accelera-
tion or curriculum “compacting,” then grades should be given on the basis of mastery
rather than the amountof time spentin a given course or the numberof assignments
completed. Whenit comesto assessing work that clearly represents departures above
and beyondthe required curriculum, webelieve that the use of formal grades should be
abandoned and replaced with procedures that guarantee students comprehensive
evaluative feedback.

The evaluation of products should be achieved by the use of an instrumentcalled
the Student Product Assessment Form (SPAF, in Renzulli, Reis & Smith, 1981). This
form consists of eight specific indicators of product quality and seven overall estimatesof
the generalcharacteristics of a given student product. The items in SPAFare: (1) Early
Statement of Purpose, (2) Problem Focusing, (3) Level of Resources, (4) Diversity of
Resources, (5) Appropriateness of Resources, (6) Logic, Sequence and Transition, (7)
Action Orientation, (8) Audience and (9) Overall Assessment(Originality of the Idea,
Achieved Objectives Stated in Plan, Advanced Familiarity with Subject, Quality Beyond

Age/Grade Level, Care, Attention to Detail, etc., Time, Effort, Energy and Original
Contribution).

Eachitem consists of a key concept, descriptive statements about how the concept
might be reflected in a student’s product, and an actual example of a product thatis
illustrative of the key concept. When weare evaluating the unique products of students,
we do nothave set of normsor standard scores by which to judgeif a productis truly
creative, or by which to assign a formalgrade.

Responsibilities of the Program Coordinator and the Talent Pool
Class Teacher

The coordinator providescertain types of services to both Talent Poolclass teachers
and Talent Pool students (see Figure 8). The coordinator provides on-site training to
Talent Pool class teachers andassists them with curriculum compacting anddifferentia-
tion of curriculum andinstruction. Additionally, the coordinator co-teaches process
skills, helps to manage TypeIII investigations, plans for processskill courses taught either
by him- orherself, the Talent Poolclass teacher or an expert in thefield, locates mentors,
and organizes Type | activities as they relate to contentareas.

The coordinator also provides direct service to Talent Pool students in a wide
variety of ways. If the Talent Pool class teachers elects to have the coordinator teach
Type II processtrainingin their classes on a regularbasis or for a certain time period, that
is provided as a direct service. Additionally, the coordinator should be seeing (on a
regular basis) Talent Pool students who have notenrolled in Talent Poolclasses for the
types of services described earlier: Type I and TypeII Enrichment, interest assessment
and perhaps even informal discussions on underachievement(if that applies). The
coordinatoralso providesservices to students involved in TypeIII advancedlevel studies
by arranging for Talent Pool students not in Talent Pool classes to work in a resource
room (or other designated area) on the TypeIII idea. Students in the Talent Pool classes

have the option of working on TypeIII investigations within their Talent Pool classes,in
the resource room orin both places. In either case, the coordinator is available to
provide neededinstruction, resources or other assistance. Schoolwide and resource 295
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|. Talent Pool Class Teacher

Volunteer to teach Talent Poolclass.
Compact regular curriculum.
Plan differentiated curriculum.
Join and plan with IPT.
Pian Type| activities.
Teach TypeII activities (when appropriate).
Relate content materials to Type |, Type II Enrichment.

Create opportunity for greater flexibility in interdisciplinary teaching.
Evaluate (grade) Talent Pool students’ performances.
Facilitate Type Ill investigations.-
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Il. Program Coordinator (may also be called resource teacher)

A. Facilitation (Coordinator) Component

Assist teachers in compacting curriculum.
. Provide on-site inservice in differentiating curriculum.
. Plan mini-courses with teacher.
. Teach TypeII activities in Talent Pool classes,if requested.
. Schedule Type I’s in classroom,if requested.
Serve as resource for people and materials for classroom activities.
Provide Type III assistance in classroom.

Complete Compactors.
Evaluate program objectives.

. Coordinate the IPT.

. Provide for integration of the coordinator’s expertise in Type II instruction with the
Talent Pool class teacher’s expertise in content.
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B. Resource Room Component

1. Provide TypeII instruction.

a. occasionally to non-Talent Pool class students at the invitation of teachers.
b. to Talent Pool students (1 period per weekeither within the Talent Pool class or

the Resource Room).
c. to students engagedin TypeIll investigations (as need arises).

2. Provide Type III assistance.
3. Plan schoolwide and resource room Type | with IPT.

 

Figure 8. Staff Responsibilities

room Type I’s, as well as content area Type I’s and TypeIl’s are also planned by the
program coordinator. He or she serves as a resource, especially to Talent Pool class
teachers, but additionally to any teachers wanting assistance. The coordinator also
serves as a member and/or coordinator of the IPT comprised of Talent Pool class

teachers and a guidance counselor. The team meets on a regular basis to plan for the
integration of content, to providefor flexibility in scheduling, and to act as resources to
each otherespecially in the areas of Type II and TypeIII activities.

The coordinator can also be involved in organizing and scheduling sessions for
Talent Pool students (and other interested students) on college scholarships, the
application process,financial aid and other areas of concern that high school students
generally face abouttheir future. One high schoolthat has adopted the Secondary Triad
Model hasa series of weekly seminars during a preselected study hall (a Talent Pool
study hall is ideal for this purpose)in the junior and senior year. Both college and career

296 counseling is made available to interested students during this time period.
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The Interdisciplinary Planning Team

O ne reality about an attempt to develop a comprehensive secondary programis
the necessity of inviting faculty participation in the decision making process. A

major goal of this model is the creation of faculty “ownership” (Reis, 1983) and
involvement in the program. Our experience has clearly demonstrated that negative,
outspoken faculty memberscan virtually destroy the chances for program success in a
wide variety of ways. It is therefore essential, for the survival of any educational
innovation, for faculty members to be informed aboutplans for new programs,invited
to participate on a committee to determine directions and future policy and involvedin
any major decisions about changesin the existing school program.

In order for a comprehensive gifted program to be established in any school, the
faculty must have an opportunity to becomeinvolved in the selection of a definition,
identification system and programming model. Therefore, we recommendthe forma-

tion of an Interdisciplinary TAG Planning Team which would serve as the core groupfor
planning and implementation. This IPT (Interdisciplinary Planning Team) should meet
regularly to plan the developmentof the secondary program andreport backto their
own departments. Wheneverpossible, a coordinator or team leader should be selected
to serve a major organizing function. The members of the IPT should come from the
four major academic areas: Mathematics, Language Arts (including foreign languages),
Social Studies and Science; and a representative may be namedfrom the Fine Arts and/
or Industrial Arts areas. In our research each IPT membervolunteered to representhis
or her department and usually was given a block of time for program planning and
implementation purposes. We strongly recommend that each memberof the IPT be
selected the spring before the planning effort begins so that scheduling can be arranged
for them to have a commonplanningtimein order to work together during the school
day. In onefield test district, four IPT members were released from a 30 minute home
room period every day to allow them the time together to plan the implementation of
their program. In other districts, the IPT members were released from certain duties
(home room, study hall) for a school year so that regular planning meetings could be
held. During these meetings, program teachers could discuss enrichment opportunities,
curriculum modification and individual student research topics. This time could also be
used for individual appointments with students and counseling sessions for individuals
and small groups.

IPT members should berecruited by an invitational memo whichis sent to the
entire faculty. This memo can describe the general goals of implementing a secondary
gifted program and mightstate that volunteers will receive a future change in teaching
assignments (in somecases) as well as planning time for programming purposes.

Coordination and Leadership of the IPT

The IPT should be formed by screening those who have volunteered and selecting
persons whotend to be positive about the possibilities for beginning a secondary
program. An attempt should also be madeto identify faculty members who could get
along well with each other. We have found that it is sometimes an excellent idea to
include a faculty memberwhotendsto be a negative and outspokencritic of change,for
if this faculty member can be convincedto workpositively for the implementation of the
program, he or she may then beable to win over other faculty members who have
similar feelings. However, if two or three negative faculty membersare appointedto the
team, it may be extremely difficult to accomplish anything.

It must be stated at this time that, in our opinion,it is impossible to implement a 297
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viable comprehensive secondary program without having someone to organize and
coordinate the effort. In other words, it is absolutely necessary to have someone
appointed whose primary responsibility is coordination of all secondary services to
gifted’ students. Quite often the superintendent of schools or the secondary school
principal selects someoneto head the IPT Committee who maythen eventually apply to
become the secondary program coordinator. In smaller schooldistricts or communities
with a single andrelatively small high school, a coordinator’s position might be shared
between the elementary and secondary programs. In smaller schools the coordinator
might have a part-time teaching assignmentor be responsible for operating a resource
room that serves both students and otherfaculty membersin a wide variety of ways. But
once school size (junior and senior high schools combined) approaches or exceeds

1,000 students, one of the major contributors to program successwill be the presenceof
a full time secondary coordinator.

A word ofcautionis also in orderat this point. Administrators (principals, guidance
directors, central office personnel) who already have major responsibilities in other
areas have generally been unsuccessful in developing and maintaining highly successful
programsforthe gifted. The “press” of other responsibilities frequently results in a lower
priority for gifted program activities; and this low priority has an inevitable “ripple effect”
throughoutall membersof the faculty.

Wehavealso too often seen a disastrous situation arise because of the appointment
of someonetotally ill-suited to serve as a program coordinator. In one case a high school
subject area teacher, whose negative personality was known schoolwide, was relieved
from his teachingsituation and put in a coordinatingrole in the gifted program becauseit
wasfelt “he could do less damage there.” A person placed in the “start-up” role of
implementing a gifted program needs to have a background and knowledgeofthe field
which includes definitions, identification systems and programming options.It is also
importantthat the coordinator possess some personality factors that will allow him/her
to work with and be accepted by other faculty members. We are not saying that this
personhasto possess a unique wit or a magnetic charm; but we have found that people
whoareable to relate to others and get along with different personality types are able to
make change happen moreeasily than those who cannot. The structure of secondary
schools and the necessary changesthatare part and parcelof gifted programs require a
leader with unusual energy, patience, and the ability to work with individuals with
varying styles, personalities and teaching competencies.

Responsibilities of the IPT

Oneof the first responsibilities of the Interdisciplinary Planning Team (IPT)is to
examinethe alternatives and options that already exist for bright students in the school.
The membersof the IPT should list everything that is already planned for and available
to bright students. They should also be encouraged to examinethe areas in which they
believe services are not currently available for gifted and talented students but should
be. For example, if honors and advanced placementclassesare already in place, that
should be noted.If the IPT membersbelieve that verylittle is happening for bright and/
or talented students within their respective departments, that should also beindicated.
Dialogue should be encouraged between and among IPT membersabouttheir individ-
ual beliefs related to providing services to bright youngsters. The chairperson of the IPT
may need to assume the responsibility of providing members with reading material
related to education of bright students. Numerousarticles related to the Secondary
Triad Model, internships, mentorships, counseling or other options should be distributed
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to the members of the IPT.* These articles may be discussed and used to “zero” in on
the particular problems and/or individual differences that exist in any school. If the
members of the IPT are not familiar with any options related to services for bright
students, the chairperson may decide to organize oneor moreinservice training sessions
to provide an orientation to those options. It is also highly advisable to have the IPT
members visit other gifted programs in the area and have them speak to students,
program teachers, subject area teachers and administrators about the program.

Once an understanding of the needs of bright students has been gained and a
discussion of whatis already happening with both the school and the departments has
been conducted, IPT members can beginto draft a preliminary plan for the services that

will be offered to students. (The services generally recommendedin the Secondary
Triad Model are those listed in Figure 3.) It should be noted that any proposed plans
must be shared with the general faculty for their input. This has been accomplishedin
various waysin the secondary schools that have adopted the Secondary Triad Model.In
some schools, a two to three page memo explaining the major components of the
proposed program wasdistributed to the staff two weeks before an optional after-school
question and answer meeting was held. In other schools, members of the IPT have
verbally presented the proposed program to their individual departments, answered
any questions and broughtthe concernsof the departmentbackto their meeting. At this
point, departmental input can be discussed and modifications may be madein the
proposedplan. In smaller secondary schools, a brief written explanation of the pro-
posed services may be distributed at a general faculty meeting in addition to an oral
explanation, after which questions may beraised.It should also be notedthatit remains
the responsibility of the IPT to be the “agent in charge” of the implementation of any of
these services. In other words,it has been our experiencethat the IPT should not merely
plan the proposed program; they should also remain a team which meets regularly
throughout the implementation of the new program.

Organizing a Mentor System

Anotherresponsibility of the IPT is to help recruit persons whowill serve as mentors
for individual students (or small groups) who decide to pursue TypeIll projects. The
Type III Mentor Matrix (Figure 9) is used to categorize persons into one of the areas
indicated on the horizontal axis of the matrix. Although areas of science have been
indicated on the enclosed sample of this Action Form, IPT members should enter

whatever topics they believe are appropriate in each column. We believe that an

individual matrix should be prepared for each major subject matter area and subtopics
entered in the various columnsof the matrix.

Two main sourcesof input exist for recruiting teachers whose nameswill eventually
be enteredin thecells of the matrix. Thefirst is responses to sometype of Faculty Talent
Survey that should be completed byall faculty members early in the school year. This
instrument should be designed to determinespecific topics within subject matter areasin
which persons mightlike to serve as mentors. This instrumentwill also help determine
the extent of each teacher’s commitmentfor working with individuals or small groups in
a mentorship situation. The second source of input is the coordinator’s or building
principal’s individual knowledge aboutthe special interests of faculty members and the

*See, for example, The Triad Reader, which includes 42 articles related to designing and implementing
gifted programs based on the Triad/Revolving Door Model. Available from Creative Learning Press,
Mansfield Center, Connecticut. 299
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Department 
 

Grades Biology Physics Chemistry Astronomy Ecology Geology
 

 

7-8

 

9-10

 

11-12         
Figure 9. Type III Mentor Matrix

kind of information that we can obtain from fellow staff members through personal
contact. We have found that individual discussions with faculty members are an
excellent way both to determine their areas of specialized knowledgeand to help them

gain an appreciation for the kinds of excitementthat can result from this type of one-to-
one interaction with individuals and small groups.

There are three major considerations that should be taken into account as you
begin to complete the Mentor Matrix for any given school, grade level or department.
These considerations are discussed below.

Finding Time

A decision must be made regarding whetheror not a given teacherwill serve as a
mentor to students within his or her classes only, or if mentorship services will be
extended to other students. The interests and expertise of any given teacher will
obviously be extended to a larger target population if that teacher is willing to meet
students from other classrooms. Therefore this second approachis preferred.

Certain organizational problems must be overcome, and these problemsrelate
mainly to identifying specified periods of time when students can meet with their
mentors. If the school schedule has a built-in activity period and/or “club” period,
certain portions of these or any other time blocks that are not devoted to regular

300 instruction are most convenient for mentorship activities. Many teachers who have been
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enthusiastic about this activity have voluntarily scheduled short time blocks before and
after school and during lunch hours or scheduled study hall supervision. In some
secondaryschools, teachers’ schedules include a certain numberof “office hours” each
weekthat traditionally have been used for remedial assistance but that also can be
devoted to mentorship activities with students who are working on a TypeIII project.

Administrative support and cooperation are essential in helping to arrange sched-
ules and identifying given time periods during which mentorship activities can take
place.It is recommendedthat each teacher whoagreesto serve as a mentor prepare a
schedule indicating those times that he or shehassetaside for individual meetings with
students and that these charts collectively be summarized on a master schedule that can
be distributed to other teachers and to Talent Pool students. “Time”is an essential
ingredient in the effective implementation of this approach; therefore it is highly
recommended that teachers and administrators work cooperatively to develop a
schedule thatwill be convenientfor participating teachers andthatwill allow easy access

for students who are seeking mentorship assistance.

Specificity of Topics

A major purpose of the Mentor Matrix is to identify at least one person in each area
who will assume mentorship responsibilities. An additional refinement can also be
incorporated into this approach by asking teachers to indicate special topics within
subject areas where they would prefer to give individual or small group assistance to
students. These specialties can be indicated on both the general matrix and the matrix
that focuses on a specific subject matter area at the junior/senior high school level.
Although general assignments to categories are necessary to make this procedure
effective, any specialized topics or interests within general subject areas will help to
promote a more effective and “elegant” system.

Expanding the Mentor Matrix Through Community Involvement

The Mentor Matrix concept is based on the involvementof teacher volunteers. A
similar approach, however, can be usedto identify, classify and record the names of any
and all community members who might expressaninterest in working with individuals
or small groups of students on a mentorship basis. By extending this approach to the

community at large, we can greatly expand both the number of persons who are
available to serve as mentors and the diversity of topics in which services might be
provided. Community members canalso be usedasthe basis for an internship program.
In this program, Talent Pool members whoarein their junior or senior year of high
school can becomeinvolved in a work experience outside of school. This experience
would provide a first-hand opportunity for students to “get a taste” of what particular
careers actually involve.

The IPT: After the Planning Stage

It is conceivable that several of the IPT members may becomedeeply interested in
the gifted program and subsequently volunteer to teach a Talent Pool class in their
respective subject areas. Once the program planning is completed and the program is

accepted by the faculty, we strongly recommendthat the IPT remain in place as an
Advisory Board or an Enrichment Committee, charged with planning Type I and TypeII
experiencesfor the general school population. Teachers who have been membersof the
IPT in the early planning stages should be encouraged to remain on the IPT and
teachers who are teaching Talent Pool classes should automatically become membersof
the IPT. If the membersare given a brief amountof time to meet together for planning 301
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purposes, a wide rangeofservices can be provided. The IPT can organize a variety of
enrichment opportunities with the help ofthefull or part time coordinator by finding a
convenienttime for these talks. Memoslike the example shownin Program DocumentF
should be sent to students announcing these enrichment seminars.

 

MEMO

TO: Interested Juniors and Seniors

FROM: IPT Members

DATE: April 9

We would like to invite you to the enrichment seminarslisted below. Thesetalks will begin
at 11:50 A.M. and endat 12:30 PM. By scheduling these talks at this time, we know youwill be
able to have a shortened lunch shift and we are confident that you will benefit from these
seminars.

Seminar 1 — Tuesday, April 24

Mr. Baldev Sachdeva will be in Room A112 to speak on “Matrices in Action.” This talk
will describe some of the uses of matrices in such areas as coding and probability.It
will begin with 2x2 matrices and basic operations on them. Prerequisite for
attending: Two years of high school algebra.

Seminar 2 — Wednesday, April 25

Ms. Joan Fitzgerald will be in Room A112 to speak on “Radiation and You.” There
will be a slide presentation and speaker. The information provided will enable you to
makevalid, reasonable judgments aboutradiationasit affects yourlife. No prerequi-
site for attending.

 

Program Document F

The IPT can also schedule these TypeI sessions within Talent Pool classes or within
other classes. Memos can besent to faculty membersaskingif they are interested in

having speakers conduct seminars or teach advanced processskills in their classes. IPT
members canalso aid the Program Coordinatorbyassisting both Talent Pool and non-
Talent Pool teachers in compacting curriculum andin differentiating curriculum. They
can help to organize a mentor program both with faculty members and with community
volunteers by using the Type III Mentor Matrix. They can also help to organize when
certain TypeII skills will be introduced and taught by both the Program Coordinator and
the Talent Pool teachers. This organization of a secondary Type II Scope and Sequence
will help to eliminate the repetition of processskills at the secondarylevel.

An additional responsibility of the IPT during their regular meeting times is
interdepartmental communication on the work load of Talent Pool students. For
example, Talent Pool students should not be encouraged to work on more than one
TypeIII study at any given time. IPT members ought to know whena student has begun
a TypeIII study in science so that modifications may be madein otherTalent Pool classes
to allow this study to be completed. In somecases, time may be found during another
Talent Poolclass for that studentto spendin his or her independentor small groupstudy.
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A student may be given the option of not attending a Type I Enrichment presentation
andinstead, use the time to work onhis or her TypeIII study.

The Interdisciplinary Planning Team (IPT) has also been used in somedistricts as a
counseling group for Talent Pool students. By working cooperatively with school
guidance counselors, the IPT members whohavereceivedinservice training in educa-
tion of the gifted can serve as advocates to Talent Pool students overa four year period.
For example, in one district the IPT members were given onefree period a dayforthis
function and worked with the same Talent Pool students from their freshman to their
senior year. This long term relationship allowed the opportunity for the IPT memberto
meet informally with individuals or small groups of Talent Pool students several times
each yearand to keep a constant check on howstudents were doingin their classes. The
IPT monitored underachievement in some students and advised students on the

amount of work they were undertaking andtheir future plans (courses for next year,
college ideas, financial aid). If any type of serious problem was encountered in these
sessions, the IPT member automatically referred the student to a specially trained
guidance counselor but continued to stay involved with the student as an advisor,
mentor and in somecases, a friendly shoulder to cry on. This option encouraged the
developmentof a strong support system between teacher and student as well as a
proactive rather than reactive system for dealing with potential concerns before they
emerged as problems.

Conclusion

The features that make the Secondary Triad Model an attractive and organized
practice for providing for the needsof bright students are many and varied. Our research
has demonstrated that the model has an infinite amount of flexibility and can be
adjustedto fit the various needs of individual teachers and schools. If our research has
demonstrated anything, it has clearly shown that a great deal of patience, flexibility,
dedication and humoris needed by anyone whoattempts to implement a secondary
gifted program. We are hopeful that our modelwill provide some guidance on how a
comprehensive modelcan be organizedin a wide variety of secondary schools.
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Discussion Questions

 

What are some of the most commonproblemsthat occur when attempts are made
to institute a secondary gifted program?

Whatare some of the most commonadministrative designs for secondary gifted
programs?

3 Discuss the role and responsibilities of an Interdisciplinary Planning Team.

Whyis the role of a program coordinator (full or part time) important in the
development of the Secondary Triad Model?

Whyis an orientation session so important for students who maybeeligible for a
Talent Pool Class?

Explain the statement from the chapter: Students whoare involved in a Talent
Pool class are actually involved in a Triad-based program within a subject area.
Howis a Talent Poolclass like a gifted program?

What might some of the differences be between a Talent Pool class and a
traditional Honors class? Between a Talent Pool class and an Advanced Placement

Class?

How might the Secondary Triad Model be integrated into existing Honors or
Advanced Placementclasses?

How can the differentiated curriculum oractivities within a Talent Pool class be

documented or evaluated?

1 Whatare the various options that might be used for time managementwithin a
Talent Pool class?

] ] In what ways might the enrichment opportunities offered within a Talent Pool class
be extendedto other non-Talent Pool students?

1 A major objective of this model is the encouragement in students of creative
productivity. Howis this facilitated by the Secondary Triad Model?
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Summary

Cultivating Simultaneous Student
Growth In Both Multiple Creative
Talents and Knowledge

D eveloping multiple talents in students is goodtrain-
ing and preparation for them to move into other

gifted classes in school and to prepare them for eventual
successin their careers. There are indicationsthat curiosity
and questioning (inquiring) abilities tend to become de-
creasing characteristics of students as they advance
through schooland college. Students are not being trained
to become creative people who opennewfields and create
new opportunities.

We have produced an educational approach which
will improve the nature of education by developing more
of the potential inborn human resources. This can be
described as a simultaneous double curriculum which
involves developing both innate talent processes and add-
ing knowledge to one’s own existing knowledge store-
house.

Initially, the multiple talent concept involved six
talents: academic, productive thinking, planning, commu-
nicating, forecasting and decision-making. It was recently
expandedto include implementing, humanrelations and
discerning opportunities. The greater the numberofdiffer-
ent brainpowertalents that students learn to use, the more
nearly equal the students will become, talent-wise, on the
average. The greater the numberoftalents, the more this
method moves toward being an equal opportunity class-
room approach. Since all students are potentially highly
talented in at least one of the abundantvariety of human
resources, awareness of this outcome leads to increased
self-esteem and enhancedwellness.

Very often our schools only push for academictal-
ents, leaving other potential talents in dormancy. Our
approach is to provide students with opportunities to
develop and increase their creativity, innovation and risk-
taking attributes. Broadening this band of talents function-
ing in schools develops more of the whole person, thereby
increasing human capabilities and strengtheningthe total
health of students ofall ages.
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Cultivating Simultaneous Student Growth
in Both Multiple Creative Talents and
Knowledge

his chapter describes the vigorous, deep roots of the approach of Teaching for
Multiple Creative Talents. It emerged from my doctoral studies with Thurstone,

from mytwoyeareffort as director of research of the Office of Scientific Personnelat the
National Academy of Sciences in developingthe total selection proceduresfor identify-
ing the best future scientists in the National Science Foundation Fellowship Programs,
and from our nine Utah-sponsored International Creativity Research Conferences
(which Maslowcalled the “blue ribbonseries in Creativity’).

This student-focused approach is founded on massive basic Research (R) and
sound underlying Theory (T). It has undergone numerous thorough Development(D)
processes and has been successfully Implemented (I) and Evaluated (E) in several

dissertations and projects in Utah and aroundthe nation. With a solid Theory (T) basis,
we have expandedthe usual R & D scientific steps into the more completeR & D&I&
E procedures, where implementation meansto finish the work.

These funded projects include Project Implode and Project Seagull in Utah, Project
Impact and Project Advance in lowa, the nation-wide Talents Unlimited Project in
Mobile, Alabama whichis the Exemplary G/T Project on the USDE’s National Diffusion
Network, and Project Reach in Minnesota.' A 1978 conference on thestatus of talent-
focused teaching, i.e., on “Developing and Implementing Multiple Talent Teaching”
(Taylor, 1978b), led to a request from Utah’s Superintendent Walter Talbot for a national

summary report on multiple talent teaching results, almost all of which were an
unbrokenstring of positive findings against comparison classrooms. Theseresults were
publishedin full later by Senator Hatch in the Congressional Record (Taylor, 1980).It is
also evident that students can learn and experience howto useall these new talents
creatively. Therefore, collectively they could be called multiple creative talents.

Any G/T program which has students deliberately use their minds in ways beyond
typical academic talents could be factor analyzed and then described as a multiple talent
type of teaching approach. Such programs may beusing a set of newly-namedtalents
that are not necessarily synonymous with the customary set of talents in our Multiple
Talent Totem Poles. However, such G/T programsdocall for students to use more of
their total mindpower(total brainpower).

It is suspected that practically all special Gifted and Talented Programsfeature
stretching the mind knowledge-wise or brainpower-talent-wise, or stretching the mind
both ways, either simultaneously or in succession. Our point of view is that having
students develop their multiple creative talents would be goodtraining and preparation
for them to moveinto any other types of G/T programs described in other chapters of

this book. We also believe that if students have beentrained in using their multiple
creative talents, they will be better prepared to function in other kinds of G/T programs
and thereby help those other programsyield better results in their measured effects on
students.

Cultivating multiple creative talents is a systematic scientifically-based approachfor
developing some of the highest level brainpower talents that are relevant to having
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students function effectively in their careers andlives aswell as in their schoolingyears.”
Furthermore, it overcomes some of the unfortunate negative phenomena concerning
creativity that have been reported in some of our nine conferences among leading
researchers on creativity and in our own studies on National Science Foundation
summerscience programs.

There are indications that curiosity and questioning (inquiring) abilities tend to
becomedecreasing characteristics of students as they stay longer in school, including
through college years. By the time that students are in the higher levels of education,
they have become programmedin both their brain and personalattributes to be less
ready to deal with the unknownsandto tackle high-potential, high-risk opportunities
than are youngerstudents. A couple of years ago shortly after our new Utah Superin-

tendent, Lee Burningham,tookoffice, he immediately said to me, “Isn’t it too bad that

creativity decreases in students the further they go through school?”

Elementary school students are more ready in many psychological ways to do
frontiering research than are high school students, who in turn are more ready than
college students to venture and engagein risk taking types of frontiering research into
the unknowns(Jablonski, 1964). Instead, students are being more programmedtoward

becomingverification scientists and technician types than to becreative scientists who
open newfields and create new opportunities and continue to movefrontiers ahead and
be at the cutting edgein their field of science (Taylor, 1983).

Basic Research Background OnTalents of the Mind

Probably all chapter authors cameintothe gifted field in different ways. Since my
route may have been quite unique,it is described here in some detail. With a strong
basic-research background in measurement, mathematics, physiology and neurology, |
completed my doctorate in Psychology in the Biological Sciences Division of the
University of Chicago. Dr. Louis Leon (L.L.) Thurstone was my supervisor (mentor).
Dr. Thurstone (1964) wasalways interested in creativity and eventually for A.C. Spark
Plug did a factor analysis study of creativity which wasessentially finished just before his
death but was never widely published.

Thurstone’s “The Vectors of Mind—Multiple Factor Analysis for the Isolation of
Primary MentalAbilities,” a highly mathematical treatment, opened the wayforfurther
development of his methodology, as published later in his book Multiple-Factor
Analysis: A Development and Expansion of the Vectors of Mind (Thurstone,
1947). This complex approach (now extremely feasible through computer computa-
tions) is well designed to analyze and discover the multiple separate dimensions
(variables, factors, abilities, vectors or talents) of the mind. Hefirst utilized his own
methodology to analyze the group type of intelligence (IQ) tests into seven factors
(talents) of the mind which he and his wife, Dr Thelma Gwinn (T.G.) Thurstone,
published as “Seven Primary Mental Abilities.” Along with his graduate students, he
producedfurther studies on reasoning, perception, scientific, mechanical and verbal
abilities (talents) to yield well over 20 talents—morethan twice as manydifferenttalent
dimensions beyondthe IQ than there were within the IQ grouptests.’ My study was the
first in his lab which did not use separate answersheets. It was focused upon verbal
fluency factors and found two newhigh-level talents describedas ideationalfluency and
expressionalfluency (also named verbalversatility).°

Many other researchers soon joined in those factor analysis studies. Later, for
example, two E.T.S. research conferences a few years apart were organized by John 309
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Frenchin Princeton, New Jersey, to determine the numberof dimensions(factors) of the
mind which had beenwell established in multiple studies. (ThereI first met Guilford and
was alphabetically assigned by the Inn to share a room with Thurstone.) The numberof
factors at the end of the second conference which had been identified and verified had
been around 45 in number(not counting physical factors and personality factors). My
area was communications and creativity.

Further work by Guilford and others has increased this numberto at least 100
different high-level intellectual talents (Guilford, 1977). For example, in our continuing
studies of communication and creative talents (extending beyond mydissertation) we
found over 40 dimensions by emphasizing writing andtalking talents, but not including
any non-verbal talents in communicating or creating. These 40 talents are definitely
important in functioning effectively as humanbeingsin the world of work andinlifelong
communicative and creative activities (Taylor, 1973; Taylor, Ghiselin & Yagi, 1967). Less
than a third of them however, were ever developed in English, speech, language,arts
and communication courses in 13 school years.

In completing my work in Washington, D.C. on NSF Fellowship Programs, the
groundwork was prepared for long-range follow-up studies of the awardees and non-
awardee applicants. The need to identify creatively talented persons through basic
research oncreativity was recognized, since a few highly creative scientists can produce

greatstrides of progressin their field of science. This led later to my Utah proposalfor
National Science Foundation support to organize a first National Research Conference
on the Identification of Creative Scientific Talent amongthe leading researchers on that
topic. Step-by-step this ultimately led to our research conference series on different
aspects of creativity, each conference being amongthe newsetof leading researchers on
creativity since the previous conference.

In every conference, our Utah team had one of the major and most complex
chapters and contributions, which repeatedly showed the multiplicity of intellectual and
non-intellectual resources in highly creative persons. Thefirst three paperback reports
on the “Identification of Creative Scientific Talent” sold out quickly. Then selected
papers from those three reports were published in hardback and paperback by Wiley &
Sonstitled Scientific Creativity: Its Recognition and Development (Taylor &
Barron, 1963), which wasalso translated into Japanese. Other volumesin the series

are:© Creativity: Progress and Potential (also a Portuguese version); Widening
Horizons in Creativity (also a Japaneseversion); InstructionalMedia and Creativ-
ity; Climate for Creativity; Educational Challenges of Creativity; and Creative
Talents are the History-Making Talents.

Oneof the numerousarticles requested and published by professional journals was

cleverly titled “The Creative Individual: A New Portrait in Giftedness.” Two others were
“Finding the Creative” and “Information and Scientific Creativity.” Still another was
“Many-sided Intelligence” (Taylor, 1963). Upon invitation, the featured article was
written for each issue of The Instructor for a full school year under the series heading
“Clues to Creative Teaching” (Taylor, 1962-3) with the followingtitles of the ten articles:
“Bridges from Creativity Research to Teaching”; “Different Approachesto Creativity”;
“The Creative Process and Education”; “Knowledge and Creativity”; “Learning and
Reading Creatively”; “Listening Creatively”; “Creativity and Expression”; “Developing
Creative Thinking’; “Developing Creative Characteristics”; and “Evoking Creativity.”
Anotherinvited article was “Be Talent Developers—As Well As Knowledge Dispensers”
(Taylor, 1968b).
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Twootherearly articles of currentinterest are “Questioning and Creating: A Model
for Curriculum Reform,” and “Cultivating New Talents: A Way to Reach the Education-
ally Deprived.” A research conference report on criterion of performance in manage-
ment, leadership, and creativity included our chapter “On the Complexity of the
Criterion (Measurement) Problem.”

Our Peace Corps Projectillustrates one way in which we learned how to improve
training and education programs by constructing new measuring devices. In discussions
with the Peace Corps Research Director, two ideas came togetherto form a Creativity
Situational Testing Project. We build a set of multiple-scored situational tests of perfor-
mancescalled for in Peace Corps Volunteers in overseassituations. The subtle challenge
wasto havethe volunteers stimulate or catalyze both the sensing of local problems and
coming up with creative solutions to these problems by the host country people
themselves. Instead of having a Peace Corps volunteer be the star performer, the
volunteer's task was to spark the host people into high participation in sensing and
solving their own problems.

Oursituational tests were built to be “ultimate criterion measures of successful
performers.” We learned to score the tests so that the volunteers got high scores when
the host people becamethe mostactive participants and performed very well, while the
volunteers appeared almostto be only full time observer. Thesesituational tests caught
the attention of the Training Director of the Peace Corps, the first research project ever to
do so. Consequently, he called the Training Directors from university campustraining
centers around ournation to a training demonstration meeting in Chicago conducted by
our Situational Testing Research Team. We hadto transform ourtests to situational
training activities plus convert ourtest scores to training scores. The program demon-
strations wentso well that the staff of one training center stayed upall night to replace
their traditional highly lecturing, school-like training program curriculum to situational
training activities that were job-like, not school-like. We received high commendations
on the spot by the Peace Corps Training and Research Leaders.

From measurement theory and our measurementresearch experiences, we have
come up with this rule: we are more interested in crude measures on the ultimate
criterion target than with precise, reliable measuresthatare off-target. In other words,it
is better to be on-target crudely than off-target with precision andrigor, i.e., “‘precisely
off-target.” Being validly on-target is better than being reliably off-target. We applythis
rule wheneverwe construct criterion measures, wheneverweselect and build batteries
of predictor scores, and whenever we develop educational programs to become more
valid for the purpose at hand. For example, in our medical selection and education
studies, we evaluate the performances of residents in training against the Target of
Excellent Physicians in Practice (Albo, Taylor & Page, 1982). We also recommendthat
medical students be trained and evaluated in a broad band of physician-like perfor-
manceandattributes.

In our numerouscriterion and predictor research studies, we always build the best
newcriterion and predictor devices possible for the purpose of the targets at hand. We
also add any available data which the organization has beenusingofficially or on trial
basis. Besides our tailor-made new measuring devices, our unique trademarkis that we
invariably use a multiple variable approach in everything. We create and/or observe

multiple types ofactivities, performances and accomplishments; we also use multiple
sources from which wecollect our data; and weoften derive multiple scores from each
set of data. We use a variety of different measuring techniques in both ourbattery of
criterion measures and our battery of experimental predictor tests. After we have 311
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obtainedall our multiple criterion scores and multiple predictor scores, we both factor
analyze the total combined battery of scores and apply multiple regression methodsfor
each of ourcriterion scores, in turn, as separate targets (Richards & Gottfredson, 1984).
(This recent Decemberarticle is based largely upon the work of our students, Richards
and James; of our colleague Holland and his co-workers; and of our Utah work.)

An Invitation to Propose and Develop a Utah Theory
of Education

fter basic research efforts on creativity had caught the attention of many profes-
sional and educational organizations, we received an unexpected invitation from

Dr. Roy Hall, Director of Research of the U.S. Office of Education. He had sent 17
USOE-supported G/T research projects to Jerome Brunerat Harvard to review. Bruner
promptly let him know it was not his area and that he should send them to usto do the
reviewing.

Using graduate student helpers, we promptly reviewed and wrote a report back,
indicating that only three of the projects provided any excitement and the rest were
hum-drum—merely minor variations of the traditional scheme of things. Then we
added the type of studies which our approaches would suggest should be done. He
quickly used ourideasin a west coast speech which wentso well that he stopped overin

Utah onhisflight eastward. Heinvited us to write a proposalto take a look at education
from the basic humansciences which could underlie educational practices and thereby
improve the nature of education.

Whenthe project was funded, we recruited a team of 10 persons and also used
consultants from relevant fields here and across the nation (including Bruner, Lowen-
feld, etc.). Our graduate students were deeply interested and involved in helping to
develop the project, even though they openly stated that they had no interest whatso-
ever in going into education to help run and perpetuate the present system. Abouthalf
of our team weredirectly within education. They joined in making new contributions
during the meetings, but were often absent when they were too busy running the
existing educational system in their variousroles in the university, in the state office or in
schooldistricts.

We soon found ourselves focusing on the potential importance of human resources
and the challenge of developing these potential resources in schools. Whenever our
nation or any other nations (most recently the Venezuelan and Saudi Arabian nations)
make statements about the humanresources being the greatest resources ofall, they
generally are talking more about innate, inborn, inherited potential human resources
than about acquired knowledge resources. With proper insights and techniques, the
processes of unearthing and actualizing these inner resourcescanstart to happen.In this
way, these potential resources can becomeeffectively functioning assets for both the
person and the society. We looked at these challenges in several different ways and
finally focused on both the inborn potential resourcesin the total person as well as the
acquired knowledge resources in our theory. Ourfinal theory report deliberately dealt
with a broad coverage of humanpotentials (Tayloret al, 1964).’

In considering the implementation in our theory andthestate of scientific knowl-

edge about the whole person’s natural resources, wefelt that initial implementation
should be on the potential brainpower talents. We knew that the tests developed in
many factor analysis studies to discover the multiple potential brainpowertalents could
be transformedinto classroom activities to activate and develop suchtalents. Suchtests
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could also be indicators used to predict who hasthe greatest talent potentials and could
also be models of the types of measures neededto produce multiple talent report cards.

Educators whosay they are meeting the needsof students can no longersaythat
with confidence. Out of the above basic research has comethe notion that one of the
biggest needs of students is to be treated as having a full brain together with the
marvelous brainpowerthat goes with thatfull brain. Students can learn to usetheir full
set of brain powers throughout their schooling as one of their most vital, high-level
humanresourcesto be activated both for their benefit and for the benefit of society. The
positive impacts and the spread effects from learning to use their full brain powers
productively can betruly remarkable, as seen by the outcomedata capturedto date.

The Simultaneous Double-Curriculum Theoryfor Developing
Human Resources

In this Utah Educational Theory, the first goal is the identification and cultivation of
all the nation’s known humanresources. A main question is to what degree our

educational programsare developingall of the country’s important human resources.
Ournationis certainly concernedwithall its natural resources, especially as new typesof
physical and biological resources are uncovered. Likewise, educators could be ex-
tremely involved in the development ofall the important inborn, potential human
resources, as science discovers how to identify and cultivate each of them in human
beings.

In general, knowledge is much more of an acquired human resource. During
schooling, knowledge comesfrom outside the person. Even whena person haslearned
from experience, his inner experiences are often activated from outside, from instruc-
tions in school, from books, from activities in responding to environmentalsituations,
from all types of variables surrounding a person, etc. Therefore, knowledgeis essentially
acquired after birth from the person’s external world. (This reasoning largely excludes
instinctual behavior which emerges from within a personat various periodsinlife. )

Summarizing this first goal, more of the typically neglected but vital high-level
brainpower talents and their other supportive attributes need to be activated and
developed so that students, through their schooling, will move toward becoming more
effectively functioning, multi-talented, knowledgeable adults (Taylor, 1973; McKinnon,
1978). Two short slogansillustrate this point: “When multiple talents function more
creatively, people function more effectively’ and “When multiple talents function more
effectively, people function more creatively.”

The second goalis to keep up-to-date, continually, in utilizing scientific research on
humanresourcesfully, and with minimal time lag in this important age of rapid scientific
progress. The motto could be “Let's go scientific!”” The emphasis here is more directly
on inborn human resources than on knowledge. No other type of resources are as
complex andasfull of potentialities as these humanresources, and no otherresource
fields can eventually becomeas technical (“high tech”) nor as importantin the crucial
companion-concept of “high touch” as can the potential brainpower type of human
resources. (See “Bridging the Gap Between Basic Research and EducationPractice,” by
Taylor, Ghiselin & Wolfer, 1962).

In this theory, two other goals less relevant to the present purpose were expressed
as follows: the third goal is that education should be viewedin relation to careers and
their actual world-of-work requirements. The fourth goal is that educational programs
needto be designedbetter to give personsgreaterself-understanding, self-esteem and 313
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self-confidence. The final overall crucial goal involves a two dimensional modelfor
developing educational programs.Asin prediction validation studies, the focus should
be on the ultimate target, not on the intermediate means to that end. Consequently, the
focus is on the students and what is happening—especially inside the students—in
classrooms.*

Two different aspects of what is happening inside the student are all-important.
Whatinnertalent processes (inner nervous system processes)are actively functioning in
processing knowledge inputs? How and in what mannerare the knowledge inputs being
acquired andlinkedinto the already existing body of knowledgeinside the student; and
how are these inputs stored in ways that they will become available, as neededlater, on
school tests or retrieved for other uses throughout one’s lifetime? In essence, this is a
simultaneous double curriculum, involving both talent processes and knowledge—i.e.,
developing innate talent resources and acquiring knowledge resources. It becomes
possible to develop systematically a double-curriculum to obtain simultaneous growthin
both talent processes and new knowledge acquired (and perhaps integrated with the
already existing knowledge). Once this double curriculum is developed andteachersare
properly selected and trained to operate this double curriculum in students, the cost of
the educational system is no greater. At the same time, the deliberate systematic yield
can essentially be doubled—at no extra cost—with double gain in new knowledge and
in high-valuedtalents.

Whena speakersaid, “We cannot survive ignorance,” he sparked the thoughtthat
there are at least two kinds of ignorance in persons. These two kindsare: (1) ignorance
of knowledge and (2) ignorance of functioning effectively as individuals. Whichis the
more important type of ignorance to try to overcome? Which type of ignorancewill
produce a larger automatic spread effect of overcoming the other type of ignorance?
From all evidence experienced ontransfer of training, a muchlarger spread effect will
occur from focusing upon functioning effectively than from focusing upon overcoming
ignorance of knowledge.

The other aspect of this goal includesall the means-to-the-end which enables the
double curriculum to be functioning effectively inside the students. This collective
means-to-the-endincludesthe teacher andthetotal classroom environmental system of
media, double-curriculum materials, etc. It should be noted that this “means dimen-
sion” could initially have the parents in the teacher’s role andfriends and peerscanlater
function in teaching roles as lifetime progresses and even later, supervisors in the
organizations can also assumethatrole.

Ultimately it is healthful for the person, as an adult (and as muchearlier as possible)
to becomeself-taught, self-educating andself-activating. In that way, the inner double
curriculum will be functioning continuously in response to external environmental
challenges and opportunities and other forms of potential stimulation. This final overall
goal, whenbeingattained in effective ways, will also be accomplishingall the other four
goals listed in this theory.

It appears that this theory of a simultaneous double-curriculum, involving both
knowledge and brainpowertalents, was years ahead ofits time.Its desired outcomeis to
produce student growth simultaneously in both talents and knowledge. By now a
number of demonstrations have shown that this double outcome has successfully
occurred in many, many classrooms. Therefore, as a producer of high-level talent
functioning, it closely resembles andfits into a new movement, now emerging among
educators, called Outcome Based Education (OBE).
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Selection and Namingof the First Six Talents in the Multiple
Talent Totem Poles

In developingthe initial multiple talents concept, creativity played the appropriate
role by being a breakaway talent which also broke open the wayfor other talents to
follow. Initially, in theory, there were two complex talent areas, Academic Talent and
Creative Talents. (Since IQ tests items werelargely selected andretained, historically, as
relevant to the nature of schools, these two talents could alternately be considered as IQ
Talents and Creative Talents.)

These two were soon expandedinto six talents, the academic talent and five
thinking talents (which could also be called creative thinking talents). Much of ourfactor

analysis studies, following after my dissertation, were on creative talents and communi-
cation talents. A large factor analysis project on planning talents was finished and
reported at about the time of John French’s two Factor Analysis Conferences in
Princeton. I also served as a consulting staff member to the Stanford Research Institute
in training Planning Directors and Planning Vice-Presidents in a workshop held at Lake
Geneva, Wisconsin. My strong observation was that these Vice-Presidents of Planning
were extremely hungry to learn anything and everything about planning, because they
had arrived at their high organizationallevel, largely by doing practically no planning
whatsoever. Instead they had followed plans produced by others above them that were
then imposed uponthem to carry out (to implement). Then I wasinvited to an Air Force-
sponsored, nationwide conference series on Long-RangeForecasting and Planning.I
was the only psychologist to make a presentation and write a chapterin their reports

(Taylor, 1968a).

Someof the national experts whosefull time work wasin forecasting told me that
the nameof their game,first, was to makethe best forecast possible (often after using a
variety of forecasting techniquesto get different forecasts from the same data base and
selecting the best oneofall the forecasts). Then the second challenge wasto unleash the
most powerful forces possible in the future that were not functioning in past trends and
bases from which the forecasts were made. Stated simply, this second challenge wasto
unleash as muchcreativity as possible which would upset the forecast by hastening the
day whenthe forecast would materialize. In playing their game this way, any persons or
organizations increase there chanceofgetting their “firstest with the mostest” and thus
“winning the future” in that realm of human endeavor. (A General also said that a
forecast within an organization could beturnedinto a plan if he were given the powerto
controlall the relevant variables; and conversely, a plan would turn into a forecast if the

powerto have control over managingall the relevant variables were taken away.) From
these experiences, I chose to add planning and forecasting as separate talents in our
originalset of six. Then withall these thinking and producingtalents in the set, new ideas
and plans and forecasts and messages could be produced overabundantly.

Finally, it seemed necessary and even wise to add decision making talents for
evaluating which of the manyoptions should be selected. Then by following the lead of
the Talents Unlimited Project, my next totem pole decision, for implementation’s sake,
wasto replace creative talents with productive thinking talents, since it would be more
reasonable andfeasible to have all students be thoughtof, initially, as thinkers and
producers rather than the higher requirementthat they must almost immediately be the
highest-level creative type of thinkers and producers.

Therefore, our standard set of six talents included one imitating, non-thinking,
reproducing type of talent together with five thinking talents involving ideas and things 315
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andfuturistic predictions typically not produced before by students in their schooling.In
other words, the set of talents included one non-thinking way of reproducing and
thereby acquiring knowledge,plusfive thinking waysofactively processing and working
with knowledgein order to acquireit.

The well-known sequence of the talents on the totem poles were academic,
productive thinking, planning, communicating, forecasting and decision making. Cus-
tomarily each teacher-trainer hada first best talent to start with, which wasoften either
productive thinking, communicating or planning. However, there need notbe anyfixed
or sacred sequenceof introducing these talents to teachers or to others. The greatest
single gain for the developmentof a classroom of students is when a teacher adds a
secondtalent, which ever one it may be. Consequently, if a group of students had five
different teachers,either daily or even acrossfive years, they could potentially have five
two-talent teachers, each one of which specializedin a different one of the five thinking
talents, along with and beyond the academic talents. The students would have the
experience of each ofthe five thinking talents in activating and using thetotal set of
totem poles.

In the 1984 summer, weretained the Academic and Productive Thinking talents as
the first two in the sequence and rearranged the other four totem poles in the new
sequence of Communicating, Forecasting, Decision Making and Planning, as shownin
Figure 1. The main logic for this new arrangementis to have students learn to think in
several ways and then end up with the planningtalentwhichyields a productin the form
of a plan, a design, a theory or a proposal.

PRODUCTIVE DECISION- PLANNING HUMAN DISCERNING
ACADEMIC THINKING COMMUNICATING FORECASTING MAKING (DESIGNING) IMPLEMENTING RELATIONS OPPORTUNITIES
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Figure 1. Taylor’s Talent Totem Poles—Extended Version
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A 1984 Wall Street Journalarticle by Ann Crittendon described a Perry Pre-School
Project in Ypsilanti, Michigan on black poverty students who werefollowed-upinto their
late teens. The program wasvery successful in reducing the societal costs tremendously
for these students throughthat follow-up period. The program estimated that through
their teens, the value of the benefits has amountedto seventimestheinitial investment
costs. In other words, the students became moreeffectively functioning persons, less
costly to society than comparison students who did not have this 12!/2 hours a week of

316 pre-schooltraining, costing about $4,000 perstudent. The estimated reduction in crime
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alone will save society about $3,100 for each personin the pre-school group. The main

feature of this training was that students were asked daily to make their own plansas to
what they would do each day for 21/2 hours andto carry out (implement) those plans.
The summarywasthat these students learned to take the responsibility themselves for
planning for and carrying out whatthey did in their ownlives. This training experience
led them to produce moreeffective lives and better futures for themselvesthat were less
costly, in a negative sense, and morefruitful and productive in a positive sense, than

their counterparts who hadnosuchtraining.

The vital features of this teaching approach can be pointedoutin theillustration in
Figure 1 called the “Multiple Talent Totem Poles.” Probably the greatest single gain will
be to unearththese talents and get them actively functioning at someinitial level on each
totem pole. Thefirst six talents (arranged in a somewhatdifferent sequence) were the
exact set usedin all of the funded projectslisted at the beginning of this chapter.

The Talents Unlimited (TU) Project, immediately after their three developmental
years at their home base in Mobile, Alabama, took the opportunity and promptly passed
the tough evaluation process to get on the USDE National Diffusion Network. This led
to their getting funded to spread their TU Project across the nation. They have obtained
multiple adopters in practically every state in the nation. The Talents Unlimited Project
has invariably obtained a top ranking and often has beencited favorably and has been
mentioned mostfrequently at the national meetings of the Diffusion Network Projects
(Bobowski, 1978; Schlichter, 1985). On the Network, it probably has the most

adoptions.

Note in Figure 1 that each student has his/her unique pattern of strengths and
weaknesses across the talents. Ann definitely does not stay at the top, but Randy and

Kathy eachrise to the top as the most talented on twoofthefirst six talents. Diane and
Steve drop sharply downwardoncreativity. Also note that the bottom three onthefirst
talent (Kathy, Todd and Linda) tendto rise as a sub-group and are never again solow,
most often being around the averageorslightly below, as a sub-group, on the other
talents. The twolines tracing the faces of Diane and Todd show that they exchange
places with eachothersix out of the possible eight times as to which oneis higher across

the set of nine totem poles—Dianeis the higherfive times and Todd fourtimes.

On Figure 1, a person can draw a horizontal line across each of the talents to
separate the top three, who are above average academically, from the bottom four, who
are not above average. By lookingat the othereight talents beyond the academic talent,
one can seethat the three top academically talented students, Ann, Diane and Steve,

collectively, are above average, roughly, about 3/7ths of the time, and the bottom four
academic students are above average roughly about 4/7ths of the time. This showsthat
the total set of totem poles approachesbeing an uncorrelated set. In other words, the
positions of the seven students of the academic totem pole approach being randomly
related, collectively, to their positions acrossall of the other totem poles. Practically no
studenteverstays at the top acrossa longsetof different talent totem poles; no student
stays in the middle; and nostudentstays at the bottom. Instead, everyone has both
strengths and weaknessesall the way across the totem poles.

The greater the numberof different brainpowertalents that students learn to use,
the more equal the students will become,talent-wise, on the average. The greater the
numberof talents, the more this method moves toward being an equal opportunity
classroom approach.Finally, all students are potentially highly talentedin at least oneof
the abundantvariety of important human resources (Lessinger, 1970). 317
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The authors (Davis & Rimm, 1985) of the book Education of the Gifted and
Talented, present three ‘definitions of giftedness” in their first chapter. Oneis the
USOE’s definition ofsix types of giftedness, the second is Renzulli’s model and thethird
is our Multiple Talent Model. It is noteworthy that during a recent sabbatical period,
Carol Schlichter spent time with Renzulli in Connecticut. One outcomeis that some of
the multiple talents can be incorporated into the functioning of one main portion of
Renzulli’s model by any teachers so interested. G/T programs can thereby strengthen
their approachesby using a combination of two of the above three models (definitions)
of G/T programs.

Recent Expansionto Nine Talents in the Totem Poles
We haverecently added three newtalents to theinitial standard setof six talents.

The next talent in the sequence shownin Figure 1 is the new Implementing Talent,
which so many of us know is crucial because weare deeply involvedin implementing
the multiple talent model. A new manualfor the Implementing Talent may not be so
sorely needed since the students could produce a plan and then the teacher could ask
them to implement the plan orat least tell how they would implement the plan.
However, if the plan seemed to be non-implementable, the teacher could challenge
students to reworktheir plan until it could be implemented or to produce a new plan that
would be implementable.

A couple of years ago, Beverly Lloyd (whofirst put students on the totem poles)
and I decided to add another important totem pole ofHuman Relations. She wasable to
arrange herseven students onthat totem pole from her knowing them in the classroom
and in following them up, personally and otherwise, through high school for her
dissertation. Project Impact in lowa had already produced a teachers manual on Human
Relations whichis available for use with students.

Lastly, we have addedthetalent of Discerning Opportunities (or troubles, problems
or challenges). This talent can identify and developcreative frontiering types of persons
whocould open small or large newfields full of opportunities where they and others
could follow them and help make progress and improvements in the world. These
Discerners will do theinitial crude mappingof the new fields they open into which others
can flow to help cultivate the new opportunities.

In the history of the world, people have migrated to what they hope are landsfull of
opportunities. Even now ournationis calling itself an “Opportunities Society” which
again could beinterpreted by many people to meanthat they should try to moveto this
land. One of the features, however, of this Discerning Opportunities Talentis that the
knowledge aboutit and how to search for and developit could be exportable to other
lands. Thenif it is activated and functioning effectively, the people in many of those
other lands could move toward makingtheirsituations into lands of opportunities. Then
their people would not have to migrate to otherplacesto be in

a

land of opportunitiesif
the humantalents of Discerning Opportunities are functioning effectively in their own
lands. |

All of these nine talents could be called “high tech” talents. However, the human
relationstalent could alternately and more appropriately be described as a crucial “high
touch” talent to go with the “high tech” talent. Since years have been spent in
developingthefirst six of these talents, they will be focused uponasa set(ie., theinitial
subset) of six talents through mostof the sections aheadin this report. The Human
Relations talent was added about three years ago in 1982, soitwill occasionally be
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mentioned more often than the other two, namely the Implementing Talent and the
Discerning Opportunities Talent, both added in 1984 just before the writing of this
chapter began.

A note of caution is needed concerning G/T programsfeaturing only the academi-
cally gifted. The problem is that nouns can be used as having onesingle, specific
meaning,or as being collective nounsfor a family of things. The trouble arises when
students are labeled with a title such as “The Gifted,’ whether this means only one
specific kind or practically all kinds of giftedness. Students need to be taught or
counseled, soundly, as to the narrownessorbreadth of that label assigned to them.

The point here is how to avoid, in the long run, doing more harm than goodto
students selected by schools as “The Gifted.”If excellent students interpret that they
have beenlabeled as highly gifted in a wide range ofactivities, they could be set up for
failure in the majority of career and lifetime activities. This is clearly seen in the
academically gifted (talented) versus the other talent totem poles in Figure 1. Though
such “gifted” students may later perform quite well in many of the other eight talents,

they could still feel as having failed, in most cases, by not reaching way upto the top to
“their expected high level” in these other important brainpoweractivities. Conse-
quently, a total erroneousset of over-predications and over-expectations had unfortu-
nately been put on them aspotentiallifelong burdens.

The second throughsixth totem poles have been rearranged in a new sequence
shownin Figure 1 so that this group of five thinking talents ends up with the planning
talent and its product of a plan (or a design or a policy or a theory, etc.). This planning
product then sets the stage for the last three newly-addedtalents to function. To
demonstrate this purpose, Figure 2 has been prepared to show a subset of two of our
first six talents plus our three new talents.

PLANNING HUMAN DISCERNING
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Figure 2. A Subset of Talents Which Emphasize the Different Nature of
Each Talent in the World-of-Work.

In consideringthe first two talents in Figure 2, it would be quite an exception to the
rule if a high grade-getter who excelled in imitating and reproducing and focusing upon
the library of the past would be the best thinker and producer andcreator of new plans
for the future. Likewise, the best planner or policy maker would not necessarily be the
best implementer of plans and policies. For example, in the design and construction 319
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industry, the designer—the architect—would notnecessarily be the best contractor—
and vice versa.

Norin Figure 2 would any of those whoarethe best on thefirst three totem poles
necessarily be the best in the highly important Human Relationstalent nor the bestin
Discerning (or Creating) Opportunities for the future. The latter would be one who
could open the wayfor others whoare notsotalentedin his discerningtypeof talent, to
fulfill the American Dream that this is a land of hope and opportunities for everyone.
This talented discerner could help to export this dream andthis hope for opportunities
to all lands around the globe, where manyothertalented discerners could be more
systematically discovered and activated to emerge with new opportunities to use their
multiple talents for their own people.

Implementing and Evaluating the Multiple Talent Theory
of Education

T he Multiple Talent Development Approachwasfirst presented as a set of upward
parallel vectors on which a profile of scores can be drawn for each person. Dr

Darrel Allingtonis rightfully credited for transforming the chalkboard vector sketch into
the form of multiple talent totem poles. Dr. Beverly Lloyd wasthefirst to put all of her 28
students on six totem polesafter getting each talent to function in every studentin her
classroom.

The comparativetalentsofthefirst seven students of Dr. Lloyd in her second grade
class are shownin the totem polesin Figure 1. All of thefirst six talents in Figure 1 were
functioning at one time or anotherin each of her students, with none of these talents
remaining dormant, “six feet underground.” Beverly Lloyd’s dissertation (1984) was a
follow-up through high schoolof her totem pole kids,all 28 of them taken 7 ata time, on
four different sets of totem poles. She saw them daily as six-talented persons when she
taught them in the second grade. She wasalso deliberately assigned to be theirfifth
grade teacher whenthey reachedthatlevel.

The evidence she obtained from factor analyzingtheir official high school records
along with their earlier totem pole scores is that they generally had only one or two
talents functioningin their official school work in high school. However, whentheir high
school extra-curricularactivities were factor-analyzed againsttheir six talents in elemen-
tary school, it was found that they had functioned as “more whole persons” again,
expandinginto usingsix talents in the extra-curricularactivities they chose. This could
be described as counter-curricular experience or counter-balancing experience in
selecting andbeingactive in extra-curricular programs.This finding suggests that extra-
curricularactivities often involve a wider range of human developmentactivities than do
classroom activities. Also developing multiple talents is a way of inserting some of the
validly predictive extra-curricular features into reqular classroom activities.

The moretalents that students have activated in schooling, the more chancethat
the studentswill find one or moretalents in which they are above average or even highly
talented. In Table 1 thereis a gain as each newtalentis added, but each gain decreases
with the addition of anothertalent. Since someofthetalents areslightly or lowly related
instead of being completely unrelated (as is assumedin Table 1), there is some slippage
without quite the rapid rate of climb shownin the table. For example, for twotalents the
percentage maybein the high 60s, below the 75% in Table 1. However, for half a dozen
talents, the actual percentage is about 90%, as foundin studies of the Talents Unlimited
Project, and continues to increase as additional talents are added.
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Table 1
When more talents are taught, more students are found to be above average

in at least one talent
 

Percent Above

Numberof Averagein at
Unrelated Talents Least One Talent

99.8%
99.6%
99.2%
98.4%
96.9%
93.8%
87.5%
75.0%
50.0%=
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The greatest single gain is to have students change from being one-talent to two-

talent students. Therefore, this occurs in students whenever a teacher whoteachesfor

only one talent changes to teaching for two talents. For the sake of their students,
teachers are therefore strongly urged to becometalent developers as well as knowledge
dispensers. Anyway, nowadays, computers and various audiovisual techniques and
“instantaneous” photo-copying machines can help to do someor even lot of the
knowledge dispensing in school. Parents, supervisors andfriends can also becometalent

developers.

Training Teachers to Implement the Multiple Talent Teaching
Approach

Initially each teachertrainer hasstarted with a preferredfirst new talent. Mostly they
have chosen Productive Thinking but a few have preferred starting with the Communi-
cating or the Planning Talent. Generally, the Talents Unlimited Trainers have followed a
standard sequence of Productive Thinking, Planning, Communicating, Forecasting and
Decision Making. In orienting new teachers to our newtalent type of curriculum,it has
been repeatedly demonstrated that, on the average, teacherswill rate each one of these
five new thinking talents as being at least equally important to the academic talent.
Consequently, this justifies the square shape and equalwidth ofall the rows andall the
columnsas one reasonable way of presenting the final shape of Chart C in Table 2. For
this chapter, a new presentation is madein termsofa series of expanding charts shown
in Table 2.

The boxes, X’s and arrows in Table 2 present a broad, total method for school
programs to move from a six Knowledge-one Talent Curriculum (as seen in Chart A
whichis almost entirely focused on Knowledge) to a Simultaneous six-Knowledge-six
Talent Double Curriculum, focused equally on both Knowledge and Talents (as seen in

Chart C). The change process can beinitiated by using a simple first step. Assumethat
the classroom program consisted initially of six classroom periods covering different
subject matter. The challenge is to insert some additional training for students in what
could broadly be called “Thinking and Producing Talents.”

Thefirst expansionin these chartsillustrates a brilliantly-simple method used by Dr.
Luis Alberto Machado (1981) for the five years when hewasin the President’s Cabinet 321
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Table 2
Simultaneous Double-Curriculum: Students Develop Talents while Acquiring

Knowledge—Use Talents to Acquire Knowledge or Use KnowledgetoIgnite Talents
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in Venezuela. Hewasthefirst in world history to havethetitle and challenge to develop
the TotalIntelligence (Total Brainpower) of students and other peoplein his country. In
schools he added an extra period (whichisillustrated here as being at the end of the
school day) by shrinking the othersix classes back time-wise to allow time to addthelast
new period. He could have hadthe topic be “Learn about Thinking” by having students
continue to be Learnersby using their Academic Talent to “Read about Thinking” and
take notes on “Lectures about Thinking.” Instead, he had teachers treat students as
“Thinkers,” not merely Learners, and had them “Learn to Think and Practice Thinking”
the last period of the day.

Students are then being taught in the classroom to Learn to Think. They are
learning to use their “Thinking and Producing Mind,” the real powers of their mind.
Daily thereafter, they will continue to Learn to Think and Practice Thinking in thelast
school period. (For this purpose, manuals aplenty are available from our sources and
from other sources for teachers to use.)

The approach breaks away and creates a second columnin Chart A in Table 2. To
start this breakaway step, the first new Stretch occurs. Whenthis classroom period of
Learning to Think and Practice Thinking is added, as seen in Chart A, a new heading,
labeled Thinking Talents, could have been added as a second columnof talents to
illustrate what happensin the seventh period. A teacher could be encouragedto usethis
Thinking Talents approachfor only 5 or 10 minutesat the endof each day until they gain
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enough confidence to lengthen that last class period. A next step to be taken when
teachers andstudents are readyis to introduce the conceptof different kinds of thinking.
The Thinking Talents could be analyzed and subdivided into five different kinds of
thinking talents. The teacher could next have students use a different thinking talent
each day of the weekto bring about the second newStretchto the right. Then a different
thinking talent could be practiced each day of every school weekin the last class period
of the day, as shownin the horizontalstretching in the large “L” shaped form shownin
Chart B.

Then whena teacheris ready, the third new Stretch would be upwardsto use these
different thinking talents in teaching each of the knowledge areasin thefirst six periods.
This last big step upwards would result in Chart C. Then the extra last class period can
be cancelled, as seen in Chart C, and the chart becomesa 6 X 6 equal-emphasis double
curriculum.

Before the seventh “thinking” period wasintroduced, nearly all the classroom time
would have been given to academic talents. Even in Chart A, about 1/7th of the time
would be given to thinking talents and 6/7thsstill given to the academic talent. That
wouldstill be true in the beginning stage of Chart B. However, after the third new stretch
occurred upwards, more nearly equal time would be given to each of the six multiple
talents, ultimately perhaps approaching 1/6th time, on the average,for each of these six
talents.

The essential point about Chart C is that it focuses upon and shows whatis
happening to students at some time or another during their total schooling experiences
in using multiple talent ways of acquiring multiple types of knowledge. Theoretically,it

would be best for students (the clients) to have all the boxes in Chart C systematically
filled in with X’s throughouttheir schooling.

An Alternate Possibility: Going from Modified Chart A Directly to Chart C

Someteachers and students, after working with Chart A for a while, may conceive
of an alternate second type or route to follow without going into the Chart B wayof
havingfive different ways of thinking, a different one for each day of the week.Instead,
they maybestill holding the conceptofthinking talents as a complexsingle typeoftalent
and may realize that the broad thinking talents could stretch upwardsas a full new
column of thinking talents incorporated into each of the six types of knowledge
curricula. Then the modified Chart A could consist of two columnsbothfilled with X’s
for the broad academic (learning) talents and broadthinkingtalents. Also the extra class

period for practicing thinking would be deleted by having the bottom row crossed out.
Eventually someof these teachers couldstretch directly to the right horizontally from the
modified Chart A to produce the same ultimate Chart C completely filled with X’s, with
six knowledge rowsandsix talent columns. This final step, if taken, could occur very
gradually andat the teacher’s ownrate.

How a Teacher Can Becomea Two-Talent Teacher for One Knowledge Area

Since someteachers mayinitially hesitate about committing themselves to go the
full route, it would be better to have them take a partial step to produce two-talent
schooling for their students than to remain almost solely a one-talent-only schooling.
Also,a partial three-talent would be better than a partial two-talent, and so on. Theideal
is to have a systematic multiple-talent developmentacross all the talents for all the
students; but in the beginning someteacherswill usually be reluctant. It is better for them
to see that they could try a small new step rather than nostepsatall. 323
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In reality, a much simplified method of implementing these changesis to make the
transitions easier and to put only partial and notfull requirements hopedfor in any
teacher. As seen in Table 3, before moving away from the academictalent column, a
teacher could be givena specialfirst new manualto have students learn about thinking.
This could be a short extra periodstill in the academic talent column as a smallest new
beginning. Teachers wouldbe teachingthis knowledge about thinkingin their usual way
and would havestudents learn this knowledgebyusingtheir typical academic talents to
do so. This class period would only advisedly be two minutes or perhapsfive minutes
long at the end of the day, each dayof the week. (Plato said thatthefirst new step is the
mostcrucial step in the beginning of a new venture.)

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

  

 

 
      
 

Table 3
A Teacher’s Minimum Adoption of the Simultaneous Double-Curriculum
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Then whenthe teacheris ready, the first new talent-breakawaystepis to change
from learning about thinking to learning to think. A special second manualfor the
teacher would havea large numberofshort thinking activities for students to dofor the
last two to five minutes of the day (Chart A). This could continue until the teacher was
ready for a special third new manualto help the teacher have the students learn five
different ways to think—a different way each dayforthestill short last period ofthe day
(Chart B). Then both the teacher and the students could be oriented and experienced,
at least briefly, in learning howto think in these five new different ways. If the teacher
desired, the timefor the last class period could be lengthenedto increase the amountof
time for students to practice thinking.

The challenge then would beto simplify to a minimum the upwardstretch in Chart
B. The task, when the teacheris ready,is to select one subject matter area where one
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thinking talent, also of the teachers choice, is added. Then only that subject matterwill
be acquired in a two-talent way. When that has materialized, the teacher will have
become a two-talent teacher for that one knowledge class. Chart B has been modified
for the case where productive thinking was chosen for students to use as the second
talent in the Social Studies. That teacher’s students would then experience a simultane-

ous double-curriculum approachin Social Studies.

Talents Can Be Used Conventionally and/or Creatively

Recently I have describedall of these new totem pole talents (including Implement-
ing, HumanRelations and Discerning) as a potential set of talents, each of which can
function either conventionally or creatively. Furthermore, through divergent production
of both non-creative andcreative options, students can be trained to havetheir talents

function in both ways,i.e., toward conventional excellence and toward creative excel-
lence. For example, students can learn from their training and experiences what a
conventional decision is—such as bankers usually make—and whata creative decision
is—such as Mobile madein organizing and creating the Talents Unlimited Project andin
selecting top-notch people to develop and implementit. Students can also practice how
to produce both typesof decisions. This would betrue, too, for producing conventional

plans andalsocreative plans and in sensing the differences between the two planning
processes and betweenthe twotypesof plans produced. Therefore, students can learn
to use these talents, but they can learn to use them not only conventionally but also
creatively.

In summary,all of the eight new talents can be used creatively and can therefore be
described as creative talents. The more that each and every one of these newtalentsis
functioning creatively in combination, the more the total process will become a higher
creative process (Taylor, 1962).

Nationwide Views and Evaluations ofMultiple Talent Teaching

President Lyndon B. Johnson created a White House Talent Task Force with the
intention of moving toward the goal of “Talent Development: An Investment in the
Nation’s Future” (Ward, 1968). Multiple talents were thereby seen as great inborn
human resources to be sought out and developed. William Vassar and I were main
consultants to that project, so we organized a panelonthat topic held at the 1984 annual
convention of the National Association for Gifted Children. James Gallagher joined as a
panelist. The three of us plan to present our experiences and reactionsin a forthcoming
article. Unfortunately, due to Johnson’sillness in the last part of his presidency and
thereafter, the final report of the finding and recommendations of the task force were
classified “Presidential Confidential” and never became available for national distribu-
tion and implementation.

In practically all schools that I contacted on that project, the classwork was focused
almost entirely on knowledge. The Schoolfor the Arts in Interlochen, Michigan did,
however, advertise themselves as the best school for developingtalents in the world.

My most memorable experience with the White House Talent Task Force was my
visit to the Air Force Academy. Their three broad and separate areas of curriculum were

academic, leadership and physical education. The academic curriculum was probably,
by far, the narrowest of the three broad areas in the span of talents functioningin their
“academic” classrooms. Leadership, including military leadership, was much wider,
talent-wise, and physical education was divided into very active sports for a person's 325
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earlier yearsas well as lifelong sports. They were able to suit up everyone and had the
equipmentandfacilities to do so in about 30 sports. The span of physical and thinking
talents would be very wide in functioningeffectively in such a large number and variety
of sports.

At the annual American Legion convention held in Salt Lake City in 1984, Ensign
Holderied received an award for being the first woman in the history of the Naval
Academyto graduate at the top of the class. She said that there were just too many
complex things being considered for the midshipmen to know exactly where they stood
in their class until the final overall ratings were published. Multiple variables were usedin
determiningtheir overall criterion measures of success. These included military perfor-
mance variables, physical fitness and physical activities, professional, leadership and
attribute performances as well as the academic grade point averages. Because she
becamethe second in commandof the 4,300 midshipmen during herlast semester, her
school grades went down;butshestill, overall, ended up #1in her graduating class of
1,400.

These multiple talent military programs occurred primarily outside of their aca-
demic classrooms;but the total multiple talent performancesof students in these military
academies were definitely included in their overall ratings. These multi-talent activities
were not merely being recorded as extra-curricula participation, but as the functioning
of great human resources that were being developed. It is often said that human
resourcesare the greatest potential resource of any society. These high-level talents are
certainly among the most important humanresources.

Searching For and Developing Multiple Creative Talents:
A Best Investment in our Nation’s Future.

Thefindings reported below were preceded by and founded upon(1) considerable

basic research oncreativity and multiple high-level brainpowertalents and (2) the Utah-
developed Theory of Education, described above, which was supportedfinancially by
the U.S. Office of Education. One spinoff during that project was the front-running 1962
NEA Journalarticle titled “Bridging the Gap between Basic Research and Educational
Practice” (Tayloret al., 1962).

These remarkably positive resultt—summarized below across several hundred
comparisons—suggestthat the abovetitle of this section be seriously considered as a
slogan for action. It would produce a widespread improvement in education and
ultimately in the identification, developmentandutilization of the nation’s vital human
resources.

The following extracts are from The Congressional Record (Taylor, 1980, pp.
$12407-11) on the topic of “Multiple Talent Teaching Results”:

All the results on ten projects plus several replications scattered across the nation
have almost uniformly been in favor of Multiple Talent Teaching overtraditional
academic-only-type of teaching. Practically all results were leaning positively with the
large majority of these results beingstatistically significant differences.

The probability would beessentially infinitesimal (about .000 . .) that these strings
of differences, practically all in one direction and across ten or more projects, could ever
occur by chance. It is suspected that no new educational approach has everattained
such powerfully significant results on measured student performanceacross such a wide

326 range of relevant classroom activities.
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In correspondence, Dr. Carol Schlichter (University of Alabama) commentedthat

“thefit of Multiple Talents in almost any area of educational programming is phenome-
nal.” Rachel Morton (of North Carolina) has similarly written us that “the deeperI get
into the multiple talent approach, the more it seemsthatitfits just about anywhere when
people are looking for meaningful innovation in education.”

In all the results in the full report in the Congressional Record, the less effective
educational experiments or programs werethe existing traditional programs,i.e., the
comparisonclassroomsin all the multiple talent studies described above. Consequently,
whenthe slogan of Excellence in Education cameout andstarted to be widely quoted
and adopted,it was comparatively easy for us to discern that there could be many kinds
and concepts of excellence in education. Some of these are notreally as excellent as
others, as shown in the findings cited above. In summary, the established systems
proved to be the worst experiments and experiences for students in each and every

comparison study in the Congressional Record report on Multiple Talent Teaching
results.

The multiple talent approach was used andstudied in an undergraduateclass of
mine for 12 successive quarters, averaging 25 students perclass. It was remarkable that
this teaching approach produced a great amountof active participation from college
students. Onestriking finding wasthat students participated openly so muchin thetotal
groupandin different subgroupings that peer nominations could be used. Each student
was asked to nominate among the other students, the two who were best in the
Academic Talent, the two best in Productive Thinking, and so on throughtheinitial six
talents. They were also asked to name the two whom they would choose astheir
teammatesif they wereto initiate a new business venture downtown which they would
wantto be successful. In other words, they nominatedthe two best out of 25 (the top 8%

as they knew thesttidents) in each ofsix talents and as a seventhset of two teammates.
For the 300 students in those 12 classes, guess how many (what percent) were
nominated by one or more fellow students in at least one of these seven functioning
categories? The answer was 99% since only three students out of the 300 received no
nominations whatsoever. It is highly doubtful that anyoneelse has evercollected data,
especially in higher education, showing such positive results for practically all students.

Sam Proctor (1978) has said that a mind is a terrible thing to waste. Since a high

percentage of students’ minds are not being developed and utilized in typical school
work, it is also true that a large part of anyone’s mindis a terrible thing to waste.
Individuals can also waste their owntalents by not trying to activate them or by wasting
them after they have had them functioning at a high level of excellence. An eminent

performer in one of the arts becameinvolved in drugs for a short period of time.
Afterwards shesaid she hadfinally realized clearly thatit was possible for her to destroy
herself. Then she addedthattalents are terrible things to waste and that a person can get
to the point of choosing whetheror not to destroy one’s owntalents by throwing away
one’slife.

“Our search for talents should have higher priority than our search for natural

resources, because the discovery and developmentof the latter are fully dependent
uponthe former.’ This is a statement by Dr. WalterTalbot, longtime State Superintend-
ent of Utah. Likewise, our search for talents should havehigherpriority than our search
for knowledge because the acquisition of existing knowledge and the production of new
knowledgeare fully dependent uponthe formerIt can be said, however, that knowledge
accumulated by humankindis a potentially highly valuable tool for humans to use.

Though knowledgeis notinitially or directly an inborn humanresource,it can definitely
become an important acquired humanresource. 327
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New Concepts for Identifying and Developing G/T Students

The IQ is No Longer Central to Total Brainpower andto the Best
Education Possible.

The “group-tested IQ” type of intelligence is not central to the total powerof the
brain of a person, according to accumulated research findings in new educational
practices. The sameis true for the Academic Talent in our Totem Poles. In fact, the
Academic Talentis probably less than 1/10th of the total brainpowertalents. In ourlatest
set of nine totem poles,it is only one of nine approximately equally importanttalents in

the talent-focused classroom studies to date. Furthermore,it is not central to whowill

acquire school knowledge the best when students are treated as thinkers, not merely
learners: that is, when students acquire knowledge by thinking ways of processing the
knowledge (Goleman, 1984).

However, the narrow group-IQ measureis a bit more centralif students are treated

as learners, not thinkers, and thereby largely use non-thinking ways of processing and
learning the school knowledge. In our now extended nine talent totem poles, the
Academic Talent essentially covers non-thinkingstyles of learning, while all of the other
eight talents are primarily thinking and producing and even creating typesof talents.
Academic talent is primarily receiving, reproducing, imitating or regurgitating the
knowledge. Such knowledgeis minimally processed—iargely received, stored andlater

retrieved and returned. The knowledgeis not modified or contaminated by moreactive
brain processing nor by mixing and associating it with any of the acquired and readily
available knowledgealready within a student’s storehouse.

From our point of view, there is no longer any major issue or debate about IQ

intelligence tests (especially in the grouptesting of the separate answer sheet type). We
are strongly interested in research ontotal brainpowerandits rapid implementation and

in being up-to-date in both such research andits implementation. The IQ scoresretain
only their comparatively equal importance against the many other high level talents.
Theseothertalents, collectively, are way beyond the comparatively small portion in the
total brainpower which IQ scores measure. Teachers, on the average, give Academic
Talent scores approximately only equal weight to each of the other five talents on our
initial set of six Totem Pole Talents. Therefore, Academic Talents are seen as deserving
only 1/6th of the total importance assignedto all those six talents on theinitial set of

totem poles. To us,it is clear that the important research focus, interest and any debate
should nowlargely move beyondthe IQ, not about the IQ. In general, knowledge can
be acquired by non-IQ waysas well as by IQ ways—and,mostoften, better by non-IQ
ways.

Oursustainedresearchindicates that creativity includes a vast portion of the total

powerof the brain. The IQ is definitely not a substitute for creativity nor doesit overlap
creativity enough to be of very great concern in the creativity research movement.

Consequently, creativity is largely way beyond the IQ. From Toynbee’slifetime perspec-
tives as an eminenthistorian, he defines creative talents as the history-making talents in
any field of human endeavor. A main issue concerning the value ofcreativity is that
those nations whodothebestin identifying and cultivating creative talents will become

more effective and potent in the years ahead and will emerge as the leaders in the
future. Those nations who hold onto andare highly steeped in traditional intelligence
testing and believe thatit is almost all-important are the ones which will be failing in
comparative effectiveness and importance as the world movesaheadin the future.
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In the letter to the editor of the Manchester Guardian in March 1983,Cliff Bore, the
head of research at one of the British Aerospace design sites, wrote that the academic
controversies about the inheritance of “intelligence” serve to hide important myths.

Oneis the notion that intelligence is the same as academic talent—the ability to
manipulate abstract concepts—andthatthis talent may be measured(at least roughly)
by someform ofIQ tests. Another mythis the notion thatthis particularform of talentis
eitherall-important, orit embracesall the otherforms of talent necessary for guiding the
affairs of man.

The extraordinary thorough and detailed work of the DepartmentofPsychologyat
Utah University, under Professor Calvin W. Taylor cast lotof light on such questions.

He showed—andthis is crucial—that such innate talents as creativity, leadership,

communication talent and academictalent are verylargely distinctfrom each other and
very poorly correlated. That is, individuals may have onetalent in high degree (say
leadership) and others in low degree (say creativity). Indeed, once that has beenstated,
everyone can seeall around many examples of people with very mixed degrees of
talent. In particular, possession of academic talent in high degree is no sign that any
othertalent will be possessed in high degree.

Another of his conclusions concerned the aim of education: to discover which
talents each personhasinnately, and to develop them by appropriate training. This, in
my view, saysit all.—Yours, Cliff Bore, Cobham, Surrey, England.

The Concept of Only One Learning Rate Per Student is Obsolete

In education, one of the most widely held notionsis that every student has one and
only onerate of learning knowledge, one “learning curve;” and at a given timeis at one
and only onelevel of that knowledge since he only has one knowledge learning curve.
As long as the complexity of talents is not recognized, studentswill often be seen through
the now grossly oversimplified picture of only one talent, as displayed in the first
Academic Totem Pole in Figure 1. Theywill then be lined up from highest to lowest on
only one totem pole andsolely on the basis of that onetalent. In this way they may
almost be pegged by teachers and others as being at the “one-and-only rate” where
they belong (and individualized instruction will be designed especially for them to
function at their one-and-onlyrate).

In sharp contrast, we contend that as students switch talents by using a different
talent way of processing knowledge, each onestarts at his same level, but with a new
rate in the knowledge learning curve for that talent. The concept of multiple talents
implies that each student has as many different learning curves as the numberoftalents
functioning. When a set of students switch from one talent to another, there is a
randomlydifferent sequenceoftheir learning curves from highest to lowest comparedto
the sequenceof their curves foundif only onetalent, the Academic Talent, is considered.

Every student would therefore have nine different learning curves, one for each of the
nine different talent ways of learning knowledge. Consequently, if students are lined up
from highest to lowest on the Academic Talent, when they switch to a productive
thinkingtalent, they will be arrangedin a different sequence. Their set of learning curves
for all students included would be a radically different set of curves and in a different
sequence than they were when they were using their academic talent to acquire
knowledge. 329
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Does Each Person Have a Unique Developmental Curvefor
Each Talent?

Thereis a very important question that remains to be determined experimentally. It
is expected that each person would have a somewhat unique developmental growth
curve for each different talent, partly because of the different potential in each talent. For
example, a person whohasthe fastest and highest growth rate curve in the productive
thinking talent may have the lowest and slowest growth rate curve in the decision
makingtalent. It is therefore expected that for the nine talents there would be nine
different talent growth rate curves for each person.

During the developmental years of Project Reach, Juntune (1978) followed up
students for three years of multiple talent training. She reported that “across the three
yearperiod, 48 of the 53 performancesby the talent-trained students showedsignificant
improvement. In these students, a combination ofgrowth both from the project’s effects
and from maturation effects occurred in 12 of the 15 comparisons and positive

cumulative project efforts occurredin all 15 comparisons.”

If it is still possible, it would be interesting to process the data collected on Project
Reachto yield “growth-and-maturation”curves. These curves could be individual ones
for each studenton each different talent that was measuredas well as average curvesfor
the entire sample on each studentacross the three year period.

Lloyd’s dissertation (1984) followed upa full class of multiple talent trained-and-

measured students from the second grade through high school. Unfortunately, it was
not possible to remeasure them in high school through the same classroom activity
scores. If that had been possible, growth-and-motivation between the two “points” of
second grade andhigh schoolcould have been plotted. However, she only obtained the
regularly reported and recorded data in their high schoolfiles after they had graduated.
Nonetheless, by factor analysis and other data processing methods, the results clearly

showedthat they had been formally treated in their official high school schooling only as
one-talented students (or maybe students with only one-and-a-half types of talents
functioning) who no longer were students with six talents functioning in schools. So their
other talents in her seven talent set had been dormant (“put on hold”) during their
official schooling in high school. Questions about whether maturation would show
changes during dormancy and whetherlosses rather than gains in growth would be
found during dormancy remain unanswered. Whatlittle evidence emergedis that any
chancesfor the other multiple talents to function and be practiced occurred only outside
of the official academic schooling, as did occurin extra-curricular activities or as might

havealso occurred in non-school activities such as outside work, summeractivities, etc.

Furthermore, there is the challenging question whetherthere is no relationship for
an individual between the growthrate curve for a given talent and the curvefor the rate

of learning knowledge by use of that same talent. If so, for every student there would
then be twosets of 9 curves each, one set for the growth curve for each talent and a
secondset for the knowledge learning curves whenusingdifferent talents to acquire the
knowledge.

In summary, the widely accepted notion no longer holds that there is only one
talent for learning and only one learning curve for each person. Already we are way
beyondthat in theory and also in practice. However, we havenotyet fully caught up in
determining if the knowledge learning-and-retention curves and the talent growth
curvesare related or quite unrelated and whether there are commonfeatures within and
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between the shapes of these two different types of curves, especially on the talent
growth curve. Aboutthe only precedents to the latter are the group-average studies of
the IQ growth-and-level-and-decline curves and someinitial sketches of separate
growth curves by the Thurstones on certain of their initial Primary Mental Abilities
(talents).

Spin-off Needed All the Way Upwardsas Well as at the Same
School Level

ost G/T programs have been started and exist at the elementary schoollevels.
Explanations can bereadily produced why elementary schools are thefirst to

sense problemsandthefirst to need to cope somehow with these problems. In recent
years, across our nation the greatest number and variety of new attempts to improve
education have been occurring in G/T programs. Therefore, some or even many of

these programs have learned new waysto give their students a better education that
could spin-off to benefit other students in classroomsat their same level. Ultimately,
upwardspin-offs should occurto all higherlevels in education for the greatest benefits to
all students and to their nation.

This spin-off concept is continually being used by our Space Agency to maintain

and increase its national support, financially and otherwise. The remarkable positive
spin-offs back to Earth of the communication satellites is an undeniably marvelous
contributor from outer space back to the people on ourplanet. In the same way, G/T
programscan maintain and potentially increase the total support from ourcitizensfirst,
by providing improved education for their targeted students; and second, as a by-
product, to have a positive impact by having some of their improvements be spreadto
other students at the same andhigherlevels.

One best exampleis to have challenging contentandcreative activities functioning
successfully to stimulate increased curiosity, questioning and exploratory frontiering
thinkingin all students at the same level. However, what have students and what hasour
nation gainedif curiosity, open questioning, exploratory thinking, inspiration, risk taking
and creativity decrease in students as they move upwardsin the total educational
system? It doesn’t make sense to have these potential vital assets decreasing through
secondary schools, higher education and even throughthe highest levels of graduate
and professional schools.

From evidenceavailable to date, such talents and attributes can be elicited and can
improve the functioning of students through appropriate and systematic training at-
tempts. Furthermore, evidence shows that they can continue to improve when such
training is sustained upwards through elementary schools. However, through much of
secondary and higher education, odds are that such emphasis in education will
currently be diminished andcurtailed or such talents andattributeswill be controlled to
be non-functioning or even to be openlystifled and negatively rewarded. This continues
even up to and throughthe beginnings of graduate schooling.

Talent-trainedfifth graders easily outperformed students in my undergraduate class
whenthe two were combined and intermixed in one classroom. This phenomenon was
repeated and captured a second year on videotape. This recurred even after I had
worked hard for several weeks to have mycollege students practice using their high-
level thinking and producing talents. And the Nation at Risk report has probably had as
much or more of a negative than a positive effect on the attempts to develop these

above-namedtalent andattribute assets. 331
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Upward spin-off of the developmentof creative excellence in elementary students
is neededin colleges and universities. Some examplesof this existence of only a low or
even nonexisting priority on creativity in higher education canreadily be cited. Explicit
counter examplesare notas easily found. A former U.S. Commissioner of Education,
Ernest Boyer, is now the President of the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancementof
Teaching. His organization sponsored a one-day conference on Creativity for 40
selected presidents of universities. The brief report of the proceedings was publishedin
the Higher Education andNationalAffairs. Dr. Boyer (1980) reported that the nation’s
colleges and universities are not as creative as they could be andaretiredinstitutions,
living on the intellectual legacy of the past.

He further said that manyablecollege presidents say they are frequently consumed
and preoccupied with the processes and the politics of management of education.
Whenthe time and prospects for imagining are diminished,their institution is dimin-
ished, too. Presidents in such predicaments say that they no longer are leaders or
decision makers who can movefrom ideasto constructive action—instead they are cogs
in a big machine. Typically, people in suchsituationsstop thinking on their own asfully
as they could. The time for imaginingis lost and a sense of powerlessnesssets in. New
ideas are snuffed out and universities become lifeless, uncreative institutions—just
anotherregulated industry. In summary, however, Boyerdid not excuse the universities
from someof the blamein confining creative thought.

Oneofhis staff told melater that this meeting had been not much more than a one
day awareness session (perhaps a first-ever awareness session) for many of the
presidents that the identification and development of creativity could be of some
importance and concern for their university.

At present, a report is being produced by that same foundationtostir a national
debate on the needfor reforms in higher education. One major pointfor all students in
higher educationalinstitutions is to provide them with opportunities to develop and
increase their creativity, innovation andrisk-taking attributes. Higher educational institu-
tions have shownlittle interest to test their students for multiple creative talents, even
though suchtesting is both very feasible and economical, especially for the potential
highly valued humanresources(including leadership) that could be discovered. Some
secondary and especially elementary schools have shown much moreinterest—and
usually most often in G/T programs.

The time lag in receiving and implementing what has emerged successfully from
basic research and developmentcan be almost unbelievable long. In twostates, the
presidents of the smallest institutions in their state-supported university system missed
opportunities readily available to them to bethe first university in the world to give top
emphasis to creative talents. Yet both institutions were designatedofficially by their state
governmentto be their experimental university. One even received starter funds from a
very wealthy person tostart a secondcreative college parallel to, but very independent
from, that main academicinstitution. However, that college failed to provide, for both
the idea and the money, very muchfertile soil in which to get thingsreally started.

One remarkable exception occurred at the graduate school level. The Graduate
Record Examination (GRE) Board consisting of a select group of Graduate School
Deansread ourSciencearticle (Taylor & Ellison, 1967) and had us meet with them in
New York City and at “Cal Tech.” At the second meeting, they officially decidedthat
they should add a Creativity Score to their GRE exam. Before the second meeting
ended, however, the ETS representative who was present argued that since his
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organization was already undercontract to produce the GRE exam, the GRE Board’s
decision should be for them to producea creativity test and its score. This decision was
made even though our sound research-basedcreativity test was already available.

Since then, nearly a decade and a half has goneby without anycreativity test score
being added on applicants to graduate schools. Our nation has thereby missed the
opportunity of having the morecreative prospects be selected into research and other
graduatetraining. This outcomehas occurred even though Toynbee (1964) has warned
ournation that it may be neglectingits creative talents. This is a serious challenge since
he also clearly let us know that creative talents, as the history-making talents, are
therefore a matter oflife and death for any society. Where evidence has been collected
in the past, in most fields the majority of students who have completed a graduate
research degree have never managed—or managed never—to undertake and produce

any research again.

The national organization of graduate deans was one of the last educational
organizations to ask for and schedule an official session on creativity at their annual
national convention. I was the “outsider” invited to give a main speech oncreativity
research findings and their relevance to the selection and education of graduate
students. Someof these deans showeda real interest, and onein particular “caught the
vision” the most and sensed a great opportunity for him and his institution—it even
became a “burning issue” almost immediately for him.

He returned to his campus and got things started quite promptly with some faculty
members in education and in some other areas. He soonvisited our valley and talked
with and observed several multiple talent teachers in action. His university presidentstill
showsaninterest in this approach and in what his graduate dean started. The Academic
Vice-President, however, had a “high sensitivity talent to budding ventures” which
would call for important functional changes, so he soon gotthe president’s right ear.
That only left the other ear for the capable and motivated graduate dean.Bythestart of
the next school year, the position of the Graduate Dean wasofficially eliminated, with
that Graduate Dean being assigned to a minorfunction and position. By the end of the
second year, the former Graduate Dean had beensuccessfully “designed out”of that
“experimental higher education institution” and had to find a new job outside of
education. How would you feel if you had that influence and effect on thelife of a
Graduate Dean who caught your message most fully—and immediately believed in
implementingit?

We should seriously consider what has occurred to students who havestayed “all
the way up’ in our educational system. By adding multiple talent developmentto the
existing knowledge curriculum, G/T programs can produce spin-offs to other classroom
programs and thereby improve educational outcomes, a double gain atall levels of
education. Then, overall, students have more nearly equal opportunities in schooling
and will become more equal on the average,across multiple talents, than they are in the
academictalent or in any othersingle talent byitself.

In my class, Mark Kouris observed that in this class “we not only learn what
schooling has donefor us, but also whatit has doneto us.” McLeish (1976) has written a
book concerningcreativity in adults and in later years. More recently, he prepared an
excellent, as yet unpublished, paper for the 1981 Montreal World G/T conference. His
paper’s provocativetitle, which reflects much of these issues about what is happening to
creative talents all the way upwards through education, is “Creativity in Adults: Its

Discovery and Recovery.” 333
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To summarize at this time, it appears that G/T programs are the ones wherethe
greatest numberof new things are being attempted in education. This spin-off is more
likely to be possible for G/T programs which are focused primarily on creativity and
multiple talents than those focused primarily on knowledge. It makes good sensethat we

should have the students developing their talents all the way up the educational
ladder—not discontinuing doing so after they have been developing their multiple
creative talents through someorall of their elementary school years. The system should
ensure that they do continue to develop and practice using their talent resources
systematically through secondary schools and college and through graduate and/or
professional schools, for the students who manage and chooseto gothatfar.

Summary of Three Recent Utah Articles

Searching for Student Talent Resources Relevant to All USDE Types of
Giftedness. We have averaged over one biographical study per year for 25 years,
involving continual construction, validation, revision and refinement in a series of

successful biographical inventories collectively involving hundreds of multiple choice
biographical items. This approach has beendescribed asyielding dynamic biographical
inventories. This sustained measurement work, well ahead ofits day, is focused upon
searching for indicators of high level talents. These newly constructed “fresh start”
measures have been used as change agents, or improvementagents,in leading toward
better identification and cultivation of high level talents. The Form U Biographical
Inventory wasdesigned specifically and produced in 1976 for elementary and second-
ary schools. The Form U Inventory yields four scores: Academic Performance, Creativ-
ity, Leadership and Artistic Potential. This Inventory and its scores are based upon
sustained research across numerousstudies focused mainly on adults. The biographical
items from these earlier inventions have been retooled for use at earlier school ages.

Costs for the reusable Form U test booklets and the separate special answersheets,

as well as for the scoring, are very economical, especially for large samples of students.
This Form U Biographical Inventory is a thoroughly developed andvalidated race-fair
culturally unbiased multiple talent test (Taylor & Ellison, 1967, 1983).

Attributes of Excellence in Various Professions: Their Relevance to the
Selection of Gifted/Talented Persons (Taylor, Albo, Holland & Brandt, 1985). This
invited article emerged from a panel by these authors at the 1983 annual convention of
the National Association for Gifted Children. Its main finding is that grades and the
academic-type tests will predict grades but they have been found through research
studies to be poorpredictors or no predictorsat all of whowill be the best in professions.
The troublesome answergenerally is that professional schools do notselect the persons
whowill becomethe best professionals in their fields, nor whowill best keep up-to-date
with new knowledge and techniquesin their careers. The main exceptionto this general
finding occursin thefield of professional athletics and in the entertainmentandartistic
fields.

The example given comesfrom the Dallas Cowboys scouting data and outcomeof
potential football recruits in their professional careers. Their correlations are about .70
with career success, whereaspredictors from professional schools range from zero to

about + .20 or slightly higher—such predictors from professional schools still miss over
90% or even 95% of the target, i.e., what is involved in succeeding in each of the

professions. Consequently, neither those chosen into most professions northeir future
clients will be well served by such poorpredictive and educational procedures.
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Developing Creative Excellence in Students: The Neglected History-Mak-
ing Ingredient Which Would Keep Our Nation From Beingat Risk (Taylor, 1984).
This article especially quotes Toynbee’s 1964article on creativity and Toynbee’s speech
at the 1967 Utah Summer Creativity Workshop as well as Dr. Machado’s program in
Venezuela and his humanrights idea for the total world. Productive Thinking responses
are analyzed according to two different qualities. Likewise, a significant scientific
contribution has to be produced andthesignificance of the contribution depends on
whetherthere are about three parts of creative quality for one part of the conventional
“sanitary” quality. Two kinds of excellence are identified and shown to be quite
different. Conventional Excellence tends to perpetuate and perfect the past, whereas

Creative Excellence tends to produce a new future. If the slogan Excellence in
Education means only conventional excellence, then conventional excellence can
swamp the whole society to a point where creative excellence does not emerge. In
comparisonto other parts of the world, that society will be slipping in making further
progress. Therefore, the best wisdom in a society is to foster both Conventional
Excellence and Creative Excellence in a most effective combination as the way to
producea better world of their makingin the future.

Toward Developing the Whole Person Through a Systematic
Educational Approach

Through being involved in multiple talent approaches to teaching, one’s awareness
of the complexity of the human being increases. This is especially true with the
multiplicity of high-level talents found through research. This is a reflection, in still
oversimplified manner, of the extreme complexity of both the structure and the
functioningof the brain. An earlier article, entitled “How Many Types of Giftedness Can
Your Program Tolerate?” (Taylor, 1978a), challenged gifted/talented programs about
their selection and educational features. It raised the question of dealing with a

program’s tolerance of complexity—of dealing with a multiplicity of human resource
assets.

As the former California State Superintendentsaid, our multiple talent program is
one deliberate approach to teach more of the whole person—a slogan to which
education has frequently givenlip service, but not much more. Furthermore, as seen in
recent work on the totem poles, the numberof talents in our particular set can be and
has been expanded.

A collection of relevant studies indicates that school grades havepreciouslylittle,if
any predictive powerin forecasting adult achievement, accomplishments and perfor-
mancesin career andlife activities. Also curricular grades and extra-curricular activities

of students tend to be uncorrelated. Surprisingly, however, extra-curricular activities
have noticeable predictive powerin forecasting who will be most effective in adult and
career accomplishments and achievements. Therefore, more of the extra-curricular
activities should be worked into the official curriculum or overall transcript, one way or
another, if better predictive powers andbetter students are to come out of education as
the main products.

Productive thinking both activates and involves more of the whole person than do
other more typical classroom programs. That finding is even moretrue for creative
thinking. In fact, creative thinking will generally become more of a higher creative
processif it includes accompanying and supportive non-intellectual creative characteris-
tics and attributes. Consequently, one could havea first training program on developing 335
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creative thinking, a second program on developingcreative characteristics, plus a third
program to have both of these working simultaneously and in harmony.

Creativity is a many splendored thing. Therefore, effective prediction of creativity
requires a many splendored equation of multiple creative talents and multiple accompa-
nying characteristics, supporting each one of the separate multiple creative talents.
Likewise, the equation for education or for developing talents should be a many
splendored equation including multiple creative talents and accompanying multiple
creative characteristics that need to be cultivated in such a creative program.

The more of these “intellectual talents” that a person learns to use, especially in
combinations, the higherwill the level of the total intellectual processes be. Further-
more, some non-intellectual (non-brainpower) resources in students will emerge to

support the intellectual brain processes and thus the activation and developmentof
more and more of the whole person.

For example, in myseries ofarticles called “Clues to Creative Teaching,” onearticle
was titled “Developing Creative Thinking” and the next article was “Developing
Creative Characteristics.” The process of getting creative thinking activated and func-
tioning tendsalso to activate someof the creative characteristics as a by-product. The
morefully the creative thinking functions and the morefully the creative characteristics
are activated, either directly or as by-products, the more the total processeswill tend to
be highly creative and more of the whole personwill be involvedat thattime.

In our biographical inventory approaches to measuringcreativity on one hand and
leadership on the other, we usually find we have almost as many non-intellectual
person-resource itemsasintellectual brainpower-resource items. Teamed together, they
prove to be valid measures. Wetherefore believe that wheneverweare tryingto activate
any of the specific particular talents in the totem pole through classroom participation,
the more we will have non-intellectual accompanying resources also emerging and
being developed. For example, recent experiencesin one schooldistrict are that when
multiple talents are being developed,affective assets in students are also emerging and
functioning and being developedasa positive side effect.

In talent development classrooms, a great deal of activity occurs between the
students as well as inside practically all students. In fact, they are not nearly as “bottled
upas usual, but become more spontaneousand are functioning naturally instead of
controlled unnaturally by tight disciplinary classroom rules and climates. Such talent-
focused classroomsare not classrooms without laughter, nor are they classrooms so
seriousthat everythingis felt to be controlled assigned chores and imposed motivation.
Instead,liveliness, joyfulness, laughter and serious playfulness occur, both in the ideas
and the knowledge being exchanged andprocessedandin their total behaviors.

Expandingthe regular knowledge curriculum to include the multiple talent curricu-
lum movesin the direction of accomplishing all of the above points. In a way, it adds

student strengths found usually only in extra-curricular activities and in experiential
learning found outside of classrooms. In other words, extra-curricular and experiential
and talent learning are woveninto the regular knowledge curriculum ultimately at no
extra time and noextra cost.

Another wayto saythis is that the type of career-like andlife-like activities which

involve experiential learning and talent development can be woveninto the regular
336 schooling curriculum.In that way, duringtheir educational years, students will more fully
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be called upon to practice doing and learning to do what they eventually are going to be
called upon to doin careerandlifetime activities, especially of high-level types. Then
moretransfer of training later and more relevant preparation forlife will occur through
the developmentof more of the total person while in school.

In moving from simplicity toward greater complexity, it is always importantthat the
approach be soundasfar as the underlying research and the theoretical foundations.
The approach should also show evidence that its hoped-for outcome can be feasibly
attained.

The new teaching approaches should be accompanied by appropriate measures as
an initial step toward improvements (as can be featured in Outcome-Based Education
Programs). More of the whole person will be measured and ultimately the education
curriculum will be expanded to cover the outcomes expected in developing more of the
whole person. For example, we did that in our Peace Corps Project, mentioned

elsewhere, and especially in our studies of medical students and physicians. We found
that the set of intellectual and non-intellectual characteristics required in medical
students hardly overlaps the set of intellectual and non-intellectual characteristics
needed for practicing physicians to function in a high-level excellent manner. As a
consequence, we have used twocircles to represent the two outcometargets that are
much more separate than overlapping. Then we have pointed out that both the
selection and educational systems should be expanded and broadened toward the
ultimate set of characteristics needed to function in superior physiciansin practice.

At this time, the medical profession is probably in the greatest state of flux as far as
deciding what selection and education programsare neededin order to produce those
persons who eventually will become the best practitioners in their profession. That

profession, however, probably does not yet realize that personnel researchers have
found selection potentially to be a more powerful process than education in producing
the ultimate kind of professional performancesrequired. The epitome of good selection
along with valid training is found in professional athletics. They have currently reached
the highest scientific “state of the art” in the selection andtraining of persons for their
profession—as some other entertainment andartistic fields have also done (Taylor,
Albo, Holland & Brandt, 1985).

Grade-getting through non-thinking waysof learningis like having a tape recorder
receive and later retrieve and regurgitate the knowledge recorded earlier. It’s like a
person having an empty capsule in one’s mind to catch the knowledge being dispensed
and to encapsulate it and hold it separately, in isolation from one’s lifetime store of
knowledge. Laterit can then beretrievedin its purest uncontaminated form and then on
the day of the test, dumped out on the test or otherwise emptied out. The capsule is
thereby readied to retain and repeat the process of capturing the next batch of
knowledgein order to pass the next classroom test. A conforming high grade getter can
learn to function by minimizing any thinking, risk taking and errors. Such persons,by not
stretching their minds, either brainpower-wise or knowledge-wise, can increase their
chancesof obtaining academic rewards and thereby keepclimbing successfully all the
way upthe ladderinto graduate or professional schools. Yet, the Parable of the Talents
tells about the worker who buried his talent and preservedit just as it was given to him so
he could return it to his master exactly in its original condition. However, since he kept
his talent dormant, instead of having it actively bear fruit, he was called the slothful
servantby his master andhis talent was taken awayas his punishmentfor notgiving his
talent a chance to be put to work and becomefruitful (Matthew 25:15-29). 337
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Transfer of Training and Educational Accountability:
The Long-Range View

“Education is what a person hasleft to offer after he has forgotten what he learned
in school,” according to someastute observers.In light of the above, a person probably
can have much more tooffer to himself and to others from havingeffectively function-
ing talents than from any lasting and working knowledgestill retained from his
schooling. Because great forgetting can occur when knowledgeis not internalized, the
retained knowledge learnedearlier in college may befar less later than the knowledge
possessedat the time of each test. Students can learn to receive-and-return-and-forget
knowledge.

At this time,it is our contention and prediction that there is less retention andless
later use of knowledge acquired in school than of our new setof talents activated and
developed in school. We also predict that there is less transferability later, both within
and beyondschooling, from knowledge-focused than from talent-focused education.It
should be noted, however, that talent-focused education capitalizes on both talents and
knowledge—andcertainly more so than does knowledge-focused education. Talent-
focused education also moves more toward developing the whole person. This occurs

not only in innate brainpowertalents plus acquired knowledge resources, but also in
other personal (non-intellectual) resources which emerge as accompanying by-products
during talent classroom activities.

For national planning purposes, the National Research Center for Vocational
Education and the US Office of Education requestedthat a lengthy think piece report on
transferability be written by me in 1978. The main emphasis was on the great
complexity of humanbeings. This led to the second featured point that only a small
amountoftransfer of training—definitely not a large amount—will generally occur at a
later time and place from something learnedearlier in school. This later spread effect,
this transfer of training, just doesn’t occur very much norvery often, andit is the
exceptional case whenit does occur to a very noticeable degree. This is contrary to

thinking and to the assumptions underlying practices in education. Currently the beliefs

andactionstoostrongly imply a simplistic concept of the human mindaslargely being
measured by the misnamed “generalintelligence” (IQ) tests. In reality, the so-called
“generalintelligence” covers only a very small part of the total mind andtotal potential
brainpower. Furthermore, knowledge does notreadily and automatically spread and
transfer into changes in behavior, an unrealistic expectation of the typical potency of
transferability phenomena.Therefore, if greater transfer and spreadeffects are desired,

different waysof teaching leadingto different types of student participation in schooling
are required.

In spite of the above warnings and as an exception to the non-transferable
expectations, our talent teaching approachis getting remarkable spread effects or by-
products in other areas of growth in students. It therefore appears that somebasic or

central core in studentsis being developed throughtalent-focused teaching which brings
about widespread transferable effects. For example, in Project Implode the talent-
focused school children beat those in the control schools all 58 times out of 58
comparisonsand 42of these werestatistically significant differences. So then, good by-
products were found, such as beating individualized schools in their own ballpark, even
thoughthat was not what wasbeing focused upon. The Implode students did very well

in knowledge acquisition. Withoutcalling it motivation training, students became very
338 involved and were improvingin self insight as by-products. Somestudents also went
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back andtried to function better in the academic-talent way as a result of gaining
confidence and successesin othertalent areas.

A further report in 1978 by Gilbert Stevenson, the Implode Project Director and
Principal at the Bella Vista School, is very revealing:

One quite notable thing is that we did rise to the numberone schoolin Jordan School
District as far as academicskills (standardized achievementtest scores) were concerned,

even though we were definitely not a top socio-economic school. These scores were
measuredwith Iowa Test ofBasic Skills Norm-referencedtests. It is interesting that Bella
Vista has maintainedthat position as being very high in academics in our schooldistrict
ever since. This occurred even though academic performance definitely was not the
main area of our new efforts. We were, of course, aware of the academic areas of
reading, writing, arithmetic and the other areas that non-referencedtests evaluate, but
our main thrust was productive thinking and the multiple talents. In addition, we had
some very positive types of results using some of Torrance’s evaluation devices and

others that Ellison and Taylor put together.

Thus we could describe our teaching approach more broadly as Asset-focused
Education or as Attribute-focused Education, recognizing that our main focus has been
primarily on talents, but with spread effects we have also activated a wider range of
attributes and assets in students. For example, the Talents Unlimited Project worked ona

special challenge in their own Mobile SchoolDistrict. They focused on a group of
Educable Mentally Retarded (EMR) students and foundthat the students could function
and be reached better through multiple-talent rather than through single-talent educa-
tion. In fact, these students managed to workat higherlevels than waspossible for such
students, according to the authoritative statements of the accepted text books and the
expert professors. To them,it was impossible for these students to work beyond such
limits, according to the firmly accepted answers on studentlimits in their texts and in
their profession. Yet the Mobile project broke that firmly-established barrier through
multiple talent teaching.

A Master’s talent study has proved to be very successful with so-called mentally
retarded as well as with emotionally disturbed students. When Clayton Nielsen (1972)
used multiple talent teaching in Granite District on a group of mentally retarded students
and on another group of emotionally disturbed students, he found that both groups
flourished much more—even in terms of the knowledge yardstick of standardized
achievement tests—than they had under moretraditional approaches. They did better
whensix different ways of teaching were used per day rather than when only one type
of talent was used by students six times each day. He also showedthat the students
classified as mentally retarded are less retarded in each of the otherfive talents than
whentheyare kept functioning in schoolin their worst talent in which they were found to
be retarded.

Talent-focused education can be usedin nearly all educational programs. As the
fountainhead of multiple talent teaching, we are as aware as anyoneofits possible uses
and of the positive results that can emerge on different educational problems and
populations. For example, ourfirst application wasin a Title I program with excellent

results, andit is being used widely and successfully in programsfor Gifted and Talented.
It also works with college students. Ultimately, its best application is in programsforall
students in regular classrooms. Our evidenceto date is that it would have ideal features
for use with adults in their later and retiring years, as suggested by McLeish (1981) in his

fiery Montreal World G/T Conference speech on “Creative Powers in Adulthood: Their 339
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Discovery and Recovery,” andin his earlier book (1976)titled The Ulyssean Adult:
Creativity in the Middle and LaterYears.

Juntune (1978) reported a remarkable 87% ofsignificant differences, mostly at the

O01 level, in 186 comparisons during the three year developmental period of Project
Reach. At the project’s beginning the experimental and control schools were fairly

similar. However, after three years across grades 3 to 6 on 19 creativity and multiple
talent tests, 67 out of the 70 comparisons were clearly in favor of the talent-focused
experimental school. From herstudiesoffull classrooms, her summary wasthat “talent-
focused teaching yields new phenomenaconsisting of expanded growthexperiences
and other improvements over the phenomenain typical classrooms. It thereby provides
a superior education for students.”

Those students who have morefully developed manyof their numeroustalents will
enhancetheir chance to advancein their careers andintheirlife activities. From all of the
above evidence,it is predicted with confidencethat talent-trained students will be more
employable, transferable, promotable, useful and valuable as a result of having their
multiple talents activated and functioning effectively.

Designingfor Better Lifelong Learning and Lifelong Functioning

Considerable sound groundwork musttake place in the educational proceduresto
ensure that an effective transfer of training will occur. If students practice and practice
doing exactly whattheywill later be asked to do, then transfer of training can strongly
occur. Later they will continue to do what they had already been doing over and over
again soefficiently. A later performance could becomejust a continuation of the earlier
functioning, using the sameprocessesto doit in the same way.

At that one extreme, they could approach havinga full carry-over of their earlier
training. If nearly everything carries over and functionspractically the same, then thereis
no major issue and no problem oftransferability. That is radically different from the
other extreme of having nothing carry over—the extremecaseofzero transferability. In

such a zerocase,thereis a full question and a complete challengeoftransferability. If the
entire issue is unresolved or completely ignored, then there is no transferability and

therefore no predictability. From this logic, transferability may be one of the mostcrucial
issues in education. Yet, both in discussion circles and in research,it is often a largely
ignored issue and can,therefore, be the most unjustified assumptionin all of education.

Next, let us differentiate betweentransfer of knowledge andtransfer of functioning
(of highlevel talents, for example). If a person acquires (learns) knowledge, the question
is whetherat a later time and place the knowledgewill be retrievable and available to be
usedin the later situation and activity. Likewise, if a person learns how to function, the
question is whetherat a later time andplace that ability to function will be retrievable
enoughto beusefulin the later situation and activity.

During ourstudies of scientists in research centers, we were quickly informed that
the highest degree in science is the “On-the-job Ph.D.” We weretold thatit takes three
or four years to attain this degree after the academic doctorate. This occurs partly
because some badeffects of our educational system have to be worn off and also
because additional high-level characteristics, largely ignored in the usual education
program, but needed on the job, must be developed. We sometimes shorten this by
saying that for academic doctorates to becomehighly successful on the job, they must
both “Shed and Add.” They must shed someofthe lasting but deterring effects resulting
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from their schooling and add some productive andcreative attributes and ways of
functioning that have beenstifled or kept dormantthrough schooling.

As indicated above, there are two very lowly related doctoral types. One is the
academic doctorate obtained through all the required selection and the knowledge
learning andtesting in the current type of schooling. The other type involves those who
rise to the top in their career-world accomplishments, regardless of any earned scholarly
degrees. The second oneis called the on-the-job Doctorate. Many people whorise to
the top in their fields and earn the on-the-job Doctorate do not have academic doctoral
degrees. Even in professional fields, certainly less than the majority rise to top level
performancesin their professions as practitioners to become amongthe best persons
functioning at superiorlevels in thatfield.

The further question hasto do withlifelong transfer of knowledge on the one hand,
andlifelong transfer of functioning on the other. Orif these are looked at together, the
joint question deals with the simultaneouslifelong transfer of both knowledge and
functioning. Our notion at presentis that transfer of knowledge will occur to a higher
degree if the knowledge is acquired by using thinking styles rather than non-thinking
(un-thinking) styles of learning that knowledge. If better thinking ways of acquiring
knowledge are used, better later transferability of the knowledge will occur. We further

believe that both short- and long-rangetypesof transferability can occur.

Awareness is emerging in professional fields as to whether the current ways of
acquiring knowledge through large classroom lecture sessions and being tested for
knowledgewill produce very muchlater transfer of knowledgeafter either a short span
or along span of time. As far as accountability is concerned, this suggests that the style of
lifelong thinking type of knowledge-learning will be superior to lifelong non-thinking
type of knowledge learning. Unfortunately, the latter is what often occurs in lecturing
classroom situations.

Likewise, transferability of the knowledge-acquiring methods used by students in a
lecturing, teacher-focused classroom is a crucial issue. When the studentis told by the
teacher whatto do, how to doit, and whento doit, the expectation for that method of
learning knowledgeis thatit will not transfer and functionatall effectively later in the
radically different situation when the professional person is in practice. The total
situation plus the professional andfinancial status of the person and the motivation have
all changed to such a degree that there is not much in commonas a basis for
transference either of knowledge or of study methods. A crucial point is that the
motivation has changed primarily from external motivation imposed onthe students by
the instructor to inner motivation that mustbelargely self-initiated and acquired on-the-

job by the professional persons.If later office situations and motivations and functioning
of professional workers differ from the earlier schoolsituations, then the predictability
will almost vanish about whowill be most effective in keeping up-to-date with knowl-
edge and,therefore, will become the most knowledgeable and be functioning the best
as a professionalpractitioner.

In such instances, the entire educational procedures leading to such poorpredict-
ability and poortransferability are certainly of highly questionable validity. In fact, this is
one ofthefirst points in which reform is occurring in premedical and medical education.
The methods students use in acquiring knowledge in schooling should be nearly the
sameas the best methodsthey can uselater in keeping up-to-date with knowledge when
they are on their own in their professional careers. The methods whichwill ultimately
prove to be best in schooling will be those which continue to work for them withlittle or 341
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few changes whenthey switch from functioning in a professional school to practicing in
the profession. In other words, this congruencewill produce an extremely high degree
of transferability of both knowledge andeffective talent functioning of study methods
from educational settings into professional practice situations.

Traditional curricular activities are often teacher-centered andare typically focused
primarily on two things: (1) on how the teacher functions and (2) on what subject
matter the teacher imparts. In sharp contrast and with more concern abouttransferabil-
ity issues, our classroom methods deliberately place the emphasis and focus on the
students rather than on the teacher. We ask what subject matter is being acquired by the
students and whattalent processes within the students are functioning to acquire the

subject matter. In other words, the questionis how effectively each student’s innertalent
processes function to acquire knowledge and how well the knowledgeis acquired soit
will be retrievable and available in a working form to be usedlater.

This focus is on what is happening in students both knowledge-wise and talent-
wise. The teacher andall of the equipmentandthe total surrounding environment are

the meansto the end for producing what should ideally be happeningin the students.
The total setting surrounding the students should be adjusted and readjusted until the
desired talent-and-knowledge results do occurin the students. To illustrate this point, if
teachers are to be effective in developing the creative mindpower in students, the
teachers have to become creative mindpower producers in others, not just creative
persons themselves.

To avoid misunderstandings,let us realize that the Multiple Talent Approachis not
an open plan, permissive, unstructured classroom. Instead, it is a multi-structured
classroom with eachstructureeliciting a different talent to be functioning in students.It is
true that each structure could fall some place within the range of being highly structured
or much less structured, butstill it would be sufficiently structured and properly
structuredto elicit and “mine” for a specific talent. Alternately, this multi-talent or multi-
structured classroom has been called a multiple situation classroom or a multiple-
structure-setting classroom. The teacher is a multi-structure setter, a multi-situation
setter, a multiple-opportunity setter or a multi-stage setter for the students.

Another more realistic and exciting description is that the teacher sets the stage
appropriately so the students learn to become aware of opportunities. In other words,it
is a multiple opportunity classroom in which students learn to sense and take full

advantage of each opportunity by respondingeffectively through unharnessing and
using the appropriate set of their talents.

A World-Class Case of a Student’s Inner Motivation to Develop
and Use His Full Brainpower

uring the 1983-84 schoolyear, a student took a couple of classes from me during
his last two (Autumn and Winter) quarters at the University. At the end of his last

quarter, he vigorously raised a clenchedfist and loudly declared “Revenge!” So I asked
him to explain what he meant. His story was so interesting that he then wrote it up for
me, together with anotherbrief story about the midterm and term papers he produced
in anotherclass that quarter. With his permission, | am including them below. Then our
new University Presidentinvited all the highest GPA students who would finish during
that school year to compete for being the first person chosen to be the valedictory
speaker at our June commencement that we have had for several years. To do so,
students had to write a paper and thengive it as a speech.
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He wrote the paperfor the deadline and then gavehis speech two days afterwards.
Helater told me hefigured that other competitors would read or lean on notesin giving
their speeches. So he decided to leave his paper completely aside and to speak
extemporaneously. He won both the written paper and the speaking contests, so his

valedictory speechis also presented below.

Hecalls my classes andhis insights of himself from our multiple totem pole talents
“his mentor.” Herose to the top of our graduating class of thousandsbyhis strong inner
motivation to draw upon and developall his inborn thinking talents and resources in
order to beat the system which was notwell designedto fit him. He has also learned to
function muchbetter for career and otherlife-like activities than most graduating college
students.

He has wondered what would have happenedif he hadsettled down andfulfilled
the school system’s second gradeprediction of his future potentials versus whereheis
now in his total acquired knowledge and in his functioning capabilities. He has
comparedthese two paths, especially throughout his future full career, in potentiallife
accomplishments and in potential total earned income. Applying his experiences to

others, his conclusion is that by systematically activating and developing multiple talent
potentials in large numbers of students throughouttheir full schooling, any educational
system could produce positive differences in many and even in nearly all students so
trained. His ““Revenge” paper, his story of two term papersandhis valedictory speech
are printed below in sequence.

Revenge — by Craig Embley

As a young boyI had an experience that| believe has been responsible for my academic success ever
since.

As a second grader, it was determinedthatI had a learning disability and was taken out of the regular

school and placed in a class for “special” children. Teachers and administrators are, in my opinion, not

sensitive to the blow that being considered a “retard” by your friends can do to a young person. One may
respond to opposition in many ways: one can give up,or rebel, or just plain decide he is what he has been
labeled—I chose another course—Revenge!I decided that the only wayto get even with them for what they
had done to mewasto beat them at their own game.

One may use othertalents than those being taught to achieve an “A,” so I learned to use them well. I

have just graduated Magna Cum Laudefrom the University of Utah with a B.S. degree. It took me two anda

half years to complete the degree. | will be going to Law School nextfall at one of the top schools in the

country. Some would say that those who madedecisions for me in my early years were right in taking me out
of the mainstream school system andthatit was they who taught me to succeed. But I would disagree,for in
the light of my seemingly excellent academic record, it should be noted that in mylast quarter at the “U”I
attended oneclass, once a week, did four one-page papers, and yet pulled downstraight “A’s” in 15 hours of

upperdivision graded coursework.| have learned to manipulate the system to my advantage.I neverdid feel
comfortable in class in all my years of school, for I felt forced andstifled whenI tried to learn things in their
way. WhatI did get from my early years of school wasanintense desire to “show” them. That anger drove me
to work harder than anyoneelse in an effort to escape mylabel. I also began to understand that there is more

than one way to do somethingright. !t didn’t need to be the teacher’s way, it could be my way.

I think I have beaten them at their own game, and | did it while playing bytheir rules.

Successis the sweetest revenge!

(Editorial Comment: If he were in a school system totally designedfor the creatively
talented, he would excel in that situation, too—and do it more naturally and more
joyfully)

To Learn or Not to Learn — by Craig Embley

| have wonderedat times whatthe real purpose of attending a University was. I have often hopedit was
to learn, but some of the experiences I have had here cause me to wonder. Last quarter, I had a class in which
the Final Exam consisted of two take-homepapers. 343
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Thefirst paper did verylittle to excite me. | had verylittle interest or information on the topic. However,|

had taken copious notes during class on the subject so | gave them back to him almost word-for-word. There
was no learning involved, no thinking. no interest. only parroting. For this effort | received an “A.”

The second paperwas on topic that excited me. | enjoyed thinking about the subject and I developed

some of my own theories. | read two extra books, gathering ideas to back up my ownideas. The paper was

well written, but it did not contain only those ideas that the teacher had presented. Forthis extra effort |

received a “C.”

| ask in all sincerity—should not those two grades have been reversed? If learning is our goal, the goal
was achieved with the second paper—notthefirst one.

(Editorial Comment: Conversely, if grade getting is our goal, the goal was achieved
with the first paper, not the second one.Thisis like the Yale student's term paper graded
“C” which wasa plan for starting what turned out to be Federal Express.)

Becoming — by Craig Embley

Myfriends,

For the past years we have been engagedin the process of becoming. Uponintroduction to a new

acquaintance onthis campus, most commonly asked questions have always been, ‘What are you studying?”
and “Whatare you going to be?” Now, uponthis graduation day, we feel a mix of triumph andfear. Triumph
because in response to those questions, we have dreamed greatly and we have becomethose dreams.Fear,
because of the end of one crusadeis but the beginning of another and we know not whatourfutures hold.

While hoping for high achievement. we fear the unknownof a new beginning. Once again we must go about
the task of becoming. To ease these fears associated with all new endeavors, we may look back upon our
experience here at the University. Shadowsof the future can be seen in the examination of the past. The
University experience is in many ways a microcosm of ourlives. Here, as in life. we progress in stages of
maturity both intellectually and emotionally. There are times of pain and growth as we fall short of our
expectations, as well as the euphoric highs of great achievement. Here, as in life, we come to know the
frustrations that are rooted in a lack of understanding and gain a thirst to overcome. The same types of
obstacles that we met here at this University, we will meet again. With the skills and tools we forged as we

battled here, we will succeed anew, in our occupations, in our families, and in our communities.

As we begin again, we would do well to catalog that which we have acquired in our experiencehere.
That which comes to mindfirst is knowledge. Not a commandof facts alone, but an understanding that
transposesinformation into enlightenment. The ability that education fosters, to be treasured aboveall other
gifts, is not found in whatis learned, but rather, in the ability to learn. Discovery need not end with the

cessation of formal education. Mastery of the ability to learn enables the acquisition of wisdom to continue,
never ending.

As with the skills of the mind, the practical skills developed in competition for academic excellence are

notlost in the transition to the world of work. Finesse in the management of people, ingenuity in the use of
time, and endowmentof grace underfire. these techniques have been ingrained on our souls by the time-
honoredtest of trial and error. We were allowed to win, though there was displayed a certain willingnessto let
us fail. We learned to do both with honor and poise. To these traits we added the capacity to dig, to work. to
sweat, and to meet a deadline. We developed a touch of geniusin dissecting a problem and then puttingit

back togetherin a way that works. We came to know whatit meansto pourlove into a difficult project. These

talents, fine honed by the pressuresof final’s week and term papers, we take with us as essential parts of our
characters.

We may, with headsheld erect, take pride in that which we have accomplished. What we have. we have
earned. On this campus we were given the opportunity to excel, to crusade for just causes, to learn, to be
empathetic, to fight injustice. to fall in love, to do—ornotto do;all as we saw fit. To the degree that we have
taken advantage of these opportunities, we have risen to that urge that is within us all, to touch upon

greatness. All that we have doneis now a part of us. What weare is the sum total of all our efforts and

thoughts.

We have now completed our preparation and finished our course. We have reachedthatcrisis point for
which we have prepared so long and so well. As we nowstand uponthe brink of a freshstart, | wish you luck.
May you be successful and, thinking back to the answers you gave when asked what you were goingto be.
may you find as much happiness in being as you did in becoming.

In a rare momentof candor, President Carter (Swift, 1977) discussed ““Whatare the

344 Advantages of Youth?” with a group of high school scholars honored by the White
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House. Hesaid that there are literally hundreds of thousands of young people in our
country who mightbeintellectually superior to those scholars and whoseaspirations
might be higher than their own. But because of the deprived economic and/orlimited
backgroundsof the others, they haven't had a chanceto nourish and to develop those
innate talents that they possess; and a feeling of superiority on the part of the scholars
because they had been honored would be a very serious mistake.

In one of his last repeated 1984 election TV broadcasts, President Keagenstated
that in our nation, which he called the Opportunity Society with Opportunities Unlim-
ited, people can go as highastheir talents will take them.

Redesigning for Improved Human Effectiveness, Naturalness,
Joyfulness and Wellness

eforms are difficult to bring about in any organization, according to George
Washington, because one must do so through those who have been most

successful in it, no matter how faulty the organization is. Why would they be highly
motivated to change the organization which had rewarded them so well—more than
anyoneelse had been rewarded? Abigail Van Buren expressedthis even moredirectly.
She said that reform is almost neverinitiated from the top, because no one who has
been dealt a hand with four aces ever asks for a re-deal.

If a mothertold all her children, “go to school and learn how to use your mind,” one
or more of her children might soon come backandsay that in someclassrooms,it wasn’t
avery welcomethingto do. Actually, students may not be rewarded for such an attempt.
Perhaps it would makethesituation worse and moretense than if the students would
stop trying to learn to use their minds. Instead, they mightrealize thatit is better just to

humortheir teachers and do exactly what their teachers want them to do.

The evidence is growing that thinking ways of learning knowledge and working
with knowledge will produce not only more knowledgeable, but also more effectively
functioning, multi-talented, efficient people. However, this approach has not yet
become knowngenerally, nor accepted, nor widely practiced through formal schooling

at any level in education. Major reform is possible and is sorely neededin this area.

A few years ago, the editor of my university’s alumni magazine invited meto write a
companion article on creativity to one by Toynbee. At that time I argued for the
importance of creativity in science andin all otherfields as a great way to strengthen and
perfect our way oflife. The main point at the end of that report is that the struggle for
men’s minds—infact, the future—may be wonby the countries which learn best how to

identify, develop and encouragethe creative talent potentials in their people.

The international challenge may well be whether other nations, through their
intellectual dedication to science and education, mayrise to greater heights than ours to
fulfill their conceived mission, while our nation in comparison,levels off, or whether our
nation will learn to use its creative talent potentials morefully in all fields and thereby
surge anewto greater heights than those of more “hungry” and perhapscurrently more
motivated nations (Taylor, 1962).

Whenanysociety catches the vision that its future can be created by having the
history-making creative powers of its people functioning effectively, the statement of
Godard, our nation’s missile pioneer, can then apply. He said that the dreams of
yesterday can become the hopes of today and the newrealities of tomorrow. That 345
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society can soon become aheadof the world as a result of being the first to catch the
visions and cultivate them into the new improvedrealities of tomorrow.

The word natural seems appropriate to use and even overuse in thinking of
educational reform.If things areill-designed for students, the result may be unnatural-
ness.If natural (inborn) humanresourcesare activatedin natural ways, andstart to grow
and develop and function more fully and naturally in students, this outcome should
result in increasing wellness in students. Contrarily, when schooling’s procedures and
processes proveto be unnaturalfor students, the outcome may lead toward unwellness,
i.e., to frustration and towardillness on a wellness-illness chart and to uncomfortable

feelings from such unnatural functioning. The main finding in a survey of Japanese

students in Hokkaido wasthat the students reported that schooling was unnatural for
them. Wherever this outcome occurs, we believe that it should be changed—and
should be avoided by others.

A writer oncesaid that true wisdom is never scowling and severe. Thefact that there
are classrooms without laughter is no laughing matter. Wherever the world-in-schoolis
joyless and schoolis like being assigned to several years of hard labor, where laughteris
rarely observed or fostered, and where the atmosphere of most classroomsis emotion-
ally flat, all is definitely not well. At such times, an observer viewing the students in such
classrooms would get the impression that the program doesnt believein life after birth.
If this is the case, we had better become concerned aboutredesigning the situation and
programs in new directions. Instead, the class (at least part of the time) should be
redesigned to have a combination of serious playfulness of the mind and toying with
ideas, fostering serious fun and delightful responsibilities and experiences.

Anotherwayto illustrate the multiplicity of talents besides the multiple totem poles
is to consider that each student, individually, is like a large flowerpot, with a lot of
different kinds of seeds scattered throughout the soil (suggested by Steve Plewe, my
graduatestudent). If a subset—orthe total set of seeds—sprout and developin one pot,
certain flowers will be readily noticeable as the featured attractions in a given pot and
otherflowerswill be little smaller, less developed andless noticeable. In a secondpot, a
different set of flowers will be predominant, with others being smaller and less noticeable
to different degrees, including one or two barely breaking through the surface of the
soil—with other seedsstill unearthed—dormant and hidden away.

Botanists in their greenhouselabstry to provide the besttotal climate for the growth

of plants. The plants cultivated in such ideal atmospheres can grow so fully and
beautifully that they might be described as almost completely happy in their total
situation. Ideally, classrooms and organizations should provide comparable green-
house-like atmospheres for students and workers, so that they will also grow and
function fully and naturally and project radiant wavesof wellness.

In summary, the long-range challengeis to determine whateffects we want people
to receive from their environments. Do we want them to have troubled minds and
hearts from theill-designed, or peace of heart and mind from the well-designed?

Fromall these results comes the recommendation that the natural talent resources
in every person should be activated and growing and developing and functioning as
naturally and fully as possible. Broadeningthe bandoftalents functioning in schools can
increase human capabilities, thereby strengthening the total health of students ofall
ages. Education would then become a majorpart of the wellness-enhancing and health-

346 strengthening system of the world.
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If portions of education do keep the students’ minds in bondageinstead offreeing
them to think and produce and create, then education has the responsibility to
overcome what has been done. That would require deprogramming such students’
minds and reprogramming them to become more healthy, normal and naturally
functioning creative persons. Otherwise, education would deserve Jefferson’s wrath in

that he swore eternal hostility against every form of tyranny that binds the minds of men.

Students have expressed someexciting insights when they have had experiencesin
using their multiple talents. One example is a young child from Shirley Warner's talent
class in Putnam City, Oklahoma, whowrote, “T liked yourclass a lot because it gave me
fluency and it made mybrain feel refreshing.” (Some otherchild mightsay thatthis class
makes mefeel like my brain is working well—and | am learning to use my mindin
school, as my parents have told me to do.)

Sara Waldrop also reported that when a child in Mobile was asked whatit meantto
him to be in the talent program, he responded, without hesitation, “Talents burn a

candle in my mind.” Thus, talents can light candles in youthful minds and can thereby
beam talent-type of light throughout the world. They can changethis current Pre-
DawnEra for Talents into a new era of a glowing Sunrise for Talents.
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Footnotes

Footnote #1. Relevant dissertations in Utah are by Hutchinson (1963), Ellison (1964). Clark (1967),

Winters (1973). Secrist (1974), Reynolds (1978), Wheeler (1978). Seghini (1979). Fox (1981). Lloyd

(1984), and Stevens (1984). Masters projects and other graduate student studies are by Stevenson (1959),
Ellison (1960), Stevenson (1971), Stevenson (1978). Lloyd (1972), Nielson (1972) and Deis (1979).

Footnote #2. My world-of-work experiences have beenplentiful, especially in doing research underly-

ing measurementof job performance. selection, and training research, plus information and analysis of jobs
and occupations. A first example was in doing research underlying the United States Employment Service
including prediction research, data analysis. and developmentof selection batteries for various occupations:
development of General Aptitude Test Battery (GATB) norms for most major professional schools: job

analysis, job evaluation, and job family techniques and studies: teamwork with those developing and

updating the Dictionary of Occupational Titles: and offering courses in Occupational Information.

Further experiences were in developing appropriate trade tests for over 50 military occupational

specialties. written. oral, picture, performance,situational, and biographical types of tests were developed.

Training manuals on how to build each type of these tests were written and produced. As Director of

Measurement Research for Navy-wide personnel research efforts during a year's leave of absence with staff

assistance. | developed a COMPASS (computer assisted) program to maximize the simultaneoustotal

placementof 1.500 Navy recruits. These recruitsfilled the total quota in 60 entry Navytraining schools and

jobs with 83% being placed where they had above average potentials. Also for the DOD Research and

Engineering Program in the Pentagon, | produced a coupling (bridging the gap) report between Basic

Research. Technology, and Implementation into military programs and establishments. To accomplish this

report. I visited the U.S. Department of Agriculture to learn howtheir total Extension System functions at
successive levels. These are from basic research programs at Land Grant Colleges (Universities) through

technical specialists of various types to the County Agents who demonstrate and educate farmers to keep

them rapidly and continually up-to-date with relevant basic research that can improvetheir farming practices.

Footnote #3. Dr. T, as Thurstone was informally called among graduate students.finished a degreein
mechanical engineering and workedas a researchassistant for Thomas Edison before seeing the light and
completing his graduate work in psychology. We were neverable to get him to talk about Edison, butit was
clear that those two great minds were once togetherin the same organization. Edison was very fluent and

fertile in ideas, innovations in experiments and inventions, while Thurstone had a penetrating mind which

opened mathematic approaches. psychophysics. and psychmetrics. Heinitiated the Psychometric Society

and its journal Psychometrika, wrote a first measurement book on “Reliability and Validity of Tests” and
emphasized the difference between earlier predictor measures andlater outcomecriterion performances. He

also said from his backgroundthat the worstpractice of the century wasthatif a studentis sufficiently stupid in
school, that student would be counseled. amongotherthings, into becoming a mechanic. He knewfrom his
background that important mechanical talents are much morein the head than in the hands — and none of
us want our airplane or auto mechanic to be “stupid in the head” in mechanicaltalents.

Footnote #4. A complication, communication-wise. of Dr. Machado’s program andtitle “The Develop-

ment of HumanIntelligence” in Venezuela is that his meaning of the word “intelligence”is extremely broad.It

covers the total brainpowerorthe totalintelligence. not just the very limited and largely non-creative portion

of the brainpower measured by IQ scores from groupintelligencetests.

Footnote #5. Probably the most work by Thurstone’s students in carrying forward and implementing
this type of program initiated by Thurstone and his wife. Thelma. has been done by the Utah team.

Footnote #6. We recorded andtranscribed verbatim every speech andall of the discussions during the

presentations and from final subgroup reports. | proof-listened to check everything recorded in each full

conference andedited the chapterdrafts sentto all participants from which they producedtheirfinal polished
chapters. Consequently, | became extremely well-versed and knowledgeable, having heard and read.several
times, every report at each conference.

Footnote #7. This can beillustrated by recent thoughts about Arnold Palmerof golfing and television
fame. In the sports world. he showed remarkably great physical talent in golf. In brainpowertalents. he has

been a thinking golfer. especially when he has had to scramble. In the world of work. he has also done 349
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extremely well in thinking and producing golf equipment. in designing golf courses, andin rising to the top in

many other business, marketing. and advertising performances on TV. To me,in a third type of human
resources, his greatest area of functioning is his highly influential, charismatic personality. He created and
sustained “Arnie’s Army’ of empathizing fans and boosted and produced an unparalleledinterest in pro golf,
plus a recent second boostin helping to establish the senior golf tour.

Palmer and his architect teammate had “double vision” in designing for both golfers and spectators.

The natural amphitheater-mountainsides provide probably the best super-spectating course foundin golf or

even in all other sports. Furthermore, on 3/4ths of the holes, minor man-madeterracing will change the
hillsides into stadium-amphitheaters. The greatest spectator participation, both mentally and physically in
wide variety, can occur there for huge crowds.

In the full report of our theory. we covered all three broad human resource areas in which Arnold

Palmer excelled. However, in implementing our theory into practice. we focusedinitially on a set of the
highest level brainpower talents and havestill largely postponed focusing on other personal and physical
resources.

Footnote #8. This is contrary to a typical focus in an input-output model and to an extreme behaviorist
approach.In this case, the ultimate focus or essence of what is important in what is happening inside the
“box’’ between the input and the output. Thatis, what is happeninginside the student mainly in the central
nervous system — whichis the center of the problem, a vital center of the potential human resources.

Footnote #9. The Talents Unlimited research report states that “One of Taylor’s hypotheses that 90
percent of the students in a school are above average in at least one talent was tested andtheresults are

presentedin Table (titled “Percentage of Students Ranking AboveAveragein at Least 1 of the 5 Talents by

Grade Level Across 4 Project Schools”). The findings show that, although Taylor's hypothesizedcriterion of
90 percent was not achieved, a percentage of approximately 85 percent at each gradelevel is remarkably
close (Congressional Record—Senate, September 11, 1980, p. $12410).

For grades 1-6, the rounded-off percentages were 85, 87, 87, 86, 84, and 85. (Editorial Note: If 6
talents had been used byincluding the academictalent along with the 5 newtalents, then the results across 6
talents would havedefinitely been in the high 80's, even nearer to the 90% predicted by Taylor. )

Footnote #10. The main exception to the aboveis for the Academic Talent. Generally speaking,it
almost always functions best, primarily as a conventional talent—in returning only what students have
learned from the teacher and the assignments. If students want to break away from the conventional
functioning of the Academic Talent, they do so (at their own risk) by using some of these other ‘“Non-

Academic Totem Pole Talents” —by using them either creatively or conventionally or both.



Discussion Questions

 

1 Discuss the basic ideas and research behind the teaching-for-talents concept.

2 Howis the multiple talent approach implemented?

Whatare the goals involved in the double-curriculum theory for developing
humanresources?

Whatwere the talents on the original set of six totem poles? What additional talents
are in the extended version of Taylor’s Talent Totem Poles?

5 Whatare somepotential problemsthat students face who are labeled as “gifted?”

6 How is the multiple talent theory of education evaluated? Whatresearch results
are found from this evaluation?

q What do the findings suggest about extra-curricular activities as predictors of

future performances and accomplishments?

8 Discuss how teachers are trained to implement the multiple talent teaching
approach.

9 Howcan talents be used conventionally and/orcreatively?

1 () What are some of the new conceptsfor identifying and developing G/T students?

] 1 Discusstraditional classroom methods versus talent classroom methodsin regard
to their focus.

12 How can we redesign classroom programs to improve human effectiveness,
naturalness, joyfulness and wellness?
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Summary

Talents Unlimited: Applying the
Multiple Talent Approach in Mainstream
and Gifted Programs

Talents Unlimited is a teaching/learning model for
thinking skills instruction—it represents a classroom

level, research-based implementation of the multiple tal-

ent approach to teaching (Taylor, 1967). The model fea-
tures four major components: (1) a description of specific
skill components in the multiple talent clusters of produc-
tive thinking, decision making, planning, forecasting and
communication; (2) model instructional materials which
demonstrate the function of the multiple talent thinking
skills in enhancing academic learning; (3) an inservice

training program to assist teachers in the recognition and
nurturing of students’ multiple thinking abilities; and (4) an
evaluation system for the assessment of student develop-
mentin the thinking skill components.

Original research on the Talents Unlimited model
documented its effectiveness with heterogeneously
grouped students representing diversity in intellectual abil-
ity and achievement, socioeconomic level, and interests;
rural and other minority groups also were representedin
the study. Subsequent adoptions of the modelreflected its
success with special populations.

The Talents Unlimited model can be useful in a
variety of ways to teachers in programsforgifted students.
Like many other teaching/learning models designed to
enhance higher order cognitive and affective skills, this
instructional model can be implemented as a support
system in assisting gifted students as they uncover and

solve problemsof interest to them. Specifically, the talent
thinkingskills can be focusedto assist students in develop-
ing inquiry skills needed to pursue the investigation of a
problem or the developmentof a special product, and they
can be used to help students develop the skills necessary
for organizing and managing the implementation of such
activities.
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Talents Unlimited: Applying the Multiple
Talent Approach in Mainstream and
Gifted Programs

Recent national reports on the status of education in America’s elementary and
secondary schools have pointed to the declining quality of students’ ability to think

creatively andcritically about ideas andissues. In a flurry of response, manystates have
developed detailed plans of excellence to improve the quality of education, and a
frequently mentionedinstructional goal is to develop the higher order cognitive skills of
all students.

Thinking Skills Instruction and the Pursuit of Excellence

The idea that the teaching of thinking skills may be an important but underdevel-
oped component of the “basics” of school instructional programs is gaining wide
support. Educational literature and research reflect this movement. In 1981, a major
portion of the October issue of Educational Leadership addressed thinking skills
instruction. Both the 1984 September and Novemberissues of that same journal were
devoted entirely to thinking skills in the school curriculum; a feature section of the June
1983 issue of the Phi Delta Kappan and the March/April 1984 issue of Childhood
Education also addressed the teaching of thinking. In addition, “Thinking Skills for
Gifted Students” was a special theme of the April 1984 issue of Roeper Review

The NationalInstitute of Education (NIE) has supported a numberof studies on the
nature and acquisition of thinking and learningskills. Publications for practitioners which
synthesize what is known about the teaching of cognitive skills have been developed
through an NIE-supported contract with Bolt Beranek and Newman,Inc. (Segal &
Chipman, 1984). Nickerson (1984) described major research projects on thinkingskills
programs such as Feuerstein’s Instrumental Enrichment program (Feuerstein, Rand,
Hoffman, & Miller, 1980), de Bono's (1983) CoRT program, andProjectIntelligence, a
collaborative effort of Harvard University, Bolt Beranek and Newman,Inc., and the
Venezuelan Ministry of Education.

In addition to interest in the teaching of thinking skills, considerable attention is
being given to teaching aboutthinking,i.e., helping students become awareof their own
thinking processes at a conscious level (Babbs & Moe, 1983; Brown & DeLoache,
1978, Markham, 1977; Sternberg, 1981a). The abilities involved in thinking about
thinking are metacognitive abilities, and they are involved in planning and monitoring
cognitive ability. Sternberg (1981b) identified metacognitive abilities as skills that can be
taught.

Not since Sputnik have we seen such interest and support for thinking skills
instruction. But, unlike much of the Sputnik inspired instructional activity, the new
movementto teach thinking appears to address the needsof learners with a wide range
of abilities.

Enrichmentfor All Students

The developmentof creative andcritical thinking skills has long been a stated goal
of American education; educational models defining different approaches to cognitive
skills instruction, such as Guilford’s Structure of Intellect model (1956) and Taba’s
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Teaching Strategies (1962), have received sustained attention. But the implementation
of this goal generally has been reserved for bright students. In fact, one of the most
popular models of cognitive skills, Bloom’s Taxonomy of Educational Objectives
(Bloom, 1956), sometimes has been dividedartificially into lower order cognitive skills
(i.e., knowledge, comprehension, application) and higher order cognitive skills (i-e.,
analysis, synthesis, and evaluation). The spurious suggestion has been madethat the
instructional program for students of average and lowerintellectual ability should focus
on the lower orderskills and that students of higher intellectual ability (i.e., gifted
students) should spend moreinstructional time using the higher order cognitive skills.

The long-standingtradition of training gifted individuals in higher order thinking
processeshasits philosophic roots in concerns about conditions of a rapidly changing
world in which new knowledgeis proliferated at a rate paralleled by the rate at which the
knowninformation becomesobsolete. The need for independent, creative, and critical

problem solvers led to a major emphasis on learning through inquiry and discovery,
problem solving, and creative thinking. Over a period of nearly two decades, the use of
what Kaplan (1974) termed “teaching/learning models” (e.g., Bloom’s Taxonomy)
assumeda role in gifted programs which somewriters felt was excessive (Renzulli, 1977:

Stanley, 1976).

Renzulli advocated a broader conception of programs for gifted students. He

suggested that the use of teaching/learning models by themselvesfailed to provide for
individualdifferences in content, learning style, and teachingstrategies. Further, Renzulli
proposed that the use of teaching/learning models to train students in creative and
critical thinking processes was appropriate for all students, not just those considered
gifted.

Throughhis Enrichment Triad Model, Renzulli demonstrated what he considered a
more defensiblerole for teaching/learning models. Type II enrichmentactivities provide
all students with systematic experiencesin cognitive and affective processes—necessary
tools for more advanced types of problem solving. These “practice” experiences are
viewed as stepping-stonesto the youngsters’ investigation of real problems. In contrast,
Type Ill enrichment is considered appropriate primarily for gifted students (Renzulli,
1977). This broader concept of programsfor gifted children has led to reevaluation of

the use of teaching/learning models in educational programs. Theprevailing view seems
to be that developing these higher order cognitive skills is a basic goalfor all students.

Barriers to Effective Thinking Skills Instruction

In spite of the fact that developmentof thinking skills has been a majorinstructional
goal in American schools since the beginning of the twentieth century, there is evidence
to suggest that we have “miles to go and promises to keep”in achievingthis goal (Costa,
1981; Beyer, 1984a). In a pair of articles, Beyer (1984a, 1984b) identified several

obstacles to effective teaching of thinking skills and some practical approaches to
improving thinking skills instruction.

First, there is a lack of consensus among educators about which thinkingskills we
should teach. Several factors contribute to this problem:(1) the confusion of terms used
to refer to thinking skills, (2) the complexity and diversity of thinking skills and (3)

inaccurate definitions of thinking skills. Beyer suggested that part of the solution to this
problem is distinguishing among several different kinds of mental operations that
comprise thinking: broad, general processes (e.g., problem solving), discrete micro-
operations(e.g., recall, extrapolation), and combinationsof the first two, such ascritical
thinking. 355
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A second problem in thinking skills instruction is a lack of precisely defined skill
components. Beyer suggested that effective thinking involves more than process;it
involves knowledge of “operating procedures”—rules that provide guidelines to the
student about whento begin using a skill, about what procedure to use next, about what
to do when the procedurefails, etc.

Inappropriate instruction is a third problem clearly related to the second problem.
Beyerclaimed that teachers tend to confuse teaching thinkingskills with testing thinking
skills, that is, they ask students to perform thinking skills without giving them instruction
on how to perform theskill. The solution involves giving direct instruction to students on
how to use thinking skills, making students aware of what they are doing, providing
frequent guided practice in using the skills in a variety of contexts, and providing
feedback and opportunity for students to discuss their efforts in using thinkingskills.

Still another obstacle to effective instruction in thinkingskills is the attempt to cover
too manyskills in a short amount of time. Insufficient practice of skills and isolation of
skills from one another and from subject matter drastically reduce the likelihood of
transfer of skills to other situations, a major goal of thinking skills instruction. Beyer
recommendedsystematic instruction in thinking skills acrossall grade levels and subject
areas with the developmentof each thinking skill moving through four stages: introduc-
tion, reinforcement, extension, and practice.

A final problem in teaching for thinking skills suggested by Beyeris inappropriate
testing, e.g., using measuresof students’ performanceofisolated thinking skills to assess
outcomes ofan instructional program in problem solving. Beyer outlined a straightfor-

ward solution: “Teachers and test-makers should use the sameskills model” (1984b,p.
560).

The renewedinterest in teaching for thinking hasraised a variety of questions for
educators and researchers: How dostudents best learn to think creatively andcritically?
Should thinking skills instruction be incorporated into regular classes or taught sepa-
rately? How canschoolseffectively plan thinking skills programs? Whenshould thinking

skills instruction begin? How can we evaluate student improvement in thinking?
Althoughit is likely that different research models will yield diverse answers to these
questions, the belief that we may be learning how to teach cognitive skills directly
(Sternberg, 1981b)is an idea whosetime has come.

The Multiple Talent Approach and Talents Unlimited:
Theory and Research

The multiple talent approach to teaching, defined by Taylor (1967) and linked to
Guilford’s (1956) research on the nature ofintelligence, is a system for helping teachers
identify and nurture youngsters’ multiple talents in productive thinking, forecasting,
communication, planning, decision making, and academics. In this approach.tradi-

tional academic talent helps students to gain knowledgein a variety of disciplines, while

the otherfive talents assist students in processing or using the knowledgeto create new

solutions to problems.

Underlying the multiple talent approachare the following assumptions: (1) people
have abilities or talents in a variety of areas, (2) training in the use of these thinking
processes can enhance potentialin various areas of talent and, at the same time,foster
positive feelings aboutself, (3) training in particular talent processes can be integrated
with knowledge or content in any subject area and (4) the multiple talents are linked to
success in the world of work (Schlichter, 1979).
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The blending of the multiple talent approach to teaching and the world-of-work

focus has been a majorgoalof the Talents Unlimited project in Mobile, Alabama, 1971-—
1986. Talents Unlimited is an innovative educational program developed under an
Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965, Title III grant. It was designed in
response to a local district need for an instructional program which would stimulate
student interest and involvement in learning, enhance the academic performance of
students representing a wide diversity of achievementlevels, and, at the same time.

provide for the developmentofa wide rangeof talents not measured by commonly used
standardizedtests. Table 1 describes the talent areas included in the Talents Unlimited
model as well asillustrative instructional activities.

Table 1

Description of the Talents Unlimited Model
 

Talent Areas Definition Sample Activity
 

Productive
Thinking

Decision

Making

Planning

Forecasting

Communication

Academic

To generate many, varied and
unusual ideasor solutions and
to add detail to the ideas to
improve or make them more
interesting

To outline, weigh, makefinal

judgments, and defend a
decision on the many
alternatives to a problem

To design a meansfor
implementing an idea by
describing whatis to be done,
identifying the resources
needed, outlining a sequenceof
steps to take, and pinpointing
possible problemsin the plan

To make a variety of predictions
about the possible causes
and/or effects of various
phenomena

To use andinterpret both verbal

and nonverbalformsof
communication to express
ideas, feelings and needsto
others

To develop a base of
knowledge and/orskill about a
topic or issue through

acquisition of information and
concepts

Students working in a math unit
on surveying and graphing are
asked to think of a variety of
unusualtopics for a survey they
will conduct and graph during
the day.

Students who are preparing to
order materials through the
Scholastic Books campaign are
assisted in makingfinal
selections by weighing
alternatives with suchcriteria as
cost, interest, reading level, etc.

Students who are studying the
unusual characteristics of slime
mold are asked to design
experiments to answer
questions they have generated
about the behavior of the mold.

Students who are conducting a
parent poll on their school’s
dress code are encouragedto
generate predictions about the
possible causesfor low returns
on the survey

Fifth graders studying the
American Revolution role-play
reactions of both Loyalists and
Rebels, as they hear the
reading of the Declaration of
Independence,in an attempt to
describe the different emotions
of these groupsof colonists

Students read from a variety of
resourcesto gain information
aboutthe Impressionist period
and then share the information
in a discussion of a painting by
Monet
 357
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The Talents Unlimited project represents a classroom level, research-based imple-
mentation of the multiple talent approach. In an analysis of trends in curriculum
research and development, Goodlad (1969) accused researchers in curriculum and
instruction of restricting themselves to a limited repertoire of methodologies instead of
employing and inventing methodologies suited to the peculiar character of the problem
at hand. He suggested that field studies not requiring rigid hypotheses and controls
might be fruitful in generating significant hypotheses for subsequent tests in more
structured experiments. He added that there must be naturalistic studies of “the wayit
is’,—research which has a one-to-onerelationship to what students and teachers are
abovetheir ears in each day—research whichis exploratory and predictive.

“Exploratory” and “predictive” are appropriate descriptionsof the objectives of the
Talents Unlimited project, since the overriding goal of the project was to translate an
exciting theory on multiple talent developmentinto classroom practice through devel-
opmental research and, thereby, provide a base of information for making reasonable
predictions about student achievementin manydifferent intellectual talents which have
been ignored on so-called intelligence tests of the past 75 years.

Objectives of the Talents Unlimited Project

The major objectives of the Talents Unlimited project were directed toward the
developmentof a three-faceted multiple talent development model which included(1)
the training of teachers in the recognition and nurturing of students’ multiple abilities, (2)

the development of materials to support the integration of the talent processesinto the
regular instructional program and (3) the enhancementof student performance in the
multiple talents, including academic achievement; in creative thinking; and in self-
concept. Though the project was validated on the basis of its success in all three
objectives, the component most important for purposes of demonstrating support for
multiple talent theory is student performance.

Initial Research

Four experimental and four control schools, matched for socioeconomic level and
racial composition and representative of the highly diverse population of Mobile
County, were usedin the experimental research design. Thirty-seven regular classroom
teachers in grades one throughsix were trained and participated as “talents” teachers
for the entire three-year period of the research. Students in the experimental and control
schools, representing a wide rangeofintellectual ability and achievement, were pre- and
posttested on the Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking, the Coopersmith Self-Esteem
Inventory, the Stanford AchievementTest, and the Criterion Referenced Tests of Talents
(CRT). The CRT (1974)is a battery of 10 measures developed by the project staff anda
university research team to assess changes exhibited by students in each ofthe talent
areas. These tests formed the basis for comparing students who participated in the
Talents Unlimited program (experimentals) with students who did not participate
(controls) in the project research and in many of the adoptions of Talents Unlimited

(Chissom & McLean, 1980).

In a technical report on the research findings of the Talents Unlimited program,
Chissom and McLean (1980) discussed the impact of the use of the multiple talent
model on student performance during the second and third years of the project.
Measuresofcreativity and self-esteem were reported for the second year only.

Analyses comparing the experimental and control groups overthe four dimensions
of the Torrance tests (i.e., fluency, flexibility, originality, and elaboration) showed
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significant differences (p < .05) favoring the experimental groupfor all measures. Of the
three gradelevels (grades three throughfive) assessed on the Coopersmith Self-Esteem
Inventory, experimental groups in grades four and five performedsignificantly better
(p < .05) than the control groups; results at grade three were nonsignificant.

Notable differences between experimental and control groups occurred between
the second andthird years on measures of academic achievement andtalent develop-
ment. At the end of the second year (approximately 14 monthsoftalent training), results
on the Stanford AchievementTest for grades two throughfive indicated great variation
within the battery of subtests as well as amongthe gradelevels for both experimental
and control groups; no definite pattern in achievementwassuggested bythe data. At the
end of the third year (approximately 22 monthsoftalent training), the results revealed
significant achievement (p < .05) in favor of the talent group. Results on 14 of 35
subtests indicated significant gains (p < .05) from pretestto posttest for the talent group,
while the control group indicated significant improvementon only three of the subtests.
Results from 18 subtests were notsignificant.

On the 10 measures of talent development (CRT) administered to grades two
throughfive, student performanceat the end of the second yearof the talent program
revealed significant differences (p < .05) in gain scores in favor of the experimental
group. Results on 18 of 40 measures favoredthe talent group, while only one measure
of 40 favored the control group. Twenty-one of the measures were nonsignificant. CRT
results at the end of the third year indicated that experimental students continued to
exhibit significant gains over the control group.

In more detailed analyses, Chissom and McLeanreportedthe followingfindings on
the CRT at the end of the third year: (1) the talent groups at grades two and three
showedsignificant differences onall 10 of the talenttests with all but two of these being
significant beyond the .001 level, (2) the talent groups at grade four showedsignificant
differences on seven of the 10 talenttests with six of these being significant beyond the
001 level and (3) the talent groupsat grade five showedsignificant differences onfive of
the 10 talent tests. No differences in gain scores favored the control groupsat any grade
level.

Taylor (1968) postulated that 90% of the children in school can be identified as
above averagein at least one of the six talent areas, provided these talents have an
opportunity to develop through the total instructional program. This hypothesis was
tested in the Talents Unlimited research and the findings on the CRT showedthat a
percentage of approximately 85% of the students at each grade level (grades 1-6) was
achieved (Chissom & McLean, 1980). It should be noted that the 85% did not include
the academictalent.

Validation and Diffusion

The success of the Talents Unlimited program in identifying and developing
individual student talents resulted in national validation of the project by the Joint
Dissemination Review Panel (JDRP) and its membership in the National Diffusion
Networkas a developer-demonstrator project. This and other innovative programsare
described in Education in Action, 50 Ideas that Work (Park, 1978) and Educa-
tional Programs that Work (1978), both published by the United States Office of
Education.

During eleven of the twelve years after Talents Unlimited wasvalidated, the project
received federal funds for dissemination of the multiple talent model. Currently there 359
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are approximately 2,000 adoptions of the Talents Unlimited program in 45states, the
U.S. Virgin Islands, Puerto Rico, and Mexico. In an impact study of this project, McLean
and Chissom (1980) summarized experimental results from a sample of the adoption

sites. The results support the validity of the Talents Unlimited program.All of the results
favored the use of the multiple talent model, and most of them achievedstatistical

significance (p < .05). Data were includedfromall talent areas, grades one throughsix,
and from all areas of the continental United States and Alaska.

The Talents Unlimited project was validated on the basis of results from the initial
research with students in grades one through six: some of the subsequent adoptions
included secondary students. There is ample evidence that the thinking skills instruction
based on the Talents Unlimited modelis applicable with students K-12.

In 1979 project evaluators prepared a guide to provide assistance to adopters of the
Talents Unlimited model in establishing the validity of the program at the schoollevel
(McLean & Chissom, 1979). The guide described procedures for conducting summa-
tive evaluations of the Talents Unlimited program which,in turn, served as the basis for
evaluation of the Mobile Talents Unlimited model as a developer-demonstrator project
of the National Diffusion Network.

Adoption and Monitoring Processes

Maintaining the integrity of the original model is a special concern in the face of
numerous and widespread adoptions of the Talents Unlimited model. One of the

positive approaches taken to enhance commitmentto a rigorous adoptionis the use of a
written contract between the developer-demonstrator project and the adopter. While
the contractis not legally binding, it does provide a meansforarticulating the essential
features of an effective adoption; further, the contract outlines the type of technical
assistance which the developer-demonstrator project provides to ensure that the
adoption is on target. One of these services is a monitoring process. Talents Unlimited
trainers makevisits to adoption sites and provide feedback based on observation and

other documentation related to key program elements (see Figure 1).

Providing teachertraining to numerous adopting schooldistricts is another concern
in diffusion efforts. A major aspect of the Talents Unlimited developer-demonstrator
projectis to certify a limited numberof “turnkey”trainers in states or areas where large
numbers of adoptions develop. These trainers are experienced teachers of the multiple
talent approach who have demonstrated competencies in conducting teacher-training
workshopson the Talents Unlimited model. A separate program wasdevelopedto train
and certify scorers of the CRT (1974). Both certification processes are conducted
entirely through the Mobile developer-demonstrator project which maintainsa listing of
all certified trainers and scorers.

The Talents Unlimited Model

he major method employed in achieving the kind of student talent development
described in earlier sections was the training of teachers in the multiple talent

approach to teaching through the use of a competency-basedtraining program de-
signed and implemented by trained personnel. It is not the purpose of this chapter to
addressall the details of the extensive teacher-training model; a thorough description of
the in-service training model and accompanying materials is contained in project-

developed materials (Teachers in Training, 1974; Criterion ReferencedTests of Talents,
1974, Trainer's Manual, 1981). This inservice model also has been adaptedfor a three-
semester-houruniversity course.
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(1) (2) (3)
 

Component1: Student Instruction

Students are taught
systematically the skills of
the talent clusters:
Productive Thinking,
Decision-Making,
Forecasting, Planning, and
Communication.

Students are taught the
skills of the talent clusters
with only occasional
emphasis placed on the
talent processes for each.

Component2: Curriculum Integration

Talent teachingis
integrated into general
curriculum andinto all
subject areas.

Talent teaching is
integrated into some
subject areas.

Component3: Talent Skills Emphasis

Teacher emphasizesall of
the talent skills in

Productive Thinking,
Decision-Making,
Forecasting and Planning
(e.g., the teacher asks for
all four processes in PT
each time PT is used).

Teacher does not
emphasize eachskill for

Productive Thinking,
Decision-Making,
Forecasting and Planning
(e.g., the teacher asks only
for many and varied ideas
when using PT).

Component4: Student Reinforcement

Teachergivesindividual
students specific
reinforcement according to
the talent skills they are
appropriately exhibiting.

Component5: Materials

Teacherintroducesall

talent clusters to the class.

Teachergives “blanket”
reinforcement to students

for appropriate
demonstration of talent
skills.

Teacherintroduces some

of the talent clusters to the

class.

Component6: Student Grouping

Teacher balancestotal

group activities with
individualactivities to allow

both for modeling by others
and for individual student
effort.

Teacher organizes mostly

groupor mostly individual
activities when using the
talent clusters.

Students are nevertold
whatthe talent processes
are, but are askedonly for
responses using each

talent skill.

Talent teachingis not
systematically integrated
into curriculum and most
subject areas.

Teachergives no
reinforcement to students

for appropriate
demonstration of talent
skills.

Teacherintroduces only
one of the talent clusters to

the class.

Teacherorganizestalent
teaching using only group
or only individual
instruction.

 

Figure 1. Talents Unlimited Monitoring Guide

This section will focus on the major components of direct studentinstruction in the
Talents Unlimited model. Subsequent sections will address key teacher behaviors
involved in implementation of the model andissues related to curriculum materials
development. 361
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Introducing Students to the Multiple Talent Approach

Oneof the major tenets of the Talents Unlimited model is that students should be
actively involved in efforts to improve their thinking skills. An important part of that
involvementis teaching the model—i.e., making youngsters aware of what multiple
talent developmentis and howthe Talents Unlimited model works. Just as teachers are
trained in the rationale and goals of Talents Unlimited as part of the effort to enhance
their commitmentto teaching for talent development, so students are encouraged to
share the ownership for their personal talent development.

Theinitial effort to teach the multiple talents model involves the use of a bulletin
board or display of some kind as a vehicle for a brief and simple explanation of the
conceptthat people havedifferent kinds of “smarts” or talents and that while everyone
is not goodin every area, weall have at least one area in which we can besuccessful.
The discussionof the six kinds of smarts or talents is accompanied by models of people
using theskills of the various talents. Two examplesillustrate this approach.

Figure 2 shows a display theme used with elementary students. As the teacher
beginsthetalent by talent description,s/he places the engine, labeled “academictalent.”
on the board and explains that the academic talent is the engine becauseit is the first
talent usedto learn aboutideas and to develop importantskills in reading, writing, math,
etc., a specific example appropriate to the age groupis used(e.g., learning the namesof
numerals for counting or using a dictionary to find word meanings). Anothertrain car.
labeled “productive thinking talent,” is hooked to the engine in the display, and the
teacher explains that another important type of talent is the one people useto think of
many new and unusual ideas and solutions to problems (e.g., Steven Spielberg's
unusualidea for the movie character E.T.). Additional talent train cars are added to the
display with accompanying descriptions andillustrations until all six talents are included.
The teacher explains that during the schoolyear students will have many opportunities
in their classwork to practice the different kinds of thinking skills and discovertheir best
talent(s) while improving otherareas.
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Figure 2. Display Example for Introducing Primary Students to Talents
Illustration by Donna H. Goodman

Figure 3 shows a sample display board for this introductory activity with older
students: the McTalent Burger wasan idea developed by a teacherof 10th grade English
classes in Las Cruces, New Mexico. The fast food themeis an excellent vehicle for
exploring the relationship between the academic talent and the other multiple talents.

The burger bunis labeled “academic talent’’to illustrate the idea that academics are
basic and serve as a support or knowledge baseto whichotherkinds of multiple thinking
skills can be applied. More sophisticated examplesare usedtoillustrate the role of each
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talent (e.g., learning to distinguish between compound and complex sentences or
learning the names of certain chemical elements are usedtoillustrate the academic
talent, while choosing an elective course might be usedtoillustrate the decision making
talent).
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Figure 3. Display Example for Introducing Secondary Students to Talents
Illustration by Donna H. Goodman

Helping students understand the function of each of the multiple talents and learn
the specific skills that make each ofthe talent clusters operationalis further strengthened
by the use of Kid Talk charts (see Table 2). Kid Talk represents months of effort in
working with students duringthe initial research and developmentperiod to simplify and
refine the operationaldefinitions of the talent clusters with lanquage that students could
understand and use(Talent Activity Packet, 1974). Each time the teacher asks students

for use of one of the multiple talents in an instructional activity, s/he directs students’
attention to a flash chart showing theskills of the particular talent cluster. In this way,
students are helped to focus on the specific skills they will use to solve a problem,
develop a plan, describe an event, etc. Even the youngest students are encouragedto
learn the language of the talents model and to recognize whentheyare using specific
thinking skills in different situations. These strategies are an important part of the
developmentalprocessof transferof skills, i.e., being able to use skills independently in
contexts different from the onesin whichskills were originally learned.

Teaching Productive Thinking

Thefourskills of the productive thinking talent, as defined in the Talents Unlimited
model (see Table 2), are synonymouswith Torrance’s (1962) creativity factors: fluency
(many ideas); flexibility (varied ideas); originality (unusual ideas); and elaboration
(add to your ideas). The major goal of productive thinkingis ideation, the generation of 363
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Table 2
Kid Talk
 

Productive Thinking

1. Think of MANYideas.

2. Think of VARIEDideas.

3. Think of UNUSUALideas.

4. ADD TOyourideas to make them better.

Forecasting

1. Make many, varied PREDICTIONS abouta situation.

Communication

1. Give many, varied SINGLE WORDS TO DESCRIBE SOMETHING.

2. Give many, varied SINGLE WORDS TO DESCRIBE FEELINGS.

3. Think of many, varied THINGS THAT ARE LIKE ANOTHER THING IN A SPECIAL WAY.

4. Let others know that YOU UNDERSTAND HOW THEYFEEL.

5. Make a networkof ideas using many, varied COMPLETE THOUGHTS.

6. Tell your feelings, thoughts, and needs WITHOUT USING WORDS.

Planning

1. Tell WHAT you are going to plan so someoneelse will know what yourprojectis.

2. Tell all of the MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENTyou will need for your project.

3. Tell, in order, all of the STEPS NEEDED to complete the project.

4. Tell the varied PROBLEMSthat could keep you from completing the project.

Decision Making

1. Think of many, varied things you could do. ALTERNATIVES

2. Think more carefully about each alternative. CRITERIA

3. Choose one alternative that you think is best. DECISION

4. Give many, varied reasonsfor your choice. REASONS
 

ideas; these ideas may take a variety of forms(e.g., transformations, functions, designs,
topics, examples, strategies, etc.). As in other models involving divergent thinking
(Guilford, 1956; Parnes, Noller & Biondi, 1977), deferred judgmentis a critical element

of productive thinking; judgment or evaluation is the major role of anothertalent,
decision making.

Introducing Productive Thinking

Students are initiated in a talent cluster with a warm-upactivity; the purposeof a
warm-upactivity is to help studentsgetthe feel of the particularskills of a talent by using
their own talent thinking powers in a simple but exciting activity. Theinitial activity is
usually broad-based and does not draw from a specific subject or content area which
might require prior knowledge or experience.

A line transformation is used to introduce students to productive thinking. Student
attention is directed to the Kid Talk chart for productive thinking and students are
remindedthat “when we do productive thinking we think of many ideas, we think of
varied ideas (notall just alike), we think of unusual ideas (trying to think of something

nobodyelse would think of), and we think of ways to make ourideasbetter by adding to
364 them” (Trainer’s Manual, 1981). Then, each studentis given a piece of drawing paper
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with an incomplete figure (e.g., a wavy line) drawn onit andis directed to transform the
line into somethingelse by thinking of many, varied and unusualthings the line could be
changed into. After a brief thinking period, students are encouraged to draw on the
papertheir most unusual idea, something nooneelse in the class would think of, adding
as manylines as they wish to maketheir ideas complete. A labelortitle for the pictureis
then added.

The sharing time which culminates the warm-up experience contains some very
importantinstruction. At this time, the teacher helps students understand the concepts
involved in the productive thinking skills (i.e., many, varied, unusual, add to) with
illustrations from the students’ own work. As students share ideas with each other, the

teacher points out the quantity of responses to the line drawing and reinforces the
concept that there are many appropriate responsesto the task.

Then the teachercollects the students’ papers and suggests that they put their ideas
into categories to find out how manyvaried ideas they had. Beginning with thefirst
paper, the teacher mightsay, “This line becamea butterfly; that’s an insect. Joey, please
be the keeperof the insect category” (handsthe butterfly drawing to Joey). The teacher
continues in this manner until all the papers are with category keepers. Then, the
category keepers are counted: “Let’s find out how many different kinds of ideas this
group had.All keepers of categories raise your hands, please. One,two, three, four, five

_... different categories. That’s good productive thinking. Now let’s see how many
category keepers have only onepaperin your category. One,two,three. . . . Now,that’s
what we mean by unusual, something that no oneelse in this class thought of.” The
teacher works through the one-of-a-kind categories to reinforce what the term
“unusual” means. If a certain category had fouror five papers, the teacher mightsay,

“The people whose ideas wereall in the ‘land transportation’ category probably will
think of something no oneelsewill think of next time. All of you did a good job with your
first productive thinking” (Trainer's Manual, 1974). Finally, the teacher returns each
drawing to its owner and has students share with a partner how they added other
different lines to change the figure into a particular object; the teacheruses this time of
discussion to reinforce the fourth skill of productive thinking.

The choice of the line transformation as the initial productive thinking activity is
deliberate. The incomplete figure stimulates immediate interest for most youngsters and
their pleasure and excitementin changingtheline in some wayallows them to relax and
play around with their ideas; encouragement to toy with ideas is a subtle butcritical
aspect of teaching an affective componentto divergent thinking—thewillingness to take
risks by trying out new ideas. Another part of the rationale for selecting the line
transformationasthe first productive thinkingactivity is that it has manyeasily arrived-at
possible responses. Research on brainstorming suggests thatif easier tasks are usedfirst,
a ‘set’ of high fluency seems to be generated and carried over to moredifficult tasks
(Callahan, 1978). Helping students see for themselves the numberof possibilities that
exist for transforming a simple lineis the first step in establishing the idea that for many

problems/situations there is more than onecorrect or appropriate answer.

Connecting Productive Thinking with Subject Matter

The next opportunity which students have to practice productive thinking should
demonstrate how these skills can be used in a subject area. A major idea in teaching
students about talent developmentis that the talents can be used to help them in
learning math, social studies, language, science. etc., and in dealing with everyday
problems. Two examples at the elementary level (Schlichter, 1985) and one at the 365
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secondarylevelillustrate the use of productive thinking in extending students’ academic
base.

A kindergarten teacher working with students on numeral concepts shared John
Drinkwater’s poem,“Two's,” which namesa variety of things (some ordinary and some
surprising) which come in twos—eyes, arms, legs, luggage straps, collar studs and
pigeon’s eggs. Students were invited to add several of their own ideastothis list of things
that comein twos. Then the teacher continued with these directions: “Now I want you to
do some moreproductive thinking,this time about the numeralthree. We are going to
go on a searchforall the varied and unusualthings that comein sets of three. Start your
search in our classroom and around ourplay area” (students named a three-drawer
filing cabinet, a three-sectioned window, a three-speed record player, a three-wheeled
toy, three-seater swingset, etc.). “Add otherideas for things that comein threes evenif
you cannotsee them here” (students added triple-scoop ice cream cone, wheels on a
tricycle, etc.). After the class had collaborated ona list of things that comein threes,
individualeffort was focusedwith a final instruction: “Now, try to find a set of threes that
no oneelse in our class would think of and draw your unusual idea of something that
comesin threes on a piece of drawing paper.”

In this activity students not only were using productive thinking to gather examples
for learning a numeral concept, they were developing observation skills and experienc-
ing both cooperative effort (contributing to theclass list) and individualeffort (finding
and sharing an idea no one else would thinkof).

In a third grade classroom,a social studies unit on American Indians was the
contextfor using productive thinking. Students already had been engagedin learning
experiences which helped them understand how American Indiantribes used different
and unusualwaysof indicating the achievements of their tribe members(e.g., the use of
an eagle feather as a headdress to indicate deeds of bravery and leadership). A picture in
a textbook showed a Seminole Indian woman wearing manystrands of colored beads
which indicated acts of virtue or other achievements. As the teacher pointed to the
Indians as models of productive thinking, she invited students to “think like Indians”
with this challenge: “Imagine that you are an Indian of some Americantribe and draw or
write all the different, unusual ways yourtribe could show the accomplishments ofits
people. You will need to see everyday things of nature in new anddifferent ways. You
may wantthe boysandgirls of yourtribe to show their achievements through something
special they do to their homeorbelongings. Think ofreally unusual things you could do
to show special honors.” Students initially tended to give responses whichfell into the
category ofjewelry or headdress, but with patient probing and encouragementbeganto
add such responsesas: paintings on shelter depicting accomplishments; specially carved
or sculpted ornaments; special privileges; special hair fashions, etc.

A high schoolsociology class wasthe setting for another exercise in productive
thinking. Students were discussing selections from their text which described the
research methodssocial scientists use; survey research wasthe particular focus of this
discussion. One of the ideas that the teacher wanted students to understand was the
processsocial scientists use in selecting a group for a survey whichwill be representative
of a larger population. Typically, the teacher gave a standard presentation on the
concept of sample and described the procedure of random sampling, but she recog-
nized an opportunity for students to get more involvedin their learning. So,after a brief
explanation of the rationale for population sampling, the teacher asked students to use
their productive thinking to generate possibilities for a hypothetical problem: “Suppose
you wanted to survey the opinions of students in our school about the student dress
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code defined in our school handbook. The population of the school is 1200, and you
have been advised that a sample of 10% (120 students) would serve as a sufficient
sample for your survey. Use productive thinking to generate possible ways to determine
who would be in the sample.”

Some of the ideas generated by this group were: each studentin this class could
give the opinionnaire to five friends; use one class from each gradelevel until you have
120 people; use the teachers’ roll books and pick the first two or three namesin each
one; stand in the school lobby in the morning andgive the opinionnaire to the first 120
students to arrive; put the 120 opinionnaires on a table in the lobby andlet students who
wantto participate take them; select a color, such as orange, and surveythefirst 120
people we meetwearing something orange;use the studentdirectory and take a certain
numberof namesfrom every page until you have 120,etc. All ideas were accepted and
recorded. Then, the list of ideas generated with productive thinking was used as the
basis for a follow-up discussion calling for different talent skills; specifically, students
were engagedin decision making as they were askedto evaluate their ideas and select
the best approach. The discussion, quite naturally, uncovered problems involved in
sampling procedures and, with teacher guidance and encouragement, students were
able to generate the basic criteria essential for random sampling. The teacheris
convinced that students’ comprehension of the concept of random sampling is more
enduring underthis condition of instruction than with the lecture and recall method.

The possibilities for using productive thinking to enhance and extend academic
concepts andskills are limitless; students can be askedto use their productive thinking to
think of uses people make of the freedoms guaranteed in the Constitutional Amend-
ments, to think of ways to mapa particulararea,to think of places/sources they could get
information on a topic for a science project, to think of things a Jabberwocky could be,
to think of situations in which you would need to know how to makechangefor different
amounts of money, to think of ways Hester could have respondedto ostracism bythe
townspeople in The Scarlet Letter, etc. The sophistication of applications of produc-
tive thinking can vary widely depending on the age, ability level, and knowledge/
experience baseof the learners, from first graders generating many, varied, and unusual
signs of fall to calculus students generating examples of problems in which someone
might wantto find maximum or minimum quantities (Talents Unlimited for Secondary
Classrooms, 1984).

Teaching Decision Making

In the Talents Unlimited model, decision making is defined by four observable
student behaviors; (1) identify many, different alternatives for solving a problem; (2) use
criteria to evaluate each of the alternatives; (3) select the best alternative; and (4) state
many, different reasons for the final choice. The sequenceofskills in this definition is
notable,since it differs from the standard textbook orderof skills in which the generation
of solutions (alternatives) comes after the developmentof criteria. The Talents Unlimited
model places ideation before evaluation, reflecting support for the importance of
deferred judgment (Brilhart & Jochen, 1964; Parneset al. 1977).

Implementers of the Talents Unlimited modeloften refer to decision making as the
“piggy-backing talent” for productive thinking. This term reflects a commonpractice of
using productive thinking for the generation of alternatives and then employing decision
making for the evaluation of those ideas. While this relationship is useful in many
situations, it is not appropriate for all decision making tasks. Somesituations may have a
somewhat limited number of alternatives or may not call for especially unusual
solutions; in fact, the term “unusual” is used only when productive thinkingis invoked. 367
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The rationale for this careful use of terms is based on the belief that a student can be a
good decision maker, able to analyze and evaluate alternatives, without necessarily
having generated novel or original solutions. This distinction is consistent with multiple
talent theory which suggests that there are different kinds of smarts and that people vary
in their abilities to use the different talent clusters.

A final point about the general goal of decision making is important: while the

specific delineation of decision makingskills may vary from one model to another, the
messageis clear: choosingis not decision making. Smaby and Tamminen(1978) noted,
‘To choose is an act, but to consider possible choices is decision making” (p. 106).
Learning to make decisions involves understanding of self, acquiring of information,
and developingstrategies for dealing with problem situations.

Introducing Decision Making

Using hypotheticalsituations for the practice of decision making can be useful, but
the initial activity for instructing students in decision makingskills will be more powerful
in demonstrating the realness and usefulness ofthis talent if it is related to an actual
decision students need to make and act on. An example of an introductory decision
making activity is described below.

A teacher of primary-aged students initiated her class in the decision making

process by asking them to select a gameto play inside on a rainy day. Thealternatives
were given eagerly andincludeda variety of choices, ranging from familiar favorites to a
few lesser known games.Asthe teacherpointed to the secondskill of decision making
(“think more carefully about each alternative’), she asked students to think of some

questions they would needto ask (i.e., criteria) to help them think about the choices.
Because students had a vestedinterest in this decision, questions camereadily: Do I like
this game? Doesthe class know howto playit? Will many people get to play? Do we
have the stuff to play the game with? The teacher also suggested a question for
consideration: Will this game create too muchnoise for our neighbors? Students were
guided in asking these questions for each of the games being considered and then were
asked to make their choices and be ready to give reasons to support those choices.

The process of generating reasons to defend a choice is one of the more complex

skills of decision making,andit is imperative that the teacher provideclear instructions
about this process. Specifically, students need to understand that the source for their
reasons for a given decision is the list of questions they used in considering each
alternative. The teacher can provide a model when a student makes a decision butis
unsurein stating a reason, e.g., a young studentselects his favorite game, Seven-Up,to
play inside andall he can sayin defenseis “because I wantto.” The teacher mightaskif
he meansthathelikes the game;if the student answers “yes,” the teacher can point to
the criterion question, “Do I like this game?” and explain that the student has answered
this question andthat his answercan be a reason:“I choose to play Seven-Upbecause|
like this game.” This process can continue as the teacher asks the student to answer
othercriteria questions andassists him in turning his answers into reasons. Sometimes, a

fill-in-the-blank approach on the chalkboard (or an activity sheet for older students) can
help to demonstrate the process:

 
I choose to play

because
 

because
 

because
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In a decision making activity such as the rainy-day game in which a rather quick
groupdecisionis the goal, not every child may be askedto voiceall the different reasons
for a decision. After several students have stated reasons for their choices and the
various criteria questions have been accounted for, the teacher might simply ask
students to write ortell their final decision based on the questions and take a count. In

instances where the outcomeis of greater critical value or has more far-reaching
implications for individual members(e.g., selecting books for a Scholastic Books order
or nominating candidatesfor the Student GovernmentAssociation), more attention and
time should be given to working throughthe fourth skill of decision making.

Connecting Decision Making with Subject Matter

The principle of choosing incidentsor issues that will engage the students’ interests
and emotionsas the basis for decision making activities is also important in the subject
areas. Examples of teachers’ applications of this guideline can serveasillustrations
(Schlichter, 1983a).

In a second-grade classroom,students were engaged in a math unit which focused

on the use of simple graphs (e.g., picture graphs). As part of their exploration of this
topic, these second graders had taken somesurveys on the school grounds. In one
survey they counted and recorded with a simple tally the numberof different kinds of
trees in the area of the campus playground. Later, the teacher helped the youngsters
translate thetally figures into a picture graph, and the students discussed how a graph
can provide manypieces of information in a quick andinteresting way.

Near the end of this unit, the teacher was preparing to conduct a culminating
experience suggested in the teacher’s edition of the math text. The assignment was to
have each student survey the numberand kindsofpets in his/her neighborhood.As the
teachervisualized the lesson plan,it occurred to her that the use of the decision making
process could provide for greater student involvement andinterest in this learning
activity than the original design. So instead of assigning one topic for a survey, the

teacher involved the second graders in generating many, different possible things they
mightlike to survey in their own neighborhoods;they listed more than 40 ideas about
topics they would beinterested in! Then the teacherassisted the students in the process
of raising criteria questions which could help them think more carefully about the
alternatives (e.g., How long wouldit take to survey this topic? Can I do this survey by
myself? WouldI find these things in my neighborhood? Am interested in this subject?).
After a period of discussion and reflection, each student was asked to record the one
best topic for his/her survey and to give reasonsfor the choice.

The next day the teacher had abundantevidenceof the success of this approach to
capturing the interests of students. Every second graderexcitedly shared the results of
an individual survey. The topics represented greatdiversity, from the kinds ofcars in the

neighborhoodto “the numberofred, yellow or greentraffic lights I saw as my school bus
cameto eachintersection on the way home!”

Another important guideline in teaching decision making is to prepare exercises
whichare real-life situations that assist students in defining their own sense of purpose
and identity. One approach whicha teacherused to help students deal with the potential
personalconflicts involved in taking mental and emotionalrisks is described below

In a study of man in space, a groupoffifth graders encountered the law ofgravity.
As the teacher shared information on the discoveryof this law by Sir Isaac Newton, the 369
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students becameawareofthe ridicule that Newton suffered from many people around
him. The students learned that Newton becamesosensitive to criticism that it required
frequent pleading from his friends to get him to publish his most valuable discoveries.
Recognizing a similar problem manyof her bright students faced in a world which values
convergentthinking more than divergent thinking, the teacher posed this problem for
decision making: “Put yourself in Newton’s shoes andtell what you think he should
have done whenhereceived so muchcriticism of his new ideas.” After students offered
different alternatives(e.g., give up and notshare his ideas, fight anybody whoridiculed
his ideas, hold specialclasses to teach abouthis ideas, publish his ideas undera different
name), the teacher encouraged students to weigh the alternatives by getting them to
pose questions that would help them think through the varied alternatives. The
following questions were raised: How important are myideas? Will others understand
my ideas? What will others think of me? As youngsters made their choices in this
simulated experience, they were asked to defend their decisions with a variety of
reasons stemmingfrom their examination of the criteria questions. An important aspect
of this decision making exercise was the youngsters’ grappling with the values expressed
in many ofthe potential solutions, not unlike the thinking and feeling processes needed
in the resolution ofreal conflicts in their ownlives as they dared to be different from their
peers.

A groupofbright middle school youngsters presentedtheir teacher with a source of
material that stimulated a heated discussion and some subsequent decision making
action. One morning, David camerushing into class waving a section of the local
newspaperandtelling anyone who would listen, “It doesn’t make sense;it’s a stupid
answer!”

In a calmer moment, David explained that he disagreed vehemently with the
advice given in a syndicated column by a psychologist who answered questionssentin
by teenagers. As he shared both question and answer, David sparked a discussion
amongthe entire group about the effectiveness of the psychologist’s answer to the
teenager. Withlittle effort, but much foresight, the teacher was able to focus student
interest by askingif they would like to do something about the advice andtheir reactions
to it. Further discussion led to the generation and evaluation of what the students felt
were more appropriate responses to the teenage writer's question. The results of the
problem solving session weresent to the columnist. This experience served further as a
stimulus to several students who began their own advice column for teenagers in the
school newspaper.

It is important in teaching decision making to provide a means for student
responses, oral or written, which establishes the individual student’s decision, and the
basis for the decision (a reflection of the knowledge aboutthe topic orsituation, as well
as the values on which the decision was based). The idea here is that the decision
making process used in small grouporclass settings need notbe limited to decisions
based on group consensus. Many decision making situations can be developed that
encourage different individual decisions which can then be used as the basis for
discussion. Further, the articulation of individual decisions by students,in written ororal
form, provides a meansfor formalizing the cognitive and affective processes involvedin
generatingalternatives, evaluating possibilities accordingto criterion satisfaction, reach-
ing a decision, and defendingthat decision. Thisarticulation process can aid the teacher
and student in evaluating student skill in the various processes involved in decision
making.In addition, an oralor written record ofa decision which will be implemented in
order to accomplish sometask gives direction to planning.It also serves as a basis for

370 follow-up evaluation of the decision(i.e., asking “Was that a good decision for me?”).
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As anillustration of the importance of having students articulate their decisions,
recall the earlier story of the second graders who made their own decisions about a
subject to survey. After students had brainstormed more than 40 ideas, the teacher
reviewed the list on the board and asked each student to draw or write on a sheet of
paperthefourorfive subjects s/he was most interested in surveying. Then,usingthelist
of criteria questions generated by the group with the help of the teacher, each student
was asked to draw a circle around the best choice. The actual “circling” activity is
considered an important ingredient in helping a student make a commitmentand take a
stand. Finally, students were given an opportunity to draw, write ortell the reasonsfor a
choice.

Onthe following day whenstudents broughttheir completed surveys and graphsto
share in class, they were askedto evaluate their choice of subject from the perspective of
implementation, putting the decision into action. Some youngsters were confident that
their choices had been good ones “because | got it done,’ “because it was fun,”
“because no oneelse surveyed the same thing | did.” Other students, even some with
completed graphs, indicated that if they had it to do again, they would make different
choices “becauseit got dark before I finished” (survey of cars in neighborhood which
required that users of cars have returned from work, school, etc.) and “because some
people thoughtI wasjust joking when I asked them questions about the TV shows they
watched on Mondaynight.” In the discussion which followed, the teacher was able to
help students identify other criteria questions which might be important in making
decisions. This kind of consideration of consequences is not too dissimilar from the
“Monday morning quarterbacking” engaged in by many adults. Andit is this follow-
through evaluation which can help youngsters to better understand the process of
decision making and to improvetheir skills based on experience.

One other aspect of teaching decision making requires attention: the process of
helping students prioritize criteria generated for use in weighing alternatives—thatis,
helping them to discuss and evaluate the relatively greater importance of somecriteria
over others in making a satisfying decision. The process of weighing criteria requires
sophisticated cognitive skill, and teachers should carefully evaluate students’ readiness
for this process.

As teachers work with groups of students who are ready for this concept of
prioritizing criteria, they might begin with a simple procedure of asking them to rank
orderthelist of criteria they have generated. Then students usetheir individual rankings
as part of the discussion whendecisions are shared. For the older or more sophisticated
decision maker, the introduction of a decision-finding grid or matrix would be appropri-
ate. An example of such a procedure can be found in Unit 5 of Guide to Creative
Action (Parneset al. 1977).

Teaching Planning

The major goal of the planning talent is organizing for the implementation of a
project or a problem solution. The Kid Talk chart (see Table 2) defines the fourskills of
planningfor students. In general terms, these fourskills include (1) stating the objective
or goal for the plan, (2) identifying resources needed for implementation,(3) stating and
organizing the steps or procedures for implementation and (4) considering potential
problemsin implementing the plan.

The use of the planningtalent often follows decision making, since a problem
solution usually requires a plan for implementing the solution or decision, but planning 371
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and decision making require different kinds of abilities. Planningcalls for skill in forming
a big picture or outline, in conceptualizing a schema,andit calls for the ability to flesh out
the specific details of the schema. It is entirely possible for a person to haveskill in
generating newideasor in deciding on the best solution for a problem without having
equalskill in planning a design for implementing or putting the idea into action.

Introducing Planning

Theinitial planning activity used in the Talents Unlimited project with studentsofall
ages drew on an experience commonto all students: planning a sandwich. The choice
of a planningtopic familiar to students was deliberately made to ensure a measure of
success. For young students, a planning booklet (see Figure 4) was designed from 12” x
18” drawing paperand children drew the fourparts of their plans for a sandwich: What
kind of sandwich they wished to make; things they would need for making the
sandwich; steps they would take in making the sandwich; and problemsthat could
occur in carrying out the plan. Teachers or older students helped youngstudents in
writing labels for pictures in each part of a plan. If a teacher chose to do theinitial
planning activity as a groupeffort, a chalkboard or chart was used to record the four
parts of the plan for one kind of sandwich. Older students were provided with a
worksheet(see figure 5) to help them in completing the four parts of a written plan.

   

WHAT THINGS STEPS PROBLEMS

fo
id

—
s

|
front inside back

       

Figure 4. Planning Booklet for Primary Students

The old adage, “the proof of the pudding is in the eating,” has important
implications for the planning talent. Students who only draw or design hypothetical
plans and never implementplans havelittle idea of the importance of planning. The
choice of planning a sandwichfortheinitial activity has additional merit in that it lends
itself to implementation. Students in the Talents Unlimited project were invited to
implement their plans by swapping plans with a partner and observing each other
implement the plan as drawn or written. Follow-up discussion provided a meansfor
evaluating the plans and a basis for modifying and improving plans. Students were
quick to see the need for spelling out details in their lists of things and steps; further,
many students understood the importance of trying to solve some of the problems they
had listed by going back and modifying other parts of the plan. Taking plans off the
drawing board for implementation and then evaluating the effectiveness of the plan in
termsof its workability is critical if students are to realize the true value of planning.
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1. Tell WHAT kind of bulletin board you would like to make; make a sketchif necessary.

 

 

 

 

2. List the THINGS (materials/resources) you will need.

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

3. List the STEPS,in order, you will take to make your bulletin board.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. Describe any PROBLEMSyou might have in making yourbulletin board.

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5. Planning a Bulletin Board (Worksheet)

Connecting Planning with Subject Matter

While the planningtalentlendsitself readily to typical classroom projects, such as
planningclass parties, field trips, holiday projects, club activities, etc., there are numer-
Ous opportunities for using planning in academic content areas. Some examplesof both
elementary and secondary classroom planningactivities are described below

A fourth-grade teacher involved students in a planning activity related to a health
unit focusing on the combinedroles of nutrition and physical fitness in general health.
Muchattention in this unit was given to helping students plan ways to reduce the

consumption of junk foodsin their daily diets. Students became eagerly involved in
planning with their parents more nutritious snacks for morning andafter-school breaks.
But the same students were not so excited aboutparticipating in the daily program of
calisthenics which waspart of their physical education training, in spite of the notable
fact that many of these fourth graders were overweight! The teacher realized the
importance of generating student enthusiasm as she pursuedthe issue of physicalfitness
and posed the followingsituation to challenge her fourth graders to use their planning
skills: “Suppose that many other fourth-grade students disliked exercising as much as
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you say you do, and suppose that you were invited by the schoolprincipal and teachers
to act as a consultant to plan interesting exercise routines for these students. See how
well you can use your planningskills to plan an exciting exercise routine for students
whodislike calisthenics.”

The challenge was accepted and the fourth graders quickly became irnmersedin
detailing some interesting (and sometimes complex and unorthodox) approaches to
exercising. The teacher found that intermittent discussions regarding which body
muscles were exercised by different positions and location of resources about warm-up
procedures and timing of exercises were important academic ingredients in helping
youngsters plan more realistically. Evaluation of plans was two-fold. First, a local
physical fitness specialist was invited to the class; students had an opportunity to
demonstrate and discuss their exercise plan with the specialist. Comments of the
specialist and other class members provided basis for final modification. The second
evaluation came as a surprise to students. The teacher arranged for her students to be
questleaders of the calisthenics program forall fourth-grade classes in the school. Not

only did students implementtheir exercise routines but they had an opportunity to get
feedback from their peers on how well their plans worked. Not surprisingly, one of the
things the fourth graders discovered wasthat exercise is not so bad if you do something
different, especially if it was your ownidea.

A high school English teacher used a hypothetical planningactivity to help students
studying the Shakespearean play, RomeoandJuliet, be more aware of the subtlety
and complexity of relationships among the feuding family groups(Talents Unlimited for
Secondary Classrooms, 1984). After the reading of the play and someinitial discussions
of central issues, the students were asked to design a plan to convince Juliet’s parents
that Romeo wasa suitable mate. The teacher chose to conduct the planningactivity
orally so that discussion could flow continually during the planning process. Half the
class was asked to do the actual planning aloud(state the goal; list resources needed;
identify sequenceof steps for accomplishing the goal; and consider possible problemsof
implementation); the plan was recordedonthe chalkboardforall to see (and alter when
needed). When the plan was completed, the other students, who had heard all the
discussion as the plan developed,were askedto evaluate the plan; evaluative comments
served as take-off points for discussion and, sometimes,as the basis for modification of
the plan whenthe actual planners determined that the modifications were an improve-
ment. The teacherfoundthat this planning exercise served as a highly stimulating wayto
engage students in using their own ideas to discuss the finer points of a piece of
literature.

Integrating planning into specific subject area content for secondary students can
be illustrated in many ways: in a social studies class, students involved in a unit on
criminology were asked to use information they had studied to plan a newstate

corrections system based on diminishedrecidivism; in science classes, students were

asked to plan a lab demonstration of constant acceleration and, later, to plan for the
evaluation of lab exercises without the requirementof a written lab report; in a math
class, students were asked to plan and implement a methodforfinding the volume of
the school. Numerousplanning exercises for elementary students are found in Talent
Activity Packet (1974); several for very youngstudents are described by Schlichter
(1985).

Teaching Forecasting

Forecasting is defined by the Talents Unlimited project (see Table 2) as having one
basic goal: the generation of many, varied predictions about a situation or event. The
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term “forecast” suggests looking ahead, imaging the future; and many questions which
call for forecasting are stated in the future mode (e.g., What might happenifall plants
were eliminated from earth? What could happennextin this story?). Cast in these ways,

forecasting deals with the prediction of consequences, effects or outcomes. But, in spite
of the future orientation of the talent name, the forecasting talent has been defined to

include predicting about events in the past. Specifically, students also are asked to make
many, varied predictions about the causes of some eventorsituation (e.g., Why was
George Washington willing to becomeleader of the Continental Army? What caused
the extinction of dinosaurs?). In summary, then, the forecasting talent as defined by the
Talents Unlimited model includes prediction of both causes andeffects.

Introducing Forecasting

The forecasting talent is perhaps the easiestofall the talent clusters to introduce to
youngchildren because of their natural curiosity and their inclination to ask “whatif”
kinds of questions. Many of the Talents Unlimited teachers introduced forecasting to
students in the context of an instructional experience which often begins the school
year: the development of standards for student classroom and school behavior. After
students hadparticipated in generating and discussing the standards, the teachers posed
this forecasting question: What might happenif we did not have anyrules for classroom
behavior? (or What might happen if no one followed standards for behavior?). As
students make predictions about possible outcomes(e.g., some people would neverget
a turn to do things, we might arque a lot, we wouldn’tlearn to read,etc.), they were
helped to see problemsthat could occurif people did not have some guidelinesorrules.
In this sense, forecasting can be viewed as problem identification.

The other face of forecasting, predicting causes, could be introduced in the same
setting described above. At the end of a discussion of the class standards for behavior, a
teacher might ask: “What are all the varied things that might cause someone not to
follow the rules?” This type of predicting can help youngsters investigate their own, as
well as others, motivations.

For secondary students, a variation of these initial forecasting activities could be
made: Whatif there were no student behavior or dress codes in our school? Whatare
the manyand varied causes for non-compliance with school behavior and dress codes?
Many secondaryteachers have foundit useful to follow this initial activity with similar
issues related to a current topic of study (e.g., in a social studies class, the teacher asked
students to predict all the varied things that might happen if advertisers were not

restricted by truth in advertising laws, and a chemistry teacher asked students what
might happenif they ignored guidelines for using the lab equipment).

Connecting Forecasting with Subject Matter

Forecasting is a very useful talent in helping students becomesensitive to possible
problems. A well-timed forecasting question can help students move from somewhat
naive assumptionsto positions whichreflect a more critical awarenessof the implications
of an issue. The description of a forecasting activity given below illustrates this point.

A class of fourth graders was discussing the change over of the United States from
its present English system of measurement to the metric system. The teacher pointed
out that while many countries used the metric system exclusively, the United States had
been involved in the changeprocess for years. Some problemsresulting from the slow
change over were discussed. Suddenly, one impatient fourth grader exclaimed, “Well,
why doesn’t Congress just pass a law and say that on a certain date we'll all go on the 375
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metric system? That would put an endto all our problems!” While the urge wasgreatto
give a lecture in responseto this rather simplistic kind of thinking, the teacher recognized

an opportunity to encourage youngsters to think morecritically about the suggestion
and posed this forecasting question: “Suppose Congress did pass such a law which
required that in six months the United States would change to complete use of the
metric system? What are the manyand varied things that might happen asa result?”

A flurry of responses ensued,focusinginitially on all the things that would haveto
be changed to metric. Then, some youngsters began to point out the amountoftime

and people it would take to makeall the changes and the numberof products that would
have to be produced (new highway speedlimit signs, new maps,etc.). As one prediction
led to another, youngsters began to see manyof the connecting implications—industrial
machines would all have to be reworked, new packaging for consumer products would
be required, people of all ages and occupations would haveto be reeducated,including
sports announcers, etc. Within a few minutes (and without benefit of a lecture from the

teacher), the fourth graders realized that what soundedlike a good solution had many
problemsattached. They were able to think morerealistically about this complex issue
and understood that much more problem solving activity had to occur before the
change over could be effectively made. Forecasting was a practical tool for helping
students examine morecritically this kind of “off the top of the head” approach to
problem solving. Other uses of forecasting with elementary students were described by
Schlichter (1979; 1983b; 1985).

Subject matter in secondary classroomsalso is fertile with opportunities for
forecasting effects and consequences. A class of high school students engaged in a study
of The Scarlet Letter was asked to predict the many and varied consequencesif the
story had taken place in a different time (e.g., the twentieth century) or in a different
setting. A science teacher asked students to predict the effect of increased worldwide
volcanic action on the weather; and a business education teacher challenged students to
predict the outcomes if a company did not prepare departmental margin statements
(Talents Unlimited for Secondary Classrooms, 1984).

Other situations which call for predicting can be focused on the generation of
causes which might explain a situation or event. For example, kindergarten students
involved in planting seeds in paper cups were prepared for the possible “no show”of

someplantings by being askedto predictall the different things that could keep their
seeds from growing into plants. Some of their responses were too muchortoolittle
water, not enoughor too muchlight, bugs, wrongfertilizer, somebody disturbing roots,
bad seeds,etc. From the predictions, the teacher was ableto assist these youngscientists
in generating some possible solutions to the problems they had uncovered with their
forecasting (i.e., developing strategies for ensuring that plants got the right amountof
water andlight).

Using forecasting to help students explain apparent discrepancies is an effective
strategy used by secondary teachers. A teacher of eighth-grade social studies shared
with students an excerpt from “Diary of John Quincy Adams” (Bergen, 1960) in which
Adams described a very negative image of Thomas Jefferson, a view that differed
dramatically from textbook descriptions of one of our founding fathers. Students were
asked to dig deeperinto a variety of resources to generate possible explanations for this
discrepancy in viewpoints.

Digging deeperis often called for in forecasting activities. An English teacher asked
376 students studying “Jabberwocky” to predict why Lewis Carroll made use of coined
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wordsin this selection. Then students were encouraged to do someresearchto try to
verify some of their predictions. This kind of follow-through activity in forecasting is
crucial. Whena particular activity lends itself to the gathering and sorting of additional
information, the teacher should encourage each student to engage in the necessary
researchfor (1) critiquing the quality of the initial predictionsin light of the insight gained
and (2) producing new andbetter predictions for the samesituation (Talent Activity
Packet, 1974).

Teaching Communication

The general goal of the communication talent is to increase students’ facility in
using verbal and nonverbal language to share their thoughts, ideas and feelings;
specifically, the objective is to increase the richness of expression and move students

away from cliche-ridden expression. The communication talent focuses on the more
standard structure and use of the English language to a greater extent than the other
talent clusters and, thus, reflects somecorrelation with the traditional language develop-
ment components of the academic talent. Fluency andflexibility in the use of language
are major aims of the communication skills, but form, clarity, expressiveness and
completeness of ideas are supporting goals.

The specific definition of the communication talent includessix skills (see Tables 1

and 2). According to the operational definition developed by the Talents Unlimited
project, each skill may function independently (i.e., each may be the focus of an entire
activity) even thoughit is acknowledged that the skills are not mutually exclusive in
general practice. For example, the describing words generated with thefirst skill may be
used in the developmentof a descriptive paragraphasthefifth skill is focused on. A
closer look at the skills of communication suggests that there is an implied hierarchy of
complexity, ranging from the generation of single words(skills one and two) to phrases
(skill three) to a network of ideas (skills four, five, and six). It should be noted that the
skills reflect the use of both cognitive and affective abilities, and skill six draws specifically
on psychomotorability.

A point that needs to be madeis that the choice of these six specific skills to
represent the communication talent is arbitrary. Choice from among manypossible
communication abilities was made onthe basis of an analysis of academic needs of the
students involvedin the original research. The Talents Unlimited project staff acknowl-
edges that the communication talent definition should be considered open-ended and
that adopters of the model may wish to define additional skills pertinent to their
participants. The research related to the Talents Unlimited model howeveris limited to
the six specified skills.

Introducing Communication

Introducing the communication talent to students takes a somewhat different form
because, unlike the other talent clusters, each skill of communication may be used
independently, or two or moreskills may be linked for one lesson. Further, the teacher
may begin instruction in the communication talent using any one of the skills, as
opposed to working through the skills from first to last. Because the communication
skills lend themselves so readily to academic contexts, the initial activity may be done in
connection with a content area. For example, an English teacher focused a discussionof

Julius Caesar with skill two by asking students to use a variety of words to describe
how they wouldfeelif a friend betrayed them. Then,switching to skill five, students were
asked to use their word lists and composea short speechto the betraying friend. The 377
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session concluded with a discussion of student-composed responses and theliterary
response of Caesarto his betrayal.

With younger students, the initial activity may require more teacherinstruction in
the use of the same communicationskills. For example, a teacher might ask students to
look at a picture of a runawaychild in their reading text and to describe the child’s
feelings with many, varied single words(skill two). It would not be uncommonto have
students offer words in the form of a nounsuchasfear. At this point, the teacher would
engage students in some academic activity, showing them how to use suffix to change
the word to describing form,thatis, fearful, or to state the word in a different descriptive

form suchasafraid or scared. Then, students might be asked to search the next page of
the story for describing words which the author usedfor the child in the story as well as
for any of their own describing words. Finally, students might be asked to read the
sentences describing the child in the story (the author’s use ofskill five) and then make
up their own sentences using the describing words they generated. This technique of
focusing attention byfirst using single describing words and then using the words to
compose complete thoughts is a valuable tool in helping beginning writers.

Connecting Communication with Subject Matter

Thefirst skill in the communicationtalentis very useful in vocabulary development,
especially in helping students realize how many words they have available in their

understood vocabulary, if not in their spoken and written vocabulary. Unlike the second
skill, the first communication skill focuses on cognitive describing words, wordsthat
describe the look, sound, taste, smell and feel of something, as opposedtoits emotional
state. In a study of The Scarlet Letter, a teacher and her students made useofthefirst
two communication skills to analyze the main character. Students were asked to give
single words that the townspeople might use in describing Hester (skill one) and words
describing their feelings about Hester(skill two); subsequently, they made three other

lists of describing words that might be used by Mr Dimmesdale, Pearl, and Hester
herself. The fourlists of describing words were usedto help students develop flexibility
in analyzing Hester from different points of view.

The third skill in communication focuses on helping students create their own
comparisons (in the form of similes) rather than relying on cliches. A kindergarten
teacher usedthis skill in helping students develop these opposite concepts: rough and

smooth. Students were given pieces of sandpaper andsilk to touch and were asked to
think of things in their own experience or imagination to complete these sentences: This
sandpaperis as rough as ______; this silk is as smooth as____. Not surprisingly, the
activity did not end with the ideas generated in the few minutesofthis lesson; for several
days, students continued to point out things around them that were as rough as
sandpaper and as smooth as silk. The culmination of the activity came with the
developmentof a class book in which students illustrated and labeled manyoftheir
comparisons.

Skill four in the communication talent was identified originally with the intent of
helping students to develop empathy, to participate in the feelings of another person by
sharing similar experiences. In practice, it was found that the expression of ideas and

feelings actually took the form of a network of meaning andthusreflectedskill five rather
than distinct form ofits own. As result, skill four is now used simply as anotherform of
skill five.

Skill five of the communication talent focuses on the development of complete
thoughts, ideas or feelings in spoken or written language. The products of this skill are
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varied and can range from the developmentof sets of questions for an interview to the
writing of poetry, letters, newsarticles, lab reports, stories or essays. One teacher used
this skill in helping students examine an issue of heated discussion with a morescientific
approach.Following the reading of an article on recent attempts to prove the existence
of the Loch Ness monster, students were excitedly discussing their different points of
view. Capitalizing on the students’ interest, the teacher used skill five to focus the
discussion and posedthis challenge: “Whatareall the different questions you would
need to ask to determineif there is a Loch Ness monster?” Justthis listing of questions
helped most students realize how many unanswered questions there still are in this
exciting mystery. For a few students, the list of questions was a spur to further

investigation of the issue.

Therole ofclarity in written language also can be emphasized through the use of
skill five. A math teacher asked students to use this skill in writing their own word
problems,incorporating processes studied earlier. Having other studentstry to work the
problemsas written led to some excellent discussion and subsequentrewriting efforts.

The sixth skill in the communication cluster focuses exclusively on nonverbal
language. typical activity calls for pantomime,role play, or movementexercise. A first
grade teacher engaged studentsin usingthis skill following a visit to the local zoo. After a
warm-upactivity in which students imitated the movements of various animals they had
observed, the teacher posed more challengingsituations for role play: “Without using
words, show in many, different ways how the animals would act in these situations: a
bear who can’t catch the peanuta boyis throwing across the fence; a monkey who has
found a new play mate; a giraffe who has been fed enormous amounts of peanuts or
popcorn thatgiraffes are not supposedto have; a tiger just before feeding time andjust
after feeding time.” Follow-up discussion of student interpretation took into consider-
ation facial expression, gestures, body movement,etc. A variety of other examples using

the different communication skills can be found in Talent Activity Packet (1974).

Basic Instructional Strategies for Teaching the Talents

C lassroom strategies for implementing thinking skills instruction were developed
and tested in the Talents Unlimited project. These strategies reflect much of what

we know from research on the kinds of behaviors teachers use that seem to enhance
student learning (Costa, 1981). Specifically, teachers were trained in the following

instructional skills: (1) giving directions or asking questions which contain specific cues
for the cognitive tasks the student is to perform, (2) providing time for students to
respond, (3) accepting/rewarding students’ ideas and building upontheir ideas and (4)
modeling the thinking skills for students.

Teacher observation and feedbackplusself-evaluation are usedto assist teachers in
the developmentof theseskills. A self-rating scale which addresses the majorinstruc-
tional competencies is found in Figure 6.

Giving Specific Directions

In the Talents Unlimited instructional model, how directions are given or questions
are asked to stimulate particular thinking skills is a critical factor The cues for what
cognitive task the student is to perform are embeddedin the teacher's directions or
questions (see Table 2). The use of precisely-stated instructions in the Talents Unlimited
modelis a deliberate technique to help students focus properly on the learning activity.
Kounin (1970) and Dalis (1970) suggested that the clarity of teacher directions has an
impact on students’ behavior; directions which are confusing, incomplete or too 379
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Name Date

School Grade
Talent Curriculum Area

Title of Activity

MOTIVATION

A. Situational — | feel that the way | developed interest in the situation or identified the
context for this activity was successful to this degree:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Comments:

B. Process — | feel that the way | used oneof the four approaches to process warm-up was
effective to this degree:

1 2 3 4 3 6 7 8 9
 

Comments:

TEACHER TALK

| feel that the questions, statements and/or directions that | used were successfulin eliciting
the type of student responses appropriate for developing this talent to this degree:

1 2 3 4 9° 6 7 8 9
 

Comments:

STUDENT RESPONSE

| feel that | was successfulin stimulating the student behaviors | had selected to emphasize
for this lesson to this degree:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
 

Comments:

REINFORCEMENT

| feel that in this lesson myuseoforal praise as well as nonverbal encouragementreinforced
student behaviors positively to this degree:

1 2 3 4 ° 6 7 8 9
 

Comments:

 

380 Figure 6. TeacherSelf-Rating Scale
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complex adversely affect student learning. Further, research by Cole and Williams
(1973) indicated that “the cognitive level, length and syntax of pupil responses are
highly contingent upon cognitive level of teacher questions (p. 144)”—i.e., you get
whatyouaskfor.

Another aspect of the rationale for instructing teachers in the systematic use of
specific skill component cues for each of the talent clusters is related to evaluation of
student performance. Whenteachers understand and use specific skill components in
their instruction, they are morelikely to identify those skills when they occurin students’
performance andthey are able to differentiate students who are making progress in
thinking and those whoare not. The examples of classroom instruction in the various
talent clusters given in the preceding sectionillustrated the systematic use of specific
cues in the questions or directions given by the teacher.

Providing Timefor Students to Respond

Giving students time to reflect and generate ideas or responses to questionsis
especially critical when the questions call for higher orderthinkingskills rather than for
mererecall. Rowe (1974) found that the “wait time” between teacher question and
student responseis usually one or two seconds. Anincrease to three secondsor longer
in the time a teacheris silent after asking a question produces substantial changesin
student-to-student interaction, creativeness and speculativeness of student response,

and nonverbalstudents’ participation.

The work of Paul Torrance (Torrance & Meyers, 1970) has long supported the
importanceof time in enhancing the quality of creative response. Torrance advocated
warm-uptime as a way of helping students becomefamiliar with a new way of thinking.
In this process youngsters are encouragedto continuereflecting on a question or idea to
generate more and better ideas. Torrance advised teachers that students tend to go
through several stages or plateaus whenthey are askedto think creatively. Atfirst, ideas
will be rather commonandordinary. As continued thinking is encouraged, ideas may
become whimsical and even appear “silly”’ When students are given even moretime
and encouragement to think creatively, original thinking often emerges. Teachers
trained in the Talents Unlimited model are encouraged to provide this kind of approving
wait time in expectation of progressively improving student response.

Accepting/Rewarding Students’ Ideas

Research has demonstrated that cognitive achievement and student attitude
toward learning are enhanced in classrooms where teachers accepted, built upon,
restated or extended students’ ideas (Flanders, 1960; Wallen, 1966). Many writers have
supported the importance of a responsive environmentin the creative growth of
students (Maslow, 1968; Rogers, 1962; Torrance, 1962). Torrance and Myers (1970)

listed a variety of teacher behaviors for encouraging creative and critical thinking in
students: (1) listen or watch with interest as students share ideas, (2) agree with,
approve, or praise students’ ideas, (3) encourage further inquiry and (4) provide time
and resources for students to implementideas.

Simple verbal praise of a student’s idea (e.g., “That’s an interesting strategy for
taking a random sample, Mary”) or a smile in recognition of a new solutionare strategies
for providing a responsive environmentthatare familiar to most teachers. In the Talents
Unlimited model, teachers are trained to be specific in the praise they offer (e.g., “Good,
Mike, you used your answers to three of the criteria questions to support your
decision”). The aim is to help students clarify goals of their thinking efforts and to

developstrategies of action to achieve goals. 381
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Modeling Thinking Skills

Modeling behavior is associated with the tendency of people to match their
behaviors to those people in their environment whoare important to them. Bandura
(1963) suggested that new patterns of behavior can be acquired through observation
and imitation alone.

In the Talents Unlimited instructional model, teachers are encouraged to provide
students with models of the various talent clusters. Teachers use their own creative and
critical thinking efforts as a personal modelfor students. For example, when a teacher
explains a project she wants the class to undertake, she also can describe how she used
her decision makingtalentto select the project. This kind of “thinking aloud” serves asa
model for the skills being taught to youngsters. In much the same way, teachers
encourage peer modeling.In the discussion following the use of a talent cluster, the
teacher asks studentsto describe aloud the waythey used a particularskill or the strategy
they employed to get through a difficult place in the activity (e.g., how to shift into
another category or viewpoint). Encouraging students to evaluate their use of specific
thinking skills and discuss ways to improvetheir uses of those skills also is part of the
modeling process.

Whenstudents are encouraged to think about their own thinking, metacognitive
abilities are being tapped. While metacognition was notpart of the popular psychologi-
cal terminology during the initial development of the Talents Unlimited model, the
process of helping students exert conscious control over their cognitive processesis a
fundamentalgoal of the project. Teaching the talent model openly to students, using
specific cues and feedback, providing models and encouragingself-evaluation areall
basic components of the effort to help students internalize the model and use the
thinkingskills in all areas of their lives.

Developing Materials for Talent Instruction

[ n the introduction to this chapter, several barriers to effective thinking skills instruc-
tion were discussed. One of these obstacles was defined as insufficient practice of

selected skills and isolation of skills from one another and from subject matter. Beyer
(1984b) suggestedthat effective instruction in thinking is developmental and requires
practice over a long period of time; he described the development of sequential
curricula to teach thinkingskills throughout the grades K-12.

The Talents Unlimited modelis based on the concept of developmental growth of
students’ thinking skills. Many of the classroom examples given in an earlier section
detail the differentiation and variation of the thinkingskills instruction. For example,
illustrations of decision making instruction outlined a progression of teaching activities
from assisting primary students in asking questions to help them “think more carefully
abouttheir alternatives,”to soliciting criteria from older students, to teaching the process
of weighingcriteria for the more sophisticated and experienced decision maker The
initial research results on the Talents Unlimited project reflected the need for long-term
instruction before significant results can be attained. In the developmentofcurricula for
implementing long-term practice of thinking skills, three major factors were addressed:
(1) integration of skills instruction into all subject areas, (2) development of talent
instructional activities for various student groupings and (3) variation in the mode of
student response.

One of the concepts that emerged quickly during the early developmentof the
Talents Unlimited model wasthat studentsvary in their use ofcertain talentskills across
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subject areas. Apparently, students’ preferences and aptitudes for certain subject areas

interact to some extent with their skill in using the talent clusters. Based on that
observation, plus the goal of demonstrating to students the usefulness of the talent
clustersin all areas of academic study, activities were written and implementedsothatall
subject areas were tapped byeachtalent cluster with approximately equal frequency.

Varying the size of the instructional group was another consideration in the

developmentoftalent activities. Some talent teaching lendsitself nicely to a large group
setting. For example, a total group productive thinking session to generate a variety of
subtle and unique ways in which seniorcitizens are stereotyped in our society is an
effective wayto initiate interest and discussion in a unit on gerontology. Implementing
talent instruction in a whole class context provides the potential for a great deal of
hitchhiking of ideas and for peer modeling; however, without sensitive teacher leader-
ship, a few high productive thinkers could dominate such anactivity. Sometimes small
groups might be organizedforinitial brainstorming before a general sharing session with
group leaders assuming responsibility foreliciting ideas from all group members.

Small groupinstructionin the talentskills also can be implemented at the elemen-
tary level through the usual grouping patterns used for instruction in certain academic
subjects such as reading and math. For example, a reading group whichis focusing on a
selection about the fear and loneliness of a child who has just moved to a new school

might be asked to do some on-the-spot productive thinking: “Whatareall the varied
and unusual ways you could help a new studentin ourclassfeel less lonely andafraid?”
Or a math groupbeing introducedto fractional parts might be asked to think of many,
different, unusualsituations in which it would be important to know howto divide things
into halves or fourths.

Individualinstruction in the talents is important too. A student who is working on a
project for a science fair may have sound data for a study but fail in the effective
presentation of ideas; an observant teacher might engagethe student in using produc-
tive thinking to generate a variety of unique strategies for displaying the project. This
kind of individual application of talent instruction also contributes to the student's
conceptof the practical, day-to-day value of the talent skills.

Oneotherfactor addressed in the developmentoftalentactivities is the variation in

modeof student response whichis elicited. Talent activities designed for very young
students typically call for oral responses or drawn responses with labels added by the
teacher or other helpers. A variation of oral responses for older students includes the
recording of ideas on a chalkboard or chart by the teacher or a student. Kinesthetic

responses are appropriate for all students, depending on the nature of the activity.

Written responses are more frequently used with students having the ability to write

independently; it should be noted howeverthatoral responsesare equally effective with
older students and often facilitate purposesof a class discussion. Teachers whoare alert
to variations in the preferencesof their students for different modes of responsewill find
that variety is the key to effective use of talent instruction. Talent Activity Packet

(1974), as well as curricula developed by adopters of the Talents Unlimited model,

reflect the integration of talent instruction in all subject areas and the useofa variety of

groupingstrategies and student responsepatterns.

Using the Talents Unlimited Model with Gifted Students

As the only project on the National Diffusion Network approvedfor gifted/talented
programs, the Talents Unlimited model has beenreflected frequently in special

programsfor these exceptional students. The usefulness of the multiple talent model as 383
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one componentin program development for gifted students has been documented
(Schlichter, 1981). This instructional approach, like many other teaching/learning
models designed to enhance higher order cognitive skills, can be implemented as a
support system in assisting gifted students as they conduct investigations of problemsof
interest to them. Regular classroom teachers,as well as special teachersofthe gifted, can
organize the multiple talent skills as a strategy for helping these students focus an
interest, define the interest in termsof a problem, and movethrough a processof solving
the problem in a mannerappropriate to students’ interests and abilities.

The most appropriate use of the multiple talent skills with gifted youngsters has
been as a training process for helping these students organize and manage the
investigation of a major problem ortopic. The talentskills are a means to an end, not an
end in themselves; they provide the mental calisthenics for the primary goal of gifted
education: independentinvestigation of real problems (Renzulli, 1977).

Implications for Gifted Students in the Regular Classroom

Theinitial research on the Talents Unlimited program reportedin this chapter was
conducted with heterogeneousgroupsof students in the mainstream and the resulting
data do not address specific questions concerningthe effectiveness of the multiple talent
model with identified gifted students. A subsequent replication study using gifted
students producedsignificantresults for all talents (Chissom & McLean, 1980). Taken
together these data give somedirection in suggesting possible implications for gifted
education in the areas of identification and enrichment. These implications are dis-
cussed in the context of a broad rationale for gifted programs, as proposed by Renzulli
(1977). Research is currently being conducted to examine specific aspects of the
usefulness of the Talents Unlimited model as a support system in the context of such a
comprehensive approach to programming as the EnrichmentTriad Model.

Student Identification

The Criterion Referenced Tests of Talents used in the summative evaluation of
student progress in talent development,as well as the teacher’s use of guided observa-
tion to determine progress in talent areas on a regular basis, provide information for
determining individual student performance which can be rated as below average,
average, above average and outstanding. This information on a wide range of thinking
skills, including creative thinking abilities, has implications for assisting classroom
teachers in identifying students with superior potential in a variety of areas.

Teachers have ample opportunity to observe andidentify above-average perfor-
mancein a variety of thinking processes in manydisciplines with the use of the Talents
Unlimited model. Further, the staff developmentinvolved in the implementation of this
modelcan play an importantrole in sensitizing teachers to specific behaviors of students
whichindicate talent potential and in enhancing teachingstrategies for the encourage-
mentof these specific talents. Teachertraining in the use of the Talents Unlimited model
may be an important step toward more effective teacherreferral of youngsters with
outstandingabilities. The use of the talent assessmentdata on individual students may
go a long wayin reducing thebiasof teachersin referring as gifted only those students
with high scores onintelligencetests.

Another implication of multiple talent teaching relates to its potential use in
identifying large numbers of minority and disadvantaged gifted youngsters. In the
Talents Unlimited research, successes in student talent development were as well

384 represented in the predominantly rural and black experimental schools as in the
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predominantly urban and white middle-class experimental schools (Chissom &
McLean, 1980). Because success in the Talents Unlimited model is not limited to
performance ontraditional academic criteria and because success in the use of the
talents may be demonstrated in a variety of disciplines or contexts, youngsters from
varied backgrounds have many opportunities to reveal their potential. For rural and
disadvantaged youngsters with high potential, the systematic use of multiple talent
teaching in regular class programs maylead to greater identification and inclusion of
these underrepresented groups in programsfor the gifted.

Classroom Enrichment

Teachers of the Talents Unlimited modelare trained to provide systematic opportu-
nities for all youngsters in a class group to develop potential in all talent areas and
especially in the one or moretalents identified as a student’s particular strengths. Often
these groupactivities can stimulate possibilities for individual youngsters to pursue an
idea or project further, as well as provide opportunities for training in specific thinking
skills. Two examplesof this kind of classroom enrichmentare described below.

A classroom teacher helped third-grade students involved in a map study unit
explore the variety of tasks a mapmaker engages in. The teacher showed students a
number of maps, ranging from the usual world geographical maps and state highway
maps to some unusualspecial interest maps, including one locating all the tourist
attractions in a particular city. Students expressed surprise and curiosity about the
special interest maps; drawing on this interest, the teacher asked students to use

productive thinking to think of all the different kinds of unusual special interest maps
they wouldlike to havea cartographerdesign.A longlist of ideas helped studentsrealize
that there are manytopics that can be the subject for a map andthat a cartographer’s
work may be quite varied. While the formal lesson ended as this point was made,the
impact of the discussion continued through the interest of one student who wantedto
makea special map he thought was needed. With the help of the classroom teacher and
a special resource teacher, this student spent a portion of the next several weeks
developing a color-coded mapthat located the main car racingsites in the southeast for
various seasonsof the year. The audiencefor this map wasa groupoffriends with whom
the boy and his father spent many weekendhoursattending racing events.

An ecological awareness activity provided a similar stimulus for middle school
students. Participants in a science class were asked to make some observations over
several days of ecological practices and problemsin their community. The follow-up
discussion included an analysis of the observations which the teacher then focused in
the form of a decision making activity: “What ecological problem is the worst in our
community?” More discussion followed the decision, including someinitial brainstorm-
ing of solutions, and the teacher suggestedthat students might use someofthe identified
problemsasthe basis for a project.

While student projects do not necessarily result in what Renzulli terms a TypeIll
activity, this use of a talent cluster demonstrates a strategy for engaging students in
exploratory activity that uncovers possible topics for further investigation. Additionally,
this use of a teaching/learning modelin the reqular classroom provides some continuity
between the regular program and special services for gifted students as the regular
classroom teacher assumes someresponsibility for identifying special interests and

abilities of students who may require additional servicesto realize their potential.

Talents Instruction in Special Programsfor the Gifted

In the last section, implications of multiple talent teaching for gifted youngsters in 385
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regular classroom programs were discussed. The purpose ofthis section is to discuss
implications of the Talents Unlimited model for gifted youth whoare servedin special
programsfor at least a portion of their schooltime.

A Problem-Solving Model

To understand one application of the multiple talent modelin special programsfor
the gifted, it is important to recognize that the components of this teaching/learning
modelinteract dynamically; the multiple talent model is cyclical rather than linear in
nature. The majortalent processes form natural linkages for a comprehensive problem-
solving modelnot unlike well-documented models used by adult problem solversin the
world of work, such as the Osborn-Parnes model(Parneset al. 1977).

For example, second-gradegifted students in a resource room program became
interested in animal welfare as one student told of her feelings about seeing many
injured andslain animals along the highway she traveled on a weekend trip. Sensing a
strong interest and concern onthepart of the students, the teacher arranged

a

trip to the
city’s animal shelter and humanesociety office. The director expressed concern about
the possible closing of the animal shelter because of under-funding andlack of public
support.

Using the forecasting talent as a guide, the teacher had students predict the
consequencesof closing the shelter. The decision making talent processes were used to
decide whichof the predicted consequencespresented the most pressing problem.After
generatingcriteria and weighingalternatives, the studentsfelt that making people aware
of the important work of the humane society was most important.

The continuation of this problem-solving process took place primarily with a
smaller group of highly interested students. The next step involved use of both the
productive thinking talent to generate possible solutions and the academic talent to
research the situation. Briefly (though the entire process involved weeks of time and
effort), these second graders completed the problem-solving process with the following
steps: (1) they evaluated possible solutions to determine which was best (a return to
decision making), (2) they used the planningtalent to develop a plan of action for
implementing the solution, a process which incorporates special cases of forecasting
(predicting possible problems within the plan of action) and productive thinking
(thinkingof all the different things they could do to solvethe identified problemsin the
plan), (3) they used communicationtalentskills to present their ideas to others and (4)
they began implementation of a solution which involved the developmentof a junior
Humane Society and the presentation of special programs on the animalshelter to
students in local elementary schools.

An organizational strategy may be developed by which a teacher, trainedin the use
of the multiple talent model, might assist and instruct gifted students in focusing an
interest, definingit in terms of a problem, and moving througha processof investigation
for solving the problem in a mannerappropriate to the students’ interests and abilities.
An important aspect of such a process is open discussion with youngsters about whatis
happening as they work through a problem anda discussion of the problem-solving
modelitself (i.e., the teacher helping the youngsters articulate what they are doing by
thinking out loud or, on occasion, the teacher observing aloud what he or she sees
happeningas the youngsters wrestle with the problem).

The linkingof talents for problem solving does not necessarily have to includeall
the talent clusters; two or three talents mayinteract to assist students. Such

a

situation
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occurred with a group of bright middle school students who were involved in survey
research. Following a work session with a resource person on the selection of questions
and development of procedures for implementation of an opinion poll, students were
discussing the management of data. The issue of confidentiality in handling data
developed during the session. To help students explore important implications of this
issue, the teacher asked students to predict the different things that might happenif
confidentiality of information were not honoredin the survey process. The resulting
generation of possible problems led students to ask what could be done about
protecting confidentiality. The obvious next step was productive thinking for the
developmentof possible safeguards and, then, decision making for the selection of the
best ideas to implement to ensure confidentiality.

The key to using talent instruction effectively as a problem-solving modelis the
teacher’s sensitivity to the natural opportunities for focusing a discussion or situation
with a well-framed question. In addition, the teacher can assist students in developing

greater awarenessof their use of problem solving skills with guided discussion.

The act of analyzing andreflecting on the process of real problem solving may be
morecritical in the transfer potential claimed for the use of higher order cognitive
processes(Taylor, 1969) than the mere opportunity to use the processes. Thelinking of
the talent processes in dynamic interaction, as opposedto their use primarily as discrete
skills in unrelated exercises, may be a more powerful modelfor helping bright students
make the connection between their problem-solving activity and the problem-solving
activity in the world of work.

Developing Methodological Skills

In earlier sections, a case was madefor the training of all youngsters in a variety of

thinking skills. Descriptions of uses of the Talents Unlimited modelin providing instruc-
tion both in the regular classroom andin special programsfor thegiftedillustrated thefit
of this teaching/learning model in what Renzulli (1977) terms Type II enrichment.

Type II Enrichmentactivities can assume a different dimension of specificity when
they are focused onassisting gifted students who have defined a specific problem or

topic for investigation. In describing the kind of enrichment appropriate mainly forgifted
students(i.e., Type Ill), Renzulli discusses activities in which youngsters becomeactual
investigators of real problems or topics by using appropriate methods of inquiry, the
methodological skills of professionals. He proposes that helping students assume the
posture of beginninginvestigators by using the methodsof the historian, anthropologist,
or other professional makesit easier for the student to learn and to develop a positive

attitude for a field of study than if the student is continually engaged in presented
exercises, mere practice sessionsin skills bearinglittle relationship to those used byreal
investigators. Anillustration of the use of talents instruction to assist students in the
development of methodologicalskills is given below.

A group of elementary gifted students becameinterested in a community effort to
revitalize one of the historic sites of the state’s capital in their own county. After
youngsters worked at length with the local historical society, a university historian, a
restoration architect, and membersof a special city commission, a decision was made by
one group to work on the problem concerning the lack of geneological records on the
two cemeteriesat the site. The teacher provided technical assistance to the students in
the use of maps and grids to record grave locations, and a local librarian provided
information to assist in the design of a form to record geneological information. The 387
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design and use of the geneological form involved specific use of the planningtalent:
further, the students were encouraged to use productive thinkingskills to devise ways of
making the records on the two cemeteries more complete and interesting for people
who would use such information.

Another use of the talents model in developing methodological skills is of a more
comprehensive nature: the development and managementof an overall plan for an
independent project. For example, the use of Renzulli and Smith’s (1977) Manage-
ment Plan for Individual and Small Group Investigations involvescritical use of
higherorderthinkingskills implicit in the Talents Unlimited model. The planningtalent
assumes a dominantrole as a student identifies goals, lists resources and describes

proceduresandtime table for getting a project under way. In addition, a teacher or

mentor working with the student in the development of the managementplan might
make use of productive thinking and decision making in generating and selecting the
product(s) and audience(s) for the project. Forecasting could be usefulin progressreport
conferences as the student analyzes the causes for successes and failures and makes
predictions andrevisions for what might happen next. The culmination of the investiga-
tion (i.e., the presentation of product to audience), would draw heavily on skills of the
communicationtalent.

The Talents Unlimited model can be useful in a variety of ways in programs for
gifted students. The use of the talent clusters can help bright students uncover and focus
special interests as well as provide generaltraining in a variety of cognitive and affective
processes. In addition, the talent skills can be focused specifically to assist students in
developing methodologicalskills needed to pursue an investigation in the mannerof a
professional, and they can be used in the development and implementation of an
individual managementplanfor an investigation.
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Whyis instruction in higher order thinking processes important for all students?
Whatrole doessuch instruction have in a program forgifted students?

Whatobstacles have hindered the effective teaching of thinking skills? What
practical approaches might be used to overcomethese barriers?

Whatbasic tenets underlie the rationale for the multiple talent approach to
teaching?

4 Define the talent clusters which comprise the Talents Unlimited model.

5 In what ways hasthe successof the Talents Unlimited project been demonstrated?

6 How does“teaching the model” contribute to the overall instructional component
of the Talents Unlimited program?

7 How does student instruction in the talent skills vary at the elementary and
secondarylevels?

8 Discuss the importance of these basic instructional strategies in the Talents

Unlimited model: (a) giving specific directions, (b) providing time for student
response,(c) rewarding students’ ideas and (d) modeling thinking skills.

9 How can instruction in the multiple talent approach to teaching help regular
classroom teachersidentify gifted students and provide enrichmentfor them in the
generalinstructional program?

1 () In what ways can the Talents Unlimited model provide differentiated instruction for
gifted students in special resource programs?

1 1 Think of a content/interest area in which you provide instruction/exploration for
students. Develop your own application of the talent skills by designing at least
three teachingactivities that use the behaviors of three different talent clusters.

12 If you used the Talents Unlimited model in your gifted program, in what ways
might you evaluate its effectiveness in meeting the goals of the program?
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Summary

The Enrichment Matrix Model

T he Enrichment Matrix is designed to nurture the
potentialities of children who seem to show early

signs of someday becominghigh-level producers (not just
consumers) of ideas, or performers (not just appreciators)
of artistic feats and of services to society. Since there are no
valid measuresfor identifying these kinds of early promise,
much depends on how children perform ontaskssimilar to
those featured in the Matrix. The procedureforidentifica-

tion is therefore not the usual two-step diagnose-and-then-
treat sequence; instead, the direction between diagnosis
and treatment is both ways, back and forth, in which
response to enrichment experiencesis a meansof deter-

mining who maybegifted as well as a consequence of
such a determination.

The Matrix is intended to be programmatic rather
than provisional, in the sense that it is designed as an
educational imperative, not an elective. It offers conven-
tional subject matter and allows for the addition of content
areas that are usually absent from the pre-college curricu-

lum.It then calls for adjusting the contentin the following
ways: (1) telescoping the commoncore,in which qualified
students are accelerated through conventional subject
matter; (2) expanding basicskills and competencies, which
emphasizes the “tools of learning” needed for becoming a
produceror a performer; (3) programmatic augmentation,
or prescribing supplementary, related content in order to
add dimension to the regular scope and sequence; (4)

provisional augmentation, which enablesteachers to share
their own cultural passions with children; and (5) out-of-
school augmentation, which enables children to pursue
their own cultural passions under the aegis of off-campus
experts. Higher level thinking skills are emphasizedinall
basic and adjusted content areas. Finally, the social and

affective consequencesof beinggifted in the variousdisci-
plines are addressedbyall participants in the program.
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The Enrichment Matrix Model

n encouragingtrend in the education of the gifted is the emergence of conceptual
frameworks for curriculum development aimed at replacing the usual ad hoc, add-

on, enrichment offerings in our schools. It is by no means a megatrend since the
overwhelming majority of children with extraordinary potential have never been
exposed to special classroom experiences designed to stretch their minds as far as
reasonably possible. And the fortunate few who benefit from such exposure often have
to settle for a patchwork of off-beat activities, put together haphazardly, that amount to
curriculum ornaments rather than staples. Many so-called “enrichment” exercises
consist of nothing more than brain twisters, intellect teasers, conundrums and puzzles
that may beattractive to anybody whose mind cravessuchstimulation. But the effectis
that of a quickfix, satisfying for the momentorevenintoxicating for as long as the supply
lasts, while the complex needs and capacities of the gifted child remain largely ignored.
The only viable alternative is the creation of instructional models for the gifted which
enable educators to follow guidelines rather than “seat-of-the-pants” inclinations in
planning enrichmentfor children they consider able and ambitious.

The proposed Enrichment Matrix attempts to offer educators a programmatic
framework for educating the gifted. It is predicated on several assumptions regarding
how to define giftedness, who qualifies as gifted, what constitutes an appropriate
curriculum, why enrichmentis important, and where special educational experiences
should be offered. It also postulates qualifications for teachers of the gifted and
differences between quality educationforall children and uniquely appropriate waysof

challenging the gifted. Finally, it suggests an isomorphic relationship that threads
through the proposed definition of giftedness, identifying giftedness in children, the
Enrichment Matrix, and a design for evaluating the effects of such a framework on
nurturing giftedness.

A Definition of Giftedness

Judging from the many waysin which giftedness has been defined, there appears
to be general agreement about some basic issues. First and foremost, there is no
hesitation to focus on children, since precocity among the youngis seen as a reasonably
good forerunnerof their future distinction. These children are not seen as a “breed
apart” with unfathomable mental powers or mindsets for finding and solving problems
in ways that seem miraculous for others of their age group. Rather than being
characterized as qualitatively different, they are singled out for having quantifiable gifts

such as accomplishing unusual and important things faster at a younger age than
expected, with greater efficiency, and more imaginatively in comparison with their
peers. Finally, the fact that gifted children are heterogeneousin the talents they possess
is generally accepted without controversy, although schoolsstill nurture academicskills
more ardently than any others.

But despite the general consensus on basic issues, there isstill some confusion
about the term “giftedness”andits practical application. Part of the difficulty lies in the
fact that a large bodyofliterature equates it with high IQ. Most modern writers on the
subject deny the association by sayingit is too simplistic, but many ignore their own
denials by generalizing about the nature of giftedness on the basis of studies of high-IQ

*This chapteris based onsectionsof the author's book, Gifted Children: Psychological and Educational
Perspectives (Macmillan, 1983). 393
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children. Of course, it is not easy to avoid such a trap since much of the published
research has been conducted on this kind of population. Nevertheless, some caution
has to be exercised or educatorswill be forever trapped by the “giftedness-equals-high-
IQ” myth despite popular protests to the contrary.

What makes the concept of giftedness even fuzzier is a tendency among some
educators to separate it from the label talent, thus referring to the target population as
“gifted and talented.” Such a division can be misleading—dangerously so. It creates an
impression that the children within each group resemble each otherintellectually and
personologically, but in the aggregate they differ from those in the other group. The
truth is that children cannot be homogenized, even the ablest among them, and the
variability should not only be recognized but also respected. A gifted-talented dichot-
omy can also mislead people into taking sides as to which type of aptitude is more
preciousorvital to public interests. This would allow room for favoritism toward some
children over others, depending on whethertheir special abilities classify them as gifted

or as talented, a prospect that soundslike foolishness, but borders on prejudice.

Differences Between Promise and Fulfillment

Since it is generally agreed that giftedness exists in children as well as in adults, a
clear distinction has to be made between them. Work accomplished during a person’s
maturity can be evaluated by objective standardsif its aim is, for example, to prevent
rejection of transplanted humanorgans. Orit can be subjected to critical review, as in the
case of poetic composition, to determine whetherit deserves to be disseminated and
treasured. Not so with children’s achievements. Although history records manycases of
immortals whose childhood accomplishments are among the most celebrated in their
fields, children whoare usually identified as gifted would fail to represent greatnessif
they were judged onthe basis of universalcriteria. Instead, they have to be compared
with others of their age for early signs of talent that is amenable to nurturance and that

promisestolive up to high expectationsin the future.

Of course, there can never be any assurancethat precociouschildrenwill fulfill their
potential. Defining giftedness among them is therefore necessarily risky. One set of
criteria may be ineffective because it excludes too many children who may grow up to
be gifted; other qualifying characteristics may prove to be inefficient by including too
many whoturn outto be nongifted. There is inevitably a trade-off between effectiveness
and efficiency, and educators tend to opt for a definition that enables them to cast the
widest possible net at the outset to be sure not to neglect children whose high potential
maybe all but hidden from view. On the assumption that developed talent exists only in
adults, a proposed definition of giftednessin children is that it denotes their potential for
becomingcritically acclaimed performers or exemplary producers of ideas in spheres of
activity that enhance the moral, physical, emotional, social, intellectual or aesthetic life

of humanity.

In essence,then,giftednessis generated by either of two broad categoriesof ability:
(1) skills in producing important new ideas or material inventions, or (2) skills in
performingbrilliantly before appreciative audiencesorin the service of various kinds of
clientele who benefit from suchservices. In one sensethis definition is broadly inclusive,
embracing a wide rangeoftalents; from anotherperspectiveitis restrictive, since there is

no placeinit for rapid learners of existing ideas or for admirers of great performance.It

furtherdistinguishes between the “potentially gifted” who showearly signs of someday
producing or performing with distinction, in contrast to the “gifted” whose exceptional
abilities are already demonstrated and widely acclaimed in their own or subsequent

394 generations.
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Outstanding contributors to the arts, sciences, letters and general well-being of
fellow humans tend often to show signs of promise in childhood. It is therefore
reasonableto identify precociouschildren as the pool from which the most highly gifted
are likely to emerge. But precocity only signifies rapid learningofideas or about people,
the ability to grasp abstractions quickly andefficiently, and generally to display skills far
beyond those expectedatthe child’s age level. Early schooling is reserved mainly for
encountering,distilling, synthesizing and consuming knowledge. Producing knowledge
with great inventiveness and impact, which is a sign of giftedness, comeslater in a
person's growthcycle.

Frequently, even voracious young consumers remain that way without ever be-
coming producers; instead, they grow up as superannuated precocious children. At
cocktail parties they are easily recognizable as glib, superficial bores who have ready-
madeandforceful opinions about any issue underdiscussion and are always ready to
unload their vast storehouses oftrivia on audiences of almost anysize. Truly gifted
children, on the other hand, are sometimes far more limited in what they are capable of
absorbing, and their marks on standardized and teacher-madetests showit, yet they
could someday prove capable of making important contributions to the world of ideas.
Generally speaking, however, renowned producerstend to havea history of extraordi-
nary consumption,and they usetheir storehouse of understandings to great advantage
in makingoriginal contributions.

Linkages Between Promise and Fulfillment

Those whohavethe potential for succeedingas gifted adults require not only the
personalattributes that are often mentionedin definitions of giftedness, but also some
special encounters with the environmentto facilitate the emergence of talent. The
internal and external requirements may beillustrated in a starfish-like design, with
giftedness produced by the overlap ofall five factors (see Figure 1). These factors are
characterized as follows:

General Ability. Perhaps the most accuratelabelfor generalability is the so-called
“gfactor, which is defined roughly as some kind of mysteriousintellectual power
commonto a widevariety of specific competencies and measured mostaccurately by
tests of generalintelligence, or the IQ. These instruments reveal individual differences
on tasks requiring abstract reasoning skills whichfigure ona sliding scalein all high-level
talent areas. This meansthat different minimal IQs are necessary for various kinds of
accomplishment—higher in academic subjects than, for example, in the performing
arts. It is therefore naive to make dogmatic assertions about the IQ, such as discounting
its relevance to giftedness entirely or claiming thatall those destined to become great
producers or performers in any area of humanactivity need to have IQs higher than
99% of the general population. Instead, positions along this continuum should be
adjusted accordingto the talent area, which meanstaking a stance closer to one extreme
for some kindsof giftedness and nearer the opposite extremefor others.

Special Ability. It is meaningless to regard children as gifted in generalintelli-
gence, even thoughthe “g”factor mayfigure prominently in many kinds of outstanding
performance and productivity. Giftedness means being exceptionally bright at doing
something that is highly respected, and most people are unable to do many things
equally well. Instead, they have special capacities and affinities for particular kinds of
work. These aptitudes are becoming more and more recognizablein children, albeit not
at the same chronological age. Some kinds of musical talent appear as early as the
preschoolyears, whereasinsight into social and political structures develops muchlater 395
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Figure 1. The five factors that “mesh”into excellence.

in childhood. Whateverthe aptitudes may be,it is necessary to assess them as soon as
they become measurable so as to determine the extent of the child’s special talents and
whether to design appropriate curriculum modifications to cultivate these talents.

Nonintellective Factors. Ability alone cannotfacilitate great accomplishment.It
also requires a confluence of various nonintellective facilitators such as ego strength,

dedication to a chosenfield of productivity or performance,willingnessto sacrifice short-
term satisfaction for the sake of long-term accomplishment, and many others. These
traits are integral to the achieving personality regardless of the areas in which talent
manifests itself. However, it is not known which of the nonintellective attributes are
responsible for creative achievement, which are merely associated withit, and which are
by-products of it. Among the facilitative traits, there are two types that function in
different ways. Someareof direct help to individual performance, and theseinclude the
familiar advantages of ambition, dedication andintellectual “perspiration.” Others are
unrelated to the product or performanceat hand, but they help makeit possible for
gifted individuals to maximize their impact on audiences, patients or clients by calling
attention to themselves and their work through personal charm or through a keen sense

396 of promotional acumen. As importantas these traits are for the fruition of giftedness, -
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they tend to be unaccountably underplayed in comparisontointellective characteristics
in studies of excellence.

EnvironmentalFactors. There are no universal conditions under whichall talents
flourish. Conventional wisdom suggests that excellence thrives best in an atmosphereof
love and encouragement. Yet there are somechildren who seem to respond to pressure
or even adversity that galvanizes them tofulfill their potential. They succeed apparently
becauseof the pressures, not just despite them. Obstacles that discourage most people
from achieving, somehow challenge a few to “beat the odds” and “makeit big.” Their
drive toward excellence maybebasically an act of defiance against what they consider
hostile, inhibiting forces in the world. For most children, however stimulating home,
school and community settings are indispensible not only for Maximizing potentialities
butalso for helping to determinethe directions they take. Parents serve as role models
through their own achievementorientation while creating an enriched educational
environmentoutside of school and urging their offspring to advancetheir studies to the
fullest extent. The quality of classroom instruction also makes a difference, as do the
attitudes of peers in and out of the classroom toward thelife of the mind. As for the
resources in the neighborhood, there are formal cultural institutions such as local
museums, concerthalls andlibraries as well as humanresources that can inspire and
instruct. Without proper stimulation—supportiveness for somechildren, stressfulness
for others—there is often a danger that those with outstanding mental endowmentwill
“hide their lights under a bushel.”

ChanceFactors. Generally overlooked in studies of the fulfillment of talent are
the entirely unpredictable events in a person’slife that arecritical both to the realization
of promise and to the demonstration of developedtalents.It is not only a matter of being
in the right place at the right time, although thatis important, too. There are many
unforeseen circumstancesin the opportunity structure and in the prevailinglifestyle that
can make a big difference in the outlets for gifted performance. A brilliant medical
researcher whois readyto achieve a breakthroughin disease control may suddenly and
unpredictably be distracted by a personalcrisis or by the lure of a socialissue thatis
considered more immediately relevant to human concerns. The “market” for lawyers
may be so glutted that even those with freshly minted doctorates of jurisprudence who
have leadership potentialin the legal profession find that thereislittle room for them to
get started in their practice. Chance factors can also serve asfacilitators of achievement,
as in the caseof the gifted youngsinger or actor who happensto meet and study with the
right coach and makesthe most of the opportunity.

In essence, then, great performanceor productivity results from a rare blend of (1)
superior generalintellect, (2) distinctive special aptitudes, (3) the right combination of
non-intellectivetraits, (4) a challenging environment and (5) the smile of goodfortuneat
crucial periods oflife. Each of these factors has a fixed threshold that represents the
minimum essential for giftedness in any publicly valued activity. Research has not yet
succeededin revealing what thresholds are necessary for each ofthe five qualifiers of
giftedness. Butit is safe to say that whoever achieves some measure of eminencehas to
qualify by all these standards, and the person whois unable to measure up to just oneof
them cannot becometruly outstanding. In other words, success depends upon a
combinationoffacilitators, whereasfailure results from even a single deficit. This truism
should form the basis for understanding the relationship between promise and fulfill-
ment.

For eachofthe five intellective, personological and social-situational factors con-
necting potential with high level accomplishment, there is also a threshold level that 397
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varies according to specific areas of excellence. Thus, for example, gifted artists may
demonstrate exceptionaltalent in various art forms even though their general academic
abilities are no greater than those of most college students. On the other hand,it is
doubtful that science students without high academic promise could eventually become
acclaimed ascreative scientists. A reasonable assumption would therefore be that the
IQ, along with spatial and scientific aptitude thresholds, have to be different for artists
andscientists. Those whofail to measure upto any of these minimumessentials for their
respectivefields of endeavor could never compare with those whoexcelin thesefields.
By virtueofits “veto” power, then, every one ofthe five qualifiers is a necessary requisite

of high achievement, but none of them hassufficient strength to overcome inadequacies
in the others.

From the foregoing comments, it seemsasif the causes of extraordinary accom-
plishment can be described best as resembling some kind of not-so-clear, complex

moving target. The number and variety of antecedent variables preclude any easy
designationof a child as gifted on the basis of a few performance measures. Besides, the
causes are not the sameforall kinds of giftedness. Every area of excellence hasits own
mix of requisite characteristics, even though general ability, special aptitudes, non-
intellective, environmental and chancefactors under which they are subsumedapply to
all kinds of talent. These categories could be viewed as “common. denominators”that
are always associated with giftedness, no matter how it manifests itself. Yet within each of
them,the thresholdlevels, below which outstanding achievementis impossible, have to

be adjusted to fit every talent domain, and that adds to the difficulty of making

predictions aboutthefulfillment of promise.

Conspicuously missing in this discussion of linkages between promise andfulfill-

mentis the conceptof creativity. Why notplaceit alongside generalintelligence, special

aptitudes, non-intellective facilitators, environmental influences and chance or luck?

The answeris thatit is not an additive to these factors but rather is integrated in each of

them.In fact, creativity is synonymouswith giftedness, whichis defined as the potential

for becoming either an outstanding producer or performer, not just a consumer,

spectator or amateur appreciator of ideas. To the best of our knowledge,creativity (or

giftedness) consists of a not-yet-known combination of general and specific abilities and

personality traits associated with high potential that can be realized in a stimulating

environmentwith the help of good fortune. Creativity, like giftedness, is judged by two

criteria: the extent and quality ofits inventiveness, not simply byskills in brainstorming

or divergent thinking generated by a mindthatis facile in such operations. Too often, the

quality dimension is overlooked in favor of the offbeat and the profuse, and there is a

tendencyto forget that whatis rare is not necessarily valued. Becauseit denotes rare and

valued human accomplishment, creativity should be considered interchangeable with

giftedness. Forafterall, giftednessis reflected in the ability to be an innovator of whatis

new andtreasurable, not just a curator of whatis old andtreasured.

Identifying Giftedness

H igh potential in children meansdifferent things to different people. But no matter

whatdefinition is acceptable anywhere,identifying high potential in children has

to be counted amongthe inexactsciences, partly because the methods and instruments

available for that purpose are imprecise. Besides, childhoodis usually too earlyinlife for

talent to be full blown,soit is necessary to settle for dealing with talent-in-the-making

and to keep in mind the uncertainties about the future. Identification is, therefore, a

matter of locating children who possess high potential in comparison with other
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children, with no guarantees that they will eventually excel by universal standards as
adults, even with proper nurturance. In creating a pool of “hopefuls,”it is best to admit
any child whostands a ghost of a chance of someday makingit to the top in the world of
ideas. Of course, most of those who seem to be “hopefuls” are really “doubtfuls,” but
nobody can know for sure in advance. Bringing them into the pool underliberal
admission criteria cannot be helpedin anyeffort to increase the chances of uncovering
hiddentalent.

As inexact a science as identifying giftedness may be, the extentofits inexactness
varies with the person’s age, special abilities and subcultural membership.It is easier to
predict children’s performance at school thanit is to predict their accomplishments
following graduation;it is easier to recognize early potential in physics, chemistry and
mathematicsthanit is in art, social work, business acumen and playwrighting; andit is
easier to find talent among the privileged than among the underprivileged. To com-
poundthe problem,children are rarely gifted by universal standards of productivity or
performance. They can only show the promise of excellence, but the likelihood of
fulfillment usually ranges from fair to good, only sometimesperfect.

Considering the various problemsassociated with identification, the best that can
be doneis to find relatively small pool of children with high potential from which the
gifted will emerge. There is something of a Hobson’s choice betweenbeingtooinclusive
and admitting excessive numbers of non-gifted children into the pool, or being too
exclusive and overlooking those who rightfully belong there. The preferable option
betweenthe twois to err on the side of inclusion, with the understanding that further
discriminations will have to begin soon afterwards. These follow-up assessments should

be based onthe child’s performance in enrichment and enrichment-like activities, not
just on tests similar to the ones that created the originaltalent pool.

Whatkind of standardized measure could possibly help locate the budding poetor
politician? The only way to search for poetic talent is to teach verbally skilled children
how to write poetry in a variety of forms, including somethatare left out of the regular

language arts curriculum, and to recognize as potentially gifted those children who
respond mostsuccessfully to the special instruction. Such proceduresare practicedall
the time in the arts and in sports with gratifying results. But they are unaccountably
ignored in manyothertalent domainsthatare of interest to educators. Schools therefore
have to depart radically from the usual two-step, diagnosis-and-then-treat process
advocated in medicine and in the education of the handicapped. The approach
recommended here is an oscillating one (not vacillating!) between diagnosis and
treatment: not only shouldthegifted be identified and then educated, but they should
also be identified through education. In other words, prescribed enrichment be-
comesa vehicle for identification as muchas identification facilitates enrich-
ment, the relationship being reciprocal.

Identification should begin as early as possiblein the child’s life, and it should go on

for as long as possible, because there are always opportunities for discovering new
insights and correcting old errors or judgment. The processis in three stages that can be
depicted in the shape of a funnel—wide at the receptive end, becoming sharply
narrower toward the middle, which hasa built-in filter, and tapering off until the drainage
end, which also hasa sievelike attachment. Asillustrated in Figure 2, the stages are (1)
screening,(2) selection and (3) differentiation. This sequenceis repeated continu-
ously for children not yet screened andalso for those who had previously not “madeit”
into thefirst stage. 399
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Figure 2. Three steps toward identification.

Screening

At the wide mouth of the funnel, the criteria for inclusion are liberal, and manyof
the instruments usedat this stage assess remote and sometimesfar-fetched indicatorsof
potential, not just actual performance at school. The purpose here is to include even

those children whoonly show vaguehintsof giftednessin order to determinelaterif they
possessreal potential. The identification process shouldlimit itself only to those content
areas that the school elects to emphasize in its enrichment program. It would be
wasteful, for example, to seek out children who havea flair for creative writing unless
plans were completed orat least underwayto cultivate these skills in the overall program
for the gifted. Therefore, the identification procedures have to conform to the scope and
objectives of the curriculum. To obtain the proper kinds ofinitial information, it is

necessary to consult multiple sources, including but notlimited to the following:

Evidence of GeneralAbility. If the program is geared exclusively to the academi-
cally gifted, then the major pool would probably be found amongchildren scoring
beyond onestandard deviation above the mean on an IQ-typetest. For disadvantaged

groups,the cut off point may have to be even lower, and therole of the examiner should
be that of a participant observer rather than objective monitor Such an approachwill
reveal the child’s modified ability under mediated learning conditions rather than the
current status of functioning under poor environmental conditions. Much will also
depend on other sources of information about the child’s special abilities, work habits
and motivation. A lowering of the cutoff point on scholastic aptitude measures and more
confidence in how the child performsin curricular and extracurricularactivities will also

help to prevent overlooking the artistically and socially gifted for whom there are no
valid formal measures.

Evidence of Special Aptitudes and Achievement. Tests of special skills are
useful in assessing children’s progress in a few content areas. Such measuresare valid
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because there is good reason to assumethat a student performing better than most age-
matesin a particular subject will continue to do so atleast in the near future. However.
these instruments probably work best for identifying high potential in some subjects
such as language arts and mathematics; they are somewhatless suited for the sciences,
and they are usually inadequate for the social studies. Aptitude tests generally provide
better information about academic strengths than aboutartistic or musicalabilities, thus
limiting the areas in which such instruments are appropriate. A serious problem canarise
when schools play mostly to the strengths of these kinds of tests and restrict their
enrichment programs only to the academically talented because these abilities are
easiest to measure. In such cases, the instrument exercises inordinate power over the
program and doesnot serve its intended purpose as a tool to help implementthe -
program.

Evidence from “Creativity” Measures. The most popularof these tests measure
divergent thinking, and theirreliability and validity remain yet to be substantiated.
Regardless of how doubtful, cautious or enthusiastic people may be about measuring
creativity this way, all would probably agree that these instruments are most (and
perhaps only) appropriate if the enrichment program is designed to emphasize diver-
gent thinking. Otherwise, such a procedure is as irrelevant to assessing creativity
potential as testing in acrobatics would bein a talent search for would-be dancers. But
even thoughcreativity and divergent thinking are notinterchangeable concepts,thereis
good reason to cultivate brainstorming skills in children, with special enrichment
provided for those whoare adeptat it and with special efforts made through formal and
informal meansto locate those who possess such specialskills.

Evidence from Noncognitive Traits. Limitations in the predictive validity of
performance measures should encourage educators to correct the underemphasis on
personality variables and behaviors, including self-directedness, pride in accomplish-
ment, persistence, dedication, efficient work habits and othertraits associated with
achievement. In a questionnaire developed by the Bureau of Educational Research and
Service at the University of Kansasfor aspiring Merit Scholarship winners, the following
items distinguished most consistently between the eventual winners and also-rans:
“How would yourate yourself in terms of intellectual curiosity?” “How would yourate
yourself in terms of willingness to withstand discomfort(a cold,illness, etc.) in comple-
tion of a schooltask?” “How would yourate yourself in termsof willingness to spend
time beyondthe ordinary schedule in completion of a given school task?” “How would
you rate yourself in terms of questioning the absolute truth of statements from
textbooks, newspapers and magazinesorof statements made bypersonsin positions of
authority such as teachers, lecturers and professors?” These are examples of the kinds
of information that can be obtained not only from the children about themselves, but
also from their peers, parents and teachers. Since these people see the children from
different perspectives,it can be helpful to obtain their ratings through an overlapping of
traits. They will thus serve as a check on eachotherfrom their respective vantagepoints.
A large numberoftrait lists now exists, and although theyare notall fully validated for a
wide range of talents, even the “soft signs” they reveal at the screening stage can be
highly enlightening.

Evidence of Productivity or Performance.It is important for teachers to keep
constantrecordsof children’s accomplishmentsin or out of school. A cumulativefile that
shows samples and other evidence of such projects may reveal unusualpotential in an
area of workthat society values but is not necessarily emphasized in the classroom. The
child prodigy is an obvious example of someone who builds up an early record of
achievements, but for most other children, the evidence of talent is more obscure and 401
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harderto elicit. A source of information is often outside the school, usually in the home,
but not always so. Parents and peers can certainly help to keep a child’s record up-to-
date, and teachers ought to be eager to obtain and record whatever information can
help build a case for high potential in an individual child.

Selection

After the screening stage, it is necessary to move toward the narrow end of the
funnel and thus reduce the proportion of nongifted children in the pool. This requires
shifting from the remote indicators to those moreclearly in the context of the curriculum.
All children in the pool are then given a chance to “prove themselves” in real and
simulated enrichment activity to show how well they respond to the challenge. For
example,if a unit on the writing of psychodramais part of a program for the gifted in
language, it is obvious that no existing test of verbal skills or social intelligence can
possibly reveal whowill excel in such a unit. The only way in which to make the proper
identification is to allow children in the pool who show anysigns of unusual lanquage
developmentto “try out” for the psychodrama unit which mustinclude basic instruction
in this writing form. This is what is meant by an oscillating process betweenidentification
and enrichment. The special curriculum is not a privilege for a predetermined groupof
children labeled “gifted”; it is initially a testing ground on which the gifted sort
themselves out from the nongifted, pretty muchlike scrimmagesin football or basketball
or try-outs on the stage. The quality of identification therefore dependsto a great extent
on the quality of the program as a vehicle for auditioning hopefuls in the talent search.

In the course of exposure to enrichment experiences, a child will reveal potential

giftedness by a variety of behaviors that can alert teachers and parents to monitor the
child more closely. These behaviors include the student's sophisticated use of language:
the quality of the student's questions; the quality ofillustrations or elaborations that a
student uses in communicating an idea; the student's ability to adopt a systematic
strategy for finding or solving problems andto changethestrategyif it does not work:
the student's innovative use of materials found in or out of the classroom: the student's

breadth or depth of information relevant to a particular learning experience; the
student’s persistence on uncompleted tasks; the extensiveness of the student’s explor-
atory behaviors; the students’ preferences for complexity, difficulty and novelty in
learning tasks; and the student’s criticalness of his or her own performance. These
selection criteria are more demanding than are those used at the screening stage, but
even here mistakes can be madeif the proceduresare adhered to too rigidly. There are
still possibilities of accepting some who do not qualify and of rejecting others who do

qualify as potentially gifted. It is therefore important to refine the process further in the
next stage, which is necessarily the longestlasting of the three.

Differentiation

Thefinalstepin identification is to move to the lower end of the funnel, which has a

sievelike attachmentthat separates the gifted from the gifted as well as the gifted from
the nongifted. This process should continueindefinitely, with severalsifting and sorting
educationalactivities to help along the way. The main objectiveis to begin distinguishing
potential mathematicians from competent math students, historians from history buffs,
and dancers from dance enthusiasts. Equally important is the need to distinguish
potential mathematicians from potential literary critics, engineers from composers,

historians from scientists, and so on, until the student's performance at school becomes

more aligned with intelligent career choices. Much depends on the breadth and
inspirational quality of the enrichment program becausethe gifted need exposure to a
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variety of opportunities to avoid being lockedinto an area of specialization too early in
life.

Thus, progress is made from theinitial screening stage, with its heavy reliance on
measuresthat are indirectly related to life in the classroom,to the final differentiation
stage where identification is mainly through the curriculum itself. If enrichmentis
continuous throughout the children’s schooling, differentiation should never really end
as long as they are in the program. In the last analysis, identification of the gifted is
related not only to systematic observation andintelligent interpretation of test data but
to the developmentof the right kinds of educational opportunities that facilitate self-
identification.

Qualifiers of an Enriched Curriculum

T he term “enrichment,” as used here, refers to any educationalactivity designed to
enhance the learning experience of potentially gifted children. Accelerating the

student through conventional and advanced subject matter is a form of enrichment
since it provides the necessary challenge and stimulation. The sameis true for adding
subject matterlaterally, that is, supplementing existing requirements with content thatis
generally never covered in the conventional school curriculum. Since enrichmentis a
generic term under whichacceleration and otherspecial offerings are subsumed.itis
naive to counterposethe overall concept against oneofits subsidiaries. In other words,
acceleration is a form of enrichment, not an alternativetoit.

Some educators believe that enrichment can be accomplished without doing
anything special for the gifted. For them, a quality program is onethatstretches the
mindsofchildren atall ability levels, and differentiated education is what individuals
derive from the samecurriculum accordingto their separate capacities rather than from
a separate curriculum reservedfor a select few. They havelittle regard for an honors-
type “presented” course of study on groundsthatit is too rigid and therefore cannot
satisfy each child’s personaltastes for knowledge and productive activity. An exampleof
what they preferis thatall children be taughtto dealeffectively with problemsat every
level of Bloom’shierarchical Cognitive Taxonomy, the expectation being that the gifted
will perform better at the higher levels than will their less able peers. Enrichmentin this
case is defined as something the gifted take away from the experience without the
teacher's having to put anything specialintoit.

Such an approachto instruction probably appeals to educators who are supersen-
sitive to the threatofelitism in their schools. They worry about playing favorites with
children whoare already favored bytheir outstandingabilities, and they seem to believe
that an egalitarian program requires teachers to cover a single course of study forall
children (except the handicapped). But the proposed Enrichment Matrix reflects an
Opposite point of view. It refuses to equate equality with sameness of educational
opportunity and special education with privileged education. Instead,it suggests that
potential producers and performers of ideas require a unique learning experience to
prepare them for the kinds of contributions only they may someday make. Training for
the future concert violinist is (and should be) substantively different from that of the
amateurlearning to play tunesontheviolin; the sameprinciple applies to the education
of promising producers versus consumersin science. mathematics, literature, art and in
every other domain of the curriculum. Teachersplay keyroles in the nurtureoftalent by
imparting appropriate content andinspiration to the promising few, however few they
may be. By withholding or denying their responsibility to share their profoundest
thoughts, teachers are in danger of short-changing children who can benefit most from 403
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them. Indeed, schools can soonerbe tyrannized by mediocrity, if enrichment “extras”
are omitted, then by a so-called “gifted elite,” if such “extras” are emitted to individual-
ize instruction at the highest ability levels.

Programs Versus Provisions

A program is an educational imperative, not an elective; it is essential, not
luxurious. Thus, while schools plan programs in the major disciplines for all children,

they are less serious about the needs of the gifted and offer them only temporary

provisionsthat are basically extracurricular. Programsare everlasting, although they can
undergorevision, whereasprovisionssurvive only at the pleasure of administrators who
authorize them and of teachers who design and implement them. Education for the
gifted can be truly meaningfulonly if schools makeit programmatic, thereby incorporat-
ing it into the mainstream of individualized education for every child.

Although manyschools claim to be doing something special for the gifted, what
they really meanis that they are offering ad hoc provisions, defined here as fragmentary
learning experiences lacking in complex form, long-range purposeorclear directional-
ity. A teacherin the third grade whois committed to exposing children to extra subject
matter may devote a half-year to teaching them the skills of raising chicks and then
spend anotherhalf-year on an introduction to computer programming. The choice of
topicsis arbitrary, usually reflecting the special interest and knowledge ofthat teacher,

anotherteacherof third-graders may haveanaffinity for the poetry of Edgar Allan Poe,

in which case that would becomethe subject of enrichment. Whenthese teachers have

to be replaced for any reason, the newcomerswill introduce different projects rather
than duplicate the efforts of their predecessors. There is nothing in the second-grade
classroom that preparesthe gifted for whatis to comea yearlater, and there is nothing in
the fourth-grade curriculum that follows up the enrichmentprovisions of the preceding
year. Nor are any of the special projects for gifted third-graders recorded anywherein

the school’s curriculum outlines as part of the general scope and sequence.

A lay board and a professional staff may be enthusiastic about enrichment
provisionsin their schools, but this is not always a sign of commitment. It could mean

only that the community is proud to have something extra and attractive in the
curriculum andis willing to pay for the luxury for as long as there is enough popular

support. Whenpressures to do something special for the gifted begin to moderate, or

whenbudgetary cuts have to be made, enrichmentprovisions are seen as expendable
omamenis to the general coursesof study.

Many people who favor “extras” for the gifted are probably disappointed to see

provisionalofferings discarded:yetit is not considered nearly as calamitous as dropping

science orliterature from the curriculum. The “extras” are provisions, whereas science

andliterature are programs. There is never any question about whether a program

should be retained.It is a learning sequence considered necessary by the school and

community, declared so by tradition and popular acclaim andis therefore part of the

lifeblood of thetotal curriculum.It is designed by a curriculum committee and codified in

the school records as a comprehensive, step-by-step plan that commandsattention by

the lay board and professional staff and is supported solidly by a school budget.It is

permissible to revise programs,as in the case of converting to a ‘new’ mathematics, but

it would be unthinkable to drop mathematics altogether. Whoeverstepsin to teach at

any grade level can consult the curriculum plan to gain an impression of what the

children have studied in the past, which leads up to whatthey are coveringin the present

and which, in turn, prepares them for what they will encounter in the future. On the

404 other hand, provisions are luxury-type learning experiences that are never taken as
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seriously as necessities, are rarely articulated from one grade level to the next and are
always vulnerable to extinction.

Unfortunately, most of what schools proclaim as their programmatic designs for
enrichmentare really provisional and probably short-lived. Even independentprojects
pursued by the gifted are in danger of being perceived by teachers and principals as
enrichmentprovisions rather than enrichment programs,especially when these projects
get their start mostly throughtheinitiative of children who happento beinterested in
them and are capable of seeing them through. The practitioner would have to
rememberto incorporate independent study regularly into classroom instruction with
the understanding that curriculum content for such projects will keep changing as
changing studentbodies bring new learning preferences with them. The advantages are
that moving children into time-limited projects of their own choosingtakes care oftheir

individual enthusiasms, yet reducesthe possible adverse effects of separating them from
peers and conventional school activities. However, there is always the danger of
regarding special projects as “icing on the cake” rather than as part of the basic mealfor
those capable of digesting it. Also, if independentprojects are poorly administered, they
will serve only the self-starting, independent-minded children who pursuetheir interests
doggedly, while neglecting those who rely on external stimulation.

The Expansiveness ofEnrichment

Equitable programsfor the gifted are larger than conventionallife at school. They
require a quickening ofinstructional pace, a broadening and deepening of curriculum
scope, and an extension of learning space, hours and support services. They operate on
an assumption that enrichmentis as much an educational imperative for the gifted asis
the “common core’ for the general school population (including the gifted). The
curriculum design should resemble the flag of Japan,a large circle imposed ona larger
rectangularfield (see Figure 3). The circle represents the “commoncore” experiences
for all children, excluding handicappedlearners.

 

PeeEnrichment
——

      

Figure 3. Framework of a program for the gifted.

The “commoncore’ encompassesskills, knowledge,insights and opportunities for
creative initiative that all students need in order to appreciate and function well in the

world they inhabit. Unfortunately, the gifted are sometimes denied training in these
competencies when teachers would rather plunge ahead to more advanced subject 405
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matter. The consequences can be embarrassing when some of these children have
difficulty with everyday basics such as dealing with number combinations or putting
together a grammatically correct sentence in their native tongue, to say nothing of
writing with style and power. This “common core” is the fixed sina qua non of the
school’s offerings and therefore is programmatic rather than provisional. The area
beyondthecircle represents enrichment experience open ona trial basis to any child
suspected of having talent and reserved for those whosesigns of talent are unmistak-
able. It is programmatic and therefore as much a permanentpart of the overall school
curriculum for the gifted population as the “commoncore”is for all children. As such,
the real test of the school’s commitment to educating the gifted is the extent to which the
Japanese flag design remains intact as a rectangle without being cut back to the
boundaries of the innercircle and then decorated with some temporaryfrills along the
edge.

The idea of reserving educational experiences exclusively for the gifted may sound
like favoritism, but it is favoritism without prejudice. Instead, it represents equal

educational opportunity in the sense that it helps to meet the educational needsofall
children without neglecting those who havethe potential for excellence. The young
athlete who showspromise of competing effectively in international sports deserves and
receives favoritism in the form of special instructions, training gear, dietary adjustments,
rest schedules and practice sessions. Without these privileges, there is no chance for
peak performance or challenges against the best competition in the world. Yet only the

few with a potential for stardom can make the mostof such a regimenor even withstand
its rigors. That is why the coaching they receive is an equitable privilege for them.
Similarly, plasma physics should be taught to the tiny number of students who can
absorb it even thoughit “discriminates” against the huge majority whofindit intellectu-
ally obscure. Theseare notviolationsof fair play orflirtations with intellectual elitism but
rather ways of individualizing instruction for children at the upper extreme ofthe ability
continuum.

Finally, if enrichmentis to be expansive enoughto challenge the gifted adequately,
it is necessary to enlist assistance beyond the schoolbuilding, resources and schedules.
This is by no meansa rationalization for schools to abdicate their in-house responsibili-
ties to differentiate education for its ablest students. Rather, it takes into account the

range of abilities and interests of gifted children, which are so wide that the schoolis
actually a restrictive environment for them. A fifth-grader who can benefit from

experience in medical research or an introduction to law practice is notlikely to find
much help amongthe people and materials at school. In fact, the aggregate range of
knowledgeofgifted children in a single schoolis often broader and deeperthanis thatof
the entire teaching staff in the children’s fields of interest. What they need is an
opportunity to supplementtheir school experiences with apprenticeships to selected
professionals in the community who are capable of elevating them to newheights of
inquiry in their separate pursuits.

This also openspossibilities for career guidancein real-life settings where produc-
tivity is accomplished in the context of occupations. This is not a license for schools to
divest themselves of responsibility for the children by “shipping them out” to places
where people are better qualified to take care of their needs during and after school
hours. The community professional may be more steeped in knowledgeof a particular

field, but it takes a trained educator to “package” that knowledge into a meaningful
learning experiencefor children. School personnel have to be on handto help the gifted
understand the meaning of their encounter with the occupational world while accom-

406 plishing as muchasthey can in their on- and off-campusstudies.
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The Matrix: Structure and Applications

B ased on the foregoing premises, it is possible to conceptualize an enrichment
modelin the form of a grid with the rows denoting content areas and the columns

consisting of three sections labeled (1) content adjustment, (2) cognitive processes and
(3) personal and social consequences (see Figure 4). Thetask of planningdifferentiated
education involvesfilling in the cells with a graduated sequence of activities that
representthe best thinking and commitmentof a duly appointed curriculum committee,
not just a single teacheror an informal group of staff members whoseideasstandlittle
chance of becomingofficial policy. One of the most serious matters that the committee
has to consideris the time frame in whichitis allowed to do its planning. Administrators
are sometimes underpressure to develop a viable curriculum for the gifted practically
overnight. In the rush to get something underway quickly, they find themselves settling
for provisional enrichment that can materialize in short order and may be useful as a
quickpalliative, but anything so makeshift has nolasting strength.

 

 

Content Adjustments Higher Social
Level and

Content Arcas/ Telescoping Expansion of Programatic Provisional Out-of-School Cognitive Affective
Disciplines Common Core Basic Skills Augmentation

|

Augmentation

|

Augmentation Processes

||

Consequences
 

 

Language arts

 

Mathematics

 

Sciences

 

Social studies

 

Music

 

Art

 

Literature

 

Supplementary
area |

 

Supplementary
area II

 

Interdisciplinary

area |

 

Interdisciplinary

area II

 

etc.             
Figure 4: The enrichment matrix.

Programmatic enrichment, on the other hand, takes a long time to plan, longer to
implement and much longerto fade. Designing it requires as much hard work and
imagination as writing a new K-12 curriculum in a major subject area without having
access to the old oneorto any otherfor that matter as a source of ideas. The parent
whosegifted child is bored in thefifth grade is understandably impatient and would
rathersettle for provisions than wait for a program that may not be ready for implemen-
tation until the child is already in high school. It is therefore suggested that the 407
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curriculum committee work on two planssimultaneously, one to deal with short-range
needs(since doing somethingfor the gifted is better than doing nothing) and anotherto
put into placeat a later time (when doing somethingfor the gifted can give way to doing

whatis best for them). The enrichment matrix is far more concerned with the longer

perspective while respecting and taking into accountthe shorter oneas well.

Selection of Curriculum Content

Content areas include the conventionaldisciplines that make up the commoncore

(e.g., language arts, mathematics, sciences, social studies, the performingarts) plus at

least one supplementalarea of study not generally included in the pre-college curricu-

lum (e.g., cultural anthropology, geopolitics, psychology, studies in ecology) andinter-

disciplinary syntheses (e.g., humanities, aesthetics). Introducing a supplementary and

interdisciplinary content would demonstrate that the subject matter need not be

reserved for college-level study. Andif it ever is to infiltrate into the elementary or

secondary school curriculum, it should start out in the form of educational enrichment

that can then be adapted for study byall children. What is suggested hereis part of a

hypothesis that the education of exceptionalchildren at both endsofthe ability rangeis

the forerunner of education for those whofunction closer to the norm. The contentof

programsfor the gifted and the methodology of programsfor the learning handicapped

eventually affect “what” and “how”all children are taughtat school.

The choice of supplementary anddisciplinary content areas should be determined

on two counts.First, so-called “newerdisciplines,” such as sociology, anthropology and

psychology have matured through vast amounts of research publishedin the present

century andare ready to receive seriousattention atall schoollevels. Second, there are

topics of study, such as geopolitics and ecology, that are becoming more and more

important in helping us understand the world in which welive. the gifted should not

have exclusive access to any of these disciplines, butif they lead the way, the chancesare

that others will follow.

Enriching Curriculum Content

The first five columns of Figure 4 refer to content adjustment or the various

approachesto curriculum enrichment. Each subject matter area requiresits own plans

according to guidelines indicated in the headings andlegitimized eventually as a course

of study designed in advance, accepted as an educational imperative, administered by

teachers who are capable of working with the gifted and sequenced from one grade

level to the next wherever appropriate.

The grid may be usedin atleast two ways.First, it is a framework for a master plan

coveringall disciplines to take care of the varieties of talent includedin the program.This

does not meanthat every cell has to befilled before any action can be taken in the

classroom. Quite the contrary, in the interest of savingtimeit is preferable to deal with

only two or three contentareasat the outset, and the choices may be madefor the sake

of convenience. Whatever subjects lend themselves to relatively quick, easy and

thorough enrichment planning are obviousfirst choices. It is also helpfulif the talents

chosen for nurturance are the ones that the community andstaff clamor for most

persistently and can be diagnosed with the least amountof error. For example,getting

started with enrichment in academics is much simpler and more popular than is

formulating a K-12 sequencein social leadership, even though a case might be made for

giving priority to the latter kinds of talent in our modern world. It would therefore be a

wasteoftime to delay serving the needsof the academically gifted until the same could

be done for young socialleaders.
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A second use of the Matrix, every bit as importantasthefirst, is for developing a
contract with a single child who maybegifted in one or two areas and requires content
adjustmentonly in them. Appropriate cells can then befilled in every case, thus making
the overall program flexible enough to take individual differences into account. Al-
though the contract has to be adjusted to each child’s needs, whateveris written intoit
should comeoutof the master plan. Suppose, for instance, that the master plan dealt
with ways in which to enrich the program in the language arts, mathematics, the
sciences andsocial studies. Teachers would then haveavailable to them a framework
with details on how to adjust contentfor the gifted in these four subject areas. Once the
total design is in hand, they can dole outpartsofit in contracts with children possessing
special talents. The Matrix covering enrichment in mathematics would go to the
mathematically gifted, and the same matchingof subject area to a gifted child would be
arranged for languagearts, for sciences and for social studies. Sometimes, the entire
master plan might appearin a contractif the child in question shows enoughall-around
talent. Finally, the enrichment matrix encouragesflexibility even within a single content
area by nurturing individual studentinitiative as part of the overall scheme. In addition
to being exposed to the same special subject matter and skills training, children
possessingsimilar talents are helped in and outof school to pursue special topics of their
own choosing. In somecases, the gifted can be released to work by themselves; most
often, however, they need some guidanceandinstruction to help them reachtheir goals.

Telescoping the Common Core. Oneof the obvious ways of providing for
individual differences between the gifted and non-gifted and also amongthe gifted
themselvesis telescoping the commoncore, or teaching conventional subject matterin

less time in order to moveup tohigherlevels as quickly as possible. The logic is simple:
since the pool from which gifted children tend to emerge consists mainly of rapid
learners, they arelikely to benefit from acceleration through courses of study in which
they excel. In some curriculum areas, such as mathematics, it may be particularly
important that they complete the basics in the least amount of time, thereby sparing
themselves the tedium of dwelling on content that they either know already or can
absorb in short order. Research evidence tends to support acceleration regardless of
whetherit is in the form of early admittance to school, rapid advancement through
elementary, junior or senior high school, or admittance to college with advanced
standing. But the empirical evidence hashadlittle impact on the schools, as educators
find this type of administrative adjustment generally less attractive than lock-step
arrangements with supplementalstudies as timefillers.

Expanding Basic Skills and Competencies. Another method of adjusting
curriculum contentfor the gifted is to expandbasic skills and competenciesin prepara-
tion for important original work. Basic skills are often known as the tool subjects,
relatively unimportantfor their own sake, but indispensable for enabling the leamerto
gain access to substantive areas of study. Amongthe most familiar tools, of course, are
reading, writing and arithmetic. Learning howto read can be a waste of time unlessit is
applied to any numberof situations such as understanding street signs, newspaper
stories, greatliterature andrecorded history. Writing is also intended for any numberof
purposes ranging from simple communication to composing memorable prose or
poetry. Similarly, number facts have their use in the marketplace and as part of the
language of higher mathematics. In short, tool subjects are necessary for mastering the
conventional disciplines and for making original contributions to them, and they
therefore serve as keys to knowledge.

It is important to keep in mindthatbasic skills are not uniform forall children. Even
the three r’s have to be modified and sometimesignoredin favorof other necessities to 409
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accommodate individual differences. For example, sign lanquageis a tool for communi-
cation among some deaf people; the blind rely on a mastery of Braille symbols,
compressed speech, and various electronic devices to transact messages and on
manipulating a walking stick with laser-beam sensors for safe locomotion; andtrainable

mental retardates concentrating ona self-care curriculum need to engagein all kinds of
activities for daily living through such exercises as manipulating buttons, zippers,
spoons, forks, soap and water and whateverelse can help them to function indepen-
dently. In these cases of exceptionality, the tool subjects are adjustedto fit the nature and
needsof special populations and are understandably excluded from the curriculum of
the non-handicapped.

The same consideration should apply to the modification of basic skills and
competencies for the gifted. If these children are to stand a chance of achieving
excellence in the performing arts and in the service professions, or of producing
knowledge in their chosen fields, not just consuming it, they need the tools for
accomplishing what only they can accomplish. For example, those with unusual
sensitivity to language structure can benefit from an introduction to linguistics and
general semantics. Talented young writers need to learn how to express themselvesin
different forms of poetry, drama and the familiar essay, in addition to mastering the
conventional narrative andcritical writing skills that the non-gifted also study as part of
the commoncore. Andchildren with extraordinary reading comprehension andsensi-
tivity to symbolism in language deserve to be taught the elements ofliterary criticism.

Basicskills for the young mathematician may be someextensive units in mathe-
matical logic and the languages of computers. Children who show signs of someday
becomingcontributing scientists need to learn how to expand knowledgein theirfields
throughthescientific method, which encompassesskills in finding and stating problems,
developing rationales for investigating them, formulating operational hypotheses, de-
signing plansfor gathering and analyzing data and learning how to report andinterpret
findings. Similarly, the child with a potential for becominganhistorian requires theskills
of historiography, which would be wasted on a student whoreadshistory for under-
standing but without any intention of creating theories aboutit. As for the youngcreative
and performingartists, it is generally accepted that the basic skills training has to be
special not only in the amountof time they devote to practice but also in the nature of
instruction they receive.

In essence, then, the expansion of basic skills and competencies is a way of
providing the gifted with the “tools of the trade” that they will need in their mature
creative years. Few children can learn howto usethesetools effectively, and they should
not be denied that privilege even though they constitute only a minority in the schools.
The potential benefits to them and to society easily outweigh any reservation people
may have aboutenablingtherelatively few gifted to excel, especially since so much has
yet to be donein helping even greater numbers of children to function adequately in
their studies. A program thatis fair to all children does notsacrifice the needs of one
subgroupfor those of another. Nor should children functioningat either extreme of the
ability continuum haveto live up or downto the basic skills requirements that apply to
the vast majority whose level of performanceis closer to the mean.

Programmatic Augmentation. A third type of curriculum adjustmentis in the
form of programmatic augmentation. The term “programmatic” is used in a special
sense defined earlier as subject matter that is prescribed, sequential and a permanent
part of the curriculum,rather than an occasionalfrill. Telescoping the commoncore and
expandingbasic skills and competencies are also forms of programmatic adjustment,
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except that they deal with different kinds of content, the first with curriculum material
required ofall children and the second with tools of learning necessary to achieve
excellence. Here, the reference is again to the commoncore,butthis time the charge to
the curriculum planning committee is to develop a course of study for each discipline
that adds dimensionality to the conventional curriculum.

Thus, for example, the study offolk tales as literature might be supplemented by
cross-cultural comparisons of the content of such stories and how they mightreflect on
the societies from whichthey originate. In mathematics andscience,virtually every topic
can be studied in greater depth with the help of supplementary material, instructions
and exercises. In history, an examination of causes of the Civil War mayalso include a
parallel investigation of Europeanpolicy toward the Union and the Confederacy during
that period. Or the children may be helped to understandhistory through art, music and
literature instead of relying solely on the conventionalpolitical, military and economic
data contained in so many textbooks. Conversely, music, art and literature might be
better understood in the contextof historical milieus.

The purpose of programmatic augmentation is to expandgifted children’s knowl-
edgebase laterally to sharpentheir perspectives and to help them determine what kinds
of new knowledge should be developed. In many schools, this kind of enrichment is
called an “honors program”or an “honors curriculum”andis presented by teachers as
a scope and sequenceopento those who canabsorbit successfully. Therationaleis that
ideas often beget ideas and that children capable of learning more andbetter ones are
most likely to create more and better ones. However, programmatic augmentation
should neverbe confused with “more of the same” exercises thatfill up the child’s time
with busy work andlittle else. Teachers are sometimes misled by a gifted student’s work
habits that are disciplined enoughto be applied devotedly even to unimportantactivity.

The problem in sucha situationis that there are no signs of boredom to revealthere is
something wrong. The onlyclues are in the augmented programitself, which has to be
examined on its own merits, even if it seems to satisfy the child’s desire to be
preoccupied with some kind of educationalactivity, howevertrivial or superficial it may
be.

Provisional Augmentation. A fourth type of content adjustmentis provisional

augmentation. The term “provisional” is used here in the special way in whichit was
defined earlier as referring to enrichmentactivities that are fragmentary, teacher bound,
lacking in sequence andtransitory additions to the commoncore curriculum.Yet thereis
room for provisional augmentation for two reasons.First, teachers should serve asrole
models despite thereal possibility of their having to profess a fair amountof ignorancein
the fields that their gifted children excel. They can do it by cultivating their own
passionate culturalinterests in any field, be it raising chicks, learning computer technol-
ogy, studying ancient Chinese pottery or Gustav Mahler’s music, or examining anything
that fires their imaginations and that they are willing to share enthusiastically with the
gifted. They can thus show by example how importantit is to possess knowledge, not
just the skills to help othersfindit.

A secondreason for planning provisional augmentationis that if a teacher shows
enthusiasm for a particular field of interest, it may have a contagious effect on some
gifted children and inspire them to delve into those fields in the hopes of making
contributions to them someday. Almost any biography or autobiographyof a celebrated
individual contains somereferenceto the decisive influence of a teacher or mentor who
had enoughattachmentto a particular subject area to stimulate the kind of inquiry that
carried at least one person to greatness. 411
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To introduce provisional augmentation, the teacher has to serve not only as a
managerof learning activity who canhelp gifted children locate and generate ideas, but
also as a possessor and dispenser of knowledge. Theeasiestfirst step toward building a
program for the gifted is to allow such teachersto initiate provisions based on their own
cultural strengths. Such plans can be madeinrelatively short order without investment
of new resources. Too often, however, the schools become complacentwith provisions,
especially if the effects are to satisfy the children and pacify community activists who
clamorfor enrichment. Underthese circumstances, it is easy to forget that introducing
special provisions is only the first of two goals and, by far, the easier one to reach;
reaching the second goal of designing and implementing a full-scale program for the
gifted is far more difficult. But the qualitative differences between provisions and
programs make the effort worthwhile.

Provisional augmentation mayreflect the student's individualinterests as well as the
teacher’s. Either way, the possibilities should be open for children to engage in
independentactivity according to their respective enthusiasms and work habits. Some
of these projects may be carried out off campus, provided thelogistic problemsare dealt
with seriously and effectively. Too often, practitioners assume that children who are
highly motivated and qualified to embark on projects that reflect their areas of interest
are necessarily capable of working their way through to the end without help or
supervision. Gifted children whoareleft to their own devices frequently flounder andfail
to finish their work, or if they manage to turn in a completed product or performance,
the quality is embarrassingly low. There are, of course, exceptions amongthe gifted who
are single-mindedin their dedication to independent work and whocanberelied on to
take all necessary initiatives in assembling and organizing the best possible resources
andto finish the job brilliantly. However, the gifted do not necessarily have that kind of
self-discipline, and their initial enthusiasm is liable to wane unless they are kept on task
every step along the way.

Out-of-School Augmentation. fifth type of curriculum adjustment is accom-
plished through out-of-school augmentation and is programmatic in nature. Gifted
children need opportunities to apprentice with outside producers and performersin the
field at the sites where innovative work takes place. There are at least four kinds of
benefits to be gained from suchactivity. An obvious oneis the opportunity for in-depth
learning in a setting and underinstruction that cannot be matchedat school. In a real
sense, the gifted can use the field experience to extend their knowledge base through
the use of higher-level thinking processes and advanced communication and study

skills.

A second benefit to be derived from workingin the field with gifted people who are
in mid career is the opportunity to absorb variouslife skills that are important for
productive work in manyfields. Included are such personal and social competencies as
leadership, conflict resolution, trust building and collegiality with other productive
people. Thereis also the need to learn special techniques for decision making, through
brainstorming andflexible responses to obstacles, and to demonstrate steadily increas-
ing independencethroughinitiative, resourcefulness and the wise managementof time.
As might be expected, the school-based specialist in the education of the gifted figures
prominently as a personalcounselorin facilitating life-skills growth amongable children
participating in the special field work.

The third advantage of out-of-school augmentationis that it makesit easier for the
school counselor to help the gifted in their career development. Through guided
experiencesin the field, students clarify career interests and aptitudes andincrease their
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knowledge of occupational opportunities. They also increase their familiarity with
requirementsfor entering and progressingin the world of work. By improvingthe child’s
knowledge of career options andindividualproclivities, it is hoped that the best possible
matchwill be made betweenthe person and the occupation.

There is a fourth benefit from out-of-school augmentation that is sometimes
overlooked where these opportunities are offered but is as important in its own way as

are the other three. It has to do with all the psychosocial adaptations necessary to
succeed in any area of work. Children serving as interns with people in high-level
occupations realize immediately that each job has its ownlife-style requirements for
success, regardless of ability. In addition, there are life-style norms that interns can
examine from close-up to see how willing they are to live by them. For example, if the
research scientist customarily engages in research projects lasting a year or two, or
longer, a certain capacity for delayed gratification is necessary. It may even involve
frustration toleranceif results do not emerge as expected.Is the potentially gifted young
science studentinterningin thefield laboratory ableto live that way? If the mentor’s kind
of workis in fits and starts, in which around-the-clock activity alternates with a far less
frantic schedule, whatare the effects on such a person’s marriedlife? Would the young
apprentice wantto enter such a profession evenif it may causestrainsin the relationship
with a spouse? Whatare the mentor’s dress codes and how do they conform with those
of colleaguesin the profession? If the male tends toward pin-striped suits, button-down
collars, a clean shavenface ora carefully cropped beard, neatly combedhair, a stylish tie
and polished shoes, doesthe intern see himselffitting such an image? Similar questions
about conformity and dress codes can be asked of the females.

Sometimes, the realities associated with careers can lead to disillusionment, as in
the case of a child whoaspires to a career in veterinary medicine because ofa love for
animals, butis placed in an internship with veterinarians who do notsharethat love. The
child sees them, instead, as occupying places in their profession only for the sake of
financial security and social status. These perceived motives can be eye-openers to the
youngintern andit takes an off-campus apprenticeship to help the child experience
thematall.

Considering the conditions of success in high-level careers, it is obvious that the
worlds of education and work are vastly different and that the qualifications for
excellence in one do notalways apply to the other. This has important implications for
identifying talent. For example, internships used for locating great interest in a career of
serving innovatively the needs of adult mental retardates whoare institutionalized, may
produce unexpected results. When placed in such a residential facility, the student
quickly learns that many hours have to be spent in teaching the adults not to injure
themselves. Can the high IQ be sign that the young intern will not be bored or even
discouraged by such a seemingly tediousinstructional routine? Sinceit is so difficult to
know in advance how to establish a “goodness-of-fit” between the child and the
internship, the exploratory aspects of out-of-school augmentation become important
ways of determining who qualifies for what kind of high-level work.

Combined with apprenticeship experiences, the study of biography and autobiog-
raphy can help to orient the gifted to careers and excellence in them. This material
provideschildren withinsightinto the lives of the celebrated, with some emphasis on the
joys andtravails in the work they did. It is a vicarious “shadowing” experience that
enables the readerto follow great people from one adventure to the next while learning
about their innermost feelings in the process. The potentially gifted should also be
allowed to “shadow”highly ableliving peopleat their places of work in the community, 413
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including the college campus, law office, hospital laboratory, dance studio, editorial
office and whereverelse productive activity takes place.It gives the child an opportunity
to raise meaningful questions about the work being done and to explore different
occupations as part of the preparation for an apprenticeship that involves on-site
training.

Cultivating Cognitive Power

Out-of-school augmentation is one of the five proposed means of adjusting
conventional curricula; the others include telescoping commoncore subjects, expand-
ing basic skills and competencies, programmatic augmentation and provisional aug-
mentation. In addition to modifying content, there is need to emphasize high-level
cognitive processes as they apply to each of the subject matter areas and, of course, to
their adjustments for gifted children. Fortunately, the literature on educational enrich-
mentis itself rich in designs for stimulating the gifted student’s intellect. But as important
as it is to help the child deal successfully with complex intellectual processes, the
methodsof administering such assistance would haveto be considered with special care
in order to producethe desired effect on the child. Sometimes teachers are contentto
deal with cognitive operations out of context in the hope that such exercises will “train
the mind.” Unfortunately, there is no solid evidence to show a carry-over from
proficiency in out-of-context training to applications in the context of the curriculum.
There is also no universal consensus as to what constitutes the cognitive hierarchy or
where a given problem-finding or -solving operation belongs in such a hierarchy, It is
therefore advisable that the teacher accept as reasonable manyideas for cultivating
high-level thinking process, as suggested in various paradigmsfor enrichment, without
neglecting to apply them to the curriculum and without prejudging how complex each
operation is in comparison to any other.

The following suggestions to teachers are intended as examplesto illustrate, not to
blueprint, activities in the classroom that may add meaningto the gifted child’s learning
experiences:

Discerning the unfamiliar in the familiar. Ask children to look at the shoes they
are wearing (or at any familiar sight) and perceive something physicalor functional that
they had never noticed before. The same exercise can be applied to the Bill of Rights or
the Gettysburg Address,after the children have read it so many timesthat it would seem
pointless to expect any more benefit to be derived from another reading. Well-known

poetry, essays, stories, art, music, and even scientific and mathematical phenomena
lend themselves to rediscovery and reinterpretation.It is all part of making the familiar
strange in order to take a fresh approachto its understanding.

Enhancing the familiar. Ask children how they would improve onthe welfare of
dogs, birds, the poor in their community, underdeveloped nations, their families and
perhaps even themselves. The purpose is to show that brainstorming can be deadly
serious andis a skill that is often applied to someof the mostcritical problemsin society.

Contemplating the “might have been” and the “might be.” Stimulate chil-
dren to conjure up consequencesof events that might have happenedin the past and
those that may happenin the future. Ask such questionsas, “What would the world be
like if the Nazis had conquered GreatBritain in 1940 or 1941?” “What would America
be like todayifthe South had wonthe Civil War?” “What might happento ourdaily lives
if the superpowers achieved a permanent peace agreement between them tomorrow?”
“Describe our society in the year 2000 if zero population growth were achieved by
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tomorrow andif the next day’s headlines reported a breakthrough in medical research
that could prolong lifespan to 120 years.” Here, too, it would become apparentthat
imagining consequencesis not always a matter of fun and games.

Speculating about human progress. Encourage children to develop skills in
speculation by having them forecast possible changesin technology, politics, ecology,
international relations and any other area of concern. Ask them what problems would
be created by the changesthey foresee and how these problems might be overcome.It
is important to discourage idle speculation that derives from ignorance and to empha-
size, instead, the need for a solid knowledge base that can provide some support for
speculation.

Cultivating the power of curiosity. Have children reflect on what they would
like to know more aboutin any realm of inquiry, even one that maybe far removed from
the curriculum. Schools often concentrate almost exclusively on problems that have
been solved in thepast, asif to suggest to students thatit is enough for them to inquire
into what is known without bothering about the unknown. Somechildren gain the
impression that the unknown is unknowable, so why bother to explore it? Even with
respect to existing knowledge,gifted children often sit back and waitfor it to be served
up to them instead of developing any seek andsearchinitiatives of their own. Teachers
can makeupforthis kind of intellectual complacency by focusing on the importance
and methods of problem finding, disciplined curiosity and stimulating independent
interests.

Cultivating the power of innovativeness. Teachers might ask children, “Do you
have an original idea about anything? Possibly something you thought aboutafter
reading a book, participating in a class discussion, watching a movie, doing an
experimentor just plain daydreaming? It may even be an idea that turns out to be
originalonly with you, since others have thought aboutit before. That doesn’t matter, so
long as you thinkit’s your own.” Children haveto be convinced that educationis notjust
a matter of sponging onexisting knowledgebutalso involves creating new knowledge.It
is startling sometimes to see students delving into subject matter withoutfeeling the urge
to draw anyrefreshing inferences, muchless having an “aha!” experience. The reason
for it has nothing to do with their inability to make a creative leap from the subject matter
at hand; they are simply not challenged to do so often enough.If the challenge were
persistent, it would be easy for the gifted to develop a habit of making newness a by-
product of every importantlearning experience.In fact, their response to such stimula-
tion may well be the most importantsigns of how gifted they really are.

Separating intellectual wheat from chaff. Children have to betrained to
distinguish betweenessentials and embellishments. They can examine advertising and
propagandato learn how languageis used to enlighten,entertain, promote, denigrate
and indoctrinate. Preparing to conduct an interview is also a good way in which to
develop probingskills. Children might be asked to formulate what they think arethe ten
most important questions they would pose to a famouspersonofthe past or presentto
get a better understanding of human andsituational factors associated with fame.
Finding the right questions to ask will also help children to understand the everyday
world about them. They will cometo realize that, while a city’s historical landmarks are
popularattractions,its survival depends far more onlittle knownfacts aboutthe ways in
whichit disposes of garbage and sewage. Children oughtto learn howto find the right
questions so that these facts will cometo light during an interview conducted with an
engineerat the local waste disposalplant. 415
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Data gathering for decision making. Teachers can help children to organize
knowledge by asking notonly the right questions but also enoughof them to support the
wisest possible judgment. This is essential for convergent thinking, especially when
serious matters are at stake, as in the case of medical decisions. An intern in medicine
might be presented with a case of a hypothetical patient who complains about a
bellyache andseeksrelief. The medical educator responsible for training the intern has
put together a “case history” of the hypothetical patient and has “determined” the
nature of the ailment. The intern, who has not seen any of the diagnostic data, is then
invited to ask for any kind and amountof information aboutthe patient’s symptoms and
to make a diagnosis based on the data requested.It is then possible to evaluate whether
the facts obtained about the ailment are the right kind andin the right amountto help
determineits true nature. In other words, has the intern asked only relevant questions?
Are there any relevant questionsthat the intern has not asked? Someof the methodsfor
sharpening techniques can be conducted in any subject matter area where things have
to be explainedrationally.

Studying the “crystal ball.” Futurism is a popular subject in search of a
methodology thatwill leave forecasting less and less to chance. Children might be asked
to plan a house (or a city or a government) a hundred years from now. Such an exercise
requires the child to have a formidable grasp of current information and enough
imagination to project from the “what is” to the “what might be.” Someinfluential
factors are highly predictable such as climate, geography, the physiology ofliving
organismsandother“lawsofnature.”It would therefore be helpful to analyze how these
“laws of nature” set consistent limitations on the design of a house, a city or a
governmentforall time.

Learningto live with dilemmas.Dealing with predicaments, imagined andreal,
is always a useful exercise. The teacher mayhaveto start with brainstormingalternatives
on matters of no consequencethat pose no dilemmaseither, such as imagining as many
uses as possible of empty coffee jars. But eventually the technique has to be applied to
political dilemmas, plights and quandaries. A group assembled ona playingfield might
be asked to devise a sports program with the understanding that they have no accessto
any kind of athletic equipment. At a more advanced and meaningful level, some
students may be qualified to write scenarios for keeping the United States from being
trappedintoalliances with right- or left-wing dictatorships in South America.Lifeisfilled
with unappealing Hobson’s choices, and children haveto learnthatit is necessary to live
with them.

Enrichment with a Conscience

Finally, there is the matter of teaching gifted children the social and affective
consequences of becominga high-level producer or performer. Problemsrelating to
self-concept, friendship and career choices, and emotional development havespecial
meaning for gifted children because of their unique abilities and needs. Perhaps the
worst possible outcome of an enriched program is that it will produce a cadre of
technocrats whoarebrilliant in the work they do but have no conscience or commitment

to a set of values and arewilling to sell their talents to the highest bidder. Hitler’s master
architect, Albert Speer, is a notorious example of giftedness without a conscience, and
there are many others in the annals of history.

There are also extraordinarily inventive people who may be well-meaningin their
intentions but are extremely naive about the impact of their work on the general well-
being of society. The creators of DDT, for example, intended to save crops from
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destruction byinsects, but neglected the possible effects on the environment. They did
notrealize that shortsightednessis a humanfailing with varying consequences, depend-
ing on whatis at stake. In ordinary humanactivity, it can produce annoyances and
regrets; in highly sensitive work,it can bring on tragedy It is therefore importantfor the
gifted to learn that there is noself-evidentvirtue in possessing great brain powerandin
usingit to its fullest extent. Creativity can be aslethalas it is constructive if there is no
allegiance to a codeofethics to governits expression. Valuesclarification therefore takes
on specialmeaning inasmuchasit deals with the responsibilities of assuming some kind
of leadership in the world ofideas.

Somechildren excelin their sensitivity to the human consequencesof innovation
and may somedaybe acclaimed as important social commentators. There is obviously a
need for suchspecialists who can serve as the conscience of the people provided they
are not seen asthesole arbiters of right and wrong and authoritative prophets of utopia
or doom. Their presence can be a mixedblessingif it encourages people whoare gifted
in some way other than sagacity to defer only to the sages, thus absolving themselves
from being accountable for any of their own innovations. This kind of indifference is
displayed occasionally by young students talented in the sciences. When asked how
they wouldfeel about working on an invention that could someday be used to blow up
the world, they reply simply that their job is to invent, while some amorphous entity
called “society”and its leaders take overall moralobligations for whatever happenswith
their product. They rationalize their detachmentfurther by claiming that a conscience
would only inhibit their freedom to innovate. This may be so, butit is well worth therisk.

The Enrichment Matrix therefore suggeststhatit is necessary forall gifted children,
regardless of what their special talents may be, to concentrate as seriously on the
affective domain as they do on the cognitive domain in any taxonomyof educational
objectives. This means developing an alertness to human values and judgments onlife
as experienced vicariously through reading and through everyday encounters with
people.It also requires an acceptance of responsibility for developing kinship with other
humanbeings andcaringfor their needs. Values are to be examined for the purpose of
developing a personal code of conduct, and the choice has to be guided to someextent
by universalprinciples rather than just by personal taste. Amongthe universals are (1)
faith in the power of reason and in methodsof experimentanddiscussion, (2) the need
to conserve human and material resources, and (3) the preference for the general
welfare of the public over the benefits to specialized and narrowinterest groups. Butall
of this soul-searching should be combined with a commitmentto action, for just as
creative work without a regulating conscience leads to recklessness, contemplation
without creative work leadsto intellectual impotence. As John Dewey allegedly once
said, “While saints engagein introspection, burly sinners rule the world.”

Determining the Impact of the Matrix

Aviable plan for evaluating enrichment has to run a middle course between two
kinds ofpitfalls. At one extremethere is the temptation to opt for precision in the

choice of assessment methodsand instrumentsat the expenseofthe relevanceof these
devices to program objectives. For example,a large school system offered the gifted a
wide array of studies ranging from atomic physics to opera production but used
conventional achievement and diagnostic tests to measure outcomes. The results
showed that experimentals outperformed controls only in the “capitalization” and
“punctuation”subtests! In this case, the criterion tests were chosen becauseit is easier to
measure communicationskills than the complexities covered in the curriculum. 417
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At the other extreme there is an overzealousness about relevance to program
objectives. The data collected in this instance are merely samplings of work done at
school that are hard to generalize to other kinds of accomplishment. For example, a
researcher determined the value of a course in Sanskrit for the gifted by comparing
experimentals and controls on a test of Sanskrit, and he discovered to nobody’s surprise
that those who took the course performedbetter than those who did not! No attempt
was madeto determine whether learning Sanskrit made a difference in their general
language developmentor even whetherit affected growth in other scholastic areas.

Finding waysto assess the impact of a special enrichment program is hampered by
the fact that few ready-made measuresare designed for such purposes. Even in cases
where standardizedtests are relevant, their ceiling scores may be too low to measure
individual differences and comparative gains in the course of the program. Taking into
accountthese serious problemsthat pertain uniquely to the gifted, schools can proceed
to conduct the assessmentfollowing guidelines that would apply to the non-gifted as
well.

Oneofthe essential preliminaries is an assessmentof needsas perceived by various
interest groups. There are several advantagesto such a procedure, notthe least of which
is to determine the extent of agreement amongthese constituencies regarding every
possible aspect of the program. Sometimes a highly vocal minority can give the
impression of representing the concerns of a whole community. There may also be
hidden disagreements or conflicts, albeit honest ones, between teachers and administra-
tors, between administrators and parents, between parents of the gifted and parents of
the non-gifted, or betweenall parents and the school board. All shades of feeling ought
to be brought to the surface before evaluation takes place; otherwise, the assessment
may be based oncriteria of a successful program as seen by some groupsand not by
others.

An omnibus-type questionnaire such as the one appearing in Gifted Children:
Psychological and Educational Perspectives (Tannenbaum, 1983, Appendix C)
can help toelicit feelings about the gifted and the enrichment offered them in a single
schoolor school system. Thefirst part asks for information about the respondentandfor
somegeneral impressions about how well the gifted are being served in school. Parts II
through V consist of a series of statements about the gifted and their education, with
each statement requiring three responses.First, the respondentrates it with respect to
“priority,” or perceived importance of the idea being expressed. Thus, for example, a
person can attach high, moderate orlow priority to an item such as “The search for
gifted pupils at schoolis intense and thorough.” The responsereveals howintensely the
needis felt for schools to conduct this kind of search. The reactions of one group of
respondents can then be compared with those of another as part of the preliminary
needs assesssmentin whichthe various constituencies reveal whateverdifferences may
exist amongthem intheir attitudes toward satisfying the needsof the gifted.It will also
help clarify each group’s feelings about where the emphasis (if any) in educating the
gifted should be placed.

After rating the “priority” of the statement, the respondent then evaluates the
school’s or school system’s “performance” with respectto it. In the example given, the
assessment of performance can range from high to low on the intensity and thorough-
ness of the search for gifted pupils. Performance ratings should be weighted in
accordance with priority ratings to determine how much importance ought to be
attached to the respondent’s judgmentof the school or school system. On a scale of 5 to
1 (high to low) a moderate score of 3 for priority and a high score of 5 for “performance”
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would yield a weighted total of 15 for that item (3 x 5 = 15). Another person maygive
both priority and performancescores of 5 with a weightedtotal of 25 (5 x 5 = 25). This
showsthat, although both respondents gave the highest possible score for performance,
the second evaluation of the school or school system was morepositive because the
second respondentattached more importanceto the criterion statement on which the
assessmentof performance was being made.

Finally, the respondentis asked to speculate as to the “prospects”orlikelihood that
the idea represented in each statementwill figure significantly in the policies or practices
at school in the years to come. The purpose hereis to test perceptions as to whether
interest in educating the gifted is deeply rooted for longevity or is a short-lived fad.
Again, each “prospects” item can be weightedforits priority, thus makingit possible to
see how muchlasting poweris anticipated for the school policies and practices that are
regarded as most(and least) important. Assessments can also be madeofprojections
into the future in areas of school performancerated high as well as those rated low.

Every type of analysis of priority, performanceandprospect, andthe interrelation-
ships amongthem, should be conducted separately for the total sample and the various
constituencies withinit. This will prove helpful in understanding the general moodof the
community along with the areas of consensus and conflict among interested subgroups.
The data can be examinedsection bysection as outlined in the questionnaire.

Part I would provide a preliminary hint of how people react to special opportunities
for the gifted. Part II deals in some detail with the idea of individualizing instruction for
children at anylevel of ability. PartIII is devoted to specific concerns aboutthe gifted.
Part IV deliberately creates anartificial split between “the gifted” and “the talented”to
test whether people are more concerned about one kind of excellence than another
Since the statementsin PartsIII and IV are mostly identical,it is then possible to compare
reactions to the needsof children specializing in the arts (who are sometimes labeled
talented”) with those concentrating in the academic disciplines (who are sometimes
knownas “gifted”). Part V combines the gifted and talented to assess the comprehen-
sivenessof the enrichment program.Finally, Part VI contains only one statement,butit is
probably the single most important one, because it asks the respondent to judge
whetherenrichmentis programmatic in the sense of being part of the life blood of the
total school curriculum or provisional in the sense of being an ad hoc, add-on luxury
thatlasts for only as longasit is considered attractive and affordable.

Following the front-end analysis of local needs, preparations have to be made for
measuring the direct impact of the program ontargeted children. The proposed
methodsandinstrumentsrelate directly to the Matrix objectives, and precisiontestingis
sometimessacrificed for the sake of close relevance betweeninstruments for assessment
and aimsof the program. Since the expected outcomesare extensive,it is necessary to
monitor a wide variety of growth indicatorsin the intellective, non-intellective and social
domains. Whereverpossible, comparison or control populations should be designated
to determine whetherthe gifted benefit from enrichment and whether they are penal-
ized in some waysby their exposure to special curriculum content. |

In the last analysis, an evaluation serves educators best by helping them to improve
their services to children. Formative measures are therefore extremely important in
calling attention to early signs of strengths and weaknesses in the program. This
information can thenbe usedto help makecurriculum adjustments along the way rather
than waiting until the end of the school year when evaluation can only suggest what
might have been donein the past and what promises to be successful in the future. 419
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Summative evaluation at the end of the experimental period is also important as a
means of ascertaining how effective the Matrix can be after the children have had

adequate exposuretoit.

Thespecific goals are as follows:

1. to extend, broaden and deepenchildren’s educational achievement beyondordi-
nary expectation;

2. to enable children to cultivate higher-level intellective processes for purposes of

problem finding andsolving;
3. to inspire children toward greatercreative productivity;
4. to help children achieve a balanced commitment toward bettering themselves and

bettering the human condition;
5. to create for children a wide-ranging encounter with the world of ideas, notjust a

narrow specialization in a single area of study;
6. to influence the extent and quality of children’s out-of-school experiences in

learning, producing and performingin the world of ideas;
7. to enhancechildren’s self-concepts and aspirations for self-fulfillment;
8. to raise children’s social status among peers;
9. to create a climate of high morale in children’s homes, schools and classrooms;
10. to influence children’s mental health in a positive way.

Each of the aforementioned goals hasto beclarified in considerable detail in order

to eliminate any possibility of more than one interpretation. Concernedcitizens in the

community without training in educationaljargon may not understand precisely what
the professional has in mind unless the languageis elaboratedin terminology that makes
sense to them. Even amongthemselves, professionals can interpret program aimsin
different waysif there are any traces of ambiguity in the language. Anything less than
complete consensus as to the meaning of every expression will hamper efforts to
evaluate the program,since people will disagree as to whetherthe data collected are on

target.

Enhancing Pupil Achievement

There are often serious problemsin the use of standardized achievementtests to
assess programsfor the gifted, even thoughtheirreliability and validity are impressive.
Theycan be useful primarily if the curriculum stresses rapid progress in the acquisition of

basicskills in the languagearts and the mastery offacts in mathematics, sciences and the

social studies. Even here the evaluator has to be careful to use instruments with high
enoughceiling scores to permit fair readings of the status and progress of every student.
However, the Enrichment Matrix features a considerable body of contentthatis rarely
part of the regular school curriculum or tapped by conventional achievementtests. For
example,if the children are studying general semantics as part of the expansion of basic
skills and competencies,it is hardly likely that they will improve their scores by much on
the usual measuresof skills in reading. The evaluation therefore has to forego complete
reliance on standardized achievementtests, precision-made as they may be, and make
heavy use of difficult-to-manage but far more appropriate teacher-madetests, work
assignments andspecial opinionnaires.

Manyteachers schedule examinations in major subject areas periodically. These

tests cover the enrichment contentfor the gifted, revealing moreorless what they can be
expected to have learned or created, and the results show how well they have
succeededin their work. It is difficult to quantify these outcomes so as to compare
experimentals and controls, but they do help us to understand the nature and extentof
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differences between them. Topics covered consistently in the Enrichment Matrix are
understandably masteredonlybyits participants. The numberand depth of such topics
tell us more about the children’s achievement, provided that scores on teacher-made
tests exist to show the extent of coverage. Examinations designed and administered
early in the school year can also provide material for formative evaluation. The
children’s performance on them will show whetherthe curriculum contentis too deep or
shallow, too broad or narrow, and too varied orrestricted. Whateverthe results show in
the first rounds oftesting, there will be ample opportunity to usethe test data to reflect
on the overall program design.

While experimentals are expected to perform better than controls on topics
covered only in the Enrichment Matrix, the question is whether enrichment is accom-
plished at the expense of more conventional content. In other words, are the gifted so
preoccupied with special topics that they are forced to neglect the basics? One way to
find out is to compare achievementin the general curriculum. This means developing a
uniform examination on commoncore areas to whichall children are exposed. Such
data have to be collected repeatedly to avoid making overly easy assumptions about
whatthe gifted accomplish at school. In the educator’s zeal to emphasize enrichment,
there is sometimes a tendency to push the more commonplace learning requirements
into the backgroundnotonly forlack of time but because assumptions are madethat the
gifted have already met them. Besides, there is not much glamourand excitementin the
commonplace;in fact, the gifted are often boredby it. But boredom is not always a sign
of belaboring the obvious. The gifted may have special difficulty in building up
enthusiasm for exercises in spelling and grammar and absorbing facts in any course of
study. Yet their indifference should not be interpreted to meanthat they are able to
expressthemselvesclearly and with grammaticalcorrectnessin writing or to draw easily
on a fund of knowledge in their memory banks. Too many teachers complain about
gifted children’s weaknessin “fundamentals,” thus making it necessary to assess the
extent of educational neglect as well as accomplishment.

One of the more important benefits in relying on teacher-madetests, assignments
and special projects is that they provide evidence of children’s progress that everybody
can understand and appreciate. Instead of reporting differential gain scores between
experimentals and controls on measures that are only vaguely relevant to whatis
happening in the classroom, the educator can now look at what the children have
actually done in the course of the program. This is not just for the sake of public
relations, or for “show-and-tell” sessions, although they are important, too. What counts
most is to examine what actually went on in the classroom as reflected in student
performance and productivity, the intention being to compare the general accomplish-
ments of beneficiaries with non-beneficiaries of differentiated education and to see how
well the actualized programisfulfilling the expectations of various interest groups. These
kinds of data will also help schoolofficials to decide if (and how) the Matrix inits present
or modified form can be administered to the non-gifted as well. By considering the
adaptability of the program to a wider audience, the schoolwill be less vulnerable to the
chargeofcreating its own gifted elite.

Cultivating High-LevelIntellective Processes

Few standardized instruments designed to measure complex thought patterns have
enough of a “track record” to permit an evaluation of their validity. None has been
validated sufficiently for children who perform nearthe top of the scale. The educatoris
therefore forced to rely on non-standardized, non-validated measures derived from
workin the classroom. 421
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The evaluation can then be accomplished in two ways, both of which reveal what
kind of thought processes are used mostandleast frequently in the classroom rather
than how effectively they are used. One approach is through observing pupil-teacher
interaction directly with a monitoring instrumentdesigned to record pupils’ intellective
activity. Recordings can be made along hierarchy of processes rangingfrom theleast to
most complex. The observer records each cognitive performance bya child by placing
checkmarks in the hierarchy that are emphasized in an instructional sequence. After a
series of such observations, a count can be taken ofthe relative frequency with which
the higher level processes are represented in the classroom. Analternative to using a
hierarchical model to guide classroom observation is to rely on a categorical model
which depicts a variety rather than a hierarchy of human functioning. Such an
instrument can show how manykinds of intellective processes are stressed in the
program without judging how complex these processesare.

Direct observation maybedifficult to manage, partly becauseit is time consuming
and partly because observersof the same teachingact often disagree as to whatkinds of
thinking are displayed. Analternative approach,therefore,is to apply the samekindscf
analysis to samples of pupils’ homework assignments, special projects and the examina-
tions they take on their coursework. These materials probably give faithful indications of
the kinds of thinking encouraged bytheteacherIt is therefore unnecessaryto take the
trouble of recording and analyzing such behaviors live in the classroom.

But regardless of whether gathering data is through direct observation of teachers
and pupils or through a content analysis of work accomplished, the information should
be used constructively, not judicially. Teachers welcome supervision, but abhor
“snoopervision.” If recordings are madeearly in the school year, they can contribute to
the formative evaluation and thereby help to determine whatever adjustments in the
program are indicated. This can be done on a periodic basis to reveal trends in the
program as teachers become more and more awareoftheir instructionaltactics. At the
end of the experimental period, a summative evaluation of children’s projects and
performance on teacher-madetests will reveal the complexity, quality and variety of
cognitive stimulation featured in the enrichment program.It will also show how well
children meet the challenge.

Broadening Cultural Interests at School

It is important to prevent children from being narrowly focusedin their educational
experience, spending most oftheir time in one or two subjects andvirtually neglecting
the others. Sometimes there is an imbalance in the quality of teachers or in the
curriculum emphasis, so that enrichment develops a reputation of being strong, for
example, in science andsocial studies and relatively weak in the language arts and
music. Children whoare accepted into the program begin to specialize too earlyin their

schoolingif their strengths are in the sciences andsocialstudies, whereas those whoare
equally precocious in the language arts and music may be neglected. An exciting
enrichmentprogram may begin modestlyin just one or two subject areas, but eventually
it ought to range broadly with no weak spots in its offerings.

To evaluate the extensiveness and uniform strength of the program,the children’s
independent projects should be examined for subject area variation to see whether a
range of interest has developed within a classroom and also within each child. filing
system should be developedto contain children’s work specimens, projects in progress,
completed reports and creative products and whatever special assignments reflect on

422 the content of the program. The nature andvariety of these projects, no less than their
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quality, should reveal much about the range of interests pursued by the children and
inspired by their teachers. The workfiles of children in the experimental program should
also be comparedwith those in control groupsituations to obtain a better view of how
(or whether) enrichment makesa real difference in the nature, variety and quality of
student accomplishments. Thefile should bestarted as early as possible in the school
term to provide evidence for a formative evaluation.

Creative Productivity

Since the nurturance of creativity is featured in so many enrichmentaims,it is
important to determine how well they are realized. However, there are basic problems
concerning whatto assess and howto assessit. As is well known, standardizedtests of
“creativity” that measure pupil performance concentrate on divergent thinking, which
probablyhaslittle independentrelationshipto creativity in the arts, sciences andletters.
These kindsof instruments also need further proofoftheir reliability before they can be
used with much confidence in evaluating the effects of enrichment. Nevertheless, the
test items reflect a kind of thinking process that educators ought to consider seriously,
providedthatit is exercised in the context of the curriculum rather than in unrelated
mental gymnastics. It meanslittle to be fluent, flexible and originalif children are given
opportunities to practice theseskills primarily in relation to the uses of the tin can or daily
newspaper. Theeffects of such practice are felt mostly in their own context but should
not be expected to transfer from one context to another.

In other words,if divergent thinking is to be demonstrated by children’s resource-
fulness in conjuring up waysto reduce poverty, pollution orinflation, the teacher has to
emphasize this kind of thinking in relation to such topics. The evaluation will therefore
have to be conducted subject area by subject area, with the students’ work at school
serving again as the main source of data since there are no standardized measuresto
evaluate such accomplishments. Quantitative and qualitative assessments are then
possible, thefirst deriving from a frequency countof divergent thinking exercises found
in a sample ofchildren’s work, and the second based on quality judgments of that work.
In the more conventional domain of creativity, such as art, music, theater, writing and the
dance, evaluations are done routinely throughcritiquing sample projects rather than by
relying on non-existent or poorly validated measures.

Unfortunately, divergent thinking measuresare not scoredfor quality of responses.
There are dangers, however, in proliferating performance and product reviews for
assessing progress in creativity or anything else because of the extra responsibilities
imposed on the gifted. Close physical proximity between the gifted and non-gifted
makesit easy for them to compare workloads andthuscreate resentment amongthose
whocarry the heavier burden. Suchfeelings are often close to the surface exceptin the
few instances when children are out and out workaholics who welcome the special
demands madeof them. Otherwise, the pressures on teacher and students to pile up
observable evidence of the program’s success can lead to Open resistance to any
enrichmentexperience.

It is not easy to know whenthegifted stop being overawed andstart becoming
overwhelmed, or whentheir talents stop being showcased andstart being exploited.
Requiring them to develop extra samples of their work for the sake of evaluating it more
closely can tip the balance and make their entire experience overwhelming and
exploitative. It would be absurdly self-defeating to sacrifice morale in the program for
the sake of making the data banks super rich. Moderation is necessary. The rule of
thumbin conducting the evaluation is to make it parsimonious, preferably without any 423
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need for the children to show evidence of accomplishment beyond what they demon-

strate in the course of the program.

Balancing Self-Betterment with Social Consciousness

An effective enrichment program should help the gifted to avoid the extremesof

self-indulgenceand self-denial. On the one hand,they havethepotential of contributing

morethan their share to the commongood,andit would therefore be a tragic waste for

them to becomepart of an “only-I-count”sect. On the other hand,by allowing others to

dictate the developmentand use oftheir talents, they can lose their individuality and

becomepart of an impersonaltalent pool that exists only to serve society. One of the

objectives of the Matrix is to teach the gifted that they do not have to choose between

egotism and dehumanization and that service to self can be balanced with service to

society.

The instrument used to assess children’s personal-social commitments could bein

the form of a “preference-remembrance” questionnaire. It is a simple device in which

they are asked to choose how they would like to be remembered by the world after they

finish their occupational careers. Several possible choices could be rankedin the order

of preference, each of them representing a different point of view of where the person

wants to be placedin relation to society. One of them reflects extremeself-centeredness

(“someone who developedhis or herabilities mostly for the sake of self-improvement

rather than for the sake of serving society’). Another statement reflects extreme

selflessness (“someone who developedhis or herabilities mostly for the sake of serving

society rather than for the sake of self-improvement”). The middle choice is a balance

between the extremes(“someone who developedhis orherabilities equally for the sake

of self-improvementand equally for the sake of serving society”). Between the middle

choice and each extremethere should be another option thatis identical in wording to

the extremestatement, except that “mostly”is replaced with “more.”

Children might be askedto rankthe characters twice: (1) in the order in which they

prefer to be rememberedand(2)in the order in which they expect to be remembered.

This would show somepossible discrepancies betweentheir ideal and realistic percep-

tions of themselves. For each of the two rankorders, the children ought to write a short

essay clarifying the reasonsfortheir choices. If the matched control group respondsto

the same questionnaire, comparing experimentals with controls will make it possible to

see how muchchange(if any)in attitudes results from exposure to the Matrix and how

muchis due simply to maturation.

Broadening Cultural Interests Out ofSchool

Theinspirational qualities of the Matrix should extend beyondthe schoolbuilding

into the child’s everydaylife experience in the community. Sometimes,the gifted show

signs of quantitative rather than qualitative changesin their cultural habits, and these

indicators may be misleading to parents and teachers. For example, increasing the

numberof books read duringleisure hours could really be a sign of absorbing more of

the same kinds of material that most children do at that age, not an elevation of taste and

variety. The children’s responsesto art and music can also remain superficial evenif they

spent moretime than ever in museums and concert halls.

Information about out-of-schoolcultural activities can be elicited through informal

interviews or open-endedresponses of parents and children to a questionnaire thatis

brief and to the point. Children who have enoughtime andinterest to developa logof

such activities may be encouragedto recordthetitles of books they have read,activities
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connectedwith their hobbies, notes about any creative work they are doing, adventures

in science or mathematics, descriptions of any apprenticeships they may have,facts and
feelings about their efforts to improve community life and impressions of their visits to
art galleries, libraries, historical landmarks and other points of cultural interest. It is
hoped that some of these activities will be traceable to experiences in the classroom.
Periodic discussions of them at school may also give children the impression that

teachersare interested in every aspect of their learning experiences,notjustin life within
the school building.

Raising Self-Concepts and Aspirations

Enhancing children’s feelings about themselves andraising their sights for the
future are essential to the success of enrichment. Two instruments may be usedto assess
change over time, one for elementary school and the other for high school gifted
populations. The one designed for younger childrenis in the form of a series of pairs of
statements, each pair referring to a personal characteristic of the respondent. Thefirst
statement of each pair always begins with the words “I am,” which should produce a
realistic self-rating, while the second statementstarts with “I would like most people to
consider me,” pertaining to personal aspirations. A single adjective then follows the
openingofthe statement, which the respondent completesby indicating how accurate a
self descriptionit is. A pair of such statements would appearasfollows:

 

Always Usually Sometimes Rarely Never

| am sociable 5 4 3 2 1

| would like most people to

consider me sociable 5 4 3 2 1

 

For each statement, the child circles the numberthatsignifies which ending to the
statement makesthe self-description most accurate. The numberofpairs of statements

appearing in the questionnaire will depend on how far ranging the adjectives or
adjectival phrases are chosen to be. The school may want to include descriptors
pertaining to school success, motivation, sociability, personal happiness, emotional
status and anyotherfactors pertinent to human development. Therealistic self-ratings
(i.e., “Iam”) are quantified separately as are the children’s aspirations(i.e. , “I would like
mostpeople to consider me”) for the entire instrument and separately for each group of
adjectives, factor by factor. Then within each pair of statements the realistic self-rating is

subtracted from the aspiration score and the within-pair differences are added together
thus revealing a third body of information concerning the extent to which aspirations
may be unrealized. This would help to reveal degrees ofinnertension(if discrepancies
are great) and complacency(if discrepancies are minimal) felt by children in the course
of the program.

For high school students, the instrument is more elaborate. With two uniform
statements added to the pair in the elementary school form, each adjective is then
preceded bythe following four stems: (1) “I am,” (2) “I would like most people to
consider me,’ (3) “Most people think I am” and (4) “Most people are.” Such a
questionnaire was developed originally by the Talented Youth Project of the Horace
Mann-Lincoln Institute of School Experimentation, Teachers College, Columbia Uni-
versity (New York City) and was usedextensively in evaluating programsfor the gifted.
Six kinds of comparisons can be madefor each adjective: (1) “I am” vs. “I would like 425
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most people to consider me,” (2) “Iam”vs. “Most people think I am,” (3) “Iam”vs.
“Most peopleare,” (4) “I would like mostpeople to consider me”vs. “Most people think
Iam,” (5) “I would like most people to consider me” vs. “Most people are” and (6)
“Most people think I am”vs. “Most people are.” Comparisons can be made between

experimentals and controls to reveal whether the matrix fosters snobbery andinflated
egos amonggifted children.

Improving Social Status Among Peers

Since the morale of the school dependsto a great extent on interpersonalrelations
amongthe children,it is important to assess howthegifted get along with each other and

with the non-gifted. A specially designed sociogram can be usedtoelicit the necessary
data. Each child receives a copy oftheclasslist with introductoryinstructions as follows:
“This is yourclass roster. Write a number next to each name to show how much you
would like that person to becomeor remain yourfriend. The highest possible score you
can give any classmate is a 5, and the lowest possible score is a 1. You may write any
number from 1 to 5 next to each nameto express how you feel about every person in

your class. When you cometo your own name,write the numberthat you think mostof
yourclassmateswill give you, and draw circle aroundit. Whatever you write will be
held in strictest confidence.”

Whenthedata are assembled, a grid can be constructed in which the namesof the

children head the columnsandalso the rows. Thus, the entire class roster appears across

the top of the page to head the columns, and the samelisting appears alongthe left-

hand side of the page aslabels to the rows. Eachof the children heading the rows has

previously rated each of the children heading the columns, and the scores should be
transferred from the children’s individual rating sheets to the appropriate cells on the
grid. The circled number denoting the score a child anticipates from therest of the class
should be enteredin the cell where the child’s namelabels both the column and the row

and should becircled in that cell. Thus, the scores appearing across a row denote a

child’s rating of classmates; scores appearing in a column denote the ratings a child

receives from classmates. A mean score from each row is computed and entered in a
box beyondthat row at the right-handside of the page. Similarly, mean scores for the
columnsare entered in boxes along the bottom of the page. The sum of all mean scores
for the rowsis the sameas the sum for the columns,andthattotal divided by the number

of children on the roster can be enteredin a special box in the lower-right-hand cornerof

the page.It represents the generallevelof friendship feelings in the classroom. Progress

in the way in whichchildrenrate others and are rated by others can be monitored over

time and comparedwith similar records of the control group to determinetheeffects of

the program. Theratings of and by individual children can also be comparedto see if
friendship status is related to friendliness. Finally, the circled scores, revealing how the
children think they would be rated by others, can be compared with the actual mean

ratings received from others.

To illustrate the use of the grid as a sociogram, Figure 5 containsfriendship ratings

by and of a sample of 5 children, A, B, C, D and E. Child A, for example, gives
classmates an average rating of 3.25 and receives an average 3.25 from them, while
expectingto berated at a level of 3. The score of 3.4 in the extreme bottom,right-hand

cell of the grid showsthe general level of friendship within the group.

Stimulating Appreciation of the Program

An opinionnaire that assessesfeelings about enrichmentin general and howwellit
is implementedat schoolis useful in monitoring the attitudes of those directly involved.
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3.25 3.75} 4 3.75 2.25 3.4         Mean Rating of and by the Total Class: 3.4
 

Figure 5. Friendship ratings by and of a sample of five children.

Such instruments have been developed in many school systems and should reflectlocal
concerns. These formats can easily be adaptedto highlight any issues raised during the
needs assessment and enrichment planning phases of the program. Separate forms
should be administered to the children, their parents, and their teachersin ordertoelicit
some impression of morale at different times during the school year. Whereverpossible,
items on the opinionnaire oughtto be the samefor the separate groups of respondents
in orderto facilitate easy and meaningful comparisons. Such an analysis lendsitself both
to formative and summative evaluation.

Fostering Mental Health

Somechildren may enter the special program with various psychosocial problems.
Others may develop such problemsin the course of the program. Thesechildren have
to be watchedclosely in order to put together case studies based on data derived in the
course of identification and formative evaluation. The purpose is to develop some
hypotheses concerning positive or negative indicators of mental health status. Such in-
depth case studies are time-consuming and require considerable staff resources, but
they add vital information that is often difficult to discern in mass data. Some children
may react emotionally and behaviorally to being understimulated; others may be
overwhelmed by the added burden of an enriched curriculum. Clinical specialists
should make every effort to collaborate with the staff responsible for enrichment to
adjust the program design to the needs of children so as to forestall emotional or
interpersonal problems. Their working together may produce new understandingsof
what educational enrichment ought to be and newinsights into the ways in which
children respond to an enrichmentparadigm like the Matrix.

In Conclusion

An evaluation design that touches onall aspects of the Matrix is enlightening to 427
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educators and non-educatorsalike. It helps to clarify the nature of young talent, the
varieties of children who possessit, and the effects of its nurturance in and out of school.
It especially reveals the “goodness-of-fit” among pupil, teacher and Matrix and how to
improve this match through refinement in the enriched program of study. In short, what
can be learned in the course of evaluation, advances the educatorcloser to the goalset
for these children: an appreciation of who they are and whatthey needin the course of
their schooling.

Discussion Questions

 

Compare and contrast Tannenbaum’sdefinition of potential giftedness with other
definitions that emphasize accelerated early development.

Discuss the ways in which the Tannenbaum Enrichment Matrix derives(orfails to
derive) from his definition of potential giftedness.

Contrast Tannenbaum’s views with those of any other contributor to this volume
on the following matters:

a. The special role and function of the enrichmentteacher.
b. The value of “presented” curriculum content in an enrichment program.
c. The place (and methods) of teaching so-called higher level thinking skills in an

enrichment program.

Describein detail the ways in which Tannenbaum’s Enrichment Matrix emphasizes
programmatic rather than provisional education for the potentially gifted.

5 According to Tannenbaum, how doesthe process of identifying potentially gifted
children relate to the process of educating these children?

How would you apply Tannenbaum’s three-step procedure for identifying the
potentially gifted in your school/system?

Explain how the Tannenbaum Enrichment Matrix is really four-dimensional, not
two-dimensional.

Explain how the Tannenbaum EnrichmentMatrix incorporates the essencesof at
least one other enrichment modelpresented in this volume.

( ) Explain how the Tannenbaum Enrichment Matrix adds essencesto at least one
other enrichment model presented in this volume, and state why you feel that the
added essencesare or are not important.

1 Although Tannenbaum argues that enrichment programs should replace provi-
sions for the gifted, he makes allowances for including provisions in his Matrix.
Describe in detail the provisions you would offer if you were teaching a class of

428 potentially gifted children.
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Summary

Fostering Effective, Independent
Learning Through Individualized
Programming

he IPPM approach to gifted programming empha-
sizes the need for effective instruction to respond to

the unique characteristics, strengths andtalents of individ-
ual students. IPPM stands for “Individualized Program-
ming Planning Model.” This name emphasizesthat there
are many kinds of strengths and talents among students
which should be recognized and nurtured in a variety of
ways.

In IPPM,we use a definition of giftedness that stresses

humanpotentials related to independent, creative learn-
ing. That is, we believe that giftedness and talents are
expressed through using or applying what onelearnsin
creative and productive ways, not merely being proficient
at amassing,recalling and reciting information. Our defini-
tion emphasizes that creativity combinesability, skills and
motivation (Renzulli, 1978; Torrance, 1979; Amabile,

1983).

Identification is viewed as an open-ended,flexible
process, in which we are more concerned with identifying
needs for services than with identifying students. The
question we poseis, “Do wesee any evidenceof strengths
or talents in a student that should prompt us to modify our

presentinstructional program in some way(s)?”’ We do not
ask whether the student is a bona fide gifted person or
whetherthe student should be “in or out” of a specific “G/
T program.”

Programming in IPPM involves a diverse array of

services which may be offered for many (and varied)
studentsin different times and places and underthe super-
vision of many different individuals. We believe that
unique needs are not served by a single program or
curriculum. We seek to differentiate instruction rather than
curriculum,as part of an on-going processofinstructional
planning and decision-making. We try to consider the role
of the regular program,plus additional services that may
needto be offered,in six programmingareas: Individualiz-
ing Basic Instruction, Appropriate Enrichment, Effective
Acceleration, Independence and Self-Direction, Personal/
Social Development, and Career Orientation with a Futur-

istic Perspective.
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Fostering Effective, Independent Learning
Through Individualized Programming

he fundamental premise of this chapteris that gifted education is concerned with
students: their characteristics, their strengths and talents, and their needs for

instructional services that are stimulating and satisfying. Our basic vision is that in an
educational world which is working the wayit shouldthere will be significantattention to
students’ uniquestrengths, talents and needs. Therewill be opportunities for students of
promisein any areato reachashighas they are able, to be creators and problem solvers
(not just regurgitators), and to function effectively and independently.

Successful programmingforgifted, talented and creative students demandsthat we
establish and maintain such a vision. Such matters asidentification procedures and
instruments, curriculum writing, definition of program prototypes and administrative
arrangements are means, not ends, although they frequently seem to be treated as
though they were the ends in themselves. Too often our “vision” seems so shallow or
myopic that the effects or impact on students are all but forgotten in the process.
Objective identification packages and procedures, neatly packaged curriculum units
and administratively simple program structures should not become so dominantin our
view that we neglectthe critical question, “In what ways will this benefit our student?”
Althoughit is important to be able to develop appropriate meansto help us attain our
intended goals, means should not be equated with ends. The absenceof a clear, strong
vision of benefits for students may well become responsible for the demise of many
“programs.”

The Individualized Programming Planning Model (IPPM; Treffinger, 1981,
1986) maintains a major commitmentto the fundamental goal of promoting effective,
independentlearning based on the strengths and talents of the student. This specific
“vision” is a focal point which guides anddirects ourinstructional efforts. It serves as a
constant reminder that meeting students’ needs and promoting personal development
and creativity are essential commitments of a caring, progressive and humanistic
philosophy of education.

The purposesof this chapter are to describethe rationale for the IPPM approach,to
highlight the ways in which it contrasts with many commonpractices and procedures,
and to describe the major considerationsin translating the modelinto practice.

Nature and Definition of Independent Learning

By effective, let us mean successfully generating, planning and using products and
actions (employing both critical and creative thinking) to solve problems. By indepen-
dent, let us meanself-directed work on problemsfor which the individual (or a small
group) has ownership. Ownership entails influence (being capable of and responsible
for action on a problem), interest (personal involvementin the task and concern for
action about the problem) and imagination (opportunity for and acceptance of new
ideas). Ownership is an essential dimension of effective problem solving (Isaksen &
Treffinger, 1985). Independent learning does not just mean “working alone.” Much
more importantly, it deals with the ability to mobilize resources (one’s own and others) to
bring to bear on solving problems for which there is a sense of commitment or an
emotional investment;it is a responsible autonomythat frees the person from intellec-
tual dependenceon others. 431
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Emphasizing students’ strengths andtalents reflects the commitment to build upon
positive dimensions of human potential and ability (Taylor, 1984). To be certain, there
are many kindsofliabilities and deficiencies which can seriously impair some students’
ability to learn. Whentheyexist, such difficulties will not be ignored by the wise teacher.
However, effective independent learning attempts to affirm and to build upon the
strongest and most powerful motivations and skills of the learner, to provide an
affirmative foundation for learning and growth. Unmerciful drill on one’s limitations or
deficiencies can be limiting and discouraging, perhaps even counter productive to our
most important goals. This does not meanthatintellectual competency can or should be
disregarded. Knowledge and comprehension of the content of a discipline are funda-
mentals upon which effective scholarly inquiry builds. Effective higher level cognitive
activity, such as application, analysis, synthesis, evaluation and real problem solvingcall
for the ability to draw upon masteryof one’sfield of investigation or study.

Components of Effective Independent Learning

The important components contributing to the developmentof effective indepen-
dent learning are presented in Figure 1. These components are characteristics and
identification, process, content and management/environment. These compo-
nents will be presented separately, and each will be briefly discussed. Each component
will be considered at two levels: first, its meaning in relation to individual students, and

secondits implications for effective program planning and implementation.

  

      

 

|. Characteristics and Identification Il. Process Development

Abilities Creative Thinking

Skills Critical Thinking

Motivations Problem Solving

Learning Styles Research & Inquiry

Interests

Goal:

Effective

Independent

Learning  
  

Ill. Content Competence \ IV. Management and Environment

Exploration Productive Environment

Mastery—Basic Topics Completing Products

Advanced Topics Sharing with Audiences

Higher Levels Evaluation / Documentation    Record-Keeping
  

Figure 1. Components of Effective, Independent Learning

Characteristics and Identification

The first component of the model involves describing important characteristics
associated with effective, independent learning and recognizingtheir implications for
identification and programming.
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Meaning for Students

In order to promote the developmentofeffective, independent learning based on
students’ strengths andtalents, it is necessary for us to be able to define and recognize
the importance of several dimensions of cognitive ability, performance and personality
that are closely associated with effective independence. This includes the student’s
learning ability and uniquetalents in specific areas, creativity, motivation, learning styles
and preferences, and particular areas of experience and interest. These serve as
foundationsfor effective instructional programming. There are manyrecent models to

guide us in this context, and they all point towards the synthesis of three similar
dimensions: one emphasizing ability, another involving motivational factors and a third
dealing with specific or “domain relevant” skills. Examples include Renzulli’s (1978)
definition of giftedness, Torrance’s (1979) definition of the basic factors contributing to
creativity and Amabile’s (1983) definition of creativity.

The role of learning styles (Butler, 1984; Dunn & Dunn, 1975, 1978; Gregorc,
1982; Isaksen & Treffinger, 1985; Lawrence, 1979; Renzulli & Smith, 1978: Silver &

Hanson, 1980; Wittig, 1984) has also been investigated extensively. Growing evidence
suggests that there are significant benefits for many students by using learning styles to
individualize instruction andthatgifted students may demonstrate uniquelearning style
profiles which can be important to consider in planning appropriate educational
programsfor them (Dunn & Price, 1980; Griggs & Dunn, 1984; Griggs & Price, 1980;

Ricca, 1984; Stewart, 1981). Studentinterests should also be considered in looking at
the characteristics and needs of gifted and talented students (Eichberg & Redmond,
1984; Renzulli, 1977, 1982, 1983).

Programming Concerns

The individualized approachdiffers significantly from traditional “G/T Identifica-
tion” procedures, however, in severalcritical ways. First, the individualized approachis
inclusive rather than exclusive. Thatis, it emphasizes positive attributes that lead us to
serve students in certain ways, rather than merely “lines of demarcation” by which a few
students are chosen and mostrejected.

Second, it emphasizes the instructional diagnostic value of information about
characteristics andtalents. Identification procedures are linked specifically to program-
mingandinstructionaldecisions. This view holdsthat the most constructive purposesfor
“identification” relate to preparation for improvedinstructional decision-making, not
merely for selection. In order to be usefulfor identification, data should provide useful
informationthatwill help us more effectively guide students’ learning. This also makesit
possible (and important) to usethe rich information we can obtain from learningstyle
and interest data, even thoughtheseare notusually includedin traditional identification
approachesin gifted education.

Third, individualized identification draws upon anestablished conception of the
qualitative nature of giftedness andcreativity, not merely a quantitative segmentation of
the population. If we discuss “the gifted” as a fixed percentage of the population, we
learn little about the strengths andtalents actually demonstrated by the individuals thus
designated. Effective identification should also beclosely related to our qualitative or
conceptual view of giftedness and the productive behavior associated with it. In
addressingabilities, motivations, skills, learning styles andinterests, we are establishing a
conceptualand operational conceptof giftedness, not merely setting uparbitrarycriteria
for selecting a group of students. 433
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Finally, an individualized approachto identification is responsive to many aspectsof
information about the learner and his or her needs, and is not spuriously enamouredof
the “power of the IQ test score.’ Most basic textbooks on psychological assessment
wam examiners explicitly not to base complex judgments and decisions (such as
program placement)ontest scores alone, and certainly never on singletest score (e.g.,

Anastasi, 1968; Kaufman, 1979). Despite the clarity and strength of these admonitions,

it has been well-documentedthat the typical practice in gifted education relies heavily
on test scores and specific cut-off points, and, even more dangerously, that many tests
are used for purposes and populations for which they were never intended and maywell
be inappropriate (e.g., Alvino, McDonnell & Richert, 1981; Sternberg, 1982; Yar-
borough & Johnson, 1983).

Even the most common attempts to give morethan lip-service to the concept of
“multiple criteria’’ such as identification “matrix” procedures, are hindered by basic
psychometric flaws (e.g., weighting, reliability and scale of measurement concerns; see
Feldhusen, Baska & Womble, 1981) or by the lingering perceptions, (however errone-
ous) that fairness requires administration of a standard set of instrumentsto all students
or that identification is necessarily restricted to the selection andlabeling of a single fixed

group of students.

Process Development

The secondfactor contributing to effective independentlearning is process devel-
opment, in which we are concernedwith the thinking, reasoning and inquiry tools that

are essential for the problem solver.

Meaning for Students

In seeking to becomeeffective independent learners, students must know and be
able to use manyskills that have been described in a variety of ways: processskills,
thinkingskills or intellectual tools.

The student must be able to think creatively, by which we mean:

Making and communicating meaningful new connections, to help us think of many
possibilities; think and experience in varied ways and using different points of view;
think of new and unusual possibilities; and to guide us in generating and selecting

alternatives (Isaksen & Treffinger, 1985).

The student must also be able to think critically, by which we mean:

Analyzing and developing possibilities, to compare and contrast many ideas; to
improve andrefine promising alternatives; to screen, select and support ideas; to make
effective judgments and decisions; to provide a sound foundation for effective action
(Treffinger, 1984).

There are many structured or systematic models to describe the problem solving
process in general terms (e.g., Dewey, 1933; Gordon & Poze, 1981; Isaksen &
Treffinger, 1985; Kepner & Tregoe, 1981) or in the context of a specific academic
discipline (e.g., Polya, 1957). These systems build upon the basic creative and critical
thinking skills, but also involve integration and management of these skills in more
complex applications.

Students must also learn and be able to use the research and inquiry techniques
required in investigations of real problems. These include general skills, such as using
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library resources, conductingreviewsofliterature, and learning basic proceduresof data
collection, data analysis and data presentation. Also included, however, are knowledge
of the specific methods, instruments and techniquesrelated to inquiry in a certain
discipline (e.g., an astronomer must be able to use a telescope, or an engineer must be
able to conduct a particular kindof stress or strength of materials analysis).

Programming Concerns

Teachers do nothesitate to teach their students how to take notes, how to study for
a test, how to use mnemonic devices or memory aids to review knowledge or other
“process technology” for the knowledge and comprehensionlevels of learning. By the
same token, learning the appropriate “technology” for higherlevel processesis also
important. Students cannot be expected to be able to engage in independentcreative
and critical thinking, problem solving or development and sharing of products withreal
audiences without some prior instruction in the methods and techniques helpful for
those purposes(i.e., the relevant “process technology”). If we expect students to learn
to solve complex problems and to develop andcarry outeffective plans of action, we
must accept the responsibility to help them acquire the necessary methods and
techniques.

It is often asked, “Should process development be undertaken as a specific,
separate instructionalactivity in itself, or should it be undertaken in the context of other,
moretraditional ‘content’ activities?” Such a question imposes unnecessarily a “forced-
choice”view of the challenge. Process development can be consideredat three different
levels (Treffinger, 1980, 1984). In the first level, which emphasizes training in specific
creative andcritical thinking techniques, connectionswith traditional content areas are
very easy to make and canreadily be accomplishedatall grade levels. Some general
practice with the techniques alone, without concern for specific content applications,
can be useful for introducing and practicing the techniques. It is usually desirable,
however, to practice the basic creative and critical thinking skills with examples from the
contentareas.At the second level, which involves learning and practicing more complex
systems (creative problem solving methods, for example), content applications can be
madeeasily through the use of games, simulations androle playing activities. In the third
level, dealing with real problems and challenges,itis necessary to address problemsfor
which the students actually have ownership andintend to carry outtheir solutions. Byits
very definition, this level transcends“learning about” predetermined content.It is thus
important to rememberthat, if fostering effective independent learning based on
students’ strengths and talents is a major goal of ourinstructional program, process
developmentis an important considerationin its own right, not merely to the extentthat
such processes can be used to support instruction abouttraditional content topics.

Content Competence

The third component which contributes to effective independent learning is
content competence. Outstanding contributions in any area of endeavor necessarily
involve content. People whoarecreative, productive, problem-solvers and knowledge-
able and involved at a high level in the content of a particular discipline, or in the
crossovers and linkages amongseveraldisciplines; it is not possible to becreative ina
vacuum.

Meaningfor Students

Students who seek to becomeeffective independentlearnersare often able, within
the areasof their particular strengths andtalents,to learn quickly andeasily, to be highly 435
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curious andinterestedin a variety of topics and to pursue learning about new concepts

andtopics eagerly on their own. Theyare often very proficient at dealing with complex

or advanced material, and commonly can deal with abstractions and generalizations

readily. They often prefer to be able to organize andstructure their ownlearning, and to

experimentwith new possibilities and methods. They can easily learn through presenta-

tions in different media or formats, and are not dependent upona single “channel” or

perceptual mode. They maybesignificantly advancedin their knowledgeof their own

areas of greatest interest, in comparison with other students of their own age or even

with their teachers. They may wish to devotea largepartof their time and energiesto the

topics whichinterest them, to the exclusionof other topics to which teachers or parents

seek to direct them. They may also seem to lack knowledge, make errors or behave

uncooperatively when they are bored with instruction dealing with topics they have

already mastered.It is possible, however, that someof their “knowledge”of a particular

topic may be superficial or glib, which can lead to the risk of significant gaps of

understanding. In such cases, however, the missing pieces can usually be mastered

quickly and easily without need for the extended, repetitious drill and practice com-

monlyassociated with learning at the knowledge and comprehensionlevels.

Programming Concerns

The importance of content competence does not meanthateffective independent

learning must be deferred until one has mastered all the knowledge and information

considered relevant to that area. It does reaffirm that discoveries, inventive break-

throughs and new solutions to problems donotarise from ignorance,despite oft-told

myths of dramatic serendipitous contributions. In many such cases, it is often over-

looked that the person making the discovery wasin fact quite knowledgeable and well-

trained in the area being investigated, even thoughserendipity or good fortune played a

role in a specific sequence of events. Intellectual competence, disciplined study and

extensive knowledge of one’s field cannot and should notbe ignored or underestimated

in the pursuit of effective independentlearning; there are few (if any) “shortcuts” in

critical and creative inquiry.

The educational challengeis to recognize the student’s entering level of knowledge

and skill, prescribe effectively so gaps at the basic levels can beclosedefficiently, create

opportunities for learningactivities consonantwith the learner's aptitude andstyle, and

provide an effective foundation for the student to progress towards independent

investigations. In short, teachers must be concerned with making knowledge acquisition

and comprehensioneffective andefficient, and at the same time providing opportunities

for students to become involved in more complex topics (using higher level thinking

processes) and independentinvestigation. Effective contentinstruction does notinvolve

a steadydiet of drill and practice with the admonition, “Someday youwill be able to use

all this in solving real problems.” It is not easy to accomplish this task, especially with

large classes andlimited resources,butit is possible. Information aboutstudentlearning

styles and interests, as noted above, can be useful to teachers in varying instructional

activities and assignments. The increasing presence of the microcomputerin classrooms
can also be a powerful tool to enable teachers to diagnose, prescribe and monitor more
efficiently the performance of students at varying levels, and may be able to be

combined effectively with mastery learning models or individualized unit planning

procedures(e.g., Treffinger, Hohn & Feldhusen, 1979).

It is also important that, along with pressures to insure a common “core” of

experiences andresourcesthat will assure educational equity for all students, we do not

reduceoreliminate the necessary advancedstudy opportunities, courses and resources
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that are needed to promote excellence among our most talented students in all
disciplines (Ambach, 1984; Bruch, 1984; Feldhusen & Hoover, 1984; Maker &
Schiever, 1984).

Managementand Environment

The last component which contributes to effective independentlearning involves
the establishment and managementof a productive learning environment.This compo-
nenthastraditionally received less attention than anyof the others, althoughit is a very
important concern for both the students and the program.

Meaningfor Students

From the individual’s viewpoint, the nature of the learning environment and the
tasks of management and documentation or record-keeping can be extremely impor-
tant. Creative productivity can be facilitated by some environmental conditions and
events and inhibited by others (Feldhusen & Treffinger, 1985; Torrance, 1962, 1965:
Torrance & Myers, 1970; MacKinnon, 1978). For example, it has often been shownthat
tolerance of complexity and disorder, unconditional acceptance and positive regard for
the individual, support for unusual ideas, freedom from arbitrary external evaluation,
and time for incubation are among the environmental conditions which can facilitate
creative behavior. For the student, then, management and environment begins with a
concern for finding an environmentorclimate in whicheffective, independentlearning
will not only be tolerated, but will actually be encouragedorfacilitated. In addition,it
involves awareness of the “blocks”or obstacles that can inhibit creative inquiry, and
knowledge of ways to removeor circumvent them (Isaksen & Treffinger, 1985).

Next, the student must address the task of managing independent learning: learn
how to set reasonable butchallenging goals, identify needed resources, gather and use
those resources, develop a worthwhile product or outcome and communicate the
results to others (Gross, 1982; Treffinger & Barton, 1979). The student must also be
concerned with effective time management for independentinvestigations, because
resource and energy limitations, project requirements and deadlines are unavoidable
challengesforall independent problem solvers. Record-keeping and documentationof
one’s activities and products are a necessary part of the management component, and
must be addressed.

Programming Concerns

For the school, the challenge in this componentderives from the difficulty that
manyteachers and parents experiencein deferring judgment. It is commonfor adults to
evaluate and judge the child’s work too often and too soon. Promoting effective
independentlearning involvescreating a learning environmentthat encouragescurios-
ity, experimentation, exploration and divergent thinking; an atmosphere in which
students can generate manypossibilities without fear that every idea (and the person
thinking of the idea) will be judged swiftly and summarily. It involves creating and
maintaining an environmentin which new questions are valued as much as old answers,
in which there is excitement and the possibility of discovering something new and
unusual each day.

An environment for effective independent learning also involves the need to
recognize that students do not necessarily know how to manage anddirect their own
learning, but that they are capable of learning to do so. There are manyfactorsthat
makethis recognition difficult. It often seems faster or easier for adults at home orin 437
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schoolto say, “Here, let me doit... .” or, “Just doit this way... .” Management of many

childrenat differentlevels within a classroom can seem easierto the teacherif all of them

are working on the sametask at the sametime, despite the teacher’s recognition that

one task does not meetthe needsof every student equally well. And some adults merely

say, “This child is just too young to make such important decisions for himself (or

herself).”

Students need opportunities to learn gradually to becomeself-directed learners.

Working with the teacher, students can learn how to set goals, identify resources,

develop projects and learningactivities, make decisions and evaluate ideas, and create
and share products. They canlearnto share their products with other students and with
outside audiences as well. They can learn to keep records of their progress and to
document their own efforts and outcomes(Treffinger & Barton, 1979).

Need for New Approaches

In 1982,the writer (as Editor of the Gifted Child Quarterly) assembled a special

issue on the theme, “Demythologizing Gifted Education” (Volume 26, Number1). In

this issue, 15 “myths” of gifted education were addressed by 14 authors; the purpose of
the issue was:

_.. (Wie will be concerned with more than identifying these myths; we will also

attempt to practice “demythologizing.” Mythology involves writing about myths, ex-

plaining, and classifying them; demythologizing suggests writing that helpsus reverse or

free ourselves from those myths (1982,p.3).

Concernedthat gifted education had developed too many “easy answers’ for the

difficult questions of identification and programming,each of us attempted to examine

critically one of the “mechanical” responsesthat might need fresh perspective or even

a complete redefinition. These myths wereclassified in three general areas; several

possible implications were identified:

We should be making efforts to expandoursearchfor. . . unique characteristics. . .
that can berelated to instructional planning, not merely selection of students. We should

be placing greater emphasis upon identification as a qualitative process. ... We must

move towards using identification data to provide a basis for multiple and varied

instructionalplans. . . . Improving identification should be viewed as examining the most
appropriate paradigms, not merely choosingthe besttests. . . .

The future will see us moving actively to blend or integrate gifted education more

effectively with allcomponents of the school program. There will be increased recogni-

tion of the benefits of individualized instruction for many kinds of student strengths and

talents.... There will be renewed efforts to provide professional development to

enhancethe “health” of the total school program. Wewill have to deal increasingly with

local resources. We will be considerably more concerned with meeting students’ needs

than with sorting or classifying them (1982, pp. 5-6).

These concerns pointedto the need for the development and implementation (with

experimentation) of new models or approachesforidentifying and servinggifted and

talented students. Despite its widespread popularity and use (Oglesby & Gallagher,

1983), it is not clear that traditional “resource room/pull-out” model approaches can

respondeffectively to these needs and concerns. The IPPM approach was developed to

provide one such alternative model which might be implemented successfully in a

practical educationalsetting.
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Relationship Between Gifted Education and the Total School
Program

The relationship between gifted education and other components of the school
program has often been strained, and sometimes openly hostile. In many school
districts, informal reports from gifted education specialists have indicated suchstresses:
competition between programs, placing undue pressure or unrealistic expectations
upon students who participate, overloading students with unnecessary busywork,
refusing to nominate students for programs and other similar concerns. However,
conversations with administrators and teachers from regular classrooms have also
reflected concerns: excessive labelling and creation of separate, isolated groups of
students, lack of communication and coordination of program content andactivities,
disregard for basic skill areas, overemphasis on “fun and games”activities with little
purposeorvalue, constant interruption of other classroom activities, and so on.

Are all these concerns valid? Of course not! But, when the same concerns are
expressed time andtimeagain,in one schoolbuildingafter another, they cannotall be
simply dismissed as the unfounded biasesofindividuals who opposegifted programsor
whodo notreally wantto do their job. The writer’s conclusion from these observations
and experiences has been that there is a significant need for a reexamination of the
relationship betweengifted education andtherest of the school program.It does not
seem too muchto assumethatall components ofthe student’s school experience should
be planned and conducted in ways that work togetherfor his or her benefit!

The IPPM approach does not begin with the assumption that the identification
process will lead to the designation ofa single, fixed group of gifted students. Also,it
does not assumethatservices to gifted students will be provided only by one person,in
oneplace,orat onefixed time each day or week. It does not take the popular “resource
room/pull-out” prototype as a given. This has caused some people to assume, quite
incorrectly, that IPPM therefore advocatesthatall services to gifted students can and
should be provided by the regular classroom teacher in his or her own classroom.
Indeed, at one session of a large conference, the writer was accused from thefloor of
“putting all of us in gifted education out of work.” To attempt to put aside such
misunderstandings, let us attemptto clarify the relationship between gifted education
and otherparts of the school program,as viewed in the IPPM approach.

Gifted programs should not spendtime conducting, for a small group ofpupils in a
separate setting, activities which should be offered to nearly all pupils in a regular
classroom setting. Unfortunately, many of the most common, popular activities of
countless gifted programs seem to fall in this category: basic critical thinking tools,
divergentor creative thinkingactivities, library and referenceskills, computer literacy
activities, higherlevel cognitive skills (e.g., Bloom, 1956), problem solving methods and
a widevariety of Type I Enrichment activities (Renzulli, 1977). Many gifted specialists
find thattheir time and energies are almost completely absorbed by such activities—
activities they know should be conductedin an effective regular classroom for the
benefit of many children. I have been accused of being unrealistic about this, because
many people believe that these activities, howeverdesirable for the regular classroom,
are not occurring there. My responseis twofold: first, conducting such activities in the
resource room setting will not make the regular classroom (in which the studentstill is
likely to spend a majority of his or her school time) any more effective; second, the
proper business of gifted education is not to be involved with “remediating” the
deficiencies of the regular program. What can be donein the regular classroom should
be donethere. 439
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This does not mean, of course, that all the needs of all the pupils can be met

adequately bya single teacherin the regular classroom setting. Even in the bestofall

possible worlds, the regular program andthe classroom teacherwill need theassistance

and support of specialists with training and experiencein gifted education. Effective,

independentlearning requires resources and services that extend beyond thoseit is

reasonable to expect can be provided by the classroom teacher alone. The IPPM

approach doesnot suggest, then, that services in the regular classroom should take the

place of gifted education;instead, it emphasizes the importance of aneffective blend of

services through the regular program andgifted programming.

Translating Theory Into Practice

How does the IPPM approach attempt to translate a commitmentto effective,

independent learning based on students’ strengths andtalents into a practical frame-

work which can be usedin a schoolsetting? There are six important decision areasin the

IPPM approach.These are: Definition, Characteristics, Screening andIdentifica-

tion, Instructional Planning, Implementation of Services and Evaluation and

Modification of Programming. Thesix decision areas are shownin Figure 2 (using

Renzulli’s 1978 definitionillustratively).

The six components of the IPPM approachinvolve the following decisions, each of

which will be discussed briefly in this section:

Component Key Question(s)

1. Definition What do we meanby giftedness?

2. Characteristics Whatunique characteristics of students are associated with the

definition?

3. Screening and How canthe students’ characteristics and needs be documented

Identification and described?

4. Instructional Whatis ourplan for respondingto the students’ needs? (Regular

Planning program? Whatotherservices are needed? How? From whom?

When? Where?)

5. Implementation Howarethe plannedservices carried out and documented?

of Services

6. Evaluationand How will the success of the program be determined? What
Modifications changes are neededin plansfor students?

Definition

In the example in Figure 2, Renzulli’s (1978)definition of giftedness was usedas an

illustration. Although other definitions might just as easily be used in the IPPM

framework, Renzulli’s was considered especially appropriate because it reflects a

conception ofgiftedness thatis clearly consistent with the goal of promotingeffective,

independentlearning.It was preferred over other common,categoricaldefinitions (such

as the 1972 or 1978 USOEdefinitions) because it avoids ambiguity and overlap among

categories, emphasizes basic psychological characteristics which have been describedin

the literature of creative, productive talent, and is notrestrictively bound bya priori

percentagesofincidence. The definition is important in IPPM becauseit establishes a

440 context through which specific characteristics can be determined and examined.
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Characteristics

There is widespread agreement that a number of specific characteristics can be
associated with the dimensionsof ability, creativity and motivation. Whenthese three
clusters are evident, some of the observable characteristics include the following:

Ability Creativity Motivation

Advanced Vocabulary Questioning, curious Sets own goals

Good Memory Fluent, Flexible Intense involvement

Learns quickly, easily Original Prefers own tasks

Large fund of information Elaborates High eneray level

Generalizes skillfully Transforms and Doesnotgive up
combinesideas easily when working

Abstracts easily Sees implications Completes products

Makes judgments and Feels free to Eager for new projects
decisions disagree

Perceivessimilarities Finds subtle humor Assumesresponsibility
and differences and paradoxes

It is important to recognize that these characteristics may be specific to a certain

area of talent orinterest in any particular student; they are not necessarily “general”

characteristics that can be expected to be displayed in every circumstance or in every

area of study. (The teacher whoreports that a student is not “task committed” because
s/he will not do endless drill and practice exercises or worksheets has thus missed the
central meaning of the concept. )

It is also important to note that there is abundant research to suggest that the

characteristics in each of these three areasare not fixed and unchangeable in the person.

Itis possible to show thatsignificant improvements can beeffected throughinstruction in

students’ performance in manyof the specific characteristics in each ofthe three areas.
This means that giftedness should not be treated as a fixed condition which can
unequivocally and permanently be designated present or absent in an individual.

In order to complete the picture of characteristics which should be considered in
efforts to foster effective independentlearning,it is also important to consider informa-

tion about the student’s specific learning styles or preferences, and the student's specific

areasofinterest.

Screening and Identification

Havingselected a definition to guide ourefforts and determined the characteristics
associated with that definition, the next step is to consider screening andidentification.
There is widespread agreement, at least nominally, that there should be a broad-based
and wide-ranging screening effort followed by a more comprehensive analysis of the
student’s characteristics. The IPPM approachdiffers substantially, however, from many
other models with regard to the meaning and purposesof screening andidentification.

In many approaches,screeningis considered “searching for candidates” or “trying
to locate as manystudents as possible who might beeligiblefor the gifted program.’ The
comprehensive evaluation process which follows screening is fundamentally a shake
downprocess by which additional information (presumably more detailed or rigorous)
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is used to determine whether or not each candidate is actually qualified for inclusion in
the program. This step often suggests (and may even require) an individualintelligence
test. In at least some cases, the major purpose served by the screening process is merely
to identify those students who should be tested individually, since it is not feasible to
administer the individual tests to everyone. It is commonto use screeningcriteria as
“hurdles” in the sorting process.If the student’s group IQis at least (X), and his or her
achievementscoresare at least (Y) percentiles, and with the approvalorreferral of the
teacher, the student will be considered for a more comprehensive evaluation(i.e.,
individualtesting).

The presence and useof these hurdlesis considered consistent with the well-known
admonition to use “multiple criteria” in identification, even though what happensin the
subsequentstages of the process may disregard altogether the data gathered during the
screening process. In fact, one might argue that the major contribution of the multiple
criteria in this setting is not to insure that students aren’t overlooked, but ratherto find an
explainable way to exclude the majority of students from being considered for special
services or programming.Finally, there is the actual identification step, at which point
the student is declared eligible or not eligible for participation in the gifted program

(often accompanied with fanfare or sympathy and formal placementnotifications). The
student becomes an “identified gifted student.” This is a process that might well be
describedasthe “sift down” approachofidentification. Considera series of sieves, with
progressively smaller holes, through which the students are sorted until only the few
remain whopassthroughall the sieves. One group,for one program,and with the use of
quasi-objective methods, impressive numerical scores can be created to demonstrate
exactly why onestudent is admitted and others are refused.

| MANY~3)
 

   

  vv)
OFFICIAL DESIGNATION:
“IDENTIFIED GIFTED"

 

   

Figure 3. The “Sift-Down” Identification Model 443
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In the IPPM approach,there are different questions and different kinds of answers.
We do not begin by considering “candidates” for the gifted program, as if we were
concerned with membership applications for a new private club. Instead, ourinitial
question is, “Are there some students who, by virtue of their strengths andtalents,
require some uniqueassistance from usto insure that their needs are being met?”

Screening recognizesthefact that various students with unique needs may cometo
our attention in a variety of different ways. We wantto be certain that weare alert to
these varied ways of recognizing students’ strengths and talents, and we wantto attempt
to minimize the possibility of overlooking any unusual needs among ourstudents.
Figure 4 summarizes several possible sources that might provide input as part of
screening, including: teacher referrals, test scores, class performance data, school
records, parent input, peer information,self-report data and product samples(including
portfolios and recognitions of accomplishments). In IPPM, any one of these sourcesof

information would causeusto say, “Let’s look more closely at this student's characteris-
tics and needs. Perhaps there are some responses that we should consider to match the
student’s educational program moreeffectively with his/her strengths andtalents.”

  

  
  

  

    

 
 

     
 

TEACHER
OTHER? REFERRAL

PRODUCT GROUP
PORTFOLIO TESTS

Profile Group
(for comprehensive analysis)

SELF- INDIVIDUAL
NOMINATION TESTS

PEER ANNUAL

NOMINATION GRADE
(?) PARENT RECORDS

NOMINATION    

(?)   
Figure 4. Sources of Data for Screening

The screening process is important because it represents our deliberate, on-going
effort to recognize and respond aseffectively as possible to the strengths and needsofas
manystudents as necessary. It is not designed to weedoutstudents,to eliminateall but a
certain fixed percentage or to sort out the “truly gifted” from less able pretenders.It is
predicated on the assumption (perhapsidealistic, but we hope not unfounded) that
educatorsaspire in all their efforts to find and nurture talents. It is a continuous process
(since talents might be recognized in students at any time) rather than a fixed annual

444 event.
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It is possible that, from the screening information alone, certain instructional
responseswill be obviousto help the school provide a morestimulating and challenging
program forthe child. So beit! If a way to improve ourservices to a studentis evident,
andis readily within our grasp, what reason could there be for denyingit?

Manytimes, however, it will be necessary for us to consider the data morecarefully
or in greater detail; this involves comprehensive evaluation of the data (not the child).
Comprehensive evaluation is not a sifting down process in this approach. Instead,it
addresses the need for serious professional review and analysis of the student’s
characteristics, in order to determine the most appropriate instructional responses. We
do not review each case with the question, “Should this student be in or out of our
program?”Instead, we gather as muchdata as possible regarding the student’s abilities,
skills, motivation, learning styles andinterests. Individual testing may not be necessary.
Whenit is requested,it is to help us obtain a more complete diagnostic assessmentof the
child’s intellectual characteristics, not merely to check for a “qualifying score.” With
these data in hand (in a summary format described as a profile, for which a one-page
summary sheet has been developed), the student’s characteristics and needs are
reviewed by the appropriate staff members, functioning as a “study team” with
diagnostic goals, not as a “placement team” with selection responsibilities. This review
should include a person with specific training in gifted education, the regular classroom
teacher(s), and any other staff members who may be neededfor specific purposes or
concerns (which may include counselors, school psychologists, specialists in certain
subject areas in which the student displays exceptionalability or special educationstaff
for students who mayalso display handicapped conditions of any kind). The compre-
hensive review deals with the questions: “Is there evidence of special needs concerning
this child? In what ways might we respond most effectively through our regular
program? How should the regular program be modified to be more effective and
challenging? What services or options outside or beyond the regular program seem
importantto provide, and how might these be accomplished?”

If the essential questions posedin the identification process are designed toidentify
needsrather than merely to designate orselect individuals, it also follows that identifica-
tion is a flexible, on-going process,rather than a fixed or permanent one time decision.It
is not necessary to have a fixed date for all identification to occur Since effective
educators are always concerned with doing everything they can to respond appropri-
ately to students’ needs,referrals and comprehensive reviews can occuratany time.If
there is documentation of specific needs (strengths and talents) which are notfully
addressed bythe presentinstructional program, appropriate plans for program modi-
fication can be made.It is necessary to suppose, of course, that “program modification”
implies considering a wide range of possible actions or services, not merely deciding
whetheror notto “place” the studentin a particular fixed “program”(i.e., THE gifted
program).

A variety of management and record-keeping formsfor referrals and for compre-
hensive review in an IPPM approach have been developed and reported by Colon &
Treffinger (1980) and Treffinger (1981, 1986).

Identification, then, does not involve designating a student, but involves designat-
ing responses. We do not speak of “an identified gifted student,’ but we do describe
needsof students thatwill lead to certain services or responses. Identification involves
creating a realistic and challenging program,suited as well as we are able, to the unique
characteristics and needs of the student. It does not lead to a decision that placesall
qualified students in a single, fixed group so they can participate in a single, fixed 445
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program, but instead recognizesthat, as the needs associated with giftedness are diverse
and varied, our responses mustalso be flexible and differentiated. In this way, wetry to
emphasize that identification is a dynamic process, preparing for improvedinstruction,
rather than a static process of labelling or classifying an individual.

Some advocates (particularly parent advocates for individual children, and often
parents whoperceivetheir child as ignored and underserved by a schoolthat does not
recognizehis or her true genius) express concern that suchefforts at inclusive identifica-
tion will take away from the school’s ability to provide adequately for those with
extraordinarily exceptionalability. This is not true, we believe, since there is in the model
a deliberate effort to assess and respond to the unique characteristics of all students
demonstrating needfor assistance that extends beyond the regular program’s capabili-

ties. There is no reasonatall for exceptionally capable students (in any area) not to be
recognized in this effort, and the model’s insistence that programming responses be
consideredin relation to the student’s needs, rather than to a fixed, single program,
should hold promise for even more effective responses for such students than might be
possible if they were simply placed in a gifted program with a fixed curriculum forall
identified students. It is apparently very difficult, however, for some people to under-
stand that the instructional implications of a very high IQ score,in itself, are quite limited.
In addition, there always seem to be somefor whom selection of a studentfor the “gifted
program” is an event of somesignificance in relation to social status or family prestige.
Suchintentions and pressures should be very quickly and clearly dismissedasirrelevant
to the instructional responsibilities of the school.

In the IPPM approach,identification and programmingare necessarily linked very
closely. As we consider the programming processin greater detail, then, many of the
kinds of questions that will be considered in the identification process should also
becomeclearer.

Planning and Conducting Services

The IPPM approachto program design begins by asking, “What services should be
providedin the regularprogram?’It is our position that effective programmingfor gifted
students necessarily considers the role and responsibilities of the regular classroom
instructional program,since the studentwill be very likely to spend some(or most) of his
or hertimein this setting. Gifted programming should be concerned with the effective-
ness of the student’s total program, not just a small portion of the time during which
special activities or services are being provided.

Whatare the classroom teacher’s responsibilities? One answerto this question has
been providedby Treffinger (1986, pp. 22-23). This summary can be foundin Table 1.

The next question to be considered in program planning is, “What services or
activities that extend beyond the regular program should be consideredin light of this
student’s characteristics and needs?” IPPM doesnot assumethat the entire responsibil-
ity of providing for the student’s unique or unusual learning needs can or should fall
uponan individual classroom teacher(or, in departmentalized settings, on a group of
classroom teachers). Students of outstanding talent or potential in any area are very
likely to display characteristics, and concomitant needs for challenging services, which
extend beyond the capabilities of the classroom teacher. In IPPM, however, our
responseis not merely to collect a single group of “designated gifted” students into a
fixed program that is presumedto besatisfactory to meetall their needs. Rather, IPPM
challenges us to consider the most appropriate decisions for the student (Colon &
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Table 1
Classroom Teacher's Responsibilities—Regular Program
 

Makedeliberate efforts to “spot” unique characteristics and talents.

Don't settle for poor assumptions.

Provide for multiple groupings and varied waysto learn.

Create time and opportunities for studies based on studentinterests.

Include questions and activities to develop higher level thinking skills and establish
expectations for creative production.

Provide for exploratory activities.

Nurture intellectual skills or “tools”.

Promote gradual developmentof self-directed learning skills.

9. Use community resources and mentors.

10. Listen to students.

11. Facilitate sharing of student work.

12. Know whenand howto getassistance.

a
r
w
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n

=
O
N

©

 

Treffinger, 1980). In any schooldistrict, there will be many different ways of providing
services to meet the needsof various students. Rather than examining several program
models or prototypes to select one to adopt for our program, IPPM calls upon usto
consider using a variety of different responses or services as necessary and appropriate
to respond to the unique needs of individuals or small groups of learners. We do not
assumethat there will be an enrichment program, or an acceleration program, etc.

Instead we begin by asking, “Whatare all the options and alternatives that might be
available to various students in this school district or community?” Then, instead of
asking, “Is this student in or out of ourprogram?”it will be possible for us to ask, “Given
this student's characteristics and needs, what choices from among our many options
seem to be most appropriate and promising?”It is neither necessary nor appropriate to
assumethat there must be one gifted program in a school system through whichall
gifted students will be served in an identical manner.

Someof the many options and alternatives which mightbe available for students in
any school have been described in Table 2. These alternatives include programs
sponsored and conducted by the school, as well as options offered by other groups.
They include activities which might take place during school hours, or at several times
after school.

Providing for students’ needs which derive from the strengths and talents we
describe as giftedness is not, however, a matter of an endless array of individual
programs, eachof whichis totally unlike any of the others. Given our knowledgeof the
characteristics associated with abilities, skills, motivations, learning styles and interests,
and ourfocus upon effective, independentlearning,it is possible for us to outline some
general areas of concern which can be used to guide ourplanning.

There are six general areas of educational programming with which we must be
concerned in planning programmingto foster effective independentlearning: individu-
alized basic instruction; effective acceleration; appropriate enrichment; independent,
self-directed learning skills; personal growth and social development; and career orien-
tation with a futuristic perspective. In each of these six areas, there are many provisions

which can be madequite effectively in the regular classroom (e.g., Treffinger, 1982). 447
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Other ways to expand, extend or enhancelearning opportunities for students involve
other settings or resources. In each of these six programming areas, our responsibility
will be to raise two major questions: (1) How can the regular classroom program
respond mostconstructively to the student’s needs? and (2) What options and services
should be considered which extend beyondthe regular classroom?

Let us examine briefly the meaning of each of the six general programming
concerns.

Individualizing Basic Instruction

Uniquecharacteristics, learning styles and interests cannot be turned onoroff like a
watertap. It is important to recognize that, even in learning basic instructional concepts

(from which gifted students are not exempt!), the student’s characteristics influence how
they learn and hence howthey should be taught. Concern for individualizing basics thus
involves recognizing and responding to learning styles and interests, adjusting the
content and the rate and pace of instruction according to the student’s needs, and
providing opportunities for students to use a variety of “higher level” thinking skills
during instruction in content areas. Our concern for individualizing basic instruction
includes manyprovisions that should be addressed within the regular program.

Effective Acceleration

Students whodisplay outstanding ability or talent in any area need access to
teachers, mentors and materials for advanced learning opportunities. If they have not
already mastered the standard, age-in-grade curriculum in an area in which they excel,
they are probably able to do so veryefficiently. “Compacting” the regular curriculum
(Renzulli, Smith & Reis, 1982) can also provide time for advanced or accelerative
learning opportunities. Students with exceptional ability, skills and motivation in a
certain area needto be able to escape the boredom andrepetition that may accompany
long periodsof classroom drill on topics they have already mastered. Throughthe use of
intensive mentoring experiences (Noller & Frey, 1983; Torrance, 1984) or any of a
numberof accelerativestrategies (e.g., Stanley, 1979, 1980), content instruction can be
morestimulating and challenging.

Appropriate Enrichment

Another important goal of programmingfor gifted and talented studentsis to enrich
students’ learning experience. Unfortunately, enrichmentis a term that has been widely
misused, and as Stanley (1979) has remindedus, has frequently been usedto describe a
variety of useless, mindlessorirrelevant “busy-work”activities sometimes employed by
teachers who do not know whatelse to do with able students. Viewed more positively
and appropriately, however, enrichmentis an important concern whichis closely related
to the goal of promoting effective independentlearning. Renzulli (1977) emphasized,
for example, the need to provide students with opportunities to explore a wide variety of
topics outside the regular curriculum, to develop the process and investigative skills
necessary to pursue independent inquiry, and to pursue individual or small group
investigations of real problems. Many of these forms of enrichment are not unreason-
able to expect in an excellent regular school program, although their attainment may
require the support andassistance of specially trained personnel to work with classroom
teachers.

Independent, Self-Directed Learning Skills

Even though our goal may beto foster effective, independent learning, and
students may exhibit high potential for the attainment of this goal, we cannot assume 449
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that they will necessarily possess the skills that are needed to manage anddirect their
ownlearningeffectively. Students need systematic instruction in such areasassetting

and defining goals, locating and using appropriate resources, defining appropriate
learning activities, creating and evaluating products and locating and communicating
with appropriate outlets and audiences. Treffinger and Barton (1979) have described
proceduresfor gradually helping students to learn to beself-directed learners.

Personal Growth and Social Development

The affective or socio-emotional needs of students should not be overlooked. To
becomeeffective independent learners, students must be able to develop a healthy
perspective about their owntalents and limitations and those of others, a positive self-
image, positive regard for the processes of growth, learning and inquiry, and commit-
mentto a set of moral and ethical values to guidetheir lives.

Career Exploration With a Futuristic Perspective

Effective independent learners may also need assistance in becoming aware of
career perspectives, sources of information, and methodsof dealing with rapid change
and the uncertainty of the future. They may need help in assessing or constructing
alternatives consistent with their strengths and talents. Such assistance should address
questions that are considerably more complex than choosing one’s major, planning
whatcollege to attend, completing scholarship applications or making a tentative choice
of some presently-known employment category.

Programming andInstructional Services

In the IPPM approach,identification data are used to guide program plannersin
developing a constructive program design for the student, considering each of the six
general programmingareas(in addition to any specific or unusual needsor areas of

interest, of course). In each of these areas, the planners attempt to determine the

services oractivities that will be most necessary and appropriate to meet the student’s
needs, both in the regular classroom andin any other contexts or settings that may be
available or may be able to be created. The major question to be askedis, “In what ways
might we expand, extend or enhance learning opportunities for this student?” Exam-
ples of somespecific instructional alternatives for each of the six general programming
areas are provided in Table 3.

At the secondary level, examples of activities or services in each of the six
programmingareascanalso be specified; Table 4 provides severalillustrative examples
for each of the six programmingareas.

The services that are actually provided and how they are provided may vary
amongstudents or across buildings within a district. Someservices that might require
the assistance of a specialist in gifted education in one building or in working with a
particular teacher in a certain building might be readily conducted by a classroom
teacher in anothersetting without such assistance. The specific interests and skills of
individual teachers and their comfort or confidence in conducting certain activities can

be expected to vary considerably, and each building within a schooldistrict may have a
unique characteror style. The activities subsumed underthe category “gifted program-
ming” can therefore be expected to be as diverse as the students, teachers, administra-
tors and communities involved. This is certainly a contrast with the traditional, ubiqui-
tous “resource room/pull-out” model that has dominated our approach to gifted
education. In the IPPM approach instead of a “pull-out” approach, we prefer to
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Table 4

Illustrative Programming Methods and Resourcesat the Secondary Level
 

individualized Basics

Effective Acceleration

Appropriate Enrichment

Independence & Self-Direction

Personal Growth and Social

Development

Career Perspectives and a
Futuristic Orientation

452

Learning Styles
Individualized Unit Planning
Testing Out/Credit By Examination
Mini-Courses
Multidisciplinary Studies
Academic Competitions
Thinking Skills Instruction
Courses, Seminars, Workshops

Off-level Testing, Talent Search
Advanced Placement, I-B Program
Testing Out/Credit By Examination
College Courses—dualenrollment
Early College Admission
MENSA—ObtherPersonal Support Groups
Scheduling Assistance (“Ombudsman”)

Type |—Speakers,Trips, Colloquia
Type II—Thinking Skills, CPS
Seminars, Electives, Mini-Courses
Mentorships,Internships
ResearchInvestigations/Independent Study
Extra or Co-Curricular Clubs
Summer, Evening, Saturday Classes
Community Resource or Service Programs
Governor’s School, Special-Residential
Competitions and Bowls

Research Seminar/Study Skills
Contracts/Independent Study
Locating & Using Resources
Internships and Mentorship
Teaching in program for adults or for younger
students
Getting involved in outside research projects
Community group participation
Entering Competition for Talent/Achievements
Junior Achievement Programs/FFA,etc.
Becoming an expert on sometopic!

Leadership Experiences
Group dynamics exercises
Individual and Group Counseling
Valuing—dealing with talents and respecting
differences
Understanding Learning Styles
Competencein social settings—finding “true peers.”

Bibliotherapy—Reading about Models
Shadowing experiences
Future Problem Solving
Courses, Seminars, and Units on Changes, Futures
Individual Planning and Goal-setting Experiences &
Skills
Designing a career
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emphasize a “‘pull-in” philosophy: drawing the student, with the endorsement and
cooperation of the teacher, into services and activities designed to provide the most
challenging and appropriate educational program that can possibly be devised for him
or her. We do not imply in any waythat everything that occurs in the student’s program
must necessarily occur within a single classroom or under the direction of a single
teacher. We do maintain that all components of programming should be carefully
planned, coordinated amongthe professional staff members involved, and specifically
concernedwith a consistent effort to responddirectly to the student’s unusualcharacter-
istics and learning needs. Careful planning and record-keepingare required in orderto
describe the student’s program and to documentits effectiveness. Conferences must

also be conducted regularly to determine if further modifications of the student’s
program are needed,in orderto revise or extend the original plan.It is not easy to do
this, but there is no reason to believe thatit will be easy to work with any students who
display unusualcharacteristics or exceptional needs.

Evaluation and Modification

The individualized programming effort should be accompanied bya carefully
plannedevaluation effort, involving a variety of different sources of data and extending
overseveral years. There should be involvementof the administrative and instructional
staff—along with the gifted education specialists and community input—in the evalua-
tion process. The purpose of evaluation on a regular basis is not only to judge the
program or determine its adequacy, but more importantly, to provide information that
will be useful in modifying and strengtheningit. Evaluation data can guide the schoolin

determining specific ways to modify or improve any of the components of the program-
ming model.

Keys To Success In Using IPPM

Through a combination of observation, interviews, evaluation projects and action
research, it has become clear that there are a number of “keys to success,” or

considerations which contribute to the likelihood of success in implementing IPPM.

Commitmentto the vision. There is no doubt that one of the most important
factors contributing to success in following the IPPM approach is commitment to

the vision offlexible, inclusive individualized programmingto nurture effective indepen-
dent learning. The entire framework is built upon assumptions and values about
student’s strengths and talents which must be recognized and acceptedas a challenge by
the school, not merely given lip service through empty phrasesin “philosophystate-
ments.” The school (and to a large extent the supporting community) must bewilling to
address these values in theory andin action.

2? There is an explicit Plan of Action. Effective programming does notfall into

place by luckor accident;it is the result of very deliberate, extensive planning. The
districts most successful in blending gifted and regular programminghavetaken from six
monthsto two years of careful efforts to develop plans,notjust for an initial year, a single
level or one program model, but for gradual developmentofdistrictwide programming
overat least a three to five year period.

3 The regular program mustbe healthy. Gifted programming cannottake the
place ofall the things that we recognize should be happeningin any schoolbut fear

may be missing. It cannot successfully bear the sole responsibility of striving for
excellence or attaining more responsive andstimulating instruction for all children, even
thoughit will contribute to such goals. We have found that the healthier the regular 453
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program,the easierit is to initiate gifted programming and the more successfully gifted
programming can be synthesized with the total program. A healthy regular program
seems to be characterized by a high level of activity and support for the six general
programmingareas(individualization, acceleration, enrichment, self-direction, personal
and social development and futuristic career perspectives). In a healthy regular pro-
gram, administrators and teachers not only expresstheir interest and support of these
areas, but any observer can readily detect specific activities that represent them. A
healthy regular program is evident, not only in what people say (because no school says
to its visitors, “This is a pretty grim and dismal place’) but also in what they do. It does
not take very long or very detailed observations to recognize healthy, individualized
regular programs, as we have been able to observe, for example, in Lawrence or
Shawnee Mission, Kansas, or in Williamsville, Orchard Park or Brighton, New York,

amongothers.

There is effective Needs Assessment. The role of Needs Assessmentin the
developmentof effective programming should not be overlooked, althoughit is

important to insure that the task is properly structured. After a decision to develop gifted
programming has been reached (or mandated), it is not really “needs assessment” to
ask the staff whether or not they support the concept of gifted education. Noris it
productive to ask staff their preferences for various models, prototypes or procedures
when there is no reason to believe that there is a sufficient level of information or
understanding to give meaningful evaluations. Polling the staff about their personal
opinions concerning enrichmentoracceleration, for example, without detailed explana-
tion and in-service training is not likely to provide useful information for program
planning or development.

Needs Assessment instruments have been developed to enable the staff of an

individual building to survey the extent to which a variety of desirable provisions or
activities are presently available to students. The IPPM Needs Assessment Survey
(Treffinger, 1986) surveys the presentlevel of involvement and support for 36 specific
indicators in the six general programming areas. It can be useful in discussing the
practical meaning of the programming areas, in determining the areas in which a
building’s present program is most or least thoroughly developed, in stimulating
discussion among staff regarding positive present opportunities and priorities for

expansion or development,or as a starting point for in-service activities. This approach
to needs assessment can also provide an opportunity to recognize and encourage
existing promising practices, which will then foster program “ownership.” positive
attitudes and support. It can also help identify staff members with particular interest in
gifted programming.

5 There must be a core support group. Successful programming requires a
nucleus of supportive, actively-involved teachers with whom the “blending” of

gifted and regular programming can begin. These core participants can also help to
build support and involvement in the program amongotherstaff members.

6 There must be on-going, professionally sound in-service training. Many

teachers have neverhad any assistance ortraining in fostering effective indepen-
dent learning or recognizing and respondingto the strengths andtalents of students. In
addition, teachers must contend with large classes and limited resources. Each year
seemsto bring new mandatesto serve manydifferent special populationsin the regular
classroom, to respond to new curricular imperatives, and to address declining test
scores, equality of education and the press for excellence. Small wonderthat countless
in-service days now include popular programs on stress management and teacher
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“burn out!” There is often a tendency for teachers to say, “Dealing with the gifted
studentisjust one more in the paradeofspecial interests and concerns bombarding me
from every side!”

We cannot avoid or dismiss these concerns. First, we must makeefforts to insure
that “blending” gifted education does not turn out to be only a fancy term for
“dumping” the entire responsibility on the individual teacher. This means commitment
of resources to support personnel, training and materials. But, equally important, there
must be a commitment to a high quality, professionally sound staff development
program. Sucha program mustinvolve thestaff in defining their goals and concerns.
provide opportunities for staff input in planning activities and courses, commit “real”
time(i.e., time during the school day) to work onstaff developmentprojects, encourage
teachers to develop projects which will be directly useful and applicable in instruction
and evaluate rigorously the outcomes and impactof the projects. A program involving
teacher-initiated staff developmentproject proposals has been conducted in Williams-
ville, New York, and an extensive exemplaryindividualizedstaff development program
(encompassing manyareasin addition to gifted programming) has been developedin
the Niagara-Wheatfield Central SchoolDistrict in Sanborn, New York.

Administrative leadership is essential. To implement an individualized ap-
proach to gifted programming,it is essential to have administrative leadership and

support, both at the central office and the individualbuildinglevels. In districts in which
there have beenextensiveefforts to blend gifted programming with other components
of the school program,there has been extensive involvement, commitment and support
by central office administrators. Central administrators and often School Board mem-
bers have beeninvolved in formulating the philosophy and goalsfor programming,in
planning committees and in developing policies and procedures. At the building level,
the principalis a critical force in determining the success of programmingefforts in his or
her building.

8 The individual buildingis the critical unit of intervention. Although there
must be districtwide planning and coordination of policies, activities, and re-

sources, the individual building is the most important arena in which programming
occurs. The principal andstaff of an individual building can work togetherto create and
maintain a favorable climate, to develop and implementa wide range of options and
alternatives and to support and promoteeffective individualizedinstruction.

9 Specialized professional services are needed. There mustbe a strong, well-
trained, well-accepted professional who has responsibility and time to devote to

gifted programming. This does not merely mean time to provide direct services to
children; we must notbetrappedinto thinking that the “gifted program is whatthe gifted
teacherdoesto a certain set of students in the gifted room each week.” The specialist,
whois sometimesreferred to as a ‘“‘catalyst” in the IPPM approach, provides important
services to the staff of the school. The catalyst provides assistance in reviewing student
identification profiles, analyzing the needs of students, locating appropriate resources
for classroom use andarranging for manydifferent kinds of activities and services that
extend beyondthe regular classroom program.Thecatalyst works as a “consultant in
residence” with the staff, to help them provide for effective independentlearning
amongtheir students andto help arrange a variety of other learning opportunities for
students. The catalyst must have enoughtimein a building to provide these services and
to be viewed asanintegralpart of the instructional programit is nota position involving
dropping into the school once a week to do a few activities with selected students.
Ideally, there mightbe a full-timecatalystin a building, although when resources do not 455
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makethis possible, a part-time catalyst may be able to work closely with an on-going
building committee to insure continuity of activities and services to students and
teachers.

1 () There mustbe willingness to deal with “squiggliness.” In developing an

individualized approach to programming,there will be many problems and

challenges whichwill require patience, tolerance of ambiguity and theability to cope
with difficulties and live with change. A well-blended program is not a neat package
which can becarefully limited and controlled; it involvesthe skills, talents and contribu-
tions of many people from within and outside the school, and it addresses the needs of
many students in a variety of ways.It will not always operate smoothly, especially during
the early stages.It will be necessary to make changes and adjustments andto adapt to

unusualsituations and challenges that will always arise. It will also be necessary to

explain the approachpatiently to those who expect only to see one group of students,
with a single, stereotyped set of characteristics and needs, meeting together in single
room doingtheir “gifted lessons.”

] Hard work and problem solving skills will be required.It is not easy to
achieve a comprehensive school program in whichthe strengths andtalents of

students are recognized and nurtured in many different ways. The process of program
developmentis long and sometimespainful. Therewill be resistance or opposition from
unexpected sources and for unanticipated reasons. There will be unevenness of support
andparticipation by staff membersfor a variety of reasons, manyof which are not under
your control and which are unrelated to your program. But there will also be benefits
and victories with the students and with the staff. These will make the job worth the

effort.

Conclusion

A summary of the “basic flow of events” in the IPPM approachis presented in
Figure5. Individualized programming attempts to foster effective independentlearning,
in response to students’ strengths andtalents. It provides an opportunity for gifted

education to be synthesized productively with other components of the school’s
educational program. This is not easy to accomplish, but it is possible, and it holds
promise for improvinginstructional services for many students.

 

|. CHARACTERISTICS

A. Characteristics Associated With Giftedness
ABILITY (Maybein a specific talent area)
CREATIVITY
TASK COMMITMENT

B. Specific characteristics related to the developmental nature and needs of adolescence.

ll. IDENTIFICATION PROCESS

A. Documenting ability/potential
Maybein specific area!
Should relate directly to instructional concerns.

B. Data for “Shaping Instruction”
Learning Styles
StudentInterest Data
Prior Achievement Data for diagnostics, not placement.

 

Figure 5. Basic Flow of Events in Individualized Programming
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. BE FLEXIBLE!
Considertests on advanced content, specific area; NOT “global” IQ scores.
Consideralternate sources!

. Develop a PROFILE,not a “HIT LIST.”
Documenting strengths, talents
Looking for needs.
Searching for possible services that may be needed.

Il. PROFILE REVIEW AND ANALYSIS
. Review by multidisciplinary team members (may be subcommittee)
. Analyze general data (leads to recommendationsfor regular program—SeeIV-A).
. Consider individualized data(leadsto Individualized Programming—See IV-B).

Individualized Data mayinclude “student portfolio"—application or proposal, interview,
audition, self-selection statements.

. Consider possible needsin IV-A and IV-B, not just one or the other.
 

IV-A. REGULAR PROGRAMMING OPTIONS
Teachers in core subject areasinvolved.
Compacting regular courses
Differentiated assignments
“Share Time” dual course enrollment.

. Alternate Class Placements

Test out of required courses
Honors or AP Classes
Special seminarsor electives
Other

. Alternate Services

Co-enrollment in advanced courses (HS coursesfor JHS students: college coursesfor
HS students,etc.)
Fast-paced classesor special sections.
SummerCourses(electives or leading to early graduation)
 

IV-B. INDIVIDUALIZING PROGRAMMING DECISIONS
Independent Learning Opportunities
Independent Study
Extra- or co-curricular
Based on student's specialtalents andinterests.

Out-of-school services andactivities
Internships
Community resources
Mentorships
Individual or Small Group Investigations
 

V. COUNSELING FUNCTIONS
Addressing Career and Future Perspectives

In-class: topics and readings on change, impact, careers
Counselor—individual and small group career counseling.
Mentors, Resource people—help studentidentify new areas and possibilities.

Addressing personal and social development
Counselor—individual and small groups
Teacher and mentors—role models
 

O
m
>

VI. MANAGEMENT AND DOCUMENTATION
. Effective advisement by Catalyst/Content area Advisor.

Effective record-keeping systems.

. Developing a “portfolio” of products, accomplishments to supplement gradetranscripts.
 

Figure 5. Basic Flow of Events in Individualized Programming (Continued) 457
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1
2
3

4

6

8

Whatshould be the purposesof gifted programming? Why doesTreffinger place
heavy emphasis on independent, creative learning?

What demands doessuccessful implementation of the IPPM model place upon
principals? Classroom teachers? Gifted specialists?

Suppose you werea parentof a child moving from a schoolwith a traditional “pull
out” or resource room program into a school using the IPPM model. What
differences might be most difficult for you to understand? Whatbenefits might
there be?

In what waysis the IPPM modelsimilar to and different from other models in this
book? Consider: philosophy and definition; identification processes and proce-
dures; classroom teacher's role; gifted specialist’s role, outcomes and pupil evalua-
tion.

What kinds of inservice might be most important to provide for teachers in
preparation for implementation of IPPM?

The IPPM model proposes that effective gifted programming builds upon a
“healthy” regular program. How can you determine the “health” of the regular
program?

In IPPM,identification data are used to guideinstructional planning, rather than to
select a group of students. How might each ofthe following kinds of data be useful
in instructional planning?

IQ test scores or profiles
. Creativity scores

teacherratings
. Parentratings
Achievementtest scores
Learning styles data
Student interest surveysa

m
e
a
n
g
s

Whatmight be the easiest components of the IPPM model to implementat the
elementary level? at the secondary level? What parts might be mostdifficult to
apply at each level?

Considering the IPPM model, argue in favor of or against the statement, “Gifted
programmingrequires special resources.”

1( By whatcriteria might the effectiveness of IPPM in a schoolsetting be evaluated?
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Summary

The Cognitive-Affective Interaction
Modelfor Enriching Gifted Programs

he Williams Cognitive-Affective Interaction Modelis
based upon manystudies of the creative person and

process. It is a morphological model, not a taxonomy,
since none of the factors nor dimensions imply hierarchy.
As a practical diagnostic-prescriptive model for teachers,
its dimensions includesix basic subjects of a schoolcurric-
ulum, eighteen strategies to be used by a teacher and the
curriculum across any of the subject areas to develop and
nurture eight pupil processes. Hence, the model provides
for 864 possible interactions (6 x 18 x 8 = 864)
between pupils and teacher across content.

The eight pupil processes as educational objectives or
outcomesare all divergent in nature. That is, four have
been consistently used to identify creative thinking
(fluency, flexibility, originality and elaboration) which are
cognitive abilities first defined by Guilford by the divergent
slab of the structure of intellect. Four more predominently
come from studies of the most important temperament
and dispositional aspects of a creative person. These are
personality factors (curiosity, imagination, risk-taking and
complexity) consistently found in psychological research
on highly creative individuals andare affective in nature.
The eighteen strategies were empirically derived from
research on effective classroom practices, narrowed down

by factor analysis from a list of twenty-four appearing
commonly across educationalliterature.

The emphasis of the model is that the four cognitive
thinking factors and the four affective factors (now known
as creative feeling) are most likely to occur when subject

content areas are presented by use of one or morestrate-
gies. A person does not think norfeel in a vacuum;this
happensonlyas that personinteracts with facts or informa-
tion through somestrategy system. Of most importance to
educatorsis that the regular subjects of an on-going curric-
ulum (math, science, social studies, etc.) become only a

meanstoward the end of causing students to think andfeel
divergently. And causing this to happen comes about by
the process of interaction which the modelbestillustrates.
The list of eighteen strategies are possible alternatives a
teacheror curriculum specialist can take whenstriving to
develop divergence.
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The Cognitive-Affective Interaction Model
for Enriching Gifted Programs

S upport for creating and funding programsforgifted children appears to be on hold
these days in spite of the push for “excellence in education.” Unlike the “gifted”

movements that blossomed and then fadedin the twenties andsixties, the current spin-
off from efforts in the late seventiesstill persists, marked by concern with developing a
broadervariety of humanabilities and talents.

Guided by the tenet that each child has multiple abilities and that enhancing any
onegift affects all the others, the contemporary approach to educating the gifted strives
to develop eight broad categories of abilities—all of which overlap. The eightability
areas, which receive varying degrees of emphasis from program to program, are: (1)
general intelligence, (2) specific academic aptitudes, (3) leadership, (4) creative and
divergent thinking, (5) visual and performing arts, (6) body movement and motor
development, (7) affective development and self-concept and (8) career and occupa-

tional pursuits. These eight multiple ability areas, which deal with physical, mental and
emotional growth, provide educators with an outline for developing total human
potential. The cultivation of these areas may enable American educators to put into
practice what John Deweyproclaimed important some 60 years ago whenhecalled for
“educating the whole child.”

In order to explain current practices of the multiple ability approach, both for
identifying and programmingforgifted children, the following diagram is useful:

Cognitive —<—_——_——_-=> Affective

This diagram has beenused by the author throughoutvariousgifted projects across the
country andis based upon two popular and important domains used predominantly by
educators but typically referred to by psychometrists and media specialists in designing
tests and curriculum materials for teachers’ use in schools. These are the cognitive and
affective domains. The cognitive consists of facts, information and subject content

related to thinking (head knowledge—mainly left brain processes). The affective
domainincludes dispositions, temperament, attitudes, values and motivation involving
feelings (heart knowledgeorright brain processes). Traditionally, the two domains have
been viewed by education on a continuum.Piaget, Bloom, Williams and others have
stated manytimesthatit is virtually impossible to separate one domain from the other.
However, both are shownin this manner portraying degrees between extremepositions
from the full cognitive domain to the full affective domain.

The next step in evolving the complete diagramis to consider two conditions upon
which tests and curriculum materials have been designed (Guilford, Meeker, Williams,
etc.). These are convergence and divergence, shown again on a continuum:

Convergence —«=——--—-=— Divergence

Convergence meansnarrowing downa search model for selection and decision to one
single answer according to someoneelse’s criteria. For example, on a multiple choice
test item there may be four possible choices, “A, B, C or D.” Yet the score card of
answershasestablished “C” as the only correct answeror the only accepted solution by
the test maker. If you do not choose ‘“‘C” you are wrong. 463
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Divergence, on the other hand,allowsfor selecting and trying a variety of possible
solutions based upon your owncriteria—not somebodyelse’s. The typical methodis to
find (brainstorm) a numberof probable ways, try them out, combineparts and create a
whole new solution. Divergence simply meansthere isn’t a way, there are many ways.
These two conditions have been used by test makers and curriculum designers
repeatedly. Students are forced into a “right answer” position as convergenceeither by
the test, the book or the teacher. And to produce the “right answer” then labels you as
moreintelligent and/or more successful in school. The divergent, creative individualis in
real troubleif told he or she is not allowed to hypothesize, invent, combineortranslate in
order to produce alternative answers. Exploring possibilities and beingflexible is neither
rewarded noraccepted. Creative individuals usually find it difficult not to diverge, and
convergentsystemsactually penalize them.

If the two continuums are combined, the diagram appearsthusly:

Cognitive —<=—--—--= Affective

Convergence —«—-—----=_ Divergence

Nowif all end points are joined, the diagram yields four possible connections shown
here as Figure 1. It is these connections that test and curriculum designers have used to
develop educational materials. Thus, Figure 1 can becomea classification of presently
utilized criteria for selecting and educating gifted children. By referring to the four
possible connections and assigning tests and treatment materials, one can grasp the
importance of a multiple abilities approach to gifted education. The Williams Model
presented and discussed herein emphasizes connection 2, Cognitive Divergence, and

connection 4, Affective Divergence, since student behaviors consist of divergent think-
ing and divergentfeeling.

 

Cognitive Affective

2 %

1 4

Convergence Divergence

IQ and academic achievementtests
Cognitive Convergence

Connection 1

Connection 2 Creativity and divergent thinking tests
Cognitive divergence

Connection 3 = Self-concept, self-esteem scales
Affective Convergence

Connection 4 = Learning readiness,attitude and motivation scales
Affective Divergence

 

Figure 1. Classification of utilized criteria for selecting and educating
gifted children.

Unlike many of the models describedin this book, the Williams Model was neither
planned nor designed for gifted education. It has however, since its inception, been
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endorsed and applied by many educational programs for the gifted in American
schools. Several of the models presented in this book were morerecently introducedin
the field of education compared to those which have been adopted by the gifted
movement and have existed for years. Some theories and models of learning now
purported to be solely for the gifted were, in fact, originally designed for all students.
During this latest period of interest in education for the gifted, many once popular
learning models have been reviewed to implement new programs. Under pressure to
provide differentiated education, directors and teachersofgifted programs have scram-
bled to adopt and refine “new” models that have been aroundsince as long ago as the
mid-1950’s. They include Bloom’s Taxonomy, Guilford’s Structure of Intellect, Piaget's
Stage Theory Model, Parnes’ Creative Problem Solving and Brainstorming, Raths’ and
Hughes’ Higher Thinking Processes, Simon’s Values Clarification, Suchman’s Inquiry
Training Model, Taba’s Strategies in Social Studies, Taylor's Multiple Talents and
Williams’ Cognitive-Affective Interaction Model. Most of these models wereinitially
designedas part of theoretical research studies on child growth and development. None
was conceivedas a learning procedure exclusively for gifted students.

Now that gifted and talented education has provided excellentfield tests of these
models and practices, it may be timely to let them spread into general education—the
broaderarenafor which they were intended. This proposal to bring methods used with
gifted studentsinto all classroomsis in no sense a recommendation to dilute advanced
programs. It suggests, rather, that all teaching units can be differentiated so that every
child in a classroom can work up to capacity.

Not only would otherchildren benefit from having teaching practices for the gifted
in all classrooms, but manygifted children who receivelittle or no special education
because of scarce funds would have their only exposure to these programs. An
estimated two and half million gifted children in American schools today are served by
federal grants totaling about $4 million, which amounts to an abysmally meager per
capita expenditure. In this sort of money pinch, educating gifted children in a heteroge-
nous classroom is the most sensible of the alternatives. But education in such an
integrated classroom cannot beeffective if teachers are unprepared. Here again,
because the gifted education movementhasinitiated good teachertraining andstaff
development programs, it may be time for “gifted” pedagogy(like “gifted” learning
models) to get back into the mainstream in all classrooms.

Rationale for the Williams Instruction Model

With the current flurry about excellence in education and returning to basics, there
remains an often neglected but important ingredient to learning: that of student
motivation. As teachers, we know that education has never been without content or
“the basics.” A well-known principle is that learning does not occur in a vacuum.
Students must have manypiecesof information in orderto learn. A person cannotthink

or act without somethingto think or act upon. That somethingis basic knowledge. Most
importantly, acquiring and using basic facts and skills must be accomplished by wanting
to learn. This also cannot be accomplished in a vacuum.A strongwillingness to learn on
the part of the student must exist. Wanting to know and to learn has been called
motivation.

I call this motivation to learn connectedness. The student who can makethe proper
connection between a new learning experience andsituations already experiencedis
morelikely to be an able learner. Piaget, the famous child psychologist, explained this
process in termsof association andassimilation. 465
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No one but the student can understand the full meaning of any basic fact or
concept. The real meaning of a current experience must comedirectly from the student
making a connection with his or her past experiences. Such a connection leads beyond
rote memorization or irrelevant learning. Thus, the process of turning meaningless
learning into meaningful learning must comefrom the child, not the teacher or the book.
The old saying, “You can lead a horse to water but you can’t make him drink,”is
certainly true here. Another rendering appropriate for educators might be, “You can
involve a student in school experiences but you can't make him learn.”

Today’s teachers frequently hear about the needforcreativity—thatis, for children
to use the divergent and creative elements of productive thinking. To diverge thoughts
so as to produce or create a new idea, responseor product, a person draws uponstored
knowledge to make new associations. Creative ideas, responses or products result
primarily from inferences, implications or applications based on learned information.

How can wehelp children to acquire and store knowledge in such a way that they can
draw uponit readily?

Research has confirmed that the ability to think creatively requires breadth and
depth of knowledge alongwith theskills to draw upon that knowledge. The problem for
any teacheris how to best help the child acquire this strong content base while at the
sametime developing the skills of productive-divergent behavior.

Manyteachers are ready to be shown how to use a wide variety of instructional
techniques and materials for the development of those mental skills which lead
classroom students to think creatively. It is now recognized that the divergent mental
capacities of children’s intellect should be developed to their maximumif educationis to
more fully meetits total responsibilities. Research studies suggest that there are many
kindsofintellectual thinking and learning processes which students canutilize while they
are simultaneously acquiring subject matter content. Research on classroom learning
also points out the necessity for innovative teachers who cancreatively use a wide
repertoire of teachingstrategiesor styles across subject matter contentif the full range of
student’s learning and thinking processes are to be developed completely. The task for
teachers, therefore, becomesthat of exploring waysto set up and conduct educational
experiences in the classroom so that students will be given opportunities to develop,
utilize and practice as many of these mental processesas possible while learning a given
unit of subject matter.

This chapter presents a modelas a plan for achieving the above task. No drastic
modifications are needed in curriculum or practice that innovative teachers are not
already doing. But through theplan,all teachers at every grade level can discover ways
to extend the learning and thinking processes beyond thoseexisting in most classrooms.

The Williams Interaction Model

he Williams Model takes on the perspective of a three-dimensional cube as shown
in Figure 2. It is a morphological model, not a taxonomy, since each dimension

interacts with the other in no hierarchial fashion.It is intended to portray how subject
matter content (Dimension 1) can be arrangedor presented through multiple classroom
teachingstrategies or styles (Dimension 2) in order to produce those various behaviors
affecting productive-divergent thinking and feeling (Dimension 3). These three dimen-
sions each contain various subdivisions or categories. Dimension 2 consists of a list of
eighteen teaching strategies which teachers can use across the subject matter content of
an ongoing school curriculum shown in Dimension 1 for producing eight divergent
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thinking-feeling processes of studentsas indicated in Dimension 3. Thus, Dimension 2
lists a variety of eighteen styles which teachers may employ whentransmitting knowl-
edge, while Dimension 3 lists eight ways students can be caused to think and feel
divergently about such knowledge. Contentis presented as an interaction with strategy
to produce student processes of divergent thinking and feeling. The model offers
educators a complete diagnostic-prescriptive instructional delivery system with teaching
strategies across basic content producing specific cognitive-affective student outcomes
in the divergentareaof creativity. The D formula shownatthe top of the modelin Figure
2 indicates content interacting with strategy (double arrows) produces pupil process
(single arrow).

 

D1=D2-D3

DIMENSION 1 LANGUAGE

CURRICULUM

(SUBJECT MATTER CONTENT) ARITHMETIC

   

 

 

 

    
  
  
 

SOCIAL STUDIES <1.PARADOXES

<2. ATTRIBUTES

<3. ANALOGIES
SCIENCE. <4 DISCREPANCIES

<5. PROVOCATIVE QUESTIONS
WUSIC: <6. EXAMPLES OF CHANGE
—= <7. EXAMPLES OF HABIT

ART A <8. ORGANIZED RANDOM SEARCH
IMENSION3 ~ <9. SKILLS OF SEARCH

DIMENSION 3a < 10. TOLERANCE FOR AMBIGUITY
PUPIL BEHAVIORS
—

dP

ELUENT THINKING < 11. INTUITIVE EXPRESSION
COGNITIVE FLEXIBLE THINKING < 12. ADJUSTMENT TO DEVELOPMENT
(INTELLECTIVE)

|

ORIGINAL THINKING < 13. STUDY CREATIVE PEOPLE AND PROCESS

ELABORATIVE THINKING L< 14. EVALUATE SITUATIONS
CURIOSITY (WILLINGNESS) |< 18. CREATIVE READING SKILL

DIMENSION 2(FEELING) COMPLEXITY (CHALLENGE)| |< 17. CREATIVE WRITING SKILL
IMAGINATION (INTUITION) YL < 18. VISUALIZATION SKILL TEACHER BEHAVIOR   

 

(STRATEGIES OR
MODES OF TEACHING)   

Figure 2. Williams Model—A modelfor implementing cognitive-affective
behaviors in the classroom.

The model provides a working structure for curriculum planning and change as
teachers developor sensitize students to bringall of their generalintelligence to bear
upon divergent processes, both cognitive and affective. A subsequentdiscussion of the
model andits dimensionsfollows as an invitation to teachers to accomplish this task
directly through subject matter content rather thanindirectly orin isolation of the regular
school program. The three dimensionsare explained hereasfollows:

Dimension | lists the subject areas of a conventional school curriculum with
emphasis upon basic content of a K-12 program. Subject matter areas become a means
toward an endsince students cannot think or feel in a vacuum but must have content to
think and feel about.

Dimension lists the strategies which teachers can use across presentation of
content as a wayto incite the eight thinking-feeling divergent behaviors. All of these
strategies have been devised empirically from many studies of how all good teachers 467
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behave and operate implicitly in the classroom. As one views these eighteen teaching
strategies which can be applied across the subject areas, a vast number of combinations
for learning become apparent. They are not new nor uniqueto this model, but have
beenutilized by successful teachers for a long time.

Dimension3 consists of eight processes deduced from theoretical studies of how
people think and feel divergently. The four cognitive factors come from the long and
extensive research by Guilford and Meeker on the “Structure of Intellect (SOI)” related
to their factor analysis of the divergent thinking slab for SOI (Meeker, 1974). The four
affective factors come from studies of the disposition and temperament of creative
people. From among manyattributes ortraits of highly creative persons, these four
occur most prominently in the research literature. All eight processes have been
neglectedor at least handled randomly in classroom teaching where the developmentof
creativity among students is vital. Dimensions 2 and 3 will now be expanded uponfor
clearer understanding of their meaning and application.

Dimension 3: Student Behaviors

Cognitive-Intellective

Fluent Thinking (generation of a quality, flow of thought, number of relevant
responses). Fluency consists of a quantitative measure of the number of questions,

responses, ideas, solutions or products an individual generates. The number (sheer

count) or flow of relevant responses produced by the student yields the measure of
fluency.

Flexible Thinking (variety of ideas, ability to shift categories, detours in direction
of thought). Flexibility consists of a quantitative measure of the numberofdifferent ways
the pupil thinks in producing questions, responses, ideas, solutions or products. By

counting (sheer number) the detours, categories, changes of approach,shifts or changes
in direction of thinking, one can measureflexibility.

Original Thinking (unusual response, clever ideas, production away from the
obvious). Originality consists of a qualitative measure of unusual, remote, clever or
uncommon questions, responses, ideas, solutions or products. Thestatistical infre-

quency of questions, responsesor ideas producedacrossthe total class by any student
or the extent to which the response represents a new approach, mental leap, or
departure from the obvious and commonplace occurring within the class or individual
pupil yields the measureoforiginality.

Elaborative Thinking (embellishing upon an idea, embroider upon a simple idea
or response to make it more elegant, stretch or expand upon things or ideas).

Elaboration consists of the production of detailed steps, variety of implications or the
ability to embellish or expand upon questions, responses, ideas, solutions or products.It
is a quantitative measure which involves adding details and specificity to formerly
produced responsesor products.

Affective-Temperament

Risk-Taking (willingness to expose oneself to failure or criticisms, take a guess,
function under conditions devoid of structure, defend own ideas). Risk-taking is the
willingnessto try difficult things.It is likewise a trait that teachers can observe when high
levels of aspiration are soughtafter andtried out by the student. It involves feeling as well
as doing; making guesses as well as taking chances.
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Complexity (the ability to seek manyalternatives, see gaps between how things
are and how they could be, bring order out of chaos, delve into intricate problems or
ideas). Preference for complexity exists as an extension of elaboration whenthe student
prefers the richness of embellished questions, responses, ideas, solutions or products.
The student whodisplays a preference anda feeling for “digging in” to complex designs
and complicated realms orinformation can be observed by the teacher as possessing
this trait.

Curiosity (the capacity to be inquisitive and wonder, toy with an idea, be open to
puzzling situations, ponder the mystery of things, follow a particular hunch just to see
what will happen). Curiosity is the capacity of the student to look into things, to feel
inquisitive and to be puzzled.It is an observable trait associated with classroom behavior
whichinvolves exploratory, inquiry or discovery type activities.

Imagination (the powerto visualize and build mental images, dream about things
that have never happened, feel intuitively, reach beyond sensual real boundaries).
Imagination consists of the freedom to form mental images which in experience have
not been actually present to the senses. The student who feels and builds thought
models of situations or conceives forms of action symbolically is said to be using
imagination.

Dimension 2: Teacher Behaviors (18 Strategies)

No. 1—Paradoxes (commonnotion not necessarily true in fact; self-contradictory
statement or observation). Use paradoxes or teach examplesof paradoxicalsituations.
Theseare tenets contrary to opinion, situation opposed to commonnotion buttrue in
fact, or inconsistencies between things people hold as true. For example, in social
studies, have students think about and explore problemsof poverty in the midst of
plenty in the world today. Ask students in science to disprove “old wives”tales. This is a
techniquefor sensitizing students to evaluate things and brings out exciting ways for
testing and proving.

No. 2—Attributes (inherent properties; conventional symbols or identities;
ascribing qualities). Use the technique ofattribute listing or pointing out inherent
properties. We do this in many areas such as analyzing the use of a word in a sentence
(noun,verb,etc.) or the letters in the spelling of a word, or the numbersorunits in an
arithmetic problem. Develop theskill of analyzing the inherent properties of a thing by
mentally takingit apart and thinking aboutits parts instead of the whole. For example,in
an originality exercise, ask for new and unusualuses for commonly knownthings such
as a lead pencil. Then point out howto thinkin termsof using the inherent properties of
its many parts (wood, lead, rubber, metal, etc.).

No. 3—Analogies(situations of likeness; similarities between things; comparing
one thing to another). Use analogies or manysituations of likeness. Point out new
information,facts or principles by lookingat similar situations in terms of things students
already know. Show howscientific products have been developed outof analogous
situations in nature: radar invented from the instinct of reflected sound waves among
bats; airplane cargo doors designedlike the opening of a clam shell: or the built-in-seam
of weakness of the pea pod usedin the whole area of packaging. Teachers can use
animated pictures and films of animals solving problems of existence, survival and
innovation and ask students how their behavior might parallel that of man. 469
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No. 4—Discrepancies (gaps orlimitations in knowledge; missing links in infor-
mation; what is not known). Teach by using many examplesof deficiencies; that is, ask
students to think about what man does not know instead oftelling students what man
knows. Developthe student’s skill for looking at gaps, unknownsor missing elementsof
information. Allow time for reflective thinking aboutinconsistencies in knowledge. Point
out the difference between problems of fact and problemsof logical consistency and
how few ofthe latter kind there are. Use the technique of asking students tolist the things
that bother people, things people need or things wrong with something. Ask students to

search for all possible definitions of a problem as something that is wrong. Allow

opportunities for students to write ortell about all the observable things that to them

cause puzzlement(in nature, in humannature and in the world of things). Cite examples
where ourperceptionsin the world of conceptualization do not always match the world
of reality. Provide a “pigeonloft” in the school or classroom where the students can go to

wonder.

No. 5—Provocative Questions (inquiry to bring forth meaning; incite knowl-

edge exploration; summonsto discovering new knowledge). Use the inquirytraining
method of asking provocative questions. Point out the difference betweenfactual type
questions (How much? How many? Whatis? Who?) and questions which require depth
of comprehension (How would you? In what other ways? Whatif? How else?). Use
manycategories of questioning such as those which require translation, interpretation,

extrapolation,identification, discovery, synthesis and analysis. Show pictures andfilms

and havestudentslist all of the questions they can ask aboutthefilm. Use a checklist of

question categories such as longer, larger, shorter, smaller, adding, multiplying, taking
away, changing, combining andreversing. Allow students to beas sensitive to question
asking as they are to answerfinding.

No. 6—Examples of Change (demonstrate the dynamics of things; provide

opportunities for making alterations, modifications or substitutions). Cite the impor-

tance for change and use many examples of change. Teachtheskill of changing things

rather than adjusting to things. Use stories andfilms depicting change in nature and
parallel these to human change.

No. 7—Examples of Habit (effects of habit-bound thinking; build sensitivity
againstrigidity in ideas and well-tried ways). Teach aboutrigidities, fixations and habit.
Showhowthelives and functions of men and machines havebeeninfluenced by habit-
bound thinking. Use examplesof principles and techniques, both in the field of arts and
of sciences, that have remained unchanged or unimproved because of habit. Such
examplesin science as jet propulsion, knownby the Chinese before the birth of Christ,
and innovationsir. the art of communications could be used.

No. 8—Organized Random Search(use a familiar structure to go at random to

build another structure; an example from which new approaches occur at random).
Design case study approaches around someorganized structure of knowledge which
can in turn lead to a random search for other knowledge. Organize information to a
certain point and then pose the question, “What would you do?” or “What would you
have done?” For example,allow the studentto identify with somehistorical situation or
personality which provides the organized structure but gives no course of action or
solution. Thenallow the student to search at random for what could be done to solvethe
problem. Present unsolvedsocialissuesor scientific problems and ask the student to go
off into his own “unknownareasof information” to seek solutions. Pose the question of
how field of knowledgeasit is now conceived mightbefifty or one hundred years from
now. Identify an area of subject matter by story, picture or problem and askthe student
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to generate all of the causes and consequencesof that area of knowledge. Use a film
whichidentifies a situation or problem (organized structure) and then stop the film to
allow the studentto create or design his own information at random tobringthesituation
to a completion. Uponsolving a problem (organizedstructure), ask the studentto think
at random about as many problemsas he can that the solution might cause (im-
plications).

No. 9—Skills of Search (search for ways something has been done before—
historical search; search for the current status of something—descriptive search; set up
an experimentalsituation and search for what happens—experimentalresearch). Teach
the skills of search as ways in which truths are sought. Teach the processes of the
scientific method as well as the basic areas of research. Developskills in: (1) historical
search—how someoneelse has doneit or solved it, (2) descriptive search—such as
describing, comparing and contrasting several methods, as well astrial and error search,
(3) controlled search through experimental observations—looking for cause andeffect,
drawing conclusions,analyzingresults, identifying causes and consequencesand draw-
ing implications.

No. 10—Tolerance for Ambiguity (provide situations which puzzle, intrigue or
challenge thinking; pose open-endedsituations which do not force closure). Build a
tolerance for ambiguity by setting purposeful blocks in the learning process.It is well
knownthat students learn when confronted with problem situations. Lead the learning
situation up to a definite point and then stop, allowing the student to toy with
information, be puzzled, intrigued, involved or challenged. This is a good technique
whichleads to moreself-directed learning.

No. 11—Intuitive Expression (feeling about things through all senses, skill of
expressing emotion, being sensitive to inward hunches or nudges). Provide many
opportunities whichallow for intuitive expression. Ask studentsto write,tell or dramatize
their feelings, hunches,intuitions and emotions about something. Use examples across
subject matter areas which show how hunchespaid off. Use other examples of how
innovative people have ended upin trouble and why. Provide many opportunities for
the expression of feelings acrossall the senses (e.g., feel box, color, sounds).

No. 12—Adjustment to Development(learn from mistakes orfailures, develop
from rather than adjust to something, develop many options or possibilities). Use
examples of development instead of adjustment. Show how failures, mistakes and
accidents haveled to the developmentof worthwhile things (serendipity). Even though
our culture is strongly success-oriented, use a reverse process by showing how unsuc-
cessful acts or events have been turned to success. Teachthe skill of learning how to
learn from mistakes. Mistakesare at least proof of an individual’s effort. As an example,
use someofthefilms depicting early unsuccessful attempts of manto fly, and point out
how the scienceofflight profited by such mistakes. Use other examples in science and
medicine.

No. 13—Study Creative People and Process (analyze traits of eminently
creative people, study processes which lead to problem solving, invention, incubation
andinsight). Study creative individuals in the process under which theycreate. Analyze
the traits and characteristics of eminently creative people through study of biographies
and anecdotaldata. Study creative people from the standpointof creating an art out of
their own lives—personalcreativity. Study the process of creative people interacting
with other people—social creativity. Study the process and developmentof a creative
product—productive creativity. Use careerfilms showing creatively successful people on 471
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the job. Point out idiosyncrasies of creative people—early life anxieties, conflicts, fears,

uncertainties. Emphasize how problems were overcomeor how they contributed to a

person’s owncreativity. Show howtruly creative behavior comesoutof personal and

social discomfort, maladjustment, deep concern and a great amountof perserverence.

No. 14—Evaluate Situations (decide upon possibilities by their consequences

and implications, checkor verify ideas and guesses againstthe facts). Evaluate solutions

and answersin terms of their consequences and implications. Always pose the question,

“Whatif?” Provide opportunities forlisting things that might happen asa result of. . . .

Teach for cause and effect and require the students to extrapolate from information.

Allow many opportunities for decision making and the responsibility for choice, espe-

cially after a divergent exercise whenit is necessary to choose and use.

No. 15—Creative Reading Skill (develop a mind-set for using information that

is read, learn the skill ofgenerating ideas by reading). Developskills in reading creatively.

Ask students to state as many ideas as they can whichoccur to them duringtheir reading

rather than to state specifically what it was that they read. Point out the difference

between reading as an information acquiring process and reading whichleads to idea

generation and development. Reading can teach a student about someoneelse’s ideas

or information, but it can also stimulate the student to new ideas and information ofhis

own.

No. 16—Creative Listening Skill (learning the skill of generating ideas by

listening, listen for information allowing one thing to lead another). Likewise, develop

the skill of listening creatively. Listen for information which leads to other things rather

than only what was heard. Teach the importance of listening rather than always

speaking. Have students listen to sounds, music, talking and then write their perceptions

of what washeard.

No. 17—Creative Writing Skill (learn the skill of communicating ideasin writing,

learn the skill of generating ideas through writing). Draw attention to shapes, colors,

rhythms, textures, sounds and odors. Provide opportunities for students to perceive or

visualize themselves in many contexts and then ask them to write about their percep-

tionsin different forms (prose, story, poems, newspaperad,script, etc.).

No. 18—Visualization Skill (express ideas in visual forms, illustrate thoughts

and feelings, describe experiences throughillustrations). Provide opportunities for

students to perceive or visualize themselves in many contexts. For example, ask the

student to perceive himself as a molecule undergoing the process of osmosis or an

electron flowing througha solid copperwire. Provide many opportunities for students to

find gratification in perceiving with all their senses the world in whichtheylive, and then

draw these perceptions in abstract art or form. Visualize your perceptions of nature as

seen by an animalorinsect.

Sample Lessons Applying the Williams Model

Now that the Williams Model has been presented and discussedin detail, it seems

appropriatethat lesson examples should show howto use the various dimensionsof the

modelin classroom teaching. The following sample lessons have beenextensively field

tested in differentiated gifted programs. The lesson format will first be shown, then

followed by a discussion of how to do it and what happens.All of these lessons are from

the two Classroom Ideas Books by Frank Williams (1970, 1982, D.O.K. Publishers,

East Aurora, New York).
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Sample Lesson 1

To Encourage: Flexible Thinking and Curiosity

Through: Social Studies

Using Strategies: Paradox,Attributes

Place the word “paradox” on the board andask students to make guessesas to what they think
the word means. Then verify by asking some student to look the word upin the dictionary and

readit to the class. Then ask students to brainstorm their ideas about how people are alike. List
ideas as they occur and then havetheclassclassify the list into various categories. The numberof
different categories reflects flexible thinking, with greater numbersindicating more flexibility.
Then askthe class to brainstorm anotherlist of how people differ. Classify this list and compare
lists and categories. Discuss how people are alike but different. Reinforce abilities to think in
different ways about people.

 

This sixth grade social studies class thoughtof 36 ideas about how peopleare alike.
Somecategories included the way they look, the way they move about, their need for
food and water, that they are intelligent, they live in the world, etc. Then theirlist of how

people differ generated only 19 ideas. This was reportedly harder to do. Some
categoriesof differences includedtheir talents and abilities; values; brainpower; feelings
and urges; behavior, personality, nationality; and looks. Thelists and categories led to a
discussion about being curious andflexible in thinking about people. It also got students
thinking differently about a commonthing, since weareall people.

 

Sample Lesson 2

To Encourage: Fluent Thinking and Imagination

Through: Science, Math and Social Studies (cross discipline)

Using Strategies: Attributes, Skills of Search

Have the class brainstorm a longlist of things that are measurable. Place the word, “measur-
ables,” on the chalkboard and record students’ ideas as they are spontaneously offered. Tell the
students during brainstorming that neither discussion norcriticism is allowed. Emphasis is upon
quantity and flow of ideas. After about 20 minutes, when spontaneity ceases, ask the class to
brainstorm list of things that are not measurable. Place the work, “immeasurables,” at the head

of this list and give the class the sametimeto list these ideas. Now comparethelists and discuss
their differences, not only in number and length but how the wordsdiffer. Then ask students to
individually select one of the immeasurable things and, using their imaginations, create some
way for measuring this thing. Can you imagine how you could measure love, hate, boredom,
etc., or one of the immeasurable things that appear onthislist?

 

A ninth gradeclass wasvery fluent onthefirst list. When analyzed, they discovered
the list included many math and science measurable things like length of room, time,
age, space, distance, energy, area, etc. When analysis of the secondlist was made, they
discovered many “people” things like feelings, moods, urges, hunches, emotions,etc. 473
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They then wrestled with the imaginative issue of trying to measurelove, hate, etc. Many
of them wanted to pursue creating a new measurementsystem,realizing the old system
of measurement may not apply here. This led to individual projects for creating or
inventing a new kind of measurementfor an inanimate kind of thing. Some students’
intuition or curiosity piqued and they wanted to pursue individual research projects.

 

Sample Lesson 3

To Encourage: Original Thinking and Curiosity

Through: LanguageArts

Using Strategies: Organized Random Search, Evaluate Situations and
Creative Writing

A Cinquain poem is presented on an overhead projector or chalkboard. The class is told a
Cinquainis a 5-line form of poetry starting with one word (noun), with two descriptive wordsfor
a secondline (adjectives), a third line of three words explaining what the first word does, and a
fourth line consists of four words expressing a feeling or mood thefirst word presents. Thefifth

line is one single wrap-up (synonym)thatties together the whole meaningof the other fourlines.
A sample Cinquainis:

Fence
Picketed, Whitewashed
Surroundsa yard
A symbol of security
Barrier

This form of poetry is discussed and the word barrier is used as the lead-off word for
brainstorming. Ask the class to think of all the different kinds of barriers they can think of.
Responsesare recorded. After the list has been obtained, students are asked to choose one
barrier word from thelist and useit in place of the word fence in the displayed sample Cinquain.
Poemsare read to the class. After Cinquain writing, present the Haiku form of poetry bystarting:

Let's write a Haiku
Five, seven,five syllables
Try oneif you will

Haiku consists of three lines having 5, 7 and 5 syllables. Now havetheclass create their own
Haiku poem from the barrierlist.

 

This seventh grade class wrote Cinquains. Whenstudents were asked to read their
poems, they were asked the reason for their selected “barrier” word that started their
Cinquain. Onestudentselected the “barrier” word time. When asked whyhe chosethis
word,he replied, “Many times | am bored.” His Cinquain was:

Time
Minutes, Hours
A rigid thing

Too fast, too slow

Frustration
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Sample Lesson 4

To Encourage: Curiosity and Complexity

Through: Math Concept

Using Strategies: Attributes, Evaluate Situations, Visualization Skill

The teacher should collect several different kinds of book jackets. From this collection, select six

or eight that have differing kinds of topics with intriguing pictures. Present these, oneat a time,
asking students to compare whatis shownin thepicture on the jacketto the title and/or subject of
the book. In somecases,there will be strong agreement on scale of one to ten while, in other
cases, there will belittle or none. Ask students to rate their agreementon a scale from oneto ten,
one being the least agreement between picture and name of book, ten having the strongest
agreement(correlation). Include several differing book jackets from a telephone book, Sears
catalog, advertising literature, etc. Have students comparesimilarities and differences between
whatis shownonthejacketin pictorial form to whatis indicated verbally bythetitle of the book.
Practice the meaningofcorrelation in this way.

 

Someofthe students,intrigued with the idea of relatedness betweenpictorial and
verbal meaning,started redesigning book jackets which would better represent the real
meaningof a bookandits title. New jackets were drawn, or old jackets were used on
different books. Ads in magazines and newspapers were also correlated as students
became curious aboutthe relationship between the picture and the subject of the ad.

 

Sample Lesson 5

To Encourage: Fluent and Original Thinking, Curiosity

Through: Language Arts and Art

Using Strategies: Organized Random Search, Evaluate Situations and
Visualization Skill

From a collection of various different kinds of book jackets obtained from thelibrary, choose
somethat have interesting and differing pictures. Coverall the print on the jackets, leaving only
the picture showing. Separate the class into small groups (4-5 students per group). Give one
jacket to each group, asking them to brainstorm all the subjects or topics they think the book
might be about. Then have the group choosecriteria to judge which topic seemsto best fit the
pictureasthe real subject of the book. Select one from the brainstormedlist. Now ask each group
to originate a clever andcreativetitle for their selected book jacket. Verify by uncoveringthetitle
of the book while showingthe jacket to the whole class. Do this across each group.

 

Not discouraged by their covered up bookjacket, this group saw a beautiful cloudy
sky with angels in purple. They chosethetitle of the book to be Holy Hallelujahs. The
real title of the book, when the print was uncovered, turned out to be Happy
Christmas.This grouplikedtheir title much better and decided to write their own book
as they selected time, place and characters for Holy Hallelujahs. With help from a local
author as mentor, they wrote an introduction and table of contents. As these were
turnedin to the teacher, the book waswritten as a child’s story about heaven. Whenthe 475
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book wasfinished with illustrations, the group became young authors and, with the
teacher’s help, the book was published.

 

Sample Lesson 6

To Encourage: Curiosity and Complexity

Through: Science

Using Strategies: Discrepancies, Provocative Questions and

Evaluate Situations

Place the word density on the chalkboard. Ask students to define the word. Ask someoneto look
the word upin the dictionary and read the definition; what does it mean? Then perform an
interesting experiment with colorless fluids. Before the lesson begins, pour denatured alcohol
carefully on top of a half glass of water. Pour downtheside of the glass so as not to mix the two
fluids. When the experimentbegins, pour anotherglassfull of water. Then drop a large ice cube
into both glasses. Give the rules for inquiry,telling the class to ask questions aboutthe difference
in position of the two ice cubes (on top of the water, in the middle of the glass in the alcohol).
Their questions will only be answered by “yes,” “no” or “maybe; you need more information.”
Students will seek theories by asking questions: the “maybe”tells them they must get more
information by asking more questions. Questionsare to solve the mystery as to the discrepancy
in the position of the two ice cubes. Questionswill lead to discovering a lighter, less dense fluid
floating on top of the water in the one glass. Eventually, someonewill quess alcohol. Then ask the
class to guess whatelse might be used in place of alcohol to make the same thing happen.This
will lead to the discovery of specific weights offluids, some heavier, somelighter than water which
has a specific weight of1.

 

This sixth grade class discovered through inquiry that density is mass per unit
volume. They soon guessedthatthelighterfluid was on top in one glass which made the
ice cube float on the top of the heavierfluid in the bottom half of the glass. They then
wondered about the density of solids. So the teacher set up a water displacement
experiment having obtained a graduated cylinder, scale and pieces of materials the
students brought in. By measuring the amountof water displaced in the cylinder as the
solid was placed in it and weighing the material, they determined the density of each
solid. They learned wood andice were lighter than water and that aluminum and gold
were much heavier. This then turned into a scientific method experiment and a unit
whichthe class loved. Enrichmentstrategies of provocative questions, skills of search
and evaluating situations were predominantly used by the teacher.

 

Sample Lesson 7

To Encourage: Flexible Thinking and Complexity

Through: Math and Language

Using Strategies: Examples of Change, Organized Random Search and
Evaluate Situations

476 The teacherplaced the alphabet on the chalkboard, numberingthe letters from 1 to 26, A to Z.
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The class was involvedin finding a one-syllable word, assigning designated numbers for each
letter of the word, and using addition and subtraction to get the numbersoftheletters to equal8.
For example, the word, girl, was given and assigned the numbers 7, 9, 18 and 12 from the
spelling of girl. Students were asked to come up with as manydifferent number combinationsas
possible to get the number 8. One number sequence thought of by somestudent was to subtract
12 from 18, 7 from 9, and then add the two remaining numbers, 6 + 2, to equal 8. Other

differing combinations were sought as students worked on addition and subtraction to get 8.
Then wordsfrom the week’s spelling list were used; and by assigning respective numbers and/or
using all four of the number combinations to get different numbers, students becameintrigued
with converting words andletters to numbers and practicing their number combinations.

 

Onegroupin a class thought of designing a gamefrom this lesson. One syllable
words would receive 1 point, two syllable words 2 points and three or more syllable
words would receive 3 points. Again, using the week’s spelling list and by using only
subtraction and multiplication to get 12, students began solving numerical problems and
receiving points for the game. They played the gamein groups and designedletter-
numbercards giving the word and numbers rules on oneside and the answers on the
otherside. Students wereto think of as manydifferent number combinations aspossible
to solve the problem. One student completed the word antidisestablishmentarianism
using addition and subtraction to equal 15. Math improvementsoared, spelling im-
provementwasgreat!

 

Sample Lesson 8

To Encourage: Original Thinking and Complexity

Through: Science and Math

Using Strategies: Analogies, Skills of Search

The teacherintroduced a project on aerodynamics by exploring things in naturethatfly, i-e.,
insects and birds, and then showeda film on hanggliding with a discussion ofthe flight of man.
Airfoil sections and modelairplanes were studied. Some students investigated various wing
shapes and types, discovering that a relationship must exist between area of lift-producing
surface and weight of object being flown. This then led into math computations andratio. From
this, each interested student was to design his or her own hangglider. Knowing their own weight,
they wereto designa glider wing that would carry them in soaring. Severallocal college students
that were hanggliders camein anddiscussed their experiences.

 

A groupfrom this class decided to follow up on a hangglider design of their own.

Math and shopteachersassisted the group and the home economicsteachers helped
them with selecting fabric that could best be used for their hang glider A study was
conducted on the difference between knits and polyesters, learning which to use on a
hangglider. Their hanggliders built, this group then displayed them in the community
crafts fair. By spring, the group tested their hang gliders with the help of high school
students and others who had practice in hang gliding. Learning to this group became
applying and doing something productively rather than merely taking in information
rarely used for one’s owndirection. 477
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Discussion of Lesson Examples

It should be obvious from the above examples how the model can be used to
enrich lessonsfor gifted students, particularly in the divergent areas, both cognitive and

affective. As the readerfinds in the discussion of each lesson, connectedness occurs

when students become motivated with the lesson as an interaction between content,

strategy and their thinking-feeling processes. This is exactly what the model attempts to
do, under diagnostic conditions as planned andcarried out by the teacher.

These lesson examples help show that most students in a classroom can, at some
time, become more able learners. The diagram on the following page (Figure 3) can
more explicitly illustrate this. The teacher, by using strategies across the content
curriculum, must supply the enriched experiences. This is really the only place the
teacheraffects learning as a diagnostic learning manager. The student must then make
the connection by using his or her own organizers, whichin turn lead to real meaning. As
organizers connect through assimilation and/or accommodation (Piaget’s terms), the
student will derive personal meaning. And real meaning to the studentis reflected or

expressed by “Oh! I see now what that means. It makes sense!”

 

TEACHER

[Strategies across Curriculum]

 

  

 

Enriched

experiences
  

  

     
   

 

Oyganizers

(Past experiences,

Interests, Skills)

   
  

Meaning

(Real and Derived)

   
  

STUDENT
[Learning Styles]    

Figure 3. How teachers’ curricular strategies influence students’ learning
styles.
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The lock to be openedis individual motivation: joining what has happenedin the
past to that which is happening now—connectedness as| havereferred to it. The way
this can best be brought about must be through enriched, embellished learning
experiences. These experiences are the keys which each studentuses in attempting to
become a more able learner. Both the quantity and the quality of the learning

experiences introducedinto a student’s life will broaden the degree of connectedness.
But the degree of connectedness determines the extent of the student’s understanding,
resulting from any enriched experience—arecycling loop as Figure 3 shows. The more
enriched experiencesthat are provided, the greater the chance exists that a studentwill
connect. The more connections made bya student, the greater the meaning that can be
derived from the new experiences.

Research and Evaluation

Until now, little has been donein devising a satisfactory way to assess a combina-
tion of cognitive and affective factors related to creative behavior which can beeasily
used by classroom teachers. Translating findings from creativity assessmentinto practi-
cal classroom practices by teachers desiring to make conscious efforts to develop
student's creative behavior has been practically unheard of until the present gifted
movement began in 1975. Of the five general areas of multiple abilities considered
legitimate for funding gifted projects, the one area of “creative productive thinking”has
until now remained rather barren and neglected in terms of valid assessment and
programming procedures. Educators working in gifted programs have been plagued
with difficulties in locating curriculum materials and tests when attempting to identify,
implement and evaluate projects in the area of creativity. Yet, this is one of the main

ability areas strongly advocated byfederal, state anddistrict policies governing defensi-
ble and differentiated programsfor gifted students.

Williams Model provides continuity within a delivery system for coordinating
students’ creative abilities using strategies teachers can employ for teaching the basic
skills and content (Williams, 1979a,b). It is based upon the importance of developing
pupil-teacher interactions with the curriculum by dealing specifically with those cogni-
tive and affective behaviorsvitally responsible for encouraging andreleasingcreativity,
which have become well known from long-standing research evidence. Now it is
possible to purposely program the ongoing curriculum for developing and sustaining
those divergent thinking and feeling processes most responsible for the creative process.
These can be measured by a combination of cognitive and affective instruments, pre-
and posttesting with gain scores computed to show eachstudent’s progress. Thus, there
now exists a delivery system consisting of definable, developmental and measurable
factors purposely aimed at encouragingcreativity amongstudents in school classrooms.

Although the model has undergone numerous studies and validation across
schools in the United States, Canada, Puerto Rico, Australia and most recently in
Central America, the most extensive study is reported heresince it involved a greater
numberof subjects (N = 468) with a variety of programming in four separate gifted
projects.

Subjects

Subjects of this study were selected from 468 classroom students, grades 3 through
9, from fourlarge gifted programs where the author had worked as a consultant during
the past five years. The four project locations were Anchorage, Alaska (PACTproject):
Medford, Oregon (Southern Oregon Gifted Project); Great Falls, Montana (PACEproj-
ect) and Troutdale, Oregon (Reynold’s G-T project). All subjects had metcertain criteria 479
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for being gifted students and had been identified, selected and involved in a gifted
program within their respective school districts. These subjects had demonstrated
superior performancein eitherintelligence, academic achievement, creativity and/orin
the affective area of self-concept. These were the four ability areas chosen by their
respective projects ascriteria for identification and selection into a gifted program. In
short, these were gifted and creative students with strong feelings of self-worth.

From this large poolof gifted students, four groups were selected by a rankorderof
highest scores on four respective ability areas as classified by the Williams continuum
diagram shownin Figure 4.

 

cee AffectiveGfOup2-0 gov

Group4: Divergent
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Group1: Intelligence, Creay
Academic Achievement Ne Th, FeelingDing;

King
Convergence Divergence

Group 1 Cognitive-Convergent Group (N = 77) IQ and academic achievementtest
scores

Group 2 Cognitive-Divergent Group (N = 59) Creativity test scores (divergent
thinking)

Group 3. Affective-Convergent Group (N = 73) Self-concept test scores

Group 4 Affective-Divergent Group (N = 64) Motivational characteristics (divergent
feeling)

 

Figure 4. Williams continuum diagram

Test scores, nominations and rating scales by teachers, parents and peers were
used as identification andselection criteria for these four groups. On variety oftests
andscales, selected subjects for the four groups hadattained scores averaging 1.2 to 1.7
standard deviations above the mean from published test norms for this grade level
group. Classification of the four groups was determined from the nature of the test or
scale used and howit is scored. For example, self-concept scales are affective in nature
but scored by correct answer keys, hence they yield an affective-convergentclassi-
fication.

Methods

All four groups of subjects classified, as shown in Figure 4, were administered two
test instruments. Both tests had been designed and validated to measure the eight pupil
behaviors in Dimension 3 of the Williams Model. These test instruments are:

Divergent Test of Creative Thinking. This test measures the four cognitive-
divergent factors from the Williams Model—fluency,flexibility, originality and elabora-
tion yielding these sub scores. This test is a revised form of the earlier figural Torrance
Test of Creative Thinking consisting of two drawing exercises, completing a picture using
a form and completing a series of pictures using a stimulus figure. Even though these

drawing exercises are similar to the earlier Torrance Test of Creative Thinking, a whole
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new andsimplified scoring procedure deriving weighted scores with norms has been
devised by Williams based upon thorough analysis of test performance on over two
thousand protocols. Both exercises elicit right brain visual perception (classified as
divergentfigural transformations (DFT) on Guilford’s model, exceptthetitle score which
is left brain oriented andclassified as divergent semantic transformation (DST). Hence,
the test meets hemisphericity criteria for creativity requiring alternate modes or inte-
grated styles of information processing through synthesis productions.

This modified form of the older Torrance Test of Creative Thinking was validated
by a random sample of student subjects from the current study (N = 67) by administer-
ing both creative thinking tests, the earlier figural form of the Torrance scored by his
procedure and this later form scored by a new simplified scoring procedure. High
scorers on bothtests did differ significantly over low scorers. Both tests yield the same
subscoresof creative-productive thinking: fluency,flexibility, originality and elaboration

as derived from the divergent slab of Guilford’s Structure of Intellect Model. However,
the new Drawing Test of Creative Thinking can be more easily and quickly scored for
use by classroom teachers.

Divergent Feeling Test. This test was originally called “How Do YouReally Feel
About Yourself Inventory” (HDYRFAY, Williams, F, 1972). The Divergent Feeling Test
measuresthe fouraffective divergentfactors from the Williams Model; namely, curiosity,
risk taking, complexity and imagination. This test wasinitially validated against studies
and work of MacKinnon (1968), Cattell (1967) and Barron (1963) and the Torrance
Tests of Creative Thinking, both figural and verbal as divergent production exercises.
High scoring subjects on all measures of creativity discriminated significantly on the
Divergent Feeling Test (HDYRFAY) as comparedto low scoring subjects. High per-

formers on the four cognitive-divergent factors of fluency, flexibility, originality and
elaboration also scoredhigh onthefouraffective-divergentfactors of curiosity, imagina-
tion, risk taking and complexity. Title scores, likewise, correlate high andsignificantly to
verbal comprehension scores on academic achievementtests. This test exercise satisfies
integrated brain functioning by requiringleft brain verbal analysis to alternate with right
brain emotional, affective processing and onstructure of intellect it is classified as
divergent semantic units (DSU). Both test instruments are now available in a newly
designed Creativity Assessment Packet (CAP 1979b)by Frank Williams, published
and distributed by DOK Publishers, Inc. and revised in 1986.

Williams Scale. A third instrument was designed and administered to classroom
teachers and parents of the four groups of subjects. This instrument is the Williams
Scale, a scale for rating divergent thinking andfeeling behaviorsof children.It consists of

an observational checklist of traits and characteristics across each of the eight factors,
both cognitive and affective, from Dimension 3 of the Williams Model. For example,it
defines fluent thinking andlists six characteristics of a fluent thinking person, or defines
curiosity andlists six characteristics of a curious person. Each characteristic may be
checked by three alternative boxes: often, sometimes or seldom.In addition to the 48
characteristic items on the scale, there are four open-ended items asking a parent anda
teacher for their expectations of a school program fora gifted child and their expecta-

tions of the accomplishments of a gifted child in a school program. The entire Scale
yields a weighted score of 100 points and has normsavailable. This Scale, like the
Divergent Test of Creative Thinking and the DivergentFeeling Test, is likewise available
in the new Creativity Test Packet as indicated. Hence, the entire packetis a series of test
instruments to be used across the Williams model for assessment and evaluation as the
modelis used for programming (CAP), D.O.K. Publishers, East Aurora, New York. 481
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Results

Table 1 reports means and standard deviations for each group of subjects as shown
in Figure 4 onall eight factors measured by the twotest instruments administered. It
should be noted that subjects in the cognitive-divergent andaffective-divergent groups,
Groups 2 and 4, attained the highest scores on most measuredfactors.

Table 1
Meansand standard deviations of selected creative thinking and

feeling factors across four groups of gifted students
 

Measured Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4
Factor Cognitive- Cognitive- Affective- Affective-

Convergent Divergent Convergent Divergent
 
Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D.
 

Fluency 8.4 1.6 9.3 1.4 8.7 1.7 9.0 1.3

Flexibility 5.7 2.0 7.1 2.1 5.9 2.2 7.0 1.9
Originality 26.4 2.1 30.3 2.4 27.9 2.6 30.1 2.7
Elaboration 24.3 4.9 27.1 5.2 26.1 4.7 28.8 5.0
Title 2.9 0.9 2.5 1.0 2.4 1.1 2.3 0.8
Curiosity 15.1 1.9 18.8 2.1 16.9 2.3 18.3 2.0
Imagination 14.7 2.1 19.0 2.4 16.8 1.7 18.4 2.2

Complexity 15.0 2.4 15.3 2.1 16.7 2.0 16.2 2.3
Risk-Taking 15.1 2.3 17.9 2.0 16.7 1.7 16.3 2.2

 

Subjects initially scoring highest on cognitive-divergence by scores on instruments
and checklists, Groups 2 and 4, obtained higherscores onall factors of both the creative
thinking test and the divergentfeeling test excepttitle score on the drawingtest. To test
the statistical significance of these differences, Chi-Square tests found seven of the nine
factor scores for Groups 2 and 4 (cognitive and affective-divergence) to bestatistically
significant beyondthe .05 level of confidence. Flexible and original thinking along with
curiosity and imagination yielded the greatest significant gains for Groups 2 and 4 over
Groups 1 and 3. The data suggests two confirmingfacts. First, if you want to choose
students whowill do well on measuresrelating to creativity, you assess certain creative
thinking and feeling behaviors, not IQ, academic achievementorself-concept. For the
latter are convergentabilities, at least the way they are tested, while a majority ofabilities
necessary for creativity are divergent abilities. This study reveals eight predominantly
divergent behaviors highly related to assessing creativity. Second, the importance of
linking or connecting cognitive with affective styles of processing information under
conditions calling for divergence appears to be generally more effective for eliciting
creativity than under convergent, fixed-answerconditions.

In addition to the data shown in Table 1 on results of the two test instruments
administered student subjects, correlations were obtained using the Williams Scale
administered to parents and teachers of these same subjects. It is important to point out
again that the eight factors comprising the Williams Scale, whichis a rating checklist to
be used by parents and teachers observing student behaviors at homeandin school, are
the same eight factors measured bythe twotest instruments reported in Table 1 and
developed as student outcomesby use of the Williams Model. By analysis of teacher-
parent pairs of Williams Scales for the same student, correlations obtained were .73 for
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uppergrade students, .67 for elementary grade students, with an overall correlation
across all pairs of .71, all significant at the .01 level of confidence. Such correlations
indicate a significant relationship existed betweenteachers’ rating and parents’ rating of
the same student on fluent, flexible, original and elaborative thinking along with

curiosity, risk taking, complexity and imagination.

Thelast part of this correlation study asked the question, “Did students as subjects
in the study (observed at homeeliciting these processesas well as in school) perform the
same on tests which measure like processes?” The top five scoring students on the
William Scale as ranked by both parents and teachers were comparedto the top five
scoring students as ranked by their scores on the Creative Thinking Test and on the
DivergentFeeling Test. A rank ordercorrelation of .84 was obtained. In summary, data

confirm that students whoare curiousandflexible at home(as observed by parents) are
also curious andflexible in school(as observed byteachers) and perform equally well on
tasks measuring these two areas.

Conclusions

Using gifted subjects scoring highest by tests, checklists and nomination forms

across the cognitive and affective domains under either convergent or divergent
conditions, it appears from the study that both cognitive andaffective divergers perform
better on creative thinking and feeling tasks measuring cognitive and affective diver-
gence. The evidence producedbythis study indicates ratherclearly that groupsofgifted
students classified by tasks of cognitive and affective convergence obtain lower scores
than do groupsof studentsclassified by tasks of cognitive and affective divergence on

measuresof creative thinking abilities and on personality measures associated with
creative behaviors. On measuresofcreative thinking, cognitive-divergent groups ex-
celled over cognitive-convergent groups on factors of flexibility and originality. On
measures of temperamentordispositional factors, affective-divergent groups excelled
over affective-convergent groups on measuresof curiosity and imagination.

By useof the Williams Model, there nowis available a complete delivery system for
schoolclassroomsincludingtest instruments, curriculum materials and teachingstrate-
gies for teacher’s use wheninterested in developing creative processes within subject
contentareas of a school program. Although evidenceof the study suggests that among
exceptional students, both convergent and divergent behaviors are involved in multiple
ability giftedness, a style of information processing utilizing both cognitive and affective
domains operating underdivergent conditions seemsto be more favorable for assessing
creativity. Additional studies need to be conducted with different populations, especially
a replicative study on typical, average students. For if we accept the premise that
giftedness is a matter of degree, not kind, perhaps these assessmentinstrumentstested
in this study with gifted students could likewise be used for most other students.
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Discussion Questions

 

] Whywasa three-dimensional cube selected to graphicallyillustrate this model?

2 How dothe eight pupil processes in Dimension 3 relate to other educational or
psychological theories?

Whatis the origin of the 18 teachingstrategies in Dimension 2? Were only these
strategies included in the original research for the model?

Based uponpast educational research and developmentfindings, how hasthis
model contributed to educational efforts throughout the years of its imple-
mentation?

As viewed from a classroom perspective, how has this model helped teaching
become moreeffective?

States, Canada and Puerto Rico, it was not designed primarily for this purpose.
Whatis the rationale for this model’s use in gifted programs?

Whatis the basic purpose or primary objective for classroom implementation of
this teaching model? Whathasit offered educators that other models have not?

Considering the vast implications of the model (asking teachers and/or curriculum
specialists to implement 864 possible interactions—18 strategies <x 6 content
areas < 8 pupil processes), how can this model be applied in any grade, at any
school, by any teacher?

Where should further work on the model be concentrated for those who may want
to extendits use in current educational programs?

How could this model be used in conjunction with any of the other models in this
book?

6 Even though the model has been used in manygifted programs in the United
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